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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis is to offer an ana lysis 
of tbs tcrsainology used in the English periodical criticism 
of prose fiction from 1800-1832* The specific aim of the 
study, however, is to indicate the extent to which critics 
writing for representative periodicals of the era continued 
to apply to the new literary genre, terms and concepts borrowed 
from criticism of the older literary types* An effort is 
made to point out both new interpretations given to terns 
of ultimate classical origin and to mention recent additions 
to the terminology* Incidentally, contributions made by 
specific periodicals also receive scute attention*
Because contributors to all the Journals often 
used terms very vaguely, careful examinations of the major 
terms in context are necessary# Only in this way may changes 
in meanings be detected* Only by this means may a clear 
insight be gained into the critical concepts for which the 
terms are symbols* Thus, throughout the study, not only the 
major terms, but also the lalnor descriptive words used with 
them receive consideration*
The material for the thesis is the reviews and articles 
jj* s representative group of English periodicals and numerous
photostats and microfilmed copies of reviews in rare period­
icals* At least one coupleto publication of each type
H i
iv
(ratlm Monthly reviews, quarterlies, magazines, and weeklies) 
and maaerous Imitative or leaser periodicals have also been 
examined*
The novel Is a new literary genre, having no natural 
ear historical terms of Its own* Both the epic and drama, 
however, antedated the Most ancient criticism* Yet modern 
criticism of these older forms Is remade classicism* Ihua 
it is reasonable to assume tret at first there would be acme 
transfers frrna the poetic groove to the fictional one*
Fieldingfs significant contributions to criticism of the novel 
In the eighteenth century are well known* He pointed the 
read for later critics to follow* For terms and theories, 
however, Fielding had turned to the classical criticism of 
the epic and drama* Yet after 1800, the decided advance 
made In the writing of novels and the charges wrought In poetic 
criticism by Wordsworth would both be expected to produce 
charges in the terminology of the criticism of proa© fiction*
In the routine reviews of the day, the Monthly 
Review and its various imitators, however, extensive use of 
neoclassical terminology was obvious Tvrm. 1800 to 1852*
Still, there were faint traces of charges In interpretations 
ef terms after 1815 ard a greater nucaber after 1820, especially 
In terras denoting the qualities of authors as revealed In 
their works*
In the Edinburgh Heylew, the Quarterly Review, and 
their kindred publications, there was also a heavy reliance 
upon classical and neoclassical terminology; but after 1815
Vseme reInterpretation* of older terms appeared# k ore over , 
from 1830 on* some reviewer* in the Edinburgh Review tended 
to Introduce a Tew term* with romantic connotations; and 
sgbo contributors to the Quarterly Review turned to classical 
criticism, especially to the Footles of Aristotle, for terms 
and concepts to apply to the novel* They often etiph&clsed 
term* hitherto applied almost exclusively to tragedy. During 
the last two or three years of the period, both great quarter­
lies introduced a few terms specifically adapted to the peculiar 
character and the particular function of the novel.
The magssine and the weekly publications, however, 
offer the greatest number of new term* and of relnterprets- 
tions of old terns. Variations were ©specially noticeable 
after 1818 in Blackwood * s Ed Inburgh kagazlr.e, in the London 
kagasine. and in the Examiner. At a somewhat later date 
innovations appeared in the terminology of the ?'ow konfchly 
kagazlns. in the Athenaetaa. and in Fraser*s. Of course, the 
mere eonaervative magWzinos and weeklies like the Gentleman* a 
kagazlne and the Liter&ry Dagette also presented variations 
In interpretations of old terms, certainly after 1815; but 
they introduced fewer new terms than did the other publi­
cations.
It is worthy of note, however, that; moot of the 
change* in meanings and many of the new coir ace® were 
similar to those found in the current criticism of the 
drama and of poetry. In short, these critics did not evolve a
Vi
complete set of terms adapted to the special problems 
presented by the novel. furthermore, their Innovations 
la interpretations often resulted rather frem their careless 
use of terms than from a conscious effort to modify existing 
critical words to suit the requirements of the now literary 
genre* Though many terms in the periodicals received greater 
emphasis than they had during the preceding century, the 
great bulk: of the terminology remained very similar to that 
used by Samuel Johnson In his criticism of older literary 
types* The emphasis was still upon a probable, natural, 
moral and useful fiction* ^any of the terms, even those 
which seemed new, were English equivalents of Aristotelian 
tens* There were Indications also of Horace*a Influence, 
la addition, there appeared traces of the theories of 
Addison and of Young, especially in the use of such words 
as genius* Imagination, and fancy* Also present were 
vestiges of neo-Longinian terminology* Among the nineteenth- 
Century critics, Wordsworth had some slight influence after 
1815 upon terms related to characterizations; and Coleridge 
had a considerable influence after 1880 upon the terms 
imagination and fancy and upon the critics* concept of the 
artistic characterization as involving a representation of 
universal and particular traits* Hazlltt was naturally 
the most influential of all since his contributions to the 
periodicals were the most extensive*
Yet even in the periodicala published in 1832, there 
continued to be a mixture of classical, neoclassical, ro­
mantic, and what might be termed functional terms, the first
vll
tmm types being greatly in the majority* In many publications 
the m U m r t  attempted mere searching analyses of the mesne 
whereby certain effects In the novel might be achieved and 
need their terme with greater care than before* The critics 
In the reviews and In the quarterlies, howeverf were still 
wedded to traditional conceptsj and the reviewers In the 
never magazines appeared too uncertain about what standard,
If any, should be applied to the novel for any of the review­
ers te select or to evolve a complete set of terms for use 
in the criticism of the novel* The terminology was In the 
throes of birth, perhaps soon to emerge completely formed*
As the period closed, however, the permanent form which the 
terminology would assume remained in doubt* Most critics 
of prose £  let ion continued to be dependent upon class leal 
and neoclassical terminology*
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FKEF&CK
Because much of the terminology in the reviews of 
prom fiction (1800—1832) Is similar to that in eighteenth- 
century criticism, I believe that some indication of the inter­
pretations, especially of ’difficult" terms, in that earlier 
criticism may prove helpful to the reader* Accordingly, I 
Include here a very brief glossary of the terms most frequent­
ly used by the reviewers with the meanings commonly given 
fcH*»g by the eighteenth-century critics*
Glossary
art—  involuntary working of universal principles or the 
consol/m* application of principle® {or rules) —  
sometimes merely of common sense—  to the subject*
catastrophe—  (historical or Aristotelian) entire tragic 
experience, (loosely) unhappy ending, or merely 
ending*
catharsis—  motional purging through emotions of pity and 
fear (Aristotelian)—  misinterpreted by the critics 
of the eighteenth century as involving ethics or 
morality*
character—  1) an historical portrait, 2) a representation
of types of human beings* 3) a presentation of traits 
common to all humanity, or 4) a combination of the 
last two*
conception—  creative talent or the product of creative talent*
decorum—  1) consist©rcy in character portrayal; 2) general 
moral refinement; 3) appropriate to a specific type 
of character, usually nobility; 4) rarely, the uni­
versally suitable ard appropriate*
fancy—  1) faculty of reproducing images, 2) that of creating 
Images completely unrelated to the actual, 3) the 
power of producing ideas*
1st
X1) consuasmate originating powers, general transcend- 
mt native abllltvi extraordlmrv. inexnlicable ^ innn, ate,
a man
?dsa9889a ox suan p©w«r»—  innate general ability including inspiration); 5) a generally powerful mind 
concentrated in one direction* 
original genius—  innate (often undisciplined) power 
of creating or originating*
bum or—  1) a a yaps the tic sense of the incongruous (related to 
wit rather than to pathos), 2) the agreeably ludicrous 
or ridiculous*
imagination—  power of producing images frequently so vivid 
that they seen real and aroxis© the readerfa emotions 
(often opposed to reason and connected with inspira­
tion*^
imitation—  representation of the immediate world, the actual; 
a presentation of Aristotelian universal truth or 
reality ^disengaged from accident”; copying of anoth­
er author,s style or material*
invention—  1) creative imagination or originating power
producing characters and actions that seem new, 2) the 
discovery of essential or universal truth underlying 
outward appearances; 3) the faculty of imagining and 
fitting together episodes into plot or specific traits 
into character*
judgment—  1) cultivated instinct for propriety or a kind of 
taste; 2) an ability to discriminate, to understand, 
and to evaluate*
nature—  1) typically true human behavior; 2) humanity in
general (or often human beings in the salon); 3) also 
such loose concepts as the immediate world, Innate 
general ability or genius, the ancients, universal 
laws, the Ideal*
originality—  power, mair.ly innate, to imagine and to create 
what seems new*
plot—  1) sequence of events related by cause or design, 2)
merely mechanical organization, 3) combination of the 
two meanings (short of organic unity)*
* In the nineteenth century the term came to denote 
a fusion or unification of all the faculties or powers of the 
mind In the construction of the Ideal* It gave unity to th© 
literary works and was the agent for expressing a general con­
ception in images*
x i
poetic Justice-— the punishment of vice and rewardIr. 
virtue at all costs*
of
power—  1} innate Imaginative force; 2) specific inherent 
talent; 3) effectiveness resulting front genius or 
imagination (almost never reuarkuhle imaginative* 
mental* and emotional qualities*
probability—  1) general correspondence to past events; 2) 
consistency of plot and character; 3} reasonable­
ness In the light of universal human behavior* often 
emphasizing cause and effect.
real—  1) consonant with th© actual world* 2) artistic and
moving effectiveness* 3) semblance of universal truth 
(neo-Aristotelian)•
sense—  1) power of reasoning (or of rationalizing); 2) Innate* 
sometimes partly cultivated* feeling for what Is 
“universally and permanently1 suitable (at times 
almost synonymous with genius).
style—  1) maimer or method of composition* 2) language*
sublime—  1) figurative language; 2) picturesque thought and 
imagery; 3) supreme power* magnitude or grandeur*
taste—  1) an inherent and also acquired sense of the uni­
versally appropriate* 2) a feeling for what Is con­
ventionally suitable* 3) a vague but important sense 
of the best*
truth—  1) factual or historical accuracy* 2) correspondence 
to the immediate world or the works of nature* 3) 
the universally accepted scheme of t Inga * 4) the 
ideal*
unity—  1) oneness of design and of action* 2) general Im­
pression of continuity*
verisimilitude or vraisemblance—  1) semblance of reality
achieved by sheer accuracy of details* 2) a semblance 
In agreement with general truth* 3) a combination of 
the two* 4) sometimes merely a synonym for possibility*
IBTOODOCTION
The statements of the critics of the so-called
romantic period In English literature provide an Interesting
subject for study* Hie day of the dogmatic critics is
common!y supposed to have passed, and the dawn of a complete
change in creative and critical work has com©. But this
supposition is somewhat erroneous —  at least with respect
to periodical erl tic lam of prose fiction* Here one reads
of the value of good taste, common sense, and judgment on th©
part of the novelist; of the necessity of a moral or useful
tendency in a pleasing work of fiction; of the desirability
of consistent, appropriate, end universally true characters;
of well«4aanaged plots that have unity*3- of course, genius,
originality, and imagination are greatly commended; but very
often some sort of restraint for them Is recommended*^
Some reviewers even mention the rules of the ancients*
For instance, there is this passage in the Quarterly Heview;
The novel, in short, is an accommodation of the ancient epic 
to the average capacity of the numberless readers of modem
*For examples, see "The Novice of 3alnt Dominick," 
Monthly Review, LII (1807), 99: "Adonis," British Critic.
XVII (1801), 316; "Woman," Anti-Jacobin. XiaitTiB&T, ^64: 
"Tales of Fashionable Life>¥l&rfe]ply Review* 11(1809), 146; 
"Woodstock," Westminster Review. V { 1b26)Y 4'5q-426: 
"Chateaubriand," Blackwood»s Edinburgh Magazine» XXXII (1832), 
219*
1
2t l M *  It la not probable, that* vd.th the exception of 
Fielding* the writers In this species of composition deliber­
ately proposed to abide by the rules of the Stsgirlte* yet 
we shall find that all the most skilful and successful of 
their productions have been conducted conformably to the 
principles on which those rules were founded.*
the reviewer states further:
k complete critical examination* therefore* of the conduct 
proper to tbs construction and execution of the novel* would 
tend to develop the laws by which even the loftier efforts 
of genius should be regulated; and even such a hasty survey 
as we can promise will prove two important truths* first 
that the rules of classical poetry originated not merely In 
caprice and custom* but are founded in truth and general 
nature; secondly* —  that every good writer originates them 
again in his own mind* and by the laws of his own intellect 
necessarily prescribes their observance to himself, while 
engaged in the labour of production. And we may* perhaps 
be enabled to illustrate this position, that, unless he does 
so originate them by the necessity of his own mind. tK© 
mere knowledge of urns is Inaitfflcientto constitute a good 
writer* and their mechanical observance will fall to produce 
a lively and vigorous work of imagination . • • 1
Ears* in the application of the rules of the epic to the
novel, in this reiteration of the nature versus art stand of
the neo-c lassie Is ts, one sees that Romanticism does not rule;
and one wonders to what extent the terms and theories of a
presumably outmoded type of criticism have Influenced the
evaluations of the comparatively new literary genre, the novel.
Specifically, what Is the source of the terminology 
of fiction* which has no natural or historical terms of its 
own? Tbs novel is a new form. But drama and the epic ante­
dated the most ancient classical criticism. Moreover, most
“Historical Romance*" Quarterly Review, XXXV (1827), 
519-520. See also “Charles et Haris.w EdlnSxirRh Review. II 
(1803)* 185; “A Traveller** Tale of the Last CoiituryVf 
Gentleman** Magazine, ULXXIX (1810), 677.
5modern criticism of theso earlier types Is remade classicism* 
Thus it is reasonable to assume that there may bo some trans­
fer of classical terms and concepts from th© poetic groove to 
tbs fictional one, some adaptations and variations of these bor­
rowed terms—  all indicating the influences of older thought on 
novel criticism* In addition, there would, of course, be Indi­
cations of the development of new concepts, particularly, one 
would think, after 1800#
Fot various reasons this date, 1800, seems a very good 
one at which to begin a study of terminology* In th© first 
place, this year marks the publication of Wordsworth's Obser­
vations Prefixed to the Second Edition of Lyrical Ballade* a 
document which "served to make intelligible forever the divid­
ing line between two regions in criticism."^ From that time on,
ptherefore, one sight expect new—  sometimes romantic -- terras 
and concepts to appear in the criticism of th© novel just aa 
they did in that of poetry* In th© second place, a study of 
the critical findings of such authors as J. E* Cplng&rn, A* J. 
TIeje, and Joseph 3* K©idler reveals a paucity of criticism In 
comparison with the production of pros© fiction before that 
date; and any conclusions with regard to terms and theories 
should be based on an adequate body of critical material*
i
See J* H* Smith and E* w* Parks, ©dd*, The Greet 
Critics (Kew Yorks W* Horton and Go*, 1039), p* r4'96*' """
^ Romantic In this study denotes th© Gothic* th© trarr« 
accidental, ttes impressionistic, th© unaralyfcical and In­
explicably appreciative*
4However, the works of the throe critics just 
B0QtioB«d and an article by vmrshaw furnish some pertinent 
informs tion concerning this earlier fictional critic Ism
Before 1579* writers of fiction aimed at ©musing* 
edifying* or instructing their readers by means of such 
realistic representations of © v -ry day life as would arouse 
tbs sympathetic emotions ox fci * readers and make tfriem 
believe In the fictlon* They demanded a certain unity in 
structure* a sort of universality of character* and a 
simplicity and directness in style# All of their terms 
sound strikingly like those applied to epie and dramatic 
poetry of the time# %roughout the subsequent phases of 
the development of the novel ~~ the "middle class" stories 
by Sasha and Deloney; tie pastoral of Sidney and the Euphusa 
of Lyly; John Barclayfs Argenis; th© imported French heroic 
romances and their English Imitations! Bunyan’s Pilgrimfa 
Progressi Mrs* Bohn’s short "true" romantic novel5 the 
satiric romances*criticising the improbable plots of th© 
serious romances; the chronlque scandalous©* that pretended 
to reform by presenting ultra-realistic pictures of evils; 
and the historic stories^ aiming to inform the reader
^ See J* £* Splngam# ed,* The Critical -issays of 
tfos Seventeenth Century (Oxford; Oxford tfnivorsity Press* 
id'dsT* ili; A* J* Tiej©* The Expressed Aim of the Long 
Prose Fiction from 1579-1WTO (Urbane: XTnlvers 1 ty of” 111ino 1©* 
1912); J* 3. He idler* The History* from 1700 to 1B00* of 
English Criticism of Prose Fiction X tfrbana; tKe T’nivorsTtY 
eT TT TlnoIs'"Press *"T93?f T r “Marshaw* " 'fho Uplc Urama 
Conception of the Movel**1 Modern Language Hotea* XXX. V (1920), 272-278* — ——  _
6pleasantly ~  the major concerns of the Angliah ficfcionls ts 
and their few critics wore th© truth or reality of th© 
narratives and the power of those stories to reform or to 
edify The terminology was suited to those alms*
Some terms may be traced to the influence of the 
writers of the French romances and of their critics*
For instance* Gombervillo, in his Folexandre, and La Calprsncd© 
and Madeleine de Scudery, In their prefaces, mentioned unity, 
historic and poetic truth, vr&isambiance, Ideality, and 
propriety, as well as probability of plot and of character*^ 
Moreover, as tee romancers began to use dramatic technique, 
D’Aublgnac, the French critic and dramatist, having first 
applied to the romances the epic rules and terms of Aristotle, 
proceeded to add certain dramatic principles of the Stagyrlte, 
These dramatic concepts involved an ©specially great emphasis 
upon terms like unity, probability, reality, and verisimili­
tude, previously applied extensively to tragedy, but not to 
tee romances. Since O’&ubign&c's work, like that of the 
French writers of romance, was introduced into England,
oEnglish critics adopted some of th# classical terras from him* 
Some, they adopted from Boile&u, who in *Ih© Heroes of Romance 
Attacked the lack of probability in th# pros© romance. Others 
they brought directly from classical criticism, to which they
1 See especially Tiej©, op, cit*, p. BO ff*, and 
Heidler, op* cit,, p, IB ff*
2 See J, vfarehaw, op* olt.
6tamed'”* tat at a araoh la tar date*- for tarn® and 
tgssarles to apply to a literary gear® long considered a 
datait4 fora of the epic* gut to the very end of the 
seventeenth century important English critics like Dryden,
Symey, Milton, end Dennis remised more interested in 
drama tie and epic criticism# in which, one may note, they 
aero using concepts and terms (largely of Aristotelian- 
Eoxwtian derivation) that later critics were to apoly to 
the novel*1 For instance, such terms as var 1 alml11 tude. 
probability, morals, useful, pleasing, didactic poetic 
justice and unity appear often in their works.
Early in the eighteenth century appeared the short 
romantic novel, to he succeeded in popularity by the much 
better works of Defoe, Swift, Richardson, Fielding, Smollett, 
Sterne, Johnson, Seldsmlth, Burney, and very late in the 
century by those of Walpole and *>-rs* ' ia del life • Aven in 
thia time of the rise of the great English novel, however, 
most major critics like Addison, Pope, and Johnson continued 
to consider prose fiction so inferior to the older literary 
types as to be unworthy of their serious attention* the fiction* 
1st® themselves persevered until 1740 In their Insistence 
upon the absolute authenticity and the moral or instructive 
value of tbelr work*^ Before that date, to he sure, Addison
* See J. K* Spingam, op* cit** l, II, III* See also 
V* ?* Ker, ed«. Essays of John Pry3en (Oxford, 1900},
® See A* J. Tieje, op* cit* * pp. 451*452; and A, J,
Tieje, The Theory of Cha^eTerlsation In frose Fiction 
Prior to" 1746 (^ lnnea pol l a t Bn 1 ve rs'l ty of "r¥jnn« soTa 'oTTuri io a 
in language and literature. l&is).
7had remarked upon the treatment of vice and virtue In the 
romances and upon the need for Invention and genius in the 
writers of prose fiction}1 and Shaftesbury, in his 
Characterlsticks had attacked the lack of plausibility in 
fiction* But after the publication of Pamela in 1740 and
the ascension of the periodical press, destined to be a
ppotent fores in determining the future of the novel, the 
criticism of the genre improved* To it tswaro added numerous 
epic and dramatic derivatives with regard to plot, oiiaracters, 
sentiment, and diction* As Heldler notes, however, Fielding 
aads the outstanding contribution to the criticism, Me 
adapted some epic and dramatic theories and terms to the 
novel, and "mapped out in his prefaces and introduc tory 
chapters the course the TSagllsh novel was to follow";3 
but his critical theory was far out-distanced by his practice* 
Indeed, It was only at the very end of the century that 
most critics began to realize the novelfs "true significance 
and proper position In the realm of literature*"3 This 
being true, "It remained for th© nineteenth century to 
develop a theory adequately estimating so renowned a science*"5
1 See J* Addison, The Tatler, ed, G* A* Aitken (London: 
Duckworth and Co*, 1B94), TTI, i7, lB, 175; and IV, 287-288*
2 'ft*® Monthly Review (begun In 1749) and the Critical 
Review (begun TrTTTSe) were especially important, Th© reviews 
or the works of such novelists as Charlotte Smith, Holcroft, 
and Godwin show a marked similarity to those reviews published 
la these journals after 1800* See, for examples, Monthly 
Review, series 2, XXII (1790), 255; and VIII (17927, T3lV 3oo 
also the Critical Review* series 2, XII (1794), 290*
3 J* B# Heldler, op* cit** p, 170*
I, therefore, wish to begin my study where Dr.
Midler*8 ends, with the year 1800, end to conclude it with 
the year 1852, generally conceded to mark the beginning of a 
new literary end critical era and the end of the aporentice- 
period of noveilstic criticism*
An examination of general critical works and of 
various histories of the novel like those by faker and 
Whitcomb1 reveals no extended treatment of the terms of 
eovelistle criticism. Nor does an examination of the 
numerous articles published in the modern Journals reveal 
such an Investigation, although some of the articles do 
deal with one or more related terns or theories. For ©xamplo, 
*• P. Callawayvs 8The Conservative Attitude toward Fiction” 
touches upon some related problems with regard to the critics1 
general attitude toward fiction; and v*. H. Fogers hints at a 
few of the minor points in his nThe Reaction against 
dramatic Sentimentality in the English Kovel, 179f— 1830.rt2
Then there are numerous studies on particular subjects 
like Gal la way1 a Reason. Pule and Revolt in Snsrllah Classic! am. 
In which one would expect to find—  and does-- a considerable
See £• A. Baker, Th© history of the :£n;?llah Dovel 
(Londons H, F . and 5. <1 ther5 y , “ 1^24-3977 T T n d  V I•" GelderT 
L* Whitcomb, The Study of a Novel (Boston: D. C. Death, 1905); 
John Colin Dunlop, The 1!TsTory ^oi* Fiction (Londons henry 
Wilson, 1911). For oibers see tEe bihlio raphy•
2 In order see Publications of the Modern language 
Assocla tlon of Ayrles. W  lli>43) . lOTl~TF.7an<i'' :<YJx 
11934), 98 ff. For others see the bibliography.
5 P. Gall*say, Haaaon. Hwla and *®velt in Enptllah 
Cl*setclaw (New forks Charles Serltner*a Sons, Y5T4d).
9amount of Information on terms and theories; but there 
are only a few pages devoted to the novels* T?ost of th© 
attention la centered upon the older literary forms* In this 
group one might place also the numerous books on specific 
periodicals* moat of which devote only a modicum of their 
space to periodical critic last of the novel
% e  two studies most closely related to this one* 
however* are J* w* Bray*s History of English Critical 
Terms and 3* H* Gibson's jhe His tory of fcaagliah Criticism# 
frost 1800 to 1832* of Prose Fiction*^  But Bray's work* to 
which X refer in the course of this study* does not deal 
with novella tie criticism in the periodicals of the nineteenth 
century* Moreover* although Dr* Gibson has related the 
nine teen th~cen t ury criticism of the novel to earlier critical 
evaluations of that same genre* he has not traced the 
connection between the terminology of the fictional criticism 
and that of the earlier standard used in evaluating the epic 
and the drama* Her has he given a detailed treatment to the 
individual contributions of the periodicals of the time—  and 
certainly not to the terms used In them*
Believing* therefore* that an analysis of the 
Journalistic criticism of fiction will yield an excellent 
cross-s© ctlon view of the attitudes of the critics of the
 ^ These are mentioned in chapter seven*
^ J* W* Bray* Ills tory of Kn&llah Critical Terms 
(Boston: D* C* Heath and Co*, 18§?T) and tlyron Hall Gibson 
the History of ^ngilsh Criticism, from 1800 to 1852* of 
Prose Fiction (unpwilsned dissertation: tJrbana* Y§3lT*
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m antle era toward the terms and terminology and being 
convinced# furthermore# that such an analysis is not 
Invalidated by the work done by Dr# Gibson# X propose to 
investigate the use made of the critical terms In the 
leading periodical publications* %  these journals many 
noted orltlos of the era# like Haslitt# Lamb# and Coleridge# 
contributed* Indeed# a great proportion of the boat known 
criticism of the time was first published in these journals*
But these saga sines also had their less capable writers* 
fhus the reviews and the articles In the periodicals fur­
nish s fairly accurate general picture of all typos of 
contemporary novella tic criticism* X wish to see what the 
terminology Is# what additions have been made to the 
terminology of an earlier time# especially to that of the 
classicists and neo-classicists# and what new Interpretations 
more suitable to the novel have been given to the hereditary 
terms*
?hls being applied criticism# It is necessary for 
me to examine the terms in context# to pay considerable 
attention to the theories which they are used to express* 
Otherwise# in many eases the work would have little 
validity* For instance# unless the context of the passage 
and the theory Itself are considered# it will be Impossible 
to know whether the reviewer means character to refer to 
Aristotelian Idea—  the imitation of universal human traits—  
to an imitation of a specific type or race; to a representation 
of Individual qualities (accidents) giving a semblance of
11
reality; or to a portrayal, true to the universal but somewhat 
individualised by specific sets or appearances and also 
faithful to type* Thua throughout this study X shall note* 
set only the central concept suggested by each major term, 
but often, in addition, the periphery of related thoughts 
connoted by the minor descriptive terms*
Because the report of such an investigation rapidly 
assumes monumental proportions unless it is strictly limited, 
there felloe detailed treatments of the terminology in the 
loading periodicals of each type* But that In the imitative 
or lesser publications receives attention only In the last 
chapter* The study begins with a detailed consideration of 
that model for succeeding routine monthly reviews, the 
Honthly Barlow* To it I give a thorough examination for 
several reasons* In the first place, it is the only 
review of its p&rtlcul&r kind of which such an analysis Is 
made here* In the second place, its scope and age indicate 
that it is lUeely to offer the widest range of derivative 
terms of all the journals* It, therefore, seems advisable 
to define all of its inherited terms— * at least the Important 
ones—  so that in succeeding chapters I may limit my explana­
tions chiefly to deviations from the neo-classical terms and 
to changes in the meanings of these traditional terms* In 
the second and third chapters appear discussions of the two 
great quarterly reviews,  ^the Edinburgh Beview and the
2- The Westminster Be view, greatest of th© Imitators of 
the Edinburgh feeviewt I have consigned to the last chapter sine© 
Its criticism is generally conceded to be of less value than 
that in the two quarterlies sientioned*
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Quarterly Review* both of them party organs# Both offer 
criticism of considerably fewer novels than does the Monthly 
Review because they emphasise selectivity and quality 
rather than quantity of criticism* generally reviewing those 
books "which could be made texts of articles on subjects 
of current interest#"3. they, as well as the older
Monthly Review* are conservative and serious in style# The 
magazines* however, which I discuss after the quarterlies, 
are generally less serious in tone* fhe terms in these 
logical descendants of Cave’s miscellany vary in type; but 
upon the whole, they are not so completely traceable to 
the terminology of earlier criticism as are those in the 
monthly and quarterly reviews* Of this group, Blackwood’s 
Edinburgh Magazine, the Gentleman1 a Magazine, and the 
London Magazine receive emphasis—  the first, because of its 
popularity and importance during the era; the second, because 
of the value of some of its criticism and because of its 
illustration of changes made in the magazines at the begin­
ning of the nineteenth century; the third, chiefly because 
of the excellence of its critical output under John Scott’s 
editorship#
For discussion in the final chapter, therefore, 
there remain the weeklies and the various lessor magazines* 
Much of the critical comment in the weeklies, especially
 ^Walter Graham, English Literary Periodicals 
(Hew Yorks T. Nelson and Sons, 1930), p * 238.
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that in Leigh Hunt’s Examiner and some or that in the more 
extensive Literary Gazette, Is deserving of careful study.
In addition, the Athonaeun and the Indicator contain material 
which calls for passing comment at least. Moreover, brief 
examinations are due the imitative jotimala; that la, the 
followers of the Monthly Review. of the Edinburgh He view, and 
of the other magazines of the time. These include such 
publications as the Critical Review, the Anti-Jacob in Review, 
and the British Critic; the Annual He view, the Eclectic Review, 
and the T*ca tmina ter He view; the Scots Magaai:ne» the Universal 
Magazine of Knowledge and Pleasure, the Monthly Repository, 
the Hew Monthly Magazine, and Fraser’s Magazine.
In all of the journals I expect to consider those terms 
applied to the novelists as they reveal themselves In fcheir 
work—  such words as genius, imagination. and fancy. I shall 
also examine those words pertaining to the novels objectively 
considered—  especially style with Its related terms; character 
with its descriptive words; description and Its adjectives; 
plot or fable, with which are associated such terms as universal­
ity. real, probable» natural, unity, propriety, pity, senti­
mentality, accuracy, wit or humor, sublimity, catastrophe. and 
poetic juatlce: finally, those denoting the effect of the work 
upon the reader, such as catharsis, amusement, utility, pleasure. 
informative. and moral. All of thesl occur In abundance in 
the Monthly Review, which la now to be considered.
the profsco for brlof definitions of the most 
commonly used term# Inherited frosu the oightoenth—oeriturv 
criticism. *
ITHE TSOKTBLY SEYXKV
First published by Ralph Griffiths in 1749, the 
Monthly 8»viff began as a collection of digests of books 
and for store than thirty years made no particular progress 
la its critical comments* After Samuel Babcock advised 
Griffiths, on May 5, 1783, that readers vlshed more than 
mere abstracts of books, articles were improved "until 
SI 11 lam fkylor of Sersieh and other vriters created shat 
sss to be for one hundred years the standard type of 
periodical criticism***
In 1790 there u s  an effort made to revise all 
publications eaeh month; hoe ever, in 1793 William iky lor 
of lore!oh began to attempt some selection* It mis this 
same $111 la a TUylor, moreover, who
Because of hie interest in continental literature, brought 
to English criticism (beteeen 1793 and 1S84) a broader 
literary outlook, thus correcting to some extent the 
Insularity of British taste*2
In The Beverly Kovels and Their Critics* James T* 
Hillhouse says that the critical passages in the Monthly 
Review * re veal a minimum of analysis and detailed criti- 
elaa" and that the entire "effect is distinctly pallid and
* Walter Graham, English Literary Periodicals* p* £03.
^ lbId *, p* 210*
IS
negative,"^ though this may be true, ifc Is neeeaa&ry, in 
IImi interest of completeness, to examine this criticIsm 
and to study the critical terminology and the related 
critical theories advanced therein, for this publication 
endured during the entire romantic period and, in fact, 
bad its end only in 1845* Moreover, It Is the most im­
portant major periodical which had as Its purpose the 
reviewing of all fiction published In London; and it is the 
model upon which numbers of lesser monthly reviews were 
patterned* In addition, it is especially important for 
ay purposes because, having its roots deep in the eight- 
teeath century, it may be supposed to show the Influence 
of neo—classleal theories to a greater extent than newer 
journals.
The terms applied to the author and especially 
those describing his work are usually good indices of the 
critical trend of any period. Those In the Monthly Review 
are no exception,^ Prom a study of their meanings, implied 
or expressed, one may determine whethor this criticism of 
the novel is traditional or, perhaps, what we may term 
modern. If the terms are traditional, then obviously they
^ James T, Hillhouse, The ’daverley Novels and Their 
Critics (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1936
® Note that throughout this chapter and succeeding 
ones, I shall not attempt to designate the authors of the 
reviews, which, almost without exception, were contributed 
anonymously.
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a m  berroved from poetic and dramatic criticism since 
the novel la a comparatively new literary form without 
as established critical terminology of its own* 'There 
are* of course* countless terms applied to authors and to 
their works* but only the major ones need be studied in 
detail*
A Terms Applicable to the Author 
Careful examination indicates that these nineteenth- 
century critics of the novel merely applied to novelists 
the classical and neo-classical terms once reserved for 
poets and dramatists* But because the meanings of the 
terms may have changed* an investigation of specific 
passages Is in order* Moreover* the reviewers1 choice of 
terms may be enlightening *
They select a number of teras that are connected 
with the higher mental processes* They say that a novelist 
should have a *vigorous mind* (referring specifically to 
general mental ability of a higher type);1 "good sense*" 
by ^d.eh they mean either trained Intelligence and reason- 
ablenesa2 or a feeling (both Innate and acquired) for the
1 "Brother Jonathan,” Monthly Review, CVII (1825), 
485* For other similar uses see H Philip Augustus * ” series 4* 
II (1831)5 "Matilda** CVII (1825)* 435; and "Cloudesley,” 
series 3* XIII (1830)* 597* Since succeeding references not 
otherwise indicated will be to the Monthly Review, I shall 
not repeat the title of the Journal * All references not 
otherwise indicated are to the new or second series of the 
Monthly Review*
2 "Almack’a," asrloc 3, I7 (1B27), 108. 3«e also
"Black Hock House," XJCIII (1810), 102.
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universally appropriate ; ^ "knowledge , " ©specially
o
Imowledgt or general human nature and of the human 
heart,^ though antiquarian or historic knowledge Is also 
commended; "powers of observation, Involving Intellectual 
diser imlnatIon and perception;5 "good taste," which la 
the name for Instinctive sensibilities, cultivated judgment, 
and often general propriety* 6 All of these terms are
1 "Moderation," n. CVII (1825), 87* Note that 
Soileau9a reason and good sense* which were eighteenth- 
century "catchwords," are still important* See J• w* Smith 
and £* w. Parks, odd,, me Great Crlties (Hew York: v;» w,
Norton and Company, 1939J, p* &68*
2 ''„laok Book House," IJtlll (1810), 102. Se« also 
"Destiny, - series 4, II (1831), 127; "The Bachelor^ Journal," 
LXXVTI (1815), 213; and "Die Wahlverwanotschaften," IJCVIII 
(1812), 543* In the last review the expression pathetic 
powers occurs, denoting the ability to originste movlrig scenes*
3 3ae "Geraldine," XCII (1820), 413; "Self Delusion," 
CI1 (1823), 435; and "Destiny," series 4, II (1831), 117, 
mis knowledge of the human heart is mentioned In earlier 
criticism of the novel* See IT* Fielding, Works, ed* L*
Stephen (London: Smith, Elder and Co*, 1582), li, 3 ff*
4 gee "me Daughters of Jsenberg," XIII (1810),
105; "m© Pirate," XOVTI (1822), 75; and "Brambletye House," 
series 3, I (1826), 304*
5 "Sympathy in Search of Peace at Home," n* s.,
XCVI (1821), 102* See also "Alphonse," LXI (1810), 472;
"Med Bentley," LX (1809), 95; "Destiny," series 4, II (1831), 
117; "Woman," LXXXVIII (1619), 529; and "Almack's," series
3, IV (1827), 108.
6 "The Omen," series 3, I (1826), 336. See also 
"the Life and Adventures of Paul Plaintive, Esq.," LX /III
(1812), 432; "The Tor Hill," series 3, III (1826), 414; 
"Edouard," CVIII (1825), 424; "Tales of Old I r* Jefferson,"
CII (1823), 213; "me Albigenses," C7I (1823), 47j;
"Anne of Brittany," LXIII (1810), 210.
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olwieal or aoo-elaasieal» both In origin and In moaning* 
Almost the only new triplication is the one that Scott has 
"fonwd the taste by which he is generally tried,”1 this* 
of course, suggests Wordsworth*s similar theory about 
"groat?* and "original" authors in general, the Influence 
of the "cult of t a s t e , whioh dominated much of the poetic 
end dr asm tic criticism of tfto preceding centuries, is very 
strong here; and the term moat frequently denotes a very 
neo-class leal kind of decortaa. based upon mere conventionality* 
In addition to the terms mentioned, there are many 
others, seme denoting general, others, specific talents and 
abilities. Very frequently appearing is talent, which 
signifies either general innate ability4 or an Inherent 
specific ability,5 such as inventive or descriptive power*
1 "The Monastery," XCI (1880), 406,
2 See w* Wordsworth, Prose (London: Groaart, 1876),
IX, 125,
^ See Smith and Parks, op* clt*, pp* 270—271* Specific 
examples of the use of teste or Its equivalents appear in 
the following seventeenth and eighteenth-con tisry works: It • 
Soileau—Despreuux, The Art of Poe try; J* Dry den. An ApqIoct 
for Heroic Poetry ancf ?oetic License; A* Pope, An Essay- 
on Crl tic ism ; ana J*Addfis'on ,~3pe c ta tor * No* 4d5T
4 See "The Soldier’s Child," XCVII (1822), 219;
"St. Clair," XLIII (1804), 260; "Tales and Confession," 
series 3, X (1806), 207; "Lea Athses ConaequenaCV
(1824), 475; "A winter In London," XLH (1806), 207; "The 
Cabal," series 4, I (1832), 435; "A New England Tale,"
Cl (1823), 105.
5 See "Ihe Saxon and the Gael," IDE.VII (1815), 321; 
"Anaton Park," XCV (1821), 211; "Tales of a Grandfather," 
series 3, X (1829), 344; "The Collegians," series 3, X 
(1829), 610.
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Moreover* talent Is considered better when It 1© accompanied
1by JudgBMrat and g<*cd taste* In the year 1827, however*
tbs term appears In a passage stressing the author’s need
of a *beart attuned to all the kindly sensibilIfces of our
nature11 and emphasizing the ^witchery of romance*M^ Here
the general romantic tone almost vitiates the Indication
of the need for training# Then there ia power» used @x-
tenslvely to denote either sustained force'' or ability
4and talent, usually creative* The former moaning, De
5
Quincey and Bazlitt adopted* Other terms like ganlur * 
Imagination* fancy* Invention* originality* and ingenuity 
are so important as to deserve here a considerably more de­
tailed examination*
Fancy and imagination are deemed especially r^coaaary 
for an author; and since the two terms are often cyn- 
onyaous espressIons, they may be considered together*
Fancy* It Is true* sometime© denotes a 1 tghter fona of
1 S«e "Letltla," XXXIX (1802), 427} ar.d "the 
AlblgensesCVI (1825), 170.
2 "De Vare," series 4, V (1827), 89.
® See ^ atloral Tales," 3erlos 3, IV (1027), 421}
"’Hie Club Book," series 4, III (1831), 127} "Tales of the 
*anor,” XCIX (1822), 432} "Tales of the VHara Family,
Second Series," series 3, IV (1827), 123} "’Amen," I.XXXVI 
(1818), 407.
4 See "The Alhambra," series 4, II (1832), 222, 
and "Belinda," XXXVII (1802), 368.
® See w» c. Hazlltt, English Poets, tv. c. Kszlitt's 
edition, (London, 1886), p. 22} and T. De Qulneey, orks,
Season's edition (Edinburgh, 1889), X, 49.
Imagination; sometimes even wild nights of imagination* and 
often a type of native* inventive power* Some reviewers appar­
ently feel that fancy deals chiefly with superficial images and 
1
ideas* not with underlying universal truths. This slight In­
dication of a distinction between fancy and Imagination is
interesting In view of the confusion of the two terms through-
2out the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries*
However* the implication th&t farcy Is an Innate crea­
tive power* the equivalent of imagination* Is evident In ro­
ne
marks upon various authors* Hproductions of fancy.* Echoing 
the views of Hobbes* &llton* Dryden* and Johnson* those review­
ers Insist that fancy Is a '•suspect* quality which must be re­
trained by reflection ^nd judgment. Certainly for the past 
century and a half, critics had been writing thus:
It le to be lamented that a fancy filled with such charming 
pictures as those with which lady Charlotte occasionally em­
bellishes her work* should have been suffered by her judgment 
to run riot* and waste itself in the labyrinth of Incidents 
which are to be found In her narrative.*
Especially In the reviews of ltafcurln,s work do the critics 
mention the need for restraint of fancy. For Instance, the 
author Is described as being "hurried along by the
1 5ee "Leolirt Abbey," n. s., XC (1826), 196. 
o
See T. Hobbes* Complete \3orks. liole ©worth ©d.* Ill* 
4-6; J. Dryden* An Essay of pramcTtic Poesv, and C. Johnson, The 
English Poets, b'TEh reprInFed In hnitF'Vrd Par *ke. op. cli• , 
pp. 3'60, '4&5,and 466. ---
3"Relen de Townon," XGV (1021), 51. lea als^ "nrellr.- 
court and ilodalvl," LX1I (1810), 213; "The Ilorjssfcery," XC1 
(1820), 410.
4 "Alla Giornata," Series 3, III (1026), 196.
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e&refleetlng impulse cf hie own fancy*"1 Similarly, 
et*ter works by other authors are criticised* Neverthe­
less* in all these cases the restraint urged is that of 
Judgment operating to secure probability for the products 
of fhneyS am* *** unrestrained fancy is sooner forgiven 
than "imitation* of other authors*^ The fancy mentioned 
la connection elth this imitation appears to denote a 
certain imaginative creativity, and the entire passage 
is strikingly reminiscent of Young*a theory expressed in 
bis Cob lectures* Altogether, therefore, fancy--a term 
used too loosely perhaps for one to be quite sure of Its 
meaning—  refers either to slid flights of imagination
or to imaginative creativity of a aerlous kind* In mny
%
eases ehere the "graces of fancy "are mentioned, fancy 
is deemed sore superficial than ordinary imagination*
Most of the meanings of the term,as well as the theory 
that it should be restrained, are in keeping with classical 
and neo-els sales 1 ideas*
With regard to Imagination itself, the term 
denoting a very desirable quality in novelists, one a^&in 
has difficulty in arriving at a satisfactory definition*
1 "Molooth th* iiandorer," n. x., XCIV (1821),
83. 3oo also "Tbs klbiffonaaa," CVZ (1825), 171. For othar 
eritielaa of uaroatvalnod fancy soo "Tho Natural uau^htar," 
XXXXX (1800), 93} and 'Tklai of tho «lld and Sonderful," 
so rla a 3, X (1826), 73.
* "Loehlol," XCIV (1821). 78. See also "Adeline
St. Julian," XXXIII (1800), 103.
s "Pit* floorgo," ••ries 4, II (1832), 463.
The fcena often applies, as it does in the work of Hobbes* to 
an imaging process productive of heightened imitations of re­
ality* particularly in such expressions as "a vigorous and plc-
troresqu© imagination*”* and "considerable powers of imagine**
&tion," or "subtle observation, and an imagination of a lofty 
order** Sometimes* however, the term is faintly Coleridge&n 
and applies to inventive powers, as it does in these: "a plas­
tic imagination,*^ or "a very fertile imaginetion/3 or "an 
imagination so inventive* that undoubtedly "the arts of exeeu- 
tion will speedily be acquired#* Something mono than a mere 
Imaging process is evidently indicated above and also here;
V© must acknowledge, however* that the Imagination of the 
fair writer seems to have beer fatigued and exhausted 
by the vigour of Its first exertions; or, having too 
highly excited th© feelings of th© reader by the brill la rcy 
of its first flashes, a tameness ard insipidity of effect 
are hence conceived to prevail in its stibsoquert efforts*7
* "Sir John Ghiverton; a Romance," series 3, III 
(1826), 439*
^ "Ernestos Bercbtold," XCI (1820)* 215# tee also 
*Karthern Irish Tales** LXXXVI (1818), 103; "Hlatoriettea/  se­
ries 3, V (1827), 269; "Tho -oldlor B o y /  series 4, 1X1 
(1831), 161.
3 "The Pirate," XCVIII (182^), 69* Compare with 
Johrsonfs concept In his Hasselas* Chapter X, ard with 
Addison1a in his Spectator* fro* 4lQ*
* "The Prairie," series 3, 7 (1827), 426. There la 
some similarity to Coleridge1® theory of the "©samplastic" 
imagination and an echo of bchillor^ use* bee C'• 1 chiller,
€to the Use of the Chorus in Tragedy,* as reprinted ir -mith and 
Tarka, op* c T t * ,  p *  2&^* G* T. Coleridge, Complete
torka* (Few York: Shedd, 1884), p* 374*
6 "Tales," LIII (1807), 437.
6 "BathllSe,” LXXV (1814), 469.
7 "Belinda," XXXVII (1802), 368.
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There Is a hint of tbs Wordsworthian concept of th© 
semMetien between imagination and feeling. Bat In only 
one of these excerpts Is there even the slightest effort 
made to consider Imagination as Innately compatible with 
reason, end there Is s distinct echo of HobbesJ Dryden’s, 
and Johnsenfs theory that Imagination needs the restraint 
of reason, Too, the fear that imagination may substitute 
for reason and accurate observation foms the basis of 
many comments* For Instance, there is this ©stlx^ &te of 
the novelist Or Iff in:
Of native fire, energy, imagination, feeling, eloquence, 
our friend has enough; indeed, rather too much, perhaps; 
for these qualities serve him on all occasions, and supply 
the place of that attention to the business of life, and 
of that keen observation of &en and manners, which are 
among the very first requisites of a novelist*1
Be viewers believe, then, that imagination should be
p 2^
Influenced, not only by taste, but also by moral concern, 
and by "sound Judgment."4 ttie culmination of th© theory 
of Imagination in this journal comes, however. In the 
interpretation of imagination as representing an Integral 
quality In the active fusion of powers of the mind to
^ *¥hlrd Merles of the Uunsfcer Festivals. The 
Rivals, Tracy’s Ambition,* series 3 XIII (1830), 463*
2 "Th* Last Kan," series 3, I (1826), 335. :.'ea
also "The Kllealen chief," LSI (1818), 322.
8 "The naughtor of Adoption," xxxv (1801), 356.
4 "Use Victim of Intolerance," LXXVTII (1815),
Rid.*
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create an Ideal* That Interpretation is suggested here,
Where ponf refers to the ability “to oreefce the ideal”:
To the existence of this power, two of the highest qualities 
of mind ere requisite; vis* accurate and subtle observation, 
and an Imagination of a lofty order*1
Except for the verbal echo of the "plastic Imagina­
tion** critics In the Monthly Review, therefore, In their 
Interpretation of luaaglration are very traditional* To thm 
the term variously denotes an imaging process, an inventive 
ability, and an intrinsic faculty for the creation of an Ideal 
based upon observation arJ inspiration. All of these meanings 
ate somewhat related, and most are more nearly allied to the 
neo-classical than to the romantic viewpoint* Mere continuance 
of the feeling that imagination is separate from judgment and 
3Ln seed of the restraint of reason and Judgment is certainly 
sot what one might expect In a period which produced Coleridgefs 
theory of the “plastic power” which involves a fusion of the 
traditional Judgment and fancy with other mental faculties*
Genius, & term denoting a quality even more to be de­
sired than imagination, occurs frequently In the reviews; and 
the novelists who possess it are always sure of some meas­
ure of the reviewers* praise* The meaning of this term, 
like that of many others, Is by no means easy to deter- 
mine* Sometimes it appears to have the meanings
1 “The Pirate,” n. s., XCYII (1622), 69* The passage 
suggest* Addison’s theories of the Imagination expressed In 
Spectator * Ko* 418, and approaches Coleridge’s theory of 
the *esemplastic Imagination0 expressed in his Blographla 
Llterarla*
in classical and neo-classical criticise, of 
innate ability or ingenuity. It m y  even refer specifi­
cally native artistic impulses, to powers of invention 
or imagination; or it may designate a type of inspiration 
or spirit* Sometimes it denotes a fusion of aesthetic. 
Intellectual, and artistic forces or powers*
But very often the term genius designates specific 
Inherent talents related to the creation of th® novels, and 
perhaps all of these talents may be described as native im~ 
pulses to Imagine or to create. These artistic impulses are 
different in various authors* For instance, when a reviewer 
writes of jfe&turin's "materials moulded with the hand of genius
nlbut not Judgment, be appears to mean inventive or Imaginative 
power not connected with the reasoning processes of the mind, 
since he considers judgment to be a separate quality* Tot 
the thought that genius should be acccsapanied by Judgment 
strongly suggests neo-classicism*
This same inventive or lungI -• a tive talent is 
designated by genius in a number of critical passages 
similar to the following:
1 "The AlMgenses," CVI (1825), 171. rbe quotation 
above reminds one of this passage found in Fieldingfs Tosa 
Jones (II, pp* 5-6}, where genius Includes Judgment:
gsnlus. I would understand that power, or rather 
those powers of tbe ulnd which are capable of penetrating 
into things within our reach and knowledge, and of d Is- 
tinguiStolcg their essential differences* These are no 
other than Invention and judgment; ard fchoy uro both called 
by the collective name of genius as they are those gifts 
ef mature which we bring with us Into the world*
This peculiar and metaphysical exemplification of 
tas&an life is the subject of Baron Fouqu&fs works; avA on 
this ^ Jround, aided by high poetic genius and descriptive 
powers,*fchfiy deserve the attention of the critJc and the 
reader*
the specific artistic Impulse or ability Implied 
in the use of genius in the review of Helen de Tour non
g
Is *power over the great sources of feeling,” for the 
•highest genius*^ is said to be displayed In weaving a 
story dependent upon such power* This relationship exist­
ing between genius and sensibility or feeling Is also 
vaguely shown in a statement concerning the author of 
War beck of Wolfensteln* Here genius de rotes merely her 
forte or her pewer to create tragic compositions:
Her genius, like that of her admired Joanna Ball lie, I® 
of the tragic cast; end, we should say, exclusively 
qualified to excel In scenes of elevated feeling or of
pathetic tenderness*3
Indeed, more often than not, genius probably 
marks some type of Inventive imaginative power, but often 
the tena Is so loosely employed that it ;aay also uaan 
Inherent general ability* Such is the case when the 
reviewers write, Btfeafc we remark genius in this work,”  ^
or that the author of PaulcorateIn Forest possesses
lBHrdlne," XCI1 (1820), 187. Genius here Is 
creative power*
2 "Helen 4e Tyumen," XCV (1921), 50.
3 "Sarbeek of Wolfensteln," XCIV (1921), 242.
4 "The TTlld Irish Girl.” L7II (1800). 570. F-r 
Sinllar passages see "De Yere, series 3, V (1827), 89; 
"Olensrvon," LXXX (1816), 217; "Brother Jorathan, CYII
(1825), 485.
•considerable taste and genius,”1 or that "genius* fancy, 
energy <*f sentiment and diction, are undoubted character­
istics of the author” of Falkland, despite his "offences
o
of ted taste* The association of taste with genius here 
is Interesting; but it is scarcely taste in its highest 
activity, to which A* iv* Schlegel refers in his Vienna Lec­
tures as a synonym for genius* Instead, It is a vague sort 
of taste based upon proprieties* Indeed, most of the meanings 
given the term genius are perhaps indistinctly neo-classical* 
There are some uses of genius which are not covered 
by the passages already discussed* The word sometimes
signifies a type of spirit or an Inspiration* The "fire 
«*3of genius, which Is said to break out in Chantilly is
the Tire of Inspiration; "the fount of genius in the 
*4author of Lucius Carey, by means of a very different 
figure of speech, also designates Inspiration; and "the 
flashes of real genius”^ in miss Bongor fa The Heart and 
the Fancy may be flashes of inspiration*
The variety of meanings which may b© attributed to 
the term genius as it Is used In the criticism of Scott
1 "Fsulcinstein Forest," IXII (1810), 97.
"Falkland," series 3, V (1827), 271.
* "Chantilly," series 4, I (1832), 440.
4 _
Lucius Carey; or the Kyaterlous Fea&le of 
kora*a Dali," series 4, II (1831), 134.
5 "The Heart and the Fancy," LXXI (1813), 102,
See also "Ipelboe and L*Etrangere," cv (1824), 490;
"O rehaa Hamilton,° XCIX ( 1 8 2 2 ) ,  1 3 7 .
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prompts one to consider separately a few of th© passages 
on Scott* Though the definition of "animating spirit" is 
remotely suggested, probably genius Is merely a synonym for 
decorum In "the peculiar and appropriate genius of that dia-
wllogue in The Monastery, It Is, however, very likely Imagi­
native Inventiveness, resting upon increased sensibility and 
a certain judgment, that the term genius signifies in this 
passage, where poetic is synonymous with impassioned or moving 
and vivid:
The genius which this writer has displayed, in 
seizing on and appropriating the most poetic incidents and 
characters, is very remarkable; while the reality and truth, 
with which he has invested them, display in the fullest 
maimer the extent of his poetical powers*2
This Is a more significant use of genius, however, one reia- 
iniscent of Reynolds and Indirectly of Johnson:
The happy union of these powers [the faculty of seizing 
on the great principles of human action and so com'ihing them as 
to form an Ideal order, accurate and subtle observation, and 
imagination!, however, enriched by learning and aided by In­
dustry, presents that rare Instance of successful genius which 
the author of "Y^averley" has displayed, • . *
In the preceding passages the growing inclusiveness of the
term Is obvious* The absence of any suggestion that genius
requires control by reason and by other intellectual
processes may be due to the fact that genius now Is thought
•^"The Monastery," XCI (1820), 407.
® "Quentin Durward," Cl (1823), 187. See also 
"The Abbot," XCIII (1820), 70, where genius Includes "in­
vention" (imagination) and intellectual processes connected 
with "historical research*"
3 "The Pirate," XCVII (1822), 69-70. This theory 
approaches S. T* Coleridgefs theory of the imagination. See 
his Complete Works (Ttew York: Sbedd. 1884). III. 74 and 175; 
IV, S T * --------
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to include the intellectual as well as th© aesthetic
and imaginative powers«
For the most part, the meanings of the terra,
such as innate general ability, inventive or imaginativ©
talent, spirit or inspiration, are such as may be dis-
1
covered in earlier criticism# Moreover, the idea that
learning, judgment and taste are needed with genius is
2
neo-classical. Yet one point certainly should be noted, 
namely, the identification of genius with the higher 
intellectual processes as well as with aesthetic, artistic, 
and imaginative powers. ‘Phis shift in emphasis to reason 
and intelligence (as well as the inclusiveness of the term)
*z
is suggestive of criticism of the later nineteenth century.
Closely allied to one specific ability designated 
by the term genius are the related abilities signified by 
the terms invention and originality. Invention and 
originality are very nearly synonymous in this criticism 
though invention Is a much older concept.
^ See Sir P. Sidney, The Defense of Poetry, ed.
A. S. Cook (Boston, 1890), p."'£6; ¥. Rymer, Tragedies 
(London, 1692), I, 64; E. Young, Conjeetures~n originaI 
Composition, as reprinted in Smith and Parks, op. clt., 
p. 414.
2 See S. Johnson, Rambler, bo. 154, as reprinted 
in The British Essayists, ed. A. Chalmers (Boston; Little 
Br own's nd Co., i^d4), ^VIII.
3 See J. W. Bray, op. clt., pp. 126-127.
so
Invention* a Urn usually applied to the product, 
or occasionally to the process, In this journal denotes 
the capacity or ability of the author* Of course, it may 
refer to the product in auch a passage a a thlss
To say that the invention of the plot evinces the 
highest order of drawstic talent, would he to award it an 
undue share of praise* Sfore properly speaking, the talent 
which applies to that quality in the present composition, 
la store of the melodrama tie class*1
Moreover, the term applies sometimes to the process of 
creating, of fitting imagined episodes together into a 
plot* I quote s
Dr* Johnson observed that the Invention of a story 
was no inconsiderable effort of the human mind;** and if 
this remark be true, same applause must be due to the 
author of these tales, which are all different from each 
otter in their plot, and of which each displays marks of
originality *2
In the majority of eases, however, the term is 
connected with a specific talent of the author* in this 
connection, it refers usually to creative or imaginative 
power; and seldom to be discovered Is the traditional 
concept based on the imitation of wnature" {the portrayal 
of the likeness of truth out of materials gained from
•At Borne and Abroad; or Vemcira of Emily de 
Serdonell,* series 4, 11 (1831), 129* Mote the Implies* 
tlen that invention of plot requires dramatic talent*
® *Sir Owen aiendower, and Other ‘halos,* IX 
(1809), 95* Compare with the use of the term in 5* Johnson*s 
gambler* Ko* 335* It Is In direct, contrast to Johnson’s 
theory In Rambler* Ko* 143, that the only possible origin­
ality a rises' from aslee tIon and arrangement of materials 
already used by the ancients*
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observation).* Sometimes the liaa^imfcive or fanciful 
power indicated Is the wild variety totally unrelated 
to nature and to probability* It is to this type that 
the reviewer of Vivian Qrey evidently refers when he 
remarks that the author of the novel "is not gifted with 
marvelous invention*
In the majority of cases the imaginative creativity 
denoted by the term invention Is of a probable and reason­
able sort* The "considerable powers of lnvention*S shown 
by the author of The Knight Errant. "the great fertility 
of invention" accompanied by "the strong graphic power"* 
exhibited by Vaturin in his ffslmoth* and the "fertile in­
vention*^ to be found in the author of Traits of Ha fcure—  
all apparently refer to general imaginative ability*
A further indication that the reviewers believe 
Invention of the best type to be closely allied to imagination 
appears In this comment on the author of the Tales of a
* This theory is also advanced by Wordsworth*
Prose (London: Qrosart* 1876}* II, 130* See also 
B* Yielding, Tom Jones* Book IX* Chapter 1*
e "Vivian Gray," C D  (1826), 529. 3®« also
*LfBcolier* ou Haoul et Victor*" XCVII (1822), 542. For 
a similar use in the eighteenth century see J. Addison*
Works* Bohn edition (London: 1891)* III* 422*
3 tlx (1822), M2.
4 XCIV (1821), 84.
5 LXXI (1815), 102. For similar uses of the term 
see "Jacqueline of Holland*" series 4. ill (1831)* 107;
"The Forest of St* Bernardo." L (1806)* 519; "Hewton 
Forster*" series 4* 1 (1852)* 226*
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Mtfliit Barrlstert
Sis inventive faculty doss not appear at all to be allied 
with imagination; it la a sort of volition, which being 
disposed to produce a tale, runs on with every kind of 
stuff which can help i ill up a page, such as, 'he then sat 
down and wrote a letter1 * • .*
Yet the passage above indicates the willingness on the 
part of the reviewer to term something "inventive* even 
though it is not related to imagination.
In short, there is not much here that cannot be 
found in eightea n th-century criticism. In the earlier 
criticism, even in classical criticism, there Is the same 
emphasis upon the need of invention; and, if there has been 
any change at all, it way be found only in the almost Im- 
perceptible change in meaning and In application.2 The 
word does not appear now to denote probable imitation of 
nature or truth, and it rarely seems to refer to wild 
Imaginative power. Instead it relates to coherent Imagin­
ative creativity and at all times is closely connected 
with originality.
Originality Is a term by which reviewers designate 
another Important quality* applied to the author, the 
earliest meaning of the term originality is a tendency
1 XIII (1830), 467.466.
2
For examples of earlier uses of Invention see 
ihoaas Wilson, The Arte of Khetorlque (':. Grafton r lord on,
1553), p*6; George Futienhara. Works. &rbcr KeprInta 
(Birmingham, 1869), pp. 512-313* John Dryden. fortes, edited 
by Sir Walter Sco't and George Salntsbury (^ dinfiursrh, 1882), 
IX, 96; Joseph Addison, The IS tier, edited by a. A.. ,'vitken 
(London? Duckworth and Company, 1899), IV, 287-28B; Samuel 
Johnson, Complete Works (London, 1825), VII, 213.
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toward imitation of m l m  (the universal or Ideal) as 
opposed to the Imitation of other authors; and applied to 
the finished product, the tern denotes a likely or probable* 
tat use or unexpected development# In the criticism now 
being studied, the term is linked with invention on the 
one baud and* in a few esses, with ingenuity on the other*
It Is obviously also connected with Imagination and fancy, 
tat not of a wild kind* Those are almost the only con­
clusions that can be dram with regard to its meaning In 
view of tbs usual vagueness with which it Is used*
When a reviewer writes that The Usurer's Daughter 
•is not marked by any originality of invention,"*• he 
evidently mans novelty of imaginative or creative activity 
with regard to plot* Furthermore, In their references to 
the •original thinking®^ exhibited in the work of one author, 
to the "good sense and originality of thinking®^ shown In 
another’s work, and to the •talent and originality”* evinced 
la still a third author's novel, the reviewers Imply that 
originality is connected with imaginative activity which 
is reasonable or thoughtful* This is worthy of note in
- ^  * *The Usurer's laughter,1* series 4, I (1832),
SdY See also •Vivian Grey, series 3, V (1827), 420; 
•Continental Adventures,• CXX (1826), 399j "Conlrdan,* 
U U I i  (1819), 210*
8 "^othelen," CVII (1825), 53.
3 "Oeorge the Third," LVI (1608), 206.
* "Bouverle, the Pupil or the world," I.XXVI 
(18X5), 212.
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I era*
this association of th© meaning of the term with 
imagination or fancy la more definitely Indicated in th© 
following discussions
Kiss Porter here aeta out on the mistaken notion 
that aha can give originality to her tele. *By pitching 
upon Koreay as the principal scene of action, merely be­
cause it was ground tin trodden by other novel writers.1 
fb attain this object, she should have chosen a field of 
fancy untenanted by other authors; whereas she has now
?lven a set of characters and occurrences which are familiar, to novel readers) changing merely their •local habitations 
and their names.
It is perhaps advisable to note the advice given $lss 1orfcer 
about the means for securing originality,** since it shows 
the typical attitude of the critic toward even slight 
Imitations of other authors* In short, to secure origin­
ality the reviewers Indirectly advise the authors to rely 
upon their own imaginations for materials and characters 
as different as possible from those found In the works of 
other novelists.
Though one expects to find originality in close 
Juxtaposition to invention and imagine tlon. one is sur­
prised to find It with ingenuity, another tens designating 
a quality advisable for an author* The term Ingenuity Is 
suggestive of skill or cleverness In manipulating materials
1 "The Recluse of Sorwy,” LXXVII (1615), 212.
® See also "Valentine's Kve," LXXIX (1016), 436.
"the Hlstske" XXV (1801), 531* In both passages a degree 
of •originality* wins praise for the authors*
already pomstedi irhomi originality connotes power of 
Invention by means of Imagination of new materials* Yet 
tine two terms are sometimes used together* For example* 
Hook is described as being •not very remarkable for in~ 
gezmlty or originality* Of oourse* th® term In^erro!ty 
often occurs without originality! and the quality Is 
always considered desirable. For instancef the novel 
Sodsration is highly praised because it Is "a pleasing 
little artifice* fabricated by no aoan poser of Ingenuity**
In all of the criticism on originality and In­
genuity* one must again admit that there is little new 
and almost nothing that suggests romanticism. Though 
originality may not appear to have its earliest meaning of 
imitation of nature as opposed to imitation of authors* it 
has a closely related meaning* a meaning that Is far from 
see* that Is connected with invention and with logins Hon 
of a controlled and probable sort. logenuity too has no 
nee meaning. Though the term itself is not prevalent in 
neo—classical criticism* eit Is; and the latter term Is 
similar in meaning to Ingenuity<—  at least at times.
In reviewing all of the terms used to denote 
qualities desired in an author* the student Is struck 
by the neo-classical Influence obvious here. An author
1 "8axw.ll," sarl.es 4, I (1831), 124. See also 
"Confessions of an Old-tempered Ban," LXXXVIII (1919),
328.
* "Moderation," CYIJ1 (1885), 88. 3«e also
Seottlah Adventurers," I.XV1IX (1818), 108*
should have, so say the reviewers, a fine mind; good, 
sense* )moil«dg«t especially knowledge of the human heart 
gained by instinct end observation; good taste, which is 
tils nans for instinctive sensibilities, cultivated Jud.i^ meni, 
end often for general decorum or propriety* 411 of these 
qualities re la ted to the higher mental processes and to 
Jod^ Bftnt are designated by terms that are classical or 
nee-classical both In origin and In general meaning*
Of course, the terns imagination and fancy* 
denoting other requisites for authors, ere also tradi­
tional; sad the ides of the need of restraint for fancy as 
sell as the association of Judgment with imagination Is 
neo-classical* Fancy evidently is the name for wild flights 
of imagination, lighter forms of imagination, or imagina­
tive creativity; imagination signifies an imaging process, 
inventive ability, or artistic poser arising from a uni­
fication of various mental processes* Only In the last 
Implied meaning of Imagination is there anything that Is 
at all nee, and it is traditional rather than romantic in 
tendency* But there are a few reviews employing these 
terms in a fairly romantic spirit*
Tb» same general statement may be made concerning 
the terms that denote general or specific talents or 
abilities various sorts* Talent* power* invention* 
originality* and ingenuity (which connotes cleverness and 
skill and which 1* named along with originality as a 
requisite)— all of these terms, or at least all of the
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theories iadiieftted by them, might bo called carry-overs 
from tho eighteenth-century* &ven Ingenuity, though 
ooareoly used save In nodem criticism, has Its neo­
classical court terpt*rt in wit, and la perhaps connected 
with Jenson** ingen lust*1 Genius, however, by which is 
designated the most Important requisite of an author, 
though It retains its previous applications, In one passage 
at least points the way to a newer development* £eo- 
classical or classical are Its uses as innate general 
ability, Inventive or imaginative talent, spirit or inspira­
tion; however, the identification of genius with a fusion 
of all the higher intellectual powers with artistic and 
Imaginative ones Is something slightly different and very 
modem in sound*
therefore, one arrives at the conclusion that, 
save for isolated oases—  generally discoverable only after 
1620—  the reviewers In the ftoathly He view employ the class I- 
eel or neo-classical terms in their listing of the various 
qualities which they believe necessary for a writer* More­
over, the meanings of the terms vary very little from those 
given them by the eighteenth-century critics* Wost remark­
able of all, however, is the deficiency of evidence of 
romanticism; but perhaps some such evidence may appear in
* Jonsonfs lngenlum (Discoveries) * meant more 
nearly what our modern genius doos; but the fact that 
be translates It as ”na tural wit” and that wit later 
achieved a different, narrower meaning may have caused
the change In ingsnlum (Ingenuity)*
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the terms applicable to the works of the authors.
B Terms Applicable to the Works of Authors
Before considering specific terns used in criti­
cizing the works of the novelists, X wish to examine briefly 
a few general passages that either indicate the state of 
the novel at this particular time (1800-1832) or show 
indirectly the qualities to be expected in an excellent 
work of fiction, since those obviously will be the qualities 
praised.
The review of Reginald Dalton contains this 
passage, which is interesting, not only because it shows 
the reviewer’s impression of the change in "modern works 
of fiction,” but also because it indicates the reviewer's 
opinion of the relative merits of men and women writers:
This circumstance (the prevalence of men writers] has 
produced a very considerable change in the character of 
our modern works of fiction. The tone of sentiment 
which pervades them is naturally more manly and vigor­
ous; and the reader Is not offended with numerous instances 
of that weak and sometimes (absit invidia) mawkish sensi­
bility, which was observable in the works of very able 
female writers; and examples of which may be found even 
in the romances of Lira. Radcliffe. A more general acquain­
tance with life and manners, also, is dislayed in these 
masculine novels; together with a much keener perception of 
the humorous.-- Kiss Edgeworth is the only female writer who 
has succeeded in the comic novel. On the other hand, in 
the delineation of domestic scenes and manners, the ladies 
decidedly display superior talents, and in painting a 
hero they certainly excel their rivals. In the love 
passages of their works, we know not exactly to which class 
of writers we should give the preference; tho’ as in 
galantry bound, wo fed Inclined to award it to the fair 
candidates. *■© believe that the sentiment Itself Is
mMrs deeoly, m m  purely, and more faithfully felt 
by them*
Perhaps the Mat important point here la the very legiti­
mate attack on "mawkish sensibility" or sentimentality, 
and it la an attack with which even the classicists would 
lave been in sympathy* Aside from noting that the author 
ef the review makes an effort to be fair in his estimate 
of both types of writers, though he honestly believes 
M i a  writers to be better, there is little else to be 
said about the passage*
there are, however, numbers of general criticisms 
concerning the novels of the nineteenth century, many 
ef them attacking some defect in the novels or some type 
ef novel* The fashionable novel is often indirectly 
attacked, but there is a direct attack on It~snd not a 
gentle one— in the review of ihe Collegians* The reviewer 
believes "It is one of the disgraces of the literature of 
the nineteenth century that the fashionable novel should 
have been permitted to hold so conspicuous a pl&oe*”^
Be is also of the opinion that fashionable novels are 
works that "no wan of ability has ever condescended to 
write and no permon of moderate taste will ever reed*n^
For an indication of the qualities deemed desirable 
in a novel, however, and for an estimate of the relative
* CIV (1824), 200-201 * For another treatment of 
the differences between men and woman as novelists, sea 
"Borneo As They Are," Edinburgh fievlew* LI (1850) , 446*
2 Series 3, X (1829), 609
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atflts of tarious authors on# turns to rev lows of Scott #@ 
works, simply because those reviews are usually more 
Inclusive than the ordinary ones In the Monthly Hoview# 
the qualities which are praised or oensured In Scott’s 
torlUjone would aspect to be praised or oensured in those 
of otter aothersj therefore, this general discussion of 
Ivanhoe la valuable*
So perceived that the narrative was not infrequently 
prolix and tedious, and in some of the most momentous 
periods of it protracted and wlrs-drswss to the torturing 
minuteness of Ouleelardtnl himself ;~that the dialogue, 
the* for the most part highly dramatis, occasionally 
languished for sent of a seasonable variety, or of that 
quickness of reciprocation mlthout which a dialogue even 
In reel life Is flat and uninteresting;— that even those 
individual peculiarities which constitute a single man 
into s species, and in the delineations of which no writer 
has Mrs exeel led; or that those personal humours which,
In their right place, are Irresistible In their effect, 
were sometimes not very seasonably protruded In moments 
when emotions are stirring that are jealous of all inter­
ruption;— that the disguises in which the author envelopes 
his persons are too soon penetrated, and the termination 
of the plot too easily anticipated;— that he sn^ofcljaes 
appears to expend on separate sketches, and on incidental 
descriptions, the powers which ha ought to haw© reserved 
to give a finish and consistency to the w h o l e a n d  that 
his English was not always far from impurities, which no 
authority can sanction and no genius excuse,!
fte Interest in emotional effect and in unity of Impression,
the concern about technical matters, and the continuing
Insistence upon language free of "impurltles'Hall are
worthy of note here*
As for the relative merits of Scott and other
novelists, the following discussion makes clear the fact
1 "Iwflhoe," XCI (1820), 75
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that the v«Yi««tr considers Scott superior only In what
Is ytguttlj tenwd his *poetlcal spirit,1* which is doubtless
a kind oT imaginative tons or Tooling t
1a the delicate and accurate delineation of fooling and 
manners, ho (Scott) must yield to Klehardson; in the 
pathetic* ho cannot eoapoto with Saekensle, Fielding and 
teollott stand unrivalled In sit and humour; in the faith- 
ful represent*tion of natioaal character, no one has sur­
passed Miss Edgeworth; and in the romantic interoat of her 
mama tiros, In* Hadcliffe is pre-eminent* If, however, 
in all those respects the Scotch novelist may be said to 
ha inferior to the writers whom re have mentioned, a 
peculiar charm still hangs about his productions, which 
has rendered his name more widely popular than those of 
even his most celebs*ted predecessors; and that charm is 
the poetical spirit with which all his writings are 
touched**
the entire passage reiterates what is generally thought 
concerning several famed novelists; and It, like most of 
the criticism in the Monthly, is so perfunctory that It 
lades the interest of many reviews in other Journals*
Indeed, all the facts that can properly be said 
to have been treated In the passages just considered are 
Just theses teat sen are less inclined to portray senti­
mentality in their novels than women, that the fashionable 
novel is an abomination, that Scott is superior to other 
novelists only because of his "poetical spirit* (a very 
vague term); and that the Ideal novel should obviously 
avoid certain faults which are pointed out in Scott1* 
novels and should possess similar good points*
Perhaps, however, the consideration of those 
speelfle tens applicable to the novels and a few of
* *iuentifi Durward**
*2 LIBRARY
167*
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the thftorlts elth them may he produotive of
iBttmling Information*
It la ftlmt an impossible task to consider all 
of the erllie&l term* acid theories applicable to the novel, 
bat at least tee more important ones may he carefully 
studied* For the sake of convenience, the less important 
terns sill be grouped tinder the heading of Important terms 
to Aieh they are In some m y  related* These connected 
elth style and language, elth description, elth characters* 
eith slots or fables* or elth the function of the novel 
sill be considered under their respective headings In 
the order named*
Bees use language Is the material of style. It seems 
advisable to consider the two together* Both terms, 
language and style* usually retain the meanings which they 
have had In English criticism since the sixteenth century.
The Innovatlons— if any— are apparent in the descriptive 
term used elth the major ones to denote theories of the 
ideal style or language*
¥o the terms descriptive of the ideal language 
or diet ion, the critics pay a great deal of attention* 
language, they think, should be vigorous,* fluent,® accurate,^
* See "Errors and their Consequences,** XC1 (1820,
ais*
® See "Which Is the Heroine,w C (1825), 99.
S See "Quentin Dureard," CX (1825), 202. See also 
•the Pleasures of Friendship," Cl (1823), 106; "The 
Wedding Cay,* BIX (1809), 321*
er M n w t , 1 forcible,8 and elegant.9 Or it may bo 
fbyitar,4 M b  affected,9 neb ungrammatical,9 not strained,7 
bat natural and easy,® Intelligible,3 simple,10 and un- 
m g g n s M * ^  It may have “the dignity of the epic*11 
end be “eloquent* and "polished»*13 These terms and 
theories are quite traditional In Implication*
Indeed, namrouc specific remarks as sell as general 
theories ef the critics concerning language also indicate 
U w  Influence ef writers of the past. Ihe “slang phraseology*
I See “Cottage Sketches of Actire Retirement,”
IXIX (ISIS), 97. See also *Ie Foreater,” XLIU {1804), 218.
8 See "Lamina of Lorraine," XCVII (1882), 504.
8 See *B» Aasassin of St. Qlenroy," IXX (1810),
99| “Anne ef Brittany,” LXII (1810), 810.
* "Tremaine,” CVII (1886), 860. See also "The 
Assassin of St. Olenroy," LXI (1810), 99; “Anne of Brittany," 
LXXII (1810), 810.
8 See ”Sementy Six,” C1I (1823), SIS.
6 "Decision,* XCI (1880), 816.
7 “Agnes," XCVII (1822), 444.
8 “Clan Albion," tXXX (1816), 84. Por similar 
tens see "Sophia St. Clair,” III (1307), 436; "Sllranella, 
or the Olpsey," LiXX (1812), 214; ”aomen," LVIII (1309),
199.
0 “Paul Jones,” series 3, IV (1827), 834.
10 "Peter Shemlhl," CVI (1826), 203.
II "Tbs Magic Rlng,“ CVIII (182S), 39S.
18 * Bales of the Heart," XCIX (1820), 386. See 
else "teeners," til (1807), 438; and “Buston,” XXI (1810),99.
18 "Maxwell," series 4, I (1831), 125.
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ef Dr# Keek, for instance, is eondetisned, for it is "the 
language of bod toe to end corrupted morels, in *ba tewr 
o3o«e of society it proveils*** ihe diction of Mrs* Opie 
le criticised because It *ls condomned by correct taste, 
end by universal convention banished from all tolerably 
food socle ty**^ This subjection of language to the teat 
of baste (here obviously closely related to propriety) 
sad of morals le t&aifee reminiscent of the eighteenth* 
century theories*
One revies, that of Mr* Irelandfs Hlnvaldo* is 
especially interesting, not for Its description of the 
author*e language as "Inlnated and fleeing, eheti it la 
sot Inflated elth poaposity,*2 but for the reviewer9© 
theory that * principle a of ha rmonlous eongrulty • • * 
fens the basis of a correct and uneontaalm ted d i c t i o n *  
Be mints ins that the blending of n poetic Imagery* elth 
•prose detail* produces "a medley of heterogeneous 
language"^ which violates those b&ale principles*
Despite the generally vague quality of the passage, the 
reader Infers that the language of the work offends 
any reader9s sense of symmetry and proportion* This 
idea is reasonably new, but the type of diet Ion which 
such *eengrulty* Is to achieve is described by the terms
1 ”T*l«a or ttao Hoort,* XCII (1080), 384. For 
• liaiUp m n p l *  m o  *Tho ?fOl*h ’^ ount*Inoor," IXVII 
(1812), 822.
8 XXXIV (1851), 203-204.
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correct and unconfcamlnated* which have neo-classical 
connotations* Moreover, con^rulfcy itself appeared in 
Puttenhamv8 work,**
However, the praise of the "poetic and ini- 
«2passioned 1* mruape in at least one novel gives 
slight evidence of new shifts In emphasis* Even so, the 
term poetic is not new; and the stress upon the intensity 
of impassioned imagination in description has its counter­
part in Longinus * On the Sublime*
The theory that the language should be appropriate 
to the character using it and to the time in which the 
character lives is also traditional; and this theory of 
decorum is, of source, a valid one* Anyone would agree with 
the statement that the author of hjal incourt "errs * • » In 
giving his own powerful diction to the female cliaractors*w^ 
But how is the writer of an historical romance to be cure 
that the language of Vila characters ic suitable? In 
relation to the question of this need for historical 
authenticity of language this excerpt froa the review of 
Arthur of Brittany Is pertinent:
But as to the language that Is expended in conversation, 
letters, and harangues, It Is the duty of every reader to 
suppose, that if the author do not report the very words 
which were put in requisition upon all such occasions,
1
0* Puttenhaa, Arte of English Poesle* Arbor 
Hoprints (Birmingham, 1815377 P* 2S5*
2 "Lodoiaka und ihro Hechter," XCIII (1B1C), 462*
^ LXXXXXI (1817), 323* be© also " rPho Daugh ters 
of laenberg," LXIXI (1810), 103,
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te *1 Ittst giv»i us the beat possible translation of 
them f r a  the obaolate to the living phraseology**
In seas respects thia passage makes sense, and in come
it does sot# In the first plaoe, the meaning la not
clear* le it the duty of the author to reproduce exactly
archaic phraseology, or at leaat to' translate it precisely
Into modem language? If the latter be true, the theory
Is as ridiculous as are all those earlier theories demand-
ing factual aecuracy instead of verisimilitudej but if,
on the other hand, the reviewer means that the author
should produce an impression of historical fidelity of
language, the Idea is valid*
Along elth suggestions of various other theories,
some hist of the theory of verisimilitude occurs In the
discussions of dialects and foreign languages* According
te the reviewer of Don Telesforo ds Trueba y 00010*8
The Castilian*
It Is Infinitely better for a novelist mho tells a story 
ef Spain to make his heroes and heroines talk like 
Spaniards, than talk in Spanish— a distinction which Mr* 
Treehes* reflection will teach hist to be not without a
difference *2
Whatever the dialect or language, one point is made clear, 
that it must be intelligible* Therefore the reviewer 
objects to the author of St* Clyde. not because he 
imitates Scott, but because he uses the 3cotch dialect
Series 4, III (1651), 429* See also "The Mon­
astery," XCI (1690), 407*
3 Series 5, % (1629), 407*
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excessively, making "almost all his characters speak 
unintelligibly*1 and even allowing "himself to narrate 
In such language as they employ.*1 Katurally, the 
reviewers insist that the writer know the foreign 
language or dialect shleh he uses and that he not use 
foreign phrases merely to glee the leap re salon of learn* 
Ing.8
In all of the terns or theories relating to 
language, one gets the impression that there is little 
nee, that the reviewers are using the terns and ex­
pressing the theories which the classical and neo-classi­
cal critics used earlier* Much of the criticism is valid, 
hut sometimes the lack of specific information about terms 
and the loose m y  in which they are applied makes one 
wonder whether or not the reviewers clve lip service 
without really comprehend lng the meanings of the terms*
They spend too much time listing grammatiosl inaccuracies 
and errors In spelling; hut, on the other hand, the 
qualities of language which they praise are qualities 
that abler critics have agreed should be praised* They 
think that language should be vigorous, correct or accurate, 
fluent, forcible (meaning forceful), elegant, eloquent, 
polished, easy, animated, interesting, simple, grammatical,
1 "St. Clyde," LXXX (1816). 380. See also
"lAuvle Todd," aeries 3, X2IX (1830), 466.
8 See "Le Baugieg*/ LXXVI (1015), 544; and 
"Private Correspondence of e Woman of Fashion." series 4,
112 (1838)
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unaffected, lively, natural, dignified, not flowory, not
diffuse or strained* lloroover, language should be in
keeping with good taste and uorals, should be Intelligible,
and appropriate to the characters and to the age* Nearly
all of this criticism, the terns and their meanings, can be
1
traced to classical or neo-elssslem1 criticIsa* Even 
when there Is a passage advancing a new idea such as the 
one about "principles of harmonious congruity," the end 
achieved upon that basis Is neo-classical*
^hat was true of language Is also true of style*
A mere study of the only slightly changing basic tern 
style would give little information on the subject since 
the critical theory Is chiefly concerned, not with the 
restricted literal meaning, but with the broad, Implied, 
figurative connotation or theory that Is Influenced by the 
descriptive terms* Though not defined, style seems to 
refer, In the reviews, to the habit or method of writing 
which the author possesses, or rarely to the general tone 
of the work reflecting the ©esthetic sense of the author*
But the descriptive terms indicating the desirable qualities' 
and the undesirable ones—  may be enlightening*
The reviewer of Isadora of mllan objects, for 
instance, to the style of that work because It "occasionally
i
See especially J* Bryden, ftorka, Scott and 
S&intsbury, edd., XIV, 201; a * Fope,"TorKg» Courthope ed* 
(London, 1871), XI, 48; S* Johnson, Complete Eorks (London* 
1825), IX, 56*
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degenerate* Into slip-slop”* (slovenliness)# In an 
equally wgua fashion, other reviewers comment on other 
novels that *ths general style* of a work "Is pleasing1*®
(is harmony with the taste of the reader)* or that a style 
Is "harsh and unpleasant#*5 They use a variety of terns—  
eose suggesting the impression made upon the readers by 
the author*s personality revealed in his work* some denot­
ing the effeet ef the novel objectively considered# The 
term* are of the former type in the statement regarding 
the *ferea and feeling in the style** of Pelworth# neither 
ef these terms is nee* force (poser) being prevalent in 
eighteen fch-century criticism and feeling (allied with 
intuitive sympathy) appearing in Johnson's work and at 
times In the works of others# Both types of term* appear 
among these Indicating objectionable qualities of style#
The reviewers thoroughly condemn the "flippancy"5 
(refleeting the authorfa deficiency of dignity) of the
* "Isadora of Milan," JLXVIX (1B12), 320#
2 "Julia of Kngland,” LIX (1809), 320#
5 "The History of A me truth Gutman,* X X X IV  (1801), 
SSI# See also •Sigewart," XXXIII (1801), 321# Be rah 
(rough in sound) was adapted from musical terminology# It 
and pleasant refer to the impression of the work upon the 
reviewer# dosspare with the use of terms in ?/# Webbe, 
Discourse of English Poesle# Arber Reprints (Birmingham, 
ISroj* p# "55; and Ym bacon# Complete Korks* 3peddinir *a 
edition (London, 1837), IV, 117
4 LIX (1809), 220.
6 LIX (1809), 321#
style or Ifec She of Sorrows the *tame and turgid"1 stylo 
(deficient to vigour, so well as Inf la tod) of &&ne» do 
Francos and the "turgid and disjointed*^ stylo (inflated 
mod lacking in unity) of Tho Itlo of Ednord and Anns» 
likewise, they deplore the * txie$ual*3 stylo of The Spy* 
the "flooay and sceptical** style of Ernestos Barehtold, 
and the "gallicisms of style**5 in The jSanderer. The terms 
jtlowg and sceptical* comparatively new In applied criticism 
indicate the impressionistic turn being taken by the criticism 
the objections to the style of The Sea Kings in England 
and to that of The Forester, because the first is "raised*5 
unnecessarily and the second Is "too ornate and poetical
(9
for the nature of the subject,* both sound traditional*
Moreover, neo-classical In toms also Is this 
consent of the reviewer of Ballentyne^ Novel jets Library
( M M M M M M e M M M M M i aM a M H N M lM M W a in S h M
with regard to Mrs* Kaddiffe’s style;
Sir Salter, »c think, hardly does justice to the precision 
and singular beauty of her style* be think her Mysteries
1 Supplement, 01 (1823), 544.
8 LXXXI1I (1817), 24.
* Scries 4, II (1831), 30S. iinamaal Istpllaa luck 
ef regularity In composition*
* XCI (1820), 215* The terms used here refer to 
the mental attitude of the author*
5 LXXVI (1813), 419* Qa 111clam. meaning a word 
borrowed from French, implies a lack of purity in language*
6 Series 4, X (1851), 114*
^ CVTI (1825), 95* Ornate refers to the extrava*?snt 
poetical* to the too highly ornamental*
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ef Udolpfc© * model ef pure English, animated by the finest 
inspiration of the muse of romance*"*
the association of beauty, which here eery likely refers 
to that whleh la immediately pleasant or agreeable in the 
mind of the reader, elth pro ol a ion (exactness) reminds 
one strikingly of eighteenth-century theories, largely 
baaed on perversions of I^onglnus* theory*
But despite the feet that figurative (poetical 
or vividly Imaginative) la not a nev term, the tenor of 
this statement concerning Scott*© own Itellaman Is romantic; 
•the very style partakes of the influence of the clime and 
glows elth figurative and Oriental artfor**^
Usually, however, the influence of neo-classicism 
is definite In the various passages on the lucid or clear 
style* Certainly It Is so In the remark that Mr* Godwin’s 
style *ls really a model of its kind" because of "the 
lueldneas of his sentences and the natural mode of hla 
combining ideas**5
Suggestive of traditional theories also arc even 
the fairly recent critical terms like Impressive and lively*'* 
shleh these reviewers use, not only with clear* but also
1 n i l  (1885), 269.
8 *lkl«a of the Cruaadars,” CVII (1025), 162.
® "Cloud*alay," aerie* 5, XIII (1830), 604.
* See "The Vleroeoas,* XXXV (1801), 429. For 
•lad.l*r tors* **• alao "Caatl* Beynarc!," CV1 (1025). 330:
**6 "S*4«ood," OVI (1885), 438.
lith other teras like sprl&htly» spirited* and anlsaated* 
connoting energy end movement.1 Traditional, too, la 
the pralee or e * natural end graceful style.”* The two 
letter adjectives are often found in conjunction with such 
toms as pure and excellent.3* 411 the theories suggested 
fey these terms were prevalent in earlier criticism, and 
so were most of the terms*
One may make the same point about the stress upon 
•simplicity** of style* By the *simple style* these 
reviewers mean Just what the earlier critics did. The 
reviewers use simple with such terms as dignified (serious* 
ness of tone and restrained energy), masterly (showing 
skill or power), flowing (easy), fluent (smooth), straight* 
forward* idiomstic (well known), and even elegant (denoting 
light grace and general refinement and elevation)*£ It Is,
1 In the order named see "The Kival Mothers,"
XXIVI (1801), 138; "Be Vere," series 3, V (1827), 145; and 
•The Visier’s Son," series 4, I (1831), 320* Ifote also the 
attack on the "languid* style In "The (Same of Life," series 
3, IV (1850), 284*
* "Mademoiselle de la layette,* LXXIII (1814),
212* See also "Blfreda," LXVII (1B12), 321; "Sleepless 
«ss**,« series 4, III (1831), 127*
3 "Destiny," series 4, II (1831), 117, where 
sure refers to Idiomatic language; and "Palmyra et Flamlnel," 
I5If (1821), 544, where excellent refers to unified artistic 
effect*
* "National Tales," series 3, IV (1827), 438* See 
also "Lionel," DLXXXX (1818), 210; and "Black Hock House,”
IXIII (1810), 102.
5 In the order named see ^Gulscard," LX (1809) ,
9©f "Gssto© de Blondeville," CIX (1826), 234; "Granby,5 
series 3, I (1826), 98; "Raymond," LXIX (1809), 408.
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therefore* vary unlikely that they dissociate simplicity 
and aorfscioaa artistry* Obviously, In their opinion, a® 
la that of tho neo-classicists, the simple style give® 
evidence of the well-regulated skill of the author by Its 
ease, precision, and elegance* It Involves a formal unity 
of design and an apparently natural method of expressing 
thought In well-chosen, Idiomatic language*
Similarly commended by these critics are the 
•elegant" style (ehloh possesses the lighter grace® and 
refinement) the "polished" style,2 and the Mcorrect" 
or •accurate" style*^ Very often, therefore, a compo­
sition is criticised because of the "haste and Insecurecy"’4 
or the "venial carelessness*^ marring its style, or because 
It la affected* In the last case, the author ha® generally 
used a method of expression that Is so exaggerated or so
1 "William Doug 1*8," CXX (1826), 332. See the ttee 
ef Inelegant* bombastic and languid In "the Shipwreck*"
LXV tl81l), 32& j&nd ^ky Own ?i»ea,* LXIX (1312), 332.
2 "Crotchet Castle," series 4, II (1B31), 134. See 
else "Sympathy In Search of Peace at Home," XCVI (lBSl), 
102t •Campbell," XGI (1320), 218; "The Contrast," series
4 ,  IX (1352), 263*
3 See "Ihe Discarded Daughter," LXIII (1810),
101; "De Sengey," XCVII (1822), 109; and "The Decision,"
IIVII (1512), 521; "Bouvlere, the Pupil of the World,"
LXXVI (1615), 104; and "Belmour," XXXCIII (1602), 413;
"The Knights," LIX (1809), 319. In all the need for 
correctness and accuracy is stressed*
4 "Reginald m l  ton," CIV (1824), 208.
# "PelTlllo Rouse," LI (1806), 3S1. See also 
"!**»erll Of tbs Peek," C (1823), 20Ej "The Acceptance," 
LXIII (1810), 209j end "The Pirate," XCVII (1822), 33.
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unnatural that the teste of the critic is offended* The 
unaffooted style, on the other hand, may be pure (probably 
referring to use of refined, idiomatic lan iui~a), rapid 
(alluding to ease of movement, energy and «r. traction),  
elegant (refined), ingenuous (natural and sincere), simple 
(Implying sincere directness in composition), and easy 
(facile)** In short, the unaffected style gives the critic 
an Impression of ease, sincerity, refinement, simplicity, 
smoothness, and artlessness, though actually it may have 
been achieved only through a great deal of conscious and 
careful effort on the part of the vrlier*
In most of their discussions on style in the 
tenthly Revise.the critics are too fearful to bl&ze n«« 
trails of their oun* They urge temperance or ©ration, 
elarlty, and correctness In style almost as much as did
n
critics during the heyday of the neo-classicists, They 
employ such veteran terms as elegant, polished, accurate, 
correct, unaffected, precise, simple, easy, formal, dignified,
* In the order named, soe *X Promessi Sposi," 
series 5, VI (1S27), 467; "The Spaniard,11 LVII (1808),
100; *Th© Xo w b  of Colour," LXII (1810), 212; "Temper or 
Domestic Scenes,” LXVIII (1312), 217; "The Village of 
JSsriendorpt,* XCY (1821), 615; and "Karmath," series 5,
V (1827), 429*
® See for similar uses of terms ar plied to style 
the foil©sings John Dennis, The Impartial Critic, as 
reprinted In J* E* Spjngam*a Critical Assays of the 
Seventeenth Century, *i# 145; X* barton, HeisTy orTTope 
(London, ieoe) , 1, 39 J S, Johnson, Complete 3o , " T i ,  56;
J* Dryden, ftorks, XXI, 284, and XIV“ go£; an^TTTr 533: 
and A. PopeTToSs, II, 48.
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fluent, masterly, natural, clear or perspicuous, animated, 
sprightly, lively, graceful, and harmonious. In general, 
the meanings of these terms are traditional. There are 
discoverable, of course, a few strictly aesthetic terras 
like pleasing and excellent; a few with Impressionistic 
connotations like flippant, gloomy, and sceptical; a number 
that are newer but suggest conventional theories, like 
tame, turgid, disjointed, impressive, and sparkling. Yet, 
generally speaking, in applying descriptive terms to style, 
the reviewers do not get out of the conventional ruts, any 
more than they do In the case of terms applied to language.
It is perhaps important for one to determine the 
extent to which the comparatively new theory of descriptions-- 
especially of natural scenery-- is neo-classical; for, unlike 
the theory of style, it has no deep roots In classical 
criticism and may, therefore, show more pronouncedly the 
influence of the changing concepts of the nineteenth centu­
ry. The basic term description does not itself need par­
ticular study, since it generally refers to the mere 
representation of scenes, characters, and customs with no 
hint of development In charcters nr progress in action.
The secondary or qualifying terms used with description, 
however, are of sufficient importance to warrant their 
being studied carefully since they contribute to the 
general theory of description held by the reviewers.
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Though it Is very difficult to separate descriptions 
Of sere « U n » I  scenery from descriptions of characters, 
« S M r » f asd events, for tbs sake of convenience, I shall 
attempt to 60 jtttl Flmt| X shall consider those
erltlosl passages dealing solely with the representation 
of eatura 1 scenery*
That the reviewers boilers firmly in scenic descrip- 
time one realises immediately upon reading the following 
statement about the author of legends of the Bhlne and
m m *  m m n b m m  «m w w m im *
Be apologises for omitting to describe scenery, though he 
oust know that a well finished picture throws a magical 
offset over any composition*1
Bat the scenery, though helpful if good, la a decided 
detriment if It Is ^vastly laboured*1*2 Moreover, the 
author falls if he spends so many pages Bin describing 
the seeziery and manners of the place*5 that there is 
scarce room left for the presentation of action* In ad­
dition, he errs in giving descriptions of scenery that are 
•flewery** {excessively ornamental or elegant) or that
Series 4, 111 (1032), 141.
2 "the Tor Hill," series 3, III (1826), 421.
® "little Mkjolo," n. s., LXXVIII (1815), 325.
See also "Oakses* Ball,” XC (1819), 214.
"the Benevolent Monk; or the Castle of Dialla," 
LXII, (1010), 213,
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«** ** “evidently and avowedly taken fro* books’** that 
they lee* their air of ho lug eoplod from nature* Of all 
the tern* used la discussing undesirable quail tie*, only 
«h* tern f l e i w  la somewhat net.
Whether tb» various desirable qualities mentioned 
by tta reviscer* In tholr t m h a D l a  of objective scenic 
descriptions ara traditional also* one m y  do tormina 
only hy studying specific passages*
D m  witter praises Miss Oveneon** ffomen be causa 
of its broad general descriptions.2 The book of another 
author vista praise for its “striking s c e n e s t h a t  of 
another for it* “vivid and powerful** descriptions; yet 
another for it* •picturesque descriptions**^ Of course* 
S*ett9a "poeers of scenic description"6 producing the 
“vivacity and freshness"7 of his scenes are lauded as 
usual* In fact* the reviewer virtually panegyrises 
Scott9* descriptions thus*
411 the grandeur* the beauty* and the nakedness of the 
land Is spread before us; and* tho1 slightly* the author
1 *Artt»r,* LXXJX (1813), 326.
* LVIII (1809), 196.
3 "SethiIda," 1VIII (1809), 517.
^ "Vlttoria Colenn*,* aeries 3, VI (1327), 279.
3 "Anastasias," XCX (1820), 7.
6 "The Pirate," XCVI1 (1822), 79.
7 "Tales ef the Crusadere,” CVll (1828), 162.
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tea touched with the hand of a roaster, the solemn asso­
ciations connected with the birth place and sojourn of 
the Son of Mary#1
Some*hat eulogistic In tone also is this statement con­
cerning the author of Brother Jonathan:
In his descriptions of scenery he shows an acquaintance 
with nature*s grandest works, and proves that he is alive 
to the sublime impressions which may be received from those 
examples of her power which are prodigally exhibited In
North America #2
In the last two passages the stress of the imitation of 
the grander (simple but sublime) aspects of nature reminds 
one of the elevated and picturesque imagery held dear by 
such authors as Milton and Sam Johnson; and, of course,
It suggests Burke’s theories on the sublime, current In 
the latter part of the eighteenth century#5
Of the other terms mentioned above, striking 
(remarkable or surprising for its novelty), vivid (ef­
fectively clear and striking), powerful (full of force 
or energy), picturesque (graphic and charming mental 
Imagery), vivacious (sprightly), and fresh (full of natural 
vigor and spontaneity) in their meanings show some of 
the Influence of newer tendenciesj but only powerful and 
fresh have recently gained their popularity in criticism.
In other reviews there appear additional descriptive words
1 X b l d . , p l 6 2 .
2 "Brother Jonathan," CV1I (1825), 485.
5 See Em Burke, On lbs te« On the Sublime and Beauti­
fuls Reflections on the French HevoTuEIon, A Letter to a 
feble^Xord (New Yorks P . d o l l K e r  and Son. 1&09), np.~~29-
and S. H. Monk, The Sublime, A Study of Critical Theories 
in XVIII Century England (SSw York7 ISS5), pass'll.'
tike i t o d i g  (a comparatively net aesthetic tor®} , anil 
wtaimfeld (fairly &«« to criticism)} and minute* correct, 
i^aal»« and beautiful {all traditional terms elth slightly 
modified meanings}** It is worthy of note that those terms 
like wield* picturesque and striking;* which have retained 
their eighteenth-century significance, hare meanings com­
patible with romantic tendencies to emphasise the aesthetic 
appeal of art*
ffee derlsatire nature of terms used In the de*" 
eerlptlome of people and of scenes involving action Is as 
apparent as It la to the ease of scenic pictures* Here, 
tee, certain qualities of the representation are considered 
excellent; others, highly undesirable* In 1 Fromess 1 Sposl 
toe portraits "of the good Capuchin, the yoimg and illustri­
ous mm, and of Cardinal Borromeo, are drawn with the hand 
of a master thoroughly acquainted with human nature*"
Xereever, the author glees a "faithful picture of the morals,
* • ♦ , and manners of that epoch® and represents the charac­
ters of the lowers with "simplicity suitable to their 
tumble sphere*” at times his "most comic descriptions are 
followed by others that inspire the most horrible sensations,” 
bat his oajor fault, to the opinion of the re viewer, is that
* la the order named see "De Vere,® V (1827),
102; "Fits ef fitsford," series 5, XXV (1830), 285; 
sad "Exiles ef Palestine," series 4, X (1851), 35*
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his "description of the player may be thought too minute*"^ 
fbss* t n a  a hen there Is a hint that he seeks to achieve 
resiles by the nee ef too many minutiae* an author Is 
praised If hie descriptions are masterly (creating an 
approved artistic effect)* faithful (accurate elth regard 
to nature)* suitable (possessing propriety)* sometimes 
coele (laughable)* sometimes horrible (an aesthetic tern 
denoting an unpleasant effect on the reader}* til of these 
adjectives are old friends that ve have met in criticisms 
devoted to poetry or drama of past centuries*
timorous descriptions are greatly favored by tbs 
rev levers; but there is little Information available 
about shat* in their opinion* constitutes humor* The 
"basso r and archness, shlch peer through”2 the descriptions 
la one group of stories are praised; and the "sell managed 
buorous descriptions*** in another are commanded* Prob­
ably humorous has the meaning prevalent during the 
eighteenth century of agreeably ludicrous*
1 3»ri»* 3, II (1887), 467. 8e« also "Lss
qsersllss,* ssrlss 8, IX (1809), 211 and "Watllda," CV1I 
(182S), 435* For an attack on descriptions of "unpleasant 
and subordinate characters," and on the presentation 
of * vulgarity of manners as shown In the lover ranks 
ef life** see "Olenfargus," XCI (1820), 440-441;
*Cameron," series 4* 1 (1832), 32; and "Filial Indiscre­
tions** XXX1XX (1800), 208*
® *Xhm Sisters, Ko Enthusiasm, Body and Soul,"
C (1823), 179*
* "The Favourite of Mature," XCVZI (1322), 303* 
fees also "Hue S#Igbborhood," series 2* XXXIII (1800,
897,
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Pathetic, tragic, nr affecting descriptions are
also often considered by the reviewers at some length*
For Instance, the reviewer of Melmoth the Wanderer writes:
The busirons of the writer of Imagination Is to select, 
and combine, ar~ represent, vividly: but out of the realms 
g®****01* and Pity his tragic descriptions should never 
wander, and leas tTof all should they approach the caverns 
of Los.thsomeneas*3-
Despite the neo-Longinian figurativenosc of the passage 
above, It is somewhat reminiscent of Addison’s theories 
of imagination and good taste*
Of the types of description arousing the feeling 
of the reader, the pathetic, of course, takes first place* 
If descriptions not only have Mso much pathos"** that the 
reader’s "heart responds” but also have much of "nature" 
(meaning apparently especially the inner impulses of human 
nature), obviously they are pleasing. In fact, any de­
scription (like the march of the recruits In Lt_. Clyde)
*e
that is * natural and affecting" has a great appeal for the 
critics* Sy natural* apparently Is meant that which Is 
probable or closest to human life; and by affecting Is 
meant that which is touching or pathetic* The latter 
term Is a comparative newcomer In criticism; and, Indeed,
^ XCIV (1821), 89* For a consideration of the 
"delicate emotions of the heart" and of "natural sensi­
bility" see "Lodoiska und Ihre Docliter,” n. s., XCIII 
(1821), 462*
® "Harrington, A Tale and Orraond, a Tale," 
n* a*, LXXXIX (1819), 831* Pathos Is especially in­
teresting to the reviewers* Lee "Emmeline," xci (1820),
177 for another mention of it*
3 LXXX (1816), 321,
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the entire emphasis on feeling, though certainly found 
In classical criticise, la g m t o r  during this ported
L^fc m s  l In the eighteenth century*
there is. especial Interest evinced in the m  tural 
d««iriptlm• Descriptions of custom that show the 
aether's * familiar acquaintance elth his subject*1 and 
delineations of character that are wat once national and 
natural* ere highly praised# Isfttlonal* of course, mans 
faithful to racial qualities;and aatural here means faith* 
fcl to uni re real qualities of truism n na tur©*
Scenes and representstlona of life in various 
stages are also supposed to have fidelity— In the case 
ef historical novels, a fidelity to historical truth* 
Seelt's scenes 1© Feverll of the Peak have both "spirit 
and fidelity,*2 and the descriptions in ^Imack's are 
both halna ted* (spirited and lively) and "accurate*®
(true to external customs and behavior}* Bovever, a 
•lively sad feeling description,*4 one shoeing "energy
1 * Traditional Tales of the iSngllsh and Scottish 
Peasantry," XCIX (1822), 256*
2 C (1825), 204#
5 Series 5, IV (1827), 100* See also "The 
Alblgenses,* CVI (1825), 773; "De Vere," series 3, 
v (1827), 144<4*&.
4 *JLe Chateau de St* Valerie," n* s., hXXXIJX 
(1817), 326#
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and fire,** erne that is "forcible1*® or ono that is 
•powerful*^ ia sure of being greatly ee&msndsd. all 
of tormm like anlmatod. spirit, powerful. forcible,
energy, fin* lively denote varying degrees of vigor, 
energy, end force inhering in the composition and 1m- 
pressing the reader of it. All are very popttlar terms, 
tat net to be characterised as strictly nee and romantic. 
Tet the romanticists1 interest in movement, fire and 
Vigor is seen In the repeated use of these and of other 
related terms.
In brief, the criticism of description® shoes the 
influence both of old and of nee tenets, the terns em­
ployed are rarely nee; hoe ever, at times the meanings of 
the traditional terse have been slightly changed.
In the .description of objective scenes such terms 
as striking, vivid. powerful. picturesque. fresh, viva clous, 
charming, accurate, beautiful, minute. and correct are 
used, many of which are related to the distinctness, vivid­
ness, variety, and novelty of icaa ery in which the romanti­
cists show great interest. Such terms as powerful. fresh 
and charming ere new In criticism* and such terms as 
securete (faithful to external nature) and correct (accurate 
with regard to facts not to rules), though they are
1 "^uantln Oursard," Cl (1823), 197.
8 "Baa Biros Par 11a of Star!," XCIX (1322),
440.
8 "Ths Last of the Mohicans,* CIX (1326), 123.
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traditional* haw nee meanings* Others have retained 
their old connotations*
In the discussion of the presentations of por­
traits* events* and customs* the reviewers also employ 
a mis tore of old* renovated* and nee terms* Such aesthetic 
terns as masterly* horrible* and beautiful occur along 
with terms denoting a hind of propriety such as suitable 
and keeping* 41most the only relatively nee critical tern 
employed is fire (and even It may be found* though rarely* 
la classical criticism); but there is discernible a slight 
variation from the traditional in the meanings of many 
of them* Pathetic, affecting* spirited* lively, vigorous* 
humorous* comic* faithful* and natural occur* shoeing 
the reviewers * preference for vigorous description express­
ing feeling* fidelity to truth and nature* and liveliness* 
Sany similar remarks may be made about the critics1 
theories eith regard to characc,er del Ir.ea tions* In this 
ease also* the reviewers employ old* renovated* and new 
terms and are exceptionally enthusiastic about realistic 
portrayals* Characters that are plea sing* amusing* or 
interesting; that are well delineated; that are drawn with 
discrimination and consistency; that are moral* original* 
and especially natural receive their Just share of praise* 
Vo re over* characters that are "concerned in retarding or 
accelerating the catastrophe of the respective plots" are
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preferred to those oho "amuse the audience* as Insulated 
©horse tars#*1
Vigorous heroes and heroines driven 11 onwards by 
s realstie s destiny* are preferred to others. Too* there 
ere mentioned some special qua 1 If lea *: Ions for the hero 
end the heroine that strongly suggest the neo-classical 
influence* So "useless personage »s is an acceptable 
hero/ for* say s the reviewer *
Sow «e confess that we have still so much of our ancient 
prejudices about os* as to wish to see a hero invested with 
sons distinguishing qualities which may compel us either 
to admire or to hate hiss/ and we deem it a little hard 
that we should be required to listen to the adventures 
of a person who has no claims to our sympathy.®
is for the heroine of a novel,
We would have something store rich and piquant, or rather 
more elevated and Imposing* than Alice Erid^erorth; who* 
though she was doubtless a very amiable parsonage* is 
unfitted to sustain the dignity of the norolne of four 
volumes.*
Moreover, no author should form his heroines, "of a very 
lumpish and unkneaded sort of clay* Ira corape tent to animate 
the dull and lifeless beings by whom they were surrounded.*^
1 "Tale* of My Landlord," aeries 3, LXXXIX 
(1619), 391.
8 "The Abbot," XCIII (1830), 89.
5 "Fereril of the Peak," C (1023), 190. See also 
"Mauriee Po#ell," XCIX (1822), 106.
* "He?Inala Dalton," CIV (1824), 202.
* "Maurlse Powell," XCIX (1822), 106.
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All chamoUrsi even the subordinate ones, are 
expected to ho somewhat "attractive* to excite interest*"1 
"More men of straw"2 that ape the character© of another 
curve list ore not to bo tolerated* Repeatedly, this note 
of the necessity of an aesthetic appeal of the characters 
is sounded* the characters must be pleasing or amusing 
or a t tree tire or interesting*^
there is, however* little conscious analysis 
of effect* Muoh of this Is an appreciative type of criti­
cism* shoeing* to be sure* the lasting influence of 
Aristotle's theory of effect* but involving little thought 
on the part of the reviewers* Indeed* all of the terms 
applied to the eharasters are employed in the same loose* 
general fashion* Originality* novelty* novel invention* 
and new conception appear in the reviewers9 praise of 
excellent characters* But so loosely do the critics 
employ each term that it la impossible to discover precisely 
what is meant* In nearly every case* any one of the four 
expressions— originality, novelty* novel* and new con­
ception— could be substituted for any other*
1 "bllvanella*" LXIX (1322)* 160* See also "the
Confederates*" C (lc23), 441; and "Belinda*11 XXXVII (1602)*
568*
8 "Kaurlee Peeell," XCIX (1882), 106.
® See "Lee deux Klanceea," LXVI (1811). 542;
"Prederle de kontford," LXVI (1811), 208} "Civilisation," 
LXXXVIII (1819), 46; "Love, kyatepy end KTlaepy," LXII
(1810), 435; "The Ayrshire legatees and Annals of the 
Pariah," XCVI (1821), 312; "Woodstock," II (1826), 96; 
"Peverll of the Peek," C (1823), 190.
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But let us examine original first. Occasionally 
the Juxtaposition of other related term* afforda us a 
clearer Insight Into the reviewer1s meaning. lor Instance# 
Pensile la described a a ■ the stoat original and poetic 
concept Ion*1 in fVveril of the Pglc* Here original 
suggests a coherent creativity and a vividness of Imagina­
tion instead of a vague newness* Oftenor than not, however, 
original denotes characters that are only nee or that are 
set direct imitations of other authors* creations* This 
"newness* or lack of lstltatlvene&s is nearly always in­
sisted upon;^ hut, if the character lias redeeming 
exeellenelos— such as *spirited and humorous disquisitions"— $ 
the author nay he forgiven for his imitation* Ho author, 
however, should have characters that are Imitations of 
his sea earlier creations, imitations that he fails to 
endow ^with th»t air ©f originality which distinguishes 
Bottom the weaver from Starveling the Tailor**4 Prob­
ably, the most "original conception,* according to one 
erltle, of all the characters mentioned Is the "principal
1 "Peveril of the Peak,'* C (1800), 191.
2 Sm  "The Assassin of St. Qlenroy," LXI (1810),
99; "Corlnne, of Italy,1* T.IV (1807), 152; "Knights of the 
Hound Table,* aeries 4, III (1832), 514.
5 "La nouvelle A roadie," LXV (1811), 215. Haro 
Fontaine*s Uncle Frants Is criticized as an Imitation of 
Sterne*s Unele Toby, but the character la admitted to be 
good In spite of Its lack of originality.
4 "The Pirate," XCVI (1822), 71. See also "Tales 
of Vy landlord," series 3, IXXXIX (1819), 588.
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personage"3* in Mellnoourt* Here Orangoutang, brought 
firmrd as a specimen of the natural man*1 baa bought wfor 
him a ba rone toy and a seat in Parliament. Because this 
slid creature la novel, aa cell as “ably sustained and 
supported,® it gains considerable admiration from the critic.
In all of the passages considered, the term original 
(or originality) denotes a character that Is nee In that 
It Is no Imitation of another fictitious creation; or it 
denotes a creation of the author1s vivid, coherent 
imagine tlesw
The cords novelty and nee or novel usually connote 
a nsrrocer type of originality of character delineation, 
but H e  revisesrs often use novelty and originality almost 
synonym ously* For instance, novelty (or novel) may imply 
a creation of a coherent imagination, though it may also 
simply denote aomething slightly or greatly different 
from the ordinary* But, chen one reads that “some novelty 
and much sense are displayed in delineating the character 
Of Henry $yrm#fovd,,,£ or that the character of “Clarice 
Harvey claims praise for a considerable do./^ se of ovolty 
and f o r c e , o n e  is inclined to oonnect two meanings 
vith the term! in the first ease, a trained intelligence;
In the second, imaginative poser* So the presence of
1 LXXJCXIX (1817), 388.
* "Povaril of tho Peak," c (1823), 190.
3 "Belinda," XXXVII (1802), 374.
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aofilty or novel doubtless Indicates that the characters 
<Hi«Q»Md are 6iff#rant f r a  ordinary and are productions 
©f a trained intelligence or of a vivid, coherent, end 
areatire Imagination*
There la never a suggestion that truly novel 
and original characters are not desirable? but when these 
©harasters ara ghosts or supernatural erastIona, there Is 
a possibility of adverse criticism* These supernatural 
creatures ara not to be too "olid and grotesque and are 
net to be like the ghost of Earl Hebert, who runs 11 in and 
eat of the arras like fe rat9 without turning his visit 
te any useful purpose .*2 Her are they to Interfere with 
the effectiveness of the plot.5 in fact, this obtrusion 
of supernatural characters Is deemed "the most prominent 
defeet of the popular Scotch novels*"* If these characters 
are used for s m s  useful purpose, if they "delineate 
allegorically the secret springs and workings of the human 
elnd," and If they "embody and shadow forth some unknown 
truths of the moral world,"* they are wholly acceptable*
* "The Abbot," XCIII (1820), 80* Compare this 
idea with J. Addison9*, expressed In his Spectator Tapers* 
Ho* 419, reprinted in Smith and Parks, op* elf*, pp*~
686.
2 "The Whsrbroke Legend," n* s*, XCIV (1821),
104.
5 *Porn»n," n. XCIV (1821), 104.
4 "Bndla*,” XCIII (18S0), 186.
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An author*s characters, then, should be pleasing, 
attractive, well-drawn, origins 1 and useful to the plot 
development. Even ghosts and other supernatural or im­
probable creations are acceptable when they are appro* 
prlately treated and serve some useful purpose. Any 
characters which, in addition, are highly moral and which 
furnish the reader with examples of proper conduct are 
almost sure to win the approval of the critic; for in the 
vocabulary of the critics there loom exceptionally prominent 
such neo-classical terns as exemplary, moral, virtuous, 
and respectable» For example, Justinian In Count de 
Soviet Is extolled as "an excfsplary model,and Mrs,
Ople's "new arid exemplary character of St. Aubyn”^  Is 
commended. But representations of immoral or "libertine"3 
characters are condemned, 7sot only are authors trot to 
"told up for approbation” characters that are wicked; but 
they are warned against throwing "too much nobleness and 
grace” around those whose actions they wish to "represent 
as vicious and immoral,"4 since vice, too attractively
^ "Count do ^ovlni," XXI (1600), 100, See also 
"Patronage,” IXXIV (1814), 109.
® "Temper or Domestic Scones," I.XVIII (1812),
217. See also "Endocia," LXXJI1 (1814), 544; and"Lo 
Sowterra in," LVTII (1809), 624.
3 "Belmoar," XXXIX (1802), 314. See also "The 
Italian Don Juan," XCIII (1820), 102,
4 "Emmeline,” XCI (1820), 177, See also "Con­
tinental Adventures,” CIX (1826), 403; "The Adventures of 
Bajja Babe of Ispahan,” CIV (1824), 354.
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slothed, may be leas despicable than it should *
The general idea seems to be that moral characters 
are to be preferred as heroes and heroines, that rice in 
characters mast not be too attractively painted, that it 
meet be punished and that virtue must be rewarded, that 
vlehed and licentious characters are not to be prohibited 
provided that the author does not in effect say: w5ee these 
noble characters* and then present rogues and profligates* 
la short, there must be a consistency between the character 
when the author describes end that sans character*a deeds*
Xu terminology and in theory this notion of the need of 
moral characters la reminiscent of earlier criticism*^
So, too, is the idea of the need for discrimination 
of characters and for "adroitness in managing them#n^ The 
author eho has "no felicity in developing and unfolding 
the peculiar distinctions and shades of character*® is 
almost certain of constant adverse criticism; but he who 
has this gift, though he may Include "too many personages," 
so long as "they all have their appropriate features*1 and 
take s o m  "part in principal scenes," M y  be praised for 
"exuberance of fancy" rather then blamed for a "repetition
* See 3* Johnson, Porks* ed* Uavkina (London,
1767), 7, SO*
8 -"The Abissinian Reformer," LXII (1310), 212*
3 "Modern Literature," XLVXI (1805), 207.
mt i»e§ery*** This Hint of distinctness”2 er In- 
aufflele&ey of •discrimination*5 Is constantly attacked* 
ts^ of eouras^ tfcs pMsanoi of "vell-dlscrimlnated and 
contrasted characters** Is squally praised* James 
Fteiaor# Cooper’s novels failed here. especially; and since 
the erltielM of his failure is slightly more analytical 
than a M t f X quote its
Their pervading defect is in their dramatis personae* They 
have no nopal characteristics; and their physical pecu­
liarities aided by cos tunes and artificial manners shew 
them like sen In a masquerade who have all the external 
requisites to support their assumed parts, but want the 
essentials vhieh constitute them* They are people almost 
si thou t souls— * • • ; they want individuality of character
Sis characters do not have the “similar uniformity* 6 of
Scott’s sod Srs* Hsdellffe’e heroines* They do differ in
physical characteristics, but only as puppets on a string
differ, by virtue of costume and makeup* Inwardly, they
are the sane— all wooden— no creatures of flesh and blood*
Hare, of course, not merely a lack of discrimination, but
* •FatronajRe,*1 LXXIV (1314), 100 and "Alsack’a /  
series 5, XX (1827), 109*
* "The Magic Bing," CVXII (1885), 595. Sea also 
•The Abbot," XCIII (1830), 80.
S "Loehlel," n. XClv (1821), 74. See also 
"Marriage," aeries 2, LXXXVIII (1819), 538; "Felix Alwrez, 
R. s., XCX (1830), 217.
4 "Bose end Bally," LXIX (1612), 332. See also 
"The Daughters of Isenberg." M i l l  (1810), 102; " m e  
Norlands," L (1806), 317; "lales of Fashionable Life," 
tXII (1810), 96.
® "The Prairie," series 3, V (1827), 426.
® " m e  Abbot," XCIII (1820), 80.
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actually a U e k  of vrolaomblanco is noted, The judicious, 
intellectual art of dreeing character* that shall seem to 
ho dietloot and separate is then especially desirable in 
the novelists*
So, too, is the art of maintaining the consist-* 
eney of these characters once they are drawn* fhie in- 
sistenee upon cons latency* upon a *sustained** regularity—  
upon * conformity* between the character and hla act ions,s 
between the earlier and the later descriptions of the 
same character*^ between the earlier and the later actions 
of the ease characterise reminiscent of Aristotle, of 
Hoimee, and of H^wr. Sometimes the consistency required 
borders on vrelsemblance, when characters a*Inconsistent 
with our general knowledge of real characters. That Is 
the thought expressed here with regard to the nvirtuous® 
wotsan in Oeraldine Hamilton:
Be sot up an image like that seen in vision by the king 
of Babylon; the head was of fine gold, the breast and
1 "Clan Albior," U.XX (1016), SO. For slailar 
expressions see also "Lee Deux 'l&rfcuffss," YxxiX {1002,
504; "Vittoria Colonna," aeries 3, VI (1827), 280; "Destiny," 
aeries 4, II (1831), 127; "Homan Abbey," series 4, III 
(1658), 302.
2 "Oranby," series 3, 1 (1823), 98. See also 
"Histoire de la fa mllie," LXXII (1313), 544.
3 See "thinks I to Jyself," I,XVI (1811), 207; 
"Belinda,” XXXVII (1802), 368, ebere Borace's "Servetur 
ad lama, 4ualls ab ineaepto proeesserit, et sib" constet"
Is qnotbd.
^ See "81l e e U  (1811), 216 and "Baymond,"
IXIX (1812), 102. See Aristotle's Footles. XV, reprinted 
in Stalth and Parks.ep. alt., p. 43 it.
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«9*» of sliver, the thighs of brass, the legs of iron, 
and the feet pert iron and pert clay, without coherence 
or consistence; end all aueh Images, when brought to the 
test of truth, like the Image of the Prophet, are broken 
te pieces together, and become like the chaff of the 
sumacr threshing floor,*
At times an inconsistency arises from the author1 s over­
emphasis of the effects of the possesion (or lack of 
possession) of a * single good quality*^ on the actions 
of a character* Often the so called *inconsistency* la 
really an "incongruity,* or an "improbability" ehen the 
characters possess "sentiments and qualities shich con­
tradict each other*^ and ahioh are so "Irreconcilable*4 
that one might sooner suppose that rt3&tan can be divided 
against himself**4 The ideal characters are at one elth 
truth* The descriptions of these characters, early and 
late, and their deeds, early and JU* te In the novel, must 
present a unified effect upon the minds of the readers* 
There must be *a strict consistency, a dramatic distinct­
ness1^  about them*
If, la addition, there can be "a living natural­
ness,"^ then the achievement Is truly remarkable* This 
"living naturalness,* a type of vraisemblance, often anpsars
1 Series 4, III (1832), 511-512.
2 "Kedeood," CVI (1825), 451*
3 "Brother Jonathan,* CVII (1825), 485* See 
also "Eaymond,* LXIX (1812), 488; "The Hecluse of Norway,* 
LXXVXX (1815), 212*
4 "The Cave of Cessnas," XXXV (1804), 319.
5 "The Wanderer," XXXVI (1315), 415*
along with aeeh tana as accuracy, probability, or reality 
la the criticism. It all depends upon what the critics 
are plaaaad in their own minds to Interpret as real Ism 
©r truth to nature* They may refer to Imitations of 
national, racial, or temporal {according to the times) 
characteristics;1 to imitations of actual people, especially 
historical personages? to accurate imitations of surface 
qualities or conventionalities; to copies of the abstract 
or the essence of human nature* The last type is of course 
the highest and most Important considered*
There was certainly no stigma attached to drawing 
characters directly from specific Individuals or definite 
types in historical or in contemporary life. Even im­
probabilities and incongruities wore sometimes excused when 
the author copied from life, as this passage Indicates—  
a passage which la, by the way, very Interesting for its slight 
suggestion of Coleridgefs theory of Imaginations
the character of lady Be la mo re la well drawn— chiefly we 
should have inferred from a real model, even If we had not 
been told so; for It displays some rather improbable 
traits, which all m l  characters do, as Miaa Edgeworth 
profoundly remarks, when they have not undergone a complete 
amalgamation with some Imaginary one In the fancy of the 
author*2
1 See the following: " The 4 d venture a of Famey 
Hahoney,” aerlea 4, II (1352), 459; “Tales of Fashionable 
Life, LXII (1810), 96* "Tales of the C#IJare Families," 
aeries 3, IV (182V), 124; “The Ayrshire legatees and 
Annals of the Parish," XCVI (1821), 306; "The Km llsh 
Expose,* LJCXVII (1815), 380; "Marguerite de Strafford," 
XL! (1805), 512; "Use Monastery," XCI (1320), 406.
2 "Kingstoad Abbey,11 series 3, £1X1 (1830), 297.
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tmt tbi ehftmettr of tb« sovereign In Cestle Baymre la 
criticised beesuse "it Is not within the hounds of history 
or of probability to suppose him to bo capable of the 
folly and malignity hero attributed to him?1 Great pm iso 
indeed is deserved* according to the reviewers* when the 
portraits are drawn with "historical correctness*"^ Too 
"large a share of lmaginatlon" might admittedly interfere 
with a writer*a Accurate perception of charestsr**3 if 
it did not* that wrlterfs historical characters sere 
almost certain of great praise. Perhaps the Implication 
might be that in drawing historical personages or group 
portraits from life* accuracy of observation was to be 
preferred to any Imaginative alchemy*
Indeed* the accuracy for which purely imaginative
portraits are so often commended rests upon a narrow
factual fidelity to specific surface manners and habits
of people* not upon a searching examination of the human
heart or upon broad principles of human behaviour* This
is true even In such passages as this* where accurate Is
used with vgalsemblanee {a word usually denoting a re-
semblance to broad truth* not to facts) s
It may be a most accurate delineation of character and 
manners* but as we have not witnessed the actual existence
1 "Castle Baynara," CVI (182S), 474.
2 "Staid Starian,* XCVIII (1822), 443. 3«e also 
"Tha Saxon and the &aal," LXXVII (1813), 327; "Talas of 
the Crusaders," CV1I (1825), 174j and "f-verley," LXXV 
(1814), 275.
s "Paul Jonas,” aeries 5, IV (1827), 234.
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ef the things we can feel no pleasure in the
representation upon the more ground of its y ra 1 seotbla nee *1
There is a suggestion of the necessity for a type 
of technical manipulation of actualities in passages where 
•skilful and accurate*1® occur together, where "naturally 
drewn11^  is used with •appropriate,"^ or "unnatural with 
indelicate*0,4 In another passage an author Is blamed 
for paying so little attention "to the probabilities and 
decorum of characters*"** Here the same crippling narrow** 
ness of terms is apparent* "Unnatural" might be inter­
preted broadly, did It not appear with the limiting 
•Indelicate," usually indicating a lack of refined sensi­
bility; so might the term "naturally drawn" if it had 
not occurred with the specific appropria te* used to denote 
a simple propriety* "Probabilities" here is more closely 
related to "decorum" in morels, language or manners then 
to correspondence to general truths* $e may chuckle at 
the criticfs irate pronouncement that one author *s char­
acters are unnatural because they "have such shocking 
health and such frequent falls, that their history seesas 
most calculated to amuse the leisure moments of a hospital
* "The last of the lairds,** series 5, XV (1027),
8 *%lo» Of tho Hoart," X.CI (1320), 386.
3 "Skotohoa at Character," LX (1809), 210.
* a3t» Hllaaian Chlaf," LXI (1312), 322.
* "Tha Hefugaes," XCIX (1822), 441.
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ii aty nad the critic’s commends tion of the 
•aitil* as well as *correct painting In the characters*2 
ef M e  artist* or of the •variety of characters and their 
p e c u lia r  traits**5 ehieh are exhibited by another writer 
with such accuracy and precision as to display •a mind 
accustomed to much observetion** In all of these passages* 
the terea accuracy. correctness. probability, decorum.
oaturalneas refer to a simple Imitation of external or 
awrfaee qualities and manners of eharaeter— qualltles 
immediately obvious to the observer of human character 
and action.
There la some concern displayed* however* about 
the presence of a higher or broader •truth* of character* 
stent an Imitation of the eaaentlal Aristotelian verities 
of life* To draw characters which shall be •true* In this 
sense,the author needs* not merely to observe but also to 
under a tend human life* Occasionally* too* a critic ob­
serves the need of “pointing up* th© actual for literary 
effectiveneaa* as in this case:
Something of exaggeration is to be forgiven* nay required* 
In every painter of manners: that which Is beautiful must 
approach nearer to the ideal* and that which Is comic 
must approach nearer to caricature than reality would 
strictly warrant*4
1 "Matilda Hertford," IX (1809), 90,
2 "Self Delusion,” C (1823), 438.
3 "Hone," XL! (1803), 103.
* "the Wanderer," LXXVJ (1815), 413*
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flit* exercise of literary license In character drawing 
Is effective only when the author "succeeds In placing 
the Kind of eaeh of his dra satis personae before us,**
These characterisations are based upon "discernment of 
character*** and frequently upon "much feeling and an 
aeesf*te knowledge of human nafcurewS gained through 
keen ©beerestIon "of the springs and motives which in­
fluence the conduct of individuals In the commerce of 
life.** It la to be assumed that an author who has 
an understanding of the "truth of nature will not 
slsase hie literary license* he will not seek to in* 
euleata "an almost Impracticable degree of exeellenoe#*fc 
nor will he represent as "all sinful* a character "whose 
conduct la remarkably conscientious and pure*»5 ^ 9
"toe faultless"4 character; the "too cold to he n a t u r a l ”7 
ebaraster; the "absurd and unnatural"8 beings; or the
1 "Tremaine," CVII (1826)
* "Traits and Trials," XCV (1821), 110.
8 "Charles de Kontfort," LXVI (1811), 643. See 
also "Tales of the QnJara family** series 3* IV (1827)* 131*
4 "What Yea Please,” XLVII (1802), 206.
5 "Coelabs la Seareh of a Mfe," LVIII (1809),129.
4 "Montagus Hesburrh," series 2, LXXXIII (1317),
924. See also "Corasaln,” LXXIX (1814), 434.
7 "Leonora," LIII (1807), 456.
8 "The Adventures of a Dramatist on a Journey to the
London Managers," LXXXIX (1014), 106. See also "Isabel de 
Barsas," CIZ (1825), 214; "Maxwell," series 4, 1 (1631),
126; "Llewellen," n. x., LXXXIX (1819), 210.
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"caricatures*; the "to© abstract to bo human* characters, 
like Saokousie's, that are really "fine spiritualised 
sensibilities and passions rather than creatures of mortal 
mould* ^— s 11 of these, eho in some say overstep "the 
modesty of nature*® and in whose existence we could not 
"persuade ourselves to believe*5 are flaws in the author1 s 
novels* The best characters are "pictures of general in­
terest," net "full length likenesses of individuals**4 
They are drawn from nature "with great truth and vivacity*"5 
They ssiy present a view of "human imperfection which la 
se natural that the contemplation of It becomes painful**5 
They may be like ffrs* Opie's highly praised characters, 
neither immoderately good nor immoderately bad but some* 
times "as heavy and dull as people in wcry-day life are 
frequently found to be*"*^  In short, they must have a 
semblance of truth in order to gain the sympathetic 
attention of the reader;and this semblance must be based 
upon a representation of the essential elements of human
1 "Banantyne»s novelists* Library," CVIXI (1025),
ee«.
8 "The Rival Kothera," XXXVI (1801), 107,
3 "Henry Count de Kolinski," LXII (1810)
* "the Adventures of an Ostrich Feather of 
Quarterly," XC (1819), 55.
5 "Reginald Dalton,” CIV (1324)
6 "Eugenie et nathllde," LXXVII (1812), 107.
7 "Dales of the Heart," XCII (1820), 376.
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nature slightly particularised as well as colored fey the 
authorfa imagination for the sake of effect*
The efforts of the critics to evolve a set of terms 
and theories relating to character delineation are fairly 
obvious in all of this criticism* The terms, however, are 
need In a loose manner, having lost their strict meanings 
In this aemevhat loosely aesthetic rather than rhetorical 
and technical criticism— ace the tic since the usual basis 
for the analysis is the general impression made upon the 
mind of the reader rather than a conscious analysis of 
the artistic effectiveness of the author*a technique 
as sheen in his completed sork* The terms pleasing, 
amusing* intoresting* elev& ted * *ell~painted* effectively 
diaerlmlaa ted * »ell»auatalned or eonslatent* moral* original 
and natural often recur* To the fictional characters the 
eritlea apply all these terms/ but the greatest emphasis 
is upon natural* an adjective elth many meanings* It may 
refer to an imitation of a specific person or a group, to 
aa imitation of external habits and customs of people in 
general, to an imitation of national or racial attitudes, 
to an imitation of essential or abstract qualities of 
fetssan nature* Hie occasional insistence on the need of 
the characters * furthering the plot suggests modern 
functional criticism* But very strong are the reo-elassi- 
sal lspll eatlons.* In fact, the terras snployed and theories
 ^3ee 3* Johnson "Frofaes to Shskeajaare.w reprinted 
la 3*1 th and Parks, op, clt.. p. 441 IT.; and A. P. ed.,
jBrrdon^ s Critical assays (Oxford. 1900), I, 191-203J and IX,
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advanced In the treatment of character can soareoly bo 
termed romantic at all# though some of the terms haw 
acaulred non Molaga* But the case may be different 
is the reviewers* considerations of plots*
Kteh of the criticism is concerned with the author’s 
handling of his plot end with the general effectiveness 
of the plot or fable* In this matter both romantic and 
pso«claaaloal tendencies are discernible. For example,
8w  p false of one novel’s 11 variety and brevity**1 seems 
traditional* On tho other hand, such criticism as this 
is la tho romantic veins
lYon deep tragedy we are hurried on to broad farce; from 
the sunshine of con ton tedne a s to the gloom of despair, 
from tho think ling of the light guitar to the thunder of 
battle*?
then again the same novel la described as *a story of 
fearful Interest, and marked by great boldness as well 
as originality of invention**1 the qualities praised 
are those fancied by the most traditional erltic, but the 
maimer of praise is less restrained than his would be* Be 
might write thus of a thoroughly a .proved novels
The interest of the narrative improves with Its 
progressi it seldom transgresses the legitimate bounds of 
probability; it exhibits unity of design, and consistency 
and appropriation of character; it abounds in trying 
Incidental and all its tendencies are strictly moral
1 "Sfcorlo* of lfctorloo,* sorlos 3, XIII (IOSCO,
*•t# Sm  also "Hftloo round • Mlntor's Hoorth," Cix 
(1*86), 253.
e
•tho Kovieo of So lot Post! ni ok," LII (1807), 99.
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the qualities or plot thus praised are the one a which are 
the m a t  frequently considered* If to those m y  be added 
the requirement that the plot be reasonably * simple 
(or If intricate, that It be "*©11 managed1*)2 te hare the 
m a t  frequently considered requisite* of a good plot*
But there are specific requirements of the plots 
with regard to subject, plot structure, and interest; with 
regard to fixed rules, to propriety and to humor* then 
there is a great deal of Information about the desirability 
ef various types of realism, and some about the endings 
of the novels* All of these requisites receive the re* 
viewers* especial attention; therefore, to all, except 
interesting* I shall give some special treatment.
Of the term interesting* which has its traditional 
meaning, it is necessary to say little* In the minds of 
these reviewers (just as in the case of the critics of the 
drama and of poetry) apparently the terra suggests *origin* 
ality,*^ *probability,** "pathos" or "feeling,*^
1 "be 51aeon,* series 3* XI (1889), 414*
2 "Tales by the G*Bara Family, Second Series,* 
series 3, IV (1827), 129*
^ "Carbonaro," series 3, X (1829), CIS*
* For the importance of probability see "Constantia 
Neville," XXXIII (1800), 216. See also "The Knights," LIX 
(1809), 318; "Be cord a of a Noble Family,11 XXXVXI (1815), 
212; "Bleddyn," XC (1822), 105; "Tales of the Crusaders," 
CVII (1826), 161; "Sketches of Character," IX (18r9), 210; 
"English Fashionables Abroad," series 3, V (1827), 263; 
"Liberality and Prejudice," LXXIII (1814), 319.
^ "Gertrude de lart/ aeries 3, I (1826), 248; 
"Seventy Six," CII (1823), 212; "Redwood," CVI (1825), 430.
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•mystery,*^ “variety,® and "morality*"2 Xntcreafc con~ 
cm*led la glamor a wn such a defect ea a lack of “epic 
m l  fcyj*^  bat a la ok of intwreat— m rising from wha te var 
e*waw, from tho too *oarlyw4 marriage of the heroine, 
or fro* a disregard for probability ana reason— condemned 
the plot utterly* All of those connote tire mean Inga and 
theories are traditional, hot the wording of a passage 
is sometimes romantic*
Sometimes this lack of interest arose from the 
notarial or subject matter, which I expect to consider 
m s  In some detail*
Very frequently the subject matter is not approved 
because it is "not well •chosen,"3 or beeaus it is too
1 •«» Shits Knight,* XaXIX (1302), 427. See also
"0aaton de Blonde vills,11 CIX (1836), 234; fiThe Fate of
3 ray a dale,” series 3, X (1829), 210; "The Rival ’/others," 
III (1801), 187; "Dales of tho Priory," n. s., XCIX (1820), 
381; "the tenderer," LXXVI (1815), 413; "Julietta," XL 
(1803), 803.
8 "the Feast of Sepdelan," I-XXXYIII (1819), 329;
•A Tear and a Day," LXXXVIII (1819), 446; "The Village of 
earlandorpt,” XCV (1821), 111; "The Orphan heiress,” I<X
(1809), 96; "Reginald Dalton," CIV (1824), 201; "Dales of 
a Voyacer, series 3, X (1329), 610; "The Impenetrable 
SecTetp L1II (1807), 437; "The Last of the Vohlcans,"
CZX (1826), 124.
® "The Author and the Too Comedians," XL (1803), 
208. For its poeer to cover other defects see "The 
Norlands,” L (1806), 218; "Arthur of Brittany," series 4,
II (1831), 429; "The Doomed," series 4, II (1332), 470; 
"winter Evening Tales," XCIII (1820), 264, and "I.otltla," 
XXXIX (1802), 427.
4 "Trials," C7 (1824), 232, and "The Picture of 
the Age," XXXV (1801), 430.
5 "Valperga," Cl (1823), 105.
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iftiliilv* of other anthers? or "too dull,"* or because 
It lacks "the charm of novelty*"8 Vulgarityand es­
pecially immorality and Impropriety are not suitable 
sub Jests sod automatically spoil any story, oven one told 
"slth interest end pathos•"* So subject matter is to be 
desired ehieh Is "heartless yet heartbreaking1^  and which 
glees "pain to every humane mind** and an "exhibition of 
disgusting wickedness* ehloh "can do no good" Is not fit 
subject setter even for an "Ingenious writer*"6 £e note 
elth interest that one revieeer condemns the use of "the 
pernicious effects of indiscriminate novel reading"7 as 
material for fiction* Sany other specific subjects are 
banned,8 but a "chaste and delicate manner"9 of presenta­
tion sometimes saves even such unworthy subjects from 
complete condemnation*
Very rigorously attacked Is the prevailing
* "*fhe Sisters, Ho Enthusiasm and Body and Soul,"
C (1823), 186*
8 "Tales of the Vanor," XCIX (1822), 440*
8 See "Keeton Forster," series 4, I (1832), 206*
^ "The Strangers Orave," CIV (1027), 217*
5 "Charlton, or Scenes in the Korth of Ireland," 
CIV (1824), 215*
6 "Traditional TUles," XCIX (1822), 438*
7 "The Heroine," LXXIII (1814), 319*
8 "Mademoiselle de la Payette," IXXXIX (1814),212.
9 *Frederic," XXXIV (1801), 532*
practice of iritew of using as subjects the mysterious, 
the supernatural, and the horrible* "Useless mysteries 
and unnecessary horrors,11 according to one reviewer, not 
only were a easts of time but were also productive of a 
* sickly and Irritable state of mind* even in those readers 
whose Intel lee ts sere * sound and healthy***
Up to this point my concern has been slth subject 
■utter to shlch objections sere raised* Much subject 
■utter sue approved* A fee reviewers were even interested 
In the question of what causes some types of subject 
matter to be proper and some to be "improper objects of 
fletion."8
The reviewer of Paul Jones in considering this 
matter believes that
Whatever Is indlstincly known, Is equally the property of 
poet and novelist, whether it happened yesterday or 5CD 
years ago*2
thus the mystery surrounding the story of Paul Jones makes 
It suitable material for a romance or for a novel if 
all the mterial *ls so moulded that it becomes a novel*”**
* "The Secret,* tl (1806), 207* For other attacks 
on "horrors,* on "murders,—  haunted apartments,” and the 
like see "Rimualdo," XXXIV (1801), 203; *&lgerines," aeries 
4, I (1832), 88; "The History of Hinaldo HinaIdini,” XXX 
(1800), 207; and "Ifcles of the Wild and the Wonderful,* 
series 3, I (1826), 98*
2 Series 3, IV (1827), 235, 231. See also "Edouard 
CVI1I (1829), 420. For similar expression* see also "The 
lest of the Hohleens," Cix (1826), 22. See also 
"Konlnpsmerke, the ten** Finns," CIV (1824), 443.
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Beerly •11 fubj«ota from the "oonson atore-*houss of 
nature,*1 (human nature) might ho approved. Mias Austen 
painted, vlth the approval of the revievers, 1 the nature 
of everyday life • . • in the llvelieet e.olors," hut 
oltheut a trees "of anything whieh can he called poetical, 
though *ee have variety and truth of feeling.*2 Mr. Bayraond 
treated " the occupatione and the enjoyments, the virtues 
and the vieea of the work log classes.1,5 5£ra. Cpie used as
her subject matter "human feelings,®4 and at times she 
dealt upon oae feeling sueh as the enjoyment of the luxury 
of unnecessary grief.
It is still thought to be true that
fiction sever found out her legitimate object, till society 
arrived at that pitch of refinement, when the study of 
individual passions beease more Interesting than the 
naked relation of incidents, either of adventure or 
suffering.5
true, some tales of adventure, of the past, and of love6 
do gain approval* But the "display of passions1*7 vino 
the greatest praise. It la, therefore, because of his
1 "Hothelon,w CVII (182S), 53.
2 "^uentin Xtareerd," Cl (1883), 188.
® "Le Maeon/ series 3, XI (1829), 408.
4 *Hee Tales," UUUVXII (1819), 328.
5 "Paul Jones," series 3, IV (1827), 231.
6 See "The Elng*a Secret," series 4, II (1831), 
132} "Sea Kings of England," series 4, I (1831), 114, 
"BathiIds," LXXIV (1814), 406.
7 "The Boyne Sater," CIX (1826), 356.
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wifoldi&g of "the elemental strife of the passions”  ^
that Scott receives accolades such as this (slightly 
romantic In its exaggeration despite Its obvious adop­
tion of the eighteenth-century Longtnian concepts and 
tens)t “Be is a complete master of the awful and terrific, 
and the fearful graces of Longinus are obedient to his 
•all.*1
Though, as Dryden said of poetry, repreeenfca tione 
ef the grand passions are the most highly acceptable 
subject natter, the successful novel may be about almost 
anything, provided that the subject be cleverly handled*
If it is neither dull, nor vulgar, not immoral, nor extrava­
gant, nor painful; If It is not too mysterious or horrible 
er marvelous, It may be used by any author* America's 
early colonial life, the everyday life of English people, 
life of any working classes, the romantic life of passion and 
strife of past ages, the human feelings of any individuals—  
all ef these may furnish the novelist with his subject 
matter* All of the terms and theories advanced, with the 
possible exception of one or two decidedly romantic paeans 
directed at Seott, are echoes of the past century* The 
condemnation of the horrible, the too mysterious, or the 
marvelous reminds us of Johnson; and the "morels” and the 
”laek of vulgarity” suggest almost any of the neo-class 1-
1 •'th» Abbot," XCIII (1820), 01. S«« aleo "Tula* 
of My Landlord,* M r l M  2, LXXXVII (1818), 360.
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elets.1
Besides suitability of subject matter, the plot 
of a noeel mamt be simple; or. If intricate. It must 
be so sell contrived and managed that the Intricacy will 
seem simple* The incidents and supporting narratives 
ere considered as exceptionally Important also* It is 
sons times true that, as a critic writes:
The structure of the tale Itself Is sufficiently 
simple, but the narrative is frequently worked up to an 
Intensity of horror and an agony of suspense, which are 
really ouch mo e than interesting; therefore the anxiety 
ef the reader becomes engrossed, and his Imagination 
excited, In many of the situations, to a degree which is 
absolutely painful*2
Very often the plot Is Just described as "simple,*^ or 
"by no means complicated*"^ The critics usually mean 
that the work has an unelaborated structure, but sometimes 
they say refer to a unity of effect*
The terms Intricate and complex (or compl lea ted) ~  
Inheritances from the criticism of the epic and drama-** 
are also constantly used In reference to plots* Intrlea be 
refers usually to a conscious elaboration which, cleverly 
handled, adds Interest; awkwardly handled, Interferes with
* See, for Instance, T# Kyraer, Tragedies of the 
Last age Consider'd* reprinted in J* E * op in ra rn , HTrTfcT  ca 1 
Sssays of il&s Seventeenth Century (Oxford: University Tress,
1 5 3 9 1 7  ------------------
2 "The Lest ef the Mohicans," CIX (1825), 124,
5 "Tha Boyne Water," CIX (1826), 356. 3ee also 
"Gertrud* de **rt," aerie* 3, I (1826), 248; "Sophia St, 
Clare," LIII (1807), 436; "3fc. Julian," L (1806), 318.
* "L’Stiengere," CV (1824), 491,
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unity of effect and with comprehensibility.'*' Complex
ooflplloftted mean about the same thing that Intricate 
does* Although the complex novel Is sometimes praised* 
usually the praise Is similar to this:
When its complicated nature is considered, its parts will 
be admitted to unite not badly together* but had it been 
more simple it would not have pleased us less.3
No matter what the structure of the plot may b ©~  
simple or complex— the reviewers carefully note whether 
the "general conduct" of the plot Is "sufficiently in­
genious,"* whether it is managed with "dexterity*"*
By whatever terms— and they use many different ones—  
the reviewers indicate the aufchorfs "felicitous"^ or 
sometimes "clumsy" handling of his plot, one Is always
See "Scenes in Feudal Times," LXIII (1810), 102; 
"The Castle of Loviego," LVlI (1809), 101; "The L'lcrooosm," 
TXVT (1801), 429; "Le Parvenu, LXXXVIII (1819), 537; "The 
Ayrshire Legatees," n. s., XCVII (1821), 301; "The Favourite 
of Nature," *0711 (1822), 303.
z os "Brother Jonathan," CVII (1825), 487;
"William de f.iontfort," L^III (1809), 100.
"Les Deux Tartuffes," XXXIX (1802), 504. Dee 
also "Leontin de Blondheim," L^III (1808), 474; and "Scenes 
of Life," LIII (1807), 437.
In the order named see "Brambletye House," series 
3, I (1826), 314; "The King of the Peak," CII (1823), 211.
8 "Anastasias,” XCI (1820), 5. See also "The 
Wanderer," LXXVI (1815), 413; "Contes rouvelles," LXXVII 
(1815), 482; "Kenilworth," XCI7 (1621), 149; "The Pirate," 
rcril (1822), 75; "Other Ti®es," O H  (1823), 436; "The 
Highland Smugglers," series 4, III (1832), 130.
Z "Slllah," series 3, X (1829), 00. 3ee also "Ivan 
Vejeeghan," II (1831), 438; "Woman," LVTH (1609), 198; 
"Caroline Ormsby," 17.11 (1810), 325; and "Leo Dent proncees," 
LXVI (1811), 542.
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conscious of their deep interest in the subject and—  
and this is more significant— -of their decided neo-classical 
ideas with regard to plot management* At times they even 
use the terms applied by classicists and neo-classicists 
to poetry* They say that an author may begin his novel 
"like an epopea in the midst of t h i n g o r  that h© may 
start at the beginning but that he must not iiave uthe 
grand pa the tic winding up in the middle."2
Occasionally, the "general plan"^ of the novel 
is a failure, or the "awkward"^1 device (for instance the 
epistolary method) is at fault; but sometimes merely the 
handling of "specific incidents and episodes”5 is de­
fective • The critics attack especially the multiplication 
of Incidents with such rapidity that they "fall into 
confusion 1,0 and dos tre the interest of the piece,* 
and even more do they decry the use of "episodical narra­
tives which neither assist the progress of the main argu­
ment, nor have intrinsic merit*"7 A "singular variety
 ^ " Ihe .ianderer," LXXVI (1815), 413*
2 "Body and Soul," 0 (1823), 178*
3 «xhe Monastery," XCI (1820), 406; "Lodoiska 
unci Ihre Dochter," XCIII (1821), 463; "The Lake of 
Killarney," XLVIII (1805), 206*
 ^See "The Ayrshire Legatees," XCVII (1821), 301 
and "At Home and Abroad," series 4, II (1831), 128*
5 "The Jew," series 4, I (1832), 83*
6 "Brother Jonathan,” CVII (1825), 405* See also 
"The Heart and the Bancy,” LXXVI (1813), 102; "Le due de 
Lauzun," LV (1808), 520.
7 "Le Siege de la Rochelle," LV (1008), 526.
P2
of prtfetibly of "nature 1 and wall imagined*®
© m s  th&t sill "rise on tho reodor la the manor best oalcu- 
la tod for keeping alive his curiosity or e-action*3 is 
on Ideal* It is hotter for tho *aubordina to incidenta*1 
net to ho "sere attractive than tho sain story*** t w s  
vton tho "incidents are foe, domestic, and oven common- 
place,*$ they say* If "represented with a mster-hanf5,w3 
add appreciably to tho value of a novel* Thor© Is a de­
cided emphasis on the author1© selection of and tre&toent 
of incidents In relation to tho sain thread of the plot*
In all ef tho theories and toms of criticism 
dealing with too technical management of either the main 
thread of plot or of tho Individual incidents, there is 
a decided neo-classical overcast, a tendency to analyse 
the effectiveness of plot structure, and a particular 
emphasis upon conscious artistry In contrivance and 
ssnsyoaect of either tho simple or the intricate plot*
ito Insistence upon a plot1 a having an excellent 
s tree tore can to traced to Aristotle’s time, hut there 
a m  eert&ln passages from the reviews that hoar a clearer
1 "L# Siase de le Rochelle," LV (1908), 526.
8 "Trait* of Kature," LXXI (1013), 102.
3 "Lee Atbeee Conse<iuens,B CV (1624), 473.
4 "Elisabeth," I.VIII (1800), 514.
8 "TS*1ee of ay lend lord, aeries 1," LXXXII (1817), 385.
6 "Trraaloe," CVII (1826), 260.
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imprint of classical and neo-classical influence* These
are tho specific references to rules, classical and
neo-cla 6 a leal • The general Idea is this £
Though tho ef fleecy of fixed rules and of principle® of 
sound taste and Judgment considered us the test of modern 
series ef originality and poser should never he questioned, 
yst, as genius, like charity may be allowed ’to cover a 
multitude of sins,9 so think that share much too# abounds, 
eith some little alloy of eccentricity and peculiarity of 
eh* res ter, those rules and principles ou^ht not to be 
very vigorously enforced#*
Shades of Alexander Pope I Here hovers the ghost of these
lines in his An Essay on Criticisms
Ireat wits sometimes may gloriously offend.
And rise to faults true critics dare not mend;
From vulgar bounds eith brave disorder part,
And snatch a grace beyond the reach of art,
Ahlch, without passing through the Judgment, gains 
The heart, and all its ends at once attains*
However, tbs need for sound structural principles 
is constantly mentioned* The reviewers liken such practices 
as "fabricating one story cn the basis of a preceding 
tale" to "building one house on top of another and ex­
posing them to the chance of falling together#"2 They 
especially emphasise unity of design or the more modern 
unity of tone or effect* They frequently quote Horace*
For instance, here the Heart of Hld-hothfan is compared
to one of those ’monstrous and prodigious things9 which 
Horace baa described as deoked with all the attributes
1 mVnAln« and Slntram," XCIII (1820, 104.
* "Tha Borland*," U (1806), 318.
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of f«Bi»ixio proportion above but ending below In an 
ofeseene and disgusting fisht
ubi turplter atrwn 
Deal nit in piseem* mullor formosa sup^rne**
Though a m  flaw a way be overlooked, authors are constantly 
minded that "unity of design * * # Is always to be dis­
covered In the productions of a Master*"2 The critics 
agree* however* that they do not wish to Impose "rigidly 
upon the writer of prose fiction* unities either of time 
er placej bat still there are certain bounds which must 
be observed with respect to both of these psrtictilars*"^
There is decided objection to a story which is "like what
\
the French call one piece a tlrolr*" Its "separate drawers" 
way contain "rare and precious* things; but the whole lacks 
"that general symmetry* that fusion of parts" which it 
west have in order to provide "charm and interest*"'4
The strong neo-classical hangover evidences itself
^ "Tales of my Landlord* series 2** LXaXVIX (1018)* 
357* See also "Guy bannering** LXXVII (1815)* 86*
2 "The Tor Hill," aeries 3* VIII (1826)* 415* 
Compare this use of unity with that in K* Hurd* Complete 
Works (London* 1811) IV* 279*
5 "Paul Jonas," serlas 3, IV (1827), 232. Sea also 
"Patar of tbs Castla," XXXVII (1802), 131; 67bo Man 
of Portltude," XXXVII (1802), 28; "3heraoo<3 Forest,"
XLV (1004), 214; "Bliss," LXV (1311), 216; "Th« Foresters," 
CVII (1325/, 89; "lbs *agle Ring," CVIII (1825), 405; 
"Blstorlettes," ssrlss 3, V (1827), 269; "Rational Tales," 
serlsa 3, IV (1827), 436; "Zlllah,® series 3, X (1329),
72.
4 "Iblrd 3s r la a of ths Huuna ter Festivals, The
Blvals,” ssrlss 3, XXII (1830), 465.
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Is the praise gifan any "tale which has a beginning, a 
middle and an end*1 and In the adverse criticism sieied 
ant to a story ahloh "has no b®ginning~—a n ind 1 spens&bls 
requisite, according to Arts to tl® and all other legitimate 
critics, to the perfection of a narrative***2
Aa though theee references to the principles of 
Berees and Aristotle sere not enough to indicate a 
traditionalIstic tendency, the critics refer to such 
faults as "a disproportion betaeen the members and the 
body of the narrative,*** to such an admirable practice 
as following the "old and excellent aaxlm,~~ar£ eat 
eels re artem* which in these days of Innovation has been 
so frequently disregarded even by writers of no mean 
distinction,1*4 as well as to **the miles of poetical 
justice**5 All of this criticism Is decidedly derivative 
In nature*
there is, too, some insistence upon the vaguely 
similar neo-elaaslea1 qualities, propriety, decorum, and
1 mTh0 Wild Irish Girl,'* tVIl (1908), 379. See
Ben Jonaon . Discoveries. In Smith and Parks, op* clt ** n.
a«6*
2 "William Montgomery," series 5, X (1829), S05*
5 "the Prairie," series 3, V (1827)
4 "Binsbead Abbey," series 3, Kill (1830), 297,
® "The Highland imu/’:£lera," s«riea 4, III (1332),
136, See also "third Series ef the Munster Bevlwals,"
aeries 3, XXXI (1330), 466.
d e l i c a c y A l l  of these terms, tho reviewers use fairly 
loosely; but It la possible to arrive at their probable 
meanings In context. Propriety chiefly refers to suitability 
and correctness. Thus, the belafa legends are deformed by 
•violation* of propriety*— Inaccurate representation® when 
considered with respect to the •tines and places"2 pre­
sented • Any violations of propriety or of good taste$
(often used Interchangeably with propriety) are promptly 
noted* Instead of propriety, the reviewers sometimes vtsm 
decorum to denote "good taste and pure morality.*^ hike- 
wise, they very often use the term delicacy, and with It 
some time * they associate morality and picty.^ Violations 
delicacy (indicated by the term indelicacy meaning 
Inelegance or vulgarity^* are as promptly noted* The 
uses of all these terms are in keeping with the nee*
* For uses of these terms In the seventeenth and 
eighteenth-century criticism see J. Dryden, "Preface to *11 
for Love”S J. Collier, A Short View of the Immorality an? 
Frofsnenesa of the SnrfTah' ^ tage, reprinted In' S p i n r n , 
Critical Ssasys of the Seventeenth Century, III; J. Varton, 
gggay on ftope. iTJ &15.
2 XL (1605), 109. See also "Truth," CIX (1826),
44; * Boy* CXX (1826) ^ 565j " T*He Cftwni of
Roseville," LXXXXI1 (1817), 99.
8 "The Favourite of Nature," XCVII (1822), 303.
See also "a gnes , " XCVII (1822), 444s "Adeline ■>'o»bry,"
LI (1806), 320; "Do Kenrey," XCVII (1822), 108.
4 °«ystery," XXXIII (1800), 111.
5 See "Red Bentley," LX (1809), 94; "Edouard,"
CVIII (1826), 422, end "Chronloles of an Illustrious Bouse," 
XCVII (1816), 433.
6 "Gabriel Forester," LXII (1810), 213.
classical tradition*
Moreover, traditional also is the reviewers* oon- 
demnation of extravaganoe; of "overwrought affectation^ of 
sentiment, manners, or general inventiveness* All sorts of 
extravagance may, it is true, appeal to readers who "can 
allow their Imaginations to bo wafted to the very ends of
g
the world of Invention." But most reviewers would agree
with the one whom extravagance reminds
of that wicked judge, who never thought that he did his 
duty to his country, unless he ordered everybody whom 
he tried, for immediate execution*^
Here one has attacks upon exaggeration and 
affectation, upon indelicacies and vulgarities, upon im­
proprieties or lapses in decorum* Here these reviewers 
of the novel pay homage to such lords of the neo-classicists 
as Aristotle and Horace and often condemn those writers 
whose plots fall to follow the main rules set down by the 
ancients— unless, of course, those novelists have snatched 
“a grace beyond the reach of art*"* The terms used
^ "Gertrude de r*art," series 3, I (18S6), 240.
See also "Eugene Aram." series 4, I (1832), 302; "Vivian 
aray," series 3, ZJX (1826), 329; "Arthur Seymour," CIV 
(1824), 332*
"Allbeg," series 4, II (1831), 134.
3 "Rational Tales," series 3, IV (1027), 432.
Tor other condemnations of exaggeration in romance, so© 
"Isabel de Harass," CII (1823), 214; "Ipailo© ©t L'Rtrangere, 
CV (1824), 486; "Sophie Arieii," CVIII (1825), 426*
* "Alexander Pope, A& Essay on Criticism* Smith 
and Parks, op* cl t»*p.390*
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have a famlliar sound and familiar meanings though the 
critics make no definite effort to use them exactly.
The plot which waa constructed according fco rules# 
or that which was not; the one which abounded in tepro— 
prleties, affectations, or extravagances, or the on© 
which did not, might expect a modicum of praise if it had 
sme cosale relief, some wit, humor, or satire. If there
were actually good "comic parts"* in the tale—  and by
comic, the critic seemed to mean laughable or humorous—  
the reviewer waa amused. On the other hard, says one 
reviewers
A reader feels In an awkward predicament when a 
hero of ro&ance and all his party are described as being in 
convulsions of laughter produced by Jokes which do not cause 
him to show his teeth by way of smile . . .  2
Effective satire, wit, and £umor were, however, 
sure of approval. The tern satire chiefly denotes wit 
that Is used for an ethical purpose-*- a sort of application 
of an Intellectual sense of the Incongruous, or perhaps 
simply of the comioal. Consequently, It is by no means 
surprising to find it used,not only In connection with
wit, but also with caricature a® it is In the review of
Paul Clifford. That novel is described as"a dashing 
satire," in which there are "caricatures drawn with such 
easy wit, and, at the same time with such perfect good
* "The Observant Pedestrian Counted," L,c<VIIl 
<1815), 217.
"memoirs of an Author," I,XVIII (1812), 218.
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buaour and freedom Trow a*lien1* that everyone m m l s  
at "the tact with which It is managed."*
As satire la raally an application of wit, so 
alt appears to be a kind of IntelleetuaUsed humor, not 
admired If associated with "affection,*0 but Highly regarded 
If it is "natuiml11® and "easy*4 and If lt# "instead of 
flashing, steals upon us."5 In this last case, the thin 
line between humor and wit Is scarcely discernible* but 
•It does appear to be based upon the comical reaction 
arising from surprises at apparent analogies and contrasts, 
an interpretation that dates from Dryden* When "vulgarity 
has been unfortunately mistaken for ait and h u m o u r , or 
whan the author la "Jocose rather than witty, more playful 
than humorous,117 or when the drollery "Is displayed in 
quaint expressions rather than in ludicrous situations*
1 Series 3, XIV (1830), 260* For other uses of 
satire see "Maid Harlan," XCVII (1822), 443; "Think® I to 
Sysiir,** LXVI (1811), 207; "Lea Voyages de Kang Hi,® LXVX 
(1611), 314; "Paul Clifford," series 3, XIV (1830), 260;
"The Intriguing Beauty and the Beauty without Intrigue,®
XC (1319), 215; "Kouve&ux Contes &?or»ux," XXXIV (1801),
344.
2 "Castle Baynard,” CVI (1825), 329.
2 "Sketches of Irish Character and Le ’At* eon," 
scries 3, XX (1329), 405*
4 "Paul Clifford," series 3, XIV (1830), 260.
5 "lhe Misfortunes of Klphln," series 3, XI 
(1829), 304#
2 "Rebecca," LX (1809), 96.
7 "The Abbot," XCIII (1820), 81.
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M i  when the author tea "substituted swearing for wit,*1 
praise la withheld* In short, when the wit presented 
la taroa alt that la well managed, the reputation of 
the novelist la helped by It; otherwise, his reputation 
la damaged*
the reviewer of gmma indicates the position of 
Mat eritlce when he says that a "strain of genuine natural 
humour, such as la seldom found conjointly with the 
complete purity of Images end Ideas which is bare con~ 
spieuous* la a gift "of sterling worth*,fS Moreover, any 
"bread hmsoT*^ or any humor such as the type th&t "tunas 
on the quaint and scriptural phraseology of the Puritans*^ 
or "on the simplicity and provincialism*® of a group of 
people like the Pringle family is irresistible; but 
"coarse humour*® or "strokes of humour* that are "mingled 
with the improbable, the absurd, or the unintelligible*7 
are naturally drawbacks, even as they were when Johnson
1 ibid.. P« 81.
2 "Ew*,’ I,XXX (1816), 320. S«o also "Helen 
of Glenroaa," XLI (1303), 103} "l^leo of ay landlord," 
IXXXIX (1819), 403; "V.oraen," LXXX1II (1818), 412; “Frederic 
do Xontford," LXVI (1811), 208.
3 "Bardenbrasa and Haverhill," LXXXIII (1317), 324. 
See also " The Beforalat," LXV (1811), 217.
4 "The Cavalier," XCVI (1821), 434
3 ”lh® Ayrahlre Legato®®,” XCVI (1021), 302.
® *Scheming," XCV (1821), 110.
7 "The Absent Man," LXXXIII (1817), 98.
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sad Addiwn dovlnsttd the literature# The term humor 
appears to refer siaiply to the agreeably and tastefully 
ludicrous* It la wit, not so conscious and so Intellectual* 
Properly managed, huaior, wit, and satire are all desirable 
In the fable of a novel*
Traces of sentiment or of sentiments "equally 
correct end bsstitiful,® "effecting Incidents,"* end 
presentations of "the more delicate emotions of the human 
heart*2 are also considered especially desirable# The 
sentiment must not be that "sickly*3 variety displayed In 
German novels, eh I oh is actually sentimentality, but instead 
It must be either a generally contemplative tone pervading 
the whole work or Individual pensive feelings or emotions#4 
In either case, the sentiment or sentiments or the affect** 
in* Incidents should be generally circumscribed by the 
restraints of good taste and not allowed to overflow 
mawkishly* The readers of "affecting* stories may be able 
to say "in the words of AufldIus~fI Too was moved,1*® 
or in less restrained language that the novel "rushes at
1 "Mathilda*” LVIII (appendix), 517.
® "Lodolska and lhre Dochter," XCII1 (1321), 462.
8 "AngelIon," LXXXVII (1317), 100.
* "The Heart and the Fancy,” LXXI (1313), 102.
9 "The Polllea of Fashion," XLI (1802), 104. Sea 
also "Leontlne da Blondhelm," LVII (1808), 476: *5o*«nj or 
Ida ef Athena," UTXIX (1809), 198; "Sarafield," LXXVX
(181S), 108; "Tales round a Sinter's Hearth," CVXX (1826), 
334; "Oogaagog Ball," XCI (1820), 216.
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onee to tho h«trt# and unlock a the inmost fountains of our 
sympathetic affection*11* Soaae of these passages are 
romantic| but the restraint is, of course, neo-classical $ 
and the terms are inherited ones*2
The reviewers are considerably concerned also about 
the presence or absence or probability, of possibility, 
of verisimilitude, of truth to nature or to fact. Indeed, 
Judging by the amount of space which they allot to their 
discuss ions of these terms, one might conclude that they 
are more interested in the reality of the plot than in 
its subject matter, in its interest, in its following of 
rules, in its propriety, or in its presentation of humor 
and of sentiment*
Of all the terms used, probability receives the 
greatest amount of attention.** The reviewer of Mature
* "Kenilworth," XCVIII (1821), 161
® See, for example, the number of these terms 
throughout 3* Johnson's Preface to Shakespeare, reprinted 
In Smith and Parks, op. clt*» pp.~l[4&"ahd 4'&7" especially.
See also J. Dryden, T*Tfence of an Essay of Dramatic Poesy, 
reprinted in a. F* Ker, ed..‘"Tlseay s of JoHn‘ ~I * ~ll'S-l 14.
s See these references to probability} r*Mystery," 
XXXIII (1800), 207; "The Runaway," XXXIV (1801), 204; *The 
Castle of Sridan," XXXV (1801), 533; "Marguerite de 
Stafford," XLI (1803), 511; "Astonishment," XLIII (1801),
441; "A Tale Without a Title," XLV (1804), 213; "The Union," 
XLV (1804), 313; "Tales," LIII (1807), 437; "Charles Ellis," 
LIT (1807), 212; "fcfclvlna," LVII (1808), 473? "relworth,"
LIX (1809), 220; "Leicester Tales," IX (1809), 96; "Bed 
Bentley," LI (1809), 94; "Heteoca " LX (1809), 96; "Ms- 
toirea Kovelles et Contes Moraux," LXI (1810), 544; "Euaton," 
LXI (1810), 99; "Henry Count de Kolinski," LXII (1810), 433; 
"Emily," LXXX (1810), 111; "The Discarded Daughter," IXIII
(1810), 210; "Kdwy and Elgiva," LXV (1811), 96; "The 
Irish Valet," LXV (1811), 435; ">Ueland,w LXV (1811), 96;
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agree* elth the author of the essay prefixed to that novel 
“that the events recorded In a novel should be precisely 
ebat way be supposed to take place without exaggeration 
in common life,"1 but he also points out that the novel 
Batura cannot "be brought with safety to that criterion**1 
Where that criterion may be applied, such criticism as this 
regarding Mrs* Op is results i
She does not wing her flight like the lark Into clouds* She 
keeps on the ground; and her humble and unaspiring occupation 
is that of drawing from the world as it is, and from manners
“Virginia,11 LXYII (1812), 321; "Haphael," LXVXX (1812) , 107; 
“Temper," LXYIXI (1812), 217; “Things By their Eight 
lames,“ LXIX (1812), 97; “The Empire of th© Eairs," LXIX 
(1812), 214; “Friends Unmasked,* LXIX (1812), 435; “The 
Curate and his Daughter,* IJCXI (1813), 212; “Tales of 
Heal Life,* LXXII (1813), 326; "Allnda,* LXXII (1813), 327; 
“Hietoire du Prince Timor,* LXXIII (1814), 216; “Pierre 
and Adeline,* LXXIII (1814), 320; “The Lowers of Bawenswold," 
LXXIY (1814), 216; “The History of Mr* John Dee&stro and 
his Brother Bat," LXXVII (1815), 211; "Discipline,* n. »*, 
LXXVIXI (1815), 400; “The Ward of Belamere," LXXVIII (1815), 
324; *La Kature et Le* Socletes," LXXVIII (1816), 325;
“The Ma?ic of health," LXXIX (1816), 213; "Olenarvon," 
n* s., LXXX (1816), 217; "Borthem Irish Tales," IXXXVX 
(1818), 103; "The Advertisement," n* s*, LXX'XVI (1818),
103; "toman," LXXXIII (1818), 410; "Sophia," LXXXVXIX (1819), 
329; "The Physiognomist," LXXXVI11 (1819), 529; "Atewold 
et Clare," n. s., LXXXVIII (1819), 545; "Edvard Wortley," 
LUXIX (1319), 211; "Audoxea," XCI (1820), 214; "Lodolska 
und lhre Poehter, XCIII (1820), 462; * Supreme Bon Ton,"
XCIV (1821), 104; "St* Aubin,* XCV (1821), 110; "Such is 
the World," XCV (1821), 111; "Le Chevalier Huldman,** XCV 
(1821), 544; “Smsne," n* s«, XCVII (1822), 543; " He fcrrm t. ion," 
C (1623), 98; "The Actress," C (1823), 441; "Agnes de France." 
n* s*. Cl (1823), 544; "Hew Arabian Bight* * An ter ta inraen t,“ 
aerie* 3, VIII (1826), 414; "Cecils, ou Leo Passions," 
aerie* 3, V (1827), MO; "Highway* and By-ways," series 3,
VI (1827), 108; "The Tales of v.oman," series 3, X (1829),
84; "Destiny," series 4, III (1B31), 126; "The Club Book," 
series 4, III (1C31), 126; "Geraldine Hamilton," series 4,
III (1832), £11*
1 XLV (1804), 211.
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as they art, those Incidents which, though of re ye occurrences 
in real life, ha we sufficient probability to fascinate and 
ftM RN u a . l
Vise Edgeworth, to whom Mrs. Opie is compared, also "con* 
fores to truth and nature” ;2 but her story Itself is * of ten 
iMprobable,"2 in spite of the "perfect consistency"3' of 
her characters. Probability la always considered desirable* 
especially because It helps In achieving an air of reality 
in the novel.
Usually the term probability is so general as to 
include the concepts denoted by plausibility, possibility 
and credibilityf but these latter terms also occur fre­
quently. For example, Mademoiselle de la Fayette by Mb da me 
be Oenlls "acquires plausibility, not only from the histori­
cal ground-work, but from the fair authorce skill in 
developing motives which are supposed to actuate her per­
sonages, and in Imitating the events of real life, while 
she displays their remote consequence®."5 This plausi­
bility is closely related to probability, since, theoreti­
cally, a story would need to be probable or consistent in 
general before it became either plausible (which would 
wean at least speciously reasonable) or credible (capable
"'Dalee of the heart," n. a., XC1I (1820), 376-
377.
8 "Ifcles of Fashionable life," LXXI (1813),
3%).
3 Series 2, LXXIII (1814), 212.
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of being believed)* Thus a "totally incredible"1 story 
would also be far from probable* Of course, plauslbility 
and credibility are not so general in their applications 
as Probability; neither Is possibility* In general, the 
critics1 attitude seems to be this:
A novel-writer should always "keep probability In 
view,” but the author of a romance has a wider scope, and 
may be permitted to range within the bounds of possibility, 
though all fictions which exceed these limits must Be 
classed with the Arabian lights and the Adventures of (sic) 
Munckhausen*
Most of the critics would agree with the reviewer
of LemIra of Lorraine that Dr* Johnsonfs "nervous language"
applies very well to the novels of the nineteenth century,
that it is still the "business of a modern novelist"
to bring a lover, a lady.and a rival Into the fable; to 
entangle them in contradictory obligations, perplex them 
with oppositions of interest, and harass them with the 
violence of desires Inconsistent with each other; to make 
them meet In rapture and part in agony; to distress them 
as nothing human ever was distressed; to deliver them as 
nothing human ever was delivered; * • * For this probability 
Is violated, life Is misrepresented, and language is de­
praved*^
1 "La Veuve," series 2, Cl (1823), 544. For other 
uses of credible and incredible see "The Adventures of a 
Dramatist,"' series 2, iXxiTl"(1814 ), 105. See also "a 
Sequel to Coelebs " LXXI (1813), 320; "The History of 
Julius Fitz-John, series 2, LXXXVIII (1819), 327; "A Hero 
of Salamanca," LXXI (1813), 212*
^ "Faulconsteln Forest," n. s., LXIX (1810), 97* 
See also "The Life and Adventures of Peter Watkins,1 LXXXI
(1816), 331; "Can We Doubt It," XLIX (1806), 208; and 
"Self Deception," LXXXIV (1817), 97.
3 n. s., XCVII (1822), 303-304.
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Tmt tt»y wgfit this lack of probability and spend much 
of their time "Inquiring a little about probabilities" * 
i* novels* On occasion, they satirise an author who 
disdains •all those trammel*"1 confining her to "the 
atatlmt ef reality11 but who observes "the exact rules 
of propriety In "natters of minor importance*"1 They 
tr»« however, even harsher in their reviews of a novel 
like Bis Boras deter, which is both "Improbable and ex­
travagant*”2 Beeause of his skill in handling the supernatural, 
Seott is forgiven improbabilities*5 Often, if an im­
probability does not interfere with the moral teaching, a 
novel by another author nay not be considered to h&ve a 
serious flaw** loo, If the improbability be "essential to 
the eatastrophe* or to the general progress of the story, 
it may be overlooked*2 Otherwise, It is not*6 Xet the
1 "Ellen,* LXXI (1810), 212*
2 C (1826), 363-364*
2 "The Monastery,* XCI (1820), 409-410* But see also 
"Placide," LXXXIII (1817), 523; "Third series of the Kunster 
Festivals," series 4, XIII (1831), 464) and "The Tor Hill, 
series 3, III (1S26), 427; "Dudley," XC (1819), 105* In 
these the authors* improbabilities are attacked*
4 "Dudley," n. s., XC (1819), 105.
6 "Ikies of the Passions," n* s*, LXVXX (1812),
388* See also "Ivanhoe," n* a*, XCI (1820), 88.
6 "Dndine and 3Intram and his Companions,” XCIII (1020), 
188* See also "Helmoth the ftanderer,” series 2, XCXV (1821),
88; "Which is the Heroine," C (1823), 99; "tfoman," LVIII (1809), 
196; "Anselmo," series 3, 2 (1826), 177; "-The Odd Volume, 3rd 
Sd&lon," Series 3, V (1827), 76. See also *'& Legend of Argyle," 
Series 2, XCVI (1821), 436: "ftarbeck of Wolfstein," XCIV (1821), 
241; *Selina," XXXII (1800), 93; "Which Is the Heroine," C 
(1823), 99; "Oakwood Ball," XC (1819), 93; and "Modern Planners" 
LXXXIII 11817), 325; "The Morlands," L (1806), 318*
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reviewer or Bill»«tty» writes that
an absolute w ot of probability ought not only to be passed 
la silence, but pardoned,If, as le true in Clarissa, great 
beauties result free it*1
this preoeeupatlon with "beauties1* reminds us eomewfca t of 
such ei^teenth century authors as Addison, ftarton, and Burke.
the general opinion, then, is that "the want 
ef probability as a fault*8 is "much more deserving of 
toleration and susceptible of amendment, than the want of 
spirit or of Interest,*8 or even of morals* Moreover, 
at least one reviewer believes that the presence of "beauties* 
completely overshadows defects in probability. Yet all the 
erltlea agree tbat the ideal novel should be probable—~ 
that Is, consistent in its plot and capable of being 
conceived of as possible when judged by Its general corres­
pondence to past events* here the term has the meaning 
which It has Is Aristotle9a Poetics, or, for tbat matter, 
tbat which It possesses in the works of bryden, Hymer,
Johnson, and even Haslitt.5
Sean type of realism, verisimilitude, or natural- 
m s s  characterises each novel praised by the critics.
n* s., LVI (1808), 484* Sots here beauties,
a term often used In epic criticism - a term derived
ultimately from Leaglnlan criticism*
8 "Sir Owen Olendower,* n. s., IX (1809), 95*
8 See especially J* Pryden. ^ orka. XV, 560 and 480} 
7* Hymer, Tragedies of the Last Age Considsr9d (London, 
1678), passim; and S. J<3maon. Cortes (London. 1826). VII,
188; s* Haslitt, fitogllah Comic Wriiors. reprinted in 
Sorks. ed* «* C* aasiltt {London, iteeej, p. 51*
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Sfew d«y of tfe* extravagant and artlfleial romance bas 
diflnUaly passed*^ Admiration for "romantic sentiments 
of prudery"8 that are "artificial and unnatural" and for 
"powerful engines of trwp-doors* back stairs, black robes* 
and pale face a" 3 la a thing of the past* If* however* the 
rone nee has the "present and living Interest of real 
existence*4 It is highly praised* the critics* conceptions 
ef types of realism are somewhat vague* So loosely are 
the teres wed that it la difficult to tell whether the 
reviewers allude to Aristotelian unlveral truth or nature* 
to a narrow factuality; or to a verisimilitude achieved 
by the use of carefully selected details and by a c&£ ti» in 
natural consistency of plot* An exact classification of 
the criticise with regard to the use of specific terms 
is* therefore* impossible* But for the sake of ease In 
handling* Z shall attempt a loose classification based 
upon the critics* use of such terms as nature or natural, 
truth, verisimilitude* rea 11 ty or realism, reality and 
fiction, or reality and history*
Very frequently the reviewers describe plot® as 
"natural* or "obedient to the laws of nature** when what
1 Se, "L* Slop® de 1* ;io(Shells," LV (1808), £22.
2 "L* Divorce," XLVI (appendix lQOf), 540; "The 
Etlval Bothers,” XXXVI (1801), 158.
* "The Ms, of Fortitude," XxXVII (1302), 27.
* "Ann* of Osiers to la,” series 3, XI (1829), 307. 
See also "Fleotsood," XLIX (1806), 102; "Peveril of the
Peek,” C (1823), 188.
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tfcty rwll; lutsnd to m y  la that tho stories are accounts 
of »b»t stlght ho conceived as probable in real life. For 
Ins tan oe. one of the stories in Sinter Evening Titles is
— — mmm    .in.. m.wnp.i
praised bitttN "Ia varloua parts It reminds us of the 
singular powers of toe most astonishing narrator in English 
Literature, the celebr*ted Daniel D e f o e whose "ordinary 
incidents* were "so true to nature and to probability* 
that they could eeareely be considered as "anything but 
the plainest and most simple recitals of real occurrences#*1 
In addition, the reviewer notes:"Such was the perfection 
of hla art that It lies perfectly concealed*"^ On the 
other hand, A Series of Kovels by Madame 3snils la ad­
versely criticised because it "contains incidents which 
belong more to romance than to what the Snglish understand 
by a novel which purports to be a natural series of events, 
sweh as way be expected In real life#"® Both of the fore- 
going exeerpts are significant in Indicating, not only the 
reviewers1 ideas of a natural plot, but also their recogn1— 
tion of the differences between novels and rossances* In 
nearly all cases, the noun nature and the adjective natural 
apply to known patterns of human behavior, to mirrored 
details of reality, whlelv applied to fictitious plots,
* XCIXI (1820), 264* See also "Frederic Latimer," 
XXX (1800), 438; "Hew Tales," LXXXVIII (1019), 328; "Valen­
tine's Eve," LXXIX (1816), 439; "-ffaverly or fTIa Sixty Years 
After," LXXV (1814), 275; "Tales of my landlord," LXXXXX 
(1819), 599; "PWndwreng Bari," series 3, I (1826), 89;
"Love and Gratitude," L (1806), 2201 "Tales of Fancy,"
IXJtIX (1816), 214; Hmelie et Clotilda," LXXII (1813), 544*
9 XL! (1805), 104* See also "tales of my .landlord," 
LXXXIX (1819), 399; "Martin of Fenrose," XL (1803), £07*
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make I h m  plats reallstlc or verisimilar* In a say, 
thea nature Is a synonym for troth* and a woik which is 
Mtural has verisimilitude.
The terms troth and nature appear frequently, for 
tha reviewers always note that "fidelity to truth and 
nature"* is xteeeeaary for any work to maintain that 
"delusion, which it is the most important triumph of the 
nowell3t to create and preserve."2 Such fidelity, then, 
leads to the very desirable vraisemblance {verisimilitude}.
But these terms are all used so loosely that it sometimes 
seems that verisimilitude is Identical with fidelity to 
truth or to nature; and a strictly logical interpretation 
ef them (or a classification of them} is almost Impossible* 
the only course left is merely to consider separately a 
fee passages containing the term verisimilitude or vr&l- 
semblance, whatever the reviewers may mean by it.
Scott is said to have "done well by attending 
to those verisimilitudes which render more perfect (sic) 
the fascination of s t o r y , in his Kenilworth,* but even
* "The Ayrshire Legatees," n. a#, CYII (1821),
206. For other uses of truth sec "Use Last of the Mo­
hicans," series 5, II (l'SSSTT *23 and "The Wolfe of 
Bcdenoeh," series 3, V (1827), 145*
2 "Highways and By-ways," series 3, VI (1827), 110.
® n. s., XCIV (1821), 147. Compare this us© with 
Milton*a in his "Introduction to Samson A genistas" as re­
printed in The Complete Poetical Cories or Johh~"^ Tl-top. 
Cambridge sdi'tlon (fia mb ridge :^WugE¥ou IfT/fTln, 'i§24}, p. 295.
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to la a 4 w m l y  criticised for allowing tho prolixity 
of his Heart of Hid &o this o to detract from the “probability 
and vraisemblance"1 of the story* fetor Sehemlhl and 
Sir Ralph Saber* among other novels are criticised for 
their oast of *vralaem1»lanee**^ Indeed, wherever veri- 
8lallltud« occurs f it la commended; oho rover It le wanting, 
the look la deplored*3 Sot what the critics mean by It 
ia difficult to determine* Since the term occurs with 
probability* and with harmony** it may apply to plots that 
are consistent, that have no details contrary to possl* 
bllity or to probability* Sometimes the term appears 
to be a purely aeethetie one denoting the artist fs pre­
sentation of an imaginary scene or a character in such a 
eay that it seems real because of his (the author*®) 
skill at presenting details borrowed from actual life*
Likewise, the words real and reality have vague 
meanings* In general, however, they apply to plots that 
are consistent even when they are extraordinary and that 
arm so cleverly Interlarded with natural details that they 
seem usual and probable* But sometimes, when historical 
facts or actual occurrences are considered along with 
fictitious ones, the terms indicate merely “the outward
1 tXXXVXI (1818), 366.
8 See CVI (less), 203 an6 Series 4, I (1338), 436.
5 See "Display," IAXIX (1316), 325 and "The Tor 
Hill,* Series S, III (1826), 415.
4 "Peter Sehemlhl," CVI (1325), 203.
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«or!4 of things *h1
the first meaning is applicable to a plot like 
that of The Prediction-^  plot which, "extravagant as it 
is in its incidents, is worked up . * . into a terrific 
semblance of reality** and which, as a result, arouses wa 
painful intensity of silent and shuddering horror***2 On 
the other hand, a plot like that of Melville House* which 
contains Incidents "such as we can easily conceive to arise 
in the intercourse of real life,*3 has the second type 
of realism regarded as very desirable* The lack of this 
sort of realism is noted with dlssmy.4
The third interpretation of the meanings of real 
and reality Is found in a consideration of historical 
novels or of other novels that are supposed to present 
true events or real characters along with romantic ones*
In general, this sort of reallas*~-factualifcy~f&21s under 
the crltios1 fire since the critics are * convinced that 
the commixture of real and fabled personages, of actual 
end fictitious events1* Is nearly always a "hinderanee [sic]
 ^3* 11 m Butcher, tr*, Aristotleys Theory of 
Poetry and Fine Art* (Londont Sew Y1 ork ,'' I OS'S'} ,jp.l 507
2 * tales of the #ild and the *. onderful, * Series 3,
I (1826), 79* See also "Guy ^fennerlng," LXXVII (1S15), 93.
* LI (1306), 321. &ee also "Memoirs of &. do 
Brinbac," L1I (1807), 270* MLeluca,w LXaIX (1816), 324.
4 "Julia of Ardenfleld,” LXXXIII (1817), 97. See 
also "Julietta," XL (1803), 207.
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to tto tad fascination o/ the r o m a n c e T h i s
•affect* er "delusion,*^ as it la sometime a galled, must 
to at into Into and If "authentic history* detracts from it, 
than tto history should not be used*
the presentation of romanticised history is 
aenaured as such as the historical romance, and devices 
saeh as Irving usee In presenting his A Chronicle of 
Oraaada only annoy toe critics* It la said that Mr* Irving 
"shelters himself under the pasteboard shield of some 
fictitious hiatorlea; and like the discreet Bottom, while 
rearing like any nightingale, assures the ladies that he 
la only la jsat«* In short, the use of "a stalking horse*9 
to present **a history of such romantic and almost o w -  
poaerln? Interest9*^  la seriously criticised#
all of these reviesa Indicate the critics1 pre* 
oceupetlen eith a sort of probability or truth or natural** 
ness or veraimllltudc or reality* In general, the terms 
are loosely asad to indicate the desirability of events 
tost seem to tto reader consistent and probable, assuming
1*H»# Abbot," XCIII (1880), 70. See also "I»nho«,* 
XCI (1880), 73.
® "7b# So* Sings of KnglAnd,” series 4, 1 (1831), 
114. So* *1*0 "Romance and Seallty," series 4, 1 (1838), 
883. For further discussion of fcha offset of historical 
foots or events upon the effect, see "Thaddeus of V*ars*>w,n 
X1III (1804), 214} "Coolie" series 3, V (1827), 542} "The 
?vlld Irish Olrl," LVII (1808), 381} and "Eaverhill," series 
4, 11 (1831), 434.
® ■& Chronicle of the Conquest of Oranada," series 
3, XI (1829), 430.
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the situations to bo such as the authors do scribe*
Ha tors* natural or naturalness indicates the broad prin­
ciples of human behavior* Truth denotes the usual and 
seas times the fidelity to actuality* which is a necessary 
quality in historical novels* though the mixture of the 
actual and the romantic is frowned upon* Heal (as veil 
as reality) sometimes denotes factuaXIty* but usually it 
refers merely to the semblance of truth or verisimilitude 
that arises when the events of a novel are so consistent 
with what la known as to seem actual* 411 of these are 
ideas and concepts very familiar to the readers of earlier 
criticism*1 So are most of the concepts about endings 
new to be considered*
the terms denouement* conclusion* ending* termina­
tion and even catastrophe appear often to toe used synony­
mously In the reviews* There is no hint of the classical 
idea of the true catastrophe (indicating an entire tragic 
experience) and no notion of a set of theories with regard 
to the catastrophe or the ending* Some qualities win 
approval* and some* disapproval* Most of the reviewers* 
libs sheep* follow the old leaders in praising some qualifies 
of an ending and in criticising others* They are never 
led to make very unusual or outstanding com wonts*
1 See S* Johnson* jfcorks* VII* 123* 216; 4. Pope* 
Works* IX* 38; J* Dryden* Tories* XIII* 15; (I. Far^ uhaz** 
A" Discourse Upon Comedy* reprinted in Critical >gsgays of 
the 'Slrhteenth Century* ed** w. H* T5urbam*r" pp* 'SST-sSo*
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On* denouement depends upon a story that is "too 
ftfoltlagf9 Another denouement is Mcowon,w another is 
9tedious end confused." Others are "somewhat abruptly 
conducted** "rather forced,9 "unnatural*9 or "needlessly 
tragical."1 obviously, the critics would prefer u 
denouement or an ending that would not be too ordinary* 
but that would seem probable in view of preceding events 
and would not'offend the reviewers* sense of good taste,
7b* terms close, conclusion, ending and tormination 
ere used in much the seme way that denouement is employed 
end with the sane sort of qualifying words and phrases,
% e  conclusion of The Scottish Adventurers "abounds with 
improbabilities*the close of Continental Adventures 
la too "theatrical*the concluding scenea of the 
Bride of lamaermoor "are deeply tragic* and they are un­
doubtedly worked up with considerable ability."4 The 
conclusion of lbs Sea Devil wins praise because it is
1 9The Mystery** n. s.* XOI (1820), 441* "The 
Observant Pedestrian Mounted*" LXXI1I (1815)* 2X7. "The 
Physiognomist** LXXXVIIX (1819)* 529. "Focho Tttanehs," 
XCXX (1822), 440. "Lea ^uerelles de Pa'aille* " IX (1889)* 
211, "Bouverie*0 LXXVI (1815), 104. "The Last of the 
wofaiears," CIX (1826)* 151.
* LXVIII (1812), 109, See also "First Love*" 
series 4* II (1851)* 118.
^ CIX (1826)* 529. See also "Lc Souterraln** 
LXVIII (1809), 624.
4 "Tales of my Landlord** IXXXIX (1819)* 397.
ttm* It la apparent that the ending should 
^  pfob«l>l«| that it way be tragic If it gives evidence 
of th<* author*a ability, and that it is wall for it to be 
morel* to these requirements m y  be added the popular 
one that the story should wend happily,*2 if possible, 
end that there should be no "premature hint* of the story* s 
termination*
the term catastrophe at times 1® merely a synonym 
for ending* For Instance**-* unless, of course, the reviewer 
la being Ironic-** that la the meaning of the word In the 
remark that tta Scfermlst ends, "like all of its class, 
lo the vulgar catastrophe, a wedding,#2 At other times, 
catastrophe denotes a tragic conclusion,5 but It never 
attains the dignity of the classic meaning* Naturally, 
the reviewers feel that the catastrophe should be "concealed 
but the reviewer of The Adulteress remarks significantly 
that effective concealment has no virtu© per se "when the 
reader feels no Interest In its development **4 so the 
catastrophe must first of all have interest* In addition,
1 txvil (1012), 320.
2 txv (1811), 217. 3ee also "Sugene «»ra ?.,* Series 
■4, I (1832), 302; “ Trials,* CV (1824), 232} w the Picture 
of the Age,8 XXXV (1801), 430.
* “Elstolres HouTollea et Contes sSoraux," LXI 
(1810), 344. See also "Jessica ^adevllle," XXVII (1805), 
207; end "Isantaee," XC1 (1820), 88.
4 XXXI (1810), 98.
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1% should t e r n  “probability**! That is, it should not 
“break In on us with a shook for which a® ar® totally 
unprepared•® a If It ©an also “advance the moral,*5 
so such tbs batter*
Sbatever the term by which the ending Is designated—  
eoneluslon, ea tastrophe * tormina tlon» or denouement-— 
it should not be “deficient in poetical Justice*** Yet 
“the poet leal Justice” must not produce “worse consequences“ 
than are Just or fail to present “adequate rewards***5
lb summarise, the teres ending* termination* con­
clusion* denouement* and catastrophe are used loosely and 
synonymously* But catastrophe more often denotes an un- 
happy ending* By whatever tern the conclusion may be 
designated, the critics believe that it should be to some 
extent unforeseen, yet probable, natural but not common, 
preferably happy but above all interesting} and If it 
most be tragic, then It must have sufficient fore® to move 
the reader* If it be morel and serve the purposes of a 
sort of general poetic Justice, so much the better* Kon® 
of this criticism could conceivably be termed creative*
Most of It Is traditional and neo-classical in a slovenly.
1 "Claire d^lbe," LYII (1008), 468.
8 "Quentin Dureard," Cl (1823), 188. See also 
"Contes Sooselles," LXJLVII (1818), 482.
8 "2'arbeck of Wolf stein," XCIV (1821), 236.
* “irnelie et Clotilde," LXXU (181S), 644.
5 "9*raidIn*,” XCII (1820), 414.
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careless fashion*
C Terms Expressing the Function of the Ko?el
Ko matter what kind of ending th® plot may h&v®, the 
critics always require that the purpose of the novel be
apparent by the end of it* Moreover, this purpose—  if it
is approved—  is usually such as Horace himself might have 
countenanced had he been writing about novels, or less 
frequently it is such as Longinus, or perhaps Csstelvetre,^ 
would have advocated* In other words, the purpose of 
the ideal novel ia aut prodeage aut delectare (either to 
profit or to please)* But at times, the reviewers admit 
that pleasure may be the proper function of novels* Very 
often, too, of course, they emphasize only the utility
of the novel* I shall consider first those reviews em­
phasising utility (with particular at tort ion to the tern 
aoral)» next those emphasizing pleasure, and finally those 
considering both. I'oarly all critics—  even the didactic ones—  
recognize that a novel is mare successful in achieving its util­
itarian ends if it is also pleasing* The reviewer of Temper* 
for instance, remarks that for successful teaching, is rs. '"pie
o
should have0treated the subject less didactically*1 Yet, in 
general, it is the utility of the novel that receives the 
greater emphasis; and the terms utility and usefulness
1 See Smith and Parks, op* clt*, 113, 63, ur.d ISO.
2 LXVTII (1812), 217.
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(generally referring to the informative or reforming 
qvftlities) occur often* A typical passage 1® one from the 
re vie* of Cowden aibble, to it the novel i® eo^tmended for 
ifce * striking lesson of practical utility, to those day- 
dreamers, who, . * * , place all their dependence upon 
visionary hopes of golden gains*1**
to countless other revises (in which the words 
St 111 tv or usefulness do not appear)8 this same preoccupa­
tion with the practical value of the novel is apparent* 
Indeed, several reviews praising the utility of novels are 
especially interesting because of their Indictments of 
specific ideas often associated with romanticism* For 
instance, the reviewer of Dorothea commends the purpose 
of that novel, which is
to delineate the folly of making a regard for the general 
good the leading motive of Individual action; of cherishing 
wild notions of the advantages of unsophisticated rm tore; 
and of diffusing Sr* Godwin1s ideas respecting property, 
promises, and gratitude among the vulgar*~
Here at the beginning of the romantic period is an attack
on the romantic ideas* ihen one finds also favorable comment
on the novel St* Claire* a novel which “exposes the danger
1 Series 4, III (1831), 127. See also "The history
of Syself and ay Friend," LXIX (1312), 335 and "The Sisters,"
LXXI (1815), 458.
2 See the folloaln/rs "Varieties of Ufa," 1X7XIX
(1816), 214} "Leonora," LXlII (1807), 435; "Rachel," LXXXIII
(1817), 325} "Edouard," CVIXI (1825), 420} and "The 
Discontented ilan,* LXXXX (1812), 101.
3 XXXVII (1802), 424.
of allowing 8talifl»»t to gain the ascendancy over reason*” 
this erltleel xieto reminds us of the eighteenth-century 
criticism of the sentimental drawm# but the reviewerf« own 
vague end Involved style of criticise as well as hi® diction. 
Itself somewhat forcefully suggests that of the sentimental 
dramas* He remarks thius:
the children of unsophisticated virtue will doubtless 
elose the eventful recital with confirmed resolutions of 
guarding against the seducing Influence of romantic sensi­
bility, while they drop a tear over Its ruined but amiable 
victims.1
But the modern reader is somewhat surprised at the 
emphasis occasionally placed upon the novel as a vehicle 
for the dissemination of very minor and even unusual (for 
the time) ideas* For instance, the reviewers rejoice at 
seeing the *folly of duelling*^ attacked or the evils of 
*inconsiderate gossipping. pointed out*
Almost without exception the reviewers loudly 
a cola la the power of the novel to inculcate virtue (moral
XL111 (1804), 268* another echo of sentimentality 
occurs in the review of Discipline LXXYIIX (1815), 397, 
where the critic remarks thatthe ^allurements” of a novel 
asy succeed where graver efforts fail," and then uses 
sent lawn tel quotations to prove his point*
8 "Tb* Dualllats," LI (1806), 336 and "Julia of 
Borland," LIX (1809), 320.
* "Saya Sh« to Bar Balghbor. 6h»t,“ IXIX (1812),
97* For other similar attacks see "The Refugees,w XCTX 
(1822), 4411 and **£emolrs of Sylvester Ba^gerwaod,1'* IIV 
(1807), 526# •Raymond,” 1XIX (1812), 48h* For other comments 
on this dissemination of minor Ideas see wIe Slere 6m la 
Rochelle,” LY (1808), 526} “The Mussulman,” series 3, XIV 
(1850), 267; *Tbe Armenian,* series 3, XXV (1B30), 274;
•Film Flams," II (1B06), 212#
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benevolenea* devotion, end piety. These words 
end their synonyms occur on many pa sea, for «s surely as the 
re vie ears believe it' to be the duty of an author wto correct 
the teste of the times,*3* so surely do they believe it to 
be his duty **to improve everyone,*2 to present * the ex­
posure of folly and the castigation of vice,1,5 to tha end 
that the readers may have na strict regard for virtuous 
conduct** and s "genuine piety.
But itost highly praised are those novels *ln which 
the intoresto of religion are sedulously kept in vi©v.*G 
ISoroover, an author is expected to be very careful in 
treating religion. He is to abstain "from the levity of
1 "The Fatal Voe," LVIII (1800), 817.
* "Self Control," IXV (1811), 458.
5 "Scenes of Life,* LXI (1807), 457,
* "Virtuous Poverty," XIV (1804), 514*
5 "A Sequel to Coeletos," LXXI (1813), 319. See 
also "Bedeood," CVI (1385), 430.
® “Huaan Frailties," XLV (1009), 214; "The Picture 
of the Age," XXXV (1801), 430; "Lady Geraldine Beaufort,"
XII (1805), 103; "The Pride of Ancestry," 7.LV (1800), 21£; 
"Valerie," XLV (1804), 214; "Barry Clinton," XLV (1804),
314; "The Depraved Busband the Philosophic Gife," xiiv 
(1804), 424; "Popular Teles," LIU (1807), 455; "The Hungarian 
Brother," LV1 (1808), 433; *Uountville Castle," LVIiI (1C02}, 
217; "Kedoxla," LXX1I1 (1814), 544; "T'.c iipieurean," Series 
3, V (1827), 515; "the Staff Officer," Series 4, 111 (1051), 
126; "Ordre at Desordrc," LXVI (1811), 544; "Pen Lamar,"
Series 4, I (1831), 473; "Ivanhoe," XC I (1830), 77; "the 
Maid of Xillarney, LXXXIX (1819), 210; "Display," LXX1X
(1816), 328; “Caroline Ormsby " LXII (1810), ?25; "The 
Count do Valaont," XLIX (1806), 102; "Le Parvenu," LXXXVIII 
(1819), 537; "Patronage," LXXXIV (1014), 109.
mingling allusions to scriptural subjects with tbs Idle 
badinage of his narrative.*1 B® la to retrain from the 
•irreverent use of scriptural phrases*"2 g* should Indeed 
have lie action of his story motivated by religious principle 
but he should exercise good taste and extreme care In present 
lag these principles
Olesely allied to the critical passages In which 
the terms virtue and religious principles occur are those 
see&leas of the reviews in which the terms morals and 
meielity are to be found* Since the ideas represented by 
the latter terms are so similar to those concepts denoted 
by the former* ell four terms are often to be found In the 
same reviews* But the words moat frequently used are 
morals and morality* Morality and good taste also are 
elesely associated in some reviews* In fact* though one 
reviewer praises the "moral lessons" In a novel* he la 
disturbed by the feet that some of the lessons "are not 
in the most refined taste.
1 "false of the &lld and the Wonderful," series 3*
I (1326)* 82*
2 “The Abbot*" XCIII (1820)* 02* Sac also "Howard*" 
1X171X1 (1815)* 435*
* See "Happiness** XCVIX (1822)* 213; "The liberal 
Critic** LXXII (1813)* 327; "The Thlbo,* Series 4* I 
(1831)* 132*
* "The Adventures of an Ostrich Feather of Quality." 
1C (1819)* 434. See also "The Life of a Lover*" XLV (1804)* 
359-360; "The Adulteress*" LXII (1810)* 98$ and "TSffimellne*'" 
XCI (1820)* 174*
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Thw& again a r«viewer deolaros th&t in the m&s
ef m book with an exception* 1 morel, it 1© *par^ orfcal>l«s for
the rigor of the critic to yield to the feelings of the
moralist«*3» This, however, is not the position taken by
most reviewers* They ordinarily agree that a book must
have good qualities in addition to a moral tendency, but that
* interest*^ and amusement must not be sacrificed to tbe
moral, whether that moral be based on religion or on
•reason**3 ab accurately as any, the following passage
represents the attitude of the average critic*
If a work, professedly of amusement contains nothing 
hostile to good morals in its general result and effect, 
sod If tbe attentive reader may select his own practical 
lesson of improvement from particular incidents and char­
acters tbe author baa fulfilled his duty In this respect; 
end he la not bound to square the whole tenor of hi© com­
position to any preconceived moral design*4
1 "Peroieal," XXXVII (1802), 425. Sea also "Tales 
ef Fashionable Ufa," i.x 11 (laio); see also "Tbe History of 
Bettervllle,” XC (1805), 207; "Lea Deux T&rtuffes," XXXIX 
(1802), 504; "Country Houses," Series 4, II (1832), 254.
2 •Matilda," CVII (1825), 435. Sea also "Koueaux 
Contes Voraux," XSXIV (1801); "Cloudesley," Series 5, XIII 
(1830), $97; "Ingenue de Logeoour," XLI (1303), 214; "’.'erroirs 
of Bryan Perdue,* XLII (1807), 215; "The Decision," LXVII 
(1812), 321; "Caroline Lismore," LXX1X (1816), 103; "A Tale 
for Sent Is and Simple," IXXIX (1816), 103; "Pardorle,"
LXXIX (1816), 213; "Campbell," XC1 (1820), 216; "Wontaigne 
Xeabur^h," IXXXIII (1817), 324; "Fa-nllr Annals," LXXXIII
(1817), 326; "Undine," 3CI11 (1820), 187; "lalas of a 
Physician," series 3, XI (1329), 612.
3 "Luoy Ormond," XLIV (1304), 425. Sea also "The 
xieroeosm," XXXV (1801), 429.
* "Xarbuck of *olfsteln," XC1V (1321), 236. For other 
expressions about morals see "exhibitions of the Heart,"
XXXII (1800), 138; *2drlc the Xorester," IXXXVI (1813), 213; 
"Die Xablreraeanotsehaften," IXVIII (1012), 641; "I♦Intri­
guante," XXXIII (1814), 319; "Contes a :nes Plls," ■;CSI (1020), 
544; "Delpblne," XLIII (1804), 441; and "The Stranger's Jravo," 
CIV (1827), 217.
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Thus whether the terms employed be utility* 
wtfftXatx* religion* piety, Informative* virtuous* dutyA 
©r eoitlt it is elMr that the majority of reviewers he* 
lleve that the novel should have some utilitarian function* 
It should he a vehicle for Instruct Ion or for reform; and, 
preferably, it should be moral in tendency* ^specially 
la the reviews written early in the nineteenth century, the 
erlties even demand that the novels teach specific moral 
lessons or Ineule&ta principles of virtuous action based 
on religious beliefs* Some reviewers insist, moreover, 
that morals he presented in a decorous fashion* Of course, 
this coupling of morals and ^ood taste or decorum reminds 
one forcefully ef the neo*elassle tradition*
True, some reviewers do emphasise delightful* 
pleasing, entertaining* or amusing alone; but usually 
they use these terms ai on* with terms implying the use­
fulness of the novel* Here again, we see the effects of 
the neo-clasalc theory*
among those novels emphasizing the entertaining 
or pleasing qualities of fiction, Mrs* Chinning*® The 
Heir Apparent is described as "pleasing*^ and the novel 
Sightarn re Abbey is deemed "entertaining*Moreover, the 
function of the novel to entertain is very forcefully 
emphasized in the review of Ore naan Stories* where we find
1 XL (1803), 808.
2 XC (1821), 337-328.
ias
till* weak echo of Coleridge*a theory of the "willing 
sttp«fi«ion of disbelief”:
!ke Barrator appear* to boll*** in everything which he 
re la tea, and the* ho carries his audience with him to the 
end of hia tale, little earing how far he trespasses on 
their credulity, provided that he ear*, for the moment, 
entertain their imagination.*
Furthermore, the erltle exclaims that this novel has cast 
•a spell quite ae binding1** ae that of the Arabian flights* 
the tens pleasing, amusing and entertaining are 
meed almost synonymously; and the last two sometimes occur 
ia the sim critical passages la connection with Imagimtlon. 
the Implication is that the ability of the novel to enter* 
tala or to amuse arises from the power of the novel to 
enkindle the imagination of the reader so that the reader 
willingly accepts improbabilities. Although the applica­
tion of this theory of Coleridge is recognised, the reviewer 
of Biles aeoepts it with reservations, as this passage 
indicates?
Eer tales display a very fertile imagination, and are very 
entertaining: but, as they were written solely for a reuse* p 
sent, the bounds of probability are freely exceeded, « . .
Of course, there are reviews in which the emphasis Is
Series 5, III (1826), 527. For other commenda­
tions of entertainment in novels or for attacks on the 
leek of entertainment see * The tetters of a Solitary *an- 
derer," f H V  (1631), 332; "a Northumbrian Tale,” XXXIII
(1800), 102; "Something New," XII (1803), 103; "Count de 
Tlovlni," XXXIII (1800), 200.
* till (1807). 457. S«e also "Tti*
Ayrshire i-epntaoB," XCYI {1821), 501 and ""orman Stories.” 
•srlss 3, 111 (1826), 527.
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pUotl upon the amusin# quality of the novels* Kaadleng 
i>ll* for example, le "a very harmless care-killer," which 
•mill afford a pleasant evening1© amusement,*1 ©specially 
to reader# eho enjoy a "burlesque on all favourite hobbies."* 
$» the ettele, the reviewers deplore a laek of amusement 
In a novel,£ but are reluctant to praise an amusing one 
than they ean net "discern any human profit likely to 
accrue from it**s So we always con© back to the HoratXan 
Ideal*
That Ideal may be described, as has already been 
Indicated, as "moral and amusing,"* It m y  be moral In 
that It keeps "the mind f m  lower or worse occupation/ 15 
or— * and this Is sore desirable —  It say "prove the foster 
aether to aany good and honorable feelings.**5
The ideal novel m y  also be described as one which 
furnishes "harules© amusement" without offending our
1 *B«a<31onr Ha 11," l.XXXTI (1817), 930. S m  also 
•t»m Pai-rano," UCXXVIII (1819), 536; "Frodsrie," XXXIV
(1801)# 531: •noth.lan-" S. s., CVII (1885), £4; "Francis 
and Josaph,* tVII (1808), 983.
® S m  "liaathorno Co t ta g« , " LXXIX (1816), 214;
"ConeaaiMnt," XCVI (1821), IQS.
3 'leoatn,* LXXXIII (1818), 415. So« also "Francis 
and Jossptaa," 1VII (1808), 325; "Ba. Talea," series 2,
LXXXVIII (1819), 327.
4 "Duty," I-XXVII (1815), 212.
8 "Clan Albion," 1XXX (1816), 84. See also "Justina," 
LU.VIII (1802), 313; "lady Jane's Pocket," LXXIX (1816),
103.
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* demon aonae** or •aobor m a o n 11^  or one that appeals 
to those *t© whoa Informs tlon is causcswnfc/,s It tmj be 
» novel that Is "agreeable and instructive/ 1 that affords 
•a lssson both improving and entertaining/ 1 and that presents 
sootlooats "founded on just perceptions of reason and nature*"^ 
411 of this eri tleiam—*■ seen the use of nature In connection 
vith reason—  desoends froa the neo-clasaicists. Hie terns 
o n  theirs*
there Is at least one eoho of the actual la tin 
•utile sad the dulel*$ and numerous translations^ of these 
oorde end of Horace1* aut prodeeee out deleotare* But the 
blending of the two qualities (denoted by the terns} re­
quires care, or. In the words of the reviewer of Be Tore#
*a little more tact" than some novelists used* This lack
* "Lemlra of Lorraine,1* XCVII (1822), £04*
2 "Bmwa," LXXX (1815)
& "Xnastaaius," XGI (1020) , 111. Fox* similar uses 
of intonation, see "Fruits of Scottish Life,” series 0. 
XlV '(lgS37;'"^5; "Charles Kills," 1IV (1307), 812. For 
attaoks on types of inform tlon presented, see *;> .aesaa," 
CVT (1825), 61; and "The Slaer Harried," l-XXIl (1313), 326.
* "aubrey," XLVII (1805), 62. For other uses of 
the ten Instructive sith causing, pleasing, and entertain* 
lag, see *fta Mobility of the 'Heart, xi.Jx (1806), 207-608; 
‘•rastiae," XXXVIII (1802), 313; "Marlene," LVII1 (1809),
137t "Geraldine, n. s., XCI1 (1820), 413.
5 "Geraldine," n. XCXI (1820), 415.
® "The Vlctla of Intolerance," IXXVTII (1815),
816. See also "Syaten and Ho System," LXXVIII (1815),
436; "Zeal and experience,” n. x., XC1V (1821), 104; 
"Sinclair," LV (1807), 814.
Of “taei* in novels that sere “neither pleasant
aor prof liable*1,1
tralj pBaftitotl# In the critics* ©yea were those 
novels that, in addition to being “pleasant and profitable, 
had no deficiency in “poetical Justice**® $any would 
agree with the reviewer who, defending poetic justice, 
quotes this passage by Bacon *
Us real history gives us not the success of things accord­
ing to the deserts of vice and virtue, fiction corrects 
it and displays to us the fates and fortunes of persons 
reearded or punished according to their merit;-- and, a® 
real history disgusts us with a familiar and constant 
similitude of things, fiction relieves us by unexpected 
turns and changes, and thus not only delights but at the 
sane tine inspires morality and nobleness of $oul«*&
the novel, then, may h&ve as its function the 
giving of inform* tlon or instruction—  important or un­
important—  or the lnoulcatlng of sioml principles pre­
ferably based upon religious belief* But the novelist is 
not to use his cork as a vehicle for dogma or to burden it 
eitfa so many useful lessons that the interest of the story 
falls beneath the weight of them* Provided that the sub­
ject setter be harmless, a novel say furnish only enter­
ic instant, amusement, or pies sure* 'The ideal novel, however
1 "Be Vera," Series 3, V (1827), 88*
* “Amelia at Clotilda," LXXII (1813), 544.
5 “Anastaalus,* n* s., XCI (1820), 142. See also 
“Moral tales,“ hXY (1811), 433; “Frederick,” L.XVI (1811), 
208; “Aline de Relsentstlen,” IXVI (1811), 541; “Geraldine, 
XCI I (1880), 414# See also the section In this paper on
*Sndln.gs *“
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*111 offer entertainmeni~coated pills of information or 
of moral teachings*
Ro» to sum op the study of this Journal*
Conclus ion
As rare as really creative thought in the dis­
cussions at afternoon literary circles are the bite of 
asiattaX# nee or modern criticism In the Monthly Kevlew»
Beat of the critical teres used and the theories which 
the as tens express are Indistinct echoes of eighteenth* 
century critic ism* I say Indistinct because It la almost 
impossible to understand precisely what meanings the 
reviewers Intend all their terms to h& ve* But it Is clear 
that romanticism tee affected this criticism very little*
In considering the requisites of authors, the 
reviewers mention such terms as theses * find mind# good 
sense, power of observation# good taste# (cultivated judg­
ment, or propriety). Imagination (inventive ability, or 
controlled creativity), fancy (wild flights of Imagination 
or sometimes restrained imagination), knowledge (of specific 
facts or of the human heart), talent (innate ability), 
power (force or talent), invention (power of coherent 
Imaginative creativity), originality (related t© Invention 
or controlled imagination), and genius (Innate general 
ability, imaginative talent, or rarely a fusion of higher 
Intellectual power with artistic and Imaginative gifts)*
Host of these terms are traditional ones used In ar ordinary—
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in a iigta®*- manner. The Insistence upon 
Imaginative restraint la neo-classical In tenor* So, too,
1« the tendency of the reviewers to praise uncontrolled 
Imagination when the novelist is a genius* There are some 
romantic touches* however* mainly after 1817* in the praise 
ef ween trolled fancy and In the commendation of & novelist's 
taeslcdge ef the human heart* Moreover* the use of the tern 
to denote a fusion of Intellectual poser with artistic 
and Isaglnative ability seems new* but not specifically 
romantic*
Ob the criticism of the novels themselves* there is 
little new or colorful. For the most part* the terms used 
are the old ones; but there are a few new ones used to Indi­
es te traditional ideas and a few old ones having new meanings.
In the criticism of language and style the terms 
seem peculiarly ordinary, language Is supposed to be 
forcible (meaning forceful)* fluent, elegant* accurate* 
and lively. It should not be either diffuse or flowery, 
but should be in good taste and appropriate to the elm m e ­
ters and the age portrayed in the book. The Insistence upon 
a ecu re ey and correctness of language is decidedly neo-olasel- 
eal. Wee-classical, too, are many of the adjectives applied 
to style. Pope himself might have praised a style that was 
correct, elegant, polished, securete. clear* lively, and 
graceful. Of course* acme terms like pleasing and excellent 
are aesthetic; some like flippant are impressionistic; and 
com lllce tame, turgid, disjointed, and Impressive are
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M m expressions for traditional id***, But, on the whole, 
the adjective* applied to style and language are tradi­
tional ones, and the term style itself has no unusual 
connotations,
la their dissuasion* of descriptive passages the 
reviewers shoe the influence ef the old and the nee tenets 
ef erltlclam, Uiey use such terms aa powerful, fresh, 
charming, striking, vivid, horrible, and beautiful, along 
■lifc correct, minute, accurate, suitable* Many of the 
first named terms ere used by the romanticists to indicate 
novelty of Imagery; and, of course, term* of the latter 
type have rteo—elassies 1 implications. But accurate often 
baa tbe comparatively new meaning of "fidelity to external 
nature,* and correct sometimes means "accurate with regard 
to observed facts, not with regard to rules,* Indicative 
of the reviewers* preference for descriptions that are 
affecting and faithful reproduction* of life Is their 
“ • pathetic, comic, humorous, vigorous, and natural , 
la short, romanticism is not making great Inroads here; 
tat there are some faint traces of ohanges in the interpre­
ts tions of old words and in the trend toward using words 
that are slightly different from the ones to which the 
elgbtecnth~eentury reviewers were acoustomed,
Host of the orltlclast of cha racfcer-portrayals Is 
vague aesthetic or laterprotative criticism rather than 
strict technical criticism, since the basis for the analysis 
is the impression made by the fictitious characters upon
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t o  sito tto readers, rather than a ecnseioue e w t o *  
tie* ef tto author*s technique* Yet tto occasloml in­
sistence upon tto naetsaity of having tto characters further 
tot plot and of having tto heroes and heroines meet specific 
requirements Is suggestive of tenets of long standing, but 
too former see not especially emphasised during tto preceding 
century* The majority of tto terms, however, are used in a 
mgua and general fusion* &ost of them Ilk© probable* 
©leasing* asms lug* Interesting* consistent, moral* original* 
and natural seem traditional in their application* The 
tem natural is very frequently used* It may denote an 
imitation of a specific person, a representation of habits 
ef people in general, an Imitation of net lorn 1 or racial 
attributes, or an imitation of the abstract qualities ef 
toman nature (Aristotle1 a universal)*
In their ©valuation of tto subject matter, or ef 
tto plot, or of tto ending of tto novel, the same predilection 
of tto reviewers for traditional terms and theories is 
apparent* 3ven so, at times a fee reviewers write such 
exuberantly enthusiastic criticism that the modem reader 
remembers that this is the romantic period* In tto con­
sideration of tto subject matter, the revi©sera use familiar 
words, like interesting* suitable, simple* and appropriate! 
but they are particularly insistent upon having the material 
to interesting* They are prone to consider seriously the 
authorvs management of his plot, the effectiveness and 
artistry of plot structure, tto selection and the treatment
of Incident In relation to the main plot, the miles for 
plot structure, and the unity of design or the lack of it*
411 of this deep concern about technical problems sounds 
both modern and traditional* Some of it Is even to be 
traced to classical principles of plot construction* &ore- 
ever, the use of such terms as propriety* decorum* interest* 
probability* verisimilitude * natural* and real adds to the 
neo-classical tenor of the whole* Of course, virtually 
the same conclusions may be reached with regard to the terms 
descriptive of the endings of novels* %ndln#* conclusion* 
denouement* and cate strophe are sometimes used as synonyms, 
but eatsstrophe usually denotes an unhappy ending* In 
descriptions of the Ideal endings, major terms occur with 
such adjectives as unforeseen* probable* natural, storing* 
moral* interesting and even with the expression poetic 
justice* Hone of these are new or startling. All have 
reasonably familiar meanings, but they arc all used in a 
loose, general fashion*
In their consideration of the function of a novel, 
a few critics (following the tradition of C^stelvetro} 
adult—  but usually only late in the criticism-- that 
fiction may serve merely to amuse, to delight, to enter­
tain, or to interest* k greater number feel that it should 
be a vehicle for some sort of Information or Instruction, 
preferably for moral Instruction based on religious principle® 
but an overwhelming majority of the critics follow the 
Berati&n dictum adopted by neo-class lolsts, th&t any
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Imaginative work should be both profitable and pleasant 
(aut proposes ant doleetare).
So here In the Monthly Revise we find criticism 
as Inly In thf neo-classical groove. There are some verbal 
eshoes of Aristotle and of Horace. But romanticism shoes 
its influence in the form of a fee new terms or a few 
changed meanings here and there, and in the criticsf 
tendency to overlook the improbable or even the Immoral 
be eft use of their enthusiasm for the genius of the author 
or because of the great pleasure afforded the readers by 
the hook. Even this last point could be defended on classi­
cal grounds. Before 1816 one finds mainly repetitions 
of neo—classical terms and theories* There are & few 
hints of romantic tendencies between 1815 and 1817; more, 
between 1817 and 1825. After 1825 there is considerable 
emphasis upon the functional and upon means of achieving 
artistic, organic plots. The commonplace character of much 
ef the criticism prevents our feeling any particular 
enthusiasm for it, and new and unusual ideas—  romantic 
or otherwise—  have to be searched for In these reviews.
3uch is the nature of criticism in what we might 
mill this "Consumers1 Report" among the journals. Since 
it had as its avowed purpose the mentioning of virtually 
all novels, It was of some assistance to those who needed 
guidance In their selection of fiction. Doubtless, readers 
of that type frequently found It useful. Sometimes they 
found it interesting. But for the modern reader the
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Sdlplmrgh Bsviev, next to be examined, has a much 
graster appeal*
II
WE KDINBTTROTI
Like the criticism In the Monthly Review* that In 
the Edinburgh Review is somewhat traditional* It Is, however* 
generally better criticism* the critics In this journal do 
not or ten merely echo inherited theories * Ihey tinders tend 
the critical dicta and use them accordingly* But even they 
use terms In a loose and general fashion* to this fact 
any careful reader of the reviews can testify*
Ifce Edinburgh Review began in the year 1802; and 
from that time on* through Its reviews* It brought to the 
attention of its readers many works of the famous authors 
of the day* Franc is Jeffrey was both editor and leading 
contributor; but many other important and unimportant writers 
reviewed novels for the periodical* among the more famous 
ones being Macaulay and K&zlltt* To determine the manner 
in which all of these reviewers used various critical terns* 
one must examine the critical articles in some detail*
The critics judge the novelists on the basis of 
their possession of numerous capabilities* such as imagina­
tion or fancy* eloquence* good sense* genius* talent* 
originality— or the ability to make imitations seem original—  
powers of conception and invention* both knowledge of 
human nature gained from observation and from understanding 
and knowledge of some principles of composition* So it
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la necessary to consider all these tarns carefully with 
a view to determining exactly what each Implies*
Ite desiderata for the ideal novel are also 
msserous* In general* the style* descriptions* character 
delineations* and plot are expected to have especial merit—  
a merit achieved only through the novelists1 close observance 
of principles mentioned by the critics* For Instance* the 
descriptions* characters* and plot have to have a type of 
realism* probability* or verisimilitude* The plot has to 
be veil constructed* has to be designed to inculcate some 
moral and to entertain* has to be possessed of an excellent 
denouement and of a power to hold the Interest of the reader* 
Ifce many critical terms used by the reviewers in judging the 
works of fiction will* therefore* be considered under the 
various headings mentioned above*
Before one considers the terras employed In the 
criticism of novelists and novels* however* the novel in 
general deserves some attention* Such a treatment Is 
advisable in order that one may note the general state of 
the novel and of the novelists; that he may* Indicate the 
motives prompting various critical utterances; and* finally, 
that he may trace the lack of a definite critical terminology 
applicable to the novel to its cause* the comparative youth 
of the novel as a literary type and th© former dlarepute in 
which the novel was held*
On the following pages* therefore* consider first 
the information found In the Edinburgh Heview on the origin*
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forma, and development of the novel, and on the contribu­
tions made to the novel by specific novelists and by novelists 
In general; afterwards , the specific terms applicable to 
the novelists and then those pertinent to the novels*
As indicative of one theory about the relative 
merits of women and men writers, I give the following excerpt:
In works which come from a female pen, we are seldom offended 
by those moral monstrosities; those fantastic perversions 
of principle, which are too often to be met with In the 
fictions which have been written by men* roraen are also 
less stilted In their style; They are more content to 
describe naturally what they have observed, without attempting 
the introduction of those extraneous ornaments which are 
sometimes sought at the expense of truth* They are less 
ambitious, and are therefore more just*-they are far more 
exempt from that prevailing literary vice of the present 
day— ex&ggeratlon— and have not taken their stand among the 
feverish followers of what may be called the intense style 
of writing; & style much praised by those who inquire only 
If a work is calculated to make a strong impression, and 
omit entirely the more important question whether that 
impression, be founded on truth or on delusion*^
There are many exceptions to be found to these statements*
Many women writers are guilty of extravagance, of ’’moral
monstrosities*^- and of stilted styles; and many men are
completely free of the faults In novel writing generally
attributed to their sex* In other words, no conclusion Is
generally agreed upon* But the critics In this journal are
notable for their commendation of women novelists at a time
when many reviewers attacked them*
^ "Tramon As They Aro,,f LI (1830) 446* From this 
point on, all periodical references will be to the 
Sdlnburgh He view unless otherwise stated, and X shall not 
repeat the title of the Journal*
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In bringing about a change in the attitude of 
readers toward the novel as a particular typo of liters-* 
ture* both men and women novelists played a part* In the 
particular fora in which it appeared in the romantic era* 
Madame de Steel considered the novel* Wwlth the exception 
of La Souvelle K a l o i a s *"^- p®  preeminently English* -ith 
her theory* the English reviewers were not completely in 
accord} However* most agreed that Madame do Sta&l herself 
performed the Important function of showing the relationship 
existing between the literature and the "national taste* 
genius* and morality*n** as well as 'the political structure of 
society* the accidents of climate and external relation* and 
the variety of creeds and s u p e r s t i t i o n s Furthermore* they 
believed that ®her bold and vigorous attempts to carry the 
generalising spirit of true philosophy Into the history of 
literature and manners”^ added appreciably to her value* 
Indeed* her treatment of literature and her acceptance of the 
novel as an important type of literature still cause her to 
have a significant place In a consideration of the origin and 
development of the novel as It is known today*
^ "D© la Literature consideree dans sea Rapports 
avee lea Institutions Sociales** XXI (1313)* 47 and 2*
Vote the neo-classical terminology*
^ Ibid.* p* 2* Kote the similarity of this theory 
to Johnson1* theory expressed In the tenth chapter of H&saelas, 
in the "Preface to Shakespeare** and In "John Dryden*" "from 
Lives of the English Poets*
** M7>e la Llttferaturo consider^© dans sea Rapports avec 
les Institutions Social©*** XXI (1E13)* 47 and 2*
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Fanny Bur no y also Is important In any treatment of
the development of the novels Hazlitt declares:
Among those few persons who have kept the even tenor of 
their way, the author of Evelina, Cecilia, and Camilla holds 
a distinguished place* isjra* Radcliffefs enchantments drear 
and mouldering castles, derived a part of their Interest, 
we suppose, from the supposed tottering state of all old 
structures at the time; and lira* Xnchbaldfs Tature and Art 
would not have had the same popularity, hut tlmi ItTSllT^
In (In its main characters) with the prevailing prejudice 
of the moment, that judges and bishops wore not pure 
ahatractions of Justice ard piety. Miss Edgeworth1a tales, 
again, are a kind of essence of cossaon sense, which seemed 
to he called for by the prevailing epidemics of audacious 
paradox and insane philosophy*!
Almost alone among her fellow novelists Fanny Burney 
continued to write what might he called novels, not afflicted 
with Isas of various types.
Seott, however, eclipsed even Fanny Burney and
Madame de Steel in achievements and In contributions to the
development of the novel* Indeed, the critic declares:
For novel writing, in general, the Author of Toverlay has 
done much* First, he has made It a more creditable exercise 
of ability than it was previously considered and thus 
invited to it oany writers who sight otherwise have con­
sidered It unworthy of their regard. Butpboyond this he 
has shown then how they shoiald pursue It*
1 "Th. Wanderer," XXIV (1815), 335. This article 
dealing in detailed fashion with English novelists Is 
republished under the heading ”On the English T-ovelists” 
in W* C* Eazllttfa Works, edited by A* H. ' aHer and ."-mold 
Glover (London: J. ll!/'Sent, 1903), VIII, 106-132. To to In 
this passage the neo-classical term common sense, which, of 
course, is often applied to Miss Edgeworth#
^ "Waverley Kovels and Tales of ay landlord,” 
LV (1830), 77.
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Be has taught them that on whatever period, country or 
sphere of society, their fictions nay be laid, they mist 
first look forth upon nature. They must not indulge the 
untaught promptings of a wild imagination, but set down 
only that which they have first ascertained to be In accord­
ance with general truth,3-
Scott has also been indirectly beneficial to the reputation 
of the novel, in that he has demonstrated another way in 
which the novelist may be useful.
Without one word of direct precept, the Waverly Novels have 
made us feel more than any essays or lectures ever <4id, to 
^ 2at end history should be read, and in what maimer it 
should be written,
thus one sees that Madame de 3tael, Fanny Burney, and Scott
helped in increasing the repute of the novel and in defining,
to sons extent, its use, the contributions of these authors
ere chiefly in the field of the English novel, but Boccaccio
end other novelists in different countries also performed
their function in the development of the novel,
Boccaccio by creating and fixing the prose style of his 
country, had concentrated even the defects of the Decanoron, 
and forever given the tone to the Italian novel,*
In all of these statements, the reviewers reveal a 
conscious ness of the formative influences In the novel; but 
they do not write a great deal about the particular forms
1 Ibid*» p* 77, Mere note the terms Nature (the uni­
versal parent-- vith emphasis upon human ntittire , liow©ver), 
imagination (tintutored power of originating), learning, and 
experience —  all neo-classical. Compare with their use In 
A, Pooe1 a assay on Criticism, as reprinted In Smith and Parks, 
op, cit,, p,
2 "'Che Italian Novaliats," XIII (1R25), 177.
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which novels talcs or about the specific technique for each
form* However, several discussions of technique are notable,
•specially some with regard to the epistolary novel* Concern-
lag the respective merits of the letter**fom and the diary-
font, the reviewer of Charles et BTarle has this to say:
A series of letters requires, therefore, a series of Incidents, 
and Is hence less suited to those simple tales in which little 
»ore Is intended to be exhibited than the affections and 
caprices of an Irregular mind* For the exhibition of the 
rapid changes of such a character no form seems better suited 
than that which the diary form has been adapted by the author 
of this little tale.l
On the other hand, in an article on Richardson's 
works Mrs • Barbauld states that the bast form of narration is 
that in which the author is nerely a narrator because It "lays 
him under less restraint" than other forms* fhe let ter­
ms thod, she considers vital only when the major aim is a 
presentation of characters, not of plot* The epistolary 
Method, therefore, does not seem to be completely suitable to 
Richardson's material, since his novels "are narrative and 
the letters of most of his characters contain little more 
then a minute Journal of the conversations and transactions
o
in which they were exclusively engaged •
1 II (1803), 186.
A.L. Barbauld, "Th® Correspondence of Bariuol Richard- 
son, Author of Pamela, Clarissa, and Sir Charles Grandlson; 
selected from the Original Fes• bequeathed to his Family* Tb 
which are prefixed a Biographical Account of that Author and 
Observations on his ??rl tings," V (1H05), 732,24. See also 
"Madam©iselie de Tournon," XXXIV (1820), 375, for an attack 
on the letter form as destructive of "illusion."
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The consensus of opinion Is that the letter fom is
an unfortunate choice for any novelist under moat clreum-
stanees*^* Rigid Instructions hamper the progress of the
story and make the narration seem unnatural. Ihe diary
method and the method In which the narrator Is ai?>ply the
toller of the story and not an actor in the events are both
to be preferred to the epistolary method* Of the two* the
latter Is better because It allows the writer more freedom and
because It Is less likely to involve Improbability*
Upon this question, Haslltt quotes Dunlop’s statements:
In history there Is too little individuality* In poetry too 
such effort, to permit the poet and historian to portray the 
nexmers living as they rise* History treats of man, as it 
were, In the mass; and the individuals whom It paints, we 
regarded merely as principally in a public light, without 
taking Into consideration their private feelings, tastes, 
or habits* Poetry Is In general capable of too little detail, 
while its paintings at the same time are us really too much 
forced and exaggerated* hut in Fiction we can discriminate 
without Impropriety, and enter into detail without meanness* 
Hence it has been remarked that it is chiefly in the fictions 
of an age that we can discover the modes of living, dress and 
manners of the period.2
^ See F* Or# Black, The fop Is tolary Hovel in the Late 
Eighteenth Century (Kugene : University of Oregon Press, 1940), 
pPmi andTlid* Here Black uentions the same faults indicated 
above in considering the reasons for the decline of the 
epistolary form* He remarks upon the steady rise In epistolary 
novels from 1780 to 1790, reaching *& record of 191 novels In 
letters11 during the ten-yoar period* After 1788, wth« highest 
point* In annual production, there was a Steady decline1’ \mtil 
the method passed Into virtual disuse*
® *The History of Fiction: being a Critical Account 
of the Celebrated Prose Works of Fiction, from the earliest 
Greek Romances to toe Kovels of the Present Age,rt XXIV (1814), 
47* See P* L* Carver, "Kaslltt’s Contributions to the Edin­
burgh Review;* Review of English Studies, IV (1928), 375-393*
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ler* Haslitt states a distinct effort to distinguish between 
the novel end poetry; and this effort is important despite 
the false value which he ascribes to the novel# Certainly, 
he and other critics are beginning to consider the novel 
seriously, to note the differences between it and other 
literary types, not always to the detriment of the novel* 
these particular points made In the very conservative Min- 
burgh Kerlew reveal the progress made toward the establishment 
of the novel as an Important literary genre#
K Terms Expressing the Requisites of Novelists 
In their discussions of the new literary type, the 
reviewers do not give a great amount of attention to the person­
ality of the author S3 It Is revealed in his work# But they 
do sometimes list certain qualities which they believe should 
be possessed by good authors,* and the critical terms which 
they use are generally the traditional ones—  originality* 
power of conception and invention* genius * talent and others—  
all examined In the preceding chapter* itoeae terms are so 
often used loosely and Interchangeably that it la difficult 
to separate them#
Lite the reviewers writing in the Monthly Review, these 
critics deem originality praiseworthy, but not always necessary# 
Indeed, in true neo-classical fashion, they consider that, 
since the ancients have written upon all subjects, pur© origi­
nality Is unobtainable, that only novolty of selection and
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arrangement can be expected; that is* as Haxlitt saye* 
aal**s *we should begin by d©s troying the works’* or all 
•predecessors** of modern novelists*1 ihey* therefore* 
wandly applaud any sort of originality which appears* For 
example* one reviewer declares:
though the conception of the Ayrshire Legatees* however* Is 
net sew* the execution and details must be all.owed to be 
original; and* along with a good deal of twaddle* and too 
such vulgarity* certainly display very considerable powers 
both of humour, invention* and acute o b s e r v a t i o n * "
M e n  there ia* however* any measure of novelty of conception*
as is Scott*a work*3 the critics are delighted* Moreover*
they object—  but not too seriously—  to •obvious and abundant”^
imitation (copying of the manner* style* or material of
other authors) discoverable at times evon in Scott’s work*
They especially dislike the novelist’s imitation of his
own earlier work3 and greatly disparage those imitators of
1 “The Saint ^amaa Chronicle—  the Corning Chronicle—  
ih* Tines-- Che Hew Times—  the Courier* 3C**” XXXVIII (1823)*351*
2 "Annals of the Parish*H XXIX (1823)* 170* Hot® her© 
the use of the terms humour» Invention * and observat ion * denoting 
desiderata for authors* Wofce also tHs us© of '* tfi'So-classical 
ttra vulgar! ty*
3 “Tales of my Landlord," XXVIII (1817)*257* For other 
uses of originality see "Sir Andrew Vf’yllie of that Ilk*" XXXIX 
(1823)* XW; “Valerius,w XXXIX (1823)* 179; “LaSolitaire* Le 
Renegat* Ipslboe*” XL (1824), 159; “The Italian ^oveUst©*”
XLII (1825)* 192; “The Croppy*” LXI (1831)* 414; and “Yesterday 
in Ireland*” LII (1831)* 423*
4 "iTRnhoe,” XXXIII (1020), 2,
® "Wavorlsy Novela and Tales of ny I andlorci," t/V (1832),73,
Scott who "exaggerate” him "defects” In thoir Inartistic 
copies#1 Both originality (referring either to th e  power of 
Imagining or creating anew or to the talent for producing 
new arrangements) and imitation are used In much the same way 
me Edward Young employs them in his Conjectures on Original 
Composition* although the theory that absolute originality 
is impossible is store nearly akin to Pope♦ s concept*
One gets the same impression of the continuance of the 
eightecnth-century terminology in the reviewers* use of 
invention and conception* terms used in ter change ably and as 
synonyms of originality* In most eases* despite the similarity 
of the terras* the roviawsrs using invention and conception 
together appear to designate by the latter imagining or 
originating power and by the former term* the partially 
acquired talent for imagining and then fitting together 
episodes into a plot or qualities Into an Individual character^ 
But at tidies* especially when they use poetical with Invention* 
the critics refer to a sort of Innate Imaginative power* some* 
what akin to inspiration*5 The qualities denoted by the terms
1 "the Croppy,* LII (1831), 414-415,
8 See "Simple Talas," VIII (1806), 465; "The History 
of Fiction," XXIV (1814), 58; " Cor Inn e," XI (1007), 189; "T*» 
la LItterature du Midi de 1 •Europe*” XXV (1015)* 54j "The 
Italian novelists*” XLII (1825)* 193; "Women*" XXX (1818), 253; 
"Cloudesly*” LI (1830)* 146. For similar uses of the term in 
eighteen th—century criticism see J • Beattie* Bis & or ta t Iona
Moral and Critical (Londons Strahan and ?/"cVdeli\ 1785),
p» 5X 0; J* 'Addison* Dorics (London: Bohn* 1B91)* III* 422#
3 "Annals of the Parish*" XXXIX (1823)* 161*
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art desirable, but not essential attributes or an author; 
for, according to the critics, some very creditable novelists 
bars succeeded by substituting close observation for powers 
of Invention and conception* Lister, for instance, has a 
mind that la "observant, acute, and just, rattier than inven­
tive, and his sensibilities are more true and gentle than en­
grossing and profound*" Yet "nothing can exceed the truth 
sad keeping of tils sketches »«• fro z real life*111
Kvon more to bo cow ended than invention and conception, 
of course, is the possession of genius* Like the preceding 
terms, genius is used somewhat loosely* It usually indicates 
natural talent of a general sort, but some times it denotes a 
limited specific faculty like imagination, or occasionally a 
kihd of spirit—  a meaning which it had in classical criticism* 
Its presence is always marked by these reviewers; and its ab­
sence, lamented* Genius alone is not at Its best, however* 
Usually, in true neo-classical tradition, it wins more ex­
travagant plaudits when it is itself somewhat restrained*
All reviewers, however, attest its power; and one 
critic writes of VZaverleyz
Zt is wonderful what genius and adherence to nature [universal 
btnsn behavior] will do. In spite of all disadvantages* Her© 
is a thing obviously very hastily, and, in many places very 
unskilfully written—  • • •; and yet, by the mere force and 
truth and vivacity of Its colouring, already casting the 
whole tribe of ordinary novels Into the shade and taking Its 
place rather with the moat popular of our modern poems, than
1 “Arlington," L'fl (1852), 149.
with the rubbish of provincial romances.^
In fact, genius nearly always atones for defects that might 
not otherwise be overlooked* Madame de 3tael has great de­
fects, but they are "the defects of genius*"^ Maturin, "strain 
lag to reach the sublime," often produces "the ridiculous"; 
but such Is his "undoubted gonius” that his failures lead 
only to "regret In every adrairer of talent," not to "wicked 
a m u s e m e n t * "3 jn moot of the preceding passages, genius ree­
fers to superior Innate ability, to originality, or to a 
person possessed of such talents; but here the word Is closely 
akin to a kind of spirit:
the genius of the writer, like that irregular offspring of fire 
the Potheen of his native land, has not only a strength, but 
a wildness of flavor about it, which it would be in vain to 
look for in productions more amenable to the gauge of criti­
cism**
thIs passage suggests the untamed genius theory which one is 
accustomed to associate with the Roraantic Age in English 
literature; and if a great number of similar uses occurred in 
the criticism, much might be made of it* hut a great number
^ "Waverley," XXIV (1314)# 203# For a similar use of 
terms see "Waverley Kovels and Tales of my Landlord," L/ 
(1832), 75*
® "Fableau HIstorique de l'&tat et des Pro-Tres d© la 
Littersture Prancaise depuls 1789," XXXV (1021), 178*
^ "Welmoth, the Eanderer," XXV (1821), 355* Note the 
use of the neo-classical sublime*and conpare it with the use 
of the term In E* Burke, Works (London; Henry Hahn, 1364) I, 
67—178* In addition, for another expression of the need for 
Maturin to "control" his genius—  this time by rules—  see 
"Women," XXX (1818), 356*
4 "Tale* of the O'Hara Family, iLIII (1835), 264.
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to not appear here* Host of the tlsn* the crlties itse the 
term in such a vague fashion that It may be Interpreted as 
meaning a spsolflc talent, general talent,1 or oven a kind 
of Inspiration, though the last maning is always the most 
doubtful* For Instance, the reviewer writes of Boblnson 
Crusoeg
Us It was the first fof his acknowledged r o m a n c e s It was 
decidedly the best; it gave full scope to hla genius; sand 
the subject mastered his prevailing bias to religious- con­
troversy, and the depravity of social life, by confining him 
to the tfi3Sophlstlc&t :? views of nature and the human heart#2
to matter what thu nteanlng of the tern may be, however, there 
IS no doubt that It la a desirable adjunct to any writer's 
other qualities* Indeed, in the opinion of many critics, it 
is act absolute essential* Tlth these opinions most of the 
critics of the eighteenth century would have been in complete 
agreement; and, as a natter of fact, most of these uses of 
genius can eaelly be discovered In neo—class leal criticism 
of the dra®a end poetry*** Certainly both the theory of the 
need for regulating genius and the attitude that genius Is 
to be forgiven minor defects have a "Popean* aomd* The 
latter thought, Pope expresses in his wPreface to the Trans­
lation of Homer's Iliad*” and the former, in his An Essay
^ Closely associated with genius Is the tern talent* 
usually denoting ability of either a specific or a general 
nature* Por uses of the tern see "Simple Mies,” VI'Il (1806), 
467; *waverley,» XXIV (1814), 20; *Le Solitaire,” XL (1024), 
160; and "Eugene Aram,* LV (1852), 212*
2 *? too© Ira of the Life and Tines of Paniol Oofoe,M L 
(1830), 420.
^ For similar uses of the term by earllor critics 
see A* Pope, Tories, Courthope edition (Tendons 1806), X, 532; 
j* T/arton, Kssay on Pops (Londons 1806), I, 169*
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CP Criticlad# Moreover, Addison in bis Lpectafcor and 
Johnson In his lives of the Poets us© the torn very much 
as these reviewers do*
imagination, with which fancy is associated just as 
It has boon in the criticism of the two preceding centuries, 
is another desirable quality for a novelist* It is perhaps 
worthy of not that the critics-- again In the neo-classical 
tradition—  favor an imagination or fancy ruled by reason* 
Fancy* which Is even more vaguely used than the tern Imagi­
nation* denotes at times a wild form of Imagination, completely 
unrelated to reality* Certainly that la what it appears to 
mean here:
In comparing tbia #ork then with the former productions of 
the same master hand, it Is impossible not to feel that 3© 
are passing In a good degree from the reign of nature and 
reality, to that of fancy and romance; * * .
In the treatment of Chateaubriand, however, fancy appears
with sublime; but this sublime Is not that used by Longinus*
Instead, it suggosts the eighteenth-century usage, for
the reviewer reu&rks facetiously about "how dangerous
o
It is for a Frenchman to aeddlo with the sublime*f 
The reviewer of Granby adds the thought that
^ "Iv&nhoe and the Fovela and Toles of the Author
of -averley-" XXXIII (1820), 8* Lee also Mademoiselle 
de Tournon, XXX17 (1820), 573, whore Acottfs "humor and
farcy," (referring to his sympathetic sens© of the Incon­
gruous and his playful imaging power) are mentioned*
^ "Mademoiselle de Tournon," XXXiV (1520), 373*
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it; la desirable for fancy to bo controlled by "a directing 
and superintending judgment*"^*
Moreover, this same "superintending judgment" Is 
evidently needed for Imagination. Certainly authors aro 
commanded for having It* Scott, for example, receives 
great praise because he is *Vie master of his imagination, 
rather than the slave *M No "utteror of eloquent ravings,” 
he seems instead "to have looted forth upon nature, . . * , 
from the watchtower of a caiman ding Intellect".2 Maturin, 
on the contrary, lets his Imagination run riot; and the re­
viewer* s opinion of the author* s "foaming at the mouth and 
falling into convulsions*3 is clearly expressed* The ex­
aggeration, the unrestrained effusion of the romantics Is not 
for him. In most of the passages mentioned and in others^ 
Imagination denotes an Imaging power using as its materials 
objects In nature which It reflects or heightens* But It 
say sometimes deal with mere fancies; It may be closely akin 
to inspiration as it Is in this passage on Hichter:
he exhibits an imagination of singularity, nay, on the whole 
of a truth and grandeur, unexampled eleewhero* In his dreams 
there la a mystic complexity, a gloom, and amid the dim, 
gigantic, half-ghostly shadows, gloamings of a wizard
^ XLIII (1326), 376* For a similar Insistence on 
a curb for fancy see Jeffrey* s review of Waver ley Hovels,
LV (1832), 7B*
® "Waverley Hovels and Tales of my Landlord, LY (1832),
73*
3 "Melmoth, the Wanderer,” XXX/ (1821), 354*
4 See, for instance, "Bracebrldg© hall," XXXVII
(1822), 350.
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splendour, which recall to us the visions of ISzekiel*^
Here is a far-off echo of Longinus1 theory and wore than a
suggestion of Sidney's belief In the inspired imagination*2
Then there is Bazlitt's statement, implying Goler idge ?s 
3
concept of the imagination as an innate and inspired faculty 
for perceiving, fusing, and recreating*
This intuitive perception of the hidden analogies of things, 
or, as it may be called, this Instinct of imagination* is 
what stamps the character of genius on Fha productions of art 
more than any other circumstance; for it works unconsciously, 
like nature, and receives its impressions from a kind of 
inspiration#*
Hazlitt's nature has the meaning given it by the German critics —  
creative spirit (Geist) or force in the universe, evolving 
and obeying its own laws* This universal creative spirit, 
interpenetrating the mind of the author, provides him with in­
spiration and a sort of occult understanding and impels all 
his faculties toward creativity. This sort of imagination, 
acting according to Its own laws, s^me reviewers believe desirable 
But most of them remain suspicious of uncontrolled imagiration 
and attempt no analysis of imagination or fancy. Theirs
1 "Jean Paul Richter's Leben," XIVI (1827), 192.
o
See Longinus, nr\ the Sublime, tr, by Tf. R. Roberts, 
reprinted in S-ith and Parks, o p. cit., p p . 8 4 - 8 5 ;  and Sir 
Philip Sidney, Ant Apologle for Poe trie * reprinted i n  Sulth and  
Parks, op. cit., p . 216*
^ See S* T. Coleridge, Complete Tories (New York: Shodd, 
1884), III*' 175, and IV, 54. See also I. A. Richards, Coleridge 
on the Imagination (London: Harcourt Brace and Co., 1935), 
passim*
4 "The Wanderer,” XXIV (1815), 323*
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la fee ancient concept of the fuse’s Inspiration of poets, 
a concept which led to the theory of the furor poet lens or 
of the wild enthusiasm deemed in need of a curb from Plato*s 
time on*
Besides imagination, the reviewers mention many 
other special requisites for authors—  knowledge, eloquence,^ * 
and good sense (a feeling for that which is universally suit-
o
able),* among them* Knowledge, the critics boliev© to be 
especially desirable—  "knowledge of effect";** knowledge of 
"the genuine feelings of the mind in ordinary situations**;4 
even fee less desirable sort possessed by Madame do Steel, 
"knowledge of those dark and secret workings of the heart, 
by which, misery is so often elaborated from the pure elements 
of the affections*"® tTsually, however, the emphasis is upon 
general human nature, as here, where the reviewer remarks that 
Anastaslus "abounds in eloquent and sublime passac00#-~ in 
sense,—  In knowledge of history,-- and in knowledge of human 
character;—  but not in wit*"®
 ^See "Fablean Historlque de lfhtat efc des Progres de 
la Literature Franealse depula 1789," XXXV (1821), 178*
2 See "Granby," XLIII (1826), 396*
3 "The Collegians," LII (1831), 427*
4 "Elisabeth," XI (1808), 452.
3 "De la Literature consider©** sans ses 5?ap ports avce
lea Institutions Social©o," XXX (1013)*
® "Anaatasius XXXV (1821), 112* Note here the atten­
uated sublime* and the use of wit as a sort of ingenuity based
rather upon ?ancy than upon judgment presumably, since it 
appears almost o posed to sense*
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In addition to knowledge and the other qualities already 
indicated, the re viewers mention many others • One reviewer 
writs* of Fielding*a "humour (a sense of the ridiculous and 
Incongruous) and his tenderness,"3- of Smollott'a "aptitude* 
for representing the "humours {temporamanta resulting from 
bodily fluids) of his dramatis personae,11^ of Marivaux** 
lack of * talent* (inventive power)#^ Another mentions Cap­
tain MarryaJt* a "ahreird insight into peculiarities of 
character*"^ Still another, whose analyses are reasonably 
good, remarks upon Jane Austen's genius for ridiculing human 
foibles, her "nicely regulated vein of humour," and her *un~ 
deviating good s e n s e M i s s  Hdg© orth, tco, he commends 
for her "clearness, practical good sonso, a > t acute Insight
•y
Into motives of human conduct.*10
Imagination or fancy, genius, originality, Invention, 
knowledge of human nature and of principles of composition. 
ability to delineate character, wit, humor, and good sense—  
these are the terms diich the reviewers use to denote
qualities desired In a novelist. there is not one which
would not have appealed to a critic of the preceding century*
 ^"Fableau d'Historique de I'/.tat des frogrea de la 
Lltterature Freneaise," XXV (1821), 178*
2 "The Naval Officer," LII (1831), 136.
® *Wognan A» They Are," LI (1830), 447—450. Sea also
"Harrington," XXVIII (1817), 396 for a similar *1*0 of terms*
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Sosa© few meanings of terms have romantic implications; but 
most of these can be found In Edward Youngfs Conjectures on 
Original Composition or in Edmund burke1a writings* Only 
Haslitt's discussion of Imagination appears indicative of 
newer thought* To the end of the period these critics 
have a tendency to repeat eight©onth—century patterns with 
few innovations in style or approach*
B Terms Used in Expressing 
The
Requisites for the Kovel 
Closely akin to the special requisites for the suc­
cessful novelist were* obviously , the requisites for the 
successful novel* Moreover, before discussing specific terms, 
it may be helpful to examine a few passages about popular 
prose fiction of the day in order to form a composite picture 
of the reviewer*s conception of the qualities of a good novel* 
As Miss Edgeworth herself exemplified many qualities 
desired in a novelist, so her works exemplify the desiderata 
in a novel* Concerning her Tales of Fashionable life the 
reviewer writes:
In our opinion, however, they are as entertaining as they 
are ins tractive and the genius and wit and imagination they 
display, are at least as remarkable as the justness of the 
sentiments they ao powerfully inculcate*!
Cumberland*s work wins no such accolade; for, though
possessed of many merits, it lacks Importance and interest*
* XIV (1809), 388•
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Xa fact* says the critic Hazlltt:
to t»» it appears that a story way possess novelty* probability* 
and variety in its incidents; that the incidents nay be arranged 
by the narrator* so as to keep us ignorant of the final issue 
till the last; that It may possess all th© ornaments which 
our author has enumerated-- a good style* characters well de­
fined and interesting in themselves, sentiments as sublime as 
any in Epictetus, and descriptions as fine as in the Romance 
of the Forest, or • * « nay, to crown all, we can even con­
ceive that the story shall be written in pros©?-- and yet* 
that with all these merits* which are all that our author 
requires* it shall be a string of events so unimportant or un- 
iMpassloned, that a second porsual would be quite insufferable* 
Rave we not seen Mr. Cumberland1s novels
Having so thoroughly criticized Cumberland* s novels for their
lack of importance and interest in incident* Hazlitt here
gives the reader further information about his idea of the
peculiar merits which novels should possess:
Halting to be better instructed* w© would merely hint at 
present, that the proper merit of a Romance consists in Inter­
est and Pathos* including in Pathos the ridiculous as well as 
the serious emotions, A romance is nothing if it does not 
preserve alive our anxiety for the fate of the principal 
characters* with a constant* though varied* agitation of 
the passions.2
Of Sterne’s novels* Hazlltt declares that* notwith­
standing their tf manner 13 rn and affectation** 3 those novels 
are "of the first o r d e r s *"3 continuing* Hazlltt makes an
1 "History of Fiction** XXIV (1315), 49.
2  P* 4 9 .
3 "The Wanderer*" XXIV (1815)* 333. See Henry C. 
Robinson* Diary* Remlnlaconses and Correspondence* edited 
by Sadler, "(London: Macmillan* 1869)' '£ * 48*5 for Tils coranent 
on K&zlltt’s review. He calls Hazlltt "contemptuous toward 
Miss Burney* "excellent" In his treatment of Fielding and 
LeSage* but "less pointed" In his remarks about Sterne*
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effort to analyse the technique of characterisation used by 
Sterne and Richardson*
Sterne9a are Intellectual and inventive, like Richardson* s 
but totally opposite in the execution* The one [sic] 
are aside out by continuity, and patient repetitions of 
touches, the others, by rapid and masterly strokes, and 
graceful opposition* His style is equally different from 
Richardson* a it is at tinea the most rapid;—  the most 
happy;—  toe most idiomatic of any of our naval writers*
It is the pure essence of English conversational style*
His works consist only of morceaux*—  of brilliant pass­
ages* ills wit is poignant, though artificial, and his 
characters {though the groundwork has been laid before), 
have yet invaluable original differences;—  and the spirit 
of the execution, the master strokes constantly thrown in­
to them, are not to be surpassed.^
Obviously, excellence of style, as well as excellence of 
character delineation and of wit, is desirable In a novel* 
Another reviewer adds to the list of desiderata 
for prose fiction such qualities as the Decameron possesses* 
He mentions variety of subject matter, “elegance *vr.d naivete" 
(whatever he may mean by those terms) of style, “purity of 
language,* and powerful descriptions, as well as "a truth, 
a pathos, and an exqulslto refinement of sentiment**'®
There are, of course, other requisites considered*
One exceedingly Important quality, not a l r e a d y  mentioned, Is 
unity* This Richter*s Leben lacks* but the unity oearned 
necessary Is not of too type which the neo—clawsicists have 
been wont to discuss* The reviewer wrlfcoa of Rich tors
53*
* Ibid., p. 49.
2 "De la Litterafcure du Kidi de l’t.uropo." XXV (1B15),
I6S
fisgarding his novels, vs raay say, that, except In some rev 
Instances, and those chiefly of the shorter class, they are 
not what, in strict language, we can term xml ties; with 
wwh pallida juncture of parts, it is rare that any of 
them leaves on us tn© impression of a perfect, homogeneous, 
indivisible whole* A true work of art requires to be fused 
is th© mind of its creator, and, as it were, poured f o rHx" 
•from his imagination, though not from his pen, at one 
simultaneous gush* Richter’s works do not always bear 
sufficient marks of having been In fusion; yet neither are 
they merely rivetted together; to say the least they have 
been welded*x
this unity is that of effect or Impression* Eioreover, under 
the figurative phraseology the s true two of a sound idea may 
be glimpsed" one which Coleridge expresses* In fact, the 
fusing power of the imagination suggests Coleridge’s “©samples- 
tie* Imagination* Closely related to this type of xmlty is, 
of course, the production of "the proposed effect*”® In case 
this effect is achieved, the means of Its achievement are 
not very Important* Nothing is said about determining 
whether or not the effect Is worth gaining* But the emphasis 
on effect is definitely in keeping with modern tondoncias* 
Certainly it is one point which Poe stresses*
Beviews appearing very late in the period add little 
to what has already been mentioned* But time and again one 
finds reiterated In them the theory of the need for realistic
^ “Jean Paxil Frederick Richter1 a Leben, nabufc 
CharacterIstlk seiner ^erke; von Koinrlch Roaring,* XLVI 
(1827), 192.
2 "Th# Croppy,” LII (1031), 413.
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and forceful character** For Instance, one reviewer values 
Arlington more highly than Granby or Herbert Lacey Mainly 
because the first novel has ’’strongly drawn and well con­
trasted characters# as well as greater power and finish of 
execution*
By way of contrast to the above passages, it may be 
Interesting to try a reverse approach and examine a passage 
in which t'TB reviewer Indicates what an Ideal novel should 
not be* the novel which calls forth the following vituper­
ative outburst is -ffllhelia Holster's Apprenticeship:
Vo us it certainly appears, after the most deliberate con­
sideration to be eminently absurd, puerile, incongruous, 
vulgar, and affected;—  and, though redeemed by considerable 
powers of Invention, and some traits of vivacity, to be so 
far from perfection, as to be, almost from beginning to end, 
m e  flagrant offence against every principle of taste, and 
every Just rule of composition* Though Indicating, In many 
places, a mind capable both of acute and profound reflection.
It Is full of mere silliness and childish affectation, and 
though evidently the work of one who had seen and observed 
much, It is throughout altogether unnatural, and not so 
properly improbable, as affectedly fantastic and absurd- 
kept, as It were studiously aloof from genuine and ordinary 
nature—  never once bringing us into contact with life or 
genuine character—  and where not occupied with the profession­
al squabbles, paltry jargon, and sesnlcal profligacy of 
strolling players, tumblers, and mummers * * * , is conversant 
only with incomprehensible mystics and vulgar men of whim, 
with whom, If it were at all possible to understand them. It 
would be a baseness to be acquainted*-
1 "Arlington," X,VI (1338), 159. 
8 XLII (1885), 414-415.
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Judging toy th** posoaga, ons m o * that a novel had to haw 
• m r a n  of m l  la* and natural eharacter*} It had to be 
ecrapoaed aseording to taate—  tout note that the taste seesn 
too to* the nvltnr'i ovn~> and to Just principles of ©crapes*- 
111*)* If not, not o w n  npow»r*ful deacrlp tion* and "glMtra 
<f earn and sprightly imagination”* oould redeem It in the 
aye* e£ a critic stio obviously consider* unnatural whatever 
1* wyfaall to
la s hart* if o»d may form a kind of synthesis* of the 
Idtoii f r a  many reviews* the composite Ideal novel may be 
described* Xt had to ha entertaining and instructive; I t  
had to ha written in an excellent style; I t  had to present 
Istvnstiag events* often fraught with passion or pathos*
Its subject natter was to be varied; Its  descriptions* power- 
fwl; Its charsetera* natural and appealing* Force and orlgl** 
aallty; unity of production of proposed effect;
fgtttdctt free violations of taste or of principles of com­
position; probability—  a ll sere to be added to the other 
eaceollencies* The berms expressing these desirable qualities 
and those denoting the undesirable ones aro* I f  on© ex** 
eepts perhaps unity of effect or impression, to be met with 
in the work of Johnson or of Addison or of Pope# j^nter- 
tftfaiiagT Instructive, sentiments* novelty* probability* 
variety* Interesting* ornaments* well-defined* genius, pathos*
1 XLII (18SS), 414-415.
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tytlfleial, purity, truth, sublime, beauty, taste, affected., 
incongruous, invention, vulgar, coarse, observe t Ion , m *  
natural, even imagination and genius—  all are old terms,
OT course, one does associate beauty and stiblime with the 
Longlnlan revival (quite apparent in the works of the pr©~ 
romanticists )| and Basiltt's emphasis on interest, passion* 
and pathos seems faintly romantic until one recalls that 
Bo Ilea u insisted first upon Interest and later upon rules 
and that the classicists ware very much concerned with a 
legitimate emotional effect.
But now to consider terms connected with specific 
phases of the novel—  with description, with style and 
language, with character, and with plot*
fhe term description has the obvious meaning-*-* the 
act or art of presenting a picture In words, -pic critics 
ware little concerned with it, natural scenery or background 
being of minor importance to them, Moreover, the reviewers 
are not as much interested in it as in other aspects of the 
novel. To Scott's descriptions, however, and to others like 
them, they give some slight attention, In general, the 
critics consider desirable a description which is effective 
and realistic. Some descriptions, such as those in lha 
King's Own, they merely term "bxcolXent,1*^  But wherein tli© 
descriptions are excellent, one is not told. Of Scott's Kteilworth, 
however, the reviewer writes:
1 LII (1880), 137
102
grwt eharsi and glory or the piece, however, consists 
In the magnificence and vivacity of the descriptions with 
which it abounds, and which set before our eyes with a fresh-* 
ness and force of colouring which can scarcely over be gained 
except by actual observation, all the pomp and stateliness, 
the glitter and solemnity, of that heroic reign**
More extravagantly laudatory consents are given to Scott*s 
descriptions than to the descriptions of any other authors.
In depicting * external” or ”na tural scenery” even the once 
popular Mrs, Radcliffe bows to the "magician of the Horth^ 
with his "rich and Judicious selection of Images,*”which 
convey a distinct impression to the mind,”® Scott*® "de­
scription of visible objects” places the reader In the 
situation of a spectator,” Jeffery i m p l i e s*3
The authors of Adam Blair and of Lights and Shadows
of Scottish Life are avowed Imitators of Scott; but their
descriptions lack a little of the flavor of the original,
[They]have formed themselves more upon the poetical, reflective, 
and pathetic parts of their co i on model; and have aimed at 
emulating such beautiful pictures as that of Br. Peter 
Fattison, the blind old woman In Old Vitality; arid the Bride 
of Lanmerraoor, the courtship at the Me maiden’s ?ell, and, 
generally, his innumerable and exquisite descriptions of the 
soft, simple, and sublime scenery of Scotland, as received 
in connection with the character of its rustic inhabitants
As far os theories of description are concerned, 
therefore, one con see that little information con be gleaned
1 "The Fortunes of Higol," XXXVIII (1022), 207,
® "vraverlsy Hovels and Tales of fJy Landlord, "I. V( 1832) ,69
3 Ibid. p. 69.
4 "Annals of the Parish," XXXIX (1823), 161.
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frcsn the f ore going critical comments* Almost the only point 
to bo made la that descriptions should as nearly as possible 
■liror the scenes which they attempt to represent and that 
all descriptions should be effective* But the question is how? 
This* the reviewers do not answer* Only Jeffrey makes any 
effort to do so* and his explanation does not go beyond 
Reynolds * theory expressed in the Discourses* The reviewers 
usually apply the old cliches seemingly without any fore­
thought* One sees at ©very turn such expressions as the ex­
ternal nature (the Invisible scenes). essence and the sublime 
(the attenuated eight©©nth-century term)* But there are 
also the somewhat newer terms—  like glory and fresh* much 
in the minority* lb© old ut plctura, poesls theory lingers*
The reviewers pay slightly more attention to style 
than to description* and their remarks upon style in general 
and upon the language used in novels are somewhat interesting* 
But again there is little that is new in terminology or in 
theory*
The reviewers admit the "charms" of a good s tyle •Fi­
nley say* to be considered good* a style should have various 
characteristics* which are dependent* in a measure, upon the 
type of the story Itself* Thus the style of an author*a writ­
ing In one novel may vary from that In another* as this 
costs©nt upon the style of the author of tho Provost shows:
3- "iSademoisell© de Tournon*" XX-. 17 (1B20)* 3B2*
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fh« style of his tProvost1 si narrative la exceedingly meri—  
tarlous; for while it is pitched on the selfsame key ot 
picturesque homeliness and deliberate method with that of the 
parish Annalist* it ia cwriously distinguished from it by a 
sensible inferiority in literature* and an agreeable Inter­
mixture of mal&props and other figures of rhetoric befitting 
the composition of a loyal chief magistrate***
A style should also have some life* timeliness, and vivacity*
I t  s h o u ld  ov®n Have variety.2 But It should navor be "Ilk®
a translation from solemn Latin, or some academical oxer-
citation*51^  :*or should a style be "fcoo elaborate and uniform*
Style is of such importance to Italian novelists that
they put the major emphasis upon "writing elegantly." 3\ich
elegance* of course* does not appeal particularly to the
nineteenth-century English reviewers; and one of them
criticises the style of the Decameron as being*5too musical
and diffuse-" Somewhat sarcastically he declares also that
Franco Sachetti Is "a great favourite with the Italian critics*
principally* • * * * on account of his style,55 since his
stories 55have little else to recommend them*" Bandollo*® style
also* the critic dislikes because it Is "rude and inelegant,
and disfigured by the provincialism of Lombardy.55^
1 XXIX (1823), 171*
2 "Valerius, A Honan Story,55 XXIX (1823), 180*
5 "Lights and 3hadows of Scottish Life," XXIX
(1823), 180*
4 "The Italian Hovelists,55 XLII {1825, 177* 184,
120* 198*
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But there are many English novels written In a 
style highly approved by the reviewers* Such Is the case 
with 0*Hara or 1798* which has an "unaffected and lively**-** 
style* Godwin*s Cloudssley is another such novel* Hazlitt 
writess
there is indeed, no falling off In point of style or command 
of language in the «ork before us* Cloudesley is better 
written than Celeb Williams* Hie expression is everywhere 
terse* vigorous, elegant*2
Moreover, Women A.a They Are la notable because of "the 
fluent ease and sparkle of Its style, to which even a pro— 
digallty of ornament imparts no portion of heaviness";^ and 
the style of Cyril fhomton* though It differs from that of 
Soaen As They Are, Is also good, being "rendered pleasant 
by its ready conversational flow, and unaffected picturesque— 
Good, too, Is the "bold, soldier—like" style of 
Stories of Waterloo*5
Occasionally, in the reviews of novels, there are 
lengthy treatments of the style of Individual authors* In 
one, style appears to refer to the specific impression made 
by the whole composition upon t he reader* The reviewer says 
of Lady Morganvs style:
1 XLIII (1825), 368.
P
LI (1850), 146, Gee also Hazlltt's eorrsnent on the 
"brilliancy, ea^e and faultless equality of Irving's style: 
"American Literature - Dr* Charming," l ( 1829), 510*
8 LI (1830), 451.
* LII (1330), 123.
5 LII (1830), 130.
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Flightiness and exaggeration are prominent characteristics of 
style* It is showy and gaudy, and there Is a certain splen­
did indistinctness about it*1
The reviewer remarks further upon Lady ^organ’s "energy and 
vividness*”, Hie preceding passage-- Indeed, all of this 
criticism of the style of various authors-- bears the 
imprint of the times* It is often nebulous or vague, some­
times pictorial, sometimes even apt, but seldom analytical 
or technical* There seem to be few specific principles 
upon which the criticism Is based* This fact is obvious to 
the end of 1832*
In other discussions of style, the critics often 
mention the language of the author* The author of Yesterday 
in Ireland, who has ”a correct, agreeable style,” uses 
language which Is described as "perpetually floating be­
tween the familiar and the romantic without exactly belong­
ing to either*"^ The language "appears to be taken”^ 
from the Haver ley Novels * As for Sir Walter Scott1 a own 
style and language, Jeffrey writes In an Horatian vein:
Beauty of style is not one of Sir Walter Scott’s chief 
merits* His choice of expressions is, however, better than 
his disposition of them* His sentences are too full of ex— 
plectives,-- too long, and loosely arranged; exuberant, like 
his fancy, and untrim-'ied, as If never subjected to a process 
of compression,—  a linae labor perhaps incompatible with 
the wonderful expedition with which work after work has 
Issued from the pres**3
1 "The Croppy, A Tale of 1798," LII (1831), 412.
^ LII (1832), 421* Rortian11 c here means strange.
^ "Haverley Novels and Tales of My Landlord," LV 
(1832), 76*
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Moreover, the style of Irving*s Sketch Book is notable 
for the ’bare and accuracy” expended upon it and for the 
"great purity and beauty" of tfo© diction, the latter al— 
seat compensating for Irving*a lack of "boldness of in- 
wen tion#"*
Moat of the comment® on the subject of style and 
language, one sees, seem general; some, very indefinite#
Ease and simplicity of style, as opposed to an exaggerated or 
unnatural style are necessities, however# Yet no distinct 
stylistic canon can be framed from these passages which are 
eh&r&eterlxed by a loose use of terms# A close examination 
of the terms reveals that most of them have been borrowed 
(with their meanings) from the eighteenth-century criticism# 
They are quite similar to those found in the Monthly Review# 
Such adjectives and nouns as elaborate# elegant# rude# ease# 
charm# lively# unaffected, energy, and beauty were at home 
in Pope’s writings; and less familiar terms like sparkle# 
showy# gaudy# fligh tineas# and indls tine tne a a seem in keep­
ing with the typical neo-classical works# But, of course, 
they do indicate the growing "picturesqueness" of the term­
inology# Fainly style means manner or method; but at least 
once It does refer to the general ton© or Impression of the 
whole work, much as it does In modern criticism.
XXXIV (1820), 160-162
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In their ccns ideratlon of character treatment the 
reviewers evince the same propensity toward the vague use 
of inherited terminology• they generally agree with the 
neo-el as si cists that characters should be roa'i :.s tic, should 
be true to nature, should be both probable and possible; 
but there Is a difference of opinion among them concerning 
what Is meant by these various terms* 3ora© Insist that 
characters should be copied directly from real people; 
others, that the characters should possess only generic 
traits or only universal traits and need not be—  should 
not be—  exact replicas of any living individuals* There 
is a general opposition to characters that are caricatured 
and exaggerated* There is a groat deal of insistence upon 
presenting such a knowledge of characters as raight be gained, 
not only from observing them, but also from penetrating by 
sons psychic means the innarraoat recesses of their minds 
and souls*
The characters in many novels are dubbed unreal 
©^extravagant"1 or "wooden?2 or "caricatures? 3 or merely 
"unpleasing*5to the reviewer In type. Caricatures^ so the 
critics say, are often the result of the novelists* attempts
3- "Charles at Marie", II (1003), 186-188.
® "Fleetwood, or The How Man of Peeling ," 7X1
(1605), 193* Ilofce the use of the term dramatis personae, 
borrowed obviously from dramatic criticism.
3 "L»onora", VIII (lf;06), 207.
1to depict "national character" or typos, ibis fact is mad©
clow in a vary good article on the works or Miss Edge—
•orth, Lady Morgan, and Mr* iianim* The reviewer says:
Whoever site down to draw an Irishman-- a Scotchman—  a 
Frenchman* will generally either exaggerate, for the sake 
of effect some one peculiarity, or try to combine* In the 
same person, so many qualities not ©o-existent* that the 
figure by being meant to resemble all Its countrymen* ceases 
to be like any* Hone, perhaps* haw been more caricatured 
than the Irish, but rather by the former than the latter 
process• 2
Miss Edgeworth Is successful in characterising the Irish 
with "force and fidelity"**; however. Lady Morgan is by no 
means the clever delineator of national characters that 
Maria Edgeworth is. Her characters do not seom to be 
"natural*. The Irish characters of Mr* Banlm are piore de­
sirable* being "forcible, true and char&cfceristic, but too 
often coarse or unpleasing •  ^ Uet evon he frequently 
exaggerates, especially when he wishes to "convey an opinion 
and "he forces It upon us* rather than leads us to It."**
Some reviewers insist not merely upon fidelity to 
type but also—  and especially-- upon universality of appeal 
and resemblance to general human nature* For Instance* the 
characters in Madame De 3 tael's Dolphins are said to have 
been drawn from real life; and the character of her Madane 
de Vernon is considered "to bo drawn with considerable skill
1 See "Sailors and Saints," III (1830), 133. See 
also "The Croppy, The Denounced* Yes ter day in Ireland* lie 
Collegians* The Rivals," LII (1831), 411.
& "The Croppy, The Denounced* Yesterday In Zroland, 
The Collegians, The Rivals," LII (1831), 411-413.
3 fl (1803), 174,
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by an author who has "lived long In the world and observed
if
It wall* * Another critic Judges the characters of Mrs* 
0plefa 3 top la thles to be especially Rood* and the reasons 
be gives are Aristotelian ones* He says:
Per wore serious sympathy we must be made to feel that the 
sentiments and actions of the characters are such as must 
inevitably belong to all persona in their situation and it 
is on the delicate adaptation of their language and conduct 
to their circumstances, and not to any supposed peculiarity 
in their character, that the success of the writer will 
generally depend* It will be found accordingly, we believe, 
that almost all the fine traits of natural expression that 
are quoted and remembered, from the dramatists and greater 
poets, both ancient and modern, derive their whole beauty from 
this perfect and beautiful conformity to general and universal 
nature, and that they reach the heart of every reader just 
because every reader perceives at once that they express the 
concentrated and appropriate emotion, which it Is natural for 
persons in such circumstance to feel* there is no need for 
the representation of Ideal individuality*2
In general, verisimilitude of son© sort is a requisite* 
Hannah Sere's Coeleba In Search of a ^ife contains some charac­
ters that are not realistic; but the realistic onus—  es­
pecially those with some faults—  give til© no^l a measure of 
p r a i s e Praiseworthy also are the characters of Madame 0© 
Souza, for they "are touched with a delicacy, a discrimination
and a truth which throw an air of perfect reality over the
4painful story to which they belong*"
1 II (1B03), 174.
8 VIII (1006), 466.
3 XIV (1009), 146.
"Uademolsell, de Toumon," XXXIV (1020), 376. 3eo 
also "Granby,” XLIII (1826), 406, for praise of "delicate 
portraits” drawn with a sort of "painter*a excellence,”
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LUqswIm * the characters of Joan Paul Richter, In
W M  oama* ooom actually to haw life* Their thoughts* as
well os their outward charac tor is tics and mannerisms * are
presented to the readers* But other characters of his are
potently Inartistic creations* They laclc true semblance to
life* Ihe reviewer has this to say of Richter1 s characters:
In this latter province* certainly* he la at home; a true 
poet* o maker; his Slebenkas* his Schmelsle* even his Fibel, 
and Plxle In are 1 ivfng figures; but In heroic personages, 
paaalonate, massive, overpowering as he Is, we have scarcely 
even a complete ideal; art has not attained to the conceal­
ment of itself* VJlth his heroines again ho is more success­
ful; they are often true heroines* though perhaps with too 
little variety of character; bustling* buxom mothers and 
housewives * with all the caprices* perversities* and warm 
generous helpfulness of women; or white* half angelic creatures* 
seek* s till* long-suffering* high-minded* of tenderes t af­
fections* and hearts crushed yet uncomplaining* Supernatural 
figures he has not attempted; and wisely* for he cannot write 
without belief*1
'Brus it is evident that* on occasion* Richter is what Sidney*
following the Greek critics* called a great poet* a true
•maker? a kind of creator of new forms of men*^
Ttsm author of Cloudesley is not such a writer* He
draws characters in order to analyse them scientifically as
examples* not to make them appear to be real characters*
each an individual* His hero remains "a characterless* passive*
inefficient agent to the last*"^ As for all his characters,
the writer does not call characters from the dead* or conjure 
teem from regions of fancy* to paint their peculiar* physiognomy*
^ "Jean Paul Richter*s Leben*" XLVI (1027), 192* note 
here the Horatlan ars cel a re artem*
® LI (1850)* 145* See also Hazlltt,s coament on 
characters of J* P* Cooper* which are drawn 11 to the life" but 
which have had Hno motion* put Into them* "American Literature*" 
L (1829)* 512*
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<*r tell ms their story, so much as (like the anatomist} to 
dissect and demons trate on the Insertion of the bones, the 
springs of the muscles, and those understood principles 
of life and motion which are common to the species.* How, In 
the novel, we want tJm  individual, not the genus *1
The author*s great mistake, in the reviewer’s opinion, is,
not only that he falls to make his characters true to the
general characteristics of human beings, but that he fails
completely to Individualise his characters, to give to each
a particular personality which makes him a reality, not a
sclent if Ic object lesson* This, we admit to be sound
technical criticism*
The author of the article entitled "Women 4s They
Are* has a great deal to say*—  m a t  of It very apt criticism--
•heat characterisation* He declares It to be t'-o "object of
<>
the novelist* to "delineate human ;iature,**’' and he aays that 
Kiss Edgeworth*a sketches of character are "admirable as far 
as they go; we only complain that they do not always go deep 
enough** Kiss Austen, on the contrary, appears to go too 
deep, for momm of her readers, in her seal for "fidelity of
mSdelineation#*^ Her readers, not considering, a© did Horace,
that "the highest triumph of art consists In Its conceal- 
3xaent," failed to perceive her merit* Completely unaware, 
they remained of her remarkable art "of making her readers 
intimately acquainted with the characters of all whom she
m3
describes• Strangely enough, the reviewer believes that
1 Ibid.. p. 152.
8 LI (1830), 445-448.
3 Ibid.. p. 442-452.
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Susan Ferritr, despite occasional Improbabilities,
combines much of Hiss Austen*a skill in portraying character* 
and her nice perception of its more delicate shades, with a 
far greater knowledge of picturesque effect* and ma t  may be 
called the poetry of her art, and a power to excite a deep 
Interest, and to cope with difficult situations and violent 
emotions, and to display them successfully*!
Moreover, Mrs* Goro*s characters, though they are sometimes
•picturesquely sketched,* sometimes drawn with •happy dis—
c r i m i n a t i o n , aeera nice "figures moving across the magic
lantern of society," ^ people with vh ora the "reader is not
rendered Intimately acquainted.”2 Hot even their dialogue la
"sufficiently characteristic** Indeed, most of them "speak
the same language •*** In addition, Mrs* Gore "frequently
exalts the characters of those whose chief pursuit is
pleasure, while she lowers those whose time is nore usefully
employed*"^
In short, in the review of "Women As ihoy Are," as 
well as in other reviews, the critics agree that caricatures, 
exaggerations, and unreal characters are to be deplored; that 
variety, discrimination, appropriateness, an air of reality, 
universallty, good taste, and noral excellence are to be 
sought in all characterizations • All the terns are of neo- 
classical origin* These same Ideas are advanced in several 
articles concerning the famed novelists of an earlier century, 
as well as in those concerning Miss Burney and 3cott of the 
nineteenth century*
1 Ibid** p .  4 4 9 - 4 5 2
2 Ibid.. p. 452.
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H&xlltt's review of 'The -aaderer contains obser­
vations based mainly on the desiderata mentioned separately 
In other reviews, but this time applied to famous novelists 
of both eighteenth and nineteenth centuries # Therefore, 
it merits at least some attention* Hazlitt says that "the 
characters in Don Quixote are strictly individual; that is,
they do not belong to, but form a class by themselves
But those of Qll Bias are the opposite* "Thar® la very little
Individual character*2 in tills work* The author, L© Sage,
does not take the elements of human nature, and work them 
up into new combinations (which is the excellence of Don 
Quixote); nor trace the peculiar and striking combinations 
of folly and knavery as they are to be found in real life,
Hies Fielding; but he takes off, as it were, the general, 
habitual impression, which circumstances make on certain 
conditions of life and moulds all his characters accord­
ingly* All the persons whom he introduces, carry about 
with them the badge of their profession; and you see little 
more of them than their costume***
His characters then remind one somewhat strikingly of the 
old type-masks worn in Roman comedies, each mask representing 
a peculiarly typical character* There is little or no 
evidence of the true elements of humanity, of the universal 
feelings and thoughts, or even of individualised actions*
Hot so with Fielding# Although his Tom Jon©3 has been ad­
versely criticised because of its moral—  or lack of it—  
and especially because of "the want of refinement and el­
egance In the two principal characters,”2 the treatment
1 XXIV (1315), 324-331
2 Ibid* * pp* 324-331*
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of character la praiseworthy since it gives evidence of the 
author9s "profound knowledge of human nature—  at least of 
English nature Fur the more ,
Fielding was a master of what may he called the double 
entendre of character, and surprises you no loss by WH&t 
he leaves in the dark, (hardly known to the persona them- 
solves), than by the unexpected discoveries h© makm of the 
real traits and circumstancea in a character with which, till 
then, you find you were unacquainted.
Richardson, on the contrary, seldom leaves any tiling "in the 
dark"; and his "nature is always the nature of sentiments 
and reflection, not of impulse or situation.*1^  Ills, in a 
way, unfortunate that he "furnishes his characters on 
©very occasion, with the presence of mind of the author,"^ 
and that he deadens "all actual objects and feelings" by 
presenting them "through a medium which may be true to 
reason, but is false in nature#"^ Yet they do have an air 
of reality, and Bichardson does attempt to depict their 
thoughts and feelings. O f WBss Burney, Haslltt says just ifoat 
the other critics do, that she is "of the old school, a 
mere coenmon observer of manners, " ° that her characters here 
are "all caricatures."  ^ Turov, viout the article, one d>a©rves 
that Basiltt uses tbs neo-classical terms—  caricature, 
reason, nature, real, general, and individual-- w i t h  new ones.
1 PP* 324-331.
2 Ibid.. p. 119.
® Ibid.. pp. 336-337.
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Row to consider Scott* He la not accused of present­
ing carlestrures, own though some of his characters are far 
frcra realistic* He Is said, by the critic* to possess "a 
truly graphic and creative power in the Invention and de- 
llneatlon of character*.nl lnd««d, bo akotoh«a hla Imagln- 
ary people with such "ease* brilliancy* and profusion” that 
he some times "reminds us of Shakespeare*"21 Moreover* con- 
earning his portraits of poor people* Jeffrey declares (In
a somewhat Wordsworthian vein* the exact reversal of the 
neo-class leal concept of gentility):
She great merit of all these delineations Is their admirable 
truth and fidelity—  the whole manner and art of the characters 
being accurately moulded on their condition and the finer at­
tributes that are ascribed to them* so blended and harmonised 
with the native rudeness and simplicity of fchcir life and 
occupations* that they are made interesting and even novel 
beings* without the least particle of foppery or exaggeration* 
and delight and amuse us without trespassing at all on the 
province of pastoral or romance*^
Even in Ihe Black Dwarf* where toe major character "is a 
little too much like the hero of a fairy tale*"*5 there are
1 "Sales of My Landlord*" XVIII (1817)* 194*
^ I°ld** PP* 194-200* hith regard to the comparison 
of Scott with Shakespeare note that In a latter review Jeffrey 
remarks that the novelist is not on a par with Shakespeare* 
since "the best drawn cliaracteis," of the former "make \m feel 
as If we saw and heard them*" but those of the latter "as If 
we had lived with, them and they had opened their hearts to 
us"* "Waverley So vels, * L V (1832),65-67• For o ther ins banco 3 
of comparisons of Scott and Shakespeare in other Journals see 
Athenaeisa,II (1829)* 337-340; Blackwood1s Edinburgh -'agazlno. 
XIX (18^0), 152; and Monthly Bovlew* Xnvjl (1820) , 543-5477“
3 Ibid.. pp. 194-196.
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other characters "who are as real* intelligible* and tan­
gible beings* as those with whom we are made familiar In 
the course of his other productions Throughout Scott1 s
works, however* there are both probable and improbable 
characters. Diana In Rob Roy cannot be called realistic* or 
even possible* though she la "a very bright and felicitous 
creation."^ Moreover* "the Inconsls tency in Cleveland1 a 
character is a blemish on The Pirate, and there is lack 
of "eternal and universal nature" in the characters In 
The Fortunes of Nigel, Also* even though the characters in 
Scott’s historical novels* for the most part "are specimens 
of a class,"* in whom there Is much of "the true spirit of 
history*" his heroines are very frequently Improbable,
But Jeffrey* like a true romanticist* condones this failing. 
He says:
It is plain that if Minna or Rebecca had been drawn with 
strict regard to probability and made just s\ich as they were 
most likely to have been* one of the great objects of fiction 
would have been reversed; the reader would have been repel­
led Instead of being attracted.5
fhere is a kind of poetic haze cast over the two characters 
which adds to their effectlvneas•
^ Ibid.* pp* 194-196*
2 "Rob Roy** XXIX (1817)* 410.
5 "The Fortunes of IUgel*" XXXVII (1022)* 204-205.
^ "Waverley Hovels and Tales of My Landlord*" IV 
(1832)* 67.
5 Ibid., pp. 67-69.
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thia poetical tone pervades, more or loss, fch© delineations 
of all hia heroines; and the c ha I'm which it Imparts, perhaps 
■ore than counter—balances the detrimental tendency of 
sameness *1
It la clear that Scott1 a characters, particularly his women 
characters, might ha greatly Improved; yet the critics are 
fairly veil satisfied with the characters as they are* As 
a flutter of fact, much as the critics may talk of the need 
for realistic characters drawn from life and cleverly handled, 
they continue to regard Scott’s characters as being on the 
whole satisfactory even when they lack probability and veri- 
similitude*
Concerning the treatment of characters, then, one 
m j  draw several conclusions* In general, the reviewers de­
plored exaggerated characters and type-characters and Insisted 
that characters be probable and verisimilar* lb that end, 
they urged writers to study human nature, then to draw 
characters that would be true to it, and from their Imagin­
ations to add details making each character Individual* 
However, famous novelists whose characters and stories 
possessed great Interest were sometimes forgiven for creating 
improbable personages* Such was the case with. Sir Walter 
Scott* Even in his case, however, the reviewers preferred 
his historical characterisations based upon the general qual­
ities of the people of an era to his specific historic 
portraits* In short, the Aristotelian ideal still prevailed*
1 PP. 67-69.
Variety, universality» probability or an air of 
reality, dlswrixalna tion, proprloty (of speech and action) 
or suitability {to personality, occasion, and type), general 
cons is tency—  all of these terms occur constantly. All des­
ignate the type of characters which Aristotle in his Poetics 
considered good and which the neo-classicists adopted fr<sa 
him, Addison, one remembers (az&ong others), stx*esaad variety 
Johnson, verisimilitude achieved by universality accompanied 
by details appropriate to each type; Dryden, suitability*'1'
Then there is also the matter of the common or low characters, 
which shows Wordsworthian influence* In short, there is here 
a blend of classical, neo-classical and romantic terms, 
with the classical and neo-classical groatly in the majority*
What was true of the tern character is true of
plot* It is not bo much with the ra&jor tern plot that the
reviewers are concerned as with the various requirements of 
plot mentioned. The term usually refers to the plan or 
mechanical structure of the story, or often to the story as 
a whole* fc'Ith regard to the requirements of plot, the re- 
viewers often advocate excellency of design or structure 
and unity of place and action. Despite the fact that the
1 5ee J, Adilson, -Vorks, edited by G, A, Greene,
(Few York: Derby and Jackson, 18S5) VI, Op© eta tor, Eo, 267
ff*. S* Johnson. Preface to Shakespeare, as reprinted In Smith 
and Parks, op* cit,, pp, 3T7-44S; J* Hryden, Essays, ed,
Tim P* Ker (Oxford, 1900), I, 116-153*
**
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various critical term# and theories are not always definitely 
explained, in general the Ideas seem definitely traditional, 
the only exception—  if It may be called one—  being unity of 
effect or i&preaslon already discussed above
lixe need for unity of action and the means for achiev­
ing it are given in the review of Charles et Marie* from wh i ch 
1 quote:
there Is a kind of unity of action necessary to the dignity 
of a narrative, which digressions so frequent would destroy,
The Incidents, accordingly, must all be great in themselves, 
or, if In themselves unimportant, be great at least in the 
permanence of the emotions which they leave; and to them 
oust be sacrificed all those 1000 fleeting circumstances, 
andHeeting feelings, which best display the varied suscept­
ibilities of human passion, and which interest us more be­
cause being leas easily foreseen, we are less prepared to ex­
pect them,”
That Richardson1© Clarissa wins mild admiration from 
Mrs* Barbauld la in part due to the complete simplicity of its 
plot. She writes:
The plot, as we have seen, Is simple, and no under plots inter­
fere with the main design, no digression, no episode. It is 
wonderful that, without these helps of common writers, he 
could support a work of such length* With Clarissa It begins, 
and with Clarissa it ends* 7»e do not come upon unexpected 
adventures and wonderful recognitions by quick turns and 
surprises; • « ,*
^ See "Jean Paul Rich tore Leben,” XX# VI (1827),
192 and "The Croppy" LII (1831), 413*
2 n  (1003), 105.
"The Correspondence of 3amno1 Richardson,” V (1304)*
28.
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Her use of staple recogrnltions, design. and other terms, as 
well as her interpretation or the simple plot, strongly sie­
ges ts Aristotle1 a Poetics# In other reviews there are also 
classical and neo-classical terms. There is the mention or 
"inartificial texture"^* or the machinery or plot in Hannah 
More*s Coeleba in Search of a Wife, and there is criticism 
of the deficiency apparent "in design and tmity1*^  of ScottVs 
Abbot. The reviewer considers this latter flaw In some detail 
saying that
as a historical sketch, it has neither beglnn'.ng nor ending; 
nor does the time which It embraces possess any particular 
interest, in and for a history of Roland Graeme, which is 
the only denomination that can give It coherence; the narrative 
is not only too alight and Insufficient in Itself but Is too 
much broken In upon by higher persons and weightier affairs 
to retain any of the Interest Thich It might otherwise have 
possessed.3
In general, many novels of the period have plots that are to 
be criticized because of their lack of imity or faulty design; 
and terms like unity, recognition, beginning, and end constant­
ly remind one of earlier epic and dramatic criticism#
In addition to the ones mentioned above, a number of 
other novels may be cited which lack good plots. For instance, 
the author of Cyril Thornton has expended no great efforts in 
plot cons true tion; yet his efforts have succeed ?d In stringing
1 XIV (1809), 146.
2 "Th» Portuna of Hlgel,” XXXVII (1822), 206.
3 Ibid.. P» 206*
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together *sueh adventurer as his characters* experience would 
enable then to describe with the happiest effect.”1 Ih® 
simple, picaresque quality of this plot and other plots does 
not, hevmver, elicit a high degree of praise from the critic©, 
who s e w  usually to have reserved that for more complicated 
plot structures*
Yet no fixed rule can be made on that score; for both 
the simple, probable plots of Jane Austen and Marla Edgeworth 
and the improbable, complicated plots of other novelists are 
eoBsaended at times* But usually the critics find fault with 
the latter s ort of plots, especially if the plots lack har­
monious unity or completeness* Even in 1830, the viewpoint 
of the critics Is still neo-classical* iSius Jane Austen9© 
plots are commended for being
very simple, formed upon the most rigid view of probability, 
excluding everything romantic* Her surprises &r© calculated 
to produce a few powerful ©motions, and include only cuch
events that occur in every-day lifo.2
/
Equally simple are the plobs ef Tuaria Edgeworth, ho is 
notable for ” the admirable management of her story, the 
rapid yet natural march of th© action*”^
Scott9© T/averley Novel© are generally so extrava­
gantly praised that any passage in which the defects of the
1 LII (1330)* 123. See also "The NlghtwRtch,"
LII (1830), 131.
2 "Women As They Are," LI (1330), 409, 443.
3 Ibid., pp. 409, 449.
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works are pointed out Is notable. So X quote th© following 
Tory neo-classical criticisms
The plots In tbs Waverley Hovels generally display much 
ingenuity* and are Interestingly involved* but there Is not 
one In the conduct of w hV H it would not be easy to point 
out a blemish* Ho no have ’irnt completeness which constitutes 
one of the chief merits of Fielding*s Tom Jonas* There Is 
always either an improbability, or a forced expedient, or 
an Incongruous Incident, or an unpleasant break, or too much 
intricacy, or a hurried conclusion* fney are usually lan­
guid in the commencement, and abrupt in the closes too: slowly 
opened, and toe hastily summed up* Guy Mannerlng Is one of 
these In which these two Suits are best apparent*^-
plots of Bulwer-tytton, too, received adverse 
criticism* In the case of his Pelhan, wthe impression left 
upon the mind at the close was not that of complete and 
harmonicas unity**® His Disowned, though superior to 
Pelham in fertility and aim, loses this superiority some­
what, as the reviewer cleverly notes, because of *the com­
plexity arising from separate plots slightly connected and 
the Ariosto—like transitions which they occasioned**® In 
fact, It is generally charged that the author*s plots *ar© 
defective;—— an observation, not without foundation, but 
too uanqualifiedly applied**®
T 13 ter *s \rlinr,ton , on ;e contrary, la iadc nor© 
effective, not only by its details, but also by Its plot 
s true lure • It Is f*in the bap ay ad Jus !>nen t; aaay o vo :ent, 
and graceful fLnlah of the Incidents”® that much of the 
charm of t*e book lies*
1 w- averley Hovels and rales of 'y I ndlord 9 ’* I,*/ 
(1832), 73.
2 "i.ugene Aram, A ale, ” I,v (,1852), 211-213.
3 L VI ( 1338 ) t l.iO.
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.All of tboso ftvisws Indicate fch&t, In the reviewers * 
©pinions* the plots should have Cfxapletenesa or unity of 
action, coherence* clever complication or effective and 
natural simplicity* k plot satisfying these requirement® 
was sure to win the plaudits of the majority of the reviewers * 
hut It might he praised If It satisfied only a few of them* 
on the whole* the terms used ard the theories of plot structure 
advanced are decidedly neo-classical; but the occasional emphasis 
upon unity of impression Is Aristotelian revival* e, how­
ever, are aocustcsaed to classify the latter as modern*
The question of tho subject matter for novels re­
ceives some attention also, especially in tho review of 
Listerfs Arlington:
fI remember,1 says ichlegel in his History of Literature,
*it was the observation of a groat philosopher, that the 
moment the world should see a perfect police, the moment 
there should be no contraband trade, and the traveller1# 
pass should contain an exact portrait of Its bearer, that 
aossent It would become impossible to write a good romance; 
for that then nothing co Id occur In real life which might, 
with any moderate degree of ornament, be formed Into the 
groundwork of such a fiction**1
Such subject matter, however. Is rot essential for tho novel* 
iiany modern novels are based on no such material for "specu­
lations on manners ard morals, and practical views of society, 
now take the place of much that was formerly occupied by 
bustling adventure * * #n^ This special consideration of the 
proper subject matter for novels Is Interesting because it 
Is one of the few expressions of tho change that Is coding
1 Ibid., pp* 146-147*
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o w  the nowl, The eyes of all are turned toward reality*
The wildly adventurous exploits of the swashbuckling hero 
are giving way to considerations of the everyday Ilf© of 
ordinary people| for this, one should note, is in the year 
1852, the end of the romantic period*
the unusual, the extravagant, and the Improbable are 
supplant©d by the natural, the simple, and the rather probable* 
change, of course, is a gradual one, becoming obvious even 
in the eighteenth century and constantly gaining momentum 
and power* Here at the end of the romantic period comes the 
passage quoted above, indicating what type of subject matter 
the novels are presenting and may present indie future*
The change to realistic subjects in novels probably 
aecoxeits, to some extent, for the great number of terms de­
noting imitations of reality* In any comparatively complete 
examination of critical terras, it would be amiss to omit 
fact, realism* probabII1 ty, and verisimilitude—  all of which 
were important to the nineteenth-century reviewers of fiction* 
Those novels giving an acceptable imitation of life, having 
either probability ^nd verisimilitude or truth to life and 
nature were usually praised* One type of imitation, a kind 
of factuality, was often confused with that based on general 
fidelity to universal life and nature* Therefore, the re­
viewers* opinions concerning the novelists1 attempts to 
achieve this sort of reality by exact imitations of specific 
scenes and characters are very similar to their Ideas con­
cerning the relationship between historical facts and fiction*
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It is advisable to consider the latter first* Afterwards, 
opin ions of general realism of various kinds In scenes, 
characters, and plots will be examined* Last will come a 
study of those specific passages in which the reviewers use 
the terms probability, verlalmlli tude, and others si&Ilar to 
the latter ten* In view of the loose application of these 
terms and of the frequent confusion In meaning, there will 
obviously be seme overlapping of the divisions*
A matter of great concern for critics was the relation­
ship between fiction and historic fact* In discussing this 
question., the reviewers use chiefly terms like real, truth, 
and reality—  all mainly denoting fact* But for the theories 
of the reviewers regarding the relationship between fiction 
sad history, specific reviews should be examined.
Of all the authors whose works were examined with a 
view to determining their presentation of reality, Scott was 
foremost* Since his famous novels were admittedly of an 
historical nature, the publication of nearly every one of his 
novels was a signal for the reviewers to examine in detail 
the historical parts In order to ascertain their historical 
accuracy* In the review of Old Mortality one finds both an 
explanation of Sir Walter's method and a defense of his so-call­
ed partisanship* His method In writing all his historical 
novels is approximately the same, according to the reviewer*
Accordingly, in this as in his other works, he has made use 
of the historical events which come In Vila way, rather to 
develop the characters, and being out the peculiarities of 
the individuals whose adventures he relates, than for any
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purpose of political information* and makes us present to 
the times in which he has placed them lea a by his direct 
notices of the great transactions by which they were dis­
tinguished, than by his casual intimations of their effects 
on private persons, and by the very contrast which their 
temper and occupations often appear to furnish to the colour 
of the national story*!
this book. Old Mortality, is a work of merit because it shows 
•an admirable picture of manners and of characters*1^  and ex­
hibits, "with great truth and discrimination,”1 the effects 
of "the stormy aspect of the political horizon”^ on the life 
of the day. 13be merit of the book prompts the reviewer to 
defend Scott from a charge of being too "sever© upon the 
Covenanters,"2 by saying that the author had not ajOLrod the 
oppressors of the Covenanters and that {and this is very 
important) the author probably did not dream that he would 
be held "responsible for historical accuracy or fairness in 
a composition of this description,”** He, therefor©, prob­
ably "exaggerated a little on both sides for the sake of 
effect” and exaggerated more on that side "which afforded 
the greatest scope for ridicule,"** The reviewer, it is ob­
vious, believes that general historical truth Is valuable 
but that absolute factual accuracy is of negligible im­
portance by comparison.
1 "T*lea of My Landlord," XXVIII (1817), BIG-210.
2 ibid,, p. 259* But note that Scott’s deviations 
from "historical truth” are censured in "The Fortunes of 
3igel," XXXVII (1822), 207,
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In most considerations of Scott’s historical fi­
delity | therefore, there Is an effort made to excuse the 
author’s deviations from strict history on the grounds 
that he Is "a novelist,11 not "an historian.*1 The charge 
of partiality particularly is dismissed on tho same grounds, 
and imputations of Inaccuracy are brushed aside unless the 
details detract also from the imaginative value of the work* 
This theory, of course, is sound*
Whereas an excess of historical material la usually 
the reason for a critic's censuring historical novels, an in­
sufficiency of it forms the basis for the criticism of the 
novel. The Croppy*
The Croppy, a Tale of 1798 Is nBant to be an historical novel- 
historical, inasmuch as It Introduces some real events, but 
not as bringing real personages on the scene* Than the 
period chosen for this tale, perhaps none In the history of 
Ireland is store interesting; and it Is therefore to be wished, 
that the story had been rendered more strictly historical,—  
that the author had Introduced just enough pf fictitious 
private details, to cause us to take an interest In his 
imaginary actors in the real public drama, &nd then allowed 
ns to follow with them easily and naturally the march of 
•vents* But this is not done; on the contrary, we are allowed 
to see very little of the out-breeding and progress of Irish 
rebellion*”
A somewhat philosophical consideration of the relation­
ship existing between reality and fiction-* reality as a whole, 
not real characters and incidents In fiction—  Is to be found
^ "Waverley Kovels and Tales of My landlord," LV (1832), 
75* For other considerations of the reproduction of reality 
in Scott's work see "Waverley,” XXIV (1814), 242, and "Talcs 
of My Landlord," XXVIII (1817), 194.
2 I.II (X33I), 4X7.
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In a review or Arlington* from which this corneas
Ho doubt the capabilities of our present state of society for 
awakening a fictitious Interest* are less obvious to a care­
less ©ye than the more salient and strongly marked features 
of earlier times; yet there never can be any want of harmony 
between the world without and the world within*—  the things 
which interest us in reality* and those which excite or 
affect us in fictitious narrative*-- provided only the right 
chord has been struck In each by one who has music In himself 
and who knows the true range and compass of his instruments*1
In this review the reader finds an example of what he might 
expect from many reviewers of a romantic era—  a consideration 
of reality as being composed of the inner and the outer life* 
the presentation of this type of reality In fiction appeals 
to the reviewer* Actually* such reality seems more akin to 
a kind of transcendental universality than to reality as 
it is usually considered*
*She employment In novels of such universal reality 
as Is described In the review of Arlington Is praised. But 
the use of actual Incidents and characters even In historical 
novels^  though sometimes commended* Is not a practice which 
the critics believe should generally be followed; and certain­
ly It should not be followed by any save an excellent writer* 
Otherwise* as Aristotle pointed out* ® tie flaws in the fiction
1 LVI (1852) 147—143* Here the reviewer appears in 
a very vague way to be saying what Reynolds said In his 
Discourses, that nature must include the mental reactions and 
faculties of man—  'Imagination especially*
® See Aristotlera Poetics* XXV* 5. I use the 3* H. 
Butcher translation as reprlnte3""in Smith and Parks* op * 
cit*, P* 5^*
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will seem more pronounced because of their proximity to truth*
The novelist who is somewhat Inaccurate historically, but
still artistic, (here ugain Aristotle comes to mind) is not
to be censured, since he, as a novelist, should not b© ©x—
pected to have an historian1® accuracy* That novelist who
is both Inaccurate and inartistic ia to be condemned for both
faults* In general, t eae are the theories on the fact and
fiction question* koat of them are fairly sound if judged
♦
on aesthetic grounds*
The theories concerning realism, meaning fidelity 
either to the issaedlate world or to universal truth and nature, 
bear a close resemblance to those expressed on the matter of 
historical fact and fiction, on the one hand, and to the yet- 
to-be-considered theories of probability and verisimilitude 
on the other* The following part of this study is to deal 
first with passages in various reviews which treat of realism—  
of fidelity to the universal or to types, or to details of 
life—  and then with passages on probability sand verisimilitude* 
Since there is no definite line of demarcation between realism 
on one side and probability and verisimilitude on the other, 
there will be much overlapping* In the discussions of the 
first type of realism, tonus like n a t u r a l, truth, life, and 
nature are often used in a somewhat synonymous fashion*
In a review of C&mnel Richardson1 a work, an overlap­
ping is apparent* Katural suggests verisimilitude and the 
classical decorum (consistency between character and action}* 
vy,. Darbauld questions the behavior of Richardsonfo heroine;
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and, advocating & fidelity to Human nature she believes 
lacking In Pamela, she asks,
But again is it quite natural that a girl, who had such 
genuine love for virtue, should feel her heart attracted to 
a man who mas endeavouring to destroy that virtue?^
Richardson*s handling of Sir Charles GrandIs on is also con­
sidered faulty, chiefly because the means by which Crandison 
protects himself cannot be considered natural* HIchardaon 
makes Sir Charles "so very good & swordsman that he is al­
ways capable of disarming his adversary without endangering 
either of their lives*"2 The critic objects, asking, very 
aptly, * But are a man's principles to depend on the science 
of his fencing master?"2 Yet, despite the occasional lapses 
noted in Richardson's characterisation, his works are some— 
what realls Lie* Indeed, usually
we get so intimately acquainted with the characters, and so 
impressed with a persuasion of their reality that when any­
thing really disastrous or important occurs to then, we feel 
as for old friends and companions, • • . 3
This effect, Richardson brings about by the "unparalleled 
minuteness and copiousness of his descriptions" and by his 
habit of presenting "every particular in the character and 
situation of the personagesDoubtless this method is
1 "The Correspondence of baiiuel Richardson," V
(1804), 2B*
2 Ibid., p. 51.
5  >-<*-- P. 45. Cf. "The VJandorar," XX17 (1813), 331.
In the lat*Cer reference the reviewer remarks on the "appear­
ance of truth given Rlchaa&on’s work by his "exactness of
detail."
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fatiguing to the reader, but effective in making the characters 
•m o  realistic, tven though the actions of the character® be 
Inprobable.
At first glance the criticism of Godwin® Fleetwood 
seems to advise a kind of probability; but on second 
thought, It la possible that this criticises confuses prob­
ability with possibility and misapplies the classical tenet*
At any rate, the following passage is worth quoting because 
it is definitely concernsd with realism, and because it in­
dicates the reviewer* s knowledge of and tendency to apply 
floratlan term® and principles:
Sons of those fastidious readers—  • . • , have remarked, 
that both these tales are in a vicious style of writing; that 
Horace has long ago decided, that the story we cannot believe 
we are, by all the laws of criticism, called upon to hate; and 
even the adventures of the honest secretary, who was first 
heard of ten years ago, are so auch out of the usual road, that 
not one reader in a million can ever fear they will happen 
to himself .**■
In Ihe Cottagers of llenburaie there is a suitable 
anount of realism—  jf fidelity to "general truth" added to 
a "nice discrimination of national character” and 1fa dramatic 
representation of humble life."2 i<hla reviewer favors ell 
types of realism. If wisely used* Another critic of similar
persuasions la not inclined to sympathise with any fastidious
"Fleetwood, or The New Man of Feeling," VI
(1805), 183.
2 XII (lOOB), 401.
reader who might object to the "lower scenes11 In Waverley, 
which, thoi^h they may seem "coarse" to aoms^ arc painted 
with e •force* and*fc truth to nature* (to type) *$iich 
aqtelly bespeak the powers of the artist, and are incompar­
ably superior to anything of the sort which has been offered 
to the publlck for the last 60 years #"* mis defense of "low* 
life Is an inversion of the neo-classioists* "gentility* 
concept*
However, realism marked by fidelity both to the actual 
prototypes of the characters and to universal truths is the 
highest mark of attainment* ka Itazlitt indicates, we find 
In the novel, as a general rule,
the closest imitation of men and manners; and are admitted 
to examine the very web and texture of society, as it really 
exists, an<-’ as we meet with It when we come into the world#
If the style of poetry has 1 some thing more divine In it, * 
tills savours more of humanity*2
It Is significant that Elazlltt believes the novel to serve 
the function of a kind of mirror held before men and manners —  
a magic mirror, perhaps, emphasizing things which a casual 
observer of life might miss and reflecting clearly those actions 
and characters whom all do not see, or seeing, do not under­
stand* By means of the novel, he says, we meet "an infinite 
variety of characters• usp.; daily impressive are those in 
the works of the great realistic novelists*
1 XXVIII (1817), 194.
2 "Ihe Wanderer," XXIV (1815), 320-322. See v?. C. 
H a z l l t f c ,  2ork*, VIII, 106.
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1b a captain adt of theia# who, as It wars, take fchair 
rank by the side of reality, and are appealed to as ©vidonee 
tm all questions concerning human nature* Hie principal of 
these are Cervantes and Le Sage; and among ourselves,
Fielding, Richardson, Smollett, and Stern©*!
Many of the nineteenth century novelists, particularly 
the imitators of Scott, certainly receive no praise at all 
from the reviewers; but Qalt is an exception* In his Annals 
of toe Parish* he has
sought chiefly to rival the humorous and less dlgnifled parts 
of his original; by large representations of the character 
and manners of the mid ling and lover orders In Scotland, 
intermingled with traits of sly and sarcastic sagacity, and 
occasionally all harmonized by the same truth to nature and 
fins sense of national peculiarity*®
His Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life, however, Is too 
poetical to be ao coamended—  too imbued with th© ’soft spirit 
of humanity and gentleness*w^ The reviewer implies that prose 
fiction should generally express reality; poetry, unreality 
end dreams* His is an exceptional position, however*
An examination of many other reviews shows that an 
accurate imitation of present life is some times a matter for 
praise; some times, for blame* For example. Today in Ireland .Is 
Judged affective because of its realism, wbSci^  being ”too faithful”  ^
to the darker side of M s h  Uffe, is unpleasant to the readers*
^ PP* 320*322*
2 XXXIX (1823), 160*
^ Ibid*, p* 180*
^ XXII (1826), 360* See also "Princess d© 01 eves,” 
XXXIV (1820), 582*
On the other hand, the reviewer believes the accurate, If 
unpleasant realism or the Decameron stakes a vivid and praise­
worthy impression* In the Italian work,
Iha pathological accuracy with which the rise and spread or 
the disease is described; the gloomy despair, and still more 
rearful riot and jollity which, pervade the town, the numerous 
and anxious plans adapted by the citizens for their safety—  
all different, yet ail leading to the sane fatal result; the 
universal selfishness and corruption of morals * * * , are 
described with a solemn and stately preoision, varied occasion- 
ally by passages of impassioned eloquence, and Judicious se­
lection of individual incidents, which leave a deep impression 
of horror upon the mlnd*l
Yet the truth is that the non-solecfcive imitation of 
life in detail is not ever preferable to copies which, while 
accurate with regard to general principles, arc not necessar­
ily exact facs trail lea of particular originals* In all of this 
preceding criticism truth may mean cither universal principles 
or fact* Moreover, real and reality have the same dual mean­
ings as truth- But fact and accidents represent the actual*
Closely related to truth Is the ten probability- 
Ideally probability involves a cause and effect plot arrange— 
sent and usually refers to tliat which previous experience 
leads one to expect in certain situations or to that which 
one’s knowledge of universal hvaaan behavior Indicates as 
customary* VerlsIxallltude» air of truth, resemblance to 
reality* character of truth* air of probability, vraiaemblance, 
and air of local portraiture—  all are terms that, fa tie reviews,
^ Thomas Eoscoe, "The Italian Novelists,* XIII 
(1325), 113*
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are somewhat synonymous with probability and with one
another* Precisely what they mean, one can but guess*
Generally they indloate a sort or realism arising from an
accumulation of details or from a fidelity to general truth
or from a combinetion of the two* To some extent, all these
terms denote merely that which is plausible or credible*
411 the terns and their uses are thoroughly traditional*
Iaprobabillty is generally associated with earlier fictional
attempts, which may often have bean highly successful because
of their possession of various other excellent qualities*
This point is made clear In the following passage:
^he infancy of fiction for example, is every where character­
ised by a superabundance of incident* attention Is kept 
awake by rapidity of succession, and the beauty or propriety 
of individual occurrences, or their relation to each other, 
is forgotten in the hustle and excitement produced by the 
train* If there exists a principle of selection at all, it 
seems to be In favour of what is wild and Improbable*!
This “principle of selection" is certainly characteristic
of Antonio Francesco Graszln's work* Ris are "chiefly stories
of practical jokes, sometimes ingenious, but almost always
improbable and cruel
The reviewer of ";omen As They Are is very much Inter­
ested in probability and censures Fanny Burney’s The V^.idarer, 
i&ilch he terms "that long and provoking tissue of improbable 
distresses*"3 He also criticises sot®what seriously the
1 Ibid*. P, 174*
2 Ibid** P« 194*
3 LI (1330), 430. See also "The r anderer," XXIV 
(1815), 338*
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improbable Incidents in Women As They Are, especially the 
"surprising and not very probable eclairissement" that takes 
place near the end or the book*^
Though the term probability is not mentioned, the 
reviewer of Cyril Thornton also has a cloar and correct idea 
of the theory of it and of yraiaemblance« It is his opinion 
that
a traveller may accurately describe circumstances, uhich fell 
under his observation, which nevertheless though related with 
the utmost fidelity, will convey a decidedly false impression 
of the general habits and f© lings of the people among whom 
they occurred#while the novelist may, without stating exactly 
a single fact which has actually occurred,so mould his fic- 
titlcis narrative, that the impression which we derive from 
it shall be perfectly correct. Thus, fiction may not only 
be made the handmaid of truth, but may be enabled sometimes 
to perform Its didactic duties even batter than truth Itself.
Here the reviewer reminds one cf Sidney’s theory.^
The critic of "Tales of Military Life is also particu­
larly interested in probability. He says,
in strange juxtaposition with facts, is a tissue of such wild 
and ronantlc improbability, that the true part of the narrative 
is entirely overborne and counteracted by the fictitious; and 
we cannot read the tale with that terrible feeling of congestion 
which & good novel ought always to produce.^
1 Ibid.. P« -*53.
2 LII (1850), 121.
® See Sir Philip Sidney, An Apologia for Poetrie. 
u  reprinted In Smith end Parks, op. cJLt... pp. S00—201 and 
206 especially.
4 LII (1830), 129-130.
In fact, despite the "Ingenulty and attention to ef fee t"*^  
vhloh are or ten found in the novel, tdie improbability of the 
story detracts greatly from Its value#
Apparently the taste of readers and critics has 
changed greatly, so that they no longer rollsh improbable, 
unreal, or even impossible fictions which were formerly the
o
rage#"' One reviewer even doubts that he could any longer 
enjoy romantic tale of the Hadeliffe School with Its gloomy 
towers, and mysterious m o n k s I n d e e d ,  he feels that even 
such a book as Stories of naterloo is too “full of Impossible 
adventures1* for It to be considered a rood book# In It 
•reality and fiction clash much too violently#"5*
Even the noted Hiss Edgeworth falls to satisfy the 
requirement of probability, though her exceptional morality 
compensates to some degree for this lack# In her Popular 
Tales "many of the incidents • « «. are unmeaning and im­
probable; yet they all inculcate an exceptionable and practi­
cal morality, • * •"** Is the inculcation of morality then 
to be ranked by critics higher than the possession of p?<babili£yi
1 LII (1030), 120-130.
2 LII (1830), 130# See also "The Croppy," LII (1850), 
417; "The Bivale," LII (1830), 430 ; and " ugene hr am," LV 
(1832), 212# In all these reviews the terms probable and im­
probable occur; and all the novels are cons 1 dored improbable #
3 "Harrington, A ’Cal&/' X..CTIII {1017), 30C-397.
Evidently* such Is the caao with Miss Edgeworth* But storiss 
by other women novelists are also criticized for Improbability^ 
whether the stories are moral or not*
Probab ill ty in all these reviews usually refers to 
that which is reasonable and natural* Varlalmlll tude is some­
times a synonym for probability, but the fact that even Im­
probable and extravagant works may have an ftalr of reality*^
Is Indicated* as is the fact that resemblance to general truth 
does not mean fidelity to facts* in "air of truth"2 may re­
sult from well-cosen realistic details even though the main 
episodes of the story may be improbable*
Almost the same conclusions may be drawn from an ex­
amination of the reviews of works by famous* or less famous* 
sen* In the review of Godwin*s Fleetwood occurs the f©Haring 
passage indicative of the re viewer* a altitude toward the 
lack of probability in Caleb Williams:
Several scenes are painted with the savage force of Salvator 
Rosa; and* while the author pauses to reason upon the feel­
ings and motives of the actors* our sense of the fallacy of 
his arguments * of the improbability of M s  facts* and of the 
frequent inconsistency of his characters* is lost In the 
solemnity and suspense with w-Mch we expect the evolution of 
the tale of mystery*3
1 Sm  "The Wanderer" XXIV (1815), 338*, "Corln ae," 
XI (1808), 194} and "Le Solitaire," XL (1824), 160.
2 3ee"Le Solitaire", XL (1824), 160.
3 71 (1S05), 182,
2 0 0
Jonathan Swift*s Gulliver*a Travels, on the other hand, 
for the most part, possesses at least verisimilitude, or as 
Scott puts it, *a character of truth and simplicity How­
ever, the disgusting picture of the Houyhmhmna produces in 
the mind cf Scott an impression of dullness.
fhe picture la not only extravagant hut bald and tame in the 
highest degree; while the story is not enlivened by any of 
those numerous and uncosa^on Incidents which are detailed in 
the first two parts with such an inimitable air of probability 
as to almost persuade ua of their reality.2
In this paesage there is the sane confusion of probability 
with verisimilitude that has occurred in English criticism 
since the sixteenth century* But these nineteenth—century 
critics, in general, use terms loosely, even more loosely 
than earlier critics did*
Scott’s own novels frequently lack the probability and 
the verisimilitude that he praised in the work of Swift. They 
are deficient^ on occasion, even in possibility. His Black 
Dwarf is '•plainly very deficient in probability and simplicity'^ 
in spite of the groat merit of its details* His Hob Hoy, how­
ever, has “brilliancy and truth of colouring”4 and even
Walter Scott, M'?he Tories of Jonathan Swift, D.D., 
Dean of St* Patrick*s, Dublin; containing additional Latfcera, 
Tracts and Poems, not hitherto published; ”*ith Motes, and a 
Life of the Author,” XXVTI (1816), 47-48*
2 ibld*» p» 40 •
s "Tales of Kj Landlord," XX71II (1317), 202.
4 "Hob Roy", XXIX (1317), 404.
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probability in plot technique; but this same statement may 
not be made about The Heart of Midlothian, in which "the 
final catastrophe, too, is needlessly improbable and start­
ling,"
Notwithstending the reviewer1s statements concerning
the unreality and the improbability of Scott*a plots and
characters, Jeffrey^ in 1832#has this to say:
Hay, even his anomalous beings are felt to be generally re­
concilable with our code of probabilities; and as has been 
said of the supernatural creations of Shakespeare, we are 
impressed with the belief, that if such beings did exist, 
they would be as he has represented thera.l
Either his "code of probabilities" differs from that possessed 
by other critics of the age, or he just disagrees with others 
in the application of the code. Perhaps he is influenced by 
the theory that novelists, like playwrights , should b© granted 
certain premises and that then their works should be judged 
accordingly. It Is more likely, however, that the year of 
the review—  the year in which Sir Walter died—  gives us 
the clue. Here the most favorable Interpretations possible 
are t o be given Scott* s work.
Ho such Interpretations are given to Maturin, whose 
works lack,not only probability,but also verisimilitude. In 
his preface to his Women, the author has this to say of his 
own earlier works:
1 «"Waverley Novels and Tales of My Landlord,tf LV 
(1832), 6 6 . llils passage is reminiscent of 3, Johnson’s 
Preface to Shakespeare.
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When I look over thosa books now, X am not at all surprised 
at their failure; Tor* independent of* their want or external 
Interest, ( , * • ) ,  they soem to me to want reality, VraT^ 
semblance; the characters, situation, and language, are 
drawn merely from imagination; ray limited acquaintance with 
ULTe denied me any other resource. In the Talc which I now 
off or to the public, perhaps there may be recognised some 
characters which experience will not disown,^
The reviewer feels that Maturin’s hop© of offering in the
Women,a tale of sorae degree of probability Is realised, only
if the critics grant the author a few premises* He declares:
'The description of the fiend’s past and language • * * , is 
all well conceived and executed in a grand and magnificent 
strain of poetry, and In the perusal, supposing the reader 
carries his mind back to the period when such intercourse be­
tween mortals and demons was considered as a matter of In-* 
disputable truth, the story acquires probability, and con­
sistency, even from that which is in Itself not onl^ Inprchable 
bu t imp oss ible ,2
Verisimilitude, one sees, is generally praised by 
erl ties • This quality Is, however, some times designated by 
other terras. Highways and By-ways contains a measure of 
"general reality"® (verisimilitude) and Is therefore praised* 
Likewise, lack of "general reality* or "truth"4 detracts 
from Qalt’s Annals of tho Parish as It does from other stories*^
1 XXX (1018), 235.
^ Ibid., p. 256.
3 XXX 71IX (1'23), 45
4 XXIX (1823(, 161.
5 Sea "The Entail," XXIX (1823), 170 and "The Steamboat," 
XXXIX (1823), 178.
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Tb summarise, than. The rovijwra use truth* real and 
fact to denote the actual, present or past* they are generally 
agreed that absolutely accurate duplication o f historical 
people and events Is desirable If the novelists insist uncn 
putting real people and events Into their novels* Otherwise, 
the effectiveness of the novel Is weakened* 5Tet these re­
viewers do not feel that the use of real facts and people is 
advisable* Nor do they feel that, if such a use of facts is 
employed in a novel of excellent quality, the novelist should 
always be condemned for a few inaccuracies * they do point 
out, however, that a fidelity to general truth Is much more 
desirable than any imitation of individual facts and people* 
With reference to the semblance of reality designated 
by such terms as natural* air of truth* air of reality or real* 
the reviewers consider again that minute accuracy or fidelity 
of detail is of leas value than fidelity to universal prin­
ciples in depicting either fictitious characters or events*
A blending of the two types is, however, very desirable*
though the term verisimilitude is not def ire &, the 
theory for which It stands Is expressed several times* and 
obviously verisimilitude Is considered & good quality of a 
novel* The point Is made clear that even improbable plots 
may be given an air of reality by the clever use of details* 
Haturally* a basis in universal truth or nature aids appreci­
ably In giving a novel an air of reality} but factual accuracy 
is not essential for verisimilitude*
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Probability la not defined dLther , but It® meaning 
seems fairly clear* It stand® for that which is likely and 
reasonable in view of one1® knowledge of human behavior, but Is 
not necessarily true-- true without a do\tbt* The possession 
of probability Is to-be—desired but not always to-be-required 
if a novel possesses other distinctive merits* This quality 
is on® specif Icily demanded even during the earlier phases 
of the novel’s development* It was adopted from Aristotle’s 
theory of drama and applied to the novel by critic® In France 
certainly as early as the time of D’Aubignac— * in England, 
somewhat later* Since this requirement particularly suited 
the temperament of an age of reason, tiie concept became one 
almost universally urged by and upon the novelists of the 
eighteenth century* £ven Smollett in one of his prefaces 
mentions its desirability* Tho term probability remains 
a favorite with these reviewers of the nineteenth century*
there are, however, other terms applicable to the 
plot®* though less frequently appearing than the terms de­
noting problems of realism, these should not be ignored*
Propriety„ taste, decorum, and delicacy, for instance, 
are important* Thoroughly neo-class Ioal terns used somewhat 
synonymously, they denote that which is fitting In the plot 
or fable* Sometimes the term® themselves are not used, but 
the theories which they represent are expressed* Often 
taste Is considered as the cause of the appearance of propriety, 
decorum, and delicacy In work? more often, however, taste la 
merely a synonym of the other three terms* Little effort is
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mate usually to define any one of the terms• However, taste
la defined In the following passage:
Tfeste, If it means anything but & paltry conn©Isseurship, 
must mean a general susceptibility to truth and noble- 
ness; a sense to discern, and a heart to love and reverence 
all beauty, order, goodness, wheresoever or in whatsoever 
forms and accompaniments they are to be seen* This surely 
implies, as its c- ief condition, not any given external 
rank or situation, but a finely gifted mind, pur If tod into 
harmony with itself Into keenness and Justness of vis ion ; 
above all, kindled into love and generous admiration* 3-
Offenses against propriety or taste are noted often* 
For instance, the reviewer voices several objections to 
Iblphlntt He declares that the lost two volumes of the 
work "are redundant*** and that the story should properly 
have ended
where the interest ceases at the death of Madame de Vernon; 
but, Instead of this, the scene shifters come and pick up 
the dead bodies, wash the stage, sweep it and do everything 
which the timely fall of the curtain should have excluded 
fro® the sight, and left to the imagination of the audience*^
The author makes another mistake* She should have been warned 
against allowing the heroine to be seriously sick too fre­
quently lest a "crisis of perspiration be substituted for a 
crisis of passionJ6 Here apt phraseology unites with sound 
criticism#
1 -"Die Poesie und Beredoar.ikeit dor Dentsehen, von 
Luthers Zelt bis sur Gegenwart# Oargostellt von Franz 
Horn" and "T&orisse sur leachlchte und Krltlk der schonen 
Litterature Deufcchlanda wahrond der Jahro, 1790-1 '18,"XLVI 
(1B27), 515#
2 IX (1803), 173 and 174
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The errors made by Miss Burney la The Wanderer, how- 
ewer, arise, not so nueh from lack of propriety, as from a 
false Idea of what constitutes true propriety*3* Furthermore, 
"exaggeration and bad taste"2 displayed in Tales of the O'Hara 
Family evidently result from the authorfo desire to preserve 
at all costs the notable "vigour and raclness"2 In every page* 
Being often led by his "love of the ludicrous" to 
make farced and vulgar exaggerations,"® Scott also Is an 
offender against good taste and propriety* Yet, the critics 
say that "taste" is not,and should not be, the only criterion 
for Judging Scott's works, that we should "accept them as af­
fording information which we could not have obtained but at
the expense of trouble and research » •
Hie novel Illaabeth* however, brings no condemnation
upon the author because of Its lack of propriety or good taste*
The "feminine delicacy that everywhere shades and refines"®
the character of the heroine is praised* Besides, "To this
1 XXIV (1815), 337,
2 XLIIX (1825), 364. 3eo also "The llaval Officer,"
LII (1850), 156s and "Yesterday In Ireland," LII (1331),
413, for attacks on lack of taste*
5 *Tales of My Landlord," XXVIII (1817), 197,
* "Waverley Hovels and Tales of I'.y Landlord," LV 
(1858), 70* Note here the false value given to Scott's works*
5 XI (1808), 451.
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delicacy of principle, which is virtue, the author of 
Elisabeth adds delicacy of hand, which Is taste*w^ In 
short* everything in the novel is fitting and suitable*
Propriety and good taste have a somewhat narrowed 
application la these reviews* the/ designate a nsrroi;v fidelity 
te what is generally and habitually accepted as proper to a 
certain group of people instead of what the definition of taste 
given In the beginning of this discussion might lead on© to 
expect* The propriety and good taste are dot©mined, not by 
literary, tat by what may be called social considerations*
This fact especially requires on© to point out the pronounced 
nae-elessioal influence.
As a motter of fact, the neo-classical influence is 
Setaetable even in the critics* concern about the presentation 
of aaatiaent or feeling or pathos* The latter terms occur 
often ia the review*—  actually more often than do propriety 
end taste* The critics ore, in general, In favor of the Pres­
entation of honest sentiment, of real feeling, and of true 
pathos; tat they dislike exaggerated sentimentality* This 
attitude is perfectly obvious in the following comments on 
Charles at Marie:
We object, then, to the extreme contrast by character in the 
hero and heroine, who would both have been much more interest­
ing, if each had borrowed a little of what is superabundant 
la the other; we object to much false refinement and extrav­
agance of sentiment; . . .
1 Ibid.. 491,
2 II (180S), 18S.
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The valid objection made to the noyel Fleetwood* 
moreover, la that the author makes "no attempt to describe 
the minuter and finer shades of feeling*"1 Instead, "the 
effect Is always sought to be brought out by the application 
of the Inflated language of high passion*"1 'n the other 
hand, the little story Mother and Daughter* by lira# opi©# 
is remarkable for being "the most pathetic and the most 
natural in its pathos, of any fictitious narrative In the
O  n
language*0 In it there is "truth and delicacy of sentiment,”
besides noteworthy traces of the ouallty for which the author
Is Justly famed—  namely, the art "of presenting ordinary
feelings and occurrences In a manner that Irresistibly coca-
2
cards our sympathy and affection. Treatments of feeling, 
then, particularly of pathetic fooling, are acceptable to the 
reviewers; but such treatments must be natural.
The "analysis of feeling" and the presentation of 
"false sentiments” In ^adame de Itael1s Corlnne detract frcsa 
its value* However, the reviewer soncluies that these "blem­
ishes are very inconsiderable, compared with the general
_3execution of the work—  . * #
But In the presentation of sentiment, Boccaccio yields 
to no one, for he has "carried sentiment of every kind to 
Its very highest purity ard perfection.” Ir his comments on
1 VI (1805), 192.
2 "Simple Talea," VIII (1806), 465.
3 XI (1808), 194.
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Boccaccio*s wirtuas, the r«vi««er docs what few reviewers do-~
attempts an analysis of the term sentiment# I quotes
By sentiment, we would here >aiderstand the habitual workings 
of ooso one powerful feeling, where the heart reposes almost 
tetirely upon itself, without the violent excitement of 
opposing duties or untoward circuma tanct>3 #1
Notwithstanding his attempted analysis, the critic cannot be
sailed a scientific one who bases his statements on definite
critical principles* for his works show him to have a tendency
to roman tic unrestraint In diction, especially when he calls
Boccaccio •divine" and speaks in glowing phra&s of the Italian*$
power*
Sir Yialtei Scott, as another critic puts It, "displays 
his greatest powers, in the delineation of the grand and 
gloomy aspects of nature, and of the dark and fierce passions 
of the heart*"2 In fact, nearly all of the critics believe 
the presentation of feeling and of passion to be Important* 
they agree that
It is a great thing, certainly, to make a wan wise for him** 
self; but it Is still greater, and not less impoptaa t, to make 
him understand that there are feelings stronger than selfish 
feelings, and Joys of more value than selfish enjoysjents*3
In expressing these theories they use synonymously 
passion# sentiment# and feeling* but the first tern generally 
denotes a deeper emotion* Very frequently they employ pathos 
and pity# but caution novelists that pathos must be handled
1 »tj* la Llttaratura du Midi ds 1* ;\spo;>o »w xi (lo w),
154.
s "Tales of Ky Landlord," XXVIII (1R17), 196.
3 "Hsrrlngm and Ormond," XXVTil (1017), 394.
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carefully* One "pathetic" story Is "on the whole* rather 
fade and finical—— and too much In the style of the senti— 
mental afterpieces which w© have lately borrowed from the 
Parisian theatres."1 One notes here the Johnsonian Influence.
Generally* the test for the effectiveness of pathos 
Is whether or not It brings ■ tearsw to the ©yes of the reader. 
'She tales in Annals of the Parish are somewhat successful in 
this respect* for
the mors seducing touches of pathos with which the work abounds* 
are intermingled and cut short with th© same sparing and Judi­
cious hand;—  so that the temperate and natural character of 
the pastor is thus* by a rare merit and felicity* made to pre­
ponderate over the tragic and comic genius of the author
Obviously even pathos which can ovoko tears must be subordi­
nated to th© presentation of character when character develop­
ment is to be emphasised as it is In Annals of th© Pariah.
Thearousal of pity* traditionally held to be a function 
of tragedy* Is usurped by novels such as Is The Trials of 
Kargare t Lyndsay* which
is very beautiful and tender; but something cloying* perhaps 
in the uniformity of Its beauty and exceedingly oppressive 
in t-ie unremitting weight of the pity with which It presses 
on our souls."S
True* the arousal of pity by a tragedy which vd.ll boar th© 
■weight of pity* is commendable* but the overplus of pity
1 XXXVI (1822)* 338* 350. Compare this with Johnson’s 
essays on the romance In his Rambler.
2 XXXIX (1825), 161, 163.
3 XXIX (1823), 18S.
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e&lled forth by a simple, sad novel Is somewhat akin to the 
sentimentality of Euripides» which Aeschylus attacks in The 
Froiss m
The more "sophisticated'* novelists are interested in 
■touching the feelings"1 of readers and in presenting "senti- 
seats suited to the scenes in which the characters are placed*"1 
Of Godwin*s work, for V is *ance, Hazlitt writes in an object­
ionably sentimental vein: "In the suffering and dying Falk­
land, we feel the heart strings of our human being break;# . *lr^  
Ewan more successful than Godwin In the presentation of feel­
ings of all sorts is Mrs* Opie? for, says the critic: "Hie 
passions were her province, and her forte lay In th© exhibition
of their workings *"3
In conclusion, one may say that, even though th© re­
viewers often use such terras as sentiment* pathos* feelings* 
and passion, they usually bestow praise judiciously upon 
authors who exercise moderation In the us© of feeling and 
sentiment and introduce only that sentiment or pathos which 
serves an end in the novel* There is, in fact, much that re­
minds one of strict neo-classical decorum* Perhaps there is 
more emphasis on the power of pathos to produce tears than might
1 "The Italian Novelists," XLII (1B25), 175. See also 
"Haverley Hovels and Tales of My Landlord," LV (1332), 71.
2 "Cloudesley, A Tale," LI (1330), 153.
3 "Women As They Are," (1830), 450.
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be found in & period more addicted to writing by rules, but 
tiers la leas emphasis than one might expect in a period 
generally described as completely unrestrained*
Closely connected with the terms and problems of senti­
ment and feeling is the theory of catharsis, which the re­
viewers discuss along with problems of endings* Indeed, 
denouement* castastrophes* and pity or terror (standing for 
catharsis)—  the first two terms referring to structure; the 
third and fourth, to psychological effect—  are usually so 
closely connected in the reviews that they may be considered 
bare together* To the final experience, not to a whole 
series of experiences, is the term cataatrophe usually applied* 
rucrefore, it is a synonym for ending* About no one 
of the terms denoting ending is there any especially important 
information given* In general, denouements that are pro able 
and happy are preferred to tragic ones* If there must be a 
catastrophe, these reviewers say It should not be too horrible 
to be endured* Moreover, a kind of catharsis is desirable, 
but tills catharsis is not the traditional on^ and the tern 
catharsis itself is not usually used*
the theory of denouements endorsed by the reviewer 
of the King*a Own* I quote here:
One who, like the novelist, has the power of life and death 
in his hands, should not murder his hero without necessity* * • 
Th» wit of man has not yet devised any t Ing bettor than the 
old stale finale of a happy yoarriage; and we advise all novel­
ists to adhere to it.l
1 LIX (1830), 13a
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This is one of the few specific statements of a theory of 
“endings*" Usually isolated remarks are made. For in­
stance, Inasmuch as the “forced and unnatural"*** denouement 
of Scott1s Antiquary and the “strained and improbable"^
denouement of his novel The Pirate are severely criticized, 
one infers that such denouements are as unpopular as the so- 
called surprise tragic denouements mentioned above*
*0ae catastrophes of Scott*s Black Dwarf* Kenilworth* 
and 3rlde of the I>ammermoor* as well as the catastrophes of 
stories by Edgeworth and Boccaccio,receive the critics* 
attention, though none are discussed at greefc length# The 
catastrophe of the Black Dwarf is quite satisfactory since 
i t  is “given with singular sp irit and feeling."® However, 
that of the Bride of the Lammermoor" is too horrible for 
fiction" even though i t  is said to "be founded on fact#"1^
As for that of Kenilworth* the reviewer declares:
The catastrophe of the unfortunate Amy is too sickening and fu ll 
of pity to be endured, and we shrink from the recollection of 
i t ,  as we would from that of a recent calamity of our own.5
1 "Tales of My Landlord" XXVIII (1817), 200.
2 "Hie Fortunes of Nigel," XXXVII (1822), 210.
3 "Tales of My Landlord," XXVIII (1817), 206.
"Ivanhoe, and The Hovels and Tales of the Author 
of Waverley," XXXIII (1820), 5.
5 "The Fortunes of Nigel," XXXVII (1822), 208.
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!Jh© catastrophes or Marla Mdg© worth an ? or Boccaccio 
also receive their share of criticism* Mis© K&g©worth’s are 
not naturally produced*  ^ Whother Boccaccio's catastrophes 
are, on the whole, natural or not^ w© are not told by the re— 
Tiewar; but certainly the Italian novelist's catastrophe© please 
the reviewer* He especially likes the tragic one of the story 
of Isabella in the Decameron, which he finds *fIn©" as well as 
•affecting**^ In short, the ideas gleaned from a ll these 
statements are t hat catastrophes should be realistic but not 
too horrible or p itifu l, that they should move th© reader but 
not upset him to the extent th&t a personal sorrow might, and 
that they should In general bo effective*
Something akin to the theory of cathaisLs appears in 
conjunction with a kind of morality and poetic justice in th© 
following passage taken from comments on Samuel Richardson's 
work:
As the wj rk advances, the character rises, the distress Is 
deepened; our heart© are torn with pity and indignation; 
bursts of grief succeed one another t i l l  at length the mind 
is composed and harmonized with emotions of milder sorrow; 
we are calmed Into resignation, elevated with pious hope, and 
dismissed glowing wit a th© conscious triumphs of virtue*®
In summary, one may say that, though happy endings are 
preferable, tragic ones arc acceptable provided they have an 
air of reality and are not too horrible* Moreover, tragic
^ "Harrington, A Tale and Ormond, A Tale," XXVIII 
(1817), 392- 393*
2 *De la Lltterature du Midi del* i .nrope, " XXV (1313),54*
® "The Correspondence of Samuel Richardson," /
(1804), 29*
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pi'operl; sow readers when thoy leave readers calmed 
and impressed by the "triumphs of virtu©*”1 But at no time 
do these reviewers trouble to consider thoroughly the psy­
chological function of the novel* This very important phase 
of Aristotelian theory they virtually ignore* never attempting 
any penetrating psychological analysis* To the moral and 
ethical efficacy of the novel as well as to Its power to 
amuse* however* one will see that they give a great deal of 
attention*
C Terms Applicable To Th© function of The Hovel
In their discussions of the novelfa function* the re* 
viewers are generally in agreement* Though a few believe 
novels should merely entertain* a much greater number believe 
that novels should also serve a dldactie function*- that they 
should give instruction* especially moral Instruction* Con­
sequently, books that are thoroughly moral are commended for 
being so; those that are not are criticised* The favorite 
terms* as an examlnat5.on of various passages will show* are 
moral* virtue* vice* useful* edify* didactic* and sometimes 
cause*
A consideration of th® criticisms of the established 
novelists like Defoe* Fielding* Richardson, and Smollett shows 
clearly the attitude of the critics toward tho qusstdm of morality
1 K»ld«. p. 29. 
s Ibid.. p. 137.
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2n the novels*
In an article entitled "The Correspondence or Samuel 
Richardson^ Krs* Barbauld discusses moral treatment at length# 
She questions the validity of Pamela's moral virtu© and de­
clares, "We admire her guarded prudence, rather than her 
purity of mind* * Hence, as a moral example, the heroine be­
comes of little value* However, Richardson has succeeded In 
effectively teaching a moral In his novel Clarissa Harlowe: 
for in it he has portrayed "the triumph of mental chastity*"2 
Yet, despite Richardson*s generally completely moral hooks,
It is doubtful that they have done ?©ry much good by in­
culcating moral principles In the youth of the day*
Richardson*s good people In short are too wise and too formal, 
ever to appear in the light of desirable companions, or to 
excite in a youthful mind any wish to resemble them*®
As far as the famed Fielding Is concerned, he is be­
lieved by Urs * Barbauld and others to have a somewhat pernic­
ious effect upon the morals of his readers* Richardson terms 
Fielding's Tom Jones "a dissolute book" and a "profligate 
performance*"* Lady Mary ’"ortley Montagu© declares all of 
Fleldingb works to be "very mischievous," since
^ Ibid* * p# 30*
2 told,, p.44*
8 Ibid.. p. 38.
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they place a merit In extravagant passions, and encourage young 
people to hope for Impossible events, to draw them out of the 
misery they choose to plunge thorns©Iv© Into, expecting leg­
acies froa unknown relations, and generous benefactors to dis­
tressed virtue, as much out of nature as fairy treasures**
Defoe Is also an offender In this respect. His novels 
do not Instill morals, although L© may have believed they did* 
It is Inconceivable
that he should really think there was a salutary moral lesson 
couched under the history of tioll Flanders; or that hla ro­
mance of Roxana. or the Fortunate ^isferesa who rolls In wealth 
and pleasure from one end of the book io the other, end is 
quit for a little death bed repentance and a few lip-deep 
professions of the vanity of worldly Joys, showed in a strik­
ing point of view the advantages of virtue, and th© disadvant­
ages of vice. It cannot be said, however, that these works 
have an Immoral tendency. The author has contrived to 
neutralise th© question and . . .  made vice and virtue equally 
corteaptlbl© or revolting#2
Indeed, of the f&^ed eighteenth-cer.tury Hnglieh novel­
ists, only Richardson appears to have partially satisfied th© 
critics* demand for moral teaching; and even he was not con­
sidered a auccessfual moral teacher, since bis characters did 
not Inspire others bo imitate their deeds.
The Idea that r^v^ls should serve a didactic function 
was applied also to those works written by French novelists.
For instance, one critic comments that "Plg&ult. Le Brun
* "The A orke of the Right For. ours hie Lady L a r y  
Wortley LLortague," IV (1803), 519.
2 “Memoirs of the Life and Times of Daniel Defoe," 
L (1830), 421-422.
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Is amusingly prolific, but frequently unfit for youthful ears.”3' 
His works are not recommended because they are not conducive 
to morality; yet their entertaining value prevents their com­
plete condemnation* The power of D'Arlincourt in effecting 
reforms i^ howeveij greatly praised* for this author* s method 
is the clever one of laughing men out of their “follies*1?2
Of course, the novels written by the English authors 
of this particular era were expected to be vehicles for moral 
teachings or for other useful information* Pew critics em­
phasised the entertaining value of fiction; but many emphasized 
the faet that the didactic function must seem incidental*
Such authors as the great Scott and the much less 
important Hope and others won praise because of the moral ten­
dencies of their works- Hence, the term moral often appears*
For instance, the reviewer of Tales of MJL Landlord declares:
It is very honourable Indeed we think, both to the author, 
and to the readers among whom he Is so extremely popular, 
that the greatest interest of his pieces Is for the most part 
a moral interest * * * 3
However, Scott never tries “to enforce any distinct moral*”4 
Hope’s Anastasius Is similarly applauded for being free from 
“sensual and glowing descriptions”4 which tond to corrupt
^ “Tableau HIstorique de I’Etat et des Progres de la 
Literature Francsfise depuls 1789," XXXV (1821), 178*
2 "Le Solitaire,” XL (1824), 162*
3 XXVIII (1817), 194*
4 “Waverley Novels and Tales of My Landlord,” LV 
(1832), 72*
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"the morals by Inflaming the imagination of youths*”1 Be- 
sides, the novel arouses In its readers a "disgust at vice" 
as veil as & "thorough conviction of the necessity of sub­
jugating passion*”1
Hie reviews of Galt’s Annals of the Parish and of 
his ter* s Arlington reveal the same theories about "morality"2 
in novels* Particularly does tie Armais of the Pariah "have 
not only a natural, we think, but a moral and monitory effect*”^
!£he moral or didactic tendency was especially prevalent 
In the women novelists of the era* Such novelists as Kiss 
Edgeworth, Madame de Oenlis, Miss Gore, Hannah More, and 
Madame Cot tin pleased the reviewers with moral or didactic 
tales* Madame de 3tael’s Hejohine» however, was displeasing 
to the critics because it seemed "an attack against the Tun 
Commandments”* and appeared "to shed a mild lustre over 
adultery."4 Hie reviewer also points out the fallacy of ad- 
aae de Stael's endowing a villain with "graces" throughout a 
novel and hanging him on tho last page* *Ihl3# h© foals, is 
of no value as an incentive to virtue*
1 XXXV (1821), 102.
®"Arllngton, A Kovel." LVI (1032), 139.
3 XXXIX (1823). 161-162.
^ II (1808). 172, 177. However, since It taught t e 
"dangers of passion$ her Corlxme pleased the critics. Seo 
"Corlnne, on L' Italle." xTTBS'oS), 193.
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Of all th.© mo rails ts among this group of l o m n  
wrl ters, however, ter la Xdg© worth Is most consistent In her 
efforts to teach lessons and to inculcate morals• Terms like 
moral. useful, Instruct, and correct abound In reviews of 
her Popular Tales, Leonora, Simple Tales, Tales of Fashion­
able Life, Patronage, liar ring ton, and Ormond, The object of 
the Popular Tales Is "to interest, amuse, and instruct**^* 
those "who are neither high-born nor high-bred*-1* in princi­
ples *bf Industry, perseverance, prudence, good hwtour, and 
all that train of vulgar and homely virtues that have hither­
to made all th© happiness of the world»H^ Patronage, though 
said to have a moral that is "constantly good,"** is lacking 
in one respect. The critic believes "th© Patrozf was necessary 
to the moral, but thinks that ’boetical justice required a more 
decisive preponderance of good or ill, to b© as:i gned to hlra.*^ 
Thus, it seen* that the critic, desirous though he may b© of 
morals in a novel, believes that poetic justice—  and one 
notes the use of Rymerrs term here—  should not be sacrificed 
even partially in presenting the moral lesson. On the whole, 
Miss Edgeworth fa novels are cviaracfcerized by "powerful sense 
and a nice moral perception joined to a rare and Invaluable
^ XV (1304), 329. For further prals© of the authorns 
moral tendency, see also "Leonora," VIXT ( 1 !G6), 207; yL; ;.mt>l@ 
teles," VIII (1306), 471; "Tales of Fashionable Life", XXV 
(1809), 376 , 378; and "teles of Fashionable Life," XX (1812), 
104, 108, 112, and 126.
2 "Patronage," XXXI (1814), 417, 4A1.
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talent Tor observation and display of himan character*"^ 
Somewhat less notable than Hiss Edgeworth1s moral
tendencies, but, nevertheless, worthy of mention are those 
of Madame D*Arblay, Mrs* Gore, Madame de Genlis, and Mrs*
Sore* For instance, Haslitt, r©viewing The Wmdeader, In­
dicates that he does not believe Madame D'Arblay has pro­
duced a work which will yield either "profit or delight*"®
Ho remarks sagely 1 "The most moral writers after all are 
those who do not pretend to inculcate any moral*"® Her©
Basiltt uses th© traditional terms 1 moral* profit and delight* 
The sam© sort of terms appears in other reviews of 
works by Madame ce Qenlls, Hannah More, and Mrs* Gore—  
edify and amuae^ and moral,^ for instance*
^ "Harrington, A Tale and Ormond," XXVIiI, (1817), 
590-591, 404*
® "The Handerer, or Female Piff iculties," XXIV 
(1815), 321 and 329*
** "Mademoiselle de Toumon," XXXIV (1820), 374*
^ "Coelebs in Search of a Wife," XIV (1809), 148, 151, 
and "Women As They Are," LI (1820), 374* For other uses of 
such terms as moral* virtue, and vice* see "Elisabeth," XII 
(1803), 461 and-*The Cottagers of Qlenbumle," XII (1808), 41*
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In summarizing, one may not© that few critics agree 
wholly with this question: "The main question as to a novel-- 
did It amuse They do not think that the novel "is only
xsant to pleasV*1 but neither do they maintain that It should 
teach. One critic declares that, "though we are not inclined 
to advocate the practice of making fiction a vehicle for di­
dactic purposes, we should b© unwilling to say that any inter­
esting topic might not be so treated as to gain by the alliance*"2 
If the critical and didactic part overlays the narrative and 
and dramatic part"** (as it does in C'loudesley and In other 
similar novels), the novel cannot be considered excellent.
Hie "mere novel”^ is to be preferred to those fictions "which 
allure to the we 11-cushioned sofa of the novel-reader, and 
leave us seated In the uneasy chair of the scholastic dis­
putant."^ It is required of the ideal noveD., however, "that 
it shall be moral In its tendency, that It shall be amusing."^
By "moral in its tendency," the critic means that there shall 
be "an enforced and sensible enlistment of our better feelings
"Granby, A Novel In Three Volumes," X L VIII 
(1826), 395.
2 "The Youth and f'mhood of Cyril Thornton," LII (1830), 
120. For oraise of the didactic novel see also "Highways and 
Byways," XXXVIII, (1823), 465.
3 "Oloudesley, A Tale," LI (1830), 152.
4 "Women As They Are," LI (1830), 440,445. Yet note 
that th© "great power and interest?1 of Adam Blair redeem th© 
work though it is "neither very pleasing, nor very moral."
See "Adam Blair," XXIX (1823), 185.
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on th® aid® of what is estimable*”1 Ho f o m a l  morality is 
to be endured* A boy® all, even a novel moral In tendency 
must be entertaining* The theory of the function of novels 
la then at least pseudo—Herati&n, If not purely Horatlan*
The nineteenth—century critics of the novel perhaps place more 
emphasis on the entertaining function of th® novels than did 
Horace on the function of poetry5 but* in general, the theories 
are similar* The terms, X reiterate, are the neo-classical 
ones—  amuse, edify* delight* teach* profit, pie as a , virtu®, 
vice, and moral*
Conclusion
How to sum up the criticism In the Edinburgh Review* 
For the most part th® criticism of th® novel seems here merely 
an extension of that prevalent during th® neo-class leal 
period* In line with the epic—  and sometimes with the 
dramatic—  criticism of the past century, th® reviewers place 
th® major emphasis, not upon style or upon the personality of 
the author revealed in his work, but upon realistic or be­
lievable characters; uo on a unified, probable plot that Inter­
ests, moves, and ©specially either edifies or reforms the 
readers* They consider the "beauties" and th© defects of th® 
novels and evaluate the works according to their fidelity 
to the rules* Both early and late, certainly In 1805 and 
again in 1852, one discovers direct references to Horae®; and 
Aristotle1® theory of characterisation and his aesthetic
1 "Women As Bfcey Are," LI (1030), 445.
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principles* Important throughout the reviews* have a pro­
nounced influence upon nearly all reviews after 1820* Bx— 
eept for some fairly romantic appreciations of Scott/ a few 
theories of HMuslltt’s similar to his concept of the intuitive* 
fusing* and creating powers of genius and imagination (ex­
pressed in 1015 in his review of ‘foe Vanderer); and a few 
faint hints* discoverable as early as 1817* of 1A'ordsworth*s 
theory of "low* characters as a part of an all-pervading* 
all-enveloping nature; there is here little that could possibly 
he considered new* The terminology is exceptionally derivative* 
In listing the requisites of the authorsT the critics 
use such terms as originality* invention* conception* genius * 
imagination and fancy* talent* knowledge* eloquence * and good 
sense* The first three terms* they use frequently* loosely* 
and almost synonymously* Power of invention or conception 
and originality are considered important* but almost Impossible 
of attainment In their purest form* Since authors can not be 
purely original because the ancients have already expressed 
all the basic Ideas* the reviewers countenance a little dis­
creet Imitation* This theory* of course, Is a neo-classical 
continuation* Another quality* genius* some critics consider 
to be essential; others deem it merely desirable* To some* 
the term means consummate natural ability of a general sort; 
to others* great creative talent; and toothers* a kind of 
spirit or merely inspiration* These meanings are classical 
or neo-classical* So are moat of the interpretations of 
liMLglnatlon and fancy* The latter terms* used interchanges bly*
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often connote an imaging power, using as its materials mainly 
visible nature (human snd external) , or an imaging faculty 
that is irrational and completely divorced, from reality. They 
may even indicate an ability to perceive, to fuse, and then 
to recreate materials; or rarely they denote a sort of in­
spiration. Though both fancy and imagination are to be de** 
sired, th© reviewers feel that, to be most effective, th© 
qualities must be controlled, just as Rymer, Pope, and 
Johnson required. There were other qualities like talent; know** 
ledge of human nature, of truth, and of principles of compo­
sition; eloquence; and good sense—  all considered excellent 
but not absolutely necessary* Th© emphasis on knowledge of 
the universal is inherited from Aristotle through the neo- 
classicists* Th© stress on good sense reminds on© of Bolleau, 
who "gave authority to” the terms good sense and r eason for 
the critics of the eighteenth century*
Equally derivative is th© material on the novel; but 
X shall reiterate a few of the more important facts* The term 
style generally had the traditional meaning of manner or 
method of writing; but after 1830 it sometimes referred to the 
ton© or impression of the whole work* In discussing the ideal 
style the critics mainly used the old termst popular with 
Dryden, Addison, and Johnson—  clear, easy, elegant, and u n ­
affected* Sometimes, however, the terms were the somewhat 
more unusual ones like sprightly, gaudy, or sparkling* As 
for descriptions, the reviewers judged as best thoso imitations 
of external nature that were somewhat heightened for effect*
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On the whole* their theory and their terms relating to de­
scriptions are similar to those of Addison’s, not quite so 
advanced as those of Reynold’a« In addition to numerous 
terms like excellent* picturesque, accurate, and faithful, 
there are a few newer aesthetic ones like fresh and charming* 
What has been said of style and of description may 
also be said of plots—  that theories and terms are inherited 
ones* The term plot Is loosely used to refer to the mechani— 
sal structure of a work or to the story* The plot is supposed 
to be complete* unified* effective* and Interesting; the sub­
ject matter* preferably natural* simple* and probable* The 
entire plot is expected to b© suitable—  In other words* to 
possess propriety* taste* and decorum* Its denouement (ending) 
Is usually to be happy; or If there should be a catastrophe 
(this term applied to the ending* not to the vhole experience)* 
It must be realistic but not too horrible; and it must certain­
ly express the tri^ eaph of virtue* The majority of critics 
demand also that plots serve a moral or didactic function* and 
net simply amuse* There may be fueling* sentiment* and pathos 
to moderation; but there must be no maudlin sentimentality*
Both plots and characters are to have veri i^llitude 
and a realism based upon fidelity to general truth and some­
times to type (In the case of characters)• They do not always 
have to be probable* nor do they have to bo factually accurate; 
but probability is considered one of th© most desirable of 
qualities*
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these were the opinions or the reviewers writing In 
the Edinburgh Review* Some of the concepts seem sound; some 
can scarcely te termed excellent; and nearly all show the 
notable Influence of neo-classicism and t a lack of Influence 
of new romantic theories* But let us now examine the rival 
of the Edinburgh Review  ^ the ^u&rterly Review  ^ to see 
whether the neo-classical influence upon terms and theories 
Is apparent there also*
i n
THE QUARTERLY REVIEW
Simile t to the Edinburgh He view m s  the Quarterly 
Be view* Beth journals "agreed fundamentally on matters of 
literary criticism* Both depended largely upon established 
standards.Both prided themselves upon the selection of 
novels to he reviewed, not upon the number criticised*
The Quarterly Review, however, was a Tory magazine started 
la 1809 in opposition to the Whig Edinburgh He view. Sir 
Walter Scott, estranged from the Edinburgh Review because 
of its severe review of Kermion and because of the tone of 
its political articles, was largely Influential in the 
creation of this Tory organ; and for it he wrote his well 
known appreciation of Jane Austen9s Kmraa.
A violent reviewer, William Oifford, was the first 
editor of the magazine* Hie reviews and those of the equal­
ly biased Croker and Lockhart soon gave the publication a 
reputation "for unfairness and vituperation*But even 
these men did write some good criticism; and there were 
other better writers contributing to the Quarterly, among 
them being Henry Taylor, Charles Lamb, ;&lter 3oott, John 
Sterling, vfhitwell Elwin, Isaac T>9Israeli, and Yashiagton
Walter Oraham, English Literary Periodicals* 
pp* 241-349i
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Irving. During the 1800--1B32 period th© editors of the 
Quarterly Review. in addition to "Juvenal" Oifford, were 
John Taylor Coleridge and John Gibson Lockhart, Under 
their direction appeared so a© of the first appreciations 
of such novelists as Jane Austen, Maria Edgeworth, and Sir 
Walter Scott.
These reviewers recognised the popular appeal of
the novel, and many of them admitted its Importance as a
new literary type. Being interested in its history, they
indicated its connection with the historical romance, with
the epic, and with the drama. Like the reviewers writing
in the Edinburgh Eeview, they demanded oven as late as
1832 that the novel be subjeoted to neo-classical rules
governing the epic end the drama. Gifford was voicing a
typical belief when he Insisted in 1809 that the great
moral Influence of the novels made it imperative that each
one "be subject to the inspection of a strict literary
police.Moreover, attestIn? the literary importance of
the new genre, Richard vhafcely admitted in 1321 that
apologies for novels were no longer needed since they
2were "discussed by the ablest scholars"; and Lockhart 
remarked in 1826 that even Horace might have written
"Talcs of Fashionable Life," Quarterly Review. I 
(1809), 148. This theory is remin i s c ent of riato1s demand 
for a striot poetic censorship. (Laws. VII, 801, Jooper*s 
translation).
Since succeeding references, not otherwise Indicated, 
will be to the Quarterly Review, th© name of the journal will 
not be repeated.
2 "Korthanger Abbey and Persuasion," \3CIV (1821),
352.
novels tad the great "rule-giver" been living the nine­
teenth century.1 Moreover, though 3oott remained to the 
•ad faintly apologetic for novels, he noted with approval 
tow the "child of the romance" was freeing itself from the 
fetters of "the original style of romantic fiction. "s Once, 
as he remarks with approval, Its readers had expected and 
demanded only extraordinary stories characteristic of the 
romance, not such imitations of real life *u- Jane Austen now 
dared to present. Tet Scott and his fellow reviewers, who 
sanctioned the discard of the chivalrle subject matter of 
the epic poem and the romance, demanded that each novelist 
continue to be guided by the epic rules. He must remember, 
one critic declares, that the historical novel especially 
"is s classical species of composition, having certain 
leading principles and rules established and illustrated by
•LIt.8 of the Novelists," XXXIV (1826), 3S4, This
review Andrew Lang calls "an interesting and reflective
essay on the art of fiction." See The Life and Letters of
Gibson Lockhart. 1, 414.
8 "Esaa," XIV (1Q15), 189. ?or a similar statement 
with regard to the novel9s lnoreaslng connection with reality 
see "Am lie a as field," I (1809), 505; and for other indi­
cations of Interest in th© history of the novel see Crokerfs 
review of ffavcrlcy. XI (1814), 354 and LocKhsrt9® criticism 
of Lives of the novelista. XKXIV (1026), 349-379.
® See "Historical Romance," TXXV (1827), 519, where 
the novel is described as "an accommodation of the ancient 
epic to the average capacity of the numberless readers of 
modern times."
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high authority1 and example. Tho author9 therefore, must 
not permit himself "more than epio use of materials re­
jected hy the drama9"* and h© must abstain from "those 
features of dramatto composition which are peculiarly and 
especially incompatible with the epic form.*3* From his 
place In history Pope nods assent to this typical eighteenth- 
century position that for each type of literature there arc 
certain principles strictly to be observed save in th© case 
of "great original genius9 that is to say—  of that gift 
above all rules to which nothing is impossible."3' Thus the 
tendency of the creators of the novel to experiment, to 
borrow9 and to mix zaateriels and techniques from both the 
drama and the epic is occasionally frowned upon by a few 
critics like this one9 even more faithful than most to 
strict rules.
Despite the reluctance of these few critics to 
sanction transfers of materials and techniques from the 
drama to the novel9 since they associated the latter 
inextricably with the epic form, they and others did borrow 
terms and theories from both the criticism of the epio and 
of the drama. This mixture of borrowed terms prevails 
throughout the criticism in the Quarterly Review. There
1 "Zohrab the Hostage," XLVIII (1832), 393-394. 
Compare Pope's theory In his "Preface to the Iliad” and in 
his "Essay on Criticism" with this passage. The entire 
review of %ohrab the Hoataac is especially Interesting in 
that it ledleatea the reviewerf a consciousness of the limi­
tations of the drama ae opposed to the novel. He notes the 
advantages of the omniscient viewpoint, and he deplores as 
Inartistic the transfer of the hidden identity device from 
the drama to the autobiographical novel.
art feiar terns and new Maniacs implied her© than was 
the eeae in the Edinburgh Review, In fact, an examination 
of specific passages, especially during th© first two decades 
of the century, reveals a marked resemblance to th© work of 
the earlier critics of the novel, whose habit It was to 
apply epic and dramatic dicta—  and sometimes oven the opio 
order of criticism—  to the novel,1 This application of 
terms and theories that were current throughout the 
eighteenth century is to be observed in the evaluations 
both of novelists and of novels ©ad In th© statements re­
garding the propter function of th© genre,
A Terms Applicable to Novelists
Beldom do these reviewers endeavor to trade the
qualities of the novelist as they are revealed In his work,
for their major interest is Judging th© worth of his finished
composition. There are a few among them to whom Addison*s
definition of a "crltiek" might well be adapted:
one that, without entering into the sense and soul of an 
author, has a few general rules, which like mechanical
1 See J. B. Heidler, op. elt,, p. 43 ff. and 0, iu 
Hoffman, op, clt.. 18-23, Tor specific uses of ©pic terms 
see J, Addison, The Tatler, edited by *1. A, Aitken, IV,
28T; Henry FleldTnS. Works, edited by Leslie rtephena (London: 
Smith, ?lder and Co., 1882), II, 3ff,; Clara Ueevo, The Old 
English Baron. a3 reprinted In The British ^ovelista. 
edited by Mrs, Barbauld, XII, 3^17
instruments, ha applies to the works of every writer, and 
as they quadrate with them pronounces th© Author perfect 
or defeetire.1
Bat occasionally, either by praising the presence of specific 
talents in certain authors or by lamenting the absence of 
these gifts, some critics indicate "the qualifications neees* 
sexy to form a writer of n o v e l s * F o r  instance, My* Kefct 
is considered to be •very slenderly endorsed" since he ex~
ti
hlblts no teen penetration into human nature, no quick and 
lively powers finnate perceptive ability] of catching lively 
manners, or painting nice shades of character."2
The teres denoting all those qualities are numerous
and ere familiar to the reader of poetic criticism. Power
is the one most frequently and, to sore extent, most vaguely
used* Its connotations ere many. Scott writes in 1810:
Is some of the novels of the late Charlotte Smith we found 
no ordinary portion of that fascinating power which leads us 
through every various scene of happiness or distress at the 
will of the author, which places the passions of the wise
grave for a time at the command of idsal parsonages; and 
perhaps has more attraction for the public at large than any 3 
other species of literary composition, the drama not excepted.
Here the term has a marked relationship to the inexplicable
faculty of enchantment, particularly appealing to the romantic
element in artists and appreolators alike since the time of
Sewer* la the review cott praisea Hafcurin’s "power"
(Innate imaginative force) but deploros his "lack of taste."
1 1* Addison, Tatler. No* OLXV as reprinted In W. H* 
Durham, Critical Essays of the Eighteenth Century (Hew Haven: 
Tale University Press, islsj, p. 33l.
Z "S«lly#" I (1609), 316.
3 "Fatal Re-range," H I  (1810), 340-344.
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In many other reviews the word denotes a specific inherent 
talent, as a "power of observing generic, not individual 
characters"^ or "great poetical power"or "dramatic power*
Often, however, it ta debatable whether the tern refers to 
a particular faculty of the author or to the force and 
effectiveness of hie expression* It jai^t refer to either 
In the ease of "power of conception,” applied both to 
netarln and to ¥rs* 3helley;2 in the case of ^las Edge- 
worth* a "power of humor*5 or fteott's "power of plotting”5 
or Hope's "lack of power in combining his materials*”5 Used 
ia the plural, it usually denotes Innate ability; but at 
least once it is a synonym for learning— very elementary 
at that* Somewhat ironically the reviewer remarks that 
Alicia Palmer "speaks with soma confidence of her own 
powers, and not unjustly** since her spelling is superior to 
that of Hiss Gwenaon* Too, thia "giantess among pygmies"4*- 
"appears to know the meaning of most of her words*"4, Xn 
general, however, the term signifies Inherent talent or 
the effectiveness that is the result of genius or imagination;
^ In the order named see "John De Lanoaster,” 1 (1609), 
538; "Historical Hoaaaae," XXXV (1027), 520-522; "The Fortunes 
Cf Kigsl," IIVII (1332), 334*
2 In the order named see "Vaudeville," XVIII (1017),
176;and "Frankenstein," TVJII (1618), 305.
3 See "Patronage," X (1614), 305; and "Lives of th©
novelists," XXXXV (1826), 336; and "Anastasine," XXIV (1021), 412.
* In order, see "Tales of Fashionable Life," I (1009), 
134; and "The Daughters of Iaenberg,” IV (1B10), 66.
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and these meanings are the same ones which the word had 
la earlier aritloism.*
To some extent synonymous with power (if one excepts 
the meanings shill or learning) is another term appearing 
fairly frequently, especially after 1815—  namely, genius* 
With regard to this quality, the highest of all gifts, the 
reviewers adopt the typical neo-classical viewpoint; hut 
the great esteem in which they hold genius (consummate 
originating powers) reflects the "original genius" theories 
of Addison and of Young* s The importance of great innate 
ability is everywhere manifest, from Scott’s statement in 
1810 that the novel is now "decorated by the higher ex­
ertions of genius"3 through Lockhart*s review in 1820, in 
which he remarks that the "genius" of Cervantes "blended 
the elements of imaginative prose together and enobled, 
rather than invented"* a new literary form* In addition, 
in contrasting Scott to the novelist*s imitators, he declares, 
•One genius, in a word, made many clever artists*"* This 
same novelist prompts Nassau -enior In 1827 to extol the
See Alexander Pope, An Lssay ea Criticism as re­
printed in ^mith and Parks, od. olt*. p*550~ See also Adward 
Young, Conjectures on Orl&lnaT Composition* In ibid* * p. 430; 
and S. Johnson "Krom Alexander Tope" In Livea of the Aoeta. 
reprinted in ibid, p* 467.
^ See 3dward Young, op* clt* * p.407 ff* and J* Addi­
son, Spectator. *;o. CLX, as reprinted in J* Addison, ;irorkof 
edited by C. Y. Oreene (Hew York: Lerby and Jackson, 13591, V.
3 -Sanaa," XIV (1815), 188.
4 "LlT«a of th* rfOTollats,- r I'T (1026}, 354, 377-
378.
former’s "energies of genius and acquisitions of knovilad^ a.nl 
Finally, In 1832, la a review of Hohrab the Hostage, one 
finds an expression of an old theory, already advanced in an
s>
earlier review, that in the case of "vory high genius” 
even "eternal rhapsodies about personal feeling” or infringe- 
Mats of established "principles and rules*'* are to be 
endured* In the midst of such "grace-beyond-the-reach-of- 
art** criticism there appears very suitably a statement of 
doubt whether^genius of any kind actually rises and falls
e
with the mercury in the thermometer.* Such a red actio 
ad absurdum of th© "climate* concept is in keeping with th© 
neo-classical tradition, which admits the value of genius, 
whloh may bow low before the originating power of genius—
though It never gives credence to Youngfs belief in the
6completely untutored genius, whom education i&ay harm—  which
^ "Pevaril of the P«,ak, Quentin Durw&rd, St. Honan*s 
*ell9 Radgaontlet, Tales of the Crusaders, Toolstook," XXXY 
(1827), 5PC. Compare this with 3. Johnson*s definition of 
genius, loo, olt.. p. 467.
2 "The History or Flotlon," XIII (1815), 407, where
Mrs. Eadeliffe’s "strong and original genius* is said to
compensate for th© "mannerism* of her work.
S XLVIII (183B), 396 and 393. The "rhapsodies’* are 
described as Imitations of Byron. The renunciation of th© 
romantic school is marked here.
* See A. Pope, An Essay on Criticism, reprinted in 
Smith and Parke, op. olfc.. p. 590.
5 "The History of notion," XIII (1813), 305. For 
the opposite view eee the Edinburgh Review. XXI (1813), 2.
6 S. Young, Conjectures on Original Composition, re­
printed la Smith and Parks, op. oife.. pp. 358 and 363.
may forgive faults in '"the loftier efforts of genius*1 with- 
oat ever recanting its stand upon the efficacy of "laws,”1 
tat which customarily dismisses as too liberal such a notion 
as the one upon the influence of climate. osfc of the 
ateaiags both of poser and of genius—  ©harm, e ffec t iveness  , 
inmate general talent, inherent specific ability, native 
originating faculty— may sell be included in Johnson’s 
definition of genius as
that power which constitutes a poet; that faculty without 
which judgment is cold, and knowledge is inert; that energy 
which collects, combines, amplifies, and a ni me tea.2
Johnson*s definition is actually less traditional In tenor
than cost of those uses of genius, especially when genius
appears to replace the term talent in the language of the
reviewers*3
Most nearly related to genius and power are imagi­
nation and fancy* The latter terms are used interohangea- 
bly. Imagination being the more popular of the two, though 
it seldom appears before 1817. Precisely what the reviewers 
mean by either word is a matter for speculation; but, by 
examining the context of several passages in which the terms
1 -Histopical fcoaanoe," TXV (1827), 820.
g
3* Johnson, The Lives of the :i.n/slish Foots. as re­
printed in Smith and Parks, o p . ©Tt., p. idi?. However, there 
is little stress upon animating fri”the reviews; and at times 
genius seems merely a synonym for talent.
%
Talent is not frequently used, ".hen It is, it may 
denote general or speoifio ability as Scott*s "talent both 
gay and pathetic1"1 or Irving9a "talents.* See "The Antiquary,” 
XT (1016). 138 8nd Sktttoh Boole of 'looffr®y ^rsyon,"
XXV (1821), 81.
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appear, one may make souse conjectures about the slgnifloanee
of each* Whoa Scott writes of "a strong and vigorous fancy,
ha probably refers to the faoulty for forcefully reproducing
images based upon the visible— but somewhat heightened.
Certainly that is his interpretation when he writes of
"imagination, not less accurate and discriminating than
vigorous and v i v i d * L o c k h a r t  possibly goes a step farther
In his description of Scottvs "poetical imagination" as
mere powerful and more exalted by far than had ever in 
former days exerted its energies elsewhere than in the 
highest of the strictly poetical forms—  epic and tragic.
There Is here at least a hint of the creative action of the 
fiind in reshaping the images received through the senses.
The product is, however, generally better described as 
picturesque than as inspired or impassionedj and it suggests 
faintly the eighteenth-century version of the Longlnlan 
sublime. Sven more closely akin to the theory of the pre­
ceding century is Nassau Senior's discussion of Scott’s 
"cultivated imagination.Though Senior's mention of the
See in order "Fatal Revenge," XI (1810), 34;and 
"Tales of my Landlord," XVI (1817), 467. For a similar use 
of imagination see also "Melmoth the Wanderer," XXIV (1881), 
3 2 7 .
9
"Lives of the Novelists," XXXIV (1826), 356. Compare 
this with Longinus, On the Sublime. as reprinted in Smith and 
Parks, op. clt.. p. 82. See also s. H. ./onk, The sublime; A 
Study of Critical Theories in ^VIII Century England (New 
York: *©dern Langnage AssooTatlon of America, 19357*
* "Historical Romanoe," TXV (1827), 520-522. She 
uses of terms here and in the preceding passages ere 
somewhat v.iso I:. See «T. Addison, vprka. ed. -*. ;v. Creene, 
VI, zzztt.
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writer's "teasing fancy" eight tend to focus one's attention 
ea the creative power of the novelist, the reviewer's us© 
of the adjective cultivated along with such expressions as 
"sufficient knowledge of his art* or "skill* in applying
his gifts prompts the reader to recall that art and disci­
pline are needed too. ^ In all of these oas©s, imagination 
and fancy have some connection with reality, with actual 
life. But in 1632 the reviewer of Arlington and The Con­
trast uses both teres as fancy especially was employed 
during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries—  that is, 
as though completely apart from life and thoroughly opposed 
to reason. He deoounees the fashionable novels of the day.
To Increase the force of his already vigorous denunciation,
he exclaims that he prefers to read even the stories of 
the "bleeding nuns," for "puerile In fancy as these tales 
were, they ware, however, imaginative, and to the imagi-
a
nation only did they address themselves." Lvsn this weak 
and indirect defence of the formerly maligned type of 
imagination manifested In the Gothic novels end romances
Ibid.
XLVIII (1832), 167. For a dafonoo of this typ© 
of imagination see Bishop Hurd, Letters on Chivalry and 
Romance. edited by L. Corley (Oxford ;~T9iiJ, p, 84, For 
similar concepts of imagination as irresponsible end in 
need of the curbs of judgment or philosophy, see F. Bacon, 
Complete ?orks. Spedding's edition (London, 1857), IV,
406; Thomas iiobbas, Complete Works (London: Yolesworth, 
1817), III, 46; Frances Burney, Works (London: Bell, 1892), 
III, lxi; 3, Johnson, Rambler. Ho, 125, as reprinted in The 
British Essayists, edited by A. Chalmers (Boston: Little 
S n w  asl Co., 1864), XVII.
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is noteworthy, coming as it does at the ©nd of the romantic 
period* In ell of this criticism there la no advance be* 
yofid the theories of the imagination expressed daring the 
eighteenth century. The terms fancy and Imagination appear 
each less often than one might suppose-- almost never 
daring the earlier years*
Nearly always related in some manner to the imagi­
nation are the terms invention, conception, and originality—  
all appearing comparatively seldom in the reviews* For 
instanoe, invention is a synonym for th© creative imagination 
in the critic’s lament that hiss Edgeworth’s * invent lor* has 
net supplied her” with "an interesting plot.”* Moreover,
sconception usually indicates creative or imaginative talent; 
and originality, the power to imagine and to express what 
fttnirn new. alien the critics deplore -urphy’s went of "origi­
nality*3 and praise Irving’s "spirit and originality,” as
* "The History of Fiction,” XIII (1815), 406. For 
a similar use of the term in earlier criticism, see I. 
Addison, Works. Bohn edition (London: 1801),III, 2 and 422; 
and S. Tohnson, Rambler. No. 4, as reprinted in The British 
Essayists, XVI, 83-84.
2 3m  "Live, of the novelists," XXXIV (1626), 356; 
and "Frankenstein,” XVIII (1813), 385.
3 "The Petal Haven,.," II (1810), 347.
well as his "aimable and benevolent qualities of heart and 
mind,"* they are using the ters; originality just as Edward 
Young did in his Conjectures. To some extent, then, all 
three terms are similar; and all are inherited from preceding 
criticism.
Most of the terms already mentioned designate quali­
ties that are mainly Innate; hut there are terms—  some of 
them employed frequently, some, rarely—  which suggest 
faculties that may be partially acquired or at least improved 
hy conscious application. Among these ,tjre sense. taste. 
l5£Sfi&2t, and knowledge. The first two, the reviewers use 
so vaguely that even an examination of the context of speoifio 
passages is of little help to the reader in determining the 
meanings. However, there do seem to be several interpre­
tations possible for the word sense. When the reviewers 
write of "common sense"2 or of "solid sense,"55 they suggest
1 "The Sketoh Book," XXV (1821), 167. In another 
review Irving is praised for having "the indescribable 
humour (a sympathetic sense of the Incongruous) of Sterne, 
with a tone of moral feeling of which th© latter was in­
capable. 'See "Salamagundl, th© Knickerbocker History of
Hhw Tork, Braeebridge Hall, Tales of a Traveller," XXI (1685), 
487. The term hnj>ftni> has here the significance which It 
often has in the reviews. See also the passage on the "humour 
and pathos" of Scott In "Lives of the Novelists," XXIV,
(1026), 370. In all the passages the ter^s humour and pathos 
parallel the uses discoverable in eighteenth-century criticism. 
See J. Addison, Works. Bohn edition, II, 297; and Varfcon, 
Essay on Poos. (London: 1606), I, 32.
2 "Woman." I (1809), 52. Seo also "Yelmoth th© 
Wanderer," I H T  (1821), 303, where "good taste and common 
sense" are mentioned.
s "TTorthanger Abbey and Persuasion,” 7XIV (1B21), 352.
the power of reasoning or of rationalising. By "good 
sense,* on the other hand they often imply an innate—  or 
perhaps at times a partially cultivated-- feeling for what 
is universally and permanently suitable and fitting* when 
this feeling is to some extent acquired, i t  too is connected 
with reason* In the review of ?/iss Edgeworthfs Patronage * 
the term signifies s quality both Inherent and improved* The 
reviewer declares:
Her two strong points are good sense and humour, and i t  is 
by the buoyant power of her humour, that she has been able 
to diffuse among the public so large a portion of her good 
sense*1
Borne what akin to sense in meaning is teste * and often the 
terms oeour together In the reviews* In the earlier reviews 
taste usually denotes an inherent and partially acquired 
sense of what is appropriate or fittin g *2 Throughout the 
reviews, in feet, such an expression as an '♦offense against 
good taste*2 Implies the neo-olasalcal decorum* When,
%however, a eritio writes about "taste and discrimination," 
he may mean a sense of the universally appropriate; or he 
may refer to an *act of the mind”* or to a "faculty of the
* "Patronage,” X (1814), 305. I t  Is interesting her© 
to note that H* C. Robinson questions the value of ias 
Edgeworth*s "good sense*" He deplores the "tendency to check 
enthusiasm,” a tendency observed in her work* See his Diary« 
Bern! nl see noes and £ or respond© no e. ed* >adler (London: Maomillon, 
1859), I, 399*
2 *Ouy bannering,” XI (1815), 50* See also "Arlington 
end The Contrast," XXVTI1 (1832), 167*
s "The Antiquary,” XV (1816), 138*
* 3ir Joshua Reynolds, Discourses, as reprinted In 
Smith and Parks, op* c lt** p. 480. Compare his theory with
that of - * Burke in his Works (London: Bohn, 1864), I ,  49-67*
Soul" for discerning beauties or imperfect ions* **hen the
reviewers mention together "good sense and good taste**2 or 
"good sense, good teste, good feeling,"3 it ia very likely 
that they ham in mind the laot mooning. Certainly there 
are no now implications in any of the passage® in which sense 
and taste occurs S?®a Pope, one recalls, used both terms and 
in m o h  the sane way in his An Essay on Criticism, There ho 
remarked that genius and taste are both gifts from heaven, 
but be did imply that learning is a helpful adjunct to all 
three qualities. So many other critics adopted the "cult" 
of taste—  Bouhours, Fontanolle, 3t* rvremond, Temple,
Dennis, and Addison among them-- that it would be unusual 
for an* not to find numerous meanings given to such a term. 
Almost the same statement might be made concerning th© word 
sense. Judgment, however, which ia sometimes to be found 
with the two previously mentioned terms, is not the favorite 
with these reviewers that either of the ether words is, H'or 
is it as popular as it was with critics during the past centu­
ry, It may denote a cultivated instinct for propriety or a 
sort of taste as it I oca when the reviewer writes that &iss 
Edgeworth9a weakness is a "defect of judgment," not "of 
powers,"4 It may signify an ability to understand and to
Smith an son9©
theory of "good sense,"
2 "Zohrab the Hostage," XLTIII (1832), 392.
5 "Arlington and th. Contrast," LXTIII (1832), 167.
.T_ Addison^ Seeetator Panera. as r© Minted in
4 "Tales of Fashionable Life," I (1809), 154
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evaluate as it does when the reviewer speaks of Miss 
Edgeworth* a "instinctive judgment of aharaster.*1 Hose 
of its meanings indicate a variance from earlier criticism.2 
Is feet, judgment, good sense, and good taste—  all-* lend 
a neo-elaesloel sir to the criticism.
Another term which the reviewers employ often is 
the very general one—  knowledge. It, too, was regarded 
with favor by critios writing in the past, especially by 
the neo-olasslclats. There ere, however, so many types of 
knowledge that even areh-romantloists demanded some kinds.
Ae the reviewers use the term, its meanings run the gamut 
from the learning acquired through study and observation to 
that gained Imaginatively or intuitively. That "accurate 
end extensive* knowledge which Miss Sdgeworth is "too ju­
dicious to display*5 Is, of course, learning. Moreover,
4the knowledge "of the human heart," "of the world,* and 
•of human nature,*4 which Miss Austen possesses, refers 
to Intuitive and sympathetic understanding as well as to 
information on human qualities gained by observation.
1 "Patronage,• I (1814), 307. Hera the author1® 
judgment and her power as a "keen, accurate, and impartial" 
observer ere deemed compensations for her lack of such
^fertility in oontriving" as Fielding has.
2 See 0. Goldsmith, Works (London: Bohn, 1866),
IT, 418; S. Burke, f^orks (London: Bohn, 1881), I, 54;
S. Johnson, Complete Works (London, 1826), Till, p. SO*
3 «?atroiuge,« X (1014), 305.
’Jut,'' XIV (1015), 109; and "ilorthangor Abbey," 
XXXV (1021), 352.
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Although knowledge "of the human heart" la generally
associated with romantic tendencies, It has been Important
in criticism certainly ever since Temple wrote On Ancient
andl Modern Learning. Moreover, the other type of knowledge
ia that "of mankind in general"*—  a kind easily obtained
by an author with the "eye of a painter and a poet,"* since
such an author would observe surface facts and detect the
universal truth beneath the visible signs. This knowledge
of mankind, both Pope ia his An ilssav on qritiolsm and
Joseph Varton in his eiaaen of Pope approved. Then there is
£the knowledge "of good and evil," which reminds one some-
what of Miltonic theory; and finally, the knowledge "of
man9s stronger affections and profounder passions," which
2
is "the produot of retirement." The last type is suggestive 
of Wordsworthian theory, especially In its emphasis on re­
tirement ; however, one recollects Johnson’s assertions about 
the need for every sort of knowledge.
These, then, are the major terms which the reviewers 
use in their discussions of the Qualities to be desired in 
a novelist—  judgment. genius. power, imagination, fancy. 
talent. humor, sense, taste. and knowledge. It is worthy
* "Melmoth, the Wanderer," XXIV (1821), 311.
2 "Arlington and The Contrast,” XLVIII (183S), 189
and 166.
5 See S. Johnson, The Prince of Ablaslnia. (London: 
Dodsley and Johnston, 175917 C hap t e r  10, p. »
2 4 6
of noting particularly that all of them appear in the 
works or the so-called neo—classicists, of course, some 
of the interpretations of power* genius, imagination, 
fancy, end knowledge connote a liberalism that one is 
accustomed to associate with romanticism; but the same 
liberal tendency is marked in the works of Addison and of 
Johnson, On the whole, however, lope could have used--* 
actually did use—  most of them, The difference lies in 
emphasis. Here there is stress upon genius and,especially 
after 1817, upon imagination; whereas Pope*s is upon sense,
B Terms Applicable to the Hovel
In their criticism of the various aspects of the 
novel the reviewers show the same propensity toward re­
peating terms and theories prevalent during the eighteenth 
eentnry. There are, however, indications throughout the 
reviews that the critics are considering seriously the 
problems particularly important in the construction of the 
novel, that they are analyzing these problems and are making 
seme effort to select for use terms and theories that will 
be suitable to the new genre. Yet they seem to oppose both 
complete innovations in theory and practice end changes in 
terminology. In short* they are willing to select, to re­
arrange, but not to change.
The average reviewer would probably agree co pletely 
with 3eott here. He writes:
Foree of character, strength of expression, felicity of 
contrast and situation, a well-ormstrucW> plot, in which
2 4 7
the developemeat la at once natural and unexpected, and 
where the Interest is kept uniformly alive till summed up 
by the catastrophe—  all these ore requisites as essential 
to the labour of the novelist as to that of the dramatist 
and indeed, appear to comprehend the sum of the qualities 
necessary to suooess in both departments.3*
There is# however* oru* important ingredient la oiling here-- 
the moral, k'ost reviewers* especially earlier in the centu­
ry, would immediately add that element* The fnoral is* how­
ever, also omitted in various otlier passages'praising novels, 
especially those by foreign authors. But in 3cotfc*s criti­
cism as well as in that by other writers th© terminology 
and the theory are traditional. Cue not^s ecpectally th© 
see-classical influence on terms in the following:
Boccacci re pandit cette variete dans son ouvrage, comm© la 
plus sur moyen d’interesser et de plaire; at ce qut est 
admirable* c*est quo, dans tous ces genres si divers, il 
raecnte toujours avec la memefaoilite,^l© mem© verite, 
la mSme elegance, la mSme fldelite a preter aux personnagos 
lee discours qui leur conviennent, a representor au-naturel 
leure actions, leurs gestes, a fair© de cheque nouyell© un 
petit drame qui a son exposition, son noeud, son denouement, 
dont le dialogue eat auasi parfalt que la conduit© et dans 
lequel chacunde8pactears garde jusqu’a la fin sa physictiomi© 
et son oarectere.
1 "Lives of the Novelists," xrcrv (1826), 368. Com­
pere this with Scott*a statement that the ideal novel ia a 
"story regularly built and consistent in all its parts, and 
la which nothing ocoors, and scarce a personage is intro­
duced, that has not ao^e share in tending to advance th© 
catastrophe," Introduction to the Monastery» standard 
Edition, XI, xxxviii. Referring t o"3o ot t1 V  atatern©nt with 
regard to the novel and the drama, the reviewer Lockhart 
disagrees, believing th© drama to require mor? skill.
Compare Lockhart’s statements with those of G . ft. Lousing
In Selected Prose Lorka. tr, K. C. Be«3lay and Helen Limmem 
(London: Bell, ICOSJ, £53-256. Bor other oonslderstlons of 
the merits of the novel and the drama, see Blackwood’s 
SdiabozKh ttagazia*. II (1818). 403; Cl (1B22), 4de; Wad
W T i e a i T ,  410.
2 "Ulstoire Lltteraralre d’ltalie," XI (1814), 24.
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Variety. interest. pleasing, ease, truth, ©le^anoe, aultable 
•*“ aDp3ropriata~ these sad other terms are familiar to 
readers of earlier criticism of poetry, epic and dramatic.
But now to consider terns applied to specific phases 
of the novel—  first, those applied to style and language; 
then those connected with character treatment; ami finally, 
those used with plots or fables.
In the reviews the term style means approximately 
whet it did when Puttenhaa wrote his The Arte of English 
Poeslea that is, it still refers to manner or method of compo­
sition or soaetimes actually to the language. Since language 
and style are often synonymous terms, one might well consider 
the two together; however, for the sake of convenience, 1 
wish to examine first certain passages in which the reviewers 
use the word style, then those in which the tern language 
appears.
In writing of style, In which they truly do not seem 
to be very much interested, the reviewers show a tendency either 
to repeat terms which Pope, Johnson, and ^ryden used or to 
express vague generalities. Only rarely do they attempt to 
distinguish between verse and prose style or to analyze as 
the reviewer does here:
The faults which we have to notice belong to t;e style. This 
is an imitation of that of scripture; it is, we think, some­
times too periphrastlcal, and sometimes it abounds in unneces­
sary repetitions. It retains also marks of Its derivation 
from metrical romance in detail and accumulation of particulars, 
which, though sometimes striking, at other tirrres degenerate 
into mere expletives,1
^ "Jhroniela of the 3Id Rod rt go : »\ *r/ de Bivcir," I 
(1809), 1S2.
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Tills attack on periphrases reminds one somewhat of Abbe 
Tension*a somewhat similar statements with regard to the 
style of tragedy-- statements made in hie ’Letter to the 
Academy** Usually, however, the critics merely object to 
a ”strained*1 style that has a "grave and repulsive formali­
ty* to "the tedious uniformity of a style always employed 
la delineating, even in the minutest details, what the 
author calls impressions exalteos*;2 to a style that is 
•puffy" and like "the whine of a sick lap dog";5 to a "loose 
and incoherent style" such as aeott has; to one that leaves 
the reader "in doubt whether the head or the heart of the 
author be the most diseased**3 They praise the "clear, easy, 
tsaenoumbered style*3 of &iss Edgeworth; the "playful and
7 A
picturesque” style of Irving; "the unassuming simplicity*0 
of Galt’s style; Robert Ward* a style, which is that of "the sob
Q in
lar and the gentleman"; and Bunyanfs "homely blunfcnesa.*AW
1 " K m lly ,"  I  (1 0 0 9 ) ,  3 1 5 .
"Da la lltterature Franoalse pendant le 18 Sleole," 
Till (1812), 299.
"History of Fiotlon," XIII (1815), 405.
4 "Tales of my Landlord," XVI (1617), 431.
* "Frankenstein," XVIII (1818), 304.
6 "Patronage," X (1814), 305.
’ "The Sketch Book of Geoffrey Grayon," XXV (1821), 58.
"Annals of the Parish," '/XV (1021), 153.
9 "Da Vere," XXXVI (1827), 259.
10 "The Pilgrim’s Progress," XL!II (1830), 487.
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The emphasis upon clarity* ease* and simplicity of style 
might be traced to Aristotle fs Poetics (XXII)* 'Tills theory*
Ben Jonson, Dennis, Dryden, Johnson, 7* barton, and other 
later critics adopted*1
The some influence appears in the reviewers* consider­
ations of language* There are a few points which probably 
should be made; but generally the language concepts are mere 
reflections of those of earlier critics of other literary 
types* The reviewers object to "an inflated jargon, com­
posed of terns picked up In all countires and wholly Irreducible 
to any ordinary rules of grammar or sense"; to any "inter- 
mixtures* that defile "our pure well of English," uhless the 
foreign words are necessary, there being no "readily" avail­
able English equivalents*3 of course, Wilson, In his The 
Arte of Rhetorlque* and Hobbes, Ir his Answer to Daverant» as 
well as many other Renaissance and seventeenth-century critics, 
made similar statements with regard to language. These 
reviewers require, In addition to purity, a neo-classical
decorum of language* They say that Louis Bonaparte*s
*
See B* Jor.son, Discoveries; J* Dryden, An Essay of 
Dramatic Poesy; and C. Johnson, ,Tdryden," from L1 ves~f yie 
floats—  all reprinted In s..*lth and Parks, op. c It *, p p • SS6",
3i>0, and 464-465* a l s o  John Demis, The Impartial
Grltlck. as reprinted in J. E. Splngarn, e3T»\ Critical Essays
of the Seventeenth Century, p* 145; and T* Tar ton, Tbe fils't or y
of English Poetry, (London: v\.rd, 1870), p. 353*
2 "v.aaan," I (1009), 52.
3 "Treiiialn.," XXXIII (1026), 485-407.
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language la "of the lowest aeal©,*“* that &las ^itford
adopts too many "vulgarisms* and uses "the. phraseology of
©
the dog*kennel and the kitchen** Groker complains because
Scott's language in Ouy bannering* "though characteristic,
la Man*9 and full of "vulgar slang and dialect*"3 Scott's
language in other novels, however, is generally considered
to be "one of his greatest advantages."* That of hiehard
Cumberland also appeals to his critic, for it is "easy and 
5elegant*" In 1832, however, one finds a critic up­
braiding tfolgrave for failing to give appropriate speech to
6the characters in The Contrast* Moreover, one reads of
the "grace" of Gorier*s language, of his "simple, manly 
7Snglish*" To the end of the period, then, the terms 
simple* ease, and grace describe th© ideal language and 
style, Just as they did in Dryden*s tire and in Johnson9s. 
There is no new theory of style or of language for the
1 "Marie," XII (1814), 398.
8 "Our Village," XXXI (1824), 167.
5 H I  (IBIS), 502.
"Pererll of the Peak, ruontin Durward, at. Honan’s 
Hall, Ksdgcuntlet, Tales of the Crusaders, and 'Voodstook," 
XXXV (1827), 827.
5
"John da Lancaster," I (1809), 337* Compare this 
with Cumberland9s conoopt of the ideal language ao "simple, 
clear, harmonious*" H. Cumberland. Memoirs (London. 1807). 
II, 859.
"The Contrast," TLVIII (1832), 106.
7 _
"Zohrab the iiostage," XLVTII (1832), 391. The 
use of anil ia similar to Dante*a term In hia Da Vulgar! 
fflocaentia. Book II, oh* vii*
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novel. It ia, however, important that speech suitable for 
each charaa ter basins to ba emphasized.
Although the Interest of the critics In the style
and language of the novels is somewhat perfunctory, their
interest in the characters is not. Cadging fro*} the ^reet
amount of attention which they give to considerations of
the dramatis personae of the novels9 one would surmise that
they agree with Leofchart, who writes;
It ia, above all, in the conception and delineation of 
oharaeter that the true novelist..., must excel; and these 
are matters, in which we may safely say, after the lapse of 
5000 years, since the date of the Iliad, that mere art can 
carry no one far*1
Certainly, they give to those creators of realistic charac­
ters the highest measure of praise. One wonders to what 
extent Scott ia responsible for this attitude since his 
style has little to commend it, whereas his characters are 
frequently very artistic creations. To his characters and 
to those of other novelists the critics apply the ristotelian 
standard and evaluate accordingly. But their sajor pre­
occupation la still with realistic imitations of human nature 
that stop short when the moral is concerned. They agree with 
Johnson. I quote;
In narratives where historical veracity hen no place,
I cannot discover why there should not be exhibited the moat 
perfect Idee of virtue; of virtue, not angelical, nor above 
probability, for what we can not credit we shall never 
imitate, but the highest and purest that humanity con 
reach; . ...2
1 "Lives of the Novelists," XXXIV (1825), 556.
2 3. Johnson, Works. «d. Hawkins (London, 1737),
V , 20.
Their terminology, with the except ion of a few apt figurative 
expressions, le largely that inherited from such liberal 
neo-classicists as Johnson and Mai a on. That it is ©specially 
similar to that used by Johnson in his "Preface to Shakespeare, 
an examination of the criticism of specific authors* charac­
terisations will show.
Hiss Edgeworth’s characters are "true and vivid"
representations of nature "under the forms in which she
1usually presents herself." Her heroes and heroines are
sever "miraculously good nor detestably wicked and the
"individuality of her persons is preserved through all the
©
varieties of rank, sex, and nation." Her actors are neither 
such accurate imitations of "real life" as to be morally
g
harmful to readers nor such "mere e s s e n c e as are the 
characters of some other authors. In short, she is the 
critics* ideal, very unlike Madame D’Arblay, who has changed 
from a creator of life-like characters into a "mannerist," 
who does not "paint from life," who now has "all the 
probability of the union of the Vicar* s surplice with the
j
armour of Alexander."
One notes in all of these earlier reviews the &roat 
number of terms dealing with the probability and the indi­
viduality, but especially the probability, of the characters,
1 "Tales of Fashionsble Life," II (1809), 148.
2 "Tala, of Faahlonable Life," VII (1912), 330-333.
Hote the difference between essence here ana below.
$ "The Wanderer," XI (1814), 124-126.
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f g m  or truth and roal predominate, hut there are ether 
similar term to bo found. In Scott's opinion, the 
•Indelible truth and peculiarity of character"1 in the works 
of fielding* Smollett* and Hogarth give to these compositions 
a noteworthy distinction. ?he absence of such a quality,
Seott correctly observes, is one of the defects of Pra. 
Redoliffe, Mr. Murphy* and others of that company. "The 
characters of <*il Bias and To® Jones*" in Croker* s opinion, 
•are not individuals so much as specimens of the human race." 
Moreover* "the esseno© of their characters is human nature...; 
on the other hand* the characters of the most popular novels 
of later times are Irish* or Scotch* or breach; and not
g
in the abstract* men." Obviously ^oobt, broker, Gifford* 
and other reviewers writing from 1800 to 1814 emphasized 
the need for universal truth in characters; and this emphasis 
continued.
It is this quality that delights o^otfc in Jane 
Austen's "characters from ordinary life";^ but Croker, though
„ 4
approving the essential "truth of such e oharaoter as
1 "Fatal Reverse," XT (1810), 340.344.
"Itaverley," U  (1814), 954.355. Ia this review 
Croker traces the history of characters in the novel form 
from the time of the perfect hero* Concerning Croker*s 
authorship* see L. G. Jennings* ed.* The Croker Papers 
(London, 1884), 3.
3 "Saaa," XIV (1815), 190.
* it (laie), iae-i?.9.
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Sdle ia The Antiquary, laments, in true Loallgerian tra~ 
dition,1 the sort of fidelity to life that produces . ian" 
(common or ordinary} personages. In truth, he likes 
realist 1c characters provided that they ere not "low.**
Various other reviewers, including Scott hi self, have 
much to say about the novelist’a characters, especially 
about his historical portraits, -uch copies, Scott believes, 
"increase the value*’ of a work provided that the author4s 
judgment
enables hia to separate those traits which ar^ characteristic 
fro* those that are generic; and his imagination, r-:jc less 
accurate and discriminating than vigorous and vivid, pro* 
senta to the mind of the reader the manners of the times 
and introduces to his familiar acquaintance th©„individuals 
of the drama as they thought, spoke, and acted.
Portraitures in which the "truth of history" is violated,
however, Scott labels "unpardonable sins against good
taste."5 In short, he belleveu In general fidelity but not
In an exact reproduction; and, like sany other reviewers,
1 See J. S. Scaliger, Poetics. IV, tr. F. &'• 
Padelford, as reprinted in Smitfi "and P e r k s, og. clfc.. pp. 
1 5 2 -1 6 3 .
2 "Ouy bannering," XI (1815), 502.
3 "Tales of ay landlord," XVI (1817), 430, 467, 461.
See also "Rob Roy, Tales of my Landlord, Second Series," 
XXVI (1822), 110, where Senior declares that 5cottfs 
historical characters have been subjected to too exacting a
test by readers familiar with the originals, that detailed 
accuracy should not be required of him.
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Jm  k*«ps in mind the neo-olaseiosl decorum.1 Scott implies 
that ha thinks his own historical characters have a certain 
verisimilitude, that there is "truth ana endless variety"52 
of characters in some of his novels; but he admits that his 
heroea and heroines often have none of that vibrant alive- 
MSS. They are "that sort of pattern people whom nobody 
cares a farthing about.* Often, like ventriloquists’ 
dnaaies, they offer explanations that the novelist hesitates 
to give directly, deploring his us© of his own hero as a 
eere tool, ^cott declares emphatically that the hero "ought 
to cose forth and do or say something which no other person 
could have done or said.*22 His theory is, of course, sound.
Nassau Senior’s reviews, however, are often more 
analytical than Soott’s and are certainly worthy of some 
attention. The student reading them is convinced that the
For other examples of concern for propriety, 
deeerom, or suitability in characters and for uses of those 
tens or their synonyms, see "Hob Hoy, Tales of my Landlord, 
Second Series, and Tales of my Landlord, Third Series,"
XXfl (1821), 118, 145; "Tremaine," XXXIII (1826), 479; 
"Peveril of the Peak," XXXV (1827), 555; and "Brambletye 
Bonce or Cavaliers and Roundheads; The Tor Hill," XXXV 
(1827), 556. Propriety is the term used to designate 
appropriate speech, manners, and habits of characters in 
some reviews; for instance in "Th© Adventures of Hajji 
Babe of Isfahan," XXX (1823), 200, 215.
* "Tales of my Landlord," XVI (1817), 469, 445, and
432.
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oritio has only recently read Aristotle's Poetics so 
closely does the terminology as well as the theory of the 
later eritioism follow that of the earlier work* But it 
is possible that both Dryden and Johnson have been the 
intermediaries* Senior writes that
Effle is a perfeot specimen of the fit subject for fic­
titious misfortune, Not so good as to make her calamities 
absolutely revolting; not so bad as to make them appear 
appropriate punishments*s
Having praised the mixture of good and bad in Effie, he 
seeks to explain how Jeanie, "without possessing the 
advantage of a single fault,"2 can also satisfy all critical 
requirements. Later he attacks the "want of individuality 
in the principal characters"3 in Scott's Ivanho®* praises 
the "vigour and consistency”3 of I'agnus Trail in The Pirate,S 
and laments Scott's "seloP ■on of peculiar arsons and 
situations for imitation"; Mat is, M s  Mual presentation 
of three main characters:
A virtuous passive hero, who is to marry the heroine; a 
fierce active hero, who is to die a violent death,.**; 
and a fool or bore, whose duty it is to drain to the 
uttermost dregs one solitary fund of humour*4
Moreover, Senior declares that characters siiould be dis­
tinguished rather "by the matter than the manner of the
^ See Aristotle, Poetries,, XIII and XV. I use th© Butchei 
translation as reprinted in Smith and Parks, op. clt.. pp. 42- 
44* See also W. P. A^r, e<L, Dryden'a Critical Essays (Oxford, 
1900), I, 191-201; and II, 202-229; and k. Johnson, Preface to 
Shakespeare. in Smith and Parks, op* clt.. p. 443 ff.
^ ”Rob Roy, Tales of my Landlord, Second Geries,"
XXVI (1821), 118, 120.
5 Ibid.. pp. 127, 470.
4 "Th. Fortunes of Nigel," XXVII (1822), 338-339.
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dieeeturee* ia order to assure their "permanence and 
universality*Notable is his use of such words sad 
phrases as good, bad, single fault, consistency. approprl- 
ate. Timur. individuality. and imitation, as well as the 
Tery important universality. All are classical or neo- 
olasaieel in origin.
The same qualifications demanded in ^oottfs charac-
tars are required in those created by other authors, for
instance, the reviewer condemns 8odwinfs characters for
their lack of verisimilitude, calling them ”inventions and
2colourings of a madman*& brain* ; and another oritio 
criticises the author of De Yere for assigning to minor 
characters speeches which his "substantial personages" 
might have said "with quite as much effect and infinitely 
greater propriety*"3 In this Journal the criticism of 
characters grows increasingly careful and analytical as the 
romantic era draws to a close. In 1832 there is a demand 
that all the characters have a "bearing on the developement 
of tnc fable,"* that only those characters be expanded 
"dramatically" that are "true to nature, in themselves 
Interesting, and therefore worthy of expansion.”* The
^ "peveril of the Peak, Quentin, burward, 8t. iionan*s 
Well, hedgauntlet, Tales of the Crusaders, 'Woodstock,”
XXX? (1827), 528.
8 "aandevllle," nrill (1818), 177.
3 "Be /era," XXXVI (1827), 270.
^ "Zohrab the Hostage,” XLVIII (1838), 393 and 397.
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i w l i v v r  of Arlington and The Gootraat. In his deep concern 
tor th© means whereby artistic perfection may be achieved 
In the novel, is unusual* Like Coleridge, he allows the 
"amplitude of details as a means" of achieving realism; but, 
like both 0ole ridge and Johnson as well au their model 
Aristotle, he stresses universality of character*^ He 
declares that he refuses to say to "what degrees characters 
should be causative or consequent"; but he believes that, 
though incidents may be "left undetermined," the characters 
should be "distinctly conceived from the first*"* So here at 
the very end of the period one finds the reviewers seeking 
to formulate a theory of characterisation that will suit 
the novel, giving the characters of the now form the same 
searching attention earlier reserved for the epic and dramatic 
characters* But here, too, except perhaps for the correct 
use of details, they are looking to the past, to Aristotle’s 
strictures on the epic and dramatic forty* In general, 
their terms, here and throughout the period, are English 
equivalents of Greek terms, earlier adopted and used by the 
various critics of drama and the ©pic* Truth* perfect* 
consistency* propriety* flood taste* simplicity* variety,
^ "Arlington and Th© Contrast," XLVIII (1832), 155, 
170* Compare the theories of art her© expressed with 5. f, 
Coleridge, Biographic Llteraria (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1907), Chapters XIV and XVII, p. 43 ff* See also 3. Johnson, 
Preface to Shakespeare, as reprinted in G^Ith and parks, op* 
clt* * p* 441 ff * ; and Aristotle, Poe tics* XIII and XV, as 
reprinted in Smith and Parks, op, olt*, p* 42-44*
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ISSSSMffit Individuality. originals, general nature-- all are 
very familiar terms,
Most of these reviewers tend to a^ree with Lockhart 
that true genius displays Its offoot more clearly ia the 
creation of oharacter than elsewhere* and that character 
study is, therefore, of great Importance to the critic.
Bat they are also concerned, especially after 1620, about the 
plot or the fable (referring to both the framework and the 
story) of the novel. As was true in th© oaae of character 
delineations, so here they stress mainly the varying degrees 
of resemblance to reality; but Kassau Senior and a few 
others sometimes seek to determine the special technique 
for effecting the "artful"2 construction of plots, la their 
detailed examinations of the artistry of plot management, 
they apply a few speoifio terms borrowed from the classical 
criticism of the drama and the epic, These terms and their 
implied theories, I wish to consider briefly before turning 
to the problems of verisimilitude and factual accuracy, 
and then to the question of endings,
2ven In the earlier reviews the critics were con­
cerned about the need for ertistlc plots. For instance, 
the reviewer of John be Lancaster objected seriously to 
"inartificial" (not planned and executed according to
* "Lives of the i’oveliato," TXXIV (1826), 378,
* "•‘-ohrab the Hostage," XLVIII (1838), 391.
8 "John I)e Lancaster," I (1809), 345.
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artistio principles) incidents in the conduct of the story* 
From 1821 on, however, one finds the reviewers giving more 
searching examinations to plot construction and management, 
and requiring plots that are artistic when judged by the 
rules of Horace and of Aristotle. But they believe that 
"celare artea is the basis”1 of true art; Nassau Senior is 
the most insistent of all upon this concealment; In fact, 
most of the purely classical terms and theories expressed 
are those in reviews commonly attributed to him; He finds 
Scott noticeably deficient in the "management of th© details" 
of plot and objects particularly to the Heart of Midlothian, 
where
the author, in his premature anxiety to get in medlas res, 
introduces us at the point where the different interests 
converge; and then, instead of floating down the united 
stream of events, we are forced separately to ascend each 
of Its tributary branches, like Kumbold examining the 
bifurcations of the Croonoko, until we forget, in exploring 
their sources, the manner in which they bear on one another*2
As for the Legend of Montrose* Senior labels it a story
"without middle or end; to which two or three well known
stories of great merit,**, are,*** artificially stuck on."
He adds: "A love-story... is Interwoven to give it some
consistency, and there are in this, as in every other of
2
our author’s novels, some splendid purpurel pannl." One
^ "ilob Roy, Tales of my Landlord, Second series, and 
Tales of my Landlord, Third Series," yjCVI (1821), 118.
2 "Hob Roy, Tales of my Landlord, Second Series, and 
Tales of my Landlord, Ihird Series," XXVI (1821), 117, 136, 
137, 142, and 124. Compare with Johnson’s statement about 
Samson A^onlstas in the Rambler. No. 119.
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notes in fill these passages the critic ’s tendency to apply 
Hera tie n terms or translations of them? moreover# the appli­
cation of terms and of concepts from Horace and Aristotle 
continues in the review® by Senior and by others to the 
end of 1852* °ne reals of the "disproportion of parts” 
in Scott’s iwomstery;^ of the satisfactory beginning# 
middle, and end in The A b b o t of the fact "fchet every 
fiction oust contain Aristotle’s d&sagers terminating in 
happiness, or happiness converted Into misery# There la 
also the assertion that a good plot ia constructed according
to "the rules of classical poetry,” which "are founded in
o
truth and general nature*” Yet the critic adds that "their 
mechanical observance” is not sufficient, that the author 
must "originate them by the necessity of his own nind,”
Else, he will be like Horace Smith, ”e mere literary mechanic,” 
*hose novels are pieces of "Joinery*"^ All of the terminology 
in the criticism of plot structures is decidedly similar 
to that In the epic criticism of Bossu or T)onnie or Addison 
or even of Johnson* The ideas expressed in the latter 
paaseres, however, closely resemble Hone Hapln’s (in hie 
Reflexions sur la poetlque) and Dolleau's* Senior here
1 116» 124» 136» 137» and 142»
"PeverII of the Peak, Quentin Ourward, Cfc. Tonan’e. 
Sell, Kedgaur.tlet, 'Pales of the Jrusaders, nodstook," XXXV 
(1827), 519-520, 559.
3 See J . E. Splngarn, History of Literary Critlolsu 
In the Renaissance. (Kew York, 1898}, T34-X35.
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however, adraooefl somewhat beyond their theory and ap­
proaches Coleridge*a oonoept of genius "acting creatively 
under levs of its ovm origination,Bat he never admits 
that the lam may he other than those of the ^tagyrit© or 
of Horace*
The fidelity of the reviewer© to Aristotle becomes 
even more marked from 1827 to 1852; and their deep concern 
about the mans of achieving an artistic, unified plot 
indicates that they are turning rather to the dramatic 
than to the epic critioia of ^ristotle* In one review 
there is emphasis upon the technical details whereby 
•coherency of interest** or "unity of impression may be 
achieved*" The "outlines and drift of the plot** are to be 
"pro-determined"; the incidents or episodes not* But every
element mast have "connexion Ksic] with the subject" and
£
all must be "closely connected and interwoven*" In another 
review Bulwer-Lytton cooes under the critic*a fire because 
the novelist deems "useless and absurd" the classical rule 
forbidding the introduction of numerous incidents "nowise 
bearing on the development of the fable*" The author of 
Psiftwji defends the use of numerous episodes in the novel 
heeause they "make it resemble more closely the usual course
S* T* Coleridge, Shakespeare Lectures* as reprinted 
in Smith and Parks, op, clt*. p, o80*
2 Arlington and The Contrast, ' XLVIII (1832), 177- 
178* See also "Do Vere," 7XXVI (1827), 270,
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of actual existence** To this contention, the reviewer 
replies: "This is to lose sight altogether of the primary
principles of all works of art and to suppose that imitation, 
simply qua imitation will do*"1 The entire review is in a 
similar vein, the crltio insisting upon strict application 
of rules and opposing what he considers to he the misuse of 
dramatic technique in the novel* He uses such terms as 
imitation* reversal* recognition, and unravelling of the 
knot— - mainly Aristotelian derivatives. So here in their 
criticism of the framework of plots the reviewers are ever 
faithful to the terminology of the neo-classicists and the 
classicists and in the later reviews to that of Horace and 
Aristotle especially.
The same fidelity appears in their considerations 
of the fable or the story resting upon the framework. In 
this matter, as has been indicated above, the critics have 
a major interest in the degree tc which each plot is an 
imitation of reality or nature. They therefore use various 
terms denoting kinds and degrees of realism—  imitation. 
true or truth* nature or natural, substance, visible sign. 
external resemblance, probability, air of reality, real 
life* consistency. vralsemblanoe. reality, and semblance 
of truth*
3inee their use of all these terms stems from their 
theories of imitation, it ©ay be well to look briefly at
1 "Zohrab the Hostage," *17111 (1032), 393 ff
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these concepts first. Of course, one finds the tyne of 
Imitation of which Yeung writes in his Conjectures on 
Original Composition. namely the copying of another author*& 
style or material^; hut with that kind we are not especially 
concerned here. Then there is the representation of the 
ianediate world, the actual, involving complete accuracy 
of details;2 end there is the representation of the Aristo­
telian universal truthJ5 "the purified form of reality 
disengaged from accident and freed from conditions which
4
thwart its development." With the last two varieties of 
copies, particularly with the universal, the reviewers 
busy themselves. 1 here is one passage in which the 
imitation indicated, though certainly related tc this 
general or universal truth, s<?eos to imply also an ideal, 
a perfection, a life-as-it-should-be concept, which one is 
accustomed to associate with poetry. The critic writes of 
the need for
foundation in truth end nature which is essentially necessary 
to support and animate the external resemblance,-- to produce
1 3m  "Lives of the novelists," m m  (1886), 377.
8 See "patronage," X (1814), 310-311; "Enuoa," XXXV 
(1827), SSI.
9 See "Sandoval," XXXIV (1886), 498-03.
S. H. Butoher, A-rlatotle,a Theory of Poetry and 
Vine Art (London, Hew York: 189S), j>. l!4.
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that harmony between the substance and the visible sign, 
la which the real eham of Art consists, and without which 
the imitation mast he Imperfect, wanting life and voluntary 
motion.*
Bat this is the exception. Usually the attention of the 
novelist is directed to life; and his aim Is to give a 
verisimilar representation, or at least the reviewers think 
that should he his aim.
In stressing this point, the revlowers use probability. 
a term denoting the Aristotelian concept of that which is 
likely or logical in the light of universal human behavior 
and which emphasises a cause and effect sequence of events. 
Usually these re viewers employ the term accurately, not 
confusing it with possibility or with mere factual accuracy 
as do critics writing in some other publications, for
instance, the review or* of Sand oval is not disturbed by the
incorrect information about anatomy disclosed by the author; 
but he is very much concerned about the novelist9a "absolute 
disregard for probability.Scott, too, is veiy much
Interested la probability and mentions as a major flaw of
the eld romances the fact that the authors of these, being 
•bound by the rules of probability and possibility," often 
want "beyond the bounds of the f o r m e r . I n  his own work,
^ "Peverll of the Peak, Quentin forward, Ronan9s
Well, dedgaontlet, Tales of the ^rusaners, Woodstock,91 XXXV 
(2027), 520. Compere this with ^lr J. Reynolds, The Discourses. 
*©rldfs Classic merles (London; 1907), Nos. Ill and VI1. See 
also f. ^chiller, On the Use of the Ohorus in Tragedy as re­
printed in Smith and Parka, op. clt.. p. 4977
2 "Sandoval," XXXIV (1026), 492-93. Compare with 
Aristotle*s Poetics. XXV, 5 and 2.
3 "Emma", XIV (1012), 190.
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ha regretfully admits that he ha3 e tendency to sacrifice 
’•probability and perspicuity** to his ’’desire of producing 
effect*"** Scott's attitude toward probability 1® that 
of moat of the cTitles writing in this journal.s They regard 
it as a alao qua non for a realistic plot.
The reviewers, of course, use many other terms that 
bare similar or related meanings, ^hey use nature or natural, 
referring—  but rarely—  to that which is scientifically 
explicable as opposed to the "mystic and marvelous Generally 
the term denotes customary human behavior and may connote a 
certain decorum as when the reviewer reminds Miss Vitford 
that "vulgarity is not nature."* Among the older novelists, 
as 5oott remarks, the reference was to what the French call 
"la belle nature."** In the oa3e of the ™jore recent authors, 
however, the term often signifies "nat^r^ as s? '©ally 
exists in the common ^alks of life."** In short, nature
1 "Teles of ay Landlord," X? (1817), 431.
8 See "Amalie Mansfield," I (1809), 304; "Tales of 
fashionable Life," 711 (1812), 329-330; "Mandarine," XVIII 
(1818), 177; "Korthangor Abbey and Persuasion," XXZ7 (1821), 
398; "Bob Hoy and Tales of *y Landlord, ^eoond Series," XXVI 
(1822), 110, 116. 123, 130; "De VereXXXVI (1827), 273;
"The History of Fiction," XIII (1815), 388.
8 "The Fatal Heyenge," II (lolO), 340-44. See also 
"The History of Viotion," XIII (1815/, 407.
4 "Oar Tillage," XXXI (1824), 167.
5 "Sms," XIII (1815), 191.
"Sorthanger Abbey end Persuasion," XXIV (1821), 352.
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tsoftlly refers be human behavior la say locality and in
aajr oeeiel rank, though now and then a reviewer objects to 
the too realistic presentation of "low* life as being in 
peer taste and inartistio.
With nature sometimes occurs the term true or truth, 
as in the phrase true to nature.* That particular expression 
is a synonym for probable: but truth may also refer to factual 
•eourooy,2 to the immediate world instead of to the general or 
universal verity* Almost the same meanings can be assigned to 
the t e n s  real* real life* and reality. Critics sometimes object 
to novels which presumably imitate "real life,” but which, 
eschewing the "obviously miraculous or impossible,” go beyond 
"the bounds of probability and consistency.”3 The basis for 
this objection, however, la the moral effect upon the reader, 
which the critic appears to consider more important than 
fidelity to reality, heal and reality refer to the actual 
world la the passages where there ere objections to "triple 
recognition” because such happenings are "unusual in real 
life, and to a mixture of "reality and fiction*9 because, 
thereby, the "fictitious part loses the very semblance of 
troth.”5 Reality denotes artistic and novirv? effectiveness,
1
"Zohrab the Hostage," XVTI11 (1832), 397.
* 3ee “Sererley," XI (1814), 377; "Rajjl Baba of 
Ispahan in Sngland and Tbs Kuzzllbash," TXTIX (1020), 77, 90.
3 "AMli. Mansfield,” I (1809), 304.
4 "The P i n t . , ” TXVI (1821), 470. nee also "Tales
MT fashionable Life," 7X1 (1812), 329.
® "Patronage," X (1814), 310-311.
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however, when the critic declares that, though it lacks 
probability, Anastasias “has a terrible reality.*1 the 
usual teaalags, nevertheless, are closely related to factual 
aeeuraey on the one hand and to probability or vraisemblanoe 
on the other*s
Often the reviewers point out the "air of reality,* 
or the "vralsemblanee,* or the "semblance of truth* in various 
novels. Generally all of these expressions are roughly 
synonymous with probability, as tbuy have been fairly con­
sistently slnoe the sixteenth century;3 but times 
probability is regarded as a means whereby verisimilitude may 
be achieved; and, conversely, "improbabilities* destroy any 
"air of reality and t r u t h . The distinction between the true 
and the probable or verisimilar is quite clear here:
That "le vrai n'est pas toujours vraisemblable,* we do not 
deny; but we are prepared to insist that, while the *vraif is 
the highest recommendation of the historian of real life, the 
*vralsemblable♦ ia the only legitimate province of the 
novelist who alms at improving the understanding or touching 
the heartI®
XXXV (1821), 512.
9
"Hob *oy, Tales of «y Landlord, 3eoond Series,"
KYI (1821), 150.
3ee Earvin T. Herrick, The #usion of Horatlan and 
Aristotelian Literary Criticism, l$31-l555 (Urbane: University 
of Illinois Prosa, 1946), p. .
* "The Adventures of BaJJi Baba of Ispahan," ' CX (1823),
201.
5 "Tales of fashionable Life," VII (1812), 3L9-330.
See aleo "Northanger ^bbey and Persuasion," -HIV (1821), 357, 
where ^hatel? declare a that "some modern novels" hec H e  
same relation to the real, that epic an/i tragic poo try, 
according to ^riatotle, bear to history: they present*'us with 
the general, Instead of the particular,—  the probable instead 
of the true;...."
Though consistently requiring verisimilitude rather than 
factual aeouraoy in novels, the critics do develop a certain 
leniency toward the introduction of historical facts Into 
fictitious narratives, doubtless because of &cottfs practice* 
Whereas before 1814 they utterly condemned mixtures of fact 
and fiction, they later defend the embellishment of "an 
historical outline with graceful and not Improbable fiction," 
especially if the author takes advantage only "of the doubt* 
ful points of history* and gives them "the eolouriu?; most 
expedient for the fable, or conducive to the cause of truth 
and morals***' ^s Diderot explains it, the connection of 
events "escapes our observation in nature,* since no one 
knows the "entire combination of circumstances.* Therefore, 
the writer ldto shows the connection, "If really less true,
*•• has sore the appearance of truth than the historian."*
Thus historical facts may themselves be useful in the creation 
of an air of truth*
Throughout their consideration of the realism of 
plots, the reviewers use terms with the 3 tip a meanings which 
these words had in earlier criticism* Almost without 
exception up to the year 1821, the terms are the sort which 
Johnson employs in discussing the plots of Shakespeare In 
hi a Preface to Shakespeare and in examining romance and
* "Pcveril of the Peak, Quentin ^urward, ^t. honan’s 
Tell, hedgeuntlet, Tales of the Crusaders, v/oodstook," XXXV
(1827), 521* Cf* J* Dryden, Sassy of Dramatic : oesy« in
Smith and Parks, op* cit., p712?.
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poo try in hi* **ambler and In his Kasaelaa. Imitation. 
probebl11 tv. nature. truth, universal. real or reality, 
vralaemblanoe. and others-- all are found In Johnson*s 
writings—  and in Lryden's.1 After 1821 there la at least 
one hint of the Platonic and Aristotelian ideal, which the 
neo-classicists as a rule did not adopt; and there is also 
the sanation of the mingling of fact and fiction to which 
Johnson was opposed. One constantly has the feeling that 
these critios understand perfectly the Aristotelian concepts 
represented by the English terms and consequently use the 
terms exactly.
In their consideration of endings also, the reviewers
p „
w e  inherited terms—  end or ending," denouement, unravel­
ling, conclusion, and catastrophe. At times all of the 
terms are used in a synonymous fashion; but catastrophe and 
unravelling, mainly late in the criticism, have meanings 
slightly different from the other two* The "unravelling of 
the knot” mentioned in one review refers to all of the 
action after the turning point—  in short. It has the 
meaning which it had in dramatio criticism, Moreover, the 
term catastrophe appears to have slightly different meanings
* See also J, i>rydea, jorfca. eds.* H r  . 3cofct and Cl, 
Saintsbury, (Edinburgh: 1892) ^III, pp. >, 15; and XV, 560 
and 408 for similar uses of nature. probability and truth.
g
"Hob Hoy, Tales of my Landlord, econd Series and 
tales of my Landlord, Third -cries," rxin (1821), 116, 124.
3 "Sohrab the Hostage," XLVIII (1832), 378.
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la ftfsitl WTiaws, One® at least it has degenerated into 
a m w  indication l.f an unfortunate happening, not neces­
sarily at the and of any fiction* The reviewer writes;
Violent catastrophes and strange vicissitudes occur now 
and then in the history of mankind; but they are so rare, 
that, as lessons of conduct they have little effect on 
the mind. 1
Bare, one notes, the attention Is focused, not on the artistry 
of the catastrophe as It is in some later reviews, but upon 
the didactic purpose of the novel. But in most reviews the 
tera designates an ending, and not necessarily a tragic one. 
for instance, the "unforeseen catastrophe"2 to be found in 
fielding*s work Is considered the mark of a great novelist. 
Moreover, Jane Austen*s catastrophes are highly satisfacto­
ry, for "the final catastrophe is scarcely ever dearly 
foreseen from the beginning, and very often comes, upon the 
generality of readers at least, quite unexpected."® This 
kind greatly appeals to ^hately and also to Scott. Both 
comment upon Kiss Austen*s skill in producing plots in which 
"Me more interesting Individuals of the dramatis personae 
have... a share . . .  in bringing about the catastrophe" and 
in Mich all events lead naturally from what has preceded to 
the catastrophe.* Scott and tfhately use the term to refer
1 "T>1m  of fashionable Life," VII (1812), 330.
* "Patronage," I (1814), 307.
"Northanger Abbey and Persuasion,” AxIV (1821),
360.
* 1*.,' XIV (1815), 190. 3.0 also "The Contrast," 
XLTXJI (1832), 185.
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to endings, but in Nassau Senior's review of The Bride of 
the Lammenaoor. oat a strophe has its classical meaning; that 
is, it refers to an entire tragic experience* The "fatal 
nature" of this catastrophe "is vaguely indicated at the 
very beginning** and more clearly designated at every step 
in the story* Moreover, "long before the conclusion we are 
aware of the place and means of its accomplishment ."** This 
catastrophe, however, is the exception* Often Scottfs 
catastrophes are faulty, as is the one in Hob Hoy, about 
which the critic asks:
If the sudden death of one person is a most artificial 
mode of bringing about a catastrophe, what shall we say 
of this literary execution of a whole family?*-
Too, there are "palpable and inexcusable defects in the
9
denouement" of The Black Dwarf* Yet Scott mkes a conscious 
effort to keep the denouements of all his novels from being 
anticipated frorr the beginning. To that end, he suspends 
"that species of interest on the fictitious part of his 
narrative," instead of on the "historic action," since
%
"curiosity is not excitable for an event already known."
^ "Hob Hoy, Tales of my Landlord, Second Series, and 
Tales of my Landlord, Third Series," TT7IX (1821), 124 and 
111.
^ "Talas of my Landlord," XTTT (1817), 467. Compare 
the use of denouement in P* Corneille's Piscours 3ur las 
Troia Unites* in his Oeuvres (Paris: Choz Antoine-Augustin 
Renouard, 1617), III* 3ee ibid.* Ill, 1-35.
3 "Peveril of the Peak, ruentln Durward, 1>fc. Honan's 
Well, Redgauntlet, Tales of the Crusaders, 7oodstock," aIY 
(1827), 565.
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In all of the discussions of endings, one sees 
that the emphasis la upon their being "unforeseen* but not 
unnatural* The terms are the traditional ones—  unravel­
ling, catastrophe, and possibly denouement being lineal 
descendants of Arlatotle9a dramatic criticism, and end or 
ending* of either dramatic or epic criticism* The most 
Important point to he made here is the reviewers9 increasing 
interest—  most apparent after 1820—  in creating endings 
which would he considered artistic even by Aristotelian 
standards. In fact* the Interest in aesthetics and in 
technique is marked in every phase of this later criticism 
of the novel. The terms, however, remain those derived 
from classical and neo-classical sources*
0 Terms Applicable to the kffeot or the unction of the TTovel
Just as the influence of earlier criticism of drams 
and the epic was apparent in terminology applied to the 
novel as a finished composition, 3c is th ame influence 
detectable in terms denoting the effect of the novel upon 
the reader. The reviewers are very much interested in the 
emotional. Intellectual, and moral influence of this new 
literary genre. Albeit inclined to stress the Horatian 
aut prodease aut deleotare* these critics, like the an­
cients, recognize emotional effeot as the basis of all 
aesthetic experience, even though their terras may differ 
from those of the classicists. There is, however, an 
apparently healthy reaction against false emotionality or
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sentiment; and this reaction colors many of th© reviews.
The critics often use terras strongly suggestive of
the purpose of tragedy—  pathos and pathetic, pity, fear*
terror, passion, and emotion. To these, of course, they
add honor, which they are inclined to associate with pathos
and feelinn. Horror, fear, and terror, they treat somewhat
gingerly, maintaining that terrors calculated to arouse the
feeling of fear require skillful handling lest they hecome
"too accumulated and unremitting." Reviewing Murphy* s The
Fatal Revenge. Scott reminds the author that fear is Indeed
•a faithful and legitimate key to unlock every source of
fancy and of feeling.However, "the finest and deepest
feelings are those which are most easily exhausted.Hence
many writers err In their excess production of terror; and,
as another critic puta it, the result Is "not tragic horror
2
and pity but disgust." To the arousing of pity, the re­
viewers pay more attention, as far as they and the general 
reading public were concerned, pity arose fror pathos; and 
their favorite pathetic scenes were similar to those In 
Cumberlandvs John De Lancaster, where there is presented
"the death of a young woman, robbed of her virtue by the
3nefarious Sir David Gwen."** But whatever novels excited
* II (1810), 345-346. D. J. Vurphy vaa Baturin.
"s.lamagundl and Qthsr Stories," XXXI (1825), 483. 
3 I (1809), 345.
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•tli# pity an# sympathy of th© reader"^ were considered 
good. la feet, upon th© basis of their greater capacity 
for moving the readers to pity, Lockhart judged Fielding*a 
novels superior to &*ollett * s. Another reviewer re* 
marts upon the union of "quiet humour"2 and pathos, which
g
has •pleased and affooted" hi®. Obviously pleasing to
ffassau Senior is such a union* X quotes
Where the ludlorous is interwoven with the pathetic or 
the terrible it heightens the offset, both by contrast* 
and the appearance which it gives of authenticity.^
He has here sanetinned the singling of the two upon a 
reasonable basis* Moreover, whatever the various critics 
say say of the ©sotion3 of pity and fear, they all agree 
that a reasonable amount of passion and sentiment is de­
sirable in novels in order to move the readers; for even 
sneh "sketches and morality" as Miss Edgeworth herself say 
present are iasaffioient alone to hold the interest of the 
reader.4 On the other hand, any sueh excess of sentiment
1 "Lives of the Novelists," XXXIV (1826), 374.
8 "Annals of the Pariah," XXVI (1821), 149, 181.
8 "Rob Rojr, Tales of ay Landlord, Second Series, 
and Tales of my Landlord, Third Series," TTVT (1321),
116.
4 "Patronage," X (1814), 808.
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as say be found in ©any German novels arouses the critics* 
Ira* As one critic expresses it:
What are supposed to be affections of the heart are d©s- 
canted upon until the tone of the novelist assumes the 
whine of a sick lap-dog; the characters lost In clouds 
of puffy eloquence; and the whole Is richI; Interlarded 
with a spurious morality «*iIoh has all the consistency of 
the piety of Mother Cole and the pithiness of an undertaker’s 
motto* 3-
It was against this sort of sentimentality, agaInst "the
raving nonsense which readers are content to receive as
sublimity and pathos," that Maturin directed the satire
of his Women.^ Many reviewers agreed with his opinions.
In all of their discussions about the necessity for
exciting the passions of the readers, there is nothing new*
Of oourse, the association of humor with pathos is not
season in previous criticism; but it did occur in the
eighteenth-century works. Certainly the two terms, as
well as pity, fear, passion, and sentimental—  with the
3same meanings—  appear in earlier critical works* In 
summing up the whole theory of the reviewers about the 
effect of the novel upon readers, one might combine two of 
Dryden*s ideas. In his "Frefaoe to Troilua and Cresslda,
"Th. History of Motion," XIII (1815), 406.
"Wombs," XIX (1818), 328.
£
For earlier uses of pathos see W. vebbe, Discourse 
of English Poesle (Birmingham: Arber Reprints, 1870}, p. 46; 
and j . Wart on, Ssaay on Pope (London: 1874), I, 41; of sen­
timental. see 0. doldamith, Works (London: Bohn, 1886), I, 
400*
For earlier use of the other terms see I. Dryden, 
Essays, ed, w, P* {QxtorAt Clarendon, 1900), II, 202-
229; and 2* Addison, The spectator. r4o* XL, reprinted In 
H. Durham, op. oit»* 509-319,
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containing the $rounds of -rltioiam in Tragedy,** Dry den 
siftt6s that tragedy la to purg» oup passions t our pity and 
our fear* Then he adds that the general end of all poetry 
la to instruct delightfully. To be sure , there la no hint 
in these reviews that novels must purge; but the critics, 
as we have already seen, often require that the novels 
arouse emotions. Moreover, In many passages yet to he 
examined, they derand that each novel give profitable 
instruction, preferably in pleasant form. Few believe 
that literature which solely entertains is of sufficient 
importance to justify its existence. Therefore, they rise 
in righteous indignation when they consider a novel which 
may he detrimental to the morals of the youth or harmful 
in any other respect. Here their attitude is similar to 
that of many neo-classicists—  not too arbitrary, not too 
liberal. Their terms, moreover, are derivatives of the 
Horatian utile dulol. dearly beloved by critics for many 
years. They emphasise moral teachings particularly, but 
few of them after 1815 are as vehement as the critic who 
condemns fielding*a novels thus:
A novel, which is not in some degree a lesson either of 
morals or conduct is, we think, a production which the 
world might be quite as well without and, It must be ad­
mitted, that the personages of the (otherwise) excellent 
works which we have mentioned are brought together. . •—  
without reference to any particular principle, and without 
inculcating any specific system of moral duty.1
But now to consider a few specific terms in various 
reviews. During the first ten years of the century especially,
•Tales of fashionable Life," VTT (1612), 331
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the reviewers me# th# terms virtue and #1## a great deal,
0m* eriti© objeots seriously to "those Incompatible assem­
blages of virtues and vices" to be found in such French and 
German novels as "tend at once to corrupt the taste and de­
prave the national ©heraoter."* Another mentions with delight 
that BiehardsGa, Mackenzie, and Miss Burney strive *to exalt 
virtue and degrade vice.1,2 Cumberland’s novels also give 
one erltle "the pleasing feeling that virtue goes on from 
triumph to triumph and that vlee is baffled in Its schemes, 
even by its own baseness and atrocity*" Kano© there is a 
sort of poetlo justice in his works; and poetic justice, 
according to the reviewers, la desirable under some conditions. 
Ift however, virtue is "persecuted" until the very ©ad and 
then rewarded,^ if the "poetical justice" results from 
fortunate accidents Instead of fro& a probable course of
1 "Ajwlie Mansfield,* I {1809}, 305.
2 "Fatal Rtrrenga," II (1810), 340.
s "John de Lanoaster," 1 (1809}, 345*
•Tales of Fashionable Life," VII £1812), 331-338.
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events, then it iij produce "pernicious effects” or "lose 
its influence.*^ But, la general, the reviewers believe 
that
Virtue met be represeated as producing at the long run* 
happiness; and vice, misery; and the accidental events 
that 1« real life Interrupt this tendency, are anomalies 
which, though true Individually, are as false generally, 
as the accidental deformities which vary the average out* 
line of the human figure.!
At tines the didacticism of kiss Edgeworth* s novels 
seem to satisfy all requirements. Because of her practice 
of "interweaving the peculiarities of her persons with the 
conduct of her piece, and making them, • • . . conduce to 
the general lesson,* her "moral conclusion,* involving a 
certain poetio justice, seems "neither Inconsistent nor 
unnatural."3 ^Lately, however, disagreeing with Oifford 
and others, charges that she is "somewhat too avowedly 
didactic.*3 On the other hand, Miss Austen satisfies him 
completely. She never forgets thet "the Immediate and 
peculiar object of the novelist" is "to please." Her 
moral lessons "are not offensively put forward, but spring 
from the circumstances of the story.*3 Hers is the "kind
"Horthanger Abbey and Persuasion," TXiV (1821),
354, 358* compare with «T. Addison, The Tatler. ed. &. A.
Aitten (London: 1609), III, 175 and Tl? especially. &or 
an earlier use of the term poetic justice and for the terms 
didactic, virtue and vloc (among othersJ", see 1. Ryv-er, 
frageAles of the Last Age ConsiderM as reprinted in 3. 12. 
Spingarzt, Crltlcat assays of the"oevcntsenth Century. II, 181 ff.
8 -Tal*a of Fashionable Life," VTT (1812), 330-332.
Sec also "Tales of fashionable Life," II (1809), 146-148 and 
•Patronage," X (1814), 330.
3 "Horthanger Abbey and Persuasion," XXIV (1821),
359.
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cf instruction which Is furnished fey real life** In addition, 
her novels "combine in an eminent descree, instruction with 
amusement.*^ Measured bv the Horatlan ideal, they do not 
fall short.
In nearly all subsequent reviews, as well as in the 
ones which preceded, there appear terms similar to the in­
struction and amusement emphasized by lately, a glance 
at specific dossages reveals the preponderance of such 
traditional terms as curb, restraint, good, evil, vice. 
virtue. Instruct, lessons, mend, amuse. pleasure. moral, 
and religion, terms like moral and Instruct being much in 
the majority, To the end of the period the reviewers
attack very vigorously novels like Mrs. Shelley's Frankenstein.
2which "cannot mend and will not even amuse Its readers."
They disapprove of the "morals* in Parnell * s work and marvel 
that he thought by oesns of a novel "to eradicate sedition 
and potatoes out of Ireland.*^ They are not generally ia 
agreement with the reviewer who, doubting "the efficacy of 
inculcating greater morals in works of fiction,* praises 
the "smaller morals* of Tremaine. Instead, believing (as 
Goethe has expressed it) that It "is a bad roraanoe, the moral
1 Ibid.. pp. 360, 37S.
* "7raaJtenstoln," TVT.II (1818), 38r>.
S "Maurice and Berghatta," XXI (1EI9), 486. See 
also "A Letter to the ”.<11 tor of the '"uarttiri jr he vie*,"
XXIII (1820), 373.
* "Tremaine,Mat!Ida, Ornnby,** TTTIII (1326), 431-
482.
drift and scope of which &»y be extracted la the for® of 
m e  distinct proposition,wi they condemn novels like 
Tremaine end £e Vcrc because their lessons are not worth 
teaching, because "It is no very instructive matter to be 
informed that an Achilles easily cuts down a Thersites; , * , 
So the reviewers oontinue • They are pleased with the 
"entertainment" and the "information" in Hope's work,® with 
the obvious "acral tendency” and the "pleasure* afforded 
by Irving's stories,* with Baturin's ability "to wheedle 
the reader into a great deal of miscellaneous literature**3 
Almost alone among the reviewers, Scott expresses some 
doubt about the power of novels to do either much good or 
much evil* He admits that they may some tines "generate 
an indisposition to real history and useful literature*"
On the other hand, they "sometimes instrr-st the youth* 
ful mind by picture r li e, sometimes awaken their 
better feelings * * .* As to the vices and follies of 
such a novel as Tom Jones* they are, acoordin^ to Scott, 
such as "the world soon teaches to all who enter on the
1 "D* Tare," TXXVI (1827), 271-278.
H>ld. p. 272.
8 "Anastasias," XXIV (1821), 511. Bee also "Th*
Adventures of Hajji Baba of Ispahan in England and The 
Kuzzilbash," XXX3X (1829), 76*
* "Salajnagnndi, Knickerbocker’s Humorous History 
of Hew York, Braoabridge Hall, Tales of a Traveller,"
XXII (1825), 475, 485, See also the similar terms In 
"Annals of the Parish," XXV (1821), 155*
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career of life"; and It Is extremely unlikely that *the 
perusal of Fielding's novel has added one libertine to the 
large list, iho would not have been such, had it never 
grossed the press."1 tflth this opinion, as I have indicated, 
Seett's fellow eritles had no sympathy. They agreed rather 
with the diotua of the reviewer of The Contrast, who writes 
In 18SS that novels, especially those of fashionable life, 
cast "have a tendency to eorreet and amend what is amiss 
In I*.**2
All of this criticise leads one to believe that the 
opinions of the critics on th© services to b© rendered by the 
novel have changed but little since th© deys of the neo- 
slassialsts. ^hea the latter bothered to consider the earlier 
aevel forms, they demanded or them the sata mixture of
"Lives of the Novelists," XXTiv (1825), 365-367.
With Scott's views, Lockhart disagrees. He asserts that 
Scott's novels, by stimulating the sale of their historic 
sources, have been beneficial ia giving instruction in history*
2 XI.VIII (1832), 189.
3 See Monsieur Bosau's Treatise of the - pick Poem: 
Containing Many ^urlouc inflexions, very useful and necessary 
for th© Sight anderstandlag and «fu3glng of the ;-xcelienoies 
of aomer and VI rgl 1. tr7 *T J. (London: Nnapton and K.
Elements, 17195, 2nd ©d., II, 31-36; Diderot, oeuvres Sompletes. 
ed. J. Aaaezat (Paris: Oornier Frerea, 1875), 212-221;
James Beattie, Dissertations I oral and Critical (London: v<f. 
Straban and T. *adell, 1783), p. 3l6; Ilara Reeve, Progress of 
feoasqee (London: Robinson, 1785), X, 133-139; ftiahon Rviet,
The History cf Romancef tr. Stephen Lewis, (London: J. Hooke 
and T. ield©oott1715), p. 3 end pp. 146-148; J. -rtddison,
The fatler. III. 17 and 175: d . Defoe, Romances and Narratives. 
537 S T ^ T  "Altken (London: J. Lent, 1895), I, xi, xv, and
lxvii; •*. hiohardson, iigvels, ©d. Dobson and ^helps (London: 
Beineeann, 1902), II, 283 and III, 343-353; Pugh Llair, Lecture 
on Rhetoric Bellas Lett res (PLllsdelnhia, 1829), p. 417.
See also J. Heldleg, op. oTt., passim.
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utility and pleasure that they required of the epic* la 
addition, some demanded, again as the neo—classicists 
sometimes did, that the novels arouse th© emotions of the 
reader, especially his pity, in order to teach more ef­
fectively*1 Their terms are the useful, pleasing, moral 
and sousing, familiar to all readers of earlier criticism.2 
To these one may add the equally well known vl rtue. vice. 
noetic Justice, corrupt, didactic, entertainment, infor­
mation. instruction, and poetic justice.^
Conclusion
In reflecting upon all of the reviews in this 
journal, I am Impressed by one important fact, from first 
to last the reviewers appear convinced that the novel is an 
important literary genre, worthy of their serious attention. 
Convinced also that It is a powerful instrument for 30od or 
evil, they treat it as such-- not as a truly debased apio
Compare this idea with that in J. and A# L.
Aikin, 'Miscellaneous Pieces in Prose {London: J* Johnson, 
1773}, pp. 4£—43.
9
See K. Bolleau Ceepreaux, The Art of Poetry, trans­
lated by Soame and Dryden, as reprinted in mTt h arid Parks, 
00. elt.. p. 297. See also the following: Sir V*. Temple,
An Essay upon Aaolent and ;/odern Learning, reprinted in 
J. E. ^plngarn. jritloal teasersot the "Seventeenth Century. 
Ill, 32-104; and Jf. lean is. f he "im partial £rl tick . re printed 
in ibid., Ill, p. 145 ff.; P. Ker, ed.. The Assays of 
John frrvden. II, 115-153; G. Varquhar, A Discourse apon 
Comedy, as reprinted in /i. Durham. Crltloal tea says of the 
Eighteenth Century pp. 257-286; and .fohnson. Preface to
Shakespeare. os reprinted in Smith and 'arks, pp. cltTT
pp. 449 and 452*
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form, but as an "adapted" one, which, by virtue of its kin­
ship to the lordly epic, is deserving of a place, perhaps a 
step below the eplo and two steps below the tragedy.
Strangely enough, Scott is one of the few doubters here,1 
Be is not convinced of the novel9s future importance. He 
doubts its power to do good, though, when reviewing Ejagm, 
he admits that suoh a work may somehow alleviate the despair 
common to all humanity.
It seems to me that Scott9s own novels, if not hia 
fairly orthodox theory of faction, have influenced much 
of this criticism, especially from about 1815 until 1820. 
During those years there is great stress upon th© importance 
of characters in novels; and numerous terms applicable to 
characters appear—  consistent, natural, probable, univer­
sal. individual. well discriminated. Scott was notably 
successful in his earlier characterizations. But there 
is very little emphasis upon style and not too much 
upon plot construction. In both particulars, Scott9© 
novels were weak. Sen it be mere coincidence, or is there 
some relationship here? I believe there is a connection.
But upon what general basis do these reviewers 
evaluate Scott9s works and those of others? 'ost would 
agree with this statement made in 1809:
It is perhaps a harsh answer, that every book must be 
Judged by Its internal merit, whether composed like that
1 But, In his review of 11 off man9 s novels in the 
.Foreign Quarterly Heylcw. V (1827), 50ff• , he soe^ is to 
feel that the novel is the equal of th© ©pic and is 
reasonably sure of future success.
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ef Upsios ttpda th* day in ihioh he waa born or Ilk© th© 
last tragedy of Sophocles upon th© verge of human existence.
Bat| harsh or not, the book is so judged* few critics 
feebly request that the environment of the author be con­
sidered, and a very few admit that personal preference 
aay color their Judgment—  but, of course, they still think 
their opinions justified* The great majority, anachronisms 
la their time, continue to weigh book® upon scales in­
herited from their father® and, after 1820, upon those 
inherited from their classical forebears. After all, those 
scales are the only accurate measuring Instruments, they 
hell ere* Store over, the inherited terms are part of their 
equipment* And, strangely enough, more often than not, 
posterity, to which Longinus referred all suoh matters, 
las approved their results*
Bat some of the criticism, it seems to me, bears 
so thoroughly the imprint of various reviewers as to merit 
some separate notice.2 Croker's contributiona, especially 
his guarded reviews of Scott*s novels, are marked by a 
narrow, strict application of suoh terms as Hymer and 
Pope approved. Taste. good sense, knowledge* low, mean. 
extravagant. affected, easy, and clear predominate in 
his and In Gifford’s reviews• Then there ar6 Lockhart*s
* *Jehn de Lancaster," I (1809), 646*
^ It is well to note here, however, that the author­
ship of the various reviews has not been definitely proved. 
There is still controversy about most of them*
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reviews distinguished at times by a more liberal neo- 
classicism and a strong bias in Scott*s favor, Nassau 
Senior, though, failing sometimes to point out such obvious 
facts as Scott•a mistake in deserting Scotch themes, 
manages to be purely classical, analytical, and interesting 
at once—  no small feat. He approaches the novels in much 
the same spirit as that in which Aristotle examined the 
works of Sophocles, Euripides, and Homer--* though with 
scarcely the same result. He strives to see by what means 
scenes or characters or plots or catastrophes may be made 
moving and artistic; and he utilizes in his discussions 
neo-classical terms and classical terms such as in medlas 
res, purpurei pannl. and J g f c T a j T^ith him, we see 
3oottfs hero, unaware of impending doom* and hear the 
"wheels of an avenging fortune groan heavily along the 
distant road."^ Scott himself, we are pleased to call a 
romanticist; but his reviews show him to be nothing of the 
sort. Elsewhere^ he may defend Mrs. iiadcliffe and maintain 
that her work, being of a different type, should not be 
tried by epic laws; but here he does not. In this journal 
he votes for plots constructed according to well-established 
principles; for characters that are consistent, universal,
^ "Rob Roy, Tales of my Landlord, Second Series, 
and Tales of my Landlord, Third Merles,” ?2CVI ( 1 8 2 1 ) ,  1 2 5 .
^ See Sir W# Scott, "Mrs. Anne iiadcliffein The 
Lives of the Novelists, ed. S. Saintsbury (Everyman), p.
213. Compare with dope’s statement about Shakespeare in 
A. Pope, "Preface to Shakeanear."
2&B
end probable, and which contribute to the action. He does 
spook ©f the poser of genius and of tmagination* So did 
Addison* Conscious art, too, the novelist deem needful* 
Perhaps he fits best into the somewhat enigmatic classlfl- 
eatloa of liberal conservetires* Had he written according 
to bis own theory, he would have produced plots as artfully 
finished as those of Jane fasten, whoa he admired. His 
style would have been elear and easy; and his characters, 
probable, as the best of his own actually were* Moreover, 
no neoclassical theory of gentility would have prevented 
his presentation of seme "low** ehsrooters,
Tet, despite the great differences among all these 
erlties, the terminology of all seems to fit rather neatly 
late a well defined pattern. Before 181$ there are great 
numbers of terms especially favored in the past by sueh 
aeo-el&sslclsta as Bymer and Pope; t£lss Edgeworth is the 
favorite novelist* Her works lend themselves especially 
well to the use of sueh terms as good sense. taste. moral* 
virtue* vioe, pleasing* instructive* and didactic. During 
those years genius and especially imagination are not used 
very often, and when used are modified by cultivated or 
curbed* In the 1815 number of the journal, however, ap­
peared ^sett's review of Imsa* In It, as well as in e few 
other review, there la an unmistakable straining at the 
leash of the old neo-classical rules, e turning toward the 
presentation of reality—  even of the seamier side, perhaps
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a dawning understanding of the real meaning and use of 
tried critical principles, like probability, For the 
moment, metaphorically speaking, the pendulum may awing In 
either direction, toward the wild freedom of romanticism 
or the slightly restrained grace of a new kind of classicism, 
based, not upon narrow rules, but upon broad, creative 
principles.
Between 1815 and 1852 come some careful reviews 
sarked by the exact application of olasslcal terms, as well 
as some reviews presenting the same old et&hteenth-century 
derivatives. Mixtures of fact and fiction-- doubtless, 
because of Seottfs Influence—  are no longer deplored; 
actually, sometimes praised. Imaglnation, fancy, and genius 
appear more frequently than before. In faot, there is even 
sows recognition of the need for an appeal to the imagination 
of the reader. Careful and artistic plot construction, 
realistic characters, pleasant moral teachings—  all are 
urged upon the novelists.
By 1852 the pendulum has swung all the way back.
To meet the challenge of newer developments in the novel, 
the critics have not coined new words and Invented new 
theories. They have returned to Aristotle; sometimes to 
Horace; to principles considerably aore liberal than the 
strict Interpretations of the early eighteenth century.
As Johnson did in 1765 and as Jolerldge did in 1817, they 
adopt whole-heartedly the Aristotelian theory of character­
ization based upon the universal, ^galn in agreement with
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Coleridge, they allow the use of details , but only as a 
m a s  to an end; and, of course, this theory about details 
is a fairly new development* They deery episodes, des­
criptions, and characters that are not necessary to the 
plot* They demand that flotionisbs adhere to rules for 
the epic* If the stubborn novelist refuses and insists 
open using dramatic technique, then, say the critics, he 
mast adhere to Aristotle's rules for tragedy* They consider 
in detail the mans for achieving unified, well-proportioned 
plats and probable, consistent, individual, and appropriate 
characters*
At the very end there is the somewhat Intereating 
picture of the critic who says In effeot, "You can't fling 
away all the rules, and you cen9t mix dramatic and epic 
techniques”; and of the novelist who replies, "But I can*
X have*"
Yet one must not forget that, with rules and neo­
classical terns, this criticism begins* Uth rules and 
classical, as well as neo-classical terms, it ends*
3aoh consistency is scarcely to be discovered in 
the aooh less serious magazines to which we now turn* 
first, consider the oldest of the group and, therefore, 
the one most likely to contain numerous traditional terms—  
the gentleman9s Magazine*
XV
THE 0ERTL2SLAK»S IwVQAZI7!E
The Gentleman’s Magazine, established in 1731 by 
1
Edward Cave, waa the first important miscellany to be
published In Great Britain# According to Salter Graham*
"Gave1* main purpose seems to have been to furnish in his
’m a g a z i n e 1 & summary of news, along with the best entertaining
features to be found in the daily or weekly sheets* This
procedure was eminently suited to taking the magazine the
great financial success which it became and continued to
be# After the death of Edward Cave in 1754, the magazine
was carried on until 1300 mainly by David Henry, Richard
Cave* and Francis Kewbery* though there were a number of
other Important contributors# During this time* "fiction*
it oust be admitted* won but slight recognition in either
2the Gentleman’a or the Lord on Hagazine*
Since the materials for this study come chiefly 
from the department entitled the "Review Books*” it is 
necessary to consider a few facts corcerrlng that department#
 ^The title chosor. by the editor was Hr# Lylvunus
Urban#
2
Walter Graham* Engllsh Literary Period leal a , 
pp# 150—153 • 3ee also C * Lennart Claris on, The t’lriit Hagazlne 
(Providence: Banta Publishing Co** 1938), pT!T42T^----
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It m s  conducted in succession by John Hawkins, John 
Duneombe (Crlto), Richard Dough and William Beloe# Another 
important member of the staff was John Nichols, who later 
became editor of the magasine* At his death In 1826, his 
son« John Bow ye r Mefaols, became part editor and finally 
11 sole proprietor in 1855.**
this brief account traces the history of the publics- 
tlon through the years with which we are concerned (1800- 
1832) j* however, the ssagaslne In Its nineteenth-century form 
lasted until 1S68 and continued as % miscellany of light 
literature** until 1907. In fact, it ^legally** exists 
even today as a kind of dummy ma&aslne*
It is, therefore, especially important that any 
student of critical terms give due consideration to this 
■agaslne, which la significant *beyond most periodicals of 
the time—  for its critical articles and reprinted poems 
and essays*** It has been my purpose to examine the criti­
cal articles, as in preceding chapters. In an effort to 
determine exactly what attitude was taken by the reviewers 
toward a few major critical theories Inextricably connected 
with tbs critical terms and what meanings (basic or figura­
tive) were given to those terms*
In the first section of the chapter will be treated 
such terms as genius* talent * knowledge. imagine tlon. fancy, 
and others specifically applicable to qualities of authors.
* Ibid.. PP* 150-165, and 160.
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In the second part I *111 present a study of those toms 
specifically related to the works of the authors—  those 
applied la discussions of the scenes, plots, characters, 
and functions of the novel. The major ones are probability, 
reality, verisimilitude. nature, moral, entertainment, 
interest, eatastrophe, and denouement, though many others 
*111 also receive due attention. Often in this magasine the 
basic meaning of the major term borrowed from eighteenth- 
century criticism seems not to have chanced; however, its 
connotetlv* or figurative meaning has been perceptibly in­
fluenced by the times. Under such circumstances, not the 
basic term, but the minor or descriptive terms used with 
it are the important ones; and they will, accordingly, be 
studied as influencing the theory designated by the term 
in question. Good sense (reasonableness) might seem an 
intelligible expression, but a “good sense which forcibly 
speaks to the heart”^ Is another matter.
ke far as is possible, I propose to use the exact 
words of the reviewers In order that my own Interpretations 
may not seem to be forced upon the reader and in order that 
he may draw his own conclusions from the materials presented.**
1 S.* "Th« R«fu«ol," LXXX (1010), 555,
* In t h is  ahapter a. In ehaptar I, I do defIn.
numerous terms because in the magazines 1 found many neo­
classical terms with new or romantic meanings. It deems 
advisable to indicate those here.
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X Sens Applied to Authors
the critics of the Gentleman* s Megamine thought 
the ideal author should here good sense* knowledge* powers 
of observation* genius* taste* Invention* originality* 
talent* imagination* and fancy# The great desirability of 
tfete possession of these traits becomes immediately clear 
shexi one considers specific critical revises* The particu­
lar qualities mentioned above are nearly always praised* 
but vwyy often the asset meanings of the terms denoting the
qualities seem obscure and vague*
>
•hat* for example* does the critic mean here when 
be sppaks of a novelist*m possessing "that strong good sense 
which forcibly speaks to the heartt"3- A good sense that 
■forcibly speaks to the heart” is n good sense to be 
associated with a native* untrained mantel capacity and a 
kifidof sentimentality* not with complete reasonableness* 
therefore* the tens is definitely new in its applied critical 
meaning*
This ability to appeal to the heart is also associated 
with the type of knowledge most often required of an author-- 
apparently* a knowledge of the human heart* Mrs* Lenoir* 
the critic believes* la excellent* not beesuse she possesses 
knowledge gained from books* but because in her story* tt^r# 
Ewer* end kiss Preston*” she "has discovered ^reat know led-©
■gy— i '"" 1,1.....
1 "Tfr* Po8ta— ftn*Ji ttagaaina. txxx (1810).
S36* Since all subsequentrmissrenae’e”not* othersiae indicated 
•111 be to this Journal* the name 6f the publication will 
not be repeated#
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of the hosAQ hatrt, a* wall as such genius*11* The meanings 
of these torso appear fairly new* Knowled/rs denotes a variety 
gained by Intuition and sympathy, arid genius evidently moans 
Increased sensibility and great Innate Imaginative powers.
This same type of knowledge In Sir Walter Scott brings forth 
the following coament on his Iv&nhoes
This, however, is no disparagement to Ivanhoe as a novel or 
romance; on the contrary. It shows tbat the author knows so 
well the road to the heart, that, if we dare *nake use of 
the simile, not unlike our most renowned pastry cook near 
the Royal Exchange, he seasons his mince pies so well, that, 
as they come out of the ovei* they are eagerly bought, and
greedily devoured*2
These statements, at least In their terminology, show the 
tendency of the critics to use old terms such as knowledge 
la comparatively new applications#^
In fact, the word heart looms somewhat large in 
erltlclsms of the authors, for it is "benevolence of Heart, 
as well as "delicacy of sentiment” (which evidently las the 
new meaning of grace of general tone or fooling), that gives 
to the author of Fidelia a £rc&t deal of com/nendatlon#
£hen an author possesses both of the Hu&l*tles Ji-st reared 
and, in addition, Is "an accurate observer of fashionable
1 "Village anecdotes," LXXIV (1304), 350*
® "The Monastery, a Hoaaance," XC (1S2G), 354•
® Though knowledge of the heart is mentioned by 
eighteenth-century writers, it does not receive the emphasis 
which knowledge of books and knowledge of hu*r»n (overt) 
behavior do In amjor critical works* For a mention of the 
need In novelists of knowledge of the heart, however, see 
Frances Burney, Works» edited by Kills, (London; Pell,
1892), IV, 1#
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Ilf# and manners,11* nothing but praise is to be expected 
froa the reviewers* This mentioning together of sueh 
mualfttod terms as kindness, grace of feeling. and accuracy 
of observation Is typical of the reviews of the time,
Another essential Is the possession of good ta ste~ 
s kind of sense of propriety, not that type which the 
traditionalists believed to be acquired by study of literary 
principles, but that based on instincts and native sen­
sibility* Of course, in aoae reviews the two definitions 
say be combined; but It Is the latter meaning of the term 
that appears in this comment on Modern Manners?
This uncertainty about love affairs adds greatly to the 
interest of the story, and is a proof of the Author's taste; 
for nothing can be conceived more eornmenplace than the 
process of mstehanking which obtains in most novels*^
This Innate sense of that which is proper or fitting, when
possessed by a person of genius, makes an author of even
greater value to the nlneteenth~century reviewers, 3ueh Is
the ease, the reviewers say, with Mr. Smith, author of The
for Bill, of whom this Is written?
Be hall him therefore as a powerful auxiliary in the ranks 
of imaginative writers, with strength and resources sufficient 
to interest and amuse during the absence of *The Master,” 
and with an ease and a grace that belong only to TenTus and 
cultivated taste,'
In this ease, as in the first mentioned, the term taste 
is net defined* but the Idea suggested seems to be an innate
1 XCZ (1821), 641.
2 LXXXVII (1817)# 631.
3 XOVII (1827), 429.
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sens* of the fitness and propriety of things* Sometimes 
this good taste seems e synonym for rationalism* Certainly 
that is the meaning the tord has in the revise of Spence’s 
!l Iwitntr’s this of the lest Century, in which one learns 
that
the Illusions of witchcraft and enchantment have been dispelled; 
daemons and ghosts have fled at the solemn mandate of ffood 
taste, and it Is fervently to ho hoped that the exorcism 
Which banished them sill never need to be repeated,*
another quality deemed desirable In an author is 
poser (ability or sustalned-force or energy)* the possession 
of which Is illustrated In Sir Walter Scott* Barts of his 
Quentin Darward furnish especially good examples of the 
power of the author*2 However* although the term enjoys a 
tremendous vogue in the 1800-1352 period*^ it does not appear 
very frequently In this am gas ins*
In some respects related to poser is renlus, the best 
quality for an author to possess* Here again the term 
designating the faculty is undefined, but usually It suggests 
greet general talent or sometimes even creative talent and 
artlatle Impulse* the latter interpretation (a newer one) 
is specifically indicated In this passages
1 LXXXIX (1819), 627.
a Sm  "-tuontln Burwsrd," XCIII (1823), 442.
5 See slso "Arne or 04i#r»tein," XCIX (1829), £23 j 
"Isabel do Barsas,* XCIII (1323), 161j "Tiles and Conrosslons," 
XCIC (1829), 168; "The Bow Forest," XCIX (1829), 147. 3eo 
also the ooetlono on power In Chapters I, II, and III of 
this a tudy*
Vi «ri quit* tilllav w  the piinst occasion to give If, 
BibIs credit for uo^i^ft 1 rod talent* $e are desirous of 
•ttfVisf hi* Use heootr due to creative genius and vivid 
colouring; but be ill! excuse us if te say that In the 
eboiee of his subject ee do not think hie equally happy*1
Genius say else denote a bold Imaginative or inspirational
spirit* as It dees in the following sentences}
this novel* though very respectable* contains but 
fee of those flights of genius* which characterise the 
novels of the higher classes* the incidents are rather 
intriostely interwoven* but the adventures in general are 
tase* 1he lost chapter betrays great poverty of invention.2
Furthermore* the inexplicable type of genius which shows
Itself in Increased sensibility and in imaginative activity
is uppermost la this very romantically worded paragraphs
there are chords in the human heart which Genius 
alone knows how to touch; which are not awakened by what is 
external; which rise uncalled only in the secret temple* 
where Genius presides; and which Genius only can direct 
so as to arouse them from the sleep which they have no 
poser of tbelr own to shake off*5
Whatever the meaning of the term* one point Is clear 
that the possession of genius is considered a very valuable 
asset* Voreover* the vague use of the term is an indication 
of the critics9 equally hazy conception of its true meaning. 
It usually indicates a kind of artistic Impulse* unconscious 
ly obeying its own secret la*s~- a miraculous sort of 
creative talent Incapable of analysis* One would expect a
1 •’Has Boyne ftater* a 'Tble*” XCYI (1626)* 43.
2 "The Caalsard; or The IrotesUnta of Languedoc,"
XCT (1825)* 825*
5 * Tragic Tales**9 XC1 (1821)* 530.
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term of this sort to bo used widely In romantic criticism; 
tat amusingly enough, its employment In the Oentlera&n *a 
gagasinc Is by no aeons excessive.
Invention end originality ere also terms that one 
expects to bo popular vlth reviewers, especially since they 
doaoto almost essential attributes of authors. The too terms 
are used synonymously so often that It Is almost necessary 
to ee&slder them together. In studying the appliestlon of 
the term Invention, one finds the usual vagueness of applies-* 
tlon whloh is characteristic of much of the periodical 
erltleis& of the era. Presumably Invention very frequently 
means a bind of creative Imaginative ability in which the 
creation arises, not particularly from real or even imagina­
tive experiences in the realm of the actual world, but from 
seas sort of Intuitive communion with a world beyond the 
experiences of most men. It may denote also the putting of 
the theme or Idea Into plot fora, conceiving of and executing 
scenes and episodes and properly connecting them. Both Godwin 
and If. 9. Lewis were evidently possessed of such a gift. The 
latter, being “possessed of a brilliant fancy and a happy 
turn for invention, of a peculiar and romantic taste,”* won 
for himself much approbation. Even though he “indulged to so 
extravagant a length in horrible pictures of hu^an and 
supernatural depravity,-* he avoided the disapproval of the 
critics because his inventive faculty made him “capable of
1 “Semantic Tales,1* LXXIX (1809), 141.
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producing pictures equally awful, now, and sublime***
All of this criticism of Lewis shoes the Influence of Longinus
and the pre-roman ids ta. The in vent ion has the moaning
of imaginative creativity; fancy appears as a name for
lightness of imaginative activity; and sublime* unlike the
pure Longinien term, merely denotes bold. Impressive imagery*
the criticism of Godwin shoes the same somewhat romantic
influence* In fact* the application of invention- in the
following quotation is not only wildly reman tie* but also
even suggestive of transcendental experiences
then {when *an excursive mind shoots far beyond the range 
of actual experience*! it is that the mighty faculty of 
invention venders into untrodden paths, and gives local 
habitation and a name* to beings who have not hitherto 
existed* The talents of our Author seem to require this 
extent of circuit* He has penetrated into new field® of 
**shadowy thought,® and drawn aside the veil from airy 
regions, which have been hitherto hid to human sight**
Ths inflated language, as well &s the meaning of the term
Invention (an imagination concerned with the supra -sensible),
suggests romanticism*
Imagination—  tut this time probably based on
experience and observation of nature—  1® the meaning also
la the statement that Scott and Banim “are akin in fertility
of invention*^ The rej^ arte that Ul$& Spence excels other
similar writers In “that faculty of Invention, which
1 "Romantic Daloa," Lxxix (1CG9), 141.
8 "Kandavill®LXXXVII (1817), S35.
5 "Ifelaa of the O'Hara Family," XCV (1826), 54.
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penetrates the springs of human action, and reveals the 
secret working of the heart"* does give added Imforena tlon.
So does the thought that the restrictions placed on the use 
of supernatural elements Rha ve tended rather to stimulate 
than to repress the faculty of Invention."* From these 
statements one concludes that the term invention Is somehow 
connected. In the minds of some critics, with intuitive 
knowledge and Instinctive understanding of the human heart; 
that It la associated, in the minds of others, with in­
spired or transeendent creative power.
originality Is also widely used, and the quality 
is extravagantly praised wherever It occurs. Fxit little 
effort is made to define the term. Sterne, teing the 
possessor of an "unrivalled vein of humour and the dazzling 
vein of genius,*2 Is called "an original writer."® Ihls 
very likely weans that he has native Imaginative and creative 
ability. If one may voice a conjecture. Fha statement that 
•In Madam Dubarry we find a good deal of spirit and origin­
ality*^ la equally non-comalttal as to the exact meaning of 
originality, though it is interesting to note the use of 
the term in conjunction with th© word spirit (force or 
energy)• lb© asm two terms are used together also In the
1 Ibid.. P* 627.
2 wSt*riM(” IXX (1800), 38.
5 "Hi* History of Mills. Solwyn," LJOXVT (1816),250.
4 UtXXVIII (1818), 849.
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following critical ©valuation of The Bachelor and the 
Married Man:
This Kovel possesses sense, spirit, and originality: 
the Writer is evidently both a thinker and an observer; 
and, if this be a first performance, bears the stamp of 
talents which must quickly emerge from obscurity.*
The addition of sense here to the terms spirit and original-
ity suggests that native intelligence is also related to
originality* In fact, an examination of the rest of the
passage even indicates that thought and acquired knowledge
may not be strangers to originality. 3uch an interpretation
of the term is not, however, compatible with the usual use
of the term.
In the review of the novel llarrlage, w original ity 
„2and genius are mentioned together. This coupling of 
originality with genius gives the reader only the haziest 
kind of notion of the exact meaning of the term, but It is 
obvious that here again the emphasis is on native ability 
to imagine and to create. TMfch this theory, of course,
Edward Young would have been in complete agreement.
Fortunately, some attempt is made to define the 
term in the review of Tragic Tales. from which I quote:
Secondary Authors mistake particularly caprice for 
originality; and they think that superiority consists in 
difference. It is the reverse of this: it is In conformity 
to what is already in the minds of others, that the merit 
lies. It is true, that It must go beyond the materials of this 
visible world: It must enter into the worlds of spirits:
It must draw forth Intellectual exlstencles: but then It 
must delineate them In forms and colours congenial to their
1 LXXXVIII (1818), 243.
2 LXX.XIX (1819), 337.
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nature, end not In the fantastic aha pea which artifice 
tub*tlitotes, for want of admission to their mysteries**
Hie first part of this explanation Is logical enough****
fairly good. In fact—  but the latter part becomes so
metaphysical that an exact Interpretation of its meaning
is difficult* ^ven so, the criticism is noteworthy in
that an analysis is at least attempted and In that the entire
passage is at least not un-Arlatot© Han* Apparently, as
used Is the preceding passage, originality Involves in**
telleetnal perception and naans the quality of being
creative, independent, or inventive In imaginative thought,
without being eccentric or fantastic*
By those who praise originality, imitation is
obviously deplored, especially that fora of Imitation related
to plagiarism* It is that fora, which is attacked here,
sash as Young mads his attack In his Conjectures on
Original Composition*
the only resemblance discoverable throughout this work to 
any other of the ease kind is in one chapter, where the 
author offers, by a subjoined note, an apology, by no means 
unnecessary, for the height of colour given to some scenes, 
which bear a distinct similitude to "The Monk*"*
* XCI (1821), 530. &»e also praise of DfIsraeli
as an "original* writer, "a noun substantive* In "The 
Jesuits," CII (1832), 259*
® "The Three Brothers,a I,XXIV (1804), 104* So© also 
"The Beneg&de," XCII (1821), 253, where the author is criti­
cised because he "has taken the action of his hero from 
Wallace, his gloomy alsconstructions of providence from 
lord Byron; his heroine from queen Elizabeth and the illen 
of the Scottish chiefs*"
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Originality arid invention are thus seen to be 
essential qualities of novelists? consequently, imitation 
Is taboo* Usually the implied definitions of the first 
too terns are not traditional, but denote Intellectual 
Intuition and Imaginative creative activity* Though the 
reviewers nay disagree concerning the definitions of the 
tec terns or any, simply be neglecting to define them 
(which they do}, force the reader to formulate definitions 
which he feels to be implied and which vary from review to 
review, one thought Is so often repeated that It can 
scarcely be missed—  that originality and invention are 
necessary qualities or talents*-*-
Furthermore, the closely allied, if not exactly 
synonymous, traits of fancy and imagination, the reviewers 
commend* the term fancy la the more frequently used of 
the two* In fact, imagination is generally employed in 
a casual way* For instance, the critic declares that the 
author of Ihlea of Old £r* Jefferson is “entitled to rank 
la this superior elass of writers of imaginetlon.®2 He 
attempts no definition of imagination* Bor does the reviewer 
attempt one la this passage concerning ullan Cunningham*
From an attentive perusal of Mr* Cunningham1 s Romance, 
we pronounce him to he decidedly the most imaginative of 
modern writers* Bis present excursion has been long and 
daring, and it may well excite our wonder that he has
* ffce term talent (usually denoting general ability) 
also appears in the reviews• For an example, see wfVnne of 
OsiersteIn,® XCIjc (1829), 383*
2
"Tal»» of 014 Mr. Jofferaon," XCIII (1823), 254.
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aalntained it with such unflagging wing* are sure that 
they who watch his flight, will often fear lest his he the 
fete of Icarus, or the boy who presumed to guide the chariot 
of hie father through the boundless void*2.
In fact, both lack of definition and absence of specific
extravagant praise of the imaginative quality characterize
the preceding quotation* Yet no upsetting conclusion asy
be drawn from these facts since fancy, highly praised,
is often used in the place of imagination*
Ftaey receives somewhat more extended treatment*
Some tines the term is used in such loose fashion that Its
exact meaning is far from definite* When one reads, for
example, of % vividness of feeling and of faney,one Is
not altogether sure of what faney means, although it is
certain that It Is a desirable quality* But upon reading
the following panegyric on Scott, a thoughtful person gets
an impression that the term fancy 1c associated with a
creative power, showing Itself In the production, not of
temporary poetic illusions, tut of living Ideals and truths*
TO hi* whose marvellous fancy has again contributed an In­
tellectual repast, that may serve for y^t unborn generations, 
our praise and our thanks are due* . © know no higher 
compliment than when we say that we see no symptom of exhaus­
tion* Be draws not from a reservoir of stagnant purveyance, 
but from a salient living spring, which, like his own diamond 
fountain, wells forth in sparkling and ©xhaustlees profusion*2
In several other passages fancy applies to serious inventive
or creative skill, to Imagination of a higher type, not to
1 °31r Blchftel Scott, ft Romance,0 XCVIII (1828), 144.
2
"3fcl*a of the Crueadera," XCV (1826), 44.
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a kind of lnwntiw power baaed 0 0 mere caprice** Here, 
however, the inventive fancy approaches the conventional 
meaning of fancy; and thft old association of fancy with 
light ornamentation is suggested, despite the occurrence 
of the adjective creative;
We would willingly give many pages from the tale 
of John Doe; but must new dismiss the O’Hara Tales with 
hearty congratulations to the publiek, that another faster 
Spirit has been awakened, who can array with the splendour 
and light of a creative fancy, the facts and experiences 
of as acute and Intelligent miud*2
At times fancy is given a much more exalted place by the 
romantic critics and is associated with spirituality, with 
understanding, and even with transcendent powers* For 
instance, the idea of spirituality is inherent in these 
wordst
The fancy that Is stirred by the heat of youthful 
blood, is of an earthly and groveling nature. But genuine 
fancy, the pure and spiritual part of our being, becomes 
stronger, and glows more brightly with age**
Mere than understanding, actually a kind of empathy, is
indicated in the statement th&t "fancy alone can penetrate**
1 For lnst»nc«, see "BSandorille," LXXXVII (1817), 535.
8 "HH«a of the 0*B*ra family." XCV (1825), 56.
See also "Sveleen JSountjoy,” XC (1820), 53, where "inventive 
fancy" is associated with "ingenuity*" Compare these uses 
of faacv with Dryden's use of the term in his "Preface to 
the Week Astrologer*"
8 *T»glc T»l.s," XCI (1821), 531. Roto tiers the 
transfer of poetic theory to the novel* All of these 
passages have a definite relationship to Shelley’s theory 
of the role of imagination in the function of the poet 
(expressed in bis Defense of Poe try), a theory which 
shows the influence or Plato”1"? Ion* Symposium* and Phaedrus 
and of parts of Sidney’s An Apologia for Sroetrle*
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Mat M y  be sailed "the hidden recesses of the soul."1 
Se reaver, here the critic suggests both transcendent 
understanding and prophetic power?
it la the business of a true, native, unfactitlous fancy 
to behold these things in their progressj to have the secrets 
of the heart opened to it, and to see the future and the 
distant in the present.*
So to its posers of serious or superficial {depending upon 
the reviewer) invention, fancy evidently adds spiritual 
posers and ability both to understand the humn heart and 
to interpret various occurrences in the light of the past 
and of the future* It is in these letter associations that 
the term fancy most clearly shoes Its contact with romanti­
cism. The best examples of the very desirable fancy are to 
be found, so say the critics, In the novel-- th&t once 
despised form of literature. The revieser of The Priest 
assures all readers of that fact when he writes?
Bos, as Dramatists often refer to novels for their plots, 
so se would recommend Foots to numerous novels for exquisite 
flights of fancy, and very beautiful figtsres; and to none 
mere tlan the work before us, which Is unquestionably a book 
of no common merit**
Thus one sees that the tern Icaa&lnatlon is seldom 
used by the "correspondents* of the Gentleman * s MagajgIne. 
8*ncy, generally dee nod of less value than Imagination, 
has usurped the meanings usually attributed to imagination^
1 rbig«
2 XCIII (less), 54.
* Sot* fasr* 'that fsncr (fantasy) has the same position 
in these reviews that It occupies In De Sanctis * History of 
Italian 1*1 termture* It, instead of imagination. Is the 
creative, synthesising faculty*
ZOB
end for Itself, is addition, other unusual meanings*
It ie not based upon mere caprice, but is instead associated 
eith serious inventive or creative power, with spirituality 
and understanding, eith transcendent powers of sympathetic 
feeling, and even eith a kind of prophetic prowess* None 
of these meanings are specified, but they are implied*
Indeed, the usepeelfie appreciativeness of romantie criticism 
Is here quite apparent; but whatever the meaning given it, 
fancy is always highly praised, and its presence in novels 
adds appreeia bly to their fame*
Shat then are the requisites for novelists, or 
specifically for any famous novelist? he must have good 
sense, not ordinary and reasonable good sense, but an innate 
ea pa city to appeal to the human heart* He must have know* 
ledge, not of principles of composition or of facts, but 
of the human heart and of human nature as a whole* He must 
have good taste, or an innate sense of that which Is fitting; 
and he must have genius, meaning general ability or linagina­
tive creative power involving sensibility and an Indefinable 
kind of inspirational spirit or artistic Impulse* To these 
trslts should be added invention and originality, talent of 
a general sort, and fancy—  not a whimsical creative power, 
but a creative power based on Intelligence, spirituality, 
understanding, and proph tic or Interpretative powor* any 
novelist possessed of these qualities Is sure to win the 
unrestrained plaudits of the reviewers of the Gentleman*a 
assesine* at least during the romantic period* The
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requisite* mxitioned are chiefly those which one would 
sxpeet in a roaantic era* ’fhe indefinite, vague, Inclusive 
application of the term by means of which the critics 
express themselves Is another raark of an era devoted rather 
teapne&la to the imagination than to reason* 'There are 
sms exemptions; hut, in general, despite the continuing 
presence of acme neo-classical termed the mark of romanticism 
is boldly imprinted on many reviews and reviewers-- particu­
larly after 1820*
B Terra* Applied to Ho vela
fhe major emphasis In criticism is not, of course, 
upon the personality and character of the author as seen 
la the novel, hut upon the novel Itself and its effect 
upon the readers* It is, therefore, Important to consider 
next the tarsus—  and the theories which they denote or 
suggest—  applied to the novel* For the sake of convenience, 
these terms will as usual he separated Into groups accord­
ing te their application* For Instance, style and those 
terse having to do with style will be considered in one 
section; description and Its accompanying terms, in another; 
character with Its terms, in still another section; plot 
sad its term; and finally, any terms used to express the 
function of the novel* Kany of the minor descriptive terms
^ For the traditional meanings of the neo-classical 
term used in this chapter see chapter i; r^ nd for apeelflc 
references to earlier works in which rcoat of them imy be 
found, see corresponding sections In chapters I and III 
especially*
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till be msidtrtd incidentally just as they occur its the 
passages containing the more important terms, ana no 
attempt *111 be mad* to classify them or to give them 
extansire individual treatment, hut some effort will he 
made to point out their deviations from traditional defini­
tions and uses*
In considering style and language, on® need not he 
concerned ouch about basic definitions of the terms, for 
they have not changed appreciably in this application to 
the novel* they mean just about what they did when the 
neo-classicists applied them mainly to poetry and the drama •
Of much more interest are the terms describing the require­
ments for excellence of style and language, for these terms 
(usually descriptive adjectives or nouns appended to the 
words style and language) subtly Influence what may be 
celled the theoretical or figurative meanings of the major 
terms and give added Information about the theories denoted 
by these terms*
Ihe main requirement in regard to style Is that it 
be simple and unaffected* In the case of Miss id:“oworth*s 
Patronage* "simplicity” la "wantin'."^ This lack of direct­
ness of expression Is displeasing to the reviewers* .either 
Is an artificial style particularly pleasing to the reviewers, 
especially to the one who writes of The labours of Idleness;
1 KP»tronag*,R LX7.XIV (1814), 266.
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If tte write? belong* to any school * It is* we think, to 
that which flourishes in Cockaigne—  occasionally clever* 
not wafrcqueotly puling; extremely artificial* much given 
to * babble of green fields** «nd to run riot in descriptions 
of pastoral life; yet withal the full flavour of Xondon 
smoke Is upon it*1
It should be noted here that the meaning of artificial is 
not •artful** as It Is In u^fldnsy^ s Defense* but the more 
resent one of "unnatural” and "labored.* In praising the 
styles of various authors* reviewers are not always so 
speelfle. They may merely write, for instance* that a 
style is "throughout a masterpiece.*^ In what particulars 
the style is superior* one can only guess. Tot there are 
otter somewhat more specific comments* such as this one on 
P9Israeli* which* by the way* is significant because It 
tends to turn the criticism* not merely upon the objective 
work* but also upon the personality of the author as it 
Is reflected In his work: "&rIth regard to the style and 
sentiments of the author* w© never met with a work that 
shows so clearly the extent of the writer1s memory and 
library.*^ In this passage—  unless it may be Ironic—  
learning and reading are considered to Improve a style*
But, however attractive learning may be* "pedantry w Is
* "The labours of Idleness; or Seven flights1 
Bn ter t* lament*" XCVI <1826), 58.
2
* The Monastery*" XC (1820)* 335.
3 "Contarlnl Fleming," CII (1052), £40.
not#* kn •xetllwt style, moreover, should he easy. In 
this particular* the book The Fumbles of &v Uncle Tobw- 
as imitation of Sternefe Sentimental Journey> Is by no 
Mane deficient* In fact* the reviewer says: "The style 
la easy* and the Incidents natural % • * •f*2 A style that 
Is both "easy and sometimes elegant," m y  even redeem "©very- 
day occurrences from insipidity, by the graceful tones in 
ehlch such occurrences are related*"3 In both of these eases, 
ease denotes natural and graceful fluency in expression of 
thought; and elegance* seeming to keep Its older meaning, 
signifies a kind of light grace, not an "elaborate brilliancy*" 
la other words, a fluent, graceful method or habit of writing 
la a&alreble* It Is also by no means detrimental to a book's 
reputation to be written in a "powerful style*"* The applica­
tion of the adjective powerful to style suggests here r&ther 
the general effect or tone of the composition, Instead of 
the method of writing; and powerful ?m&ns moving and force* 
ful. The interest Is shifted from the author and the com­
position to the effect of the work on the reader* To sum up, 
if an author desires his book to be praised, he should writ©
1 "Fit* of Fits Ford," C (1850), 157, where lack of 
pedantry and affectation" is praised*
® "The Rambles of ^y Uncle Toby," XCI (1B21), 449*
^ "Yes and Mo and Herbert Lacy," XCVIIX C1B28), 55.
See Scallger** Poetics Bk* IV for this use of elegance*
4 "5*l«s and Confessions," XCIX (1029), 1E6.
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in * elnpls, easy, unaffected, but powerful style*
language, is, strictly speaking, the material of 
style? but there can be no hurra in examining a few require- 
scuts for language separately* Much m y  be learned by 
examining first the faults found eith the language used In 
Mliltl noeels* Proceeding by this negative method, there­
fore, one learns that language should have "ease* (efficiency 
and fluency} but should not be "vulgar* (common) and 
"affected" (offensively unnatural). On© learns further that 
language should be "in keeping*® eith th© charactersj and 
is this latter requirement the Alexandrians, for instance.
Is lacking, for the "slang*® used in the novel is not 
appropriate for the characters. The opposite of the last 
statement Is true of Thinks jC To Myself, in which "the 
language is In general very neat and appropriate, and not 
ustfrequsntly reminds us of the facetious writings of 
Sterne: . • **^ A "neat and appropriate* language is one 
"stripped of superfluities* and suited both to the thought 
expressed and to the characters.
Acceptable also is any language which may be described 
as *anlaated* or as "strain of fervid eloquence,*^ or as
1 In owlar »•« "Kandavllle," UCXXVII (1817), 585; 
■Sinter Xvaning 'Alas," XC (1820), 811; and "The area 
8rothera," LXXIY (1804), 104 cf. arlatotla, Foatloa, XXII.
2 "lb. ftloxar.driana , " Cl (1831), 163.
* "tblnks 1 To isyeelf," IAXXI (1811), 356.
* "Laolln Abbey," XC (1020), 247.
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having "wrath,*1 Eloquence. here used with fervid, ob­
viously signifies an Impassioned and heightened mode of ex~ 
presslofi on the part of the author. The us© of "anlaated* 
adds to the meaning of eloquence the Idea of vigor, energy, 
and liveliness, *arath, a term obviously borrowed from th© 
sensory perceptions, is applicable to the effect of the 
language of the author on the reader and may be said to 
imply effectiveness in generating responsive feeling In 
rasters,
Bore frequently mentioned than any of these other 
qualities, however, is elegance. In Goose 11 s a a&a Fill© "the 
language la elegant,”2 and in Alla Olornata It Is "easy and 
elegant,*3 l!ha cam quality of language, In addition to 
"force,** la mentioned in the criticism of Graham Haailtop,
Use word elegant occurs yet again In this panegyric on 
The Epicureans
Elegant In diction, beautifully grand and varied In 
incident, and vivid In delineation, we ball it as a master 
specimen of English composition, and the keystone of poetic 
prose ,5
Therefore, at the top of the list of terms denoting excellence 
in language one arust place the terra elegance, which, being 
used with ease (fluency) on the one hand and with force
1 ”tt» Ball Of liollinrsloy,* XttXl (1822), Me:.'
2 tXXXIII (1813), 146.
5 XCVI (1826), 156.
4 XCXI (1822), 441.
® XCVI1 (1887), 160. Koto hore th© use of ?pan£ 
and vivid, favorites ef those who fancied themselves 
followers of Longinus,
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(poser op offleltncy) on ths othtsr# may do no to a *paceful, 
affective refinement of language* Below this tern sill 
oos* the toms force * ease* propriety, animation* poetic 
jjietlt end (look of) both vul^rltv and affectation*
Is all of thla criticism os language, the term 
language itself is not triable in meaning# but the critical 
terse by which It la described are* In general, these 
latter terms are seed In the vague manner eo typical of most 
criticism of the time* They are not defined; hot from their 
applications In various criticism of liter®ture, impressions 
concerning their meanings may be gained. On the basis of 
these impressions of the above terms, on# dimes th# con- 
elusion that the meanings given them are very rarely the 
traditional ones* Ease, for example, which once meant 
clearness or facility derived from practice and training, 
becomes general efficiency arising perhaps from natural 
ability alone or sometimes from a combination of native power 
and acquired skill* Another point Is that more and more the 
language, like general literature, Is being criticised, not 
on the grounds of its objective value In a finished com­
position, but on the basis of its effect on the Imagination 
and thought of the reader*
The same change, of course, may be seen in the various 
passages on style* Style does retain the meaning of habit 
or method ©f writing acquired either by effort or without 
design* The tare is beginning to be applied on rare 
occasions to the tone or general mood of the work, reflecting,
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to to speak* th* author's personality and aesthetic sense* 
the descriptive terms used with e tyle* such as easy* simple* 
artificial* and powerful* often convey very different Ideas 
free the earlier traditional ones* Artificial* for example* 
tee* o*t M an artistic; it mans wimtorsi# Therefore* 
despite the verbal echo of neo-classicism throughout the 
Mtmaiast of style* there have been changes*
ihe tom description* usually applied to objective 
presentations of scenes and characters* is one which* unlike 
Style* aas generally Ignored In epic criticism* Indeed* 
to* *hol* conception of description is fairly recent if we 
except the oritics9 concern about the resemblance existing 
between poetry and painting in which matter description aas 
masid*red incidentally* So its meaning* of course* remains 
shat it aas in the beginning* However* an examination of 
various passages in which minor terms appear with the major
descript lop—  may be productive of interesting informa­
tion*
lady Bury9* Alla alomata* in which "several of the 
scenes and incidents1* are described as *coamon-place and to 
he met with in many other novels* not above mediocrity*"1 
contains "descriptive sketches" which are said to "be duly 
appreciated**^ Comaonplace has the meaning of mediocre or 
trite* not the sixteenth century one—  used by Sidney and 
Asehaa—  of universal truth*
1 XCVI <1826), 185.
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la the first volume of Tresaain*, moreoverf ^scenes 
fti* natural* **11 worked up,9* second volume
only the scene la ehioh Tremaine la refused by Jeorgi&na 
•is uncommonly **11 g i v e n * T h e  only term needing any 
analysis la the preceding critical passage Is the word 
natural* ehich has the ordinary meaning, so frequently ap­
plied during the latter part of th* eighteenth century, of 
true to th* external world or nature*
lb* descriptions of scenes and of characters in 
fhs jhllsman arc considered to he of *greafc beauty**8 to he 
•accurate9 (faithful to historical facts) and •vivid9 
(effectively clear and striking)* The use of accurate in 
conjunction* not with the traditional language of the com­
position* but with scenes is a somewhat modern variation* 
ss is also the application to literature ox the term vivid 
berreeed fro© painting* In the ease of the latter* however* 
its use may certainly be traced at least as far back as 
Blelrva writings*
la short* aside fro© the doctrine that descriptions 
of scenes and of characters should not be cosiaonpla ce but 
should be natural* accurate* vivid or beautiful* little 
specific information on the subject is to ge gained fro© 
the reviews In this journal; but the point may be n&de that 
the terms used* though not new* are often employed In a
1 XCt (1825), S6.
”Ttal«» of th* Cnuwdora," XCV (1825), 44. For 
aa«tber uao of vlvld aoo "Sin* on ailhaiso." XCIII (1823),162.
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different aamter froei that in which they are traditionally 
iftA*
The tesla meaning or the term character la another 
that tees aot have to be con aide red at great lengthy for 
It la a term ehloh has remained fairly consistent In meaning, 
at least froa the eighteenth century on* Originally, of 
course, eteieetsrs uenoted represent®tlons of universal and 
of generic traits am* Qualities* These were the characters 
familiar to ell readers of Aristotle and of the Greek 
dramatists*^ In the Homan plays, of course, *e haw me re 
generis type character* Since the eighteenth century, how­
ever, som characters hare been representations, not of 
general types, but of specifie and distinct personalities, 
each elth a different disposition and with different motives 
for action* The emphasis In a cay has shifted from a repre­
sentation of the universal to what will seem a representstlon 
of the particular* It is fairly clear that the latter jaeanl&E 
is held by the 0001101110*8 reviewers, but it also Is apparent 
that the bases for judging excellence of character delinea­
tion and the reviewers1 ideas concerning what constitutes 
excelienee of ebarectors do change* It Is, therefore, on
* Though the common practice of the Greek dramatists 
tended toward a representation of characters true to the 
universal and to their particular types, Aristotlev® theory 
character dreeing would be excellent In any age. L'e re­
quired tfesta character be good, be appropriate, be true to 
life, and be consistent* Though he does admit that an artist 
should "preserve th# type and yet ennoble ltrt for effectiveness, 
there la nothing here that could not apply equally to our 
modern characters* See Poetics* XV, In Smith and Parks, op* 
sit*, PP* 45-44*
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these &M4ful for the ideal character that the
emphasis is to bo placed*
Xm general, the reworks made by the critics with 
regard to excellent characters are not specific* For instance, 
thmy eowmestt favorably on one book because lbs characters 
ere "well delineated**^ on another, because its dramatis 
personae ere *a&rked and various**2 on still another, because 
Its character dellneatlona are "truly beautiful” ones, and 
because "Shakespears himself never dree finer portraits*®5 
411 of these remarks are net especially enlightening, but 
they do indicate the reviewera9 propensity toward employing 
empty, stock phrases*
In considering the matter of character delineation 
In greater detail, one notes first the relationship exist­
ing between the author9s wit or humor and the characters 
he is drawing* The manner of Fielding, Smollett, and their 
Imitators in delineating characters in *c spirit of humour 
and satire** is that winning the chief praise of critics*
Zn fast, the presence of "much humourous delineation of 
eharacter*^ outweighs even the ill effects of "gross im­
proprieties, we might almost say absurdities,*^ and often
 ^"Bannockburn,* *CI (1321}, 452*
2 "Hob Hoy, k Hovel,* UQUtVIII (1818), 24S.
* "t»lo» and Logondo," XCVZII (162ft), 243.
4 "Old Hleki • Satirical Story," LXXI (1801), 443.
6 "Marriage," UQXIX (1619), 337.
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th* eell^draen humorous or Amusing character draws th* 
Majority of th* praise meted out by th® critic* This is 
tree of Hr* <3a*bl*#s Charlton* in which “The most amusing 
character in the work la a poor painter*"1 The terms 
emuslag* humour, and satire are used loosely and perhaps 
synonymously to denote the author*& sense of the incongruous 
as It Manifests itself sympathetically in the characters 
dkidk he drees* f*hls interpretation of the terns, which 
Is relatively modern, is suggested by the use of humor and 
satire* together eith knee ledge of the human heart, and 
by the use of humor as opposed to absurdity and Impropriety* 
In addition, the critics shoe an evident liking 
for any such characters as "display the abundant wit of the 
authors and shoe that be can descend to buffoonery and soar 
to heights of heroism*here alt has not the traditional 
meanings of Justness of reason, power of imagination, ©r 
conceit; it has rather the meaning of comical power, of a 
sense of th* incongruous, but not necessarily a sympathetic 
sense* This meaning is somewhat modern*
The critics also prefer that characters be drawn 
eith discrimination (the faculty or act of distinguishing) * 
Consequently, Jane Porter1* The Pa a tor *s Fireside is a 
favorite because "the numerous charectors arc drawn with
1 XCIV (1884), 169,
2 "Castl# akymrd,” XCIV (1824), 152,
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much strength and fAllcity of discrimination.1 An even
Mrc important quality for characters to have, however, Is
true Aristotelian consistency, $h© importance of it is
voiced thus by the reviewer of the Fair Bald of Pertht
dee reason so think may be found for the breathless Interest 
of this story, is the circumstance that from the first to 
last, the stage is crowded eith characters who are destined 
to set most important parts In the drama, and that we are 
AO sooner withdrawn from a scene of over-powering excite- 
Mat, than another is presented, which sati&ifies us for 
&a absence of the character we have lost; and yet each and 
all are engaged in the development of the plot, and fall 
naturally and wneonstralnedly Into an harmonious whole. The 
consistency of each is beautifully sustained, not only by 
action, tot by appropriate l*n*^ uage.2
In the foregoing passage, as well as in those to follow
laaodiitely, consistency mainly retains the meaning which
it had when applied to other forms of literature. It means
uniformity or unity of impressions as Judged from th© point
©f view of the reader. Therefore, consistent characters
are those which at all times are well sustained and at all
times display a conformity or harmony between personality,
motives, and actions. The basic meaning of the word is,
therefore, traditional; but Its application to fictional
ebarasters effects a slight modification in Its conretativ©
weaning. Many authors have trouble in preserving this sort
©f eons latency of character, ftven 3cottfs» characters are
1 "Th. fester's Flrsslde," LXaviI (1017). 145. -is® 
also "Feep at the Pilgrims,* XCV (1825), 628# and ”Hurotwood,w 
iCI? (1824), 258, where reviewer laments the Hcooing" chara­
cters in most novels and wishes his author1e Pigeon Pie
to be the "higher seasoned.*
2 "The Chronicles of Canongate," XCVIII (1828),531.
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set ftlvayi m i i H a i *  For instance, *the character of
ttrgaret framsey In one thing at the beginning of th® book,
and another at the conclusion*1,1
Hie m l m r a  also Indicate that an occasional
character may, la hie person, repreaent ‘’doctrines" or &
doctrine, ae does Elinor Joddrel in Mada® D'&rblay** the
aandsrsr«g ftse character may even be a sort of agency
(a do as ex eachina descendant) through which agency various
deeds are accomplished* Ibis is true of the character
described belows
Here begins the mystery of supernatural sounds, 
and otter supernatural appearances; and here enters upon 
the stage Kate the flypaey* whose powerful and picturesque 
agency pervades' tbe wnole story* Kate is not an accidental 
personage, introduced for momentary effect; she Is a 
necessary instrument, on shorn all the Instruments hinga*^
fbe characters may also be "embodied spirits, who walk the
earth, but live not upon it •“* Xn short, characters may
occasionally be personifications of doctrine, powerful
agencies for actions, or even embodied spirits; but such
characters, though allowed, are not the ones usually found*
For ordinary characters there are qualifications
1 "7b# Fortune* of Nlcel," XCII (1822), 54. For 
ether examples of the Importance of consistency see "Thinks 
I to kyeelf," XCVI (1811), 357 and "The Boyne «»ter,’
XCVI (1826), 43.
8 LXXXIV (1814), 579.
* "The Ball of Helllngaley," xcil (1022), 247.
•Tho Renegade," translated from the french of 
W. Le Vleoate li'ArlIncourt," XCII (1022), 253.
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that ©m  thinks of in connection with such characters as
have been motioned. For instance, there are the special
requirements eith regard to religion ana morals. In th®
ease of Scott1s the Abbot, it is not so important that
aoM of ©or readers eill perhaps complain, that the character 
of Roland Graeme la but a resemblance of Halbert Glandinning 
chile a youth, and that the similitude of Henry and Catherine 
Seyton la too strained.1
Bat the religious constancy of Roland is somoch&t more 
Important, as the following Indiesfces:
Bat young Roland must not be dismissed so easily; of his 
constancy *e entertain doubts; not to his love, for he is 
sufficiently faithful, but to his religion . .
this deaand for "firmness in religion" is, of course, related 
to tee tendency of the reviewers of the age to demand that 
literature be moral~ a tendency very marked from Sidney1® 
tim throughout the entire neo*ela38lcal period.
To the same moral tendency, the following condemna­
tion of the alliance of religion and superstition in a 
tea raster say be traced s
ffhatever say have been the credulity of the sixteenth 
century, the idle tales of ghosts and apparitions w ill never 
interest us at the present day. Tee cannot approve of such 
a dellneatlon of character &a in lady Bolton, where religion 
Is so elosely allied to superstition as to give some pretence 
to the sarcasms of the sceptical Sir
Ears again the aesthetic impression of the character is not 
considered. The major emphasis of fchs critic is on the :roral 
welfare of the people who read about the character.
1 XC (1820), 426.
8 *sada«M»* Kvo j or, Tho Country .'<ake" itxi 
(1801), 928.
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Beside* religious constancy and purity, high principles 
sad morel worth ere considered necessary in ideal characters, 
even though the presence of these qua l i t  i©s my detract 
fro* reality* Scott’s Fever 11 of the Peak is commended for 
its fibftsaettrs he cause
the lovers ere both exceedingly respectable— much moire so 
then eere lovers either In fact or in fiction, are wont to 
appear* Their affection is cherished and supported by 
high principles*1
ftaaerous good qualities bring commendation also to the 
characters in Somestic Scenes; but in the followIne sentences, 
Use adjective good (morally excellent) noticeably comes before 
the other adjectives, and the adjective pattern seems to 
refer to a character th&t is morally worthy of being copied 
rather than to one that is representative of the ordinary 
person in life:
lbs leading points are the character and behaviour of the 
tec sisters, and the younger Is an excellent pattern 
character for study—  good, sensible, delicate, amiable, and 
elegant* this is not the case with a ll Kovels; for the 
characters are often so commonplace and insipid, and the 
incidents so frivolous, that there is nothing Impressive 
throughout the story.2
igsln the emphasis is on the moral effect of the characters 
on the reader* The good, as has been indicated, precedes, 
bet is coupled with sensible (possessed of #ood sense), 
delicate (having refined sensibility or fineness of feel- 
*J&g), amiable (having sweetness of disposition), and elegant
1 XCIII (1825), 50.
2 XCI (1621), 181.
(correctly fine)* %any of these tens® have modern applies* 
tiona ana ethical implications, but verbally they echo 
e Ighteenth-century criticism*
Whan "Morality and 8ature go hand In hand,"* as they 
do in the case of Mr* Isaac fcoolmsn, a character In But 
thigh* the character and the novel In which he appears are 
aura to bo spoken of **tn terms of warm approbation*** 
Morality hex* retains its traditional moan Ins;, baaed on 
conventional and religious principles; but it  Is applied
i
to a typo of literature long considered naturally Immoral*
Ms tors* used vaguely, as is often the case, denotes hussm
nature, objectively or externally considered*
Originality In characters, the reviewers always
appreciate; and copies either of real characters or of
other literary portraits, they frown upon*® Cumberland,
hovever , takas great pleasure In congratulating himself for
net having copied any living man; and he makes it  clear in
the following lines that ho expects pr&ls© for his action?
*Be that as I t  iiwy; the work Is done; and done, not In the 
evil spirit of the time, but without a sI’-^ '-ls lance at 
any living character* Conscious, therolore, that X have 
not endangered what is sacred to me as a rentlermn, the 
Crlticks are most cordially welcome to everythin'* they can 
find about ms as an Author*"^
1 UtXVII (1807), 346.
2 £•• "Tb* RafnMl," LXXX (1810), 355; " Tho Decision, 
UXII (1812), 69; and ’"me Highlanders," XCIV (1824), 67.
"John D* Lanoester," IXRIX (1809), 333.
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Hot m e  concludes that reviewers denounced or barely 
tolerated mat copies, cither of real or of literary 
figures*
ffeey Also discouraged authors from drawing any 
characters that acre unoonvineIng and incap&ble of arousing 
sympathy* A weakness in the novel Maurice Powell arises 
frost the fact that
the Boro of the 'Hale la what novel heroes frequently 
are, a plain country gentleman, and brave officer, of con­
fined loyalty, honour, and integrity; but here, as else- 
where, a man of tame correctness
the same type of weakness is discoverable in &aria Edge­
worth9 a characterisations• the reviewer declares? nBer 
heroine is uninteresting* Caroline Percy is intended for 
perfection in woman; and, like Richardsonfs model of per­
fection in wan, Sir Charles irandlson, she Is cold and 
correct.**2 To arouse the ay apathy of the readers, characters 
most not then be perfect; nor must they ie too unusual, too 
far removed from the readers9 daily experience. The 
charseters in (hannIngham*e Sir Michael 3cott fa il to 
arouse syrpathy because they are "beings” that "are beyond 
our sphere.®^ There is, however, something to be said for 
sash characters, writes the reviewer, because "the same
1 XCII (1822), 620.
8 "Patronage," LXXXIV (1814), 265.
XCVIII (1828), 145, f3y contrast, the characters 
la the Husband and the Lover do excite "sv.-''.at.See
m i l  ( l s m v a s r o r ------------
objection 1* applicable, in an equal degree, to almost 
all the great eorfcs stamped eith th® seal of immortality,"1 
In this seme reel** one reads that characters should be 
fairly represented, certainly not exaggerated*. The reviewer 
objects especially to the author1a treatment of the monks, 
Stating that "to describe them as menstore of immorality, 
end the Incarnate agents of hell, is uncharitable*"^
as Is to be expected, much is written about the 
realism or fidelity to nature of various characters* First, 
there com to onevs attention a fee passu - es in ahioh the 
point is made that the characters are faithful reproductions 
net only of nature In general, but also of certain national** 
It lee* that appears to be the idea In the mention of 
"tolerably faithful portraits"** In The nlexandrlsms* but 
shether the word portraits refers to reproductions of actual 
personages or merely of national types Is not clear* If  the 
werd portraits should perchance refer to specific personages 
the revlever is more lenient than moat In countenancing 
such copying*
The Irish are the national characters most fre­
quently noticed, perhaps most frequently drawn* In the 
30las of the 0*3®ra Family* the last story
abends *ith national traits very faithfully depicted,
and exhibits the Irish character In Its most varied and
1 f l u . ,  p. 146.
2 Ib id * .  P* 1 4 8 .
*  Cl (1831), 169.
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antithetical form, la it* most contentious baa rings* and 
in its fine and generous enthusiasm: fierce in its revenge, 
gentle in its affections***-
Thus the faithful delineation of imtional characters here m  
sins plaudits from the revisesrs*
Asides these delineations of national characters, 
there ere many characterisation a which, because of their 
various types of realism, justly deserve the encomiums of 
the revisesrs* Generally, the truth demanded is that based 
upon information gained by close observation of the people 
about and by attention to their words and deeds* Sometimes, 
however, there is a different fidelity demanded of characters—  
a fidelity to principles, concerning which information can 
be gained apparently only through divine inspiration or 
some strange empathy* The latter theory Is, of course, 
mainly a new development*
la Morier,a ^ohr&b the Hostage the characters have 
a certain * truth*w2 Ihey are imitations of human nature—  
of the external or behavioristic aspects of humanity* More­
over, the characters in i£re* Carey* e lasting Impressions 
evlreotly are done with the same type of realism, for * they 
appear like pictures of real life.1^  In both cases the 
impression of realism may be gained through observation 
united with a knowledge of humanity as a whole and is not
1 XCf (1625), 56* 3ec also wial«s of ly Time,”
XCII (1829), 526*
8 CIZ (1838), 446.
5 XCIV (1824), 461.
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dependent upon knonled e through intuition or a
sort of spiritual affinity with Individuals.
an objective type of reality also characterises
Lord MorasanbyVs Yes and Ho and Mr* Lister*® Herbert lacy*
both of chioh are "faithful portraits of fashionable life*”1
But the characters, especially the main character, in
Becger's The Heart and the fancy, hare a kind of universal
verisimilitude* The author main tains $
Valsinore, is no chimera of a romantic imagination* his 
story may be fictitious; but his character, divested of the 
singularity ehlcb might have attached to it half a century 
ago, Is no longer even of the novel cast* Such a being 
is not only of our age, but our people; his prototypes are 
discovered in that country *hsre the progress of civilisa­
tion is still attested by the diffusion of truth and bene­
volence ; by respect for the noblest prerogative of huraan 
nature, and for the best and dearest interests of mankind,2
One literal-minded revlever Insists, hoeever, not 
upon fidelity to general truths, but to his own observations*
He declares that he never knee "beauties who acre not un­
selfish.*3 Therefore, he says:
But there Is a grand error In all Hovels* Beauty 
Is the eh&raeterlstlck of every heroine; and alvays accompanied 
eith pure attachment to one object. This is not true, unless 
share Mind is the leading feature of the character; and
happiness Is founded upon reason and virtue*3
1 *Yos and Ko and Herbert lacy/1 XCVIII (1828), 55*
^ "The Heart and 'Hie Fancy; or Valsinore,* LXXXIV 
(1814), 180.
3 "Sir Francis Darrell, or the Vortex," XC (1820), 
529. Ifee term Beauty* as it is used In the above quoted 
passage, has no real critical application, beln^ merely a 
quality possessed by characters and to be apprehended by 
the reader. This meaning of the tern often occurred in 
elghteenth-eentury criticism*
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Ifcua far, the Information examined indicates that 
reviewers wish fidelity to those universal truths of character 
which are understood by many and. In on® case at least, 
fidelity to the Information gained from their respective 
observe tions*
there are, however, other passages on characters 
which are not so easy to analyse* Such a passage is the 
following one, from which one gets the impression that 
Miss Austen's characters have at least an objective fideli­
ty to middle-class manners and customs and probably 
fidelity to the universal traits of humanity, since they 
are said to appeal “to the heart and feelings of the Header1’?
If "Emma° has not the highly-drawn characters in superior 
life which are so interesting in “Pride and Prejudiceit 
delineates with great accuracy the habits and the manners 
of a middle class of gentry; and of the inhabitants of a 
country village at one degree of rank and gentility beneath 
them* Every character throughout the work, from the heroine 
to the most subordinate, is a portrait which comes home to 
the heart and feelings of the leader; who becomes familiarly 
acquainted with each of there, nor loses sight of a single 
individual till the completion ot the work*1
Ibis mention of “the heart and feelings of the Header" la 
Indicative of the romantic influence, and the application 
of accuracy to characters. Instead of to language, Is mainly 
a nineteenth-century development; but, whatever the develop­
ment, the central idea of the need of natural characters 
is traditional*
In at least two other reviews, one distinctly
1 "%wma, a Hovel,** LXXXVI (1816), 248-249*
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perceives th* romantic influence on th* theories- of 
fidelity to truth# In this first one, no fidelity to the 
universal is demanded, or to truths learned through observa­
tion end experience, but evidently fidelity to natural 
Instincts, untainted by education* Though nature* meaning 
primal instincts, ta$ used even in classical times, there 
ess not th* objection to education and control, which marks 
the following passage as a clear example of the effect of 
the be ok-to-natur* theories*
a fifth, an effected doll of quality; the last, but not 
least, a Lady Ihnny Lambeth, a fascinating improved Die 
Vernon* In this character we think that the Authoress 
has done what very few are able to do, driven us a correct 
picture of a truly lovely girl* Mature appears % and she 
is not converted.by severe education into a mere cold 
handsome statue*1
The romantic influence shows Itself ^ leo in the 
review of Tragic Iklea* a review in which one seems to 
perceive at first a request for fidelity to universal 
traits of character instead of to particularities of indivi­
duals* Hie advocacy of the use of fancy in obtaining in­
formation about the essentials of human nature, however, 
omkes one doubt the first Interpretation and favor the 
explanation that here is a romantic theory cor corning the 
acquisition of knowledge of the essential elements of 
character by a kind of empathy or sympathetic Intuition, 
if one may ao define fancy* The reviewer writes thus?
To copy the human character, as it appears under the 
disguises of society. Is to represent a deceitful surface*
1 " Varlatles in *o»*n," XC (1820), ISO
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Ttie energies that are bred and grow up in solitude within 
the unseen reeeeaea of the soul, are hid from the observer 
of daily life; the farcy alone can penetrate the®; the 
mind that creates only can develops their movements# ^
the reason given below for relying on such means of gaining
Information is an Interesting Indirect statement of the
nineteenth century reviewers * theory concerning the close
relationship existing between moral and aesthetic truth*
The truth of characters drawn from these sources 
stands upon a certainty, which no study of external Individual­
ity can reach* The represented connection, therefore, between 
m o r a l  causes and moral affects Is more unerring and the 
Instraction far deeper than the lessons afforded by what 
are called portraits of actual living beings#*
Such a theory of characterisation, involving an Interpreta­
tion of truth as fundamentally both moral and aesthetic, Is 
a romantic development#
Finally, to summarize the discussion* Character 
delineations Indicative of the author1® wit or humor are 
admitted—  on some occasions, even encouraged* All characters 
are to be handled with discrimination, and all characters 
must remain consistent throughout the work* They must not 
be of one aort at the beginning and of another sort at the 
end# It Is conceivable that excellent characters may be 
mm to agencies or instruments through which the purposes 
of the novelist are accomplished, or that they may be
* XCI (1821), 531. This "Shelley-like* passage 
la distinctly reminiscent of Platonic and nao-platonic 
theory, of the concepts of the high service of the poet 
or "the maker* a a Sidney styled him-- all of which are 
discoverable In the works of numerous romantic poets.
embodied spirits $ but such characters smat bo necessary 
to the action, must bo the exception and not the rule, and 
must bo wry cleverly treated so as to give the semblance 
ot reality* ordinary characters, to be excellent, should be 
original* More often than not any attempts of the authors 
to copy specific people or fictitious chareoters are dis­
couraged* Authors are urged to look to the morals and the 
religious constancy of their characters* Otherwise, even 
original characters ere to be condemned* lacking in this one 
respect* But novelists are also exhorted to avoid the perfect 
characters, since perfect characters have two disadvantages* 
They ere not true to life, and they do not arouse sympathy 
in the heart of the reader* Only fairly representative 
characters can do that*
The most important requirement for characters is 
that they possess some kind of realism, some type of fidelity 
to life or nature* The best type of character possesses human 
traits and qualities which are universal* Of course, this 
theory is decidedly classical, as is also the one that a 
character may possess certain peculiarities common to his 
class, race, or nation—  peculiarities which might be marked 
by any careful observer* In addition to this type of reality, 
there Is another type mentioned favoring a romantic nature 1- 
ness of character, achieved by stripping the individuals, 
not only of non-essential peculiarities, but of all marks of 
training or breeding and presenting him or her In bis natural 
state—  obedient only to instincts, not to reason*
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This Is s Reosseauistie development, ©specially in Its 
opposition to sduostIon and control* There la still another 
typo of realism to bo achieved only by that author who can 
penetrate the inmost reeeaaea of Individuals* characters 
and understand and interpret what he sees there, and it 
Is distinctly not classical in tendency* whatever else m&y 
bo said, it Is at least true that realism is essential and 
that the nineteenth^century influence upon the theories 
of realism, as well as upon the terms designating those 
theories, is marked*
Indeed, in all of the criticism concerning treat** 
meat of characters, even the less important terms employed 
are often either nee terms or traditional ones which-- 
slth the exception of the ones denoting universality and 
consistency-** very rarely have retained their old meanings* 
Osually they have swapped their old meanings for new ones 
which are less definite and less restricted In theory or 
in application* Excellent illustrations of the changing 
quality of the critical terminology applied to characteriza­
tions are such terms as alt* humor, satire, discrimination. 
consistency* originality, accuracy, nature, and truth*
The term character Itself, however, appears tc have the 
meaning applied to it In tne eighteenth century-- that of 
a creation faithful to the universal lavs of human nature, 
but sufficiently discriminated to appear Individual* The 
major changes wrought by the Influenoea of the nineteenth 
century have come, however, not In the basic ri®anIn,T of th® 
term character, but In the Ideas concerning th© means for 
achieving perfection in character and In the detailed require-
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ments for Ideal characters* These theories have im­
perceptibly influenced the connotative or figurative 
meaning of character* Therefore, the terms descriptive of 
the ideal character have been given much attention*
Reviewers, of course, say a groat deal about 
plots also* The term plot usually moans either the 
mechanical structure of the novel or th© main story or 
fable* That the latter meaning is toy far the more common, 
an examination of a fen general remarks on the plot will 
indicate* Therefore, under the heading of the plot on© 
may properly consider general comments made on the stories 
or the fables of several novels, as well as specific 
important requirements for various divisions or parts of 
the story* The emphasis will, as usual, be upon the 
essential and the figurative or implied meanings of the 
critical terms in use in the criticism of plots in general, 
of the use of rules to be employed in writing plots, of 
proper subject matter for plots, of types of realism needed 
in plots, and of theories of denouement.
From this very exuberant praise of The ^ater fitch, 
one draws the conclusion that grandeur of Incident is an 
excellent feature of the plots:
In incident this Kovel has frequently all the grandeur of 
an epic poem* **e have heroes, who, if they do not wield 
the thunderbolt of Jupiter, yet wave the trident of 
Kepturn over the obedient ocean; and the Skimmer of th©
Seas carries off his Amphltrite, and tritons blow their 
conches in Hymeneal rhapsodies* Ko critic In regard to this 
fine novel, can be addressed with "Cease rude Boreas, 
blustering railer," but long before he has gone through
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it, he end ell reader# will break out Involuntarily Into 
*J5tule, Britannia, Britannia rule the wavea*”1
5fee application to the novel of the term# grandeur (denoting
usually vast images or conceptions which are not over**
complicated, but are stark and simple) and epic (usually
applied to narrative poetry) ia worthy at least of note,
sinee it indicates the marked tendency of the romantic
Grilles to apply to novels th© critical terms originally
applicable to other types of literature; to change or
modify the meanings slightly in application; and to use them
in a vague, loose manner*
Especially do reviewers commend any plot affecting 
the Imagination or arousing legit lew* te feelings and senti­
ments* Acceptable to them, therefore, is a highly romantic 
and affecting plot like that of Kudi^ar the Dane*
this highly-wrought tale, breathing the spirit of hoaaance 
powerfully arrests the imagination: the haughty Sudlgar
Inspires the utmost horror; whilst we sympathise In the 
hapless fate of Ella and klburga*2
Several of the terms used above are worthy of at least 
passing attention* Spirit here has the romantic meaning 
of inner life or feeling* Imagination appears to designate 
a kind of perceptive power on the pert of the reader, not
1 CI (1851), 162-185.
® "Rui31**r th* Dane, a Legendary 'ftila," LXXX (1810), 
246* Rote that this critic, as opposed to the averu ’© 
critic of the eighteenth century, emphasized the appeal to 
the imaginetion of the reader* His use of horror* like the 
use of grandeur above, reflects the influence of the 
e I teenth—century Longinian theories*
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a e m t i w  power of the author# Tho use of the descrip­
tive tar® highly wrought in the preceding passage and in 
others1 Is of interest* since the term seems to h© com­
paratively nee; hut its meaning is vague. It. appears to 
describe tales in which the interest is kept at a high 
pitch. Of these* the reviewers approve.
Ambiguous plots* however* they severly condemn* one 
of the first essentials of a plot being that It be clear 
to the reader, ouch criticism as this* therefore* is by 
no seana exceptionalt
The fiction la undoubtedly ingenious* we should rather say 
extraordinary* and in a&ny places there la a spirit in the 
conversetion* and elegance In detail* but still there 
exists a vagueness* an ambiguity throughout the whol§* 
which is far fro® satisfying the mind of the reader**"
the comic* witty* or humorous elements in plots are welcomed* 
however* provided that they be "perfectly free from any­
thing like vulgjarity.*^ Vulgarity here implies Immorality 
Instead of impropriety*
Furthermore* that plots should also be "in good 
keeping" and be capable of producing excitement, on© infers 
fro® these remarks on The Kin >1s Secret:
1 See "The Prime Donna* Tale of Today*” X.CVIII 
(1628)* 153.
8 "CamIn *n«J Other Tslea," XCII (182?), 622. For 
a similar attack on ambiguity see MGraham Hamilton," XCII 
(1822)* 442.
3 "Braeebrldge Hall* or The Humorists*" XCII (18252), 
55* See "Oakwood Rail*" IXXXIX (1819)* 204 for a commenda­
tion of the "eo®!©* elements In a plot.
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We shall not sake extracts, because the Kovel consists of 
Incidents* These are interesting, truly mediaeval, in as 
good keeping as Froissart and St* Pa la ye, and wrought up 
so as to produce the excitement which we expect from 
novels*1
the linking of propriety and excitement as requisites of 
an ideal plot is evidently a modem touch and clearly Indi—
native of the loose use of such terms as in keeping*
1 plot, as one reviewer says, may even he of 1 slight 
texture ,* as is the * curious and not una&uaing tale” of 
Ptls7aellfs Con tar lnl Pleasing especially if it Is merely 
intended to serve as a peg for what the author calls °a 
Psychological Autobiography*This, of course, is a new 
theory is the technique of plot treatment-* one which does
not appear In this magesine until 1852* It is especially
Interesting for its do-emphasis of the plot* Usually, 
however, reviewers required that the events of a plot be 
"at ones probable and unexpected,**® and that the novel as 
a whole show "the Author's dexterity in managing the plot#*^ 
All of these points represent no particular developments In 
critical terminology or In technique, though the close 
juxtaposition of probable and unexpacted might not often 
have boon found in earlier criticism.
1 ci u e s u ,  59.
8 "ConUrinl Floating," C1I (1832), 240.
8 ”Tho 2.former,” CII (1832), 153.
* '1* 4M.pt.no*," ixxx (18X1), 364. It is exactly 
in the particular point mentioned above that this novel Is 
weak*
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Since critics ere much interested in probability, 
it is natural that they look with displeasure upon the 
extravagance in the plot of Krs* Trollope's The Befugee 
la America* Hus reviewer declares!
In the work before us plot plays rather an extravagant part, 
and Yrs* Trollope has, by the suddenness of her Incidents 
and a tolerably free Infusion des horreurs, endeavoured, 
although vainly, to supply the corresponding deficiency*
A story aore prolific in moving accidents by flood and Meld, 
has scarce occurred sines the good days of old Aubrey#*
There is little In this passage, even in the u©« of the 
teres extravagant (exaggerated), that is especially novel? 
but the attack on such extravagance, even in a plot possess­
ing the usually commended moving (touching or pathetic) 
incidents, is deserving of a brief notice*
Complex and intricate plots or those Interrupted 
by digressions of various typos, the reviewers dislike too* 
One reviewer declares that had Sarah aenou ”retained some 
of her heroines for a f uture novel, the plot (of The Ionian) 
would have been less complex and equally interesting**^
Also In the novel Karlamne* ’the characters are so very
5
numerous as to render the plot at times intricate*” Yet, 
despite their dislike for complicated plots, the reviewers 
occasionally praise such a one for excellence in other
1 "Th# KefU£«a in Aswrloa," CII (1830), 445.
2 "The Ionian, or ftoraun of the Min© tec nth Century,” 
XCIV (1024), 856*
® "Mariamne, an Historical Novel of Palestine,"
XCV (1826), 624.
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respects* They inevitably marked as a failure, however, 
any "complicated" plot that won attention solely by the 
•«trt excitement of a vulgar curiosity*111 i£xactly what 
is meant by this "vulgar curiosity,” one can but guess* 
Evidently any complicated plot with nothing to commend 
It save a kind of hair-raising possle is taboo, though 
legitimate suspense is allowed* A number of Scott*s plot® 
like that of Tfria Pirate* receive their share of adverse 
criticism because "the thread of the narrative is * • * 
frequently broken for the purpose of topographical dis­
quisitions which have little Interest for the impatient 
reader, * *
Although the "slwple"^ and mechanically wcll- 
eonstrueted plot, or the "inartificial" (natural) one$ 
gains the reviewers* unfailing approval, the one which is 
slightly but cleverly complicated is often highly commended* 
this is true of Bardenbraas and Baverlli* where the episodes 
"are so managed as to be subservient to the main plot*"^
the plot of The Pastor*® Fireside* however, is, 
in Hoy reviewers* opinion, the ideal type of plot—  neither 
too staple nor too complex*
Regular and consistent in its plan, the fable sustains
1 "Tl»#rle H*les," XCI (1881), 530.
2 Plr*t«," XCI (1821), 607.
5 "Itowrle* Po*«ll," XCII (1822), 682, «nd "Pan 
»c*r," Cl (1831), 336.
4 "H»rd«nbra»« am) Haverill," LXXXV1I (1817), 529.
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* constantly progressive Interest, neither encumbered 
with episodes* nor 1tnpoded by those complex underplots 
which an tar Into the elaborate* yet clumsy machinery of 
unskilful writers.1
In the two passages studied Immediately above* 
the erltle gives attention to the mechanical structure of 
the plot* The implication Is that a plot is a series of 
related incidents leading to a climax# In general* the 
ether passages considered gave Indiestions of considering 
Piet as a term meaning a story or a fable# Both definitions 
together probably constitute the idea of all critics eon- 
censing the term plot# for those who speak of "complicated* 
or of ®siaple® plots way have In their minds* not only the 
fable* but also the mechanical make-up of the novel# It is 
a synthesis of the two definitions* therefore* to which 
references will be made In further discussions of plot In 
this chapter. Whatever may be their definitions of the term* 
however* nearly all of the reviewers are In favor of a simple 
and uneomplica.ted (or If complicated* at least reasonably 
so) plot#
Another requirement of the plot or fable Is that It 
be Interesting* and many passages proving the truth of this 
assertion are available#2 &oat of these Indicate that
* "The Pastor1* Fireside*" XJULKVII {1817}* 145#
2 "She Ball of Hellingsley*1' XCII (1822)* 647# 
•The Democrat* A Hale; The Hugonot* A Tale*w CII (1832)* 
©19# "The Boeklte* an Irish Story** XCIX (1829)* 252; and 
"The Epicurean*® XCVII (1827)* 149* and "The Chronicles 
of Canongate*" XCVII (1627)* 444-446#
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a work lacking Interest can scarcely make up for that 
lack fey other excellent qualities, not a w n  by having 
"true pathos" and "beauty and power*"1 It Is the laisp 
without a llrht~ useless to reader and critic* But the 
cere statement, "Upon the whole the novel Is Interesting,"2 
overcomes the ill affects of countless defects* &ven In-* 
consistencies are overlooked, although some measure of 
probability and naturalness^ is usually required* Clearly, 
the fable or plot of a novel needs to have interest, even 
though tbs reviewers do not deign to give any prescriptions 
for the wearing of It* Grandeur of incident, power to 
affect the imagination and the feelings of the readers, 
clearness, comedy or humor but not vulgarity, a certain 
propriety, ability to arouse excitement, probability, 
dexterity of management, simplicity (or at least lack of 
excessive Intricacy)-- all of these are additional qualities 
which an excellent plot may have* Host of the critical 
terms expressing these qualities seem traditional; but their 
vague, loose application often leaves the reader in doubt*
A very few typical considerations of the proper
1 "The Nev Foreet," XCIX (1829), 147,
8 "The Highland*™," XCIV (1824), 67.
3 Sea "Constantin Neville," IXX (1800); and "The 
Renegade," XCII (1822), 253; "lalea of The O’Hara Family," 
XS (1825), 56| "PI*aide," LXXXVII (1817), 833; "Isabel de 
Beraaa,” XCIII (1823), 161; and "Tor Bill," XCII (1827), 432
subject matter for an interesting novel should suffice
give the general trend. gener&l, any subject which.
is interesting, moral-- or at least not harmful—  simple,
and based on universal feelings, and emotions is acceptable#
Here again is a neo-classical hangover# The preoccupation
of the reviewers with moral or ethical subject matter is,
of course, to be observed most freqxientlv; for the worth of
the subject, according to the critics, depends upon its
possible effect on the reader# The subject in Mr.
Banlm,s The Boyne V5ater is unacceptable because
the feuds he £the author} is depicting are yet in full and 
distracting operation, and w© cannot persuade ourselves that 
these are the works by which those unhappy differences can 
be at all lessened-- we fear they may serve to keep asunder 
the children of the same soil, and by aggravating historical 
facts, furnish a precedent, and an excuse for that flbelXum 
internecionem” which Protestant and Catholic Ireland is still 
ready to ware, to their mutual curse and sorrow.1
The subject matter of Mr# Gamble's SarsfleId is likewise
unacceptable because it contains details of 1 low chicanery
and vice#Another banned subject is theology, because
a mixture of it and fiction is inappropriate# 111© reviewer
rema rks:
It is quite common now also to mix up novels and theology, 
which Is much like January and May-marriage of a young woman 
with an old man. Hot only Is It unnatural and In bad taste, 
but It spoils both, the novel and the sermon, . . #3
The subject matter of John De Lancaster# however, is approved;
* "The Boyne Water,1’ XCVI (1826), 43.
2 nSarsflaid," LXXXVI (1816), 250.
3 "ihe Alexandrians,*’ CX (1631), 154.
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for "the subject is & simple domestic tale, without any 
of the asrvelous adventures usually aict with In Kovels**^ 
Another oritic approves Irving9a Bgmcebrldgs Ball, because 
its author is interested "in the grander emotions of the 
mind* In those feelings which belong to our universal nature, 
is those moral axioms and reasonings which belong to all 
times and all countries*"2 Tragic themes on these grander 
emotions were by no means debarred by critical Judges, 
provided they presented beauties* It is evidence of such 
beauties that calls forth this judgment:
The horrible tragedy of Ines de Castro, forms the substance 
of the plot, and It is but Justice to say, that there are 
very few beauties in the dramatic or the epic of our first 
poets, which 9rs* Bray has not most successfully rivalled
The beauties (related to aesthetic perception) theory is,
of course, a result of the Longlnian influence on epic
criticism and was especially favored by Addison. But, to
get back to the main idea, a list of numerous favorite
subjects is given in this excerpt from the review of Tragic
lbleg:
the niceties of human character; the conflicts 
between the good and the bad of those who mingle opposite 
qualities of Intellect and of virtue; the tendency of 
particular er rat ion a of the mind or of the heart; the charm 
ef those emanations of goodness, which vivid feelings, 
directed by sublime principles, bring forth-- are subjects 
worthy of being painted; and worthy the tolls of the noblest 
genius*
* 11 John De Lancaster," LXXIX (1809), 334*
2 "Bl*e*brl<Je* Kail," XCiX (1822), 347.
5 "The »lfca or JJoor of Portugal," C l  £ 1 8 3 1 ) ,  2 4 7 .
4 "Tragic Alu," XCI (1821), 530.
Such passages are typical or the criticism of the age* 
the use of feel Ip no. goodness* and sublime is typical* 
fbe sublime Is obvlously an attenuated, vagus one related 
to moral and ethical idea Is , hut not often to supreme 
magnitude and poser* The mention of toils with m n l m  may 
have no significance * Op the other hand , It aay affect the 
meaning of genius* in which oase the term sill designate 
a as n, not only of Innate talent and artistic povsay, but 
also of sealous application* This interpretation ia not 
based on facts, but on inferences and Is to be considered 
as sueh$ but it is dear that the terms in the passage 
have no restricted and precise classical meanings* Bven 
•the artificial manners and fashionable vices of high life” 
are admissible subjects for novels, especially when they are 
depicted •with great spirit and some occasional displays of 
keen satire*"* again, in these terms eonoerning subject 
setter, changes of meaning from the traditional ones are 
noted, artificial moaning unnatural and spirit standing for 
fores or vigor*
In short, the subject matter that can be described 
as simple, moral, appropriate, and that which is, in addition, 
based on universal feelings or experiences-- tragic or comic—  
is a subject matter praised by reviewers and designated a® 
the proper kind for authors to use. But even it a subject 
possesses only one of the above requisites, it is given
1 *>Th» Bair of Xfty FUir," CII (1632), ESS
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some eoaasifidfttlOR« Also* all phases of human nature that 
ere so hand lad as to affect a t rlusiph of good and « punish** 
sent of evil ere deemed proper subject matter for a 
novelist* In tasking their decisions with regard to subject 
natter* the reviewer* seen to have been actuated chiefly 
by one thought; namely* that subject matter must be such 
that the following may be said of the novel presenting it* 
•Still the chaste maiden and the prudent wife shall turn 
these leaves with no revolting hand* nor blush for having 
reed them*®*
Hoe to consider terms used in discussions of rules 
for plot construction* In a journal published during the 
romantic era It is soraewh&t Interesting* aven startling* 
to note the unqualified approval given the application of 
traditional principles of compos it ion to plots of novels—  
at least in a few reviews* evidently those terms most 
frequently mentioned are connected with unity; and* although 
there Is so insistence upon strict observance of the three 
unities* unwarranted and excessive Infringement of them all 
is severely attacked* This attack on ?£rs* Trollop©*$ *Ihs 
Refugee In America is a case In point*
We must pass over the summary method in which $rs* 
Trollope deals with her dramatis personae* the broad 
caricature of the society **t Rochester and Washington* and 
some other and slighter faults &*§ licences; but the frequent 
episodes* leading to nothing* are outrageous* A novelist, 
is not* It Is true* bound like a French tragic author* to 
the strict observance of the unities; but there Is a rule 
nevertheless* to which every one short of Baron Munchausen
1 "John Lancaster," DCXIX (1809), 553.
is aieMblot and not even Prince Hussein*s tapestry* or 
the flying tailor* ever such free use of what the
Tankees call their 11 locomotives*" as do our transatlantic 
wanderers.
As for unity of action* we have an American minister 
a ci-devant Colonel and frequenter of the London hails* 
Introduced to our notice in the back settlements* for no 
other purpose than to decoy our hero into a pitfall over 
the e&taraet of Sierra * In which charitable purpose however 
he is frustrated by his own niece* who of course marries the 
said Lord for her pains. The reverend Colonel then retires* 
and being inconvenient Is made to die of fright lest his 
reputation should be injured;-— this is in America however* 
where they tell hard stories.1
Though the moderate observance of unities Is considered ag 
good thing* it is notable that they are not defined and 
explained In any detail. Therefore* there is no way of 
kneeing exactly to what extent the reviewers believe the 
traditional requirements should be followed and precisely 
what they mean by the unity of action. Bo thing is said 
of the third unity in the review of &wna* but the fact is 
pointed out that
fhe unities of time and place are well preserved; the Xarsgua 
la chaste and correct; and if •Kmra®* be not allowed to rank 
in the very highest class of modern Hovels, it certainly may 
claim at least a distinguished degree of eminence in that 
3peeles of compositIon.*
All three unities* however* are mentioned in the review of 
L Traveller^ Talc of the last Century*
Adhering faithfully to the legitimate unities* not only of 
time* but of place and action* Miss Spence has produced
* *The Refugee in America*” CII (1G32>* 443. For 
another expression of the need for 11 laws*H see nA Traveller1 
M e  of the hast Century*” LXXXIX (1019)* 627.
2 UXXYZ (1816)* 248.
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ft story, which, from its progressive interest, and its 
strong developement of character, deserves to be ranked 
among the seat successful efforts in the modern school of 
flotion* It is a tale of mystery of rather a higher east 
end quality than the mere novel, and, by its striking 
altern©tlons of dramatic incident, with vivid descriptions 
of natural scenery, will remind the reader of ttra* aadeliffe** 
exquisite performance, "The Romance of the Forest.**
Surely, the adherence to unities and to other 
principles of composition, though not required, is considered 
by reviewers to be an excellent and a praiseworthy procedure 
on the part of the writers of novels* Since little or no 
specific information with regard to the theories of the 
reviewers concerning these principles of compositian and 
no definitions are given, it is questionable whether or 
sot the reviewers interpret the unities when applied to 
fiction exactly as did the classical critics of the drama*
At any rate, it is Important th*t such neo-classical rules 
or principles are still considered good*
In these critical reviews of the s&rly nineteenth 
century, the value of realism^ in plot Is also greatly 
a pore elated; but there is a rrea t variance of opinion about 
wi»t constitutes realism* Some reviewers insift upon 
factual accuracy, especially with regard to historical 
treatments; and to them that is what realism means; some
1 "A Traveller’s Tale of the Last Century," LXX1IX 
U819}, 677.
® The term realism does not itself occur in the 
criticism, though real an? reality do* I have used it her© 
in its broadest significance to cover all typos of Imitations-- 
those faithful to universal principles (essence), those 
faithful to variable. Individual details of life (accidents), 
those which might be conceded to be likely under certain 
cricumstances (probability)*
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m m  loud la their praises of verisimilitude; others praise 
troth to human nature or truth to universal facta; and 
still othsr®| probability* These various terms and theories 
sro so closely related that it is almost impossible to 
classify them with a reasonable degree of accuracy. There­
fore* in the following discussion much overlapping of terns 
Is to he expected; but out of the confusion it is possible 
that seme outstanding facts m y  emerge that will indicate 
the reviewers9 attitudes toward the meaning of the terns 
and the specific theories Indicated by each.
First* there corns to the readerfs attention the 
matter of historical or factual accuracy—  imitations of 
the immediate world* of livln- people or of those who have 
lived* of events that have happened. In the main* where 
facts and history are concerned the r eviewers Insist upon 
complete and detailed accuracy* which they Indicate by 
terms like faot. truth, and accurate. Hence* they mete out 
very severe criticism to some historical novels and to 
ethers femded upon known facts. Almost regretfully* one 
reviewer admits that* though "founded on Historic Facts*9 
the background of Bannockburn is "of too remote a period 
to apprehend any material charges of anachronism.9^
Scott's works* on the contrary* the reviewer© charge 
with factual inaccuracies and anachronisms* Especially
1 XCI (1821), 451*
B»nSXw»rth rwtlw such criticism*1 In the case of
Bedgauntlet* however, It may not be so much f&etiml in*
aoeuracy as iaproprioty which arotises criticism, for Bcott
allows his Quaker to use * some very strange and u»**qoaker-
like language*"2 The reviewer opines sadly—  In a
parenthesis—  that Scott does this 11 (for want of knowing
more of his subject).*2 In case the general historical
truth and ordinary accuracy are preserved, however, the
novel based on fact may win the critics1 unqualified
approval* Anne of Brittany, for Instance is commended thuss
This story, founded on facts, is well-conducted, and doss 
credit to the Author9s judgment, in selecting incidents 
ehleh might admit of this eabellishment of Individual 
character without violating the truth of history
The Ideal of the reviewers combines all the features 
mentioned In the preceding excerpts from reviews, as a 
glance at the following passage will prove;
1 See "To Hr* Orben," XCI (1S21), 589 and 530 and 
"Viacellaneous Correspondence," XCI (1621), 589, 387, where 
there are mentioned £eoctvs errors in having Leicester point 
to the Star of the Order of the Carter, in having Elisabeth 
quote "*ldllghtvs Dream" at a time when Shakespeare could 
have been "only eleven years of age,* and In having numerous 
ether "time* errors.
^ "fiedgauntlet, a Tale of the .eighteenth Century," 
XCIV (1324), 559. See also "The Jesuits," CII (1832),
239 and "The Tor £111," XCVII (1827), 432*
3 "Arms of Brittany," LXXX (1810), 260. See also
"Harold the 35x11a," LXXXIX (1819), 152; "Theodore; or, the
Crusaders," XCII (1822), 154* "A Legend of Arsrylo," XCII
(1922), 236; "The Tuilerlee," Cl (1831), 218; "A Legend of 
Argyle," (1822), XCII, 256; "The Tullorles," (1831), Cl,
248; "Tales of My Landlord, Fourth and Last Series," (1824),
XCIV, 533; "Xaurice Powell," XCII (1822), 620; "Castle
Baynard," (1824), XCIV, 150*
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Om the events connected with these circumstances, Krs*
Bray has framed a most amusing and spirited Romance* 
strictly adhering to the material and even the minor 
details of real history* describing, with no small anti- 
quartan knowledge and precision, the manners of the time; 
interspersing her work with sound moral reflections, with 
lively poetical Images* and exhibiting In the progress of 
her story a great mrlety of characters drawn with much 
troth to nature, distinctness of definition, and knowledge 
of the human heart**
Thus* one sees that accuracy In major and in minor historical 
matters—  complete but not affectedly pedantic—  when added 
to fidelity to nature as well as to ssoral reflections, 
forms a synthesis considered eminently satisfactory by the 
majority of th# reviewers in the Gentlsmarts* It should 
not be forgotten, however, that detailed fidelity to facts 
is the type of realism demanded In novels based upon actual 
people or events*
Ihere is another higher type of realism required of 
purely fictional material and, Indeed, sometimes of historical 
fiction—  that is* a resemblance to eneral truth or a type 
of verisimilitude* At times the air of reality required 
is of the best type based on universal truths and effected 
by probability. It usee details simply to aid the effect*
But sometimes there may be a superficial kind of realism 
achieved through the clever use of realistic details, but 
not based on essential verity*
The latter type of reality Is achieved in Godwin*® 
Mandevllle, In which "Barnes are borrowed from contemporary
1 "ihltaboods, a Boaanco," XCVIII (1828), 184
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history, uhieh ar« of sours* Intended to give a sort of 
reality to the tele.11* Evidently the reviewer understands 
verisimilitude, though he does not use the term, end feels 
that Oodvift fells a little short of a perfect verisimilitude 
because of his method; yet the author does present a kind 
of unsophisticated verisimilitude, & type to be found in 
many novels of a very different sort# The Reformer* for 
instance, has a "aprightllness of the dialogue,* which 
•is kept up Just so long as to preserve the illusion of 
the scene, by making the reader believe that veil educated 
people ean and do speak thus in real life; * • .rt2 In both 
of these novels a type of realism is effected by different 
Mans*
The novel oopfala also has "an air of reality,**$ and 
so does the story Villa pro Anecdotes* Of the latter it Is 
said*
This novel has very little the air of fiction* The author 
has aimed at some thing so like the truth, that her tale may 
be easily mistaken for a reality* It displays at once 
simplicity and variety; simplicity in the descriptions, and 
variety in the etasrasters; all, apparently copied from 
nature, and all vrltten from the heart**
Though the theory of verisimilitude has been clearly 
indicated in the criticism Just discussed, other terms like
1 UUU.VII (1817), 534-535.
8 "7h» Safonur/ CII (1832), 154.
3 "Sophi*; or lb* Sengsroaa Indiscretion," LXXXVIII 
(1818), 144.
* "Village Anecdotes," LXXIV (1804), 661.
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e o l o w  of reality or air of reality have taken its plaee; 
tat there are several reviews In which the ter® verisimili­
tude or vralaemblaneo occurs- Tkking first mica of ay 
Father a ad his Friends - one learns that
They haw all a certain melodramatic air which in labouring 
for effect seems to reject the probable—  they want that 
admixture of vralsemblanee which could beguile us for an 
Instant into a helleF t&t we were perusing narratives of 
real life,—  nor is there in the construction of the tales, 
that originality which might partially redeem the faults of 
which we coaplaia*^
Here t o 1semblanoe is coupled with probability; and the 
Implication Is that, to be verisimilar, a work of fiction must 
have essential truth as its basis and probability even in 
its accidental features- It stay be noted an passant that 
the presence of originality (creative invention) appears 
to be regarded as a partial excuse for lack of verisimilitude#
The same Idea of the necessity of a basis of universal 
truth to nature is to be inferred In the comment that Jtfrs- 
Carey's lasting Impressions has "an air of nature and veri­
similitude in its various and often high-wrought scenes, 
which at one# pleases the i’aaginatlon, and satisfies the 
Judgment-
One again finds the term verisimilitude In this 
somewhat romantically phrased discussion of Scott's anno 
of Solarstein:
Be has withdrawn the veil of past centuries, rolled away 
the clouds and darkness which had settled on a romantic
1 “Hales of my Father and his Friends," Kciv (1824),
624*
2 "Lasting Impressions," XCIV (1B24), 451-
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pariod, and presented to us a vivid representation of 
aianners and customs, the relics of expiring feudalism, and 
thus revived for us the spirit of those stirring times which 
sere not less remarkable for the high and glorious achieve­
ments they produced, than for the treachery and deceit that 
deformed their brightest annals* It Is In these contrasts, 
end with these varying ^materials, that sir waiter Scott 
works, end revels,—  the verisimilitude is perfect—  no 
clumsy anachronisms shock the taste of the antiquary, and 
no historical discrepancies confuse the judgement of the 
vell-infom>ed student of by-gone times**- yet over all is 
(vie) east the hues of a brilliant Imagination, while a 
correct judgment and a classic purity of fiction render the 
perusal as delightful to the general reader as it is re­
freshing to the scholar, and recreating to men of all 
enlightened and liberal profession.1
From the above passage, which begins in a decidedly romantic 
vein, smeh reasonable information may be gleaned on the 
subject of verisimilitude* The reader infers that, especially 
In the ease of historical romances, verisimilitude requires 
the accurate presentation of all known facts and the employ­
ment of judgment in the imaginative parts. This Is another 
way of stating what has already been pointed out in the 
discussion of the first type of realism—  namely, that all 
facts, people, or actual events introduced into a novel 
must be literally true to fact and that the imaginative 
part of the novel must be based uoon probability and essential 
truth If the highest type of verisimilitude Is to be achieved. 
Woe this Is obviously a blending of the theories of veri­
similitude and of faetuallty—  a blending perhaps Inevitable 
in the criticism of a novel uniting the actual and the 
imagine tlve*
1 XCIV (162#), 523
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There are ether teams descriptive of various types 
of realism or imitation* For example, there are the often- 
encountered words truth to nature* At times the words 
indies to, as they did often in the eighteenth century and 
even earlier, a fidelity to the physical and objective 
nature of men or thin5s in the universe; they may even 
denote a fidelity to essences* to universal truths* In the 
first ease* the realism is based on observation only; in 
the second ease* on understanding and reasoning or even* 
according to some romantic critics* on transcendent feeling 
and Intuitive perception* The last named interpretation 
Is* of course* the one most definitely romantic and modern*
Very often* especially in considering fidelity to 
human 00102*0* the nine teen fch-eentury reviewers discuss 
wore Is * etMcal principles of conduct* or general truths—  
all of which apparently mean the same thing to them*
Because Anna far la Porter* for example* Is careful to 
preserve a certain fidelity to human nature and to the likely 
experiences of human nature (as she sees them)* but above 
all bees use she places more emphasis on raoral teaching than 
on fidelity to any type of universal truth* the reviewer 
with great satisfaction quotes the followin' section taken 
from the * Prefaces to The Hungarian brothers**: *To draw nature 
as accurately as her acquaintance with It would allow* was 
the Intention of the Author; and to produce, fro^ the circum­
stances of the story* soise useful moral* was her aim*w^
1 LXXIX (1809), 958.
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this tendency to associate the aesthetic with moral and 
ethical truth, and yet to insist upon the moral first la 
a characteristic of the early nineteenth-century reviewer®. 
Sere, of course, the moral is still related vaguely to the 
religious and ethical principles. 'The next step is to 
identify the moral and aesthetic completely end to seek to 
shoe that the tec are one. But that comes later. Bos the 
reviewer Is. content to pxwiae a union of moral teaching 
slth truth to nature In shleh the moral or ethical purpose 
is given the advantage.
Although, as has been indicated above, its type of 
verisimilitude is open to slight criticism, Godwin9®
Beodevllie is commended for the faithful representation of 
"deep and long revolved sentiment; and some of the secret 
movements of the human heart,” as well as for its presenta­
tion of "general truths."* Here again, however, the praise 
is awarded more because of the truths presented than because 
of any fidelity to the inner qualities of mankind as In­
tuitively perceived by the author. Ihls emphasis on "inner 
nature1* Is a romantic growth, as la also the Indefinite use 
of "truth," which may denote stoical principles of conduct 
or underlying universal verities*
there are many reviews, however, in which truth to 
nature is Judged to be of major importance. In some of them 
are to be found references to holding a mirror up to mankind
1 LXXXVII (3.817), 634.
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or nature* Cumberland, for instance, remarkst
£hsthor In Hovel, Drama, or in Poem, 1 lov© the mirror 
that presents mankind in amiable lights; nor can 1 think 
that froans or wrinkles are a mark of wisdom, or that 
asperity becomes the fact of Crltlok or Philosopher**
Be obviously champions half-truthe and would have unpleasant 
things omitted* The realism resulting from such a r> roc© dure 
would be only a pseudo-real ism, not even faithful to all 
objective truth or reality*
The reviewer of Hannah Bore's Coeleba in Search of 
a Wife la interested in the fact that the novel gives 
evidence of the author's "holding the mirror up to nature,*** 
The nature in question is that externally considered, con­
cerning which information M y  be got by the observation 
of appearances and actions of men*
In the succeeding criticism of The Hew Forest* the 
nature mentioned la not merely human nature, but all ob­
jective natures "Here is all life, animation, interest, 
and excitement; here everything is in perfect harmony, true 
to nature, and in good keeping*1*® Tti« of "harmony1 
(unity of aesthetic effect) and "good keeping" (propriety) 
with "true to nature" Is illustrative of the indiscriminate 
use of terms, with no effort being made by the critics to
1 "John Do Lancaster,” LXXIX (1309), 333.
LXXIX (loC9), 151. For other examples see "The 
^lser ;arrlos," IAXXIII (1813), 52 and "Modern Vanners," 
LXXXVII Ciei7) 531-532.
* XCIX (1829), 147.
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limit or define the applications of the terms* Surely, 
harmony has not the exact mean inn: which it M s  in Ben 
Jon son1 a Discoveries i but what its new meaning la, one can 
only guess* In keeping* I believe, denotes the old idea 
of suitable or appropriate*
Thus far, there have been discussed briefly complete 
or partial fidelity to human nature and fidelity to all 
objective or factual nature; but nothin*?: has been said of 
the type of truth denoted in the following philosophically 
worded passage-* a truth of a nebulous, somewhat universal 
variety?
If History Is Moral Philosophy teaching by example. 
Poetry and Fable are Moral Philosophy personified by Fancy*
If what is personified be not truth, it is spurious; and 
(it may be added) not the fruit of genuine and solid genius*
*e do not mean truth in Its narrow sense of matter of fact: 
we extend It to the mental movements; to all those W s  So nary 
appearances, and internal impulses, which are native to 
the intellect and the soul**
This may mean a great deal, or It m y  mean little* The 
wording is influenced by romanticism; but the theory expressed 
seems a sound one of fidelity to the essential truth?* on 
whleh the h i g h e s t  type of realism would certainly be based*
It may, however, only refer to some knowledge or comprehension 
of the effusions of the soul and to such spiritual iriora­
tion as may be gained by a genius—  a person of increased 
sensibilities and exceptional understanding and instinctive 
knowledge* The former Interpretation seems more likely.
Closely related to this fidelity to the universal
1 "Tragic Mil," XCI (1021), 530.
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or the essential la probability* a term often used by the
reviewers and ofton oloaoly associated with plausibility
and credibility* For example* here la a general attack
os the incredible (or improbable} presentations of novelists
and an Insistence on a type of realism?
Here* however* we stop? for it is still a transcendent 
comfort* that we do not live in such a world as Novelists 
end Foets create* where great scrapes* which may b© easily 
avoided by a little common sense* form the leading inci­
dents*,upon the presumption that they are unavoidable 
evlla.l
Such a novel as Maurice and Berghetta. which is* like those 
attacked above* "incredible***® is scarcely to be deemed 
probable; but* If a novel is credible* it is also likely 
to be probable* This Is not the case with a plausible 
novel* for probability usually has to be based on universal 
truths* That plausibility is not based on such truths is 
made obvious in the following passage, Horatian in tones
No ariter has ever long enjoyed fame* who ha® given 
himself up to write what was plausible* rather than wh&fc was 
true* The plausible Writer may be easily piquant* striking, 
and* to ha If-informed readers* abusing* so long the pre­
vailing prejudices and fashions which he flatter® continue 
to rule? but as soon as these subside* the lncredulug odl 
[Horace* a phrase] soon cotrssj the charlatanism 'iraetected* 
and the temporary favourite is cast away for an Imposter*^
Tet the reviewer of Lionel links plausibility and probability,
when he remarks that the fable of the story is "neither
probable nor p l a u s i b l e Though often used thus together*
1 "Tfe* XCII (1022), 253.
2 XC (1820), 248.
5 XCI (1821), £29.
4 "Lionel,* LXXXVIII (1810), 147.
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the two terse have completely different neanln^s* 
Probability Implies a beels of essential verities, and 
only the accidental factors asy vary from exact factual 
sect*racy* Even they meat appear true or likely to become 
so* Plausibility suggests no such basis, and the acciden­
tal qualities may seem superiflelally true; but there is 
always the connotation that they merely seem, and are not,
It Is accordingly chiefly *lth probability that 
the reviewers are concerned, but often they appear to 
have no clear idea of the meaning of the term and to 
confuse It with plausibility and verisimilitude* This 
fact sill be cone closer as reviews of so-called probable 
books are considered* But first, those of improbable 
books should be given a passing glance*
lha critics constantly decry improbability* In a 
letter erltteo to Mr* Urban about The Monastery* there is 
this passage:
Chen I have been reading of Characters Introduced In this 
book, which our Histories have taught me to consider as 
true, I an surprised to find them rendered fabulous, by 
being described in the same Chapter in which a preter­
natural appearance la telling a fortune* ft hat can bo 
more absurd than to say that a man, awake, and in his senses 
too, should see an airy vision In the shape of a Woman, who 
after having sung several very wild songs, vanished away?1
* XC (1820), 405* For others attacks on imorobabilit 
see * Tragic Ik lee,* XCI (1821), 551; "Oh* Ionian,1 XCIV (1324 
256; "The Husband and the lover,*1 1XJCXI (1811), 260; "ftleland 
LXXI (13111, 564; "The Tulle r is a,” Cl (1831), 248*
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But, supposing this work Is not what it aspires to, 
supposing that Ins toad of a History it bo a Kovel, and on 
thst account any dsal in fictions, yet still that docs not 
justify anything that is so Improbable sal have hero 
remarked* Horses says,
"Plots, voluptatis causa, sint proxlma veris*” 
this rule of that Great Critic has been in this book most 
certainly violated; * . *1
this letter is remarkable, not only for its author1® in~ 
slstenee on probability, but also for the mention of Homes 
as an authority on the subject* If there is "morality*^
In the novel, however, the reviewers feel that improbability 
nay be overlooked*
Bo natter how much the reviewers may censure, or 
excuse, improbability, they always praise probability* One 
reviewer lauds the novel Home as wa relation of probable 
events;"** and the critic of Delusion remarks that ”ih© 
fable. If such it nay be called, is carried on with probabil­
ity to the conclusion*”* The probability spoken of In these 
reviews is very likely a legitiaiftte probability with its 
basis in essential truths and its accidental qualities 
likely but not necessarily factually true*
One may infer that there is a confusion of factual 
accuracy and probability in the review of Traveller*® T& 1 e,
1 Ibid.« p. 405.
2 "lb* Hefueal," LXjOC {1010}, 3c5. For a sl-allar 
theory see "B»e Deelelon," LXXXII (1312), 53.
3 LXXIII (1803), 59.
4 UC1XV1II (1818), 243.
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though this tould not seem to bo the ©as© if one 
noticed this sentence 1 *Ifc would perhaps be too severe to 
reduce this department of Literature to still narrower 
Halts* by Insisting not only on the possible, but the 
probable,*1 The impression of the confusion comes from 
this somewhat satiric passage:
If there be any romance in real life, It is most likely to 
occur In that brief period with which romance writers 
exclusively concern themselves* On a fair calculation 
the average extent of this period might b© fixed at five 
years, and it would certainly not exceed seven, k heroine 
is scarcely producible under the age of fifteen, and she 
must positively be disposed of ere her twenty-first year 
be passed.*
Behind the reviewers1 praises of probability may 
be the reading public*s demand for it. Some such idea is 
expressed in this excerpt from a review of *Sdrlc the 
Forester:
Of the credulity which might prevail when **Edrie the 
Forester* is represented to have run his career, in the days 
of Si 11 lam the Conqueror, we have not now to determine: 
but. In the more enlightened period of the nineteenth century, 
the reader will require something like probability in the 
construction of a narrative, however, Ingeniously his fancy 
may be arrested by the Imprisonment of Knights and Damsels 
in the turrets of a a*stle, or by the effects of supernatural 
appearances, or a guilty conscience*^
After examining many reviews, anyone will admit that 
in them probability Is recognised as an almost necessary 
qpallty for any good novel; moreover, improbability Is to 
be overlooked only if the novel presents an excellent moral
1 LXXXZX (1819), 623.
o
•Edrle tha Toraaterj or The Myaterlea of tho 
Haunted Chamber," UUXVIII (IBIS), 617.
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teaching or is admirable In every other respect. Usually 
the term probability la used in such a manner as to indi- 
that tha re via were mean a probability baaed on 
recognised essential truths, but in one ease at least there 
Is an apparent confusion of probability with factuallty,
In summarizing the various types of realise Cor 
imitations) already treated, 1 wish to restate a fee 
important facts* Factual truth or actual realism la 
insisted upon In any novel in which real events, scenes, 
or characters are introduced-- especially with respect 
to those events, scenes, or characters* No specious air 
of truth la acceptable* 5* eh detail must be as It Is, or 
eas, in life. The Imaginative part of the narrative must 
bo In keeping aith the actual historical part, Verisimili­
tude, or resemblance to truth or reality, is required of 
fictional msterial, This type of realism is quite different 
from factual reality, since it is based not upon facts, but 
usually upon universal truths with the addition of some 
realistic details, A third type of realism, closely related 
to the teo just mentioned is that described merely as "truth 
to nature8 or “fidelity to truth, * The type of realism 
usually denoted thus is characterized by Imitation of ob­
jective or physical realities, taose concerning which know­
ledge may be gained by the five senses.
One of the most important so-called types of realism 
la probability, closely related to the other terms mentioned 
and even related Indirectly by some wx*lter» to credibility
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and plausibility* Since the term plausibility implies 
a kina of specious truth, in strict application it should 
net be related to probability* But if the latter is used 
loosely, as It often is, to denote a reasonableness or 
apparent truth, it may be vaguely related. Credibility 
Is somewhat closer to probability since, to be probable, 
a novel most usually be fairly credible; or to be credible, 
it mat be somewhat probable. The term probability is 
used in a vague fashion, but it usually means likely to 
be true. In its best form it la based on essential or 
wive raw 1 truth, and often the critics show a complete 
understanding of it.
All of these types of realise appear, to the 
reviewers, necessary. Moreover, the loos© and 
application of the term© designating the various types and 
the confusion of the different types of realism is typical 
of the era. Bosov*r, the interpretation and use of 
probability and verlsimilitude may, in many cases, be 
termed neo-classical.
Also very necessary and important to the plot is 
an excellent ending. The terms denouement (or ending) and 
cat>*atropho are so closely related that they may be considered 
together. Of course, the former may & 'ply to a happy or 
an unhappy ending; whereas the latter refers only to unhappy 
endings. Sines catastrophe, traditionally applied to an 
entire tragic experience, has been narrowed to such an
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extent that it la now used strictly to denote the tragic 
outcome of an experience or a aeries of experiences , it is 
synonymous with the broader tern denouement or ending. 
Therefore, the critics1 attitudes toward the requirements 
for denouements and catastrophes of various novels ruay 
reasonably be discussed together.
That an ending is thought to be a very important 
part of the plot is a point made in this discussion of 
Charles Brockden Brawn’s Carsin and Other Tales?
The Tales are in an unfinished state, owing to the 
decease of the author during their composition; this, it 
way be urged, does not in any degree diminish the merit of 
the work; we will grant it to be so; but it certainly cannot 
fall to detract from the Interest of the s tory. A Tale, 
like a Sermon, should be well wound up at the conclusion; 
if it be not, all the force of the argument, all the 
beauty of the language, are ’wasted on the desert air.*1
Granting the need for an end or a "conclusion,* 
one wonders next about what const!tutos an excellent denoue­
ment* That Is a question which may possibly be answered 
after a study of several excerpts from review.
A "lame and disappointing11^  ending, such as iodwin’s 
Xandevllle presents, is naturally to be avoided. So too 
is a "denouement" like the one In The Priest, though there
1 XCII (1822), 622.
2 "Sand*vlll«,N LXXAVII (1817), 53E. I should Ilk© 
to point out another romantic tendency, illustrated in the 
above passage, the application of such adjectives as lame 
and dIaar/polntlng (often applied to huiman beings) to 
fiction*
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is no critical reason given for the adverse criticism,
the Implied one of exaggerated absurdity*^ Nearly
ell reviewers agree too that the denouement should not i e
foreseen, should indeed be especially “sell concealed**®
There is, however, little indication that these reviewers
recognise the fact that were concealment la not enough*
Ifce problem is on© of motivation, or, again, of probability*
Often the denouement is associated with a moral
or with poetic justice; and though it may be an exaggeration
to e*y that endings should, in reviewers* opinion, always
present a "moral* or "poetic justice,it would not be an
exaggeration to say that such endings especially are certain
of praise. gaatrossl* for Instance, is indeed exceptional
la the critic's opinion, for, as he says:
the story Is so artfully conducted that the reader 
oaaaot easily anticipate the denouement, which Is conducted 
en the principles of moral justice: and, by placing the 
seem on the Continent, the Author has availed himself of 
characters and vices which, however useful In narratives 
of this description, thank God, are not to be found in this 
country.*
Some part of the satisfaction which the reviewer feels In 
the denouement of the novel may be due, not especially to
1 "The Priest," XCIII (1823), 34*
2 *The Refusal," LXXX (1810), 355. Fora similar 
statement see "The Three Brothers," I*XXJV (1004), 104. 
ihere denoueiaent denotes the end of each episode and inci­
dent, not the finale of the book*
^ "tales of the Ardennes," XCV (1825), 626; and 
"Sariamne," XC¥ (1825), 624-625—  the first, attacked, the 
second praised for "poetic justice."
4 LXXX (1810), 258.
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the denouement, but to hi a own somewha t self-satlsfled 
tasoiaae^ that such vices as are mentioned are not to he 
found in hie own country.
Thus, the ideal denouement qf the critics la one 
not completely foreseen from the beginning. It is character­
ised by morel or poetic justice, and It fittingly con­
cludes the scents of the whole book. In one review, however, 
It Is to be remembered that denouement. Instead of designating 
the ending of the entire book, apparently denoted simply 
the ending of various episodes or incidents. In that case, 
ell that has been said of the denouement still applies, 
except that these pseudo-denouements may fittingly conclude 
only an episode or incident Instead of an entire book.
The catastrophe, by which term a gloomy or tragic 
denouement is known, usually subscribes to the same rules 
governing the denouement and adds a few principles of its 
own. In discussing Kenilworth, the reviewer asserts:
kt the close of the melancholy catastrophe with 
which the Romance concludes, the mind is too deeply sunk 
in gloom; and the intense interest excited throughout is 
apt to be absorbed In the sad complication of human woes.
Some happier circumstances might have been successfully 
interwoven. In order to excite more pleasurable sensations 
at the denouement of the tale.*
this theory of putting in "some hanpler circumstances* 
for exeltlng "more pleasurable sensations** is one which
1 *Kenilworth,* XCI (1821), 253
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may possibly bo traeod to th© romantic influence* but 
probably it is traceable to the ancient practice of 
pandering to th© theatrocracy*
Almost th© same thought is expressed in this 
criticism of The Tale of ?!assenbur&:
Xt is written in a familiar and easy style; but th© denoue­
ment is enough to give th© fair reader th© horrors* It has 
been defined that tragedies end in the ehurch-yard* and 
comedies in the church* So we consider that romances of 
horror should terminate like the former* and novels and 
tales like the latter; but our authoress has made her hero 
a suicide* and her heroine a maniac without one redeeming 
or pleasurable emotion to relieve our sorrow at the fatal 
catastrophe#^-
The ground on which the reviewer bases his request for a 
"pleasurable emotion” is one of appropriateness* Ee 
decides that a completely tragic ending Is inappropriate 
in a novel* and he reaches his decision after consulting 
his own personal preferences and some vague Impression of 
parallels existing between principles governing tragedies 
and comedies and those governing romances of horror and 
novels* But his distinguishing fictional types is unusual*
Indeed* reviewers generally deplore tragic endings
or catastrophes, in the novels* One reads with considerable
Interest this advice given the author of The Vortexr
In a new Edition* we recommend Mr* Dallas to expunge the 
concluding note: for nobody likes Hovels to end badly* 
unless the Instruction turns upon the catastrophe* as 
in George Barnwell* the Father*^
Under only one condition* then Is a catastrophe table In
a novel—  when "the instruction turns upon the catastrophe;”^
1 “The Tfele of Kassenbui’g," XCV (1025), 62.
2 XC (1820), 530.
3 m
for Ins true ti ob Is mors important than the reader^ 
satisfaction*
If the novel does have a catastrophe, what qualities,
in addition to a moral value, mist it have, or should it
have* apparently satisfying to the reviewer is the catastrophe
In Ryerley’s novel, The Catastrophe. He merely writes thus:
3oae of the incidents as veil as the catastrophe remind us 
©f the popular but dangerous tale of ftarter and Charlotte?
***• PTeonae dramatis* however, are more various, und of 
ocurse the interest is heightened**
Suoh a statement furnishes very little Infomsaticm about
the catastrophe; but possibly one may assume that the
catastrophe is "affecting,*1 as cell as Interesting, since
the entire story is so described* Slightly more enlighten*
lag is this brief excerpt from a revise of Leolln Abbeyc
Post readers sill frankly acknowledge the delight these 
Volumes have afforded them, which are constructed with that 
dramatic skill which prevents the slightest anticipation 
of the catastrophe, and are related in a strain of fervid 
eloquence alternately serious and ray according to the 
changeful complexion of the Incidents**
In conclusion, a few important facts should be re­
peated* 61 th reference to the meaning of the two toms 
just discussed, there are only one or two remarks to be 
aade* Denouement mainly designates the happy or unhappy 
ending of a complete novel, though at times It applies only 
to the ending of an episode* Catastrophe* showing the 
nineteenth century Influence, does not refer to a complete
1 L X X II I  (1893), 951.
2 "LmoIIb Abbey,” XC (1820), 247.
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tragic y but denotes only the tragic ending of
an experience, or experiences, in a novel. In general, 
tee rales applied to denouements may be expected to apply 
also to ostastrophes, or tragic denouements* Both should 
bo unforeseen or at least not definitely anticipated by 
the reader* Denouements should represent moral Justice * 
moreover, it is better for the novel not to end in a 
catastrophe unless it is necessary for it to do so in order 
that moral Justice may be done or a moral lesson taught. 
Even then, the more acceptable type of catastrophe is not 
to be a holly tragic, but Is to present some happier cir­
cumstances that sill arouse pleasurable emotions, thus 
alleviating the deep sorrow arising in the heart of the 
reader as a result of his reading the catastrophe. This 
last requisite is, of course, peculiar to the catastrophe 
and does not apply to the general denouement*
Before turning to the very Important matter of the 
fraction of the novel, one may properly review briefly the 
cm in points made concern !r; the plots of novels* The plot 
should be interesting, simple, probable, and possessed of 
the poser to affect the reader9s imagination. It should be 
written os subject matter that Is Interesting, simple, 
appropriate, and based on universal feelings and emotions; 
but above all it should be moral* In presenting this 
subject matter, the novelists, in the opinion of a few 
reviewers, should pay particular attention to the unities* 
They should see that their works also have either one type,
$ n
or ^11 of fiotusl soour&cjfi
truth to nature* verisimilitude* and probability* Th© 
loot throo types or© so elooely related that it lo very 
difficult to distinguish thorn* and all m y  b© traced to 
classical or neo-classical origins* So* too* may the 
tor* catastrophe, although its application strictly to the 
tragic denouement is a coups rati rely new development* It 
Is the business of the writer to see that his novel not 
end in a catastrophe unless the moral justice destands It; 
and it is alec his business to see that the catastrophe or 
the happy denouement be unforeseen*
111 of this criticism shoes the Influence of neo- 
classicism* especially in ter&sj but the meanings of the 
terms and the appliestlons of them often have a vagueness 
that may or may not be a result of the rooantlc Influence* 
Certainly romantic* however* Is the emphasis on ©motions 
and on the taxman heart—  an emphasis noted in a number of 
reviews from 1016 to 1852*
C Function of the Povel
The same mixture of Influences detected In the 
general study of the plot may be discovered In the study of 
the function of the novel* Th© elssoles1 and neo-classical 
theory of the useful and pleasing is perhaps the ruling 
theory* but the useful receives the greater homage* However* 
In the wording of the critical passages and In the type of 
teaehings most coos latently piwlseei* roman tlcis/n makes
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its#If felt*
All novels should so tv# some purpose* This 
ftlet Is uni versa 11y agreed upon by th© reviewers* Th# 
only disagree® vent is with regsard to shat specifically 
shall be that purpose« In discussing th© question th© 
revlmre a Isos t constantly use a fa# common terms—  
ii»a«aeat* so torts lnraon tr utill ty or uaef ulnesa, morals 
sad Instruction, A few critics imply that th© major 
ftawtlon of a novel should he to entertain* a fan Indl-* 
ftftto that ft novel should shove all ha useful in presenting 
ft moral lesson or other instructive material; a very 
great number dftamnd that a novel furnish both entertain** 
moot sod instruction. In short, the Bora felon utlle-dnlcl 
Is still in force, hut the utile Is likely to he limited 
amInly to moral teaching*
First, there cornss to one1 s attention the theory 
that ft Basement is the major function of the novel*
Richard Cumberland writes thus at the end of the third 
book of his John Do Lancaster: WI have only to s&y, that 
I am doing my utmost to amuse you; and If you shall lay 
4 0»s this volume with any appetite for the second, I hop# you 
#111 not find that my exertions flag,*'** Assuredly, this 
statement is an Indication of hie opinion concerning th# 
import*no© of the novelfa furnishing amusement* However,
O M  must consider the feet that he also declares he is
1 LZXDt (1809), 533.
&m striving to amuse and edify** his reader®. Ivon 
hens it m y  be si^^olfle&Ql tb&t he pis cos a^&isuse* before 
»edify**
Certainly amusement is cons ids rod foremost in 
this passage:
w*t| therefore, confine ourselves to saying* every 
collection varies in the excellence of its parts* consequently 
it is the esse in the Romantic Ihles of Mr* Lewis; but we 
os mot help observing that we wore amused with the least 
interesting, and highly entertained with the beet of them*2
the impliestion is that, if a novel be entertaining, various
defects are to be overlooked, since it has performed Its
meat important service. Almost the same thought is expressed
in this sen tense written about lane Austen* s Rvumi "It
is easts leg, If sot Instructive; and has no tendency to
deteriorate tbs heart.*5 In the latter passage the reviewer
considers amusement In a novel to be of more importance
than instruction* He hastens to add* however, that the
novel will do no bam* therefore, from these two passages
Just examined, the student draws the conclusion that a
an la, though not the naln, function of a fictional work is
to famish entertainment without doing any ham to the
1 !£!!*» p» sss.
2 "‘tmantle LXXIX (1809), 142-343.
5 UCXVI (1816), 249. Wor othar axaTibiae of
concern about amusement, see wItalian Tailes* Qbles of 
Humour, Gallantry and Horaanee, Selected and Translated 
from the Italian,* XC? (1825), 616, where "satire1 is deemed 
an unsatisfactory, "meana* of amusing* See also *3he 
thinks to Herself,* LXXXI11 (1813), 236.
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heart (ihattnr the latter phrase *my mean).
A greater number of critics place usefulness far 
chore entertainment In the novel and consequently demand—
In the neo-daasloal tradition—  that novels rive some 
type of useful Information or teach some moral lesson, as 
cell as amuse. Moreover, many pay no attention at all to 
the idea that a novel should amuss, hut center their whole 
attention on Its moral or Instructive features.
In an article written on Reverend Mward *fciiglnfs
An Essay on Light Rea ding, as It may be supposed to influence
Moral Conduct e*ad Literary la ate, there Is to be found so
much information on the failure of the novel to perform
Its proper service that some detailed attention may deservedly
be given it* According to the author of the article,
we have long wished that some champion would stand forth 
to advocate the cause of Morals and Literature, to rouse the 
attention of those who have the care of youth to a proper 
sense of their duty, and to warn them of the evils which 
bust necessarily and unavoidably result from the perusal 
of such abominable trash as modern Kovels* This deslderaturn 
Is at length most afcly supplied*1
Having thus unquestionably sanctioned the work of Reverend 
*mngln, the critic hastens to review in great detail what 
be considers the perfectly justified attacks on specific 
writers and their works* Considering first those works 
"excelling In interest, ability, and the power of doing 
mischief,* he declares:
1 "An Essay on 11 ht Heading, as it may bo supposed 
to Influence Moral Conduct and Literary lUste,*1 LXXVIII 
(180S), 914-915.
Underthis head, Fielding's works claim a priority of rank* 
•Bd, first, Tom Jones," a book probably read by almost 
•wry male ami fesale in this country who can road at all, 
displaying considerable wit, talent, and great Immorality*^
4s for Smollett's Peregrine Fickle and Roderick Random, 
the critic affirm© that he agrees with the author "that 
the female who has read these works has nothing bad to 
learn,*1 Moreover, the "Letters of ’werter* are c^onfce&ti- 
ble and Infamous'!;1 and under no circumstances are "wit 
and talent* a sufficient excuse for immorality In a novel# 
Indeed, excellent novels are actually more dangerous than 
those not demonstrating wit and talent, Moreover, it Is 
no satisfactory defense to maintain "The most obscene and 
licentious characters In them are copies from life, and 
therefore ought to be known#1,1 There are a number of other 
somewhat pertinent remarks made to the effect that Mr,
%angla la to be considered a competent judge of the worth* 
less, immoral literature since he is a fair critic, I ri­
el Iced to bestow praise where It Is due. In the words of 
the reviewer: *kr# U. Is not one of those snarling criticks 
who condemn every author, He bos tows r'vne high and just 
encomiums on HI chard son; and dwells with rapture on »3q Id smith * 
In addition to their being harmful to the morals of readers, 
the reviewer agrees with Jr. &angi» that modern novels have 
other pernicious influences, "Thai*© is no room to doubt that 
one of the most frequent causes of unhappy marriages arises
1 Ibid#,pp. 914-916#
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fra# th# p*ru«l of Sowlo."! This amuein?, but mvertha- 
less wriouj| oondeoM11 on of the novel is just another 
indirect oosuMbdstlon of the species, for clearly It shows 
* recognition of the potentialities of this long despised 
literary genre#
la abort, novels Judged to have harmful effects on 
*01* la are severely attacked; nor are such novels excused 
be sense they are copies of life or because they give 
evidence of the talent of their authors# All modern 
save Is appear to be banned, but some older ones are con­
sidered worthy of being read* Th© iiaportant point is that 
bare is recognition of the power of the novel, and here 
la a specific indication of how strongly the reviewers 
felt about its being the chief function of the novel to 
refora or at least to edify#
lfce number of reviews in which the major purpose 
of the novel Is given as the teaching of morals and In 
ehleh the term moral actually appears, is great# It 
could, therefore, be almost impossible to discuss them 
all; but a fee may be mentioned as examples# A renersl 
remark with which many reviewers would agree and which 
may be regarded as somewhat typical is this passage on 
novels:
If they Impress moral truths and augment knowledge of 
life, no objection can be reasonably mad a to a perusal 
of tnem; and If they do treat chiefly of courting (under
1 Ibid.
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prudent forms), and and in matrimony, certainly that is 
the only moral and legitimate object of courtship
Preferably each novel should have **a moral which 9 he who 
runs say read.**2 Then there will be no excuse for the 
reader9® not understanding the lesson taught* It is 
interesting to note also the very sanctimonious phraseology 
used in recommending the morals in specific books, particu­
larly to "female readers,w who seem to have been thought 
either to be in greater need of suoh lessons or to be more 
susceptible to such teachings than male readers* This Is a 
typical example:
** &  Pe* England Tele) has a healthy spirit pervading it, 
ehieE is highly favourable to its longevity, and we can 
safely recommend it to our female readers as a work of good 
taste and sound store Is; inculcating forcibly and Illustrating 
admirably, those difficult lessons of genuine practical 
religion, submission to the divine appointments and the 
necessity of sacrificing every selfish feeling and indulgence 
on the altar of Christian duty.3
Particularly lauded were novels which, like 
Precaution* showed "the great importance of early education, 
in cultivating religious ard moral principles,®^ or which, 
like The Country Curate, "intended to Instruct and edify
1 "Alee of Four SatIona,” C (1330), £6.
"Tea and Ko and Herbert Lacy," LCVIII (1823), £5.
5 "i He* Zngland Tale," XCII (1822), 542. For other 
passages commending books denoting lessons suitable for 
girls, spinsters, elves, and mothers, see "Montague Newburgh," 
LX X X V II (1817), 612; "Sophia," LXXXVIII (1S1B), 146; 
•Isabella," XCXII (1823), 346-346; "Leonora," XCIX (1829),
619.
4 "Precaution," XCI (1821), 264.
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observing moralist**^
Obviously the idea of the critics is that the 
state of morals is so "relaxed*1^  that each novelist is 
to be urged to teach moral lessons vhether he thereby 
loses his entertaining value or not*
The reviewers were not satisfied with requesting 
the presentation of morels in the novels* They also demanded 
that the novelist “not palliate any faults in the characters 
by attractive accompaniments, vhleh weaken the salutary 
impression through interesting the feelings.*® They even 
preferred that the moral be further Impressed upon the mind 
of the reader by the author's presentation of poet lea I 
justice* ehieh may, by the way, be termed a decided classi­
cal survival* Madame D'Arblay is, therefore, oongratula ted 
because her novel,
“The $aadorer* is an example of inflexible rectitude, 
ruffering every privation that a fertile imagination could 
invent, and at length emerging from her miseries, uith an 
unsullied reputation, a pure mind, and a reward such as 
poetical justice should ever bestow as a return for the 
exercise of the best qualities of our nature*M*
It Is to “serve as an historical antidote to any lurking
1 "The Country Curate," Cl (1BS1), 57. For other 
examples of morel emphasis see "The School for Slaters,"
XCIII (1825)J &4§; "Kselsen •AOuntjoy." XC (1B2Q), 53} 
"Tremaine, or The *en of Refinement, XCV (1826), 56-57;
•lb* Priest," XCIII (1823), 64; "Tales of Vy Time," XCTC 
(1829), 526; "Artless Tales," UCXX (1810), 242; "Alicia 
D# Isey," LXXXIV (1814), 138; "SorWsnwr Abbey and 
Persuasion," LXXXVIII (1818), 63; "Patronare," LXXXIV (1814), 
265; "Th* Tuileries,” LXXXVI1 (1S17), 249; "Varieties in 
Xoosins," XC (1820), 150.
* "Borne, s Rovel," LXXII1 (1803), 59.
S "«M Oxonians,” C (1630), 253.
* "Th* Wanderer,” txxxiv (1814), 579-581.
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remnant* of poisonous doctrine* that still male© their 
appearance «t intervals*”1 In th© review of The Wanderer, 
moreover, vadame S^rblay** conception of the function 
of the novel 1* quoted by the reviewer thusi
"Divest,” ah© adds, ” for a moment the title of 
Bevel from its stationery standard of insignificance, and 
say I that Is the species of writing that offers fairer 
opportunities for conveying useful precept*? It is, 
or it ought to be, a picture of supposed, but natural 
and probable human sals tones* It holds, therefore, In 
its hands our best affections; it exercises our imagine- 
tlen; it points out the path of honour; and gives to 
juvenile credulity knowledge of the world, without 
ruin, or repentance; and the lessons of experience with* 
out its tears,1*1
Bor opinion is, therefore, that the novel is not only to 
teach aozmls, but also to give other instruction* This 
is a vies shared by many reviewers, but somehow the moral 
(meaning conformity to a standard of good and right) 
idea is the one usually given the emphasis* In th© 
majority of the passages Just considered the word moral 
actually occurs, but there are many that m y  be cited 
la which moral or religious principles are treated, though 
the term aoral does not appear*2
1 Ibid.. pp. 579-6SI.
2
"BeIn© Canslanl, a tale of Hodem Greece,**
XCV (1825), 156; "The History of Ueorge Desmond,M XCI 
(1321), 447; "The twin Sisters; or The Advantages of 
Religion,” LxXVII (1807), 850: "Sir Frances Darrell, or 
the Vortex,” XC (1820), 520; "The Refugee In America,” 
CXI (1852), 445*
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Any book attacking the modem philosophy op 
philosopher la likely to find a sympathetic reviewers* and 
may author presenting the nee philosophy is likely to sin 
at least a re bake for M s  pains. St. Godwin, accordingly* 
la deemed mat interesting "shsn attacking and turning into 
ridicule the fallacious doctrines absurd principles* and 
pemieioua dogmas* of the modern philosopher•"*
therefore* reviewers deem the function of the 
novel aa a vehicle for morals and especially for religious 
principles to be of utmost importance but do not consider 
that novels should promulgate rigid doctrinal beliefs* 
bigotry* or especially the nee and much despised philosophy.
In all of these eases* one again.observes that the practical 
utility of the novel Is stressed.
there seems to be no end to these expressions about 
the usefulness of novels* not only in giving varied instruc­
tions* but also In attacking undesirable qualities and traits 
of all kinds* and In giving desirable information, Terms 
like Judgment, self control, virtue. vice» useful and correct­
ing appear.^ &Ias Sdgevorthf8 effort at "correcting the
* LXX (1800)* 160. For another attack on modern 
•philosophy* see "Henry Willoughby*" LXXII (1802), 742*
^ "The Village Nightingale and Other Tales*"
XCXX (1829)* 60; "Hardenbrass and Haverill*" LXXXVII (1817), 
581; "Tragic Tales** XCI (1821)* 630; "Mr. Pic&rt1 a Kovel* 
entitled The Kovlee or Han of Integrity*" CV (1825). 626;
"Sir John Chiverton* a Romanes** XCVI (1826), 621; *Slr 
Francis Darnell*" XC (1620)* 630; "Fidelia*" XCI (1821)*
540; "Solitary Hambies Through Many lands,1* XCVIXT* 536.
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heart* and at advancing scientific education^ is adjudged 
a proper service of fiction; yet there is some doubt as 
to the efficacy of such a performance.^ In general, there 
ia ample evidence of the reviewers* hearty appreciation of 
the educational possibilities of the novel and of their 
belief that the utility of novels is of more imports nee 
than the entertainment to be furnished by them.
In the case of tragic novels this was especially 
true. Indeed,
bo purge the human heart, and extract from It th© first 
Incipient seeds of crime by holding out a terrific picture 
of its progress and Its consequences, lias been promulgated 
by critics from early ages to h;* the purpose of Tragedy, 
Lord Brokenhurst la a dreadful : but perhaps it la,
nb&lt£standing7 &ueh too short
Be re la the old theory of the purpose of the tragic drama 
transferred to the tragic novel. Of course. It is somewhat 
perverted (being gi^en moral significance here) and 
attenuated in the transfer, Moreover, the traditional 
theory of catharsis, though perhaps vaguely hinted at, Is 
practically non-existent here, or, if existent, certainly 
alsunderstood• The reviewers have so far departed from
1 See "Rosamund,* XCII (1822), 1 5 5 ;  and "Harry and 
Lucy,* XCV (1825), 624,
® "Correction, A Kovel,* LXXXYIIX (1318), 147, See 
also praise of instruction In "Tales for Mothers," XYIV  ( 1 8 2 4 ) ,  
356; iThe Son of Genius," LXXXXV (1814), 363; "Augustus, or 
the Ambitious Student,M XCIV (1824), 158,
5 "Tragic Tales," XCI (1621), 531.
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the philosophies! method or criticism end booed so loo 
before the alter of expediency and utilitarian lam that they 
lamest a too tregie novel* not for esthetic reasons* but 
because they fear that the teo-tregie novel sill be too 
uapepular for its lesson to be widely disseminated* That 
thought* doubtless* prompts the following criticism of 
Do Wsnaayt
this Hovel is deeply tregieal through the whole* too much 
so to procure itself* se fear* that extensive reading 
shleh the instruetlon conveyed by it ou*ht to command**
In addition to the numerous revises in which there 
is an emphasis on the moval and practical use of fiction* 
there are a number In which both the useful and the pleas­
ing functions of the novel are presented; and many r©viewers 
insist upon novels* being both useful and pleasing*
Even the reviewers who insisted upon both the useful 
and the pleasing features of the no vat however, wore some­
times inclined to consider the useful as being the more 
important* the reviewer of Ihs History of an Officer * a 
Widow and her Young Family discourses at groat length on 
the moral of the novel and only incidentally calls the work 
•this very interesting little story*"^ in fact* most
* *De Rettsey* or the Man of Sorrow*51 XCII (1822)*62*
® "the History of an Officer*s Mdow and Her Young 
Really*" LXXXX (1809)* 499* See also "The Heart and the Fancy* 
Or ?e Is in ore *11 LXXXXV (1814)* 159—160* For other examples 
of emphasis ©n morals * or instruction ra ther than one amuse­
ment* see •Josephine; or The Advantages of a Summer*'* IXXX 
(1810)* 52; •The Adventures of Poor Puss*" LXXX (1810). 52; 
"Coeleba in Search of a Wife** LXXIX (1809)* 1 5 1 ;  "jtfaria** 
XXXXVIII (1818)* 146; •Conetantia KeviHe** LXX (1800). 6 6 3 ;  
•The Son and the Ward*" XCIX (1329)* 446*
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reviewers agree that "It Is something for an Author to 
axerelse and misuse the fancy;—  It Is much more to Instruct 
and elevate ahlle he amuses*11'1
In many cases, however, judging solely from th© 
reviews* one Infers that the critics think entertaInmont 
and instruction to he equally important* A student is 
inclined to that decision when he reads, for instance, that 
Thinks I to Myself is *a moat entertaining, and, we should! 
hope* instructive tale* calculated, by laughing with good 
humour at the follies and absurdities of the day, to exhibit 
thee in such a light* as that all may profit by his admoni­
tions*"^ The reader*a decision is strengthened when he reads 
also that Seabrook Village and Its Inhabitants la "an amus­
ing moral Ikla*"^ But there are a fee in which th© pleasing 
motif nay be accorded more attention* For Instance, this Is 
eritten about Tales of my Father and Hia Friends:
The volume* however, may b© taken up for the amuse­
ment of an idle hour; and In Justice to th© Author a© would 
add* that the moral he would enforce is always unobjectionahie*
When all is considered* it would be unwarranted for
1 "Ti» Ball of Holllofl-al*y,n XCII (1822), 347.
2 "Think* I to Vyaelf," LX>:XI (1611), 356.
3 *Seabrook Village and Its Inhabitants, or th©
History of Mrs* Worthy and Her Wamily,” LXXXIT (1812), S9*
See also "Bardouc; or the Ooatherd of tfr# Taurus*" LXXXVIII 
{1318}* 617; "Bannockburn*” XCI (1321), 432; ” aldegrav©, 
a Hovel,” XCIX (1829), 252; "Burateood* A Tale of The Year 
1715,” XCIV (1824)* 256; "Flts-Oeorge*Oil (16332), 623;
"Tales of the 3arly Age a,” XII (1832), 153*
4 "Tales of Wy Bather and His friends,” XCIV (1824)* 
624* also "Conirdan; or the St. Kildare,” XXXXIX (1819), 
237; ard "Tales of Modern Day*" XCIV (1824), 451.
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me to say that more than a very few reviewers plaoe th® power 
of a novel to amuse above ita power to instruct* Only « few 
Indeed consider the furnishing of entertainment to be the 
smjop function of novels* A such greater number believe that 
the entertaining and instructive powers of a novel are equally 
Important; and a much greater number, though recognising the 
Importance of both utility and entertainment in novels, con­
sider the utility far more important* the greatest number 
Indicate their belief that the primary function of the novel 
should be to teach morals (principles of right and wrong 
applicable to human conduct and thought), or to give addi­
tional useful Information* This overwhelming Insistence on 
the practical use of the novel Is certainly worthy of attention 
so is the fact that the terms used In expressing all the 
theories on this subject have no startllngly new meanings; as 
has been indicated* Morals is a word usually referring to 
conventional principles of conduct* The theory, the old 
c m  that literature must teach a moral or give useful in­
struction to Justify its existence, probably had its inception 
1b classical times* There is not yet any evidence of the 
theory (to be expected) that it Is not the function of the 
Bevel to teach or preach morale, but rather to be moral 
because, being literature, it must be so* In fact, all of 
these theories on the function of the novel are basically 
rather traditional but, of course, not expressive of the 
extremely rigid Idea that th© moral lessons which literature 
suet inculate ere actually foreign to the nature of the fiction- 
ml literature itself* In other words, the novel Is not deemed, 
In and of iteelf, Immoral*
<*•
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Uone1usion
In concluding this treatment of tho criticism con­
tained In the gentleman*a Magazine« I wish, not only to 
snmaarize the major conclusions to be drawn from the criticism, 
but also to point out one or two important facts incidentally 
introduced in the reviews but not given sufficient critical 
attention to rrant their examination in separate sections 
of the paper*
In the first place, there is very little mentioned 
in the reviews concerning the mechanical technique of novel- 
writing, but there is this remark on the use of notes in 
novels:
It way be also remarked, that notes, whether personal or 
lllwtrative, which have a tendency to bring the reader from 
the illusion to which he has willingly submitted his imagi­
nation, back to the present time, had much better be incorporated 
in the introduction, or at least be placed at the end of a 
work of fiction* It ia in our opinion, and we care not v&at 
authority may sanation a contrary practice, very erroneous . 
judgment to let the reader too frequently behind the scenes*^
Sew this criticism is interesting, not only because it is
one of the very few treatments on technique, but also because
it clearly indicates the reviewerfs conception of tho function
of the novel to create an "illusion*”
There is yet another Important point not often re­
peated in the crltiolsm* throughout the journalistic reviews 
the theory that modern fiction is definitely Inferior to much 
older fiction is reiterated* Usually the blame for this Is 
assigned to the authors, or to no specifio person; but a
1 Tltas of Plts-Fora." c (1030), 157.
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different idea la expressed by the reviewer of Sir JEgarton 
Brydgea Tragie Tales* He avers that the decline of fiction 
may be traced to periodical criticism, which follows wthe 
prejudices and passion of th© multitude.This statement 
suggests Plato*a theories concerning th© impotence of the 
theatrocrecy as a competent judge of literary value and 
is, indeed, a faint echo of the classical cry that no 
pandering to the multitude is justifiable. Vhefchor or not 
the reviewer can be considered correct In his assumption that 
tbs pandering quality of periodical criticism is the cause 
of any decline in fiction is a point uhleh need not be dis­
cussed here. But something on the subject may be learned 
from the information contained in the brief review— to be 
given below— of the major facts already discussed in this 
paper.
In general, the criticism contained in the Gentlemanrc 
Mammal am la somewhat typical of the era in which it is written. 
The use of old terms along with new ones, the use of tradi­
tional terms with their classical meanings and of traditional 
terms with new meanings, the absence of specific definitions, 
and the very loose and hazy application of ©11 terms—  these 
practices are characteristic of most of the criticism of 
the romantic era and certainly of that In th© Gentleman* s 
Magazine. On the surface, much of the criticise appears
1
XOI {1821}, 5S9.
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classical or neo-classical in terminology and theory; 
but especially after 1820 the tapjns applied to the authors 
shew romantic influence* Some of the theories concerning 
the aorel proper are fairly sound classical and neo­
classical onest hut many are influenced by the romanticists* 
desire to appeal to the heart and to arouse emotions, 
little attention Is paid to aesthetic values, the emphasis 
helag on utility and psychological appeal*
In this criticism, as has been mentioned, there are 
ate tenant a concerning the author* s can personality and 
character as it projects itself on his work; there are re- 
aarks made concerning the value of the work taken objectively 
as a finished composition, and there are those made about 
the effect of the work on its reader* In this study no 
attempt has been aade to separate t ie lest two types of 
criticism; however, the terms(end the theories denoted by 
thea) applicable to the authors have been considered in one 
section and those applicable to the works of the authors 
have been considered in another section*
All, or nearly all, of the traditional terms applied 
te authors have meanings that are somewhat different from 
the traditional ones* Usually, since they are loosely 
used and are not defined, they can afford to be, and are, 
more inclusive than, if not completely different from, the 
old terms* The ideal author la required to have good sense 
(an Innate ability to appeal to the human heart), knowledge 
(of the human heart and of human nature), good taste (an
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instinctive senae of the appropriate), genius (imaginative, 
creative end intuitive power), invention and originality 
(powers of intellectual perception and creative thought), 
talent, imaginat ion, and the much more frequently mentioned 
fanoy (involving creative activity, spirituality, trans­
cendent understanding, sympathetic feeling, and even a 
hind of prophetic power), though the list of requisites 
Is not particular!. unusual, the meanings icplied in the 
applications of t;... to. ms are unusual. If any proof of the 
loose, vague use of terms is to be sought, surely it may be 
found in an examination of the implied definitions of such 
terms.
almost the same conclusions may be drawn from a 
study of the terms applicable to the novels— * to the style, 
descriptions end scenes, characters, plots, and function of 
a novel.
In considering style and language* X found that, 
though the meaning of language had not changed, that of style 
had— at least in a few reviews. Style here has the neo­
classical meaning of a habit or method of composition; but 
what Is of more importance—~lt even denotes, on occasion, 
the tone or general mood of the work reflectin'?, the author1 s 
personality and aesthetic sense. Ahe descriptive terras 
used with style, such as easy* simple, artificial (unnatural), 
and powerful (forceful and moving), ar< terms which have
applications. So do case (general efflo^ence), force (power), 
aniMtion, and others applied to language; buL there are those
z m
life* propriety, that hare fairly traditional meanings.
The terms applied to descriptions of scenes and 
characters also show the JL* lusnoe of changes t either In 
their meanings or in their particular applications*. Comeon** 
*or ©sample t has the rery modern meaning of ** mediocre," 
not the sixteenth century one of universal truth. Also the 
application of sueh a word as vivid (effectively clear and 
striking) to a fictional 'i'Cne represents the growing ten**
deacy on the part of reviewers to apply to the novel, terns
harrowed from the arts.
Xii the consideration of oharacterlnation, the term 
shares ter Is found to be undergoing no Immediate startling 
change in root meaning; but there are many changes In the 
implied or figurative meaning of the term, changes recognised 
in any examination of the requisite of an Ideal character.
Of eoorse, the term no longer applies to type representations 
presented by the neo-classicists and by many seventeenth- 
eentory critics in particular, but to realistic representations 
of individual personalities. Even in discussions of the 
representation of characters the utilitarian bent of reviewers 
shows itself, for they mention many requisites solely because
these will permit the ohoracter to perform his proper function
of Influencing the reader by hia (the character*®) represented 
actions and ideals. Therefore, the critioe urge authors to 
handle each character with discrimination (a term vaguely 
denoting the act of distinguishing or making distinctive); 
to make him consistent (uniform in character and in action)
throughout the novel; to make him necessary to the action; 
to to swo each is original (neither an imitation of a real 
person or of a fictional character); to look to the char ac­
tor* 8 religious and moral constancy; to be certain that each 
is realistic (either faithful to objective nature or to 
universal truth) and not perfect, lest he be unable to arouse 
sympathy in the readers. *hy are all of thee© Instructions 
given? Simply to be sure that the ohfirscfcars* effect upon 
the readers is the right one. All the fcar/rs by means of 
i&leh these requisites are expressed, as well as the reason 
for giving these requisites, show the influence of the early 
siseteonth oestury and the late eighteenth century.
Like character, the term plot has no absolutely new 
moaning; but it is usually employed In Its more inclusive 
sense. It denotes, not merely the mechanical structure of 
the novel, but the entire fable or story. The terms desig­
nating the requisites of the plot are employed In a very 
loose fashion, and those which are net new seldom have re­
tained their traditional meanings. Internet, grandeur of 
incident, power ( to affect the lmagination and th© feelings 
of the readers), clearness (lack of ambiguity), oomefly. or 
humour (that is free from vulgarity), a type of propriety. 
dexterity in management> sirapile tty—  all of these words or 
phrases are used to express qualities that nr© thou,'$h
ideal in a plot.
Proper suhjeot matter for these plots is designated
by on© or ell of these descriptive terras: simple, appropriate.
•fiSSi. M * s 4  3 K B  anlwwfi feeling or OKperlanoa ana upon 
Tf these subjects are so handled as to effeet 
a triumph of good and a punishment of evil, the novelist 
aura of praise* Therefore* of the descriptive terms 
just considered, moral is obviously one of the most impor­
tant, if sot the most important*
In Judging plots* strange as It seems* some reviewers 
appear to countenance observance of the unities* especially 
the application of the theory of the unities* However* the 
unities as understood by the critics* are not sufficiently 
explained; and the reader is left unenlightened on the 
question of whether the unities praised are classical ones 
or not*
In their insistence upon realism in the plot* the 
reviewers use various teras* such as reality, verisImil 1 tude* 
probability* and truth to nature, or fidelity to truth*
These terms are so closely related as to make it difficult 
ta distinguish them* In general* the truth insisted upon 
in historical novels* means factual accuracy, especially 
with regard to any real events, scenes* and persons* 
Verisimilitude* or s semblance of truth and essential 
realism* is required of strictly fictional material*
Another type of realism designated as truth to nature or 
fidelity to truth is closely related to the first two types 
sad involves imitation of objective or physical realities* 
of manners* customs and outward traits of human beings* or 
even (rarely) of transcendent universal truths and of the
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thoughts tal feelings of human beings* But one of the most 
important types of realism is probability, associated with 
the terms already mentioned and even with credibility and 
plausibility* Probability designates the condition of being 
1 Italy to be true, and In its application to plots it de­
motes a hind of consistency, based on those things which 
bare been proved to be usually true and limited only by 
the author's aesthetic sense of what is and ought to be*
The vague meaning a of the terms and the relationships 
existing among them &ay possibly be due to a romantic in­
fluence, though a good deal of vagueness is found even In 
SMHOUsaioal criticism* Certainly the terms and theories 
are traceable to classical and neo-classical criticism*
The theory of verisimilitude, for example, is advanced by 
Aristotle and echoed by his followers through the centuries*
One notes the same vagueness in the terms and theories 
applied to the endings of novels* The use of catastrophe 
to refer, not to the entire tragic experience, bat to an 
unhappy ending la a deviation from the strict classical 
m n i n g  0f the term; and the insistence that catastrophes 
be tamed only when they are necessary to teaoh a lesson or 
te enforce poetic justice is a new development* In fact, 
theory that eilt denouements should represent ;uorol 
justice end enforce morel teaching is not in keeping with 
traditional theories*
In considering the function of the novel, it is 
mot necessary again to enumerate all the minor terms and
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bo shew lie* their mailings have changed and how new terms 
tew* been lntroduoedf hut it is well to point out the ex~ 
oessiTe use ot the tan florals. There is as yet no indication 
of the theory discoverable in later criticise, that moral 
sense and literary intuitions are closely related or even 
identical. There are a few reviewers who emphasise the 
pleasing or entertaining possibilities of the novelj many 
who stress both the pleasing and the useful functions of 
the noveli and a great number who consider the utilitarian 
function of the novel to be the importer-, function or at 
least the more important function. The latter group point 
out the great amount of instruction and information which 
the novel may present to its readers, bat their particular 
pride is its possibilities for presenting moral and religious 
teachings and principles.
In short, throughout the criticism there are some 
ef the old classical terms, wearing their customary garb 
and rubbing shoulders with their contemporary terms that 
have been rendered almost onrecognizable by their complete 
renovations. The variations of meanings implied in the 
new tejntf, the deviations from traditional meanings to be 
observed in the case of classical and neo-classical terms, 
and the lndiaoriflinate use of both kinds of terms In oon~ 
Motion with totally unrelated ter^s a melee, which
a sort of romantic haze of apparently deep significance is 
spread. How and then a clear pattern emerges— a definite 
and distinct interpretation of a group of terms expressing
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a reasonable theory, classical, neo-classical, or new. In 
thinking over all of this criticism in the Gentleman*s 
Kaga&iss. one is forcefully reminded of a passage in Through 
the Looking Glass, ^lic© is talking to Humpty Du&pty, who 
says:
mSh^& I use a word, It means just what I choose it to 
»en— -neither sore or less,9
"The Question is," said Alice, "whether you oen make
words seen so many different things,"
"The question is," said Humpty Dumpty, "which is to
he the master— That*s all."
No reader of this criticism cen doubt the stand taken by 
the reviewers on this question. Their use of terms shows 
them to be the masters.
VBLACX’SOGt^ S EDINBURGH S a o m E
Since the Blackwoodf a Edinburgh Magazine did not
appear before 1817, it may be expected to present a smaller
number of terms inherited from eighteenth century criticism
of earlier literary forms than did the older Gentleman*s
Ka^aziM. Set up as a more "nimble and familiar**^  Quarterly
Bwlw* Blackwood*s was edited for six months oy James
Cleghorn and Thomas Pringle. They turned it over to John
Wilson (Christopher rTorth), James Hogg, and John Gibson
Lockhart. Under the guidance of the latter group the publi-
1
cation "presented more original criticism" than had previous 
periodicals. In addition, the works of ^cott, Gelt, and 
VaeXenzie "brought Texas to it." One of its most interesting 
features, however, was the "Koctes Ambroslanae," a series 
of witty dialogues (1882-1835). Of these, North contributed 
forty-one; but Magixta, Lockhart, Hogg, and Gillies assisted 
hi. "la writing th. .erlier inafeallaentfl."1 The criticlam 
produced by these men began to have a wide circulation and 
assured the magazine of a place of importance. Today, "it
^ Gee Walter Graham, jwnftligh Literary Periodicals, 
pp. 274-280. In this magazine Hogg w^ .s celled the Kttrlck 
shepherd, and Tiekler was a pseudonym for Mlson's maternal 
uncle.
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is still « literary periodical of first importance."*
From the beginning, the critics in this magazine 
o one id e red the novel seriously. As early as May, 1823, 
there appeared the following expression of their attitude 
toward a genre which had long been judged somewhat inferior 
to the epie and drama:
we consider it one of the advantageous changes in 
the public opinion in letters, that the Bevel has now attained 
a rank in literature much above what it was some time ago 
allowed to assume. It was formerly looked upon as a kind 
of reeding only fit for the idle among the young, who might 
skim over the pages of novel in the moments of hair­
dressing, (when hair-dressing the fashion); and, if not 
positively hurtful and demoralizing, was set down as a waste 
ef time, as a relaxation enfeebling the mind, destructive of 
these common sense views of life which its romantic or 
sentimental fictions wished to discredit, as opposed to 
practical wisdom or useful benevolence.^
▲ change had also occurred in the novel Itself. The 
reviewer of Percy Mallory discusses this change at some 
lcagth. 1 quota from this review:
Among the rest of those sciences, beneficial and 
ornamental, which have been making huge strides of progress 
daring the last fifteen years, the advancement of the art 
of novel-wri tine: (in this country) stands very eminently 
distinguished. "Mrs. Roche" has ceased to rave; and, if 
she raved still, no man would mark her. "Mrs. Latham" can 
no longer terrify the ’prentices, nor "Anne of Swansea" 
now delight the ladies* boarding-schools. "Mrs. Bluementle" 
(alas poor "Bridget") has washed her hands (of ink) forever; 
and but a water colour kind of reputation Is loft to r^s. 
dadeliffe and Mrs. Holme. Harp of Leadcnhall treat, thy 
strings are cracked past .neadingl-Messrs. Lane and Wawman's
"occupation’s ;oaet"
For a new array of combatants have burst into the liter­
ary field, who canter, and caracole, and bear down all before
1 Ibid.. P . 280.
"Th» Trial, of Margaret Lyndsey,” Blackwood’a 
Edinburgh Magazine. XIII (1883), 548. Mince succeeding 
references not otherwise Indicated will be to the Blackwood* s 
Edinburgh Magazine. I shall not repeat the noma of the
journal.
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thea! 1'bere Is the ^©verley knight-fae of the hundred 
weapons I-and his war-cry rings loudest on the plain. There 
Is She author of Valerius, in his Homn amour; and the 
Sttrick Shepherd# with his knotted club; and there is Hope, 
on his as re of the desert; and Galt, In his pawki © costume; 
and Veturin, with his frightful mask; aj*d cashington Irving, 
jut in his silk doublet, throwing darts into the air, and 
catching them again, and riding as easily as if he were on 
parede; and then there are the Amazons, ©snipped after every 
fancy and faahloni kiss Porter, waving her Polish lance, 
and Miss Edgeworth, holding up her ferula. and the authoress 
of "Marriage," (in ^iss Jacky’s green Joseph} tucked up 
upon a pillion; and Lady Morgen, as trade lie, (and In French 
breeches) since she has taken to be mad about politics!
A modern novel, indeed, if it hopes ever to be out 
open, must shew talent of some kind or other. Accordingly, 
we find one author trusts to passion, another, to Invention; 
one, to an acute perception of what is; another, to a 
vigorous fancy for what cannot be. One brings to market 
wit-another, metaphysics-c third, descriptive force- a 
fourth, poetic feeling-a few, like the Waverley writer, 
bring the rare faculty of managing a long story; but very 
few vert: to cone at all, who cannot bring soma faculty
or other.*
Many critics felt that the better novels of the age 
would live for a lonp. time; but often they made predictions 
about the life of a novel, not on the basis of the merit of 
the novel as such, but on the basis of the novel’s being a 
kind of glorified history. For instance, there is the pre­
diction that Galt’s Archbishop "will live when most Hovels we 
see now are forgotten, as a history." *£any maintained that 
the novel was more important than tho drama, that the 
novelist had to have dramatic talent &rid other talents as 
well; that the novel, having lately "assumed a very
1 "Per.y yallory," XV (1823), 25.
2 "Bootaa Aabro8l«n.a," Till (1823), 608
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raps art or stile," should be termed "the epic of comedy.*1 The
editor of Biiefereod»8 affirmed that th© good novels came
la the place ’ m w  dramas and that they war© hat tar fit tad
for the *praseat state of public taste" since "the public
era rarely capahla of strong sensations, but of nothing
which requires knowledge, taste, or judgment."2 He declared
also that the chief difference between the drama and the
newel was the acting, The novelist Qodwin, moreover,
comparing the novel both with drama and with other literary
types, finds the novel superior. It is superior to the
drae , because the novelist may accompany the language
made-use-of by his characters with explanatory comments
concerning their inmost thoughts, whereas the dramatist is
limited to the exact word to be spoken by the actors. It
is superior to the history, for the novelist "is much less
liable to be cribbed and cabined in by those anloohed-for
phenomena, which la the history of an individual seem to
have a malicious pleasure in thrusting themselves forward
3to subvert the best digested theories." This particular 
passage is decidedly Aristotelian in tenor.
The novel compares favorably with poetry also. One
1 "Hemarks on V*andeville," II (1816), 403.
2 'Noetea *«broalanaeXX (1622), 366. See elso 
,tBallentyne,s Novelistfs Llbrary,"XV (1824), 410 end "On the 
Hramatlc Powers of the Author of Beverley," XIX (1826), 152. 
Compare these with the Quarterly Heview. XXXIV (1826), 358.
8 •Cloodeslejr; A Tale," XX7II (1830), 711.
reviewer roundly rebukes Sir Igerton Brydge® for stating 
that nobody reeds Cervantes, Yielding, end other great 
novelists and that nothing continues to be read for 
generations "but standard poetry of pure and rich 
The or!tie of one of Seottvs novels states that many 
varieties of character® and actions have been delineated 
in prose tales that could not have been introduced Into 
poetry* Furthermore , "by prose are the coauaon sympathies 
of aan with nan, in the important transactions of this life, 
«ore generally and certainly excited than by poetry*.*"s
These quotations tend to show at least one thing, 
that the novel was being considered as a serious piece of 
work on a peeeitt, or superior to. poetry, drama, and 
history-— the traditional forms that had long occupied the 
greatest creative Binds and held the reverential respect 
of critics*
Various types of novels, some new and some old, were 
also being carefully examined by the critics* The novel of 
character and the novel of manners particularly interested 
them. In one review, ^cott mentions the strong resemblance 
between the novel of character and "what was called, In the 
seventeenth century, plays of humour."® In other reviews one
^ "3ir Egerton Srydgea’s Recollections," XVII (1825),
510.
2 "A Preface to a Review of the Ihronloles of 
Canonists,** XXII (1827), 551. See also "The Epicureans," 
XXII (1827), 375*
8 "The Omen," XX (1826), 52.
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seeds of novels of fashionable life that appeal to the 
British "mania for gentility.*1 Upon this type of novel 
tho reviewers wore wont to vent their fury. They wrote of 
raising money "merely by oramming the mouths of the asinine 
with meek mejestio details of fine life.*1 The epistolary 
novel also came in for its share of criticism* Despite the 
sense of reality given by the epistolary method, Scott 
thought it arrested *the progress of the story, which stands 
still while the characters shew all their paces, like horses 
in the menage, without advancing a yard.*^
All of these points are helpful in giving one an 
anderstandlng of the general attitude of these critics 
toward the novel. But now it may be informative to consider 
the nature of the teras by means of which these critics 
expressed their opinions. Here, as in previous chapters, I 
wish to eonalder first those terms specifically expressive 
of qualities of the novelists, then those terms applied to 
the novel as a finished composition, and finally those 
indleatiag either the effect of the novel upon the reader 
er the proposed function of the novel.
A Terms Applicable to Novelists 
In their praise of various qualities possessed by
1 "Tha ?1m lights of St. Albana," r.XVI (1029), 561-
562.
"Ballantyna's Novelist's Library," XV (1824), 409.
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good novelists and In their condemnation of the lack of
those desiderate in inferior novelists, the reviewers employ
many traditional terms, usually in a loose, sea©reI fashion.
Certainly, the commendations of "acuteness of observation,"^
of "sterling good sense" and "knowledge of the w orld,of
a "powerful and original mind widely versed in literature
3and book knowledge and keenly observant of human nature"—  
all sound remarkably like the "genius, practice, and knowledge” 
theory furnished by classicists and neo-classicista* But 
whether the meanings of all the terms remain the ones 
attributed to them by the neo-clessioists can only be settled 
by an examination of the terms in spool fie passages. The 
moat important terms of the group are perhaps fancy. 
Imagination, and genius: but power, talent, originality.
Invention, conception, knowledge, and taste also appear.
The emphasis on imagination and fancy to the detriment 
of reason, logic, and teehniqae Is a romantic tendency; 
and an examination of the passages concerning imagination 
and fancy yields valuable information about the theories of 
the critics upon the subject* But firs t consider the term 
fancy.
Taney, like Imagination with which it is so/netimes
"Sm . U o*," V (1819), 186.
2
"Bootes Ambroslanae," XXX (1831), 533. 
"Reginald i>alton," XVI (1824), 102.
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interchanged, the reviewers us© la a loos© manner* One 
critic notes that Uary Brunton*a works exhibit her common 
sense, which keeps "in subordinatem to itself both feeling 
and fancy— eo that at time these latter qualities seem 
rather to be wanting in her works* Here and in some later 
passages the term apparently refers to the faculty for 
creating the non-existent— or the fantastic— end presenting 
it in vivid images and is, of course, somewhat Addisonian*
5© effort la made by this reviewer, however, or by others, 
to analyze or to define the teres fancy. One reads of Scott's 
fancy which seems always "to brood with peculiar relish
o
over the ludicrous" and which is especially discernible 
"in his hoaoroua dialogue." One learns that German novels 
similar to Valerius "have either wandered into extravagant
4
fiction, or oppressed the fancy by laborious prolixity"; 
that the superior richness of Smollett’s fancy "is recog- 
nisable chiefly in his profusion',1; and that "the fancy of 
the lightness, the spirit, the wit, and the vivacity of the 
Dlsble Boiteox"® are evident even in the French version* In
1 "Km c line," IV (1819), 184. Corapar* <T. Addison, 
Spectator Papers* No* 419, as reprinted in ^mith and Paries, 
op* clt*T p* odlJ.
^ "Third Series of Tales of My Landlord," IV (1819),
940*
3 "Ivaahoe," V (1819), 279.
4 •nrm.riua," u  (laas), 94.
"Ballantyne's Moralist’s Library," XV (1824),
413-414.
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all ef these refersuses to fancy there Is not on© indication 
ef analysis, tut the last Is somewhat similar to the fanoy 
which Schiller describes as sporting "with the stuff of the 
worl&9”^ The same meaning is implied In the praise of a novel 
Aieh Is described as "far indeed from being a sere dream of 
extravagant fancy.*1 Kvldently, although fancy— whatever it 
may be— is desirable, a surplus of it is not.
In a verse satire on the novel, fancy resembles 
Addison's Imagination, a faculty which imitates reality, it 
is tree, but also heightens Ita beauty. For Instance, here 
are several lines from the poes about Lockhart*« tale:
Creative fancy gives a lovelier green
To Godstowe's glade and hallows all the scene
Where Love's low whisper sooth'd their wildest fears
Till Joy grew voiceless and flow'd forth in tears.2
The term has the sane meaning where Tickler declares that,
If John Galt had written "as he began, leisurely condensing, 
in brief compact tales the harvest of a quiet eye,** his 
boohs: The Ayrshlre Legatees. The Annals of the Parish. and 
The Provost, "would have been considered as mere prolusions
3
and Ineeptlve experiments of his fancy." And perhaps the 
reviewer who credits Chateaubriand with *a poetical fancy,"*
1 "The Tire Nights of St. Albans," ZXCI (1829), 563. 
Compare P. Schiller, On the Pae of the Chorus in Tragedy, 
as reprinted la Smith and Parks, op. olt.. p. 697.
8 "Th. Nenrol, a S.tlrs," XXVIII (1830), 624-627.
8 ”KoSt.a Aabroslsnas," XXX (1831), 537.
4 "Chst.aabrl.ad," XXXII (1832), 217.
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thinks ©f rangy in the s m « way, Precisely what poetical 
mean*, however, be neglects to nay*
To sum up the matter, these critics favor fancy and 
characteristically employ the term very loosely, They evident­
ly consider it a synonym for a sort ©f imagination—  for 
creating the non-existent and presenting it in vivid images. 
During the earlier years (1813-1821) the most common 
meaning far ImaginetIon— In so far as one is a hie to deter­
mine—  is the faculty for producing either vivid , heightened 
imitations of reality or fantastic Images, The reviewers are, 
accordingly, very much concerned about problems of credibil­
ity and probability in connection with these products of the 
imagination. Although one critic defends the introduction of 
supernatural beings because people believe in such creatures
and admits delight at a "poetical imagination,* he r e f uses
1
to eeuntenanee the altering of "the laws of n a t u r e P u t  
the author of the article "Phantasmagoriana* reminds us of 
Beymolds* theories, for he describes imagination as "that 
noble facility of our souls*2 and asserts that stories which 
defy "the attempt of a probable natural solution" but which 
appeal to the imagination are justified by that appeal, On 
the other hand, the reviewer of Candida notes with approval
i
"Remarks on ifranken&tein, or the Modern iTometheus
II (1818), 819. Compare with J, Dryden's Ksaay of Heroic 
Plays, Ker collection, I, 153-154.
g III (1813), 595, Compare with Sir «T, Reynolds, 
Discourse XIII, reprinted in Smith and Parks, op. oit., 
pp. 483 and 492,
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that nothing is introduced "for the sate of the imagine tion"^ 
In Voltairefs novel* Most agree, however, that the possession 
of Imagination is an invaluable aid to any writer of fiction* 
Tor instance, Charles Brookden Brown’s ’•dark, niyaterlous 
pomr of imagination^ prompts the quotation of these lines:
Indeed, it is the divine attribute of imagination, 
that it is irrepressible, unconfinable; that when the real 
world is shut out, it can create a world for itself;. **3uoh 
was the world of pomp and pageant that lived around Tasso In 
his dismal ceil at Ferrr ra, when he conceived the splendid 
scenes of his Jerusalem .**&
This theory of imagination suggests the creative theory 
of art*
during the years 1821 and 1822, imagination con­
tinues to receive the approval of the critics* The truth 
of this statement is made clear in the following commentary 
on an episode in Anastasias (erroneously assigned to Lord 
Byron):
The adventure with the Jew is full of absurdity but 
it is redeemed from contempt by the rich embroidery of 
Imagination which is thrown over the greatest improbabilities* 
All Byron’s stories are of this sort; they ere either wild, 
wonderful, or absurd* His exuberant fancy alone makes them 
interesting and beautiful*3
The use of imagination on the part of the reader of novels
1 "On the Candida of Voltaire," IV (1818), 156.
"On the Writings of Charles Brookden Brown and 
Washington Irring," 71 (18S0), 555-556.
5 "On *nastasloa," 1 (1881), 803.
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is also aded, for it is by this means that th© remier
of a novel "blends the whole into a harmony which is not 
feud on the stage."* Here there is a feint hint of 
Coleridge*s "esemplestlo power," which fuses the raw mate­
rials of a literary work into an organic unit, productive 
of a single effect. But the reviewers continue to urge 
the restraint of an "exuberant imagination within the 
hounds of good t a s t e . i n  short, neo-classical and ro­
mantic theories appear side by side from 1813 to 1633.
from 1823 to 1825 imagination continues to be re-
3garded as almost essential for any novelist, although an 
occasional reviewer remarks that a slight power of Imagina­
tion may be supplemented by other gifts, for Instance, 
there is evident in The Trials of Margaret Lvndaay "less 
of pure imagination" than in other novels. Tet the work la 
worthy of praise because it shows ”a stronger mastery over 
the affections and a deeper insight into the affairs of 
that humble, but often agitated, world."^ Yet the reviewer
* "Noctes Ambrosianae, * XI (1822), 368. ^ee S. T. 
Coleridge, Shakes pea re Lectures and the Blo-gra phi a Litor- 
arla. XIY, both reprinted in ^mith and larks, op. elt.» 
pp. 545 and 550*
* "Graham Jamilton," XI (1822), 731.
* See "Ballantyne*s novelist*s Library," XV (1B24),
412-414.
* XIII (1623), 549. 3ee also "The Inheritance,”
XV (1824), 659.
ef tfSgee Perils of Wcmaii perhaps indicates his romantic
lft teat ha values fancy ana imagination more high­
ly than ha does intelligence* Ha writes, in words reminis- 
cent of Coleridge: "You are a man of an original mind, a
shrevrtt, noticing intelligent man— May more, than that, a 
man of fancy and imagination**^
Until the end of the romantic period the Knglish 
reviewers praise Imagination* Generally* they continue to 
refer to the author’s ability to create the non-existent 
and present it in vivid images*2 But Heynolds’ theory 
(mentioned above} of the imagination as an intuitive feel- 
leg for universal truth is also indicated* For example, 
one reviewer deems imaginative works vastly superior to 
worts based on facts, for, once the curiosity is satisfied 
about faets, *the delight is for the most pert at an end** 
But works of the imagination "address themselves in turn 
to every feeling and passion of our nature; and as long as 
we retain those feelings, so long ore we enchained by them** 
Another reviewer* commenting on the belief that this is the 
only world* asserts:
But to the mind sublimed by the ether of iraagination, that 
creed is a self-evident contradiction; the sole entities 
are then felt to be thoughts; systems on systems, not the 
less real because transitory, are created as at a breath, 
sub-natural* super-natural, preter-natural* Yet all
1 * Hogg’s Three Perils of ^oman," XlV (1823), 427.
2 See "Horae Geraanioee,” XVI (1825), 678, and 
•On the urajaa15o Power, of the Author of ^overlay," XIX 
(1826), 160.
•Taot and Fiction," XX (1826), 685.
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formed on the model of what we call nature, ©nd intelli­
gible to oil who know anything, however dimly, of what 
nature is and received among our persuasions, and beliefs 
and convictions, which are in themselves immortal, though 
at times asleep, and although disappearing, never extin­
guished or destroyed.^*
A hatter example of what might he called metaphysical ro­
manticism would be difficult to find; and, despite the very 
great lack of clarity here, there may be resemblance to 
Coleridge's theory.2 But subsequent uses of the term Indicate 
only the power to reproduce heightened imitations of reality,5 
a power generally commended. The '’lamentable want of all 
imaginative power,1*4 for example, which Lord Kormeaby, Pr. 
lister, and Mr. Hobart Ward display, brings forth severe 
censure from a reviewer; but no such censure falls either 
to the lot of Radford, who is a "master of o vividly original
5
and picturesque imagination,1* or to Theodore Hooker, whoa 
Horth urges "to attempt something really worthy of his 
imagination.”4
^ "The Epicurean," X£1I (18S7), 386.
£ But compare this passage with the theories of 
Schiller, to which it ace os more closely related. See F. 
Schiller, On Simple and Sentimental Poetry and On the Use 
of the Chorus""in Tragedy, both reprinted in Smith and Parks, 
op. cit., pp. 694-697, especially.
3 S.. "Chronicles of Canonists," XXII (1827), 560.
' "The Kuzzllbash," XXIV (1828), 52.
5 "The Fire Nights of St. *.lbans," rCFI (1829), 563.
6 "Nootes Ambroslanae," TXX (1831), 532.
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There is no doubt in the minds of these critics of the 
early nineteenth century that imagination or fancy is an excel­
lent, area an essential possession of a novelist* Many of 
them consider imagination superior to pure intelligence, and 
they consider it sufficient for success even v^ r it occurs in 
a person who is without any knowledge of the principle govern­
ing composition. Very few— and these early in the century- 
express the need of any restraint of imagination at all. It 
is here especially that they show their romantic tendencies. 
Where any attempt at an analysis of imagination is made, the 
analysts Is characterised usually by gr$at vagueness.
/ ■ ;; f • .■
Sanies is an even more important term In the reviews 
than was either fancy or imagination. In faot, the faculty 
which it represents is mentioned by nearly all reviewers 
early and late. In 1817, one reviewer remarks that the "re-
i -1
sources of real genius** are inexhaustible; and In 1819, 
another writes that "great genius may be shewn*’ in novels 
exhibiting the "internal growth and progress of sentiments 
and passions, and their conflicts." In both cases, the 
term probably means consummate general ability, although, 
la the latter ease, the emphasis is upon Inventive, creative 
ability or originality. Both of these meanings are common 
la this criticism. The latter meaning is especially empha-
** "Harrington, a Tale and Ormond, a Tale," I (1817), 
SCO. For ether similar uses see "Ivanhoe,* VI (1819), 36S; 
and "Koctem Aabrosianae," TXVII (1830), 688.
2 "Remarks on the Romance of Antar," IV (1819), 395.
sised before 183?. Indeed, several reviews contain passages 
similar to the description of haturin as "gifted with a 
genius as fervently powerful as it is distinctly original*"1 
Bat la this sentence written in 1028, the word in question 
is synonymous with inspiration or with spirit: "A different 
genius illuaiasa the train, a different spirit rules the 
heart, and a very different hand governs the p e n . 3©, 
tea, is it la this one: "How thrills the touch of Genius 
tbroogh the Mina."3 In fast, fro* 1827 tr, 18ZZ, the tern
vary frequently has the original classical meaning of spirit
or inspiration—-* meaning particularly appealing to roman- 
ties* But eves sore unusual are two uses of the term In 
connect ion with the theories of the continuing stress of 
universal genius and of the world soul. In 1632, a reviewer 
says that la the ease of Chateaubriand "the stream of genius, 
Instead of gliding down the smooth currant of ordinary life, 
has been broken and agitated by the cataract of the revolu­
tion."* Bat a alailer sentence in the much earlier review
1 "Melmoth, the 'wanderer," VIII (1830), 163. For 
similar uses of the term see "American Writers, Ho. V," XV 
(1835), 414; "Oloudealey," XXVII (1830), 711; and "Hootea 
Aabroslanae," XVIII (1836), 780.
* "Tales of the O'Hara Family," XXIV (1828), 470.
3 "The Hovel, a Satire," XXVIII (1030), 627. For
similar uses see "Letter from Philo-kag--Answer from 0* north, 
XII (1822), 50; "A Preface to a Review of the Chronicles of 
Canongate," XXII (1827), 542; "Nootes Ambroaianae," XXVIII 
(1852), 655; "Chateaubriand," XXXI (1832), 217.
4 "Chateaubriand," XXXI (1852), 218.
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** JsSfiStiSiSS. tes ta even greater Oob^gellan vagueness:
Her writings were neither so numerous nor so splendid as 
to endow her with that character; nor did they so prevail 
over the winds of men as wholly to sink the idea of her 
own private and living self in sane a hot root ion of a great 
end emotive genius*!
Oggias hers nay be said to have donned a transcendental 
robe; and by comparison, the statement in another review 
that never were "the long-gathered stores of moat extensive 
erudition applied to the purposes of imaginative genius 
with so such lavish and luxurious power,seems lucid, At 
least there is no reluctance in the letter ease to couple 
transcendent ability or native power of invention with eru­
dition, As a natter of fact, especially before 1S23 there 
Is an occasional reiteration of the neo-classical theory of 
the need for training even in the case of great genius. One 
reviewer# for instance, writes of the author of Adam Blair: 
*Let hist remember that it is not enough to possess genius or 
Invention without cultivating the one or regulating the 
other,*® In moat cases, treae theories of genius s©&m espe­
cially akin to Young’s concepts, For instance, Young mentions 
the "stream* of genius, emphasizes the originating power 
of genius and divine inspiration, and even points out 
that *an evocation of the fruits of genius#»*depends on
1 T (181*), 193.
® "iTenhoe," VI (1619), 262.
3 "Adam Blair," XI (1822), 467.
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externals,"^ la just the way that the re v ie w e r  of the 
Xolcarean doe a here:
ftat man la fortunate, who either sturables by accident, or 
la led by sagacity, on some nook of virgin soil that will 
return a sadden harvest of an hundred-fold* The world 
attributes the wonderful produce entirely to his own genius 
sad skill— forgetting the joint and genital influence of 
the elements all happily tempered and combined*
There are several conclusions to ba drawn concerning 
the use of the tern genius fro® 1017 to 1852. Though not 
defined, it probably denotes general ability; consummate, 
Inexplicable originating power; spirit or inspiration; or an 
emanation of the world soul* ^arly in the criticism there 
are hints of the need for learning; but later there la 
stress upon the untutored, natural, inexplicable theory of 
the inspired genius* -^t the very end, 1827 to 1032, there 
is credence given to the concept that genius is influenced 
the age in which it exists* Only the transcendental 
theory is new, but the tone of the whole Is remarkably ro­
mantic*
Another important terss in the criticism is power* 
which is sometimes coupled with genius * sometimes used as 
a synonym for the latter term* ^or Insta/toe, one reviewer 
Motions that "superior power which many reverence under the
Young, Conjectures on Original Composition* as 
reprinted in ^ aith and Parks, op* clt** p* 420 especially*
XXII (1827), 370.
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M M  ®f Generally» however, the term merely do-
netee either the innate ability to produce an effect^ or 
general foroefulcess of expression*3 Closely related to both 
jffiBSS •** &?alue, are the teres talent and Inspiration, 
though talent is often considerably More limited in scope 
then the first two. Usually, talent refers either to a 
specific aptitude such as the "talent of describing well 
what he (the author) feels with acuteness** or to general 
ability, ability (usually of less importance than that indi­
cated by genius) as In such an expression as "a man of 
sober talent— nothing so re."5
Inspiration appears such less frequently than does
though one would expect reviewers in a romantic era 
to use it often. Generally, the critics employ it very
1 "Tremaine," XVIII (1885), 518. See also "American 
Writers, Bo. V," XT (1825), 414; and "The Xazzilbash,"
XXIV (1888), 53.
* See "Late Anierican Books,” XVIII (1825), 32S; and 
"Bootes Aabrosianae," XXVII (1830), 843.
* See "Cyril Thornton," XXII (1827), 103; "Lights and 
Shadows Of Soottlah Life," XI (1822), 673; "Oloodesley,"
XXVII (1830), 713.
"Ballantyae's “evelist’s Library," XV (1824), 412. 
3ee also "The Oman," XX (1826), 52.
Ibid.. 412. -ee also "Remarks on Althaea and his 
Wife,” II (1618), 545; "Bootes Aaibrosianae," XIII (1823),
594; "The Xazzilbesh," XXIV (1827), 55; and "Cloudealey, A 
Tale," XXVII (1830), 712.
o.su.lly and aaka no effort to define It or to emphasise its 
iaportanee. One urges an author sot to sacrifice "any part 
of bis inspiration which is and always auat be essentially 
poetic." Another writes that Chateaubriand has "drunk 
4wp or Inspiration at all the fountains where it has been 
poured forth to mankind."2 In all of the uses of these three 
tarns somehow related to genius*— powera talent» and Irtapj- 
ration— there are no new theories or meanings* One notes 
especially that power and ins pi rat ion a both of wh ioh have 
roanntie connotations, appear very seldom before 1823.
Associated at tines with imagination. genius* power, 
and talent are the vaguely synonymous tems originality.
Invention, and ooneep tion— all denoting qualities which 
these reviewers deem essential. Usually Invention refers to 
creative or imaginative power and at times specifically to 
the production of incidents and forming them into co­
herent plot structures. xh« latter type of invention, one 
critic, agreeing with Aristotle, feels to be wa higher and 
rarer power than delineation of eharaoter.”  ^ In general, 
however, critics are not so specific but merely deplore 
want of general "inventive faculties"4 and praise the presence
* "The Trials of Ifargaret Lyndsay,” XIII (1823), 550.
* "Chateaubriand,” XXXI (1832), 218.
5 "Notebook of a literary Idler," no. 2, Will (1825),
298.
* "Letters of Timothy Tickler Esq. to Lminont Lit­
erary Characters," no* 18, XI (1624), 2C6. See also "Legends 
and Traditions of the South of Iceland,” XVIII (1825), 55.
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•f invsafcion.1 Ik follows obviously that; they praise orig­
inality, too, since originality is oerely another tera for 
isvoakion or ianginatlve power. The reviewers write of the 
"originality sad p o w e r , o f  one author, and of the "powerful 
and original a lad of another.**^ Interestingly enough, al­
though one oritlo says that Irving has no "Inventive power, 
another feels that he has "great power— original power*
Meet critics agree on the subject, however* ??orth writes 
that "originality" is "a chare that never fadeth away."5 
In general, his opinion is shared by the other reviewers*
They eons Ida r also that conception, the power or process of 
f a m i n g  original ideas, is important; and they use the tern 
often* Scott’s "depth of conception,"6 for instance* brings
1 Sss "Gdoherty on Berner," XI (1822), 422; "Ballan- 
tyae’s Kovelist’s Library," XV (1824), 412*
2 "The Inheritance," XV (1324), 695. See also 
"Ms* Blair," XI (1822), 349; "Pen Owen," XI (1822), 349.
5 "Reginald Dalton," XVI (1824), 182. See also 
"Hatilda," XIX (1826), 27; and "The Xuzzilbash," TKIV (1828), 61.
^ In order see "Letters of Tiraothy Tioklor," XVI 
(1324), 296; and "American Writers," XVII (1825), 59*
6 "Hoctes Aflbrosienac," TTVTII {1830), 843. See 
also "Noctes Aabrosienae," XIII (1623), 609.
6 "Ivanhoe," V (1819), 262.
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prtla®; and. Goethe Is described as "grast la conception. 
So too is Hope,^ In short, originality. invention. ana con­
gestion are tons that appear often in those reviews.
Host of the terms discussed, we generally associate 
with inherent qualities. Taste is like these somewhat in* 
he rent but also often to be cultivated. as it is used hare, 
the ton is xteo-alasaioal rather than romantic in its con* 
aotations. It say refer either to decorum or to personal 
preference® or to a sense of discrimination,* Generally 
it denotes the Popean ideal, an innate and cultivated feeling 
for that which la suitable. The restraint of "good taste”® 
la constantly praised. One reviewer, for instance, commends 
Slelend for the "exquisite taste" that "would not permit him 
to detail the grossness of sense,1* Taste appears rarely 
after 1326,
The teres knowledge and observation, however, appear
^ "Vilhelm ^aister-^emoira of Roethe," XV (1824),
620 and 622,
^ "The Kuzzllbash," XXIV (1828), 54, ^ee also, for 
similar remarks, "Yargas," XI (1622), 730; "Remarks on the 
Kovel of Vatthew Wald,* XV (1624), 572,
9 See "Matthews, Dibdln, and Morgan,” XX (1822), 695.
* "fragment of a Literary Romance," X (1817), 106.
5 "Graham Hamilton," XI (1822), 731, 3eo also "The 
Inheritance," XV (1624), 669; "Hogg’s Three Perils of Woman," 
XIV (1323), 427; "Remarks on Altham and R is Wife," III (1818), 
545,
* "Horae &ermanloae, no, XXI," VI (1825), 674.
-a?
even In 183£. ffcey indicate qualities or faculties in­
volving conscious application and cultivation* Knowledge 
In the one which appears more frequently; ana particularly 
emphasized he re f as in the journals already examined, is the 
"knowledge of human naturethough all knowledge reeelTea 
aoae praise— knowledge of Spanish manners, "knowledge of 
strange sanners," "knowledge of mankind," "knowledge of 
facts,* and "knowledge of the world."® Since this knowledge 
of manners and customs of men is gained partly from obser­
vation, "acute" and "extensive" powers of observation® or 
"observation and reflection"* are also praised.
But never, of course, la the praise accorded these 
latter qualities as great as that given to genius, Imagi­
nation, and fancy— or even as great as that given Invention, 
conception and originality. Of the terms applied to the 
author, the ones which show the greatest influence of newer 
thought are, naturally, genius and imagination, both of which
1 "Graham Hamilton," XI (182S), 731. 3ee also "Fen 
Owen," XI (1822), 634.
8 3*. In the order named "Vargas," XII (1828), 730; 
•Velperga," XIII (1823), £84; "Remarks on the Kovel of 
Matthew Said," XV (1624), 868; "Notebook of a Literary 
Idler, Ho. II," XVII (1825), 239; "Nootes Ambroelanae,"
XXX (1881), 838.
3 "Marriage," III (1818), 286 and 294. See aluo 
"The Satall," XIII (1823), 80; "Reginald Lalton," XVI (1824), 
102; and "Bellantyne's Novelist's Library ," XV (1824), 412.
* "NocteB A.bro8ianae," XXX (1631), 531.
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have been affected by * *ert of transcendental belief. 
Otherwise, the terms and the theories inextricably connected 
with them so ho the criticism, especially the very liberal 
neo-classical and the pre-romantio sorts, discoverable in 
the latter port of the eighteenth century, lasts. however, 
suggests even earlier critical tenets.
B Terms Applicable To ^he Novel Proper
Bet consider the production of the novelist and the 
terms applicable to it. Before examining the terms specifi­
cally applicable to various phases of the novel— to the 
descriptions, the characterizations, and the plot, including 
both the struoture and the story— there are several passages 
that should be noted. Two— almost unique In the periodicals—  
emphasize the need foi* thought and planning on the part of 
the novelist before he attempts his task. According to one 
reviewer, Godwin, "who has arrived at the highest species of 
perfection, his department of art affords,* employs a method 
worthy to be imitated by others.
Be sketches in his own mind, with a comprehension and 
bold imagination the plan of his work; he digs at the foun­
dations, and learns all th© due bearings of his positions; 
be examines his materials, end sees exactly to what purpose 
each is best fitted; he makes an incident; he unerringly 
divines the results, both of the event and passion, which 
this incident will bring forth. By dint of the mastery of 
thought, he transfuses himself into the very souls of his 
personages, lie dives into their secret hearts and lays bare, 
even to their anatomy, their workings; not a pulsation 
escapes him,— while yet all is blended into one whole, which 
forms the pervading Impulse of the individual be brings 
before us.a
1 "Gloade.ley," XXTII (1830), 712
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3o»b fcenaa her. .a unerringly. very .pals. and aecrat heart a 
•xe exuberantly enthuolaatlej bat the stress throughout is 
ea planning, os thorod^^938| on OAf^ful ettention to cause 
and effeet. ^he idea is one Involving analysis and fore­
sight* "Blended into one whole" is, of course, the total 
unity, the organic entity expressed to soiae extent by Longinus 
•a* Sohlegel aah certainly by vtoleridge.1 In another nrtiele 
Worth makea the very relid stateoent that purely "from
O
went of previous meditation" Buiwar and others like him 
have failed to produce the desired effect. Kven ^ oott errs 
in this particular. Bat it is worthy of mentioning that 
not before 1850 Is ther© any such emphasis upon planning.
frue, the reviewers mention the advisability of 
having sons sort of unity or of basing novels upon some 
kind of principles of composition. i’he terrs rules. canon. 
unity, lea regies, and law appear— though infrequently—  
frwa 1818 to 1830. In 1818, however, one reviewer declares 
that non-conformity to "established rules of art" is better 
In the case of a work designed "to express habits of thought 
and sentiment.*9 But another later mentions approvingly
1 3ee Longinus, On the Sublime, tr. w. Rhys Roberts, 
reprinted in Smith and Parks, op. clt.» p. 105; A. -a1. Schlegel, 
Lectures on Draaatio Art and Literature (Vienna, 1861),
Lecture "xWlpp\"T5£®8; and w. T. Coleridge, Shakespeare 
Lectures, reprinted in umith and Parks, op. olt., pp» 545 and 
551.
* "hoctes Aabrosianae," XXX (1831), 531-533.
3 "On the Candida of Voltaire," III (1818), 155.
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the that in no tragic story should there he more
than one groat,.«« consummated tragic e v e n t . H e  also
discusses a somewhat rosantio unity— the "unity in the ruling
passion ot the halc."^ * On the other hand, tUo vary tradl-
tional rules comn to the forefront la a consideration entitled
"French Literature.*2 Here the reviewer reminds us that in
the past whatever Freach author "endeavored to follow
nature rather than lea regies* was hy unanimous consent,
eoavioted of barbarism** Continuing, the critic admits
that this "habit of attention to the rules, while it cramped
the balder flights of imagination . ... gave ..., a neatness
and correctness of expression.* His opinion is worthy of
note in an era when "the controversy waxes strong between
the elasslqaa and the roaantlQoe: and the latter party,...
are gaining ground."2 Somewhat similar is the stand of
another critic who proclaims the necessity of "a certain
3degree of obedience to rule and law.* But, of course, the 
lews to which he refers seem to be the kind advanced by 
Coleridge and by Reynolds.3 The reviewer declares that 
Shakespeare, far from being "irregular" is "the closest fol­
lower of these laws, for he has a scope and an aim, which,.*. 
ha fulfills.*3 Moreover, "merely copying from our own
^ "Chrenioles of Genongate," XXII (1827), 563-564.
2 XXVI (1829), 206 and 206.
3 "Cloudeeley," XXVII (1830), 712. See Sir. *T. 
Reynolds, discourse XIII, reprinted in ^ml&h and Parks, op.
Git*9 PP* and 485 especially; and see T. Coleridge, 
Shakespeare Lectures, reprinted in ibid., pp. 548 and 550 
especially*
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hearts will no nor® fora a first-rat© work of art* than will 
tttxtalfiU representstloas* of nature "form a good palntlag1*
If non® of the rale® of grouping and colouring are followed,*'** 
Thor® in her© apparent, especially from 1827 on, a 
rejection ©f the "thoughtless* concept of art. The emphasis 
in upon the iwoesaity— not for the application of stringent 
rules of the neo-classicists, perhaps— but for sensible, 
thoughtful planning, for attention to somewhat liberal prin­
ciples produo tire of form and of unity of effect* Thus one 
finds the old tens unity, rules* and prlaci oloa designs ting 
slightly different concepts from those which Uymer, for 
instance, held*
Haying planned his work and considered the principles 
applicable to the whole, the novelist is expected, while 
writing, to keep ia mi ad certain points with regard to his 
descriptions, characters, and plot.
In the desoriptlons, fidelity to nature is the 
requisite wont often mentioned before 1622, For example, 
the desoriptlons of landscape In ffrankenstejn are good 
because they contain "the eboiee requisites of truth, 
freshness, precision and beauty,The description of the 
tournament in Ivanhoe wins the epithet "exquisite,* because
1 Ibid.. 712.
® • F w O w n i U l n , *  II (1818), 612.
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It has ^all the truth and graphic precision of Frols s&pt—  
all the splendor and beauty of Ariosto*** bos Ides being 
pregn&ted with a spirit of power and pathos#*^ In spite of 
the soeaewhat exaggerated nature of the praise bestowed upon 
Iv&nhoe. the passage is significant In that it represents 
an application to description of the traditional terns** 
truths precision. power, pathos, beauty, and aplandor* But 
there is a new tendency to demand a warm, animated reality 
In description instead of a stereotyped background for the 
action of the characters*
Fr012 1322 on, the reviewers• Interest in descriptions 
Increases* Coupled with the demand for fidelity or truth In 
descriptions corns here the theory that not only should the 
descriptions show the good taste of the writer, but tht\t 
there should be preciseness and clarity of detail:
The improved taste in description Is among the most 
remarkable and advantageous changes of modern writing* ilrs.
Radcliffs*a fine poetic pencil was wasted in a languid and 
general picturing; all ber descriptions wore the same features, 
and all their features were obscured by the same lavish and 
absorbing colour* She looked on sea and mountain, forest and 
valley, through the same Claude Lorraine glass* Latter times 
have taught better concepTTonsT tlie distinct and thg pictur­
esque now supersede the graceless and the confused*
The extreme Gothic, one might say, is giving way to a purer
Longlnlan theory* But the attention to methods and to taste
1 "Ivanhoe," V (1819), 266.
2 "Valerius," XI (1822), 96. This Is, of course, an 
attack upon the eighteenth-century picturesque fashion.
reminds one of the neo-classicists* ^specially Interesting 
Is tbs theory that descriptions should have some purpose in 
a story* This Indicates a newer tendency»»thi8 tli&9 toward 
functional, Modern criticise* To this requisite, the decorip~ 
tions In Adoe Blair do not measure up; for, though "well 
delineated," they are "not always necessary to any purpose 
la the story, end but slight adjuncts to it."* Moreover, 
despite their pleasing "particularity In detail," they are 
too prolix to keep the attention of the reader.
Succeeding reviews introduce no important new concepts 
In then, the terms discoverable in the works of neo-classi- 
eists and pre-romanticists appear side by side, There are
such terse as external nature. power and originality true
5 4to nature and melancholy: brilliant and sublime. in the
criticism of £oottvs later descriptions, "truer than painting"
suggests the pseudo-Horatlan theories; and, stretching a
point, one may concede that a faint, flimsy Implication of
1 "Adam Blair," XI (1622), 460-467. Of. Quarterly 
&sview. XLTIII (1832), 177-178.
* "Lights and Shadows of Icofctish Life," XX (1022),
54.
^ "The Trials of Vargerefc Lynd3ay," XIII (1823), 353.
4 "Hajji Baba of Ispahan," XV (1824), 51. For other 
uses of sabllae or sublimities, see "Fragment of a Literary 
R o m a n c e 1(1817) , 6*9';''"Tv an hoe," V (161fc), 270; "Ballan- 
tynevs Novelist’s Library," XV (1824), 414.
5 "Ballantyne9s Novelist’s Library," XV (1B24), 412.
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Lesaing’s theory occurs in this sentence: "There is an ex­
tent la the grouping and a minute variety which no pencil 
oool4 picture."* Here, however, resemblances to Lessing’s 
concept, to classical or pseudo-classical theory ends, for 
the author pours forth this rhapsody:
We tremble at the brink of a precipice, and listen for the 
voice of the waters that are raging and roaring below* We 
shudder at the approach of a devouring flood and at the 
rapid ruin which it spreads as it advances*
Seating* roaring, tremble* shudder* devouring, precipice—
these suggest the romantic spirit— specifically the eerlier
concepts of the sublifse.* Although to Scott’s descriptions
more unreserved praise is given, those of other authors—
of Hope and £iss Bdgeworth, for instance— received commends-
2tlons* Those of the former are "vivid and vigorous."
Those of the latter, whether "humorous" or "pathetic^ * are
5
•Just* and "vivid*" In terminology, therefore, fro® 1822 
to 1832 one finds little new* Sfeo-Longinian and neo-classi­
cal terms dominate the criticism of descriptions, but the 
proportion is worthy of remark* The somewhat enthusiastic, 
aesthetic terms are beginning almost to outnumber the 
others*
1 "Chateaubriand," XXXII (1832), 218. See S. H. 
Monk, The ^ablime; A Study of Critical Theories in XVIII 
Century Knkland. (Hew York. Modern Language Aasooietlon,
ISSfTT’
8 "The Xuazllbaeh," XXIY (1828), 61. Compare with 
J* Addison’s Spectator* no* 416 and no* 418*
3 "Teles of the G»Hara Family," XXIV (1828), 469.
Obviously, as has been stated a w e ,  the critical 
dictum considered most seriously ana frequently from 1818 to 
m s  is that of fidelity to life or nature; but usually 
even that theory is vaguely understood or at least loosely 
applied, Tet there is also at least one case of stress 
upon functional relevance, a matter generally ignored by 
earlier critics of poetry and drama upon the few occasions 
that they deigned to consider the matter of description at 
all. And this application of an old Aristotelian principle 
in a comparatively modern fashion is, therefore, of soma 
significance.
To s o a s extent, such of the treatment of character* 
i sat ion is similar to that of description. The major emphasis 
is upon fidelity to life here also; and most of the terms 
indicate that emphasis. Form 1817 to 1824 especially, terms 
like truth, fidelity, keeping (denoting appropriateness to 
type consistency), human nature in the abstraot (denoting 
the universal), and real or reality (denoting either factual 
aeeoraey or verisimilitude) abound. There are two points 
earth noting in addition. In oontrast to neo-classical 
theory, one reviewer defends the "want of a hero,* or
l
In the order named see, for examples, "Tales of My 
L- ord," I (1817), 298; "Remarks on 3oflwinfa Hew Hovel 
? < ovllle," II (1817), 275; "Tales of Hy Landlord, Second
:rl3S," III (1618), 570-572; "Adan Blair," XI (1822),
£32-553 and 358; "The Entail," XIII (1023), 78-60,
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the absence ©f a "leading spirit influencing and stamping 
the destinies of all toward one great consummation*"1 Be 
feels that the presence of "many leading characters" can be 
defended because it allows each reader to select from the 
group his own hero and because it renders the novel "like 
reality*"1 The second point is the especial attention given 
to "lew* eharacters-*somewhat in the Wordsworthian tradition* 
Of especial interest is the attention given Ur. Oaltfo Jew, 
In when the "lowest passions of our nature" are given "a 
tragic interest" by combining them with others that are not 
low and showing their united operation "in the soul of a 
traveling dealer in amall wares*"1 Here, to the theories 
of realism, of the acceptability even of common characters 
Is added perhaps the romantic notion of the good existing 
beneath unattractive exteriors*
Of both actual and fictitious characters, the 
reviewers have a good deal to say from 18&3 through. 1624* 
Though the introduction of actual personages is not 
forbidden, there is an inti&fction th if such are to 
be presented, they must be drawn with detailed factual 
aeeuraoy* Hra* Shelley, for instance, errs in her failure 
to present "the keen Italian wit" of Qastruccio.2
1 «Th« intail," XIII (1823), 78-80.
2 -Valper«;a," XIII (1823), 2e3-2S4.
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Xa fiotifeioas characters, a major demand Is for a 
kind of realism of detail, which Is said to be looking in 
the characters of The Trials of Margaret tyndsay* The latter 
hare a kind of tepid universality or type character, their 
"salable as well as their unsalable traits being of a general 
kind," entirely destitute of "Individual features*"1 Another 
objectIon Is
thet there Is too little of relief in the delineations of 
character, and In the circumstances of the persons introduced 
late It* But the author may reply, that Nature, in the simple 
fens in which this tale is meant to exhibit her, does not 
deal in extremes, and is best represented.In those middle 
tints which belong to the world as it is*x
Much of this criticism gives a definite Impression of
romanticism despite the author*s attempt to elevate a type
of realism and to ward off suggestions of violent romanticism*
The impression comes no doubt from the somewhat muddled
fusion of the theories of vralsemblance and actuality, as
well as from his attitude toward Hatore*
A decorum of character is sometimes considered 
seeeeaary. *his, the hero of hajji *>at>a of Ispahan lacks* 
"From beginning to end," Hajji Baba is "a low crmraoter,"
"a rascal," to whom his author denies "even the advantage 
of personal courage*"^ If Hajji must be a rascal, the critic 
opines, he "ought to be a rascal like a gentleman.nS Here
1 XIII (1823), 502.
2 "HeJJl Baba of Ispahan," XV (1824), 53-57.
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the thtorj is, of ooQrs6| qoo^oIsssIcbI dqcofues, 
Moreover, aany of the torms appearing in this criticism 
are definitely those used by the neo-classicist©* One 
reeds such expressions as "true to nature "minute
of oharsoterizotion,1 "distlnet,**1 "individual ana 
poooliar character, and "want of taate end feeling*1 
is aanageeent of o ha rasters.
Of course, there is also, especially in Scott's
criticism, some new and romantic phraseology with the old*
Seott says ^mollett wps "a searcher of d a r k  bosoms, and
lowed to paint characters under the strong agitation of
flores and stormy passions*" At times Scott’s wording
applies to the emotional reaction of the readers, at times
to that of the characters, and definitely shews Scott's
relationship to the "shudder" school* He says:
Fathom is a living and existing miscreant, at whom we shrink 
as from the presence of an incarnate fiend, while the 
villain of Fielding seems rather a cold personifioation-of 
the abstract principle of evil***, absolutely tiresome*
Ha mentions also "the sure taot and accurate development**^ *
of La Sage’s characters. One notes especially the emphasis
upon the tern development, not stressed greatly in earlier
criticism* The recognition of tho power of the novel to
^ "Ballantyne'a Novelist’s Library," XV (1B&4),
409-415.
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pfMist tfes development of character apparently prompts
another reviewer to consider the question of technique.
When the "chief object ie the development of character,"
he writes, "the us© of the first person furnishes him (the
novelist) with infinitely superior facilities for the easy
and fell attainment of the purpose h© has in vi©w."*^
So continues the criticism, old and new terms
appearing together. 5 us an Ferrier, we learn, is particularly
gifted in characterization. She has "added new char oters
2t© the stock.* Not like Miss Austen, feeble "whenever 
she steps beyond that walk" of her small world, Susan 
Ferrier paints all types. The "flower of the flock,” how­
ever, is her Vi33 Pratt, "quite new— fresh— complete— perfect- 
the best old maid 'dthout erception, ... since ... Miss 
Wester**, in Tom Jones ..." The test for t-^ ot ilency, in the 
words of this critic, is that characters, if ..ell drawn,
2"will delight you and will live in your memory forever." The 
emphasis upon the aesthetic reaction of the reader, the 
refreshingly different terminology are worthy of comment even 
though one may not agree with the critic1s judgment of the 
respective merits of Miss Austen and i^ iss ierrier. Thus, in
^ "Remarks on the Novel of Matthew ’-/aid," XV 
(1824), 566.
^ "The Inheritance," XV (1624), 659, 664, 674. But 
see "Noctes Ambrosianae," XXX (1652), 553, where Tickler 
laments that Ferrlerfs characters are often "caricatures."
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1824, alone, ofiB finds that critics run the gaatat or terms 
from dacorag, truth to nature. and Individuality of charac­
ters to new appreciative ones like flower of the flook.
Frew 1889 to 1898 a similar diversity of terminology 
appears, tfore or less in chronological order on© reads of 
"particular and precise bits of human nature,** embodied in 
characters; of Wieland’s characters drawn with such "oon- 
snaaate art* that, though "every trait is minutely markedVM
•11 details "serve only to present us with a beautiful and
2
banonious whole.* Then one reads of Cooper* s character;
"Balph* is nobody. He is an afterthought, we guess: 
a sort of interlineation; a bit of running aocQmpanljaant 
of mystery and surprise--!ike "the Spy* himself, without 
weening or probability.
The reviewer makes his demand for probability and verisimili­
tude very strong, upbraiding Cooper for fearing to make 
"an idiot behave like an idiot," or "to put bad grammar Into 
the mouth" of an Illiterate lest he, Cooper, ba thought an 
Idiot or unlearned. "Truth," deolares the reviewer, "what­
ever people way say truth is, is not vulgarity; nor is untruth 
refinement.Here is the old terminology— probability,
^ "New Series of Sayings and Doings," XVI (1825), SSI.
^ "Korae Oenoanlcae, * XVII (1825), 674.
3 -Late Aetrloao Books," XYIII (1825}, 326. i'ost 
Awerioan writers redeive adverse criticism, but Cooperfa 
character Leatberstooking is praised in "American writers,"
X? (18S4), 427, and that of Washington In The Refugee Is 
eewmnded for its truth in the former article, p. 32^.
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Sg&fikt vul«cglfey* refinement: but, of course, the theory 1® 
scarcely one of desiccated neo-classical decorum*
Though the criticism of characterization X« inter- 
ostiog, there is not much that is notable after 13&5 save 
so®e rather analytical remarks of Scott's anent the difference 
between the characters in the historice I novel and those in 
the novel of character, where {as here In The Oman) the 
interest centers, not upon the incidents, but upon "the 
peculiar turn of mind of the principal personage who ia 
active or passive under them."* This brand of novel Scott 
likens to the earlier plays of humor In that both produce 
characters that border on "the grotesque or unnatural.*^
The L.. vas denoting realism still are in the majority*
Mias mtfordfs oheraouers are "truthful and vigorousStfore-
over, In accord with the newer tendency to praise the "humbis*
characters, the fidelity of "her pictures o* poachers and
tinklers" charms the trick Shepherd. In Alethe in The
3Ejglcureeg, "every touch is true to nature*; and anyone who 
does not recognize the excellence of her must he "cold, 
blind, and deaf, in sense and soul." >oofcfcfs introduction 
of greater "varieties of character"* than could have been 
introduced la poetry and the "fidelity" of his characters
1 "The Omen," XX (1826), 52.
^ "Mootea ^sabroaianae, " XX (1826), 777-780.
3
XXXI {1827}, 393.
* "A Preface to a hevlew of the Shronloles of 
Canongate," XX (1827), 551.
to "national*1 traits, North praises* Moreover, another
critic declares that, if one will grant the premise to the
author of ?lre Sights of *>t. Albans that people actually
once bellowed in the supernatural, then the characters in
that novel appear like "real men and women"2 and react
naturally to superstition*2 With real* one finds also
siteres like well-diewn and caricatures: and, in the
criticise of ^cott’s characters, figurative expressions 
like "not spectres— but giant flesh and blood or glad and 
glorious."* Then, of course, Aristotle’s theory of the 
universal, the essential verity (adopted by Johnson and 
others) tons the basis for the statement that Cervantes, 
Shakespeare and -cott alone have penetrated "to the deep 
substratum of character" which, however disguised by 
"varieties of climate and government" is "at bottom every­
where the same** Hence, they have found "a responsive
5
echo la every human heart."
To sum up the matter of characterizations. From first
Ibid,, 851.
XXn (1826), 563. Compere the theory with that in 
Jm Dryden, An Kssay in hefenae of Heroic Flays. w. p. Ker 
collection, i, 155-154.
5 "Koctes Ambrosianae," XXVII (1830), 568.
4 "The Maid of Elver," XXXI (1852), 983.
5 "Chateaubriand," XXXII (1832), 210. See 3. Johnson, 
Preface to Shakespeare, reprinted in ^mith and Parks, pp. 
cltTTT* 443 ff.
to last the terms found here In greatest abundance are those 
airtliwt. Individual, fidelity, reality. truth, nature, 
raal. llf«. probability; hut no one of them la used in excess. 
The one olear stress upon need for unity of effect even in a 
ohareeter (harmonious stole), the definite understanding of the 
advantage of the novel form in presenting the development of 
character and varieties of character; the use of terms stressing 
the readers reaction to the character, like delight, memory, 
■fetisk; the attention to technique— all help make the criticism 
of characterisation here seem fairly good— certainly interesting. 
From 1824 on, never terms and t ^ries appear with the old. The 
praise of "lev* characters ap - . in 1823, but most new terms 
appear later. The most enthusiastic and romantic discussions 
c o m , I believe, in 1352; but even here the c e l  uniastio also
rests upon the Aristotelian theory of the universal.
In considering specific requirements of the plot (in­
cluding here, as In other journals, both fable and framework), 
the reviewers regard "material" as "perhaps the first 
point toward success.*^ They mention "vain dreams of fan­
tastic or phrenzied Imaginations,*2 humbler features
exhibited by human life";s "actual existences, and not ... 
pastimes of imagination*;3 "manifestations exhibited in
1 "Hajji Baba of Ispahan," XV (1824), 51.
2 "Remarks of ' odwln'a New Novel, -ndevilla," II
(1817), 269-270.
3 "Thoughts on Revel Writing," IV (1819), 394-395.
The absence of definition here rakes his precise meaning 
doubtful.
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ftslilmlilt life" with "no root In anything pawMi!isnttt;^  
the Ilf® of the middle classes;* •the Internal growth and 
progress of sentiments and passions, and their conflicts"-- 
the latter type being called by one reviewer "a spurious 
eert of literature" affording "temporary excitement"*-- 
buna "frailties*"purely poatioal materials"and 
certain American subjects.4 Of the last, the reviewer 
declares? "No art can stale® stamp acts or tea duties romantic.*4 
Am for the other subjects, all are defended at times, opposed 
at times. In general, materials too poetical or those con­
cerning recent history are opposed, i’he only tendencies to 
be painted out— and they may be indicated only tentatively—  
are toward a greater use of "historical events and char&o-
K
ters" following ^cott and a more extensive presentation of 
"passions, affections and wills of men*4 as part of the move­
ment against the novel of manners, whloh, after Burney and 
Austem, went into a considerable decline. Scott pleased all 
reviewers by writing "in lines of xight the annals of
1
Ibid.. 385.
Z "Adam Blair," XI (1822), 358.
^ "Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life," XI (1822),
6*0.
4 "Notebook of a Literary Idler, ko. 1," XVII (1825), 
758-739. See also "Late American Books," XVII (1825), 317.
5 "The Ossa," XX (1826), 52.
6
"A Preface to a Review of the Chronicles of Sanon- 
gate," XXII (1857), 546. North (Wilson) especially commends 
the "passions* that ore "primary sad permanent" as suitable 
material. Xhesc, he says, &oott uses.
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fcba chivalrous end bcroio daya of aold feudal Scotland.
£ 3 AFeeling,** sentiment. passion. and pathoa --these
tens often indicate subject matter afoich the critics deem
exceptionally suitable for the novel. The reviewer® quote
both Word ©worth** and Johnson^ upon the matter of sentiment
in Klehaxdson, From Johnson, these lines are quoted:
•Shy, sir, if you were to read Ulehardson for the story 
your impatience would be so muoh fretted, that you would 
hang yourself, But you must read him for the sentiment, 
and consider the story only as giving occasion to the 
sentiment,"
In generaly the reviewers agre ith Johnson that some
sentiment, some passion is acceptable -— pathos, especially
7sc— but not "squeamish paling lady-like sentimentality.** 
Like the terms associated with serious emotions,
* "The Uaid of £lvar," XXI (1852), 218. Concerning 
this term, see J* *. Bray, on. olt.. p. 110.
* "On the Writings of Charles Brockden Brown and 
Washington Irving," VI (1820), 559.
^ "American Writers, Ho. 4," XVII (1825), 54. 3ee 
also "On the Bramatic Powers of the Authorof *averl©y,"
H X  (1826), 155. Of. with J. Lryden, defense of an ~a_aay of 
Dyy»tie Poesr. ter collection, X, 113-114 and 185-185.
^ "Ballantynefa Novelist*s Library," TV (1824), 408. 
See also ^ merloan Writers, No. 4," XVII (1825), 64. "Nootes 
Ambrosia nee," XXVI (1829), 557; "The Five Nights of :it. Al­
bans," ~XVI (1829), 553; "Iloctes Ambrosianae," XXX (1831),
533; "Chateaubriand," XXXII (1832), 218. For a similar us© 
of the term In the preceding century sae J. 'artcn, ~s.say 
on Pope. I, 32.
® "An ^ssay ob tho fhoory and ^rltln^a of **ord8worth," 
xrrx (1829), 463.
6
*Tha Unwilling '‘tithcr,’* IIV (1623), 460.
7 "American 'Trltara, JSo. 4," XVTI (1825), 64. See 
alao •'Cyril “hornton," 1X11 (1827), 99.
those connoting lighter feeling— wit, humor, comedy. and 
»sti$s~also appear in the reviewers* considerations of 
material. The teres themselves, however, m y  apply to 
realities of toe author as well as to his material. Gen­
erally, all of these terms refer in a somewhat synonymous 
fashion to the comic element  ^in the fables. But t are 
are some slight distinctions* as Scott uses the terms in 
discussing Smollett, Le Sags, and Fielding respectively—  
ami most reviewers use the terms similarly— humor indicates 
toe agreeably ludicrous and is associated with Judgment; wit 
denotes pointed, ingenious and amusing association of dis­
similar Ideas and is oonneoted with fancy; satire is wit 
dlreeted to practical or ethical ends; and irony signifies
la "grave* form of humor— the type which Fielding possesses,* 
Throughout the period the reviewers praise humor2 and wit,3 
although being somewhat inclined to favor humor as more 
"natural."4 "Keen satire"® or trenchant wit they also regard
* "Ballantyne*s Novelist’s Library,* XV (1824), 
413-415, See also "The Omen," XX (1826), 52. Compare 
Baslitt's definitions in w. Hazlitt, 2orks, edd., Waller and 
Glover, VIII, 15-14,
* "Fen Owen," XI (1822), 634; "The Unwilling Author," 
XIV (1823), 420; "Letters of Timothy Ticfcler, Kaq. to 
Kainent Literary Characters, no, xvili," XVI (1824), 296; 
"Cloudesley," XVII (1830), 712.
® "New Series of Sayings and Doings," XVIII (1825),
224,
4 "American Writers, No, 4," XVII (1826), 64.
5 "Percy Mallory," XV (1824), 25. For other uses 
of the term see also "The Five Nights of 3t. Albans,"
XXVI (1829), 563; "The Hovel, a Satire," XXVIII (1830), 624 
yf „; "Hoctes Ambroslanse," XXX (1831), 533,
as excellent la its place, uses of the terms &re quite
neo-classical*1 There ia perhaps less stress upon the terms 
sense and judgment than was found in earlier oritlets©; but 
the latter teres do appear* 'exceedingly neo-classical in 
teres is a Terse—satire on the novel in which appear these 
terns: wit* humour* fancy* sensible, polished, truth and nature*
The attitudes of the reviewers toward the us© of the 
supernatural, though perhaps more liberal than that of the 
nee-classicists, is considerably more restrained than one 
might expect* In tne discussion of the suitability of super­
natural subjects, as in the case of the conic ones above, the 
selection and meanings of the terns are largely derivative*
One reads such terns and expressions as marvelous, refined. 
supernatural * laws of nature* probable. miracles* and logical 
precision.^ as well as common, familiar, spectral appendages * 
pleasurable horror* thrill the soul* superstition* legendary 
terrors** lews of the 3ubter&nn©en or of the supernat-
i
See especially J. fcennis, The Impartial Critic, 
reprinted in 1* 2* Splngafn, Critical ^asays of the'Seven­
teenth Century* III, pp. 145-197* See also C* Cpyden,
Worts* ed* by Coott end faints bury, IX, @5-9& and XT, 347;
S* Addison, Complete £orks, Bohn ad*, II, 297 and 357; S. 
Johnson, Com pietc Worts (London* 1925), VII, 472*
* -Th. Hot.1, a Gatlra," TXVIII (1B30), 627.
”B***rk* on Frankenstein," II (1816), 613-614.
* "Phantasmagoria as— de iteoueil df histories de*
apparitiones, de Spectres, da Hevenons, Pantomos," 1X1
(1813), 591-592.
MSl. SSMS., w»ttflQM unholy horror. and soperstl— 
blocs dread*^ Moat of these terms appear In works published 
daring the eighteenth century or earliereworks of liberal 
neo-classicists and pre-romantioists.3 3eott9s position Is 
that the supernatural should he introduced merely to show the 
effects of superstitions upon believers in them and thus "to 
open new trains ... of thought."* But the author should de­
duce the consequences of such beliefs "with logical precision, 
should present a probable narrative** All reviewers, like 
Scott, require a certain reasonable treatment of the 
irrational and supra-senslble once these elements are intro­
duced* *hen ears is taken in the handling of the supernatural 
these ©lessents are classod with the "beauties]* as here in 
the criticism of Scott9s materials:
And then what a world of beauties of another class altogether 
The high romantic chivalries, the dark superstition, the 
witchcraft by which the dead are reanimated, the grave, the
1 "The Epicureans," XXII (1027), 386.
^ "The Five hlghts of St* Albans," XXVI (1829), 563*
3 See especially J. Addison, r^>eotator Papers* Ho* 
419, es reprinted In r^nitn and Parks*~"otu cltT. ppT 683*
664;and E* Burke, A Philosophical Inquiry into the Origins
of oar Ideas of the ^ubllme and the ^autlful. chapters 2 
and 5. £»ee also J“* ^ryden, An ^asay of heroic Plays. ICer 
collection. I, 153-154*
* "Hemarks on Frankenstein," II (1B18), 613-614.. 
Compare this etand with the similar one taken by ^alpole in
the Prefaee to The Castle of Otranto* ed. Caroline Spurgeon, 
pp, IT-Ivi.
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grandeur, the magnificence of the proa®, that Is all 
that poetry ever was, or ever can be,*
incidentally, an example of the "beauties criticism** 
espoused by such critics as tennis, Soileau, and ^Mdlson. 
Altogether, despite the rather obvious approval given such 
subject eatter, there is scaroely the spontaneous, unthinking 
clamor for every kind of thrill that one might expect to find. 
In other words, there Is no complete adherence to a simple 
pattern* Certainly, the supernatural, along with the comic, 
and the pathetic, is acceptable to these critics,
The general critical opinion with regard to the con­
strue tl os of plots, once the materiel is ohur,er>, that 
plot8 and plot structure are considerably less Important 
than other essentials, This opinion is voiced more often in 
later numbers of Blackwood*3 than in the earlier ones, and 
very seldom* indeed ere specific principles of plot structure 
advocated, North even goes so far as to say that no story 
should be **well-o oust rue ted,** since no "real life” story is 
well—construet ed • ^ The tendency at least until 18E9 is away 
from analytical criticism of any sort, certainly away from 
any rules which M y  govern the construction of plot. Yet in
1 "Sot,book of a Llt«rary Idler, No. II," XVIII
(1825), 25B.
* "Prefao, to the Jhroaloles of J noni?Bte," XXII 
(1327), 554, But note that later he attacks Hook for having
*a fable as weakly transparent as ever issued from the loom 
of Minerva Lane*" See Bootes Ambrosiane©,* *YT (1831),
532-533.
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their vagus and appreciative way these same reviewers often 
remark, without trying to Justify their statements, that 
various novels have good or poor plots. 1‘hsir terms are 
usually those earlier applied to poetic and dramatic forms.
Ve read of plots that are "defective both in design and in 
eocdast," that are "complex* or not; that are composed of 
incidents, each serving an end"; that do not ^ive evidence 
of "shill in the structure" and are "flimsy and inartificial" 
(lacking In artistry); that are neither "skilfully arranged" 
nor possessed of "artificial development"; that are "well 
constructed* and have a "natural and uneroeei-.id" development; 
that ere "unconnected" save that all incidents "befal -he 
same personage"; that are "well conceived and cere fully
l
executed." Thus the criticise of plot design and conduct
2rues. One author is "unmindful of proportion ; another 
presents e skeleton {either constructed by himself or "the 
gift of a friend") which "walks its way gracefully and vig­
orously*;^ another presents "a train of events each naturally
*  In .the order named see "yarria - e f n I I I  (1818), £8?; 
"Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life," XX (1022), 674; "Re­
view of Harrington9 ^ Tale and Ormond, A Tale," I (1817),
635; "Vargas," XII (1822), 730-731; "The Trials of Margaret 
L/adsay," XIII (1883), 549; "Ballantyne*a Novelist’s Library," 
XV (1884), 410, 412; "The Inheritance," XV (1824), 660.
8 •Cyril ThomtOD," XIII (1887), 103.
5 "Th. Xplearean, A Tel.," XXII (1827), 317.
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flowing from the other.Then, in this passage appearing
in 1829, there are traditional terns; and there is also
a stress upon the functional that is modern In tone:
Svery scene, every description as well ns every incident 
Introduced has a direct bearing on the evolution of the 
fable. There is no secondary plot, there is no describing 
merely for describing’s sake. The structure of the fiction 
is one and entire; the whole action occupies but five days; 
the scene is not once changed; and, through three volumes, 
attention and interest are sustained,.
But this passage is only one among many quite different 
passages in which good plot structure is admittedly an ad­
vantage but certainly not a necessity.
Thus one sees that these critics allow almost any 
subjects for plots provided that the material be handled so 
as to seem interesting and realistic and that they admire 
well constructed plots but place interest5 and other qualities 
considerably above excellence of plot structure. However, 
very important to t'lem is some semblance of reality in plots. 
This quality they discuss often, using such terms as nature. 
probability, verisimilitude, reality, and truth.
Usually they do not use Imitation to denote copies
1 "Cloudaaley, A Tale," XXVII (1830), 712.
■The Flra Nights of i3t. Albans," XXVI (1820), 862.
8 S.. "Traaaine," XVI (1828), 810; "Notebook of a 
Literary Idler, No. II," 7VIII (1824), 238; "Late Amerloan 
Books," XVIII (1828), 326; "Matilda," XIX (1828), 27; "The 
Spleorean," XXII (1827), 288: and "The 'aid of -lvar," XXXI 
(1832), 983* All emphasize interest and employ such terns 
as interest end dull*
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cf reality* as many other Journals do* Hero the us© of 
Imitation is similar to that in Young’3 \*onJecturea on Ori^i— 
nal Composition; that lsy it denotes a copying of the work 
of others* Moreover* the term nature is used mainly to de­
note imitations of reality* Nature. however* has various 
slightly different meanings, all somewhat synonymous. One 
reviewer writes that th*re are two typ^s of fiction: first* 
those that "bound the events they narrate by the actual laws 
of nature** and second* those that "passing these limits* 
are managed by marvellous and supernatural machinery.Na­
ture in this case seems to mean the various principles or 
essential forces of the world* comprehended chiefly through 
the five senses and the reasoning power of men* Nature 
also frequently denotes man’s native or original state 
or man9s native desires* instincts* and appetites* It is 
this latter variety of nature to which the critic refers 
when he says that* cnce "the lights and instincts of nature 
have been lost sight of (as they always must he after a long 
series of artificial compositions)* it is only by the
 ^For instance* Valeria is called "an apt Imitation
of the 'German novel of the ^ertherian ^ee "Madame
Xrudener," IV (1319)* 111. For similar uses* see "Adam
Blair*" XI (1322} * 349; "Pen Owen." XI (13£2)* 635;
"Hajji Be ha of Ispahan*" XV (1624), 51; and "Late American 
Books*" XVIII (1825), 320*
2 "Hemarin nf Frankenstein, or the Modern Prometheus,* 
II (1818), 113.
ififlfiofioo of ^hil&9opbjr that litaratur® can ba r6 g0a8r8t0d.w  ^
f i o w m ,  nature usually refers to universal laws and prIn­
al pie 3 governing human behavior or to the external evidence 
of these. In the expression human naturev the external 
observable behavior is very often Indicated. Chateaubriand, 
therefore, ranks well because: wHis writings are less a 
faithful portrait of any particular age and country, than 
an assemblage of all that is grand, and generous, and
H a
elevated in human nature.*
Hovels with plots imitative of nature (especially 
when the term denotes the universal} are usually probable; 
hence, highly desirable. These reviewers often use the terms 
probable and improbable. Generally, by probable they mean a 
plat which is consistent in its development, which la capable 
of being believed because it has a certain fidelity to past 
experiences of human beings or to their customary behavior. 
Tory frequently the term is synonymous with verisimilitude* 
The emphasis is nearly always upon the effect, however; that 
is, upon probability as a means for obtaining credibility*
The reviewers, therefore, object to the •improbable* in such 
novels as Handevllle. Frankenstein, The Heart of -Id-Lothian.
^ •Thoughts on liovel Writing," IV (1B19), 39&. The 
differences between nature and art is liKiioatd here. In 
the nature-versus-art controversy nature (denoting both in­
stincts and Innate gifts) usually gains more emphasis, though 
art or skill is not ignored* For uses of art or artifice and
fature with the meanings Just indicated soe "The &ntall,III T1823), 78; -The Kovel, A Satire," 7 mill (1630), 626; 
•Soctes Ambrosiaaae,* XXX (1831), 531, 534.
2 "Chateaubriand," XXIII (183S), 217, 210.
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JBSilS£t •^yln>*3 S55. Potngg.^ They espeolally 
ebj.ot to Jaaes Tsnimore Cooper’s Lionel Llnoola. where the 
tare, a san "esoaped fro« an English mad house , ** can. Mpaas 
la and out of the beleaguered city of Boston as easily as 
fairies are said to get through key-holes.* This action seems 
to the reviewer to be "more revolting critically speaking,
•of® iaprobable than a g h o s t * B u t  the reviewers do, 
upon occasion, defend the Improbable* For instance, con** 
earning Charles Brockden Brown, one reviewer writes: ’’To 
object that he is wild and improbable in hie story is not 
enough unless we can shew that his intention failed, or was 
a bad one.^  The theory expressed in this passage is some­
what unusual, a trifle Aristotelian In spirit perhaps since 
Aristotle, too, emphasized artistic affect,. Yet it differs 
from the theory of the Stagyrite in that the latter believed 
probability to be needful for effect. So perhaps this theory 
insteed points the way to Irving Babbitt’s in his essay on 
Spingarn.* But there is a decided echo of Aristotelian 
phraseology In the review of Anastaslus. whore the improbabil­
ity la overlooked, since by virtue of the author’s "wit and
^ In the order named see II (1817), 403; II (1818), 
570; XV (1524) , 26; and XV (1824), 341.
* "Late American Books,** XVII (1825), 325.
3 "On the Writings of Oharleo Brookden Brown and 
Washing ton Irving,** VII (1820), 556.
* See I. Babbitt, "Genius and Taste,1* Nation,
cm (1918), 138-141.
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genius" the novel "acquiree that air of impossible probability 
which constitutes 000 of the most powerful sources of the 
Interest of his remarkable product ion Moreover, despite
the feet that In The Omen the events are * improbable and 
slightly tooted together," Soott gives $alfc ’’sons indulgence,* 
After ell, accord lag to ^eott, "It is not po^ifcK t the same 
ties to preserve consistency and probability, and attain the 
Interest of novelty,"2
On the whole, the critics in Blackwood*a give a 
casual lip-service to probability; but there is no analysis 
of the probability or improbability of stories. If the 
story Is good otherwise, mere improbability appears a very 
minor fault. There is greater emphasis here upon effect 
than is discoverable in much of the criticism after Drydenfs 
tlno* So even probability takes a second place. Still, the 
recur re ace of the term is another ev?. once o f the prolongation 
of tha life and extension of the use of a critical term of
elassieal origin*
The reviewers employ other terias to denote a certain 
imitation of reality* They use fidelity to life and true 
to life.3 They use Tarlslmllltude (denoting an air of
I (1821), 209. Ooapare the phraseology with that 
la Ariatotle’a Poetles, XXTV, 10, as reprinted in Smith and 
Parke, o£. elt.. p. 46 espeoially.
* XX (1829), 87.
3 See "The Trials of Margaret Lyndsay," XIII (1823), 
840; end "Ivanhoe," T (1819}, 3^3*
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reality) and urge that it "never be lost sight of in 
the narrative*They use truth (generally referring to 
observable huan behavior) as in such phrases es "like the 
truth*5 or "impression of truth"3 or "the truth of the pic­
ture in its details**4 At least onee there Is some slight 
eeaaeetloa of truth (present faot and universal verity) with 
aoxallty* In an article on "Trenoh Literature" we read that 
Toltaire shut his eyes to truth* but that ^ou&aeau described 
*taat he saw or imagined he saw as though it had been* what 
he believed it to be--true*" Rousseau’s presentation "is true* 
tat It is not the wht>lo truth." Hugo’s Dernier Jour Pfun 
Qoa&awne* however* has at its core* truth; for though an 
"overwrought* production, "it is the exaggeration of truth, 
not the extravagance of affectation*" Moreover, the details 
of the olsery of a creature in so wretched a situation, are
"drawn with a carious fidelity* which makes us start buck
5from the picture aa from a horrible reality*" In the pre­
ceding criticise, of course, truth is used In a vague sort 
of way; and much of its force comes from Its connotations*
The tern is used with greater precision in oases where his­
torical fiction is discussed. There truth denotes usually
^ "Hints for a Young Author from a Tery Old Cne,"
XII (1822), 406*
5 "Hoctes Ambrosianae, * XX (1826), 700.
3 "Annals of the Perish,” IX (1821), 205*
4 "Tha Kuzzilbash,* XXIV (1826), 54,
6 r m  (1629), 207-206,
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histories1 rest and rarely fidelity to the "spirit” of a 
period, ^hc orltles potmoe lamed!afcely upon "violations of 
historloal truth,especially of what has been "always 
acknowledged as historloal truth."2 Their insistence upon 
•strict historical accuracy"2 brings trouble to hooper,
A c  ventures "to make George Washington play bo-peep with 
a pretty girl; between two armies both of which were sadly 
la want of him.*** Of course, the concept prompting such a 
demand for literal truth is a heritage fron ->oaliger and 
Rymer; whereas Cooper could be defended on Aristotelian 
grounds.
Closely related to truth (denoting both historical 
fact and universal principles) are the teres real or reality. 
actual, actuality, and fact. The relationship between these 
terns can be seen here, where most of them appear:
The simple and almost uniform journal of Hr. Balwhldder 
is sc little extraordinary as to claim from us somewhat of 
a belief in the reality; an advantage which belongs to 
those narratives that give the portrait of actual life 
(such as the works of Richardson), with ao little of what we 
may call in a painter's language relief in the picture as to 
appear flat to some romantic readers but which have a power­
ful ehezm for such as like to look on nature in its native 
garb, vlthoat the ornaments in which fancy or refinement 
delights to dress It, and there is, as in the works of that 
great painter of ordinary life, an Individuality and minuteness
"On Sitting Below the ^alt," 1 (1817), 33.
8 "The O a n ,*  XX (1026), 6OB.
9  "Late Acrloan Books," XVIII (1825), 325.
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la the description of the person and in the detail of 
the little incidents, which, in their very tediousneas have 
the strong Impression of truth and reality.1
Reality generally applies to the actual, to present fact or
the semblance of it and is, hence, somewhat narrower In
s
scope than truth* With respect to plots, however, reality 
sernetime3 signifies,as it does above, such a vivid imita­
tion Of human behavior that the imitation seems actual* Oil
3Bias, for example, seems "as it were, a reality” j and then 
there is the ”vivid reality** of Godwin’s work:, ffaot Is 
usually even more limited in scope than reality, and denotes 
most often Just what aotual does, the accidents of human ex­
istence as opposed to underlying general principles. But 
feet may be a synonym for general truth. 1 quote:
Tact, then, is the primary substratum— the primitive granite—  
upon which all fiction is formed, this being so, flotion
has always jnore or less of the advantages of truth, besides 
super-added knowledge peculiar to it3elf. In its employ­
ment we have this privilege. tie oan, at will, produce such 
a concatenation of supposed and yet natural events, as may 
be requisite to faring about the effect, ond teach the lesson 
we wlsh.S
On the contrary, fact has its narrower meaning in the statement
1 "Annals of the Parish," IX (1821), 206.
3ss, for Instanaa," "Letters of Timothy Tiohler, 
Esq. to Knlnent Literary Oharaoters," XVI (1824), 204.
"Ballantyne*s NoTellst’s Library," XV (1824), 41V.
* "Cloodesley, A Tale," XXVII (1830), 711.
6 "Tact and Fiction,” XX (1826), 682.
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that Sir Walter ^steals hie facts to serve his own purposes.
All of these terms denoting Imitations of reality 
with respeot to plots are similar to those to be found in 
earlier erltioism of other types of literature* Here they 
are applied to the novel with little change.g It is perhaps 
sigaifleant that truth and real or reality are used here 
almost as frequently as probability and nature. Hone are 
used to excess. All are subordliv 1 to the achievement 
of effect, but there is a continuing insistence upon 
accurate historical truth.
With regard to terms denoting the endings of the 
plots, again one notices the continuing use of terms from 
earlier criticism of drama and poetry. Critics use ending. 
denouement, and catastrophe in a synonymous fashion* as an
^ "A Preface to a review of the Chronicles of Canon- 
gate," m i  (1827), 555.
g
For similar uses of nature in earlier criticism 
see W. Addison, Vorka. Hohn edition, I, 145, and Pryden, 
The Works. edd. ^oott and 3aintsbury, jCTTT , 15. Tor uses of 
triti alee I. Dryden, The ftorks. 17, 408; Johnson, Complete 
Works, VII, 216; and 0. Gold ami th, Works. Bohn edition 
(london, 1886), I ,  559. ior uses of probability see J. 
Pryden, The Works. XV, 560; end S. Johnaon. 0ompiete V»orka. 
V I I ,  128. For verlalmlll tude see T. Hobbes, Answer to Pa ye- 
nant’s "Preface to Oondr lbert7W reprinted In J. ^plmTarn, 
Critical Csaaya of the Seventeenth Century. II, where the 
term denoted, as here, the conceived possibility of nature.
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examination of specific passages will show.
One critic objects to the "sunshiny denouement** be­
cause it "admits of little to cove or interest,"** Another 
reviewer commends in an objectionably sentimental sort of 
way "• lamentable end," which he ©alls "almost the most 
touching thing in the world," ?he denouement then should 
be tragic if it is to be Interesting, It should also be 
•artful*3 and certainly not "contradictory and inconsistent,"* 
On the basis of auoh meager evidence one dares not attempt 
to phrase a general theory governing the denouement; but 
certainly "lamentable endings" have the vote of two critics 
and logical endings» the vote of one.
The theory of catastrophes gains considerable 
attention; bat the term catastrophe generally signifies merely 
an unhappy ending,^ In the reviews of some of Scott's novels 
a detailed consideration of catastrophes in general as 
wall as of the catastrophes of individual novels may be
* "Tales of Ity Landlordt second series containing 
The Heart of Kld-Lothlaa," III [1018)t 571,
* "Koteboofc of a Literary Idler," XVIII (1825), 838.
"Lights and Shadow of Soottlsh Life," XI (1828),
674.
4 "Cyril Thornton," IXI1 (1827), 100.
5 See "targ,a," XII (1882), 730; "Matilda," XIX
(1826), 34; "Noetea A«brosianae," XXVII (1830), 688.
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found* ±h© following passage indicates the reviewer’a ooji­
ts ntioaal thoughts upon the subject:
Shatefer befals a race of people exalted and placed 
aloof fro® the eoaaon crowd of mankind is seen distinctly 
both in reference to its causes and its results; but the 
catastrophes which overwhelm more obscure individuals, 
appear insulated and unprepared, and are less interesting, 
because we cannot have so long a retrospect into the fatal 
concatenations of circumstances which lead to the®.*
Writing more specifically, the same reviewer comments that 
no other novel of Scott’s has "a catastrophe so complete” 
and one which "shakes the mind so strongly as that of the 
Bride of Laaeernoor."* His concept of the inevitable catas­
trophe involving "the chosen ... victims a terrible 
destiny" is classical; but his mention of a "deep and pensive" 
shadow gives a romantic touch* Also his sanction of "ludi­
crous" characters and incidents in a pure tragedy, supposedly 
effecting the desired Aristotelian catharsis of "pity and 
terror,is the outgrowth of newer theory*
Aristotelian, however, is the theory of catharsis 
presented in a discussion of the catastrophe of The Monas­
tery* This novel, being a type of fiction which goes 
through the mind "like a salutary storm," wins the aoQlain 
of the erltio* He expresses the following theory of
1 "Third Series of Tales of My Landlord," IT (1819), 
541-542* for further discussion of Scott9a catastrophes 
(tragic endings) see "Percy Mallory," XV (1821), 26, whore 
the reviewer compares the reader, "tiptoeing" after Scott’s 
eatastrophe, to a horse "coaxed forward by a polo with hay 
upon it*" See also "A Preface to a Review of the Jhronioles 
of Canongate, XXII (1827), 554, 564, and 570*
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oatharsis— a theory fully as orthodox as was VIIton’s and 
acre orthodox than any other theory that has come to the 
attention of the student in any criticism In the Interval 
between Milton’s day and that of the critic in question:
Whatever violent emotions may have been.awakened In the 
course of the narrative the catastrophe should* if possible, 
beseeeh us to restore the mind to a state of equilibrium, 
and dismiss the reader satisfied with having seen out the 
morel tendency and natural results of the different Impulses 
to whloh his feelings have been subjected— and in that point 
of view the aaddest morals ere very frequently the baat.^
In his essays which are affixed to each volume in 
the published series Ballantyne’s Novelist’s Library, as 
well as in his reviews and novels, Scott indicates that he 
hlWflf has definite Ideas concerning catastrophes. He 
criticises Smollett because the adventures recorded by the 
latter have no "bearing upon each other, or on the eatas- 
trophe." He declares that The Omen Is weakened because 
"the nature of the interest and of the catastrophe is 
changed in the course of the narration." Both of Soott’s 
statements indicate at least a verbal obeisance to the
* "The Monastery," VT (1820), 693, H»e also "ftootes 
Ambrosiaone," XXVIII (1830). 446-447, where I>e 'ulnoey, de­
fending Scott’s use of "canine champions,M incidentally 
indicates a slight understanding of catharsis. He uses the 
expression "to purge the soul both by pity and terror."
* "Ballantyne’s Novelist’s Library," XV (1824), 412. 
See also p. 408, where the reviewer of Scott’s work doubts 
that a "sublime" catastrophe can atone for other faults. 
Certainly, he believes it cannot In the case of "such a 
heap of lumber as Clarissa Harlowe."
5 "Tha dawn," IX (1826), 57.
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Grecian theories of catastrophe*
Catastrophe is used loosely both in the article 
"Fact and Fiction" and in the oritlolsm of Cyril Thornton*
In the former, "an instruct!to catastrophe"1 indicates the 
Horatian theory of utility; and in the latter, "catastrophe"2 
refers to a tragic incident, not an ending* Furthermore, 
the aasociation of moral instruction with the catastrophe 
appears in the following passage:
At the catastrophe of a Tragic Tale must we lean our brow 
on our hands, begin inquiring at the soul within us, what 
is the conclusion to be drawn from the acted agonies of all 
the phantoms that are now gone into darkness end dust* One 
continuous master emotion oust have been with us from the 
uplifting to the letting down of the ourtoin, making us, if 
we have looked and listened aright, better because wiser men, 
with more power oyer the paasioas of our individual selves, 
because with more knowledge of the passions that belong to 
human nature at largo.3
It is possible that here is expressed a misinterpretation 
of catharsis as haring the effect of a weak dose of moral 
medicine pleasantly flavored with a plot. Obviously, the 
theory of consistency and continuity of plot leadin', to the 
catastrophe and the conoept of universality implied above
XX (ie26), 682.
XXII (1827). 86, S'or other oo^nenta upon oatas- 
trophes sec "Matilda, XIX (1826), 34, where the author,s 
power "in working up ••* the scene of the catastrophe" is 
commended. 3ee also the attack on the premature cats strophe 
ill "Vargas," XIX (1822), 730.
8 "The 2picareen, A Tele," XXII (1827), 401
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are legitimate. Yet there is great vagueness of presenta­
tion,
To summarize. The reviewers use catastrophe. denoue­
ment, olose, ending, conclusion. and letting a own of the our- 
tiifl somewhat synonymously. Of endings in general, the reviewers 
seem to prefer tregia, artful, and ea ;ecially logical or 
probable ones, They use eetastrophe more frequently than 
they do the other terms, and they have various theories 
regarding catastrophes. Most critics demand what North oalls 
•a catastrophe novel and unexpected" rather than the kind 
which North himself prefers; namely, one "of which It may he 
said, in the great words of Milton: 'Far off Its coming 
s h o n e S o m e  of these reviewers understand the Aristotelian 
meaning of catastrophe as involving an entire tragic experi­
ence, and one at least gives an unusually clear statement of 
catharsis. Of course, others give the theory of eatharaia 
a moral turn. Some even think of catastrophe aa denoting 
either an unfortunate incident or an ordinary sad ending,
C Terms denoting the Function of a Novel
Like the other reviewers, apparently these writing 
for Blackwood's began to consider, even before they reached 
the end of the novel, precisely what function it had served.
1
mA Preface to a Review of the Chronicles of 
Canongate," XXXI (1827), 554,
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So in their reviews they made use of numerous ter&s. **11 of 
the* are as traditional in nature as those applied to the 
endings of the novels* They repeat the old Ho rat I an aut pro- 
deaae aut deleetare or utile dulol or English equivalents of 
the Latin terms* ^osb writers emphasize the useful; some, 
the pleasant; some say that a novel exists solely to give 
pleasure; others, that it exists only for use. Many give 
both the useful and the pleasant their just due. In this 
magazine, the ter* useful * Interpreted mo..t often as the 
moral or the instructive. holds the winning hand; but there 
are a few trieJcs that still fall to the pleasant, a few 
perhaps to the moving.
The terms moral and didaotio occur too frequently 
in the erltiols* for one to consider all of the passages in 
which they appear* Too, they are used precisely as they are 
in the Journals previously examined and as they have been 
used during the preceding century. But a few passages may 
properly be examined*
The moral value of Harrington is considered at great 
length by one oritic, who feels that &lss ^dgeworth comes 
forward ’•too ostentatiously in propria persona as a moral 
teacher*But tie moral treatment of Ora ham Hamilton la
"Harrington, a Tale, and Ormond, a Tale,” I 
(1817), 835*
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worthy of approval, for
It has a moral kept sufficiently In view without being 
offensively obtruded upon the attention at every moment, 
as has been done In some didactic tales, which tend rather 
to disgust the reader with their pedantry, than to allure 
him to improvement #3-
approved also is The Trials of Margaret Lyndaay. which la— 
ouloates "the purest morality end the moat sincere piety. 
However, critics are evex. more pleased when a book has other 
qualities to recommend it, when, for instance, it is "both
9
interesting end instructive,” Susan Farrier*s books, there­
fore, are e source of delight to the reviewers because
3he unites the perfect purity and moral elevation of mind 
visible la all Mrs, I3aillle9s delightful works with much of 
the same caustic vigour of satire that has made &ise 
Edgeworth's pen almost as fearful as fascinating.3
Moreover, a didactic tendency is an asset even in novels of
such general excellence as the reviewers believe Scottfs to
be. One critic, Inspired by ^cott*s moral tendency, speaks
of the novelist as "true to the cause of virtue" and "faith*
fill to the Polar ^tar of duty”— a writer who "has not left
4
one line which on his deathbed he would wish recalled."
“Orahaa Hamilton," XI (1822), 732.
"The Trials of l£arsaret hyndsay," XIIT (1823), 557. 
Contrast with the oharge of "ineffectual immorality" levelled 
against Hunt's Art of Love# See XI (1823), 780#
"The Inheritance," XV (1024), 659.
4 "Chateaubriand," XXXII (1632), 219.
Tot, however prone they may be to praise moral or 
instructive works, the critics demand some standards* ^11 
are not inclined promiscuously to praise morals* One critic, 
agreeing that stories of the "middle classes" may be called 
"moral" because of their "didaotic purpose," violently denies 
that novels of sentiment or passion are "didactic works," 
since "no person in reading them, ever picked up rules of 
practical prudence, or gained more control over his passions*"**’ 
Another objects to abrupt and frequent intrusions of "moral 
reflections*" Ee objects also to the type of "poetical 
justice" of the particular novel he is reviewing, since he 
believes that the punishment for the crime is excessive* Too, 
a decided hint of the neo-classical decorurr, enters his con­
sideration since he is greatly perturbed about the "indelicacy
of some parts of the story; the loose dress... of the
g
heroine." Then there is this very well-put comment of Lady
Morgan’s upon the methods of eighteenth-century novelists
and of a few of the nineteenth century:
Think ye the "morals" ye drawl for that last
Shall shield, like penitence, your actions past;
Even though your rake by one unchanging rule,
Is tamed and married to a flirt or fool.3
 ^"Thoughts on Novel Writing," IV (1819), 394-395*
2 "Adam Blair," XI (1822), 466. For another use of 
poetic justice see "Faot and Fiction," XX (1026), 682*
"The Novel, A Satire," xxyill (1830), 626. But 
see "Matthews Dlbdln and Morgan," XI (1822), 695, for the 
remarks of one critic about Lady Morgan’s ,71 Id Irish Girl, 
which he believes immoral.
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Thus in all of these statements concerning morals efficiently
presented,^ inefficiently presented,2 or not offered at all,3
we find) In addition to the terms already mentioned, such
diverse terms as Indelicacy and poetic justice.
A few articles in Blackwood * a indicate a definite
leaning away from the didactic function of novels and toward
the entertaining and perhaps the "moving" function of novels.
In these appear mainly terms like pleasure. pleasant, feeling.
and passion. ?or instance, one writer declares:
Hovels are pleasant reading in warm weather. X am not in 
jest. It is aotaally a relief after having harassed your­
self with the hard reading of polemics, under a thermometer 
indicating tropical heat to turn to a book, in which no 
demand is made upon your thinking faculty, -ray uned to 
say, that his idea of Paradise was lying on a sofa, and 
reading eternal new novels.*
Such statements as this one tend to disregerd any basis for 
criticism save that of entertainment. The novel, then, Is 
to he reduced to the status of a game or of a toy, of which 
the sole pirpos© is to furbish amusement for a few ninutea 
or hours.
Although various form3 of fiction are considered
^ See especially "The Earthquake," VII (1821), 450; 
"Hoctea Ambroslanae," XX (1626). 52, end "New series of 
Sayings and Doings," XVII (1025), 225.
* 3ee "Vatilda," XIX (1026), 24.
5 See "On the Candida of Voltaire," IV (1810), 156.
4 "Notebook of a Literary Idler," XVIII (1825), 238.
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"potent ohungers of the fa©© of society,” another oriti© 
believes that *flotion has probably contributed in a double 
proportion to the sum of human delight*” Furthermore, he 
declares:
There ere, to be sure, certain worthy, and, upon the whole, 
well meaning persons, who stake a loud outcry about whet they 
exclusively call "utility.” Xf, however, you happen to ask 
than of what use is utility, excepting to administer to the 
pleasure and comfort of mankind they (bless their fine wits) 
are at a non-plus.*1
If such s* amenta indicate nothing else, they do indicate 
a romantio tendency coupled with a distinct leaning toward 
analysis. One recalls Plato’s sorrowful renunciation of 
Homer because Homer was not moral and In this criticism 
seas a contrasting decision made to exalt the purely 
pleasing above the didactic and moral or merely factual 
historloal output*
The conclusion is then that, although utility and 
morality are exalted above pure pleasure, there are some 
indications that critics seek to justify their reference 
fop literature that has only an entertaining function. The 
utile dolcl of Horace remains in fashion, especially the 
utile; but it is a limited utility— not a higher morality, 
but a somewhat circumscribed dldaotlclsm* Yet at the very 
end of the period critics admit that novels need not teach 
a specific moral but may instead be merely moral in tendency.
"Fact aad Fiction," TX (1826), 684.
Conclusion
4 GO
Sow to sum up the whole discussion. From the first 
issue of this journal on, the contributors believe that the 
so eel is an important literary genre. Much oay be said 
shout the methods of criticism they use. There is evidence 
of climatic or environmental criticism,^ of purely personal 
criticism, of impressionistic, and appreciative criticism. 
There are even arguments against any analytical criticism 
and other arguments concerning the proper basis for criticism.
Some of the critical comments lead one to believe 
that the critic's sole object Is to express himself as fan­
cifully as possible in order to focus the attention of the 
reader upon the critic instead of upon the work criticized*
*^e have,m says one reviewer, "in these three volumes, the 
cream, the butter, and the cheese of his experiences— the 
pail, the ohurn, and the press."
Furthermore, the intrusion of the personal element 
is taken note of in this satiric comment:
X book, especially, of which the charm end fascination 
are in its progressive movement of incident and passion, 
cost, on no account whatever, be analyzed unless, indeed, 
you are a private enemy to the author in jahich case we 
recommend a minute and masterly analysis.9
^ See *Remarks on Vaudeville," II (1818), 405; 
and "Horae aermanleae," X7I (1825}, 674.
8 "Hog*1a Three Peril, of Soman," XIV (1823), 428.
3 -Cyril Thornton," XXII (1827), 85.
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H i m  again, M e n  a oritic wishes to condemn a novel, instead 
of applying M t  standards to it and pointing out the short­
comings, he often merely remarks that it is "beneath eon- 
tempt,* that he could not finish it, that he is happy to 
have e so aped reading all of it and "with Sod's blessing,1* 
hopes -to escape" forever,1 The faot of the inferiority of 
the hook Is obvious, but the wherefore of the inferiority is 
left to the Imagination of the reader* Vhen a critic is 
•disappointed" in a bock and yet feels that it has some 
precise, he gives vent to what may be called mildly im­
pressionistic utterances, such as: -Still, though it is
net, tile very thing that we require, it is a type, a ’shadow,’ 
a somewhat, in the shape thereof; the 'shadow* "perhaps of 
a coming event* — who knows?"2 Moreover, North describes 
a volume of das Edgeworth*s in a decidedly romantic 
fashiom, as being -as light as a many winged butterfly, 
wavering, like an animated flower, in the sunshine**2
Tat there are indications of a demand for the use of 
a critical basis In determining value* The reviewers mention 
•entireness of effect*2 as an indication of worth* They
1 ”A**rloaa *rlt*rs," XVII (1825), 189.
* "Lat* Axwrloaa Book*," XVIII (1825). 32S.
3 -3oo to« AjBbroalanae," XXIV (1828), 675.
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also discuss as a measure of worth the "Intentiem"1 of th© 
author. The questions concerning this theory, as smny have 
pointed out, are how is one to Judge whether the intention 
is good or had9 and who is to judge the intention. An equally 
vague criterion is the one requiring that the novel *k  s o 
good that no nan can put it down without reading it to the 
and*” However, the reviewer does add that the novel should 
ha "full of life," "full of sense and shrewdness, wit and 
veracity, a a v c i r  fairs, and savoir vivre."2
Xven in the somewhat effervescent criticism of 
Blackwood* a the old neo-elassioal terms form the backbone 
of the eriticisn throughout the period. But they are great­
ly enlivened by the addition of many figurative expressions 
from contemporary life. In treatment of the author the old 
teras like genius. Imagination, fancy. knowledge and observa­
tion appear. In the character delineations objective terms 
like distinct, individual, fidelity, reality, truth, nature, 
real, life, end probability appear along vdth terms like de- 
ll^tr memory, ahylnk. emphasizing the reader*3 reaction, and 
with low, humble. and common. 3howing perhaps fordsworthian 
influences. The newer types of terms appear, however, main­
ly after 1823. ^speoially notable here is the stress upon
 ^"On the Writings of Charles Brookden Brown and 
Vaehington Irving," VI (1820), 356. Compare with th© theory 
of I. Babbitt,” "Oeoios and Taste,” Nation. C!VI (1918), 138- 
141.
Z "Pen Owen," XV (1822), 635.
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unity of impression (harmonious whole) even in characteri­
zation and upon the advantages offered by the novel for 
presenting th© development of characters* In discussions 
of plots appear such terms as feeling, passion, humor, wit, 
pathos, supernatural* manners, well-constructed« one and 
satire, direct bearing, nature. verisimilitude, truth, real. 
probable, denouement, catastrophe, purge, virtue, vice, 
moral, pleasant, moving, useful. interesting, and close.
Seat of these are inherited. But newer terms were also 
present, and ohanges in the old ones appeared at intervals.
?rom 1 8 1 6  to 1 8 2 2 ,  except perhaps for the mention of 
•low characters’* and for transcendental interpretations of 
genius and imagination, there Is no great change in the 
terminology. It remains what it was in poetio criticism of 
the past. But from 1 8 2 2  on, especially after 1B28, terms 
more specifically connected with the novel apoear. ^here 
is accent upon these terms: development (of characters), 
harmonious whole, one and entire. details (as a means), 
purpose. There are also terms associated with romanticism 
lifc® raging, roaring, shudder, terrible« grandeur; but there 
is even greater emphasis upon terms denoting means for 
achieving emotional effects or unified impressions. Hints 
of th© Influence of ^chiller, ochlegel, Coleridge, Corneille 
and Wordsworth appear along with pure A *.-1 Ttotwliun touches 
(catharsis and catastrophe). North’s criticism during these
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;"£MSB 1* foiiWui |oat| H n U m  aoaroely reasonable—— 
: . & * m w*a fliuiun, U s  figures Of apeeoh bo log
tatea ffoa coatemporary life.
VnMuNt fete year 1832, the oiitiotaa grows n>n 
W i N l i U n  «al( •» least with respect to 3oott, aore 
9ptbacM$ly laudatory. This "boast of Sootland, tha 
flWOr tf M e m * Britain, aa honour and aa eraaasat of huaaa 
fttPPfr aaaaaa tbo n v l t w n  la Blackwood*s. whether be- 
H P !  «r the in* antk of the novelist or because of bis 
gMMPiitf* to ti« la extravagant praise of hia.
0:i' < u Mother tbo laaioa Maaaaiao eoataiaa torao alalia r 
D»>tMoo. i» Klaak— 0**0 and shows aa equal tendency toward 
§pp0Seietiv* arltiaiaa. daring tbo later years, only an 
f p P l M M O b  of lta individual m i « M  will shoo. Sash aa 
— aediatlna &• new la order.
1 •ObafceaMrland,* XXXZZ (1882), 218
VI
LONDON MAGAZINE
la 1820 the London Magazine began as a miscellany 
with more of Its contents devoted to writers and books than 
is to be found in any preceding periodical of the time* Its 
first editor* John Scott* was one of the best judges of liter­
ature in his era* "His appraisals of Walter Scott* Keats* 
Vordwerth and Byron put to shame the blundering ineptitudes 
of most of his contemporaries—  Lockhart and Jeffrey* In 
particular**1 John Scott died in 1821, at the height of his 
career as editor and critic* and Taylor and Tlessey purchased 
the mags sine* With Thomas Hood as his sub-editor* Taylor 
attempted to edit the periodical* of which Scott had made a 
success* But his refusal to let the writers have a free hand 
eaused him to lose many of the excellent contributors * among 
whom was Haxlitt.
According to Graham* “by th© autumn of 1824, the New 
Monthly was gaining ground and the London was in desperate 
straits**^ In 1825* the magazine passed to Henry Southern*
1 Walter Graham* English Literary Periodleala (How 
York: T* Nelson and Sons* 1930)* p. 2Q1*
8 Ibid., p. 283.
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sank Into Insignificance*'; but th© and did not com© 
until 1829*
Because of the Importance of the criticism published 
by the London during the years that it had such contributors 
aa Lamb, Hazlltt, and Cary and particularly during the time 
that It had John Scott as editor, any study of critical term­
inology in periodicals of the period would b© Incomplete 
without a consideration of that magssine* Of particular In­
terns t are the reviews published during the heyday of th® 
publication* To these reviews, therefore, I expect to pay 
special attention* But I shall consider also the terms used 
in numerous typical reviews published during the later years 
of the magazine’s existence* First, however, there arc a few 
general remarks which should be made*
There is some purely romantic criticism in th® London
Magazine* like this passa :e fron Hazlltt*s review of The Pirater
l3ho will summon the spirits of tbs northern air from their 
chill abodes, or make gleaming lake or hidden cavern teem with 
wizard, or with elfin forms? Tnere is no one but the Scottish 
Prosper©, but old Sir Walter, can do the trick aright*^
But much criticism Is neither the strict formalism of the neo- 
classicists nor the unrestrained enthusiasm of th© true roman­
ticists. Few of the critics would apply strict rules to the 
novels; but, at the sane time, few would unreservedly agree 
with this statement of Lo-iuinceyt
^ London Magazine• (London: Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy, 
1824), V,~5^
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But the truth 1s this: novel reading la ao purely a place of 
sensuality (elegant sensuality no doubt), that moat readers 
resent the Impertinence of criticism in such a case, as much 
me he who sits down to a carouse of immortal wine resent® a 
medical intrusion: toe day after he may bear it; but not when 
he is imbibing the nectar, preparing to Imbibe it. or having 
just imbibed it.l
Indeed, many feel the need of some good—  but not
rigid—  standard of criticism and deplore the lack of one in
readers and in critics. ,25ie reviewer of }gal©& of the Crusader®«
for instance, writes thus:
t&able to refer to a real standard for want of reading and 
reflection, they (presumably the readers) take that on© which 
toe author himself furnishes, and then, trying him by his own 
scale, pronounce on his truth*2
then there is the reviewer of Wilhelm Me is ter *s Apprenticeship,
M M W M l w M n f w i *  * — <©w*IWn i)i ■■ m ^ i— n . i . i m i *  A w l
who opposes the application of the traditional rules but too 
obviously does not sanction mere romantic outpourings in th® 
guise of criticism* He uses such terms as good aenae and
Judgment and even quotes directly from Horace here:
3ut with regard t o a novel, t ier® is no rule which has ob— 
twined any "presclption" (to speak th® language of civil law) 
but the golden rule of good sense and just feeling; ** # How 
do men generally criticize a novel? Just as they examine the 
acts and conduct, moral or prudential of their neighbors* And 
how is that? Is It by quoting the Hlchoraachean Ethics of 
Aristotle? Do they then proceed aa th© French Coimsuf did 
when t e Dey of TUnis informed him that he meant to cut off 
his head? upon which
The Counsul quoted r/lckerfort
And Puih^ endorf and' "drotluss 
And proved from VnFEel 
Exceedingly well,
Such jk deod would be quite atrocious*
,,Walladmor,,, London Magazine, X (1824), 380* For De 
-— fs comments imon tlS novel and noveils ts see ihe Collected 
ifciSW.of.D. 3ulno?^«d. UaBson (London agotagoaV '
novels 'upon the basis that novels try to satisfy the *aecreft 
craving of the reader,*9 who himself sacks "to realize ideal*’
2 London Magazine* n*s*, II (1025), 597*
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Sot they ntwr trouble Puffendorf and Qrotlus; but 
try the ease "proppi© marts," appealing only to their own 
Judgmental and their own feelings* * * In this way they judge 
of action*, in thia way of a novel; and In this way we shall 
Judge of Wilhelm Mela tar; and cannot allow that our criticism 
shall be rorestaliea by any pretence that wo are opposing me­
chanic rules, «hich do not and cannot exist, to the natural 
and spontaneous movements of the unprejudiced judgment*
*Serib«ndI reete sapere eat prlncipium ©t fona*” * t> 
this Is orthodox doctrine all over the world, or ought to
Xhe extent to ^lich the unspecific appr© c ia t iveness 
of romantic criticism has influenced the traditional terminology 
of the reviews of the novels can best be seen, however, in the 
Individual terns and in the critical theories which these terms 
are used to express* For the sake of convenience, X shall 
divide the terns into two major groups-* those denoting the 
requisites of the author and those describing his work. X ex­
pect to study, as in preceding chapters, both the denotative 
and the connotative meanings of the major terms and of the 
minor ones associated with each major one so that X may ascer­
tain whether the majority of the terms are borrowed from earlier 
critic ism of the drama and of poetry, whether they are new 
coinages influenced by the romantic writers, or whether they 
are the old traditional terms with new meanings-- meanings per­
haps better suited than the old ones to th© criticism of the 
comparatively new literary form, the novel.
"floe the*" London Magaslne» X (1824), 292* Prom this 
point on, unless otherwise* indicated, all references will be 
to the London Hagaslncs therefore, I shall not repeat th© title 
of the Journal*
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Terms Applied to Author®
Most of the terms used by the typical reviewers of 
the London Magaslne to express the requisites of the good 
author are of the sort found in other periodicals of the time* 
there Is* however* considerably more emphasis given here to 
the terms genius* power, i&aglna tion, and fancy than is 
usually the case*
Since genius and power are sometimes used as synonyms, 
It Is logical to think of them together; but each has inter­
pretations that are different from those given to the other* 
Genius is the more significant of the two terms In 
the criticism* At least* it appears more frequently* But 
so vaguely and loosely la the term used at times that it is 
difficult to assign any specific meanings to it. In most 
eases, however, "creative power* or creative facility* or 
inventive talent"1 fits the context very well* The ease of 
interpretation vanishes* however* with the consideration of 
a multiplicity of examples* There is Basilit's remark that 
Godwin's "genius la wholly adverse to the stage* * Here genius 
Is almost a spirit (or the deus in nobis of Ovid* mentioned 
by Ben Jonson and adopted by many romanticists). This "moving
1 See "TTeaaine*" n*s»* X (1825), 533* also loo,
elt*, 536; "Winter Evening Tales*" I (1820), 668; "Redgaun tie t, M 
X (1824)* 70; "The Monastery," I (1820), 568; "New edition of 
the Waverley Hovels," XXIII (1829), 612; and "Letters from 
Paris," n*a* I (1825), 277; and "Highways and By-ways," n*s**
I (1825), 196*
2 "The Drama," I (1820), 434*
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spirit® within the artist is suggested also by another re- 
viewer*s description of Fouque• s "genius and disposition1* 
as "impressed with a wild, dreary, shadowy character**^ 
this same classic meaning (spirit) broadened and generalised 
to denote a creative force, Inflaming and enkindling both 
artist and reader, is implied in the description of th® author 
of Tremaine as having a genius that "is anything but ardent*"2
But there are still other meanings for the term, some 
of which sew more nearly akin to the romantic conceptions 
of genius* For instance, Haslltt describes Cobbett and Scott 
as "two original geniuses who write as they feel*"'5 Although 
his use of the term verbally echoes Young*s "genius concept,"^ 
Basiltt*a further discussion shows that his "original geniuses"^ 
are not studying themselves, that they are not unrestrained* 
Instead, they are relating literature to life, conjuring up 
"recollections connected with an old castle," for Instance—  
not throwing "new light upon the subject," but "engaging in a
e
sort of poetic memory*" So here we do have a suggestion of
^ "Sintram and his Companions," XI (1820), 65*
2 "Tremaine," n.s*, I (1 ;2o), 535* A similar meaning
is attributed to the term even In passages where it is not appli­
cable to the author* For instance, the re viewer of liana .dllas 
lands writes of an "evil genius” that "hovers over our liter­
ature." VII (1823), 472*
® "Perveril of the Peak," n*s*, VII (1823), 206* See 
Edward Young, Conjectures ^ s reprinted in J* H* Smith and 
E* Parks, The Great Critics* p* 409*
* Ibid*, p* 206*
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Coleridge•s theory of fancy* do have connotations that 
are perhaps new, but the original Impulse or creation is 
limited by the known* by the probablo connections with life—  
in s sense, by the author*s mental associations*
On the whole, who ther w© think of genius as a creative 
spirit or as an ardent force, as inventive ability or talent, 
or even aa a man endowed with the power of giving literary ex­
pression to his original creative impulses, we are Impressed 
with the paucity of coeapletoly new associations with the term. 
Sobs of the meanings, like the spirit of fire or of creation, 
appear romantic; but they are actually found in the works of 
the classicists and of the neo-classicists who quote the 
classicists* 'This being true, we are Inclined to agree with 
P&ter that even *in Greek and Roman work there are typical ©x- 
staples of the romantic spirit*"* Certainly, in the genius 
of the romantic era are traces of neo-classical ideas* dut 
the emphasis upon the term and the re—introduction, in 
several passages, of its basic classic meanings indicate a 
variance from neo-classical usage*
Like genius* power is a term often associated with 
romantic criticism* Frequently, it is used as a synonym for 
genius or as a specific quality of genius, as for example.
1
Walter Pater, Postscript to Appreciations, aa 
reprinted in Smith and Parks, op* clt*, p* 740*
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in the words the "transcendent power of genius*"^  The conno­
tation here is one of an innato creative or imaginative force 
of sueh magnitude that it cannot be comprehended through ordi­
nary experience* Too, a similar meaning (creative force or 
imaginative spirit) fits both the "gusty and unequal"^ power 
in the review of 3Intrmn and his Companions and Ha»litt#s 
mention of power which "throws into objects more than ordinary 
opinion or feeling connects with them*"®
On the whole, the term power is associated with 
creativity, invention, imagination or origination; and mainly 
it denotes either an innate quality or an impulse of a creative 
mind*4 The stress, however, may be upon th© specific nature 
of this faculty or capacity; or it may be upon the forceful 
effect of the literary product upon the reader* It is upon 
specific abilities in the article on Godwin, where It is said 
that the age in which the novelist lived "animated his powers*"** 
This last criticism interests us particularly because of th© 
great interest taken by later critics like Saints Iteixve and 
Arnold in the influence upon an author1 s work of the era in
1 "Re dgaumtiet, " X (1824), 77.
® n»s., IX (1820), 65. See the "Hew -ditiou of the
"Saverley Hovels,” XXXII (1829), 612.
3 "Peverll of the Peak," VII (1823), 206.
See "Kenilworth," III (1821), 191. Seo also "Trecmine," 
B.S., I (1825), 538, "Inesllla," VIII (1821), 315, and "Tales 
of the O’Hara Family," n.e., XIX (125), 135.
5 "Godwin—  Chiefly as a Writer of novels,"!! (1820),167.
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which he lives* The anphaeia shifts, however, frosi author 
to reader, when we cote upon the expression "pathetic power*n  ^
Then we think of power aa exemplifying still a natural talent 
but this time one for moving or affecting the reader through 
the mediiSB of written compositions*
The whole power-genius theory can scarcely be said to 
he sew, though the emphasis upon feeling and force is a devi­
ation from the neo-clasic-1 tradition* But at times, as, 
for sxaaq>le, in the review of Tales of the 0 *Hara Family*2 
judgment is used in connection with powers in a way that would 
be acceptable even to Pope*
Although genius and power are the two terms perhaps 
wore frequently used than any others to denote praiseworthy 
qualities of novelists, the critics vary often mention fancy 
and Imagination and along with then invention and originality,* 
Indeed, so closely related are these facilities or qualities 
in the minds of the reviewers that much of the criticism 
offers proof of Poefs statement in his Heview of Hawthorne *s 
Twice Told Tales* There he says that "invention, creation, 
imagination, originality" really represent one "trait which, 
in the literature of fiction Is positively worth all the rest** 
In the London Magazine * the reviewers exert little 
effort to distinguish between the two more popular terras of 
this series, Imagination and fancy* And they make no attempt 
to define the terms or to use them exactly* Fancy, it Is
1 "Madame de 3tael," IV (l&fcl), 397*
"Tale* of the O'Hapa Family, "rua., Ill (1883), 15-3.
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true, does denote a lighter, leas significant form of imagin­
ation some times; but at other times It la the equivalent of 
imagination* It may indicate "a work of invention" or fiction 
aa opposed to fact, aa in a "tale of fancy.*1* It may signify 
merely the whim of the author in such an expression as "accord- 
lug to hie own fancy. c These types of fancy, th© reviewers 
criticise. But because the author of Iho Ayrshire Legatees 
possesses "vigilant common sense guiding and controuling the 
exercise of his fancy,"® the critics praise his fancy. In 
the neo—classical tradition, th© control of sens© is still in 
the fore-front of their thinking. This control of fancy by 
sense remotely suggests Coleridge's "Good Sens©," but very 
probably the theory Is more closely related to Hobbes* con­
cept of a worthwhile fancy, guided by philosophy*
One of the most Interesting uses of the term-- one 
definitely in the romantic vein—  occurs in th© review of 
Anastaslua. Ihere, the author's "fancy” Is "like the flower 
of the churchyard, (which) derives its bloom and its galoty, 
from what is rank with corruption and appalling to our 
instincta.** His fancy Is more than just an innate, creative
* "Sayings and Doings," Series 2, I (1825), 385.
2 "Sketch of Foreign Literature," VIII (1823), 588.
® "The Earthquake," III (1021), 92. Fancy has a similar 
meaning in "Kenilworth," III (1821), 188, where the creatbns 
of Scott's fancy are said to "darken t lelr hu«s aa time advances, 
not less surely than those tangible objects which constitute 
the external world around us."
* I (1820), 77,
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faculty of the mind* It Is a thriving growth, a plant, or 
perhaps actually a creative spirit, feeding upon earthy 
elements, nourishing Itself with th© decayed and corrupt 
matter* The connotations, I believe, are comparatively neisfc* 
Certainly the interpretation is in the Hurd-4art on-Young line 
of concepts rather than In the Boile&u-Pope-JoVmson tradition* 
ffrncy* then, usually somewhat unlnportant, often represents 
the eighteenth-century critical theories* but at least once 
Is specifically different In Its corrotafelons from what it 
meant to the earlier writers.
Imagination, too, very frequently has the same meaning 
or meanings that It bore In its applications to the poetry and 
th© drama of th© eighteenth century;* but sometimes there are 
suggestions of changes. i,ore and more frequently there is 
apparent a laxity in the application of the term* It m y  
denote a faculty of mind possessed by the artist, or It may 
apply specifically to the artistic Invention of this creative 
faculty, as it does in the phrase wth© chivalrous vivacity
p
and grandeur of his Imagination* Couetliued the teru Is
* Per similar uses of fancy ir earlier criticism see 
T* Hobbes, Answer to Davsnant *a Preface to Gondibert, reprinted 
in Sptngarn/irrlfcicai Assays of' Vhe Seventeenth Gentury,
II, 59-62; J# Dryden* Ah'Essay of Dramatic Poesy, reprintedin 
Smith and Parks, op. cTF.. pp. 3TC-7S6 osp*cial1 y•
2 "Kor.llw^pth,” III (1821), 188.
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applied to the mind of the reader or the hearer. But here 
we are Interested chiefly in its application to the author.
"Let him [the author] trust to his o b s e rv a t io n  more
and to hie Imagination less," writes the reviewer of Tales
of the O’Hara Family. In this sentence, imagination and
observation are in o p p o s it io n  to  ea ch  ^tv-er as though th e
imagination might be a minor f a c u l t y  o f  th e  m in d * In s te a d  of
being "the residence of truth," as R eyno ld s  d e s c r ib e d  I t  In
Thirteenth Discourse* it is u e r e l y  th e  so u rce  o f  images
that have little c o n n e c tio n  w it h  l i f e  and a c t u a l  e v e n ts *  The
reviewer of Ba j jl 3a ba o f  Is p a h a n  * ta k in g  th e  o p p o s ite  v ie w ,
cosaaends liorier's a c c u ra c y  In d e p ic t in g  m anners b u t d e p lo re s
the fact that the n o v e l I s  " i n f e r i o r  as a w ork  o f  Im a g in a t io n "  *  
*
that Is, as a work w h ich  ou ght to  p r e s e n t  such v iv id  and r e a l ­
istic images that they w ould  a ro u s e  th e  r e a d e r s 1 e m o tio n s *
This interpretation is similar to  t h a t  one used d u r in g  th e
3
eighteenth century.
^ See "W o o d s to c k ,11 XV (1826), 177, whore th e  r e v ie w e r  
rebukes Scott for believing t h a t  w hat Is  e f f ic a c io u s  In  drama 
will also be effective in the n o v e l and rem in d s  th e  n o v e l is t  
that Coleridge said "dramas subjected o c u l ls  f i d e l l b u a  e x c i t e  
the imagination more keenly th a n  th o s e  m e re ly  r e  p o r te d  * " This  
passage Is notable also f o r  th e  r e v ie w e r 's  c o n sc io u sn e ss  o f  
the need for a different te c h n iq u e  In  th e  n o v e l fro m  th a t  used  
In the dr&isa*
2 n. s., IX (1825), 136.
5
IX (1824), 194* See J* Addison, " orks, Bohn e d # ,  I I I #
394 . 397 and 427; and especially E. B u rk e , TorVs ,  Bohn o d . ,  I,
165; and J* * arton, Essay op Pope* I, 276.
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Ota* or two paasages, h o w w r f are suggestive of newer 
ideas, mod ocrtainly indicative of a keener desire {than is 
usual in the reviews) on th© part of the reviewers to consider 
imagination in a careful, critical planner* Haslltt writes 
teat Godwin*a imagination works "like the power of steam, with 
inconceivable and incessant expansive force, but It is all in 
one direction, mechanical and uniform.”1 Another reviewer, 
probably John Soott,^ writes of Godwin that the uga in which 
tee novelist began his work "chiefly impregnated his imagination. 
this latter statement somewhat forcefully suggests the theory 
advanced much later by Arnold In The Function of Criticism.
In bote excerpts tee term imagination refers to the creative 
faculty of the mind. So the meaning of the word is not un­
usual; but tee fact that 77aslitt Indicts Godwin for lack of 
variety is bote interesting and In keeping with H&zlitt'a 
definition of imagination given in his essay "(hi Poetry In 
General.** Moreover, if tee cor© of trie theory is not new, 
at least the figurative connotations bear the stamp of novelty.
1 "Essays on the Drama—  Godwin," I (1820), 434.
® See Jacob Zsltlin "The Kditor of the London Magazine," 
tee Journal of English and Germanic Philology. XX (1921), 323.
5 "Living Authors, III," II (1820), 167. See also "On 
tee Writings of Mr. Maturin," III (1021), 514, for a similar 
use of the term.
* He says: "Imagination Is that faculty which represents
objects, not as they are in themselves but a a they ar© moulded 
by other thoughts and feelings into an Infinite variety of 
shapes and combinations of power."
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Sc to the associations with John Scott's statement* Hie 
suggestion of the sowing of the seeds of literary creation in 
the receptive womb of the mind Is refreshingly different* even 
though It le faintly reminiscent of Young*s theory that **the 
alad of a nan of genius is a fertile and pleasant field.* In 
both of these passages the duty of the artist merely to ob­
serve and to Imitate Is supplanted by the need for his creative 
reaction and for his conscious effort at achieving variety*
Be needs also to aim at exciting the "passions and imagination*'** 
of his reader*
to summarise then* One must admit that the objective 
meanings of imagination are scarcely different In this criti­
cism of the novels from what they were in t hat of other forms 
of literature during the preceding century* either imagination 
signifies the creative faculty of the mind—  sometimes con­
trolled by "common sense*—  or It denotes an Imaging process 
(a mere imitation of objective or accidental life or nature) 
or a vivid creative process by which an Ideal world Is so 
successfully represented that it may seem real and may thus 
arouse the emotions of the readers* But the figurative associ­
ations with Idie term and the great amount of importance attached 
to It are significant* Even more so are the efforts sometimes 
made by the reviewers to effect slight changes or modifications
1 "Living Author*, I," 1 (1820), 16. Compare with 
3m Drrden. Defense of an Himt of j>ramat.lc Poeey, Ker col i on fe­
lon, i, n 3 = n :
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in the application of the tern so that it will fit the novels 
and the novelists being criticised*
Along with imag In at ion » the reviewers sometimes mention 
invention and originality* At t imes these terms refer either to 
a faculty of the mind or to the power of the mind to imagine* 
but they m y  refer also to the process and to the product of 
Imagining or creating* Therefore* they may be considered as 
synonyms of imagination* For instance* Huslitt states that 
Godwin "cannot be denied to possess the constructive organ*
to have originality and invention in an extraordinary degree* 
bat he does not construct according to nature; his invention 
is not dramatic*"* it Is possible that originality and la-
ventlon hero are Innate faculties of "the constructive organ*" 
fbm they refer to the power of the mind to produce new or 
different mental images* But these Images (or products of the 
Imagination) of GodwinTs are not "imitations of nature." They 
w e  not creations* which* though new and different* can be con­
ceived by the reader to be probable or consistent with his 
previous experiences and observations*® This leads us to the
1 "Th® Drama," I (1820), 434.
. ® Ibere is no suggestion that nature refers^to "feci|3enttal" or historical truth^ ^hat Is ireanfHrsrTr sort ^of vraisemb- 
lanee (a similar!ty to general truth)* See also "New 
Edition of the Waverley Hovels*" XXIII (1029), 612* where the 
reviewer deplores the fact that the latter novels of Scott are 
"rlfaclmentl of old memoir writers*" rather Hum "th© offspring 
of Sir Walter*a recollections and fertile* and brilliant In­
vention*" Yet Scott Is still considered superior to most of 
toe novelists of his time with regard to originality and in­
vention* In toe Marginalia of "The Reviewer Reviewed*" X 
(1027)* 27* the editor comments that Horace Spilth1 s novels 
(unlike Scottfs) are "the elaborate works of a aervlJL© 
imitator* with some little portion of taste, but, who Is wholly 
destitute of talent*"
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letter w e  of vfcioh appears to apply specifically
te product of the Imagination* In short, as Easlitt uses 
the tons ineentiLoa, it man Imagination or the product of 
imagination. In that It is, as a product, "an imitation 
of nature* (albeit a poor one here), it may be a synonym for 
originality* which In its turn also may denote either the power 
te produce new images era product of such power (new but imi­
tative of nature)*
But it is the Imaginative faculty of mind to which 
the reviewer has reference when he writes of Sir Welter Scott:
If his invention (imagination) fails him, or if he is too 
idle to draw on it, his mechanical skill, if so we may call 
It, still remains to him, * . *1
Sere invention has intellectual connotations in that It re* 
quires conscious effort on the part of the artist instead of 
more reliance on unconscious inspiration* On the other hand, 
tike reviewer of Rodgatgitlet Is obviously designating the In* 
stinetlve imaging process when he uses the expression "extraor­
dinary facility of invention#***
Whether invention applies to a faculty of the mind, 
to a process, or to s product, therefore. It usually may be 
considered e synonym of Imagination# Invention and originality
1 "Woodstock," XV (1826), 174. See also "Redgauntlet*, 
X (1024), 74, idiere Scottfs "poverty of Invention with respect 
to character is mentioned as the "striking defect of (his) 
mind."
2 X (1024), 00,
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are both used aft vaguely aa imagination and fancy* All four 
tex'jsui| vicusly applied to othsi* forms of art* arc now trans­
ferred to the novel with little appreciable change in their 
meanings* except that they are sone^iat more Inclusive* more 
general*
the reviewers have a moderate amount of interest In 
the ulnd and in the intelligence of the author also but not 
nearly as much aa they have in hla power or genius or imagi­
nation or originality* They may mention * in t© X X igen c @f< along 
with "taste* and "pathetic power*"1 in the case of Madame de 
Steel* they may speak of 3cottts "matter of fact mind*2 or 
of tee great "fertility"** of his mind and recommend reflection 
on the part of the author and selectivity with regard to his 
output* They may even compare an author*s mind with "a sort 
of magic lantern" which causes even an "insignificant" idea 
to east "a gigantic shadow on his pages*"4 But they do not 
express extravagant praises for the mind or the intelligence 
of the author* Aft they use tee terms* mind and intelligence 
are generftly synonyms* but sometimes mind refers specifically 
to the thinking organ* to general creative power (Imagination)* 
or to literary talent* Often the author la urged to subject
1 "Madams de 3tael*" IV (1821)* 397*
2 "Paver 11 of the Peak*" VII (1B25)* 206* Sc© also
"Living Authors X"* I (1820)* 11-12*
2 "Bedgaun tiet*" X (1824)* 69*
4 "Tremaine*" n*s« I (1325)* 533-533.
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his mind to mom fixed control—  to th© "rules laid down by 
fce»to** or to some training or to judgment*® The restrain- 
log influence of the neo-classicists is still perceptible 
here*
In addition to the major qualities considered 
exceptionally desirable by the reviewers, there are some minor 
ones #ileh are noted from time to time In the reviews* If to 
*talent*sa&d to "facility in compos 1 fclon"^  we add "shrewd 
observation of the w o r l d , sorm "dramatic skill,"® "perceptions*
n
that are quick and true, "intuitive tact* (or taste j, deep 
feeling,® and "a grasp of the human heart,*® we have most of
* "Sketch ©f Foreign Literature,* VII (1323), 478*
® See "Tales of the OfBara Family," n.s*, Ill (1823), 
183, and "Tremaine,* n*s*, I (1825), 535* let "learning* with­
out "literary talent* Is never sufficient* See "Letters from 
Paris," n*s*, I (1885), 277*
5 "Letters from Paris," I (1B25), 278* See also "Sketch 
of Foreign Literature,* 711 (1823), 472*
4 "R*dgauntl*t," X (1824), 70.
5 "Th* Earthquake," III (1821), 116. See also "Tales
off tte O'Hara Family," n.s., IX (1825), 136, and ’'Tremaine," 
n«S., X (1825), 534-535.
6 "Walladmor," X (1824), 380.
7 "X*nilworth,"IXI (1821), 188.
9 "Latter* from Paris," n.s.. Ill (1825), 359-361.
9 "a PIm  for Penal* Qenlua," X (1824), 54.
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p rftis o d  by tlio  Dut l^ n s  fi*#(|\3[® fttly
ocffiwadftd bhtn tbo ®ajop ^ ualitios ulu^ady dlfiQusoad^ 
ifisgln&tIon or fancy, genius , and power, i* diligence, ex­
cellence of rsind, originality, and invention*
All of titese qualities, one may find mentioned in 
earlier criticiaa of different types of literature*^ - Ih© 
Insistence upon observation is not foreign to the criti- 
• m  of th* *ight*enth century,1 and only the. oaphaals placed 
i^on knowledge of the htvaan heart and upon intuitive or per* 
eeptlve faculties could denote some romantic influences*
In general, all of the qualities possessed by the 
novelists and praised by the critics are familiar ones* 
Occasionally, there are some changes in meanings, but often 
one eannot be sure of the changes since the terms are so 
loosely used* 'Hie possible interpretations are sometimes 
classical in origin, sometimes neo-classical, leas frequently 
mantle, and almost never completely new* Her© the reviewers 
show that they haws been influenced by romanticism, not in 
the specific terms they use, but in the mental associations
they have with them* A passage in which the traditional 
terms occur may be—  and sometimes is—  full of romantic
See especially S* Johnson, The Prince o£ Abislnnia, 
or Sasselas* Chapter X, especially pp* 65-60* See also nls 
Mwf' of the &ngllah Poets* reprinted in Smith and Parks, 
«S*eit7 ppZ 46^4eS,“46g,467, for a similar use of terms 
denoting*desiderata of poets*
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phraseology and fraught with roman tie concepts* For Instance*
® traditional taraj but when th© ralxid of on© author 
is compared with a magic lantern that distorts all his ideas, 
©wen the term itself se nms new*
fhe two terms most frequently used in the reviews—  
genius and power**- express theories dear to classicists, 
neo-classicists, and romanticists alike, though power is much 
lees frequently used in eig ht©enth-c©ntury criticism than It 
is In these reviews* Genius (denoting creative power or a 
sowing spirit or a man endowed with the power of giving liter­
ary expression to original creative Impulses) and power (moan­
ing either an innate creative force or a capacity for origi­
nating compositions that move the reader) are both terms some­
times modified by the reviewers to fit the novel*
Other terms like fancy (a whim, a lighter form of 
imagination, or a creative power or faculty), imagination (the 
creative faculty of th© mind, a mental product), Invention 
{also a creative faculty of the mind or the product of imagi­
nation), and originality (either innate inventive talent or a 
quality of work impressing the reader as new, yet logically 
an imitation or a semblance of reality) ore x^sed almost as 
synonyms; but the first three terras appear nor© frequently 
then the last* A.11 are familiar to th# student of criticism* 
Even their meanings are usually those implied-- or actually 
expressed—  by critics of the preceding century* Cnly in 
the qualifying or explanatory passages containing those terms 
and the minor ones mentioned above Is there anything new noted*
B harass Applicable to the Works of Novelists 
Since there are an even greater number of terms that 
may Bpply to novels than apply to the novelists, I shall con- 
eider here only the major ones in detail* The minor ones which 
have some connection with the major ones will receive passing 
notice only* For instance, I shall mention descriptive ad­
jectives used with the term style or with charac tori gat ion 
or with plot? but I shall not attempt to analyse them or 
to trace their history in to to*
Ihe meanings of th© term style itself may, for the most 
part, be traced to classical and neo-classical times* fhe 
poetic critics used style to denote a habit or a method of 
writing acquired either by effort or without design* Shay 
even used it as a synonym for language*"** Xn many of the 
periodical reviews the second meaning (method) is the one 
suggested, but frequently the term is narrowed to denote 
aasrely diction and grammatical accuracy* iest of the critl * 
eisiss of style in the London Magazine are directed at the 
language*
In view of the close relationship between style and 
language. It is almost impossible to divorce them* But In 
so far aa It la possible to do so, I shall consider style 
along with its periphery of descriptive terms first in an
^ See Smith and Parks, op*clt», pp* 63-64* 204, and 
260Lfor definitions of style given Vy Aristotle, Ben Jonson, 
and LonginttP* upon whose definitions nisny of the later 
critics reliod*
effort to determine specifically what qualities th# reviewers 
believed & good style should have# Assuming then that the 
quell ties praised are th© desirable ones, on© may get a fairly 
good notion of the reviewers* concepts of s good style*
Th© best style (manner of writing) should not be
1 2 •laboured*-1* or "forced"; it should nfc b© characterised by
•clumsiness" and "coarseness,*2 by " s l o v e n l i n e s s " 3  and by
"badness of the grammar";5by "obscurity, straining after
effect, and exaggeration*^; by "vagueness, affectation and
indistinctness*^ even when these last faults can be traced
to the "Jaded public taste *"^ It should sometimes have a
•light graee*5| it may sometimes have vigour; but it should
above all be "clear*"5 One reviewer remarks that a style
* "Bracebridge Hall," VI (1822), 439* Hare th© re­
viewer comments in a vague fashion upon the "purely path© tic* 
style of a story—  a style of vhlch he highly approves! but 
apparently he refers to the subject mattes^  not fc sbyl% de­
spite His us© of the latter term*
® "the Earthquake," III (1821), 93*
3 “The Pirate, V (1822), 89.
^ "Lodoiika and Her Daughter,* II (1820), 407—408.
See also "Letters from Paris," n*s*, III (1825), 280, whore 
•affectation* of style is overlooked because th© book says 
sane thing* *
5 "Winter Evening Tales," I (1820), 668*
6 "Tales of the O’Hara Family," n*a«, III (1825),136*
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Should be "genial, op cordial, or* easy or un&ff ©ofced, 
as wll as srtTully done."^ * All of these re-*
qulred in the ideal style are those that might have received 
praise of Drydan or Boileau. There la indeed little 
OS! here either In words or In theories if vo except the relative­
ly new (aa far as criticism Is concerned) adjectives cordial 
£S£i&* Them* are aesthetic terms denoting the impression 
made upon the reader by the personality of the author as 
seen la his work. They may be considered aa synonyms for 
sera and kindly. Aa they are -used here along with easy (fluent 
or facile) and unaffected (unstrained)* they Indicate the 
Importance of spontaneity in style as opposed to a "strain of 
composition**2 everywhere apparent in a novel like The Earthquake.
Up to this point It has bo.n possible to separate
style and language, but now we come to this criticism of doe the $
For the * style* of Goethe, In the true meaning of that vord, 
am profess no respects but, according to the common me of the 
expression as implying no more than a proper choice of words, 
e»d a proper arrangement of them (pure diction in a collocation 
agreeable to ths ldloi of the rt»y)» M  know of nothing to ob­
ject to . « • Living in a court, • • « ; Goethe of necessity 
speaks and writes his own language aa It as commonly written 
and spoken in the best c i r c l e s .3
la another article on "Goethe," the critic notes that the 
Wilhelm He is ter* is thrown more perilously upon the necessity 
of relying, in part, upon the graces of its style,since
^ "The 'Earthquake," III (1881), 93.
2 III (1821), 93. For emphasis on ease of style, 
M e  also "Woodstock," XV (1828), 174.
3 "Goethe I," X (1824), 190.
* "Goethe II," X (1824), 195.
toe tiwinst! ft tor hiniHilif ftdsaits that "for tns fritnds ©I* the 
toose too cannot do without heroic sentiments* 
them la nothing ham that can • ha of service*" *fhe reviewer 
further atataa that* In view of the high commendation given 
to* iwt| there ought to be "the most exquisite burnish of 
Stylo* that all things way b® In harmony* and the casket suit- 
ad to toe Jewels♦"*
Soto of these passages <m "Goethe" show the influence 
of toe eighteenth-oantury terms ami theories* Seen the eon- 
eept of style "as implying* pure idiomatic diction is not new* 
and certainly the Implication that the court language is the 
ess suitable far literary purpose* is purely neoclassical* 
toe varied tome Ilk* sag ter and idiomatic might be found in 
toe — gto of auto authors as Dryden* Barmy* and Addison;
« d  erases* aleganee* sublime* and profound remind the reader 
«f Pope* of Burke* of War ton, and of Blair The emphasis is 
tpei toe polished style*
to eem apt criticism "On toe Writings of Mr* Baturin*" 
there appears the ease concept of toe efficacy of a consciously 
achieved artistic style of language* Hie language is "elevated* 
(dignified heightened)* but seldom "inflated*1 (exaggerated} f 
and It is "totally divested of neagemess and vulgarity" (lack
* S44*» p « w e .
' ^ See S* II* Bonk, the Sublime* A ptudy of Critical 
Theories la XVIII Century S5^an2TTB5w ¥orks ModernTangwge 
XssaeXaflea of Amsrlem, 1955)*
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^  wfin«awnt) • "It Is at one© classical and natural* teem— 
with ftlluslons which * small of the lamp * and wi th ftr&ces 
to be acquired only In good society—  * » Most of the
tans and surely the underlying theory hero expressed are 
familiar to the readers of the criticise of the drama and 
of poetry—  criticism published during th© eight ©©nth 
century* the same statement m y  be made with regard to one 
reviewer's objection to th© Indiscriminate coining of words 
and to the general "coarseness" of language in on© novel,2 
Derivative too Is another reviewer's Insistence upon "ease 
and idiom" in language as opposed to "stiff* stilted lan** 
guage# such as was never spoken"^—  to those "inversions 
of language* which had*wo thought* gone out of vogue forever 
with the Minerva Press breed of romances* in the case of 
this criticism of 3oott1 s language* the emphasis is not 
upon conscious arlistry*but upon apparent smoothness and 
naturalness of express ion which may result either from Innate 
ability or conscious effort or a combination of the two*
1 H I  <1621), 514-515.
* *Lettsrs from Paris,” n»s., I (1825), 279-280.
® "Wood*took," XV (1026), 180. Hi® opposition, to 
•rwnsnoas" and *11 that they stood for is worthy of not®, 
appearing as it does here toward the ond of the roaantlc 
era*
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The terms used are those employed, it is true, by the abler 
critics of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,^ but 
this emphasis upon seeming spontaneity is indicative of the 
trend nay from a narrow neo-classicism, either back to a 
pure class 1qism or forward to modern concepts* Hone of it,
I believe, should be termed romantic.
Yet there are some treatments of language in the 
romantic vein* For instance, the figurative description of 
the language of Sin tram and hla Companions as nsof t and 
greasy*® is both new and expressive* Even more romantic is 
the discussion of the *highly coloured* diction of Loclolska 
and her Daughter—  a diction “which is still more remote than 
even the occurrences of the narrative frost ush&t may be termed 
eoseaoa life**^ This theory is similar to Wordworthrs 
Selection of language really used by men«*^ Moreover, the 
reviewer continues thus:
^ See especially S« Jdlinson, Hie Lives of the English 
Poets* reprinted in Smith and Parks, op» cTtV, pp* 4€>o
especially | A* Pope, An Bssay on Critic lam* reprinted la ibid*, 
m .  383*395s J* Dennis. 'Hb& Impartial Critick in J# E* Sping- 
am. Critical Essays* IiT7*l45 YfTTJs-lSf;7. Dryden, The 
Works*. Scott and Saints bury, edd*, VI, 251 and XX, 253*
2 II (1820), 66.
3 II (1820), 408.
4 William ’.'orda worth, Observations. aa reprinted 
In Smith and Parka, op. clt., p. 500.
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H*r language* and th© strain of sentiment and fooling In her 
productions affect the mind similarly to the sounds of an 
Eoll&n harps the tones are deop and impressive, they pene­
trate the heart; but they die away too abruptly, and do not 
possess that rich fullness and enchanting connection that 
testify to the triumphs of art**
Hare, striotly speaking, is a hit of impressionistic criti­
cism combining the new with the old—  th© emphasis upon the 
appeal to the heart (romantic) and upon the need for some 
eonsclous art (classleal)*2 The whole remotely suggests Po©fs 
later theories*
In the terms applied to style and language, then, one 
must admit that there is apparent the influence of neo- 
elasslciss and of classicism* So 'o marks cf romanticism of & 
higher type can be discerned, but they are proportionately few.
Mao-classical Is the use of terms such as laboured* 
forced* cluaay* vagus* and affected to describe a style of which 
th* reviewers do not approve; of such terns as clear* graceful, 
elegant* burnished, idiomatic* vigorous, easy* unaffected and 
artful to characterise an approved style* All of these words 
are derived from an older criticism—  one applied to poetry 
chiefly* But genial and cordial are fairly recent, and their 
use indicates the critics1 increasing demands for naturalness 
and spontaneity of style*
^ “Ledoiaka and her Daughter,” XI (1B20), 40*3*
® It is worthy of noting on passant that most of the 
impressionistic and faintly roman tic criticism of language 
occurs during the time of John Scott1s editorship. Later the 
trend seems to* be back toward neo-classical criticism*
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About adjectives used with language* almost th® same 
statements may be made, especially sine© style is often a 
synonym for diction* Particularly neo-classical is the in­
sistence upon polished and appropriate diction* Moreover* 
such diverse terns as elevated, Inflated, grace* vulgarity, 
ease* stiff* stilted* highly coloured are all to be found 
in the criticism of the eighteenth century* But the soft 
and greasy are impressionistic* Moreover, the picturesque 
tenor of the analysis of the language of at least one novel, 
as well as the insistence upon ordinary language, is some­
what rooantic* Even here, however, th© criticism has a sound 
basis; and though it seams new, it Is actually related to 
earlier standards of criticism*
Just as the terms applied to style showed th© linger­
ing effects of neo-classicism, and rarely the influence of 
romanticism, so, too, do the terms associated with description* 
Again, as was true in the case of style, it is not with the 
major term Itself that we reed be concerned, but with the ad­
jectives and the nouns used in discussing th© various repre­
sentations of scene and character*
There is no new theory of description ©merging, Lessing’s 
Laocoon has had no influence on the reviewers* They are still
prone to regard descriptions as paintings in words—  portraits 
of characters (without development) and representstions of 
scenes (without action). Here they have merely transferred a 
concept from the criticism of poetry to th^ fc of fiction*
The completeness with which this transfer is effocted 
becomes quite clear when we examine the worchi which the re­
viewers use in praise of specific excellent descriptions* For 
instance* one critic writes:
From 3terra it was that X received my earliest Impressions 
*bout France and French people: it was he who first excited
in me the desire to become personally acquainted with scenes 
and characters over which his descriptions (faithful and cor­
rect as I have found them to be) had thrown the charn of 
reaaaee*!
Except for the aesthetic term charm, ¥ifoich was Infrequently 
used* the words herein are ones which we have often scon in 
eighteenth-century criticism*3 Both faithful and correct re­
fer to an imitation of actuality* In this respect correct is 
different* for in earlier criticism It usually signified an 
accurate selection and method of arrangement of words* not 
fidelity to reality* The same statement may be made with 
regard to "accuracy".^ which is applied to the descriptions 
of Picard* So though there may be verbal correspondence be­
tween the criticism in these reviews and the criticism written 
In the past* the meanings are often different*
There is one passage* however* that is exceptionally 
leminiscent of Addison* both in thought and In word# having
^ "Sterne at Calais and TJontreuil," n#s#, I (182>)*58*
3 See J* Addison* Spectator Zimera* no# 418, In Smith 
and Parks# op*clt## 683* 'iherc charm does not refer* to the 
pleasing ejrteci of the composition fcut to Individual aspects 
of the Imitation*
3 3 00 "Sketch of Foreign Literature," X (1824), 537; 
"Letters froa Paris," n*s*, X (1025), 27-% and n.s#, II (1325), 
141 and 197; for similar uses of the terms faithful and accurate*
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explained the probability that many naval heroes were per- 
suftdtd {by reading Roderick Random) to go to sea, the critic 
continues:
Be (Smollett) has not indeed decorated his scenes with any 
seductive colours; yet such is the charm of a highly wrought 
description that it often induces us to overlook what Is dis­
gusting in the objects themselves, and transfer th© pleasure 
arising from the mere imitation to the reality*1
Of course, Addison is talking about "the Dunghill* and the re­
viewer about life at sea, but the theory is the same. More­
over, terms like charm, imitation and reality are not new*
Boat of the minor terms used are borrowed ones* This 
fact becomes more evident with each review considered* The 
descriptions of Winter Evening Tales are "striking and lively*1,2 
Those of Don Esteban are "spirited and forcible";^ those of 
Today in Ireland are "picturesque" those of Tales of the 
Crusaders have "vivacity*"  ^ Especially commended are the
^ "Memoirs of the Life and Writings of Tobias Smollett,* 
VI (1822), 320* Compare Addison's “ • * * anything that is Dis­
agreeable, when looked upon, pleases us in an apt Description*" 
(Spectator Papers* no* 418)* 3©e also Dryden's An Essay of
Drjaaatlc foeay* Smith and Parks, op* alt*, p* 53157
2 I (1820), 668*
^ n* s*, II (1825), 221* See also "Lodolska and her 
Daughter,” II (1820), 40Q, where the author1 a descriptions are 
termed "forcible” arid also "worthy of the highest praise#"
4 n.s., I (1825), 384.
6 n.s., I (1825), 597
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•vigour and truth** of the scenes in Tales of the ft*Hara 
Family, and the "pewer® and "the almost unequalled reality
A
of hi# IScott1©) descriptions of external nature," There
3is mention too of the "strength” of &r* Uaturinfs descriptions* 
All of these descriptive terms have appeared in the works of 
Pope, AddIson, end Johnson*
Indeed* one of the few marks of romanticism appears in 
the criticism of Sintram and his Companions-- criticism, which 
in terminology Is Still reminiscent of the elgbfce©nEh-cor:turyfs 
Interest In the sublime, but which Is generally impression­
istic* The "nightmare solemnity"* of a scene Is mentioned* 
According to the critic, "nothing Is distinctly made out,—  
but the shadows roll about so as frequently to produce grand
A
and awful pictures," Fairly romantic in wording, too, is the 
ccis&ect that the "opening description" of the funeral in one
„  K
story Is extremely touching.
Altogether, there is very little new In the theory 
of description. The terms, with u few exceptIone, are the 
old ores used by the neo-class Ids fcs, The best descriptions
1 n. a., Ill (1825), 125.
® Oew Edition of ' avarley f'ovels," XXIII (1829),
6 1 2 -6 1 3 .
® "0*i the "srltln£» of «.r. liaturln,” 17 (1821), 516.
* I I  (1 8 2 0 ) , 1 6 6 .
5 "Bracabrldga Hall," VI (1822), 14.
« n  striking and lively; forcible; faithful* accurate* and 
correct (all three with regard to reality or probability )* 
«tr»g| picturesque* vivacious* vigorous* true or real* power­
ful* and oharmlng* Only powerful (forceful) is conrpara11 ve ly 
new* and perhaps the meaning of the tern charm (or charming)* 
which here denotes the aesthetic effect of the entire scene•
In the criticism of character treatment* Just as in 
the criticism of descriptions* one is not so much concerned 
with the major term itself as with the minor or descriptive 
words somehow Influencing the concept of the major term* 
Character itself has the sane meaning which Samuel Johnson 
might have attributed to It In th© past century—  namely* that 
of a personality universally true* In fact* the entire theory 
of characterisation—  including the minor terms—  may be said 
to have changed little (at least in most cases) since the 
publication of JohnsonTs Preface to Shakespeare; Ir't there Is 
perhaps a slight emphasis upon tiie use of details t at Is new* 
A somewhat detailed examination of brie roviewers1 analyses of 
the characters created by various authors however* will re­
veal specific Information about the derivative nature of most 
of the tense*
Much of the criticism of Godwin’s characters is es­
pecially good* In an essay on nTh© Drama*" Hazlltt remarks 
that Godwin’s characters* except Caleb 'illiaias* "stand alone*
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self crotted, and self supsorted, without communication with, 
or reaction upon any other*’13' In short, they have no effect 
either upon other characters or upon the action of the story#
In another article, entitled "Living Authors," John 
Scott writes that "a world peopled with his (Godwin*s} charac­
ters11 would be "truly appalling,"® for they have "all th© 
enthusiasm of passion, with all the blindness and Inevitability 
of a property of oat tar#" Prom some experience or circumstance, 
over which he has no control, each character receive® an im­
pression "aa the metal takes one from the ^ie with which it 
is struck,—  passively and permanently#" ’ftuia it Is "within 
the nature of the man himself" that Godwin "lodges his fatal 
principle*" 3ut he sends down "no cloud * instinct with fir© 
and nitre*" to prevent "the fall r-.f his characters#" He 
subjects them to the inevitable ruin to t&ich the permanent 
defects in their characters condemn them# Ihen he falls to 
save them, as the Greek dramatists sometimes rescued their 
heroes, by & force from without* In fact, he subjects 
"spiritual existence to the lam which govern dead mat ter #n®
This suggestion of th© tragic flaw In th© hero and 
the very thorough analysis of th© defect in Godwin* s us© of 
theory immediately precede another Aristotelian concept, 
that of the need for consistency in characters* The "abrupt 
changes of general character to draw on fearful catastrophes"3
*• I (1820), 435,
2 II (1820), 163-164, 167. 
5 Ibid.. pp. 167-162
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iavolv* inconsistency, and th© repres on tat Ions of Irrational 
passions are sometimes *inconaIs ten t" with the nature of th© 
character and "out of harmony with the circumstances*"* More­
over* th© "misrepresentations" In Caleb Williams are "incon­
sistent with our state of manners#"* In short, either th© 
character la not the same at the end as he was represented to 
be in the beginning or the character*® actions are not In 
teeping with his nature or with what our knowledge of people 
leads us to believe his actions could possibly be# Iher© is 
here an indication of the need of realism of character and 
an especial emphasis upon the term consistent or Incons is tent#
It is doubtful that Godwin "has displayed the depths 
of the huaan heart*" Indeed, his characters "may b© said to 
form subjects for lecturing on t.'tc properties of human nature 
*r>d human Institutions rather than to be actual examples of 
their life and real influence*" Time, "they proved a part, • . • 
but the whole they misrepresented#"* Ihey are not then "true 
to life," and they are not probable* Hor do they "inspire 
love" and sympathy and pity as do Scott*s characters# Rather, 
they gain merely "the protection of our philosophy."* But 
the character of Marguerite In St* Leon Is an exception, in­
spiring this rhapsodic praise:
• * # she seen© to shine with a purer light than • hat of the 
dally earth; the power of her virtue, and th© magnanimity of 
her prudence, produce the effect of passion from their Inten­
sity—  and entirely preserve the conception from wearing t hat
1 Ibid,
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air of coldness and insipidity which generally belongs to 
faultless |«imigii»l
la * U  of this ©ritIslam appear ssost of the points 
Of the 4rlototallan theory of cba racteriaafc 1 on * The ebarao- 
tors should to good, true to life, eons latent, and probable#
The hero should have a tragic flaw, since faultless characters 
elll not more the reader*2 The wording of soase of the 
passages Is exceptionally enthusiastic perhaps, hut basic* 
ally this is sound technical and psychological criticism*
Sect of the toms {and the theories) mentioned In 
the criticism of Godwin's characters are applied to the 
ehaieeter-dellneatlon of other authors*
There Is emphasis, for example, upon the Inter* 
relation of ebarectors, upon the necessity for their 
promoting the aetlon of the story* Goethe's Migrson influences 
•the movement of the story* too little* •Nothing i® either 
hastened or retarded* by her* •She neither acts nor la acted 
upon*** Scott*a Joshua Oeddea "promotes the action" of 
Sad gauntlet "about In the same ratio that a midse bouncing 
against the posterior part of the earth propels it towards Aries**
1 J M *> >
* S m  Arlatotl*'a foetloc. IX and XIII, XV, In S*al th 
and Parks, op»clt** pp* 57-44* For later adaptations of these 
theories and terms see S* Johnson, Preface to ghakaspsana in 
Smith and Parks, op* ©it*# p* 443 ft* % and 77 ti'ryAeiil K '"Para. 1 lei 
of Poetry and Painting and Grounds of Criticism in Tragedy. 
to^ "g i b e % >r "‘collsetlro,' TT7  llCTfiT,~  na"TT , ^ 0 2 - W .
8 X (18S4), 808
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the characters should also be consistent* But Scott »s, 
for example, frequently are not*
He see & character in the opening promising great dignity, 
sad the occupation of the highest range, but it suddenly dwin­
dles into IneignlfIcance, and walks very quietl down into the 
kitchen *1
Yet fee "murderous consistency”2 of Mr. Baturin*s creations
certainly does not redeem their lack of resemblance to life*
On fee other hand, even "ghosts, phantoms,and evil spirits
may be introduced into a work in a way to afford the imagination
of the reader an appropriate and lively feeling of their natural 
3
eons is fcency* truth is that cons la tency aids In the achiev®"*
ment of an Illusion of reality,^ even in the case of spirits; 
but mere consistency is not enough in creations that are 
supposed to be imitations of general nature# Those imitations 
must be probable and natural.
Most of the reviewers make no effort to distinguish 
between fee appropriate character (faithful to type) and that 
true—to—life (an Imitation of universal or general fcsoan nature)* 
H&sy even confuse both of these theories v/ith the on© of prob­
ability (feat a character speak and act in a way which can be
1 "Woodstock," XV (1886), 173.
® "On the Writing of Mr, ttaturin," IV (1321), 517*
® "Sintram and His Companions," II (1320), 65—66* Com­
pare this with Johnson1 s Preface to Shakespeare in 3 .ith and 
Parks, op. clt., p. 447,
* For examples of the need for consistency, see "Say­
ings and Doings," n. s., I (1825), 385; "Don '3steban,n n* a,, 
1(1825), 221.
conceived as necessary and probable \mder the given circum­
stances}* Indeed, their main requirement (In whioh they in- 
elude all three or the Aristotelian theories) is that a 
character be natural* and they use a variety of terms to ex- 
press this requiresen t *
they say that Scott* s characters in his earlier books 
base "the actual lineaments of n a t u r e i h & t  Is, they are 
true to the universal but yet seem individual* Some of them 
"possess, like Fergus, and Burleigh, and Dick Betterlck, • » # 
aa absolute and permanent existence in the Imagination*"^ 
Others, usually in the later books, are like Fenella In Fever 11 
of the Peak, too "improbable*°^ There Is only Robin Olgin in 
gas Two Drovers to remind the reviewer of the naturalness of 
3eott*s earlier characters** in the others "we miss that re­
ality of character which it was the author1 a duty to discover 
end apply*"5 Even the highly praised Salad in is a failure 
because,being a "Soman Knight, rather than A r a b , "3* >ie is not 
faithful to type*
1 "Living Authors," I (1820), 13 and 13*
2 "Kenilworth," III (1821), 189.
5 m  (1823), 205*
* See "The Chronicles of Canongate," XVIII (1827),409*
2 "Tales of the Crusaders," XII (1825), 597* See also 
"Ivanhoe," Z (1080), 81* See "Redgauntlet," X (1824), 73, 
where the figures are described as " mere blotches*"
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* - ffcjwa# donating truth to life end probability are re*
Iterated in the relieve of the works of ell authors. In 
leles of the O’Hara Fatally, the Irish characters are "well 
end truly exhibited#1,1 The character of Brashleigh In Say*
Inga end Pelage is "a copy frosa the life’1 with a "well pro* 
served elr of truth.4,2 But Hogg’s creations In 'Inter Even* 
tag Tblee ere often "inefficient and improbable,"5 and those 
la KSlasth. the tenderer ere not sufficiently reul for us
* to regard their potions ee subordinate; to their characters.*^ 
To some extentt this defect is due to their not being 
sufficiently individualised.
This leek of distinction or discrimination of character#
e
le e aa jar flew in some authors9 works. Only -a few. In the 
opinion of the reviewer, can give "breathing individuality" 
to characters like "that of Dor if or th and iliss i^ Ilnor," both 
"conceived with Intuitive tact," e gift peculiar to the 
"female genius." Smollett’s characters, It is true, are ex* 
travegantly Individualized. Indeed, they are grotesque rep* 
re sen tat ions of the specific *^an, not imitations "of classes 
of sen"; and they have the "appearance" rather "of being broad
1 n. s., Ill (1825), 135.
* n. s., I (1825), 383. See also "letters from Parle," 
n. •., Ill (1826), 548.
3 I (1820), 667.
4 111 (1821), 188.
® See "Anastael.ua," I (1820), 77} "Lodoiska sind hep
Daughter,” XI (1820), 408.
® "A Plea for Female Oeniue," X (1824), 54.
earlo&turas from raal life." But his la a "happy burlesque," 
not Mai character-delineation* Thus, as caricatures his 
areatIons are highly approved*
Ifce reviewers also praise novelty or originality^ in 
characters , but they are fairly lenient when th® imitations 
(copies) of other characters are we11-drawn* For Instance, 
the characters in Tremaine, which are "copied from books,” 
are *very weak and ordinary productions—  the mere shadows of 
shades3 but the character of Poor Peter Peebles, based on 
•an original” in Peregrine Pickle, is so "well drawn” that It 
Is "worthy to supplant the original”^in our memories* Obvious­
ly, the reviewers approve the latter, but not the first, They 
do not agree with Young*a theory of the inevitable stsperlor— 
ity of the completely original character*
Sometimes the reviewers mete out praise or blame de­
pending upon various other qualities of the characters* It 
is kartin Ewsr&rd's "moral dignity"** that wins him commendation
^ "Ueaoirs of the Life and Writings of Tobias Smollett, 
YI (1832), 35,
® For emphasis on novelty see "Tales of the crusaders,” 
XII (1825), 597.
S n. s., I (1325), 555.
* "ReAgauntie t," X (1824), 72. So® also "Talas of th® 
Cruaadars," XII (1825), 597, whara Bdlth la said to "ranind 
us too siueh of Hebecca,"
5 "Woodstock," XV (1826), 179. For condemnation on 
grounds of "moral vice" see "3ome Passages in the Life of Mr.,
A dan Blair," V (1825), 490; and "Tremaine," n. s., I (1B25), 
527*
Kareover* some agents of a novel may be "interesting* or 
X
net* Too* like Rebecca* they may bo so "well drawn" that 
^ * 7  *will llvo"®j or they may not bo either "striking or 
fascinating**3 lt*e reviewers object to the anachronistic 
nao of famous literary and historical figures** m©y there* 
fore like Elisabeth in Kenilworth* and dislike Queen Mary 
la The JLbbot*^
To summarise material on character then* Koarly 
all of the terse (and the theories) can be traced to criti­
cism of other types of literature* Most of that criticism 
cm Godwin and much of that on other writers is Aristotelian* 
2f we add to that some of the theories expressed by Johnson 
In his Preface to Shakespeare* I believe we have a basis 
for all of the criticism in the London* True, the emphasis 
en the individualised character Is somewhat new—  but not 
entirely so* Hints of it appear in Johnson’s criticism*
1 "Wklladnor** X (1824)* 380* See also "ihe Ad— 
ventures of BaJJi Baba of Ispahan*" IX (1624)* 194 and "Wood 
Stock*" XY (1826)* 176-177.
8 "Xvanfcoo,” X (1820), 81.
8 ”*»• Abbot," IX (1820), 428.
4 ”E»nllworth,” III (1821), 188 and 200.
8 Abbot,” II (1820), 428.
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Certainly the expressions true to life, appropriate* prob- 
S&2£.» good or moral, natural, consistent, and real are all 
old ones• Hie terms in general are not used exactly* and 
thus denoting some type of reality are the most loosely 
employed of all* It is perhaps significant that none of 
these terms are overworked* 'The need for having th© character 
play a significant part in the fable and the necessity for 
the character's arousing the feeling of the reader (which* of 
eourse* involved having a character with a flaw) are sug­
gestive of revived classical criticism* Differences appear 
only in the picturesque and figurative manner In which the 
criticism Is expressed* in the stress on the individualized 
character* and just possibly in the critics* notable re­
straint in the use of real, probable, and natural, though 
they do use frequent synonyms for thorn*
Of course, the reviewers say a groat deal a Iso about 
the plots of novels* Here again, they are not particularly 
Interested in th© major term itself, plot, but in the minor 
descriptive words used to denote the ideal plot. It Is ob­
vious at th© start* however, that tdey use plot loosely—  
sometimes to refer merely to th© mechanical organization, 
store frequently to designate the fa Ho, and most often to sig­
nify both the fable and th© author*a technical management of 
the material*^
1 Throughout this study I use th© term In its broad 
slgnif icance •
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they quit* conscloua of th© author's n©od for 
technical ©kill in th© management of his plot* Th© "clumsi - 
© M s 9 of th© "Machinery"! of any tale, they say, impairs 
it© general ©ff©et* On th© other hand, an “artful9 and "w© 11- 
maintained"** fable assures th© success of even an “elaborate9 
work* This ©aphasia upon conscious artistry lsf of course, 
iafl1.nl3cent of neo-classical tendencies; and th© terms are 
particularly so, except that, instead of artificial* we have 
artful*
Especially derivative in nature is some of the criti­
cism upon “the plain and conduct9 of Scott*a novels* Aa a 
matter of fact, In judging his plots, th© reviewers use ex­
pression© originally applied to the epic* One of his Tales 
of th© Crusader© is a “perfect Kpopea;"3 but the other la 
s failure in "epic dexterity?;3 mainly because of Scott's 
fondues© for Introducing 9irr©volant"3 material* Since he 
often breaks th© thread of his narrative thus, it la rare 
Indeed that a critic can call a plot of Scott's "well conneclcd*"4
*  "Don gsteban.” n, s., I  ( 1B25) ,  2 2 1 . Sea also " ’the 
Xsrthquaks," I I I  ( 1 8 2 1 ) ,  S 3 .
* "Tales of the O'Hara Family," n* s«. III {1825), 
136—156*
3 n* ©*, II (1325), 594-597* See also "Woodstock,"
XV (1826), 174-178; and "ftedgauntlet," X 0024), 77* The 
term ©popes Is also used in "A Plea for Female Genius," X 
(1824775*7
4 "The Abbot," II (1820), 428*
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Xn general 9 the reviewers demand that an author 
•consider hie plot* carefully so that he may not present 
c m  Hmt la •confused* or •perplexed"*1 They dislike the 
•epistolary method* because It tends to produce an intricate, 
•pmmtural*1 plot* They do not ears much more for the type 
of fable inherited from the romances, *& mere cluster of 
episodes**2 But even that kind may win grudging approval if 
•the influence of a prominent character Is carried through 
all** of It*
In the passages just considered, the plot Is thought 
of aa a technical arrangement of ideas and criticised as such* 
Usually, however, plot means the story or fable as a vhele 
(including the skeleton but emphasising the body)* As such, 
the reviewers prefer that it be sometimes simple and un** 
affeeted,^(the natural and the usual) usually original or at
^ *Lodolska and her Daughter,* II (1020), 408,
* "The Adventures of HaJJi Baba of Ispahan,* IX 
(1824), 194* This, of course, suggests the iheory of the 
unity of the hero attacked by Aristotle*
^ *Lying in all its Branches," n* s«, II (1825), 
108* See also Braeebr 1 dgs Hall,* VI (1822), 456—457*
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least not imitative (a copy or another author’s plot)} and 
certainly of sufficient interest and power (novernent and vigor) 
to maintain suspense.^ it may have elements of wit, humor 
w  *stlref and It may have propriety and decorum. But there 
is a great deal of Insistence upon Its being affecting or 
®OTingfupon its presentation of sentiment, feeling and pathos.
Of all the terms used In the journals, propriaty and 
decorum especially suggest neo-classicIsm* Moreover, the 
criticism in the London Magazine (up to 1825 especially) Is
notable for the alnoet complete absence of these terms. The 
reviewers do mention words which are closely related to these 
and which also suggest neo-classical tenets, but they mention 
such te ms rarely. They remark on the "want of keeping"^ of 
som stories and the obvious shocks to our "sense of fitness*^
^ See "Letters from Paris," n. s., I (1825), 275; "The 
Modern Athens.* n. a*. II (1325), 507; "The Reviewer Reviewed." 
XVIII (1827), 27; "Woodstock," (1823), 173. Of special in­
terest is the attack on Imitation in "Letters fror? ^aris, 3," 
n. s.. Ill, (1825), 280. Here tlie reviewer voices on& of the 
ntmrous objections (to be found In the London) to the attempts 
made "to puff" novels of an inferior quality,particularly 
those that are"imitations
2 V (1922), 00. For other expressions of the need for 
Interest and suspense see "Ivanhoe," I (1820), 03; "Ocdwin, 
Chiefly as a Writer of Novels," II (1820), 168. "Peveril of 
the Peak," VII (1B23), 201; "Sintram and his Companions,” II 
(1320), 66; "Winter Evening Tales,” I (1820), 669.
^ "Sayings and Doings," n. s., I (1325), 380*
* "the Earthquake," III (1821), 93. Here coarseness 
also appears, denoting In this case awkwardness of device.
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In othflrs; of th& presence of ’bad taste or coapsaness"^ 
or "vulgarity."1 The first two aro related both to 
appropriate and probabla. since thay denota a sort of suit- 
ability* judged upon the basis of knowledge of past events#
Til© others suggest the narrow neo-claoaical concept of con­
ventionalised refinement.
Suggestive* too* of criticism of th© past are the terms 
wit.hteaor. satire, and comedy, \iaed to denote qualities gen­
erally considered desirable. Of th© group* wit (a sort of 
Intellectual humor Involving fancy)® receives considerably 
less attention here than the other terms. Perhaps It means 
a conscious* somewhat sharpened expression of th© Incongruous* 
Again It appears to denote either the author* a intellectual 
sense of the Incongruous or even his fancy. Satire (wit used 
for an ethical purposealso occurs very seldom; and the satire 
on •vulgarity*^ is not appreciated by at least one ra viewer; 
however* humor, comic. ludicrous, and droll appear fairly 
frequently* often In the same passages* as though In the 
reviewers* minds (just as In Fielding*®) these terns wore 
closely related* Humor is a much more general word than wit 
or satire and a much less consciously I n t e l l e c t u a l  one* It 
denotes that which is aggreeably ludicrous* or co m ic* or droll.
1 "’Tall adnor, * X (1*524), 380. Sob also " In tax Even­
ing Talas," 1 (1820); 667.
® See"Letters from Paris", n.s., II (1823), 141;and 
"A Plea for Pataale Genius," X (1:124), 34.
® Sea "Sayings and loin;'a," n. s., I (1825), 387.
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Extravagance as mil as affectation^  ia iQ keeping with it.
Bat honor that la "pantomimic, coarse, strained, and practi­
cal,"3 that inrolros "exaggerated caricature" and "buffoonery"3 
la decidedly obnoxious to the critic, Sometimes the mixture 
of the "ludicrous" and the "pathetic,"3 of th© comic and the 
effecting, even of humor end pathos (compaostlon and pity) 
appeals to the reviewers; but if either quality is obviously 
exaggerated, tb* critic tends to use ©area, to say in 
effect "Laughing ia catching, so Is yawning, and so we 
suppose is crying."* Humor and satire are in the traditional 
line, but the great emphasis upon the tern humor (or its 
equivalents—  droll, ludicrous) and especially its association 
with oathoe suggest more recent developments*
Somewhat suggestive of romantic tendencies is the 
great attention paid to terms denoting emotional effect.
But then there is a definite renunciation of sentimentality
1 S«, •Bnoebrldge Hall,” 71 (1822), 43ft. For a 
similar mentioning together of related terms see Henry 
fielding*a "Preface to Joseph Andrews." as reprinted in 
Smith and Parks, o p . clt.. pp. &6&-&§9,
3 "Highways and By-ways," n, s., I (1825), 106.
See also "Sayings and Doings," n. a,, I (1825), 386.
3 "Bedgaunt1st," i824), 73. See also "Living
Authors, X," I (1820), 13,
* "Highways and By-waysf" n. s., 1 (1825), 196.
Bee also "Heview of #ilhelm Meistur," X (1824), 303,
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and of th© sentimentalists, who are too eager ”to draw tears.”1 
*111© author of Highways and By-ways gives the critic the im­
pression of having
attempted & short cut to the lachrymary ducts of the sympa­
thetic reader# He seems to have construed rather too liter­
ally—
—  Si vis me flere dolendum est
Primum ipsi tibi.l
"A sigh and a burst of tears,"1 the critic thinks, are not 
sufficient to make a good novel# This is reasonably sound 
erlticlsm based upon a good standard of values—  certainly 
no indication of rampant romanticism. In general, however, 
the reviewers respect and praise the success of any novel in 
drawing both tears and smiles: ” a i ve risus essent mo vend! ©lye*, 
lacrymae*” 2
All of the major terms which the reviewers used in 
the discussions of feeling and its related terms are inherit­
ances from the eighteenth century# True, some*like sensi­
bility^ have no exceptionally great currency until the nine­
teenth century^ but they do appear earlier# Passions is used
* n# s#, I (1825), 196# See also "Letters from Paris,” 
n# s#, III (1825), 280# Both passages are suggestive of 
Drydenfs theories explained In Smith and Parks, og# clt#, pp. 
502-504# For very figuratively expressed attacks on senti­
mentality (mawkishness and melodrama) see "Highways and By­
ways,” n# s., I (1825), 196; and ”Uew Edition of Yavorley 
Hovels,” XXIII (1829), 612.
2 "A Ploa for Female Genius,” X (1824), 54*
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In Its traditional sense as a synonym for s t ro n g  e m o t io n s .’*' 
some extant, feeling has superseded p a s s io n s  I n  p o p u la r ­
ity with the critics. Being used somewhat loosely and 
having a broader range of meanings and applications than the 
latter term, feelings may refer at times to th e  author* s own 
emotional experience, to his sympathetic o r  intuitive per­
ception of essential qualities, or to his Intellectual under­
standing^ at other times, to the emotional reaction or mood 
to be aroused (or actually aroused) in the reader and to 
the passions of the characters in the novel}® or merely to 
sentiments in general
Of course, feeling is related both to sensibility 
and to sentiment, and at times all three terns are used inter­
changeably. *ihe third term denotes a pensive f o o l in g  i n ­
volving the imagination rather than the intellectual p ro c e s s e s .
* See “Godwin, Chiefly as a Writer of Hovels,” IX 
(1320), 163; "Letters from Paris,” n .  s., I l l  ( 1 3 2 0 ) ,  5 4 5 -5 4 4 ;
*Sew Ldition of the Kfaverley Hovels,” X X I I I  ( 1 8 2 9 ) ,  6 1 2 ;  "The 
Stranger: A Romance,” n. s., I  ( 1 8 2 5 ) ,  2 9 8 .
See i n  the o r d e r  named “L e t t e r s  fro m  P a r i s , ” n .  S .  
Ill (1323), 280: "Living .uthors,I," I  (1020), 1 1 ;  ”Ivanhoe,M 
X (1820), 31; *3 in tram and his C o m p an io n s ,"  XI (1 B 2 '> ), 1 6 5 ;  
"Winter Evening Tales," I ( 1 8 2 0 ) ,  6 6 0 ; and  " L iv in g  A u th o r s ” 
ill," II (1820), 163.
3 See "Godwin, Chiefly as a Writer of Novels,” II 
(1820), 164, 167; "Kenilworth," III ( 1 R 2 1 ) ,  1 8 3 ;  " d o u a rd ,"  
n. s.. Ill (1823), 5 4 4 ;  "Sintra*! and his ''o m rx m lo n s ,"  II 
(1820), 66 and "Lodolska," II ( 1 8 2 0 ) ,  4 0 8 .
* See "Pewerll of the Peck," VTI (1323), 2 0 6 ;  Some 
Passages in the Life of Adam Blair," II ( 1 8 2 0 ) ,  4 9 0 ;  "3in­
tern and his Companions," II ( 1 0 2 0 ) ,  6 6 ;  "The O r a ia ,  IV , "
I (1320), 434.
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and it is associated with love ox* melancholy*^* It may mean 
passion, that associated with pathos*2 or it may signify 
thought in general.3 This last meaning is very old, and none 
of the terms named are particularly new* Any excess of senti­
ment (mawkishness) led, of course^  to sentimentality and sure 
condemnation; for the sentimentalist, one reviewer says, "like 
Ophelia, has the faculty of turning everything to pret tineas," 
or “like a French cook,” does not rely ”on the excellence of 
the thing he dresses, but on the richness of the sauce*” He 
will”pique himself on making a savoury dish of an old shoo."^
Like sentiment, the term sensibility is also used 
loosely. It usually means feeling of various sorts* It is 
sympathetic and intuitive, or Im a g in a t iv e ly  c r e a t i v e . 3 I t  
is a comparatively new (that Is, to criticism) term, but 
even It appeared before 1800 In the works of such authors as 
Reynolds and 3chiller*3
^ "Letters from Paris,” n. s*, I I I  (1825), 545*
2 "Highways and By-ways,” I (1825), 189*
3 "Godwin, Chiefly as a V/riter of Novels,” II (1820),
169.
* "Highways and By-ways," n. s., r (1825), 196. For 
an attack on excess of sentiment—  on melodrama—  see "New 
Edition of Waverley Novels," XXIII (1029), 612.
3 See "Letters from Paris,” n. s., I l l  (1023), 280, 
and "Highways and By-ways," n. s., I (1825), 196. See also 
Smith and Parks, op* cit*, pp. 483 and 693*
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Therefore, as far as terminology Is concerned, we 
do not have a change, except In emphasis* In this maga* 
mine the great amount; of attention paid to terms like 
feeling Indicates the Importance with which the quality Is 
regarded* And Justly so, for even critics as far apart in 
time as Longinus and Johnson attested the Importance of the 
passions, of sentiment, and of feeling* As a matter of 
fast. Aria to tie himself comes to our minds when wo read of 
the desirability of arousing emotions, of the necessity for 
temperance in the expression of sentiment* Very familiar 
indeed seems one seetlon in the review of Kenilworth about 
the lack of any relief for the "feelings from the weight of 
painful interest*"1
This criticism is classic in its suggestion of restraint 
and in its insistence upon the efficacy of emotion and the 
pas3ions* Sometimes— ' but rarely and then late in the maga~ 
sine*3 history—  the reviewers are dogmatic; but mainly their 
general criticism of plots is good*
The favorite fiction-material of all the critics Is 
the passions or feelings of humanity* But because of their
1 "Kenilworth," I I I  ( 1 0 2 1 ) ,  IB B * Bee D ry d o n ’ s 
discussion of the need for "variety,'1 but n o t  forf,a course 
of mirth, then another of sadness and  p a s s io n * "  (J o h n  Drydan, 
An fcssay of Dramatic Poesy* aa reprinted In S m ith  an d  P a rk a ,  
op» clt», p* «&£>)* See also the introduction to M a tth e w  
XrhoTdTi The Function of Criticism* in S m ith  and P arie s , 
op* cit*, p* Kto*
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applicability* not merely to the material of the novel* but 
t© the entire composition* I Uavv* considered those terms and 
others like thera In other sections of this paper* However* 
there are some terms in the reviews which are applied so 
specifically to the subject matter that X feel they should 
have separate treatment*
The reviewers warn of the dangers of "writing upon
i
every-thing, and mention various subjects forbidden to tie 
novelist* As one reviewer has It*
Users are some subjects too sacred* and some too accursed* 
for familiarity* The name before whici tiie world bends* and 
the name at which the world shudders* are not legitimate 
topics of romance* Their interest is too awful for contact—  
their mystery Is too subll?ne for penetration—  * * * *
Moreover* this reviewer continues*
* * • the novel is no place for polemical disquisition—  the 
acerbities of sects* and the subtleties of theologians are 
quite opposed to the levities of romance—  they are like 
the passing of a thundercloud* dark and heavy* and death- 
fraught* athwart the tinted sky of an autumnal evening*2
The imagery of this criticism does not blind us to the fact 
that the reviewers* concern her© Is forth© decorum of sub­
jects—  a theory frequently voiced In the eighteenth cen­
tury with regard to poetry and drama* Kven the terms awful 
and sub Iliac remind us of the pseudo-Long Inlan sublime so 
much discussed by the critics of that time*
"Redgauntlot," X (1324), 70.
® "On th® Writing® of Mr. Baturin," IV (1321), 512.
5 1 6
On the basis of propriety than, "religious* subject® 
and subjects "appalling to our instincts*1 are ruled out; 
but there are others eliminated because they are too remote 
from reality or because they are Immoral. He matter what 
the specific grounds for eriticism, the reviewers nearly al­
ways relate these reasons to suitability, decorum, or good 
taste—  all neo-classical terms. lfost of the attacks on 
such romantic subjects as "the falsa supernatural,*** on 
•exaggeration and humor* have their basis in the "rules laid 
down by taste,* and they remind one of Johnson*® attacks on 
the aaterifu of romances. Of course, the ban on Immorality, 
particularly that upon "adultery,** suggests the moral theory 
reiterated by critics from the time of Sidney on. 4s a mat­
ter of fact, the mention of Baturin*a presentation of adul­
tery "almost before the curtain** is a verbal echo of the 
neo-classical concept (borrowed from Horace) that certain 
events in drama should not take place upon the stage. So here 
the subject matter is found wanting in decorum and in morality.
But these are subjects definitely approved:
The passions, dispositions, adventures «nd varieties of mon­
ths pleasures and perplexities of life—  the counties® modifica­
tions of human character—  the vice;®, virtues, incidents, and 
phenomena of earth, . . .4
1 *4nastaaius," I (1820), 77.
2 Tales of the O’Hara Facdly," n.a., Ill (1825), 135.
3 "A Sfcetoh of roreifen Literature," VII (1823), 472.
* "On the Writings of Mr- tfaturln,” IV 515,
516 and 518.
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Thus it Is oldsr that the reviewers approve of a wide
variety of* subjects* They like subjects based upon the
author *s own experience and observation— 1 since these have 
a greater verisimilitude, a greater probability than others*
They allow representations of "manners and customs,"2 but 
prefer "the passions" and the "feelings."2 Aesthetic and 
faintly impressionistic (but not usually aimlessly appreciat­
ive) criticism falls to the lot of tales that are both 
moving and moral* One tale which emphasizes the virtue of a young
girl, "her little endearments and hopes" is especially approved
because the "beauty of its effect" is "softened by Fate, and 
you seem to read it to the tolling of the funeral bell."^
Thus one sees that the subject matter should above 
all be of the sort that will affect the reader* There is 
here a little less insistence that the subject matter be 
specifically moral and consequently less frequent use of the 
term moral than there was in most criticism of the past 
century* There is perhaps a little more stress upon the 
reality of the subject matter but no over-use of any one 
neocl&sslc term denoting reality* In general, the terms 
applied to the Ideal subject matter are inherited ones. Even
 ^ "V. inter Eve ring Tales," I (1820), 667.
2 "Letters from Paris," n. s., Ill (1825), 544. 
also "A Hew Edition of Waverley Hovels," XXIII (1829), 612; 
and the discussion of feellnp' (given above) In this study.
3 "Brae.brldge Hall,” VI (1823), 436.
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the meanings are often traditional, but the difference in 
•aphasia (that great importance attached to pathos and 
feeling* for instance) marks a slight change*
As I have Indicated above, the reviewers tend to like 
subject matter idileh is based on reality* In fact, they like 
a semblance of truth or nature to be apparent In the whole 
plot—  not merely in the material of It, but in the entire 
fable*
'The terms by which they denote this reality are quite 
numerous and for the most part are used in a very aimless 
and general fashion* So much so that formulating a workable 
definition of any one of them la a difficult process* But 
the critics were concerned about probability, verisimilitude, 
truth to nature or to life, truth to fact or to history*
Generally speaking, the reality to which they refer 
is an Imitation of one of three things* It Is first an imi­
tation of external nature cr of the Individual accidents or
experiences of human nature (the phenomena of sense or Plato's
> *
)_ an imitation then of facts, of actuality, of
history* The second type la an imitation of the essence or
»v
the universal (Aristotle's 6 / £ )«—  the great common truths
underlying Individual facts or human experiences* The third 
type is an imitation of external nature or of accidents height­
ened and changed to produce either a special effect or a 
specific Ideal (Plotinus' concept)* To say that the reviewer® 
keep those types separate and distinct would be far from the 
truth* Their theories about reality are decidedly confxaalng 
to the reader* Perhaps, also to them* But It is significant
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tl^t they do use the terns and that they are concerned (as 
were the critics of poetry) about probability and versin111- 
tude* and about the proper place of history or fact in fiction*
Probability is used less frequently in the reviews of 
this aagaxine than in numerous others of the period* But it 
does appear a sufficient number of times to justify seme 
attention* At times the reviewers associate it with deborum* 
with a "sense of fitness*"3. on other occasions* it denotes 
a general correspondence to known past events or such a con­
sistency of plot that the story can be conceived of as pos­
sible*^ Of course, some of the tiise neither of these mean­
ings fits exactly* The reviewer merely remarks In a vague 
manner that the plot is "improbable and confused*"^ Under 
tome circmffltances a reviewer actually defends improbability 
because he feels that it "is not an objection to a romance,"^ 
or because (in the case of children’s stories) "the rich im­
probability makes them golden**^ None of the meanings of the 
term are new* but the defense of improbabilities even on 
reasonable grounds is unusual* So too is the comparative 
infrequency of appearance of the term*
1 "Th» Kartbqualo*" III (1821), 93. Soo alao "Sayinga 
and Doings*" I (1825)* 580*
® "The y,onatery*w X (1820)* 568*
^ "Tales of the O’Hara P'amily*" n*s** IX (1825)* 156* 
See also "Winter Evening Talea^ " X (1820), 860 and "The Life 
of William Hayley*" X (1824)* 504*
4 "On the Writings of &r* Baturin," IV (1021)* 523*
® "Or loss’s German Popular Stories*" VII (1825),91*
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Reality (or real) also appears relatively seldom*
It may denote either observable phenomena or essence (uni­
versal essentials)* It may signify verisimilitude (based 
upon the universal or upon the deceptive phenomena of sense, 
or Ideally, upon & combination of the first two)* For in­
stance, Haslltt says that Scott bases plots wholly upon 
“realities*—  upon what “ordinary opinion and feeling connects1*^* 
with events* John Scott, however, remarks upon Sir Walter*8 
knowledge of “the real springs of action* (meaning her© the 
universal) and states that this knowledge enables the novelist 
to present “conduct and incidents in the vivid light of natural 
phenomena**** In short, his plots have verisimilitude because 
they are based upon “the Inevitable causes* to be Intuitively 
perceived beneath all the “experience*^ of life* But any 
author98 attention to consistency of plot (to a cause and 
effect relationship) will “have on our minds an impression of 
realityeven though the action presented hy him be impossible*
All of this study of reality brings us to a consider­
ation of the term ver is irall 1 tuda * or vrais ambiance—  a term 
used much leas frequently than either real or probability*
When veraiallltnde does appear, it denotes a very specious 
sort of reality baaed upon the appropriate or the suitable
^ “Peverll of the Peak,* VII (1823), 206*
® “Living Authors, I, * I (1820), 12*
^ “Sintram and his Companions,* II (1820), 66*
tnd Is closely allied to good tagte« For instance, the re­
viewer of Sayings and Polngg mentions the "familiarity" 
permitted by the author between the different social classes 
in order to advance his plot. Ihia practice, says the re­
viewer, Is "a gratuitous shock to vraiseml&anee.*1^  jn 
various other words, the reviewers indicate conceptions of 
veriaimllltude more closely related to the original theory 
than this one. They mention "the matter-of-fact alr"^ of 
some novels, or they discuss the "air of truth*® apparent in 
others.
Throughout this criticism, on® notices the reviewers 1 
propensity for using a variety of terms to express similar 
ideas with regard to reality, truth, or naturalness Instead 
of overworking any specific, inherited terms, nearly all 
of these terms, they use in a general manner.4
They may use truth to denote moral justification® 
or to denote a general correspondence to past human experiences 
or to life in general.® They use nature, natural, or unnatural 
more frequently than they do other related termsf and In this
1 n. • „  I (1025), 380.
8 "The Adventure* of Hajjl Baba of Ispahan," IX 
(1824), 196.
8 "Sayings and Doings," n. s., I (1825), 385.
* Sm  the sect ion on "Character" above.
5 Sea "Tremaine," n. s., I (1325), 533.
6 See "Bracebridge Hall,"VI (1822), 171 and "Living 
Authors, I," I (1820), 13.
practice they have the precedent of ©Igh teemth-century 
erlttcs* Natural generally refers to the usual, the probable, 
tee apparently s->ontan©ou3 fable as opposed to the artifi­
cial and affected one (which the re viewers label unnatural}*^
Db tee term nature* the reviewers apparently ascribe the 
meaning of huaan experience objectively considered or a con­
formity to the known order of past events* They present no 
concepts in advance of those held by Fop© and Johnson upon the 
subject* Indeed, one reviewer "dismisses* Goethe's Wilhelm 
Mela ter *t© oblivion* on tee basis that It has "no foundation 
In nature and good sense**2 The works of other authors are 
condoned on the same basis—  that they are "untrue to nature**^ 
Shat seems to me to be noteworthy about the truth-to­
ne tore question Is the absence on the m e  hand of any allusion 
to tee nature versus the ancients question and on the other 
of any hint of the glorification of nature In the raw {the 
uncontrolled instincts) or of any transcendental concept of 
tee universal principle pervading all plants and animals in­
cluding man. Tn© terms are derivative* 3o are their meanings,
See *Bracebridge Hall,* VI (1822), 436; "Lodoaka 
and her Daughter,* II (1B20), 408; "Sayings and Doings,* n*a.,
I (1825), 3o£; "The Earthquake," III (1821), 93*
2 "Goethe," X (1824), 196*
^ HtFhe Adventures of HaJJi Baba of Ispahan," XX. (1824), 
194* See also "The Drama," I (1820), 434* For other illust­
rations of the novel's need for fidelity to human nature see 
the section "Derma Applicable to Character*"
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but there are no extremes* rm ©  Ideal is exemplified In some 
Sir Walter Scott*s works, where, to use th© highly appreci­
ative words of Haslitt, "actions, thoughts, scenes, * * * 
everywhere speak, breathe, and live*"1 There is no need for 
"affidavits to the truth to nature of his Incidents
is a natter of fact, the reviewer states definitely 
"that the reality of the Fictions will be serloxialy Injured 
by the introduction of the reality of Facta*"^ with this con- 
vietion, most reviewers would agree5 for, as a rule, they 
object to any mixture of "matter cf fact" with "romance,"® to 
the Introduction of a "real character" into a work of "f ,1 c on* 
Even in the case of historical novels they usually prefer a 
novel which presents "a general and faithful picture of the 
spirit of the age" to one In \*hlch "celebrated characters" are 
introduced only to confound real facts with mere fictionf®
In short, they prefer verisimilitude in fiction, truth to fact 
in history* In this preference they remind us of Castelv© tro1 s 
theory with regard to poetry and history*® Scott*s earlier
1 "The Pirate," 7 (1022), 85*
® nt\ Hew Edition of the Beverley Kovels," XXIII (1829),
816—617•
^ "Don Esteban," n* s*, II (1825), 22• See also "X ot­
ters from Paris," n* a*, I (1825), 284, «*ier© the reviewer 
states that readers of Trognon1* book, thinking they were "per­
suing a chronicle," threw it down when they learned that "It 
was a novel*"
* "today in Ireland*" n* s*, II (1825), 3B7*
® "Sketch of Foreign literature," VIII (1823), 300*
® See H* 0* Charlton, Cas tel v© tro *s Theory of Poe try 
(Manchester, 1913), pp« 66—70*
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historical novels were completely satisfactory; his later 
ones, offensive to the taste of the critics* According to 
John Scott, Sir Walterfs earlier novels ar©
as valuable as history and descriptive travels for the quali­
ties which render these valuable; while they derive a bewitch­
ing animation from the soul of poetry and captivate the atten­
tion by the interest of the romantic story*1
*ft> summarize then* The reviewers believed that the 
plot should be real or true to human experience* In express­
ing this belief they use terns borrowed from the earlier 
criticism of different types of literature, and usually they 
do not change the meanings*** They employ such words and ex­
pressions as probability, real, matter of fact air, vraisem- 
blance^  true to nature, true to life, truth, nature and natural, 
as well as faithful, and matter of fact* Few of these ex­
pressions are applied so precisely that one can be certain of 
their meanings, and not one of them is employed to an excess* 
Probability and real appear less frequently than wo might 
expect* Nature (or natural) is most frequently used*
Generally it refers to human experience or to known principles 
of conduct of human beings* ihe mention of essence or the 
universal as opposed to facts and accidents reminds us of
^ “Living Authors, I,” 1 (1820), 16*
^ For similar uaea of those terns in earlier English 
criticism see nature in J* Addison ?k>rks, Bohn ©d*, I, 145; 
and J* Dry den, Ihe Works * odd* Scott and Salntsbtupy, XIII,
IS* See verislmill'fude""and probability in J* Byd m, An 
gaaay of Dramatic Poesy* reprinted in Smith and farks, op»clt», 
p* 327r"*esp©cialYy* For truth and reality so© 3* Johnson, 
Complete Works (London, Xb3&), IV,^?&; and VII, 216*
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Aristotelian theories* fcoreover, the critics* theories with 
regard to the relationship between fact (or history) and 
fiction recall similar concepts of the relationship between 
poetry and history, expressed by such critics as Aristotle* 
Horace, Sidney, Dryden, and Johnson*
She infrequency of occurrence of such words as prob­
ability and real is not as notable as the scant attention 
glean by the reviewers to terms applicable to endings* Indeed, 
theorising about denouements Is not e characteristic of this 
criticism* the re viewer* remark upon the author's "indiscreet 
baste to get to the end of his work,®* or upon the fact that 
•it Is easy enough to foresee the event (ending) at a very 
early period**^ They may mention a "fearful catastrophe,*^ 
or "a catastrophe we deplore,"* One reviewer even writes 
resignedlys
This eats strophe Is rather wantonly tragic j we have 
a regard for the poor usher, and are sorry to see him knocked 
eo the head, but authors have an indisputable right to murder 
their own offspring,*
They use the old terms endlnr;, end* denouement, and 
catastrophe, with no distinctions save that catastrophe usually 
denotes merely an unfortunate or tragic ending, Put there is
^ *Hedgeuntlet," X (1824), 78* See also "Tales of the 
OfHara Family,” n«s«, III (1625), 155, where there la mentioned 
the awthorfs *11111301109 and hurry** to end bis work,
® "Tbies of the Crusaders," n,8», II (1825), 5&4*
3 "Living Authors, II," II (1820), 167#
4 "Kenilworth,* III (1821), 189.
* "Saying, *nd Doing*," n.s., 1 (1B25), 385.
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a© tpftoa ©f its el ©sale meaning—  an entire tragic experience * 
the re viewers believe, then, that the denouement should be 
"interes L i n g n o t  one "common in France of the seventh 
century,"2 for axsL-apl#. They believe that It should not be 
readily foreseen, that it should not give evidence of hasty 
composition, that it should not be unbelievably tragic or too 
improbable— " out of keeping" with the preceding events* It 
is not pleasing to have (as Scott does in Woodstcck) an end­
ing "like the scene in Item Ungjb," where
the persons v£iom we all accounted dead In law, rise up In bet­
ter circumstances than ever, and all go about their respective 
affairs Just as if no treason, sedition, • * • , and sudden
death, had h a p p e n e d . ^
Beyond the making of these general remarks concerning the 
interest and the suitability of the endings, the reviewers 
do not go*
C Terms Denoting the Function of the Hovel •
Hie moderation of the reviewers In the use of various 
inherited terms applicable specifically to the plots or fables 
of the novels is to be discerned also in their employment of 
terM expressive of the function of the novel* To some 
extent, the criticism here Is in the Mlnturno, Jons on3 line—  
that is, the reviewers believe that the novel may teach,
"Letters from Paris," I (1025), 277 
8 "Woodstock," XV (1826), 176.
3 See Ben Jonson, Discoveries as reprinted In Smith 
and Parks, op* cit*, p* 263* ~
delight* and move* But "the heresy of The Didactic” * is 
certainly not pronouace^ hare*
'Sis reviewers use interchangeably such words as 
entertaining or entertainment* pleasant or pleasure* mid 
amusing to describe noyels of which they are in favor* For 
Instance* Today la Ireland is "entertaining”^ some sections 
of Sayings and Doings are "amusing”; s and jhe Adventures of 
HaJJl Baba of Ispahan Is a novel "pleasant to readf^ All 
tens mean about the sasset and in all these oases* we are 
reminded of C&stelvetro’s theory that the poetry should amuse 
and recreate the reader*
Then there are numerous passages in which the emphasis 
is placed upon the ability of the novel to "mow” the reader1"* 
to draw "tears and s m i l e s There arc some passages In which 
the main point is the function of the novel to present "useful"
^ Edgar Allen Poe* Poetic Principle as reprinted in
Smith and Parks* op* clt». p* 513*
® n* a** II (1825)* 379* For other uses of the terms
entertaining and entertainment see "Sayings and Doings*” n«s*»
TTI55577T85; winter h’venTng Tales,” I (1820), 668:"Tales 
of the O’Hara Family*" n*s** III (1825)* 136*
3 n. a•* I (1825)* 387* See also "Today in Ireland,” 
n. s.* II (1825)* 387.
* DC (1824), 197. The reviewer also uses entertain­
ment to apply to this novel (p. 194)*
**"A Plea for Female Genius*” X (1824), 54. See also 
"Highways and By-ways*" n* s.* I (1825), 196* See also sec­
tion under "Terms Applied to Plots."
sad "moral l e s s o n s , " ^  and there are also some attacks upon 
immorality in the novel*s
Upon the whole, the general attitude of the reviewers 
toward the utile dulci tlieory is well represented In the 
aoae#iat ironic and amusing review of Tremaine» There, 
after remarking that the "didactic" nature of the book 
"will not recommend it to the novel—reading million, * 
the eritie maintains that this book has "a fault coatnon to 
almost all books of this didactic order”—  namely, that it 
attaches "as much importance to things dT inferior moment 
as to objects of the very first conc^pn*,, Tha novelist, a 
*hlgh-«e t tied moralist,1* may take offence at something as 
harmless as the opera—  to him "a soul corrupting abomination, 
and then he gill proceed to "show off his points of v i r t u e  *"3 
Indeed, be thinks
that a man may lose his soul at the opera as he loses his 
handkerchief or snuffbox, without knowing argrthing about his 
misfortune, till he finds suddenly that the article is gone*3
Yet, in the reviewer1 s opinion, this author Is "either in­
structive or amusing" except when "he argues or m o r a l i s e s*"3
As a matter of fact, it is enough for these reviewers
that a novel be pleasing, or moral, or moving* If one can be
all three, so much the better* If It must serve on© purpose
^ "living Authors, I," I (1820), 14*
2 See "Living Authors. Ill," II (1020), 163; "On the 
Writings of Sir* Mafcurin," IV (1821), 510; "3ora© Passages in 
the Life of Mr* Adam Blair," V (1822), 490*
3 "Tremaine," n* s*, I (1825), 534-535*
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only, they prefer that It be affecting* Their second pre­
ference Is for Interest or amusement, but they do not ob­
ject to a sensibly written moral or didactic work, and 
certainly not to an "entertaining and Instructive”-*- one* 
they do object to an obviously immoral novel*
Most of the terms and expressions like to teach, to 
dollght. to move, entertainment, pleasure, interesting, affect­
ing, moral, and instructive, the reviewers could have found 
without « y  difficulty in such a work as Johnson’s Preface to 
Shakeapeare, They have all been aplplied before this to drama 
and to poetry* Even their meanings remain the same, The 
only change comes in the frequency with which the critics use 
Interesting, affecting, and moving, and in their very moderate 
employment of such words as instructive and moral * the 
Heratlan utile dulcl with emphasis upon the utile is of 
decidedly minor Importance• It Is not overlooked, but It 
is not here a sine qua non for tho success of a novel.
* Tales of the O’Hara Family,” n* 3,, III (1325),
135-136.
Conclusion
It Is exceptionally difficult to drew any conclusions 
about the criticism as a whole, for the quality of the 
articles published during the first four years of th© life 
of the London Magazine—» and especially of those printed 
daring the first year—  is markedly superior to that of 
the later reviews. From the latter part of 1824 through 
the last number published in 1829, the critical comments 
la the reviews are very ordinary—  that is, if we except 
a few reviews like those by Hazlltt. The terms are the 
eld neoclassical ones, very loosely—  at times Inexactly—  
applied. The remarks are sometimes a bit churlish, some* 
times exuberantly enthusiastic, and often uninspired. Often 
the reviewers, as though afraid to commit themselves one way 
or another, quote at length from the novels and limit their 
ova oritieism to a few generalities with regard to the 
characters or t &  plots.
#or the moat part, therefore, I find myself giving 
the detailed consideration to the earlier Issues of the 
magazine. These are worthy of extensive study.
As far as terminology is concerned, I do not find 
maoh that Is new even here. Host of the terms are borrowed 
from aa earlier criticism of a different type of literature—  
that is, different from the novel. What is interesting is 
the use made of these old terms and expressions by the 
critics.
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The MTiewrs tore are very much interested la the 
personality of the author as it shows itself la his work. 
They, therefore, frequently employ terms denoting particular 
mental qualities of the authors. But they do not even 
atteapt to explain them. They merely write that certain 
excellent phases of a particular writer’s literary art are 
traceable to his genius* his power, his fancy or imagination, 
hie invention or originality, or perhaps to his mind or 
his intelligence. Sometimes they declare that an author 
needs talent, learning, tact (taste), powers of observation, 
perception, and knowledge of the human heart. Nearly all 
of the term® used are derivative in nature; ©van their 
meanings are not new* There are, however, a few points 
worth noting. Oenlua (creative power, a moving spirit or 
a farce, or a man capable of giving expression to his 
erestive impulses} and power ( a creative force or a 
capacity for originating moving compositions) are the two 
meet popular terms; but fancy ( a whim, a lighter form of 
imagine tion, a creative power) and Imagination (the creative 
faculty of the mind, or a mental product) are only slightly 
lose frequent in occurrence. Of the latter two terms 
|pagination la the favorite of the critics. Next in order 
come Invention (which has approximately the same meanings 
as imagination) and lack of imitation (servile copy!nr* of 
another’s work) or the presence of orlfinality (innate 
inventive talent). The great emphasis upon genius, the 
considerable use of the hitherto very Infrequently employed
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JBS2S2£» reviews ref concern about the minds (cr&$11 v©
talents or learning faculties) and the latellig©»ce (general 
sental ability) of the various authors—  all of this la 
worthy of oemment. So, too, is the reviewers1 tendency to 
employ the old terms in the way in which they appear in 
classical, rather than in neo-classical literature, as well 
as the critics* stress upon the need for the authors to 
axperic&oe the feelings which they wish to portray, The 
greet importance attributed to knowledge—  not of the 
ancients—  but of the human heart is also new; but here 
again, of course, there is a precedent in classical criticism.
When we ease to e consideration of style and language, 
we find an even greater preponderance of terms borrowed 
from the erltlelam of the poetry and the drama. The term 
style usually refers to the language or the diction of the 
individual author. The ideal style—  regardless of how 
pietaresque or figurative the passages seem—  is quite 
similar to the ideal described by the neo-olasaioists.
It Is artful; but not laboured, forced, clumsy, vague, or 
affected. Indeed, almost the only new adjectives used 
with the term style are genial and cordial; and then there 
is artful, a°t new but which has not before this
been as frequently employed as artificial.
The ideal language should be appropriate to the 
aharaster and the time. It should be clear and graceful, 
polished, easy, and elevated; but not Inflated, stiff, 
stilted, vulgar, or tee highly colored, once there is a
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suggestion of the need for the use of the language of the 
eemmon man—  a suggestion that reminds us of Wordsworth's 
theory. There are also a few new descriptive terms like 
•eft and greasy, and there are some unusual comparisons, 
for instance, the language of Lodoleka and Her Daughter 
la said to have the same effeet upon the reader that the 
•trains of a harp do. On the whole, however, the emphasis 
is upon naturalness, clarity, and restraint In language. 
The excessive ornamentation of neo-olasslolsm (in Its 
worst fores) and the uaselactivlty prescribed by the newer 
niters are alike condemned. ristotlets *clear hut not 
Man* dictum appears to be the guiding principle of these 
reviewers in the matter of language and style.
Lite the terms applied to style and language, 
thoee used with description are mainly borrowed ones, as 
for descrl Ptloa itself, we can remark, only that it means 
just stoat it did to the critics of the ihteenth century, 
namely, a painting In words, liut these nineteenth century 
reviewers do stress the importance of the description’s 
being true or real—  a faithful and accurate Imitation 
of the phenoMna of reality. They do emphasize the faot 
that it should have a decided effect upon the reader.
All of this reminds us somewhat more definitely of classic 
than of noo~classic criticism; but the terms are old ones, 
except a few (dating only to the previous century) like 
powerful and chare. To tell of tho ideal description 
the critics use such teres as striking, lively, forcible.
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faithful, a sea gate (hut note here that this last t arm 
does not refer to correctness of gr&iiamar but to fidelity 
to external nature)t strong, true or real. picturesque. 
rigorous, powerful. and oha_ming.
^he words employed by the reviewers in their analyses 
of eharaoters are such as Aristotle might have used or as 
Johnson did use* In fact, the psychological treatment of 
many characters—  especially in the reviews written by John 
Scott—  Is decidedly similar to sections in Aristotle's 
Poetics* Moreover, the theory that the tern character 
should denote an imaginary creature that is "true to 11fe*
(In that he represents the universal and yet has a auffl- 
eient number of traits peculiar to his type or raoe to 
mate him seem an individual) is slightly reminiscent of 
Johnson*e statements about Shakespeare’s characters. In 
addition to true to life, the critics use appropriate. 
probable- natural, good or moral* consistent, and real; 
but probable. good and moral appear much less frequently 
In this criticism than in that contained in many other 
journals of the time.
fhis notable moderation in the use of terms la 
also obvious in the consideration given plots* 1'he major 
term plot denotes either the technical arrangement of the 
material or the fable aa a whole. It should bo artful, 
simple, unaffected, well*-maintained, a^ .d not confused, 
perplexed, or episodic* It should not be imitative.
It should have Interest and power. It may have humor or 
pathos, but above all it must be moving. ‘I he reviewers
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prefer the feelings or passions as subject matter; but 
they praise any material that Is suitable, in good taste, 
sad moral* They do not even insist upon its being moral 
provided that it is not definitely immoral* They believe 
that the entire story should be related to reality-‘•that 
it should be probable, real, verisimilar, natural, or con­
sistent* Tet they do not use either ve rlaimi 11 tnde or 
probability as frequently as do the writers in the Monthly 
Bariev or in the Edinburgh Review* for instance* They are 
much sore likely to use synonymous expressions like a 
matter of fact air or true to nature* feature or natural 
is the most popular term of this type with these critics, 
la none of this terminology is there anything new; but 
the propensity of the eritlos to rely upon Aristotle and 
the abeenee of an excessive application of any specific 
terms are notable*
There is nothing new either in the consideration 
of endings* The critics use oatastroche* denouement, and 
ending as synonyms; but usually they apply catastrophe 
only to an unhappy outcome* Actually these reviewers 
pay very little attention to the problems of endings.
They do concern themselves greatly about the proper 
function of the novel* First of all, they insist that the 
novel must move its readers* They like it to be pleasant, 
entertaining, or amusing; end they are well pleased if it 
Is both instructive or moral and pleasing* They do not, 
however, insist that it Justify its ©xistenoe by teaching
a moral. In this respect, they differ from most of the 
b u m  lassie lets; bet they have precedents among the 
classicists end the Italian critics of poetry.
In thinking over all of the criticism to be found
in the London Magaslne. I recall some qualities that partic­
ularly impressed me. The great interest of the reviewers 
in relating the book to the author of it and (at least 
in the orltiolaa of Oodwin) in tracing the connection 
between the novelist and his times; the presence of apt
impressionistic and romantic criticism of a sort that can
be logically explained; the somewhat penetrating analysis 
of the "mainsprings" of the characters* actions; the 
advocacy of classic clarity and restraint as efficacious 
in the production of a unified aesthetic effect upon the 
mind of the reader; the insistence upon a powerful appeal 
to human feelings made principally through an action that 
is based upon the universal—  all of these theories, If 
us may call them that, suggest what is best in 3&lnte- 
Betnre, what Arnold Is noted for, what Poe sometimes expressed. 
Host of them have their roots In Aristotelian principles, 
idileh the English critics adopted and used, along with 
Boratian principles, oertainly from the sixteenth century 
on.*
* See Uarvia T. Herrick, The Fusion of Horatlan and 
Aristotelian Literary Crltiolsm, 1531-1555 (Urbane: TJniver- 
sity of Illinois Press, 1946). See especially pages 1, 31, 
and 109.
Bat of tar 1684 this sort of criticism disappears 
froi the pages of the Load on Mazarine. I'he excellent 
J e m a l  has turaad into a Cinderella after the ball. Cone 
are her robes of elassio beauty, enlivened by a dash of 
eslor borrowed froa the romanticists or by a chaste ornament 
free the nee■ elasslols fee. She has become an ordinary serving 
mil, sled In oaat-off finery. And no John Scott comes to
VII
OTHSH P1HIO0XO.LS
Having discussed In detail the terminology in the 
leading or model periodicals of various typos, X do not 
tallow It necessary to give an extended treatment to the 
ethers* Because I hove not examined any of the weekly 
publications* however* I expeot to devote a major part 
ef this lest chapter to periodic la of that sort* Then 
I stall allot a limited amount of space* first to the 
followers of the Monthly Reviewi second* to the Imitators 
ef the Edinburgh Saga sine; third* to the lesser or later 
descendants of Cavevs popular miscellany* the Gentleman fs 
taaaslao, and to various other periodicals* Some of these 
Imitators are Important; and only the excessive length of 
this study and* in some eases* the extensive worst already 
dons or the specifIc periodicals prompts me to limit my 
consideration of them*1
But the weeklies* fore-runners of the modem* highly 
specialised eeekly literary publications deserve an adequate 
investigation at this point*2
 ^For examples * see Viriam H* Thrall* Rebellious 
Fraserts (taw Torks Columbia University Pr©ss* 192)4); and 
Beorgc X* tasbltt* Benthamite frovlewljngu (taw York: 1954)*
2 In this chapter* as in preceding ones* I do not 
usually Indicate the authors of the reviews unless the name 
«f the writer appears In the Journal *
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A 'terminology in the Weeklies
Among the weekly Journals published during the 
first half of the nineteenth century, too of the most 
interesting are heigh Hunt*3 Examiner (1808-1HOI) and 
Villlan Jordan*s literary Oasette (1817-1860). of the 
tee the iitalBer is generally conceded to contain better 
criticism, hut the Literary Qasette offers more critical 
inforestIon about the novel*
Bunt virtually ignored literature in the Examiner 
until Shelley and Keats began to need hi a support against 
the "vilification waged by Crokcr, John Ihylor Coleridge, 
and others of the quarterly g r o u p # h a n  the need for him 
to defend his friends passed, the great literary Influence 
of the Journal vanished* So there is little of critical 
Importance before 1320 and almost nothing of literary interest 
save the revisaa of the "Literary Examiner" department after 
1830* Evan those revlees seldom contained "criticism of 
value**^ As a matter of fact, there is not a great deal 
of information here for the student interested In the novel, 
Leigh Bunt's attention being given mainly to drama or to 
poetry* $hat does exist, however, Is of sufficient interest 
to warrant study*
After Leigh Bunt's editorship ended In 1821, the 
criticism became more conventional; and -nost of the reviews
* Salter Oraham, English Literary Periodicals* 
pp* 311-314* For additional information see Bdmurid Slunden, 
Leigh Hunt*s Examiner Examined (Now fork: H a rp e r  and
g r o f E s r s T r g g g n ----------------------------------
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ef w w l i  cere of the typo that appeared in the various 
otter periodicals of the day. Henee in thin study I have 
largely confined my remark® to the relatively small body 
Of criticism of the novel which appeared before 1822.
Some of this material is of the type that one might 
expect to find—  but docs not—  in the periodicals of the 
romantic era* That is, it is appreciative and impression* 
lstle. fftet little analysis appears, is not usually based 
upon any fixed standards. Probably it might better be 
termed an examination of the reader’s general impression 
of the specific work, of M s  thoughts and his feelings 
upon reading it. There are numbers of the old terms used, 
tat they are not employed with the profusion that charac­
terised the criticism of poetry and drama of the past 
century. Very often their meanings are completely altered; 
and they are so loosely used thy t it Is impossible to 
determine chat the words do signify.
The critics evince an interest in the personality 
of the author as it reveals Itself In his work, and they 
give a great amount of attention to tracing sAualltios of 
composition to specific tieits or ^ imlltles of the writer.
They revere genius and imagination; but they do not fail 
to Motion such diverse quail ties as ’’taste and judgment, ***
* "The Sketch Book,* the LxamjlncF (London: John Hunt; 
April 16, 1020), For other uses of taste*, tact, or talent see 
•Fslmyrc et Plemlnle,* (April 8, 1621 ]","and"'Wv. Godwin,11 (Dec. 
28, 1818). Since succeeding references sill be to the Rxamlp* 
er unless otherwise indicated, I shall not repeat the tiTTe 
of the weekly.
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"eeetimat,"1 "talent,"1 "power" or "force,*2 "reason* 
ft*d "sensibility,*5 me well as "originality*4 ana "force 
ef conception.*4 they even write of the desirability of 
"cattsmel observation* end of "knowledge of the world,*4 
mm sell e« of the need for "personal experience.** Save 
fer the terms genius, Imagination, and sensibility (in its 
eemneetion with genius? the words designating the desirable 
qualities ef the authors have about the same meanings which 
they ted in elateenth-eentury criticism, Kven the linking 
ef taste with judgment. Instead of with intuition, is 
traditional.^
There are, of course, some uses of genius and 
imaginetioa thet suggest the theories of Addison, of Hurd, 
or of Toung* Toung,a "original genius*7 has at least one 
verbal counterpart here; and genius, denoting an innately 
gifted person, also appears. Then, when one reads Shelley’s
1 ibia.
® a1ha Plrata," (Dace.bar 30, 1821). Sea also 
Mr, Godwin," (December 28, 1818),
3 "The Hound Table, Mo. 36," (Aorll 14, 1916).
* "Mr. Oodeln," (Dsc. 28, 1818). Tho meanings of 
this term in this journal are nearly always similer to 
Saslitt9* definition. See a* 0, Hazlltt, "orks, eftA 
Ms liar and Oloeer, IX 423, 428. !**
3 "Palmyra at F lamina," (April 8, 1021).
ft See eepeeially the ohapter on the London Tterazine
for similar meanings and uses of the terms,
7 "The Sketch Book," (April 16, 1820),
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CCPie# root in the genius of virtue,*1 ho thinks of 
the |WPl classical astAologs of tho lor®** soiroo or soeso* 
time* an animating spirit. She most interesting of all* 
t a n w ,  trt thoit statements about Rousseau* "Els genius 
the effect of temperament. He created nothing, . » ,, 
by e pure effort of the untierstending.*3 Moreover, it is 
hie "extreme sensibility, alone which exalte hiau*£ This 
eeeoeiatlen of genius {creativity involving the senses anti 
feeling) anti sensibility represents a fairly nee develop- 
flttt. Tet one oust admit that Diderot did express virtually 
the seise theory earlier.
Also uniting of Rousseau, Madame tie Steel calls his 
imagination "the first faculty of hla mind* and says that 
it "absorbed all the others.”5 Her concept of the fusion 
of mental faculties suggests Coleridge*& theory of the Isna^ ina­
tion. But the reviewer believes that Madame tie Steel errs, 
la his opinion, Rousseauf» "strength both of tm gtna tion 
end reason" is "borrowed from other faculties."** Hence 
these faculties are "artificial" and "secondary" to the 
author*s "sensibility."3 For the most part, this interest 
in the difference between sensibility and imagination and 
beteeen resson and imagination is a nineteenth-century 
development, voiced by Coleridge and by Shelley, who follow®
^ "the Pirate," (December 3D, 1021}. See also "The 
Dandy School," (Hovember ID, 1827).
® "Godwin** Mandevllle," (December 25, 18X7).
3 "Use Round Bible,B (April 14, 1816).
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fcla l M d . 1  Hare Bouaseau appear a to have feeling, but not 
U m  po»*r either to reproduce the actual, vfaloh he has 
eheereed, or to ereate the Weal existing beneath the 
phenomena of sense. Ho merely expresses his sensations 
vlth regard to m l  experiences*
Though this treatment of the imagination la very 
Interesting, there a w  other passages which deserve mention* 
For i a i U o w ,  it is one reviewer’s opinion that Codein 
"launches into the ideal world and must sustain himself 
and tbs reader there by sere foree of imagination*®3 Here 
lea sins t Ion appears to denote a fusion of mental faculties 
wader the guidance of a creative faculty, which, divorcing 
Itself entirely frow reality, forms an ideal* In the 
later reviews—  especially those of Scott's novels—  
Imagination refers to the production of vivid, realistic 
i m a g e * This latter meaning Is, of course, an Inheritance 
from earlier criticism; consequently, not of as rmch Interest 
to us as the other ones*
So here In the Examiner we find some traditional 
terms used to denote the qua11ti®a of authors} however,
^ 3oo J • H•  3m lth  end E* *'* Perots, 2J1* f 555*
® "2r* Godwin,® (December 28, 1818)* So© Joseph 
Addison, The Spectator Papers* as reprinted In Smith and 
Parks, op* oli«* pp* do£-664; for verbal correspondence*
Bat Addison**imagination represents one faculty only*
5 Sow "Kenilworth® (March 1, 1821); ®The Pirate*® 
(Dos* 30, 1621); ®Tales of the Crusaders,® (July 3, 1825)*
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at liilt is the meanings of genius and lm glnatloB* wo 
«•»«! tbs revolutionary ef foots of the romantic movement 
ueeit the criticism of the novel.
Likewise* is the terms applied to the novels them­
selves* we perceive changes* Here* especially before 1021* 
there ere set wmny of the old terns used. These critics—  
often roses tie poets—  apply to the novel almost the same 
methods of criticise which they use with regard to poetry* 
that is* they seek to arouse in their readers the feelings 
ehleh they themselves had upon perusing the novel; and they 
trouble very little with analyses of the artistry—  or lack 
of it—  in the coepleted composition. Sprinkled throughout 
these pages of feelings* there are* however* « few of the 
old tens (loosely employed) and saany of the Inherited 
theories (expressed in new ways)* To these Inheritances 
one should give some attention*
There is little said about descriptions if we except 
some Incidental remarks made when the main consideration 
is the power of the Imagination and a few very ordinary 
disease1one ef Seott's ability In depicting scenes* Ho 
new theory emerges* the same ut picture poe&ls* applies in 
the ease of the novel* The only notable feature la the
* See if* £U Howard* "lit Picture Poesi»*** Publications 
of the Hodsre Language Association, XXIV* (1909)* 48, See 
aTaoTn &elifa a nd Pa rks * op. cl t * * pp. 14* 36* 125, 257*
197* 257* 502* 471 ff,* 4*nf ff• for uses of similar terras
in the works of Plato* Aristotle* Horace* Soaligcr* Sidney* 
Jenson* Pyyden* Lessing, and Reynolds,
M&
*
emphasis tipoa the Influence of th« scones on the feelings 
Of the reader—  upon the offsets of the novelists* own 
•ones t ions upon their work a* Rousseau* le are tola*
* interests you in objects by interesting you in himself.* 
Both he end Wordsworth “wind their own boing ©round whatever 
object occurs to then** Iberefore* Rousseau's descriptions 
appeal to the senses" not merely to the eye. fhey ha ve a 
certain *wermth and luxuriance,** a sensuous appeal and 
rich Imagery. On the other hand* deofct*s descriptions are 
based rather upon observations of reality than upon M s  
feeling about objects* His scenes are *informed and 
accurate* (true to life)* *e&sy and spontaneous** *true* 
and *real* (imitations of external nature)*2 Most of these 
tens arc not new ones* though accurate has a significance 
different from that given it in earlier criticism {of poetry) 
and the number of words with sensuous appeal is greater 
than in previous critical works*
In the matter of style and language also* there 
is not much that is worthy of note* Usually the two terms 
style and language are synonyms; but occasionally style 
does denote method* In the “Literary Wotices* published 
after 1822* the descriptive adjectives with the Jor words 
are approximately the same as those employed in the average 
reviews of the time* Before thi.t time the reviewers gave
* *yhe Hound Ifcble* (April 14* 1816)*
2 See in the order named " Ihe Pirate" (Dec* 50* 
1821)* and *tfea Fortunes of Kigel" (June 2* 1822).
<*♦
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little attention to the stylo aim} lartgua ge of the various 
BSTtli* True, A M  critic did remark upon Irving* s stylo* 
be even used traditional terms to describe it, calling It 
"gentle end fleeing1 but marred by a * tendency to flowery 
omsA&t*8^ Moreover, Shelley described Godwin's language 
as *sweet end various” but with a certain *energy and 
directness.*** In the opinion of another critic, *verbose- 
Bees* marks Rousseau's diction, which passion has lent 
"force and reality,” so that his "words supply the place 
of lea gins t ion**3 Hearly all of these terms appear In 
earlier criticism, even force and reality (vigor and a 
sort of attenuated verisimilitude). Reality, however, 
dees Bet here signify an imi tat Ion of actual language.
It refers rather to some vague quality which we may tera 
the essence or spirit of language. This conception of 
language as a sort of emanation of the author*s feeling and 
this application of a great number of sensory terms like 
gentle and sweet to language and style are new developments* 
When we come next to a consideration of character, 
the aafcterial has a familiar air—  possibly because Aristotle's 
principles of character delineation, upon which moat 
Characterisation is based, have an appeal lor all sorts of 
erltlea* 2b general, these reviewers say that the characters
* "the Sketch Book* (April 16, 1320).
8 ”Godwin*a ttandevllle* (Pec* 28, 1817). 
s "The Round liable" (April 14, 1816)*
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tin* of the greatest olds to verisimilitude of 
raster is a certaIn ^probability.®* By this the re- 
▼lovers sometimes mean eonslsteney or appropriateness of 
the chore store * set ions under sorts In circumstances; some— 
tioeSf that the chare store should not he *out of keeping®** 
▼1th our general kneeled ge of human nature* For Instance, 
the revlcuer ef Fa ley re et Fie minis believes it *unna fcural* 
to represent every aedueer as "a sceptic*1^  Scott1s <ueen 
Rllsebeth, however, la an excellent example of a *prebahle** 
character* She la a "faithful* imitation of * the woman and 
the queen,** being true to the universal (qualities of 
hu—  nlty) and to the type (that of a queen in her era).
Yet the characters in many of Scott’s later novels lack 
this appealing probability since they are frequently 
mere leans "from previously exhausted conception*"5
Despite their emphasis on probability and reality, 
the critics seem to be of the opinion that even these 
qualities ere of secondary Importance, that they are merely 
a means to an end* That end Is the arousing of the reader’s 
emotion. Thus, lamb9a Rosamund Is successful because her
1 "Kanll.ortfc," (r«*rch 11, 1«21)
2 (April 8, 1821).
3 S.. mtb» Pint.,” (D*e. 30, 1821).
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"goodness"1 moves the reader* Richardson's heroines also
are "affecting," though Hunt says the author writes "like
a sentimental familiar of the Inquisition."1 luoreovor,
Falkland, whom Godwin "persuades us personally to love,"
is superior to Godwinfs Landeville, who "challenges our
compassion and no more.” The difference in the affecting
poser of the two arises because L^ndeville's errors are
due to the "immutable necessity of internal nature"; whereas
Falkland9s spring from a "perverted conception of human 
„2nature* This last somewhat vague passage Is of Interest, 
not only becuase of Its treatment of the necessity for 
emotional effectiveness of character, but also because of 
Sbelley,s analysis of character divorced from action* Such 
analysis has been attempted very seldom in previous English 
criticism of any type of literature*
For emotional appeal, a character does not necessarily 
have to be morally good, since the wicked ones are frequently
"The 7'orks of Charles Lamb," (march 7, 1319)*
Lamb1* practice reflects his critical theories* In his few 
remarks upon Cervantes, Smollet, Richardson, Fielding, and 
even De Foe he Is very much concerned with th© emotional 
effect upor* the reader of a contemplation of the "Inner" 
life of the characters—  an emotional effect morally 
"salutary*" He sees Don Quixote as "tender"; Lovelace as 
tending to Incite "Vice”; Tom Jones ard Parson ;id&ms as 
purging "the mass of Iniquity which the world knowledge of 
even a Fielding would cull out*" See Charles Lamb, The Com­
plete %orks* R. K* Shepherd, editor (Brampton, 1374), pp*" "54, 
2$V,’ 3(5$ on Smol 1 ©t; pp. 59 , 204 , 269 on Cervantes; p. 268 on 
Richardson; p. 305 on Fielding; and p* 358 ff* on Do Foe*
Fote the use of such neo-classical terms as purging;» w^rld 
knowledge, appearance of truth, and beatu11ful* wTfcn the 
yordsworthlan inner *TlTe and low and common, and homely*
2 "Godwin's kandeville," (Dec. 28, 1817), p* 827*
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the worm attractive* Fop instance, Haslitt says, "The 
Ctoraster of Sir Charles Grandison Is Insipid comps red 
Cite that of Lots la cs * • Yet he also declares that
ten Quixote, "a Teasel dedicated to virtue and honour," 
is "the finest serious development to he found of this 
character*"® Moreover, there is Bunt, who maintains that 
* goodness in its most passive shape is greater and more 
powerful than Ties in its most active**5 Hence, the appeal 
of XAmbts Rosamund•
In character treatment, therefore, there Is little 
bos* The terms denoting the ideal are the traditional 
mess tree* real* natural* probable, original (certainly 
not Imitations), and sometimes virtuous* Only the occasion­
al psychological analyses, the critics1 lack of emphasis 
upon the morality of characters, and the Insistence upon 
the emotional appeal of characters are departures from the 
norm ef criticism written during the eighteenth century*
In the treatments of plots. Just as In those of 
characters, numbers of old terms appear, ©specially during 
tee years following Leigh Hunt's editorship* But since
* "On Koehefeueaultfs Maxima," (October 25, 1814)* 
® *<Juy Faux,* (tfovember 25, 1821)*
^ "tee Works of Charles Lamb," (^aroh 7, 181®)*
mi
**** daring those later years very much a® they 
ate ia ttt BLackeood9* Edlpburrh jtagasinc and in the other 
Jjwwl* already considered in thia study, 1 shell confine 
•if I'iWrki nainly to the plot-cri ti etsia of the earlier years*
Usually plot is an Inclusive word, referring to 
the fable and to the author9® sms&gfsdct of it, to story 
end to fnameeerk. *itb regard to the subject matter of the 
plot the reviewers oay little* In discussing the excellence 
of Saadevlllea hoeever, Shelley mentions "varieties of 
In— so character, the depth and complexity of human motive* 
and Intimates that they "are just subjects for development 
in a cork of fiction*1,1 But his is one of the fee specific 
statements on the subject* So-called n Indecorous’* or 
"delicate*5* subjects, "affectations,*® "stale* and "melc* 
dramatic"4 subject matter, exaggerated "horrors*—  "Bedellffe 
red! viva*4—  these, the critics dislike but sometimes toler­
ate* 2hey approve of "love," provided that it is not handled 
in an "insipid194 fashion* The "feelings,195 almost any 
"original" subjects (not imitations or copies of other
* "Oodeln's Stand evil is," (December 2S* 1S17)*
2 “Easlltt1# Lecture on the Literature of the Age
of Elisabeth," (ttareh 19, 1820)*
® *7fee Bandy School,* INovember 18, 1827)*
* In the order named see "Hodgsontlet," (July 11,
1927)% Ml—  Pair Held of Perth," (June 1, 1828); and "The
Bailsman," (July 3, 1828)*
8 eyta, Bound table,* (April 14, 1816).
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M t b o r 1* a»t#rl#l#),^ unsx*gg#rafc«d "romantic and tsaglm> 
t l w * 8 M t t o r ,  certainly any "Imitation# of lif#" or 
"«opi«# of nature* (universal and particular experiences 
of InaaB balBgi)S« all arc acceptable • ®j# express lone
A^pllid to epic and drama a w  prevalent-- true to oature# 
fmI» to Ufa, romance* indecorous# and doll pa to*
A fa* words with sensuous appeal such as stale and insipid 
a m  fairly a«» to criticism* but most of tha t s m  eonnaetad 
with sabjset Batter are the neo-d&&»lcal ones* Save for 
the attention given to feeling (especially to the emotions 
ef the writer) end to the deep a todies of hum&n character*—* 
■CBiibat divorced from action—  there is little that la 
new la this phase of criticism* Keen in the preceding 
eestory Johnson had attacked the subject matter of romance® 
in his Baablcr essays* Moreover, numbers of earlier critics 
had deplored excessive sentimentality or melodrama and 
praised decorous* original* and realistic subject®.*
Since these writers for the Examiner concerned 
themselves little about plot structure also* one find® them
^ •Mr* Godwin**1 (Leeeaber 28* 1818); See also *The 
Sketch Book*0 (April IS* 1820)*
2 See •The Firsts** (bee* SO* 1821}; **?he Chronicles 
of Ca nongate** (Jiovember 4* 1B27)* See also " Guy Man no ring 
and Itie Stranger* (Bov* IB* 1828)*
* So# F. fliiu»ay, Haaaon, Hulo and H#.yol.t in Bnjrllah 
Classicism ($ew York: Charlea Scribner1 a bons, 1940)* p* 111* 
SeealscTT* B* Rogers* ”Ttoe Reaction against ^elodramtic
Sentimentality in the English Kovel*” Publications of the 
Modern Lan ^ua ~ e A ssooiatl on of A me rfc& * XLXX» (Iff34), 93*
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••tog Wf| loostly a old terms pGttlitr to ploti end 
almost M  new tons of thst sort* For instance, the 
reviewer of Sodgauntlet writes that the plot is "badly 
■Mated*** Bo objects, as do other critics, to Scott*e 
unskillful use of lot tors sad journals* In addition, re** 
ferrlng both to the water!*! and to the management of it, 
another writer spys The tollman is "as wild es'Arlosto,*2 
and yet another reviewer mentions the inferiority of the 
"tissue of incident*® forming the plot of The Flr&ta.
tooro is a little more interest on the pert of the 
•Titles In the plot as a wholes that is, In plot* meaning 
both s tree tore and fable* the ideal plot is "interesting,*4 
•original,*5* and sometimes "powerful."^ In foot, Shelley 
•aye that Godwin *s tondevllle has sueh power that it is 
like *a wind which tears up the deepest waters of the ocean 
Of the wind**6 To be exceptional, a novel does not always
* (July 11, 1824)* bee also "Guy bannering and the 
Stranger,* (£ov* 19, 1828).
2 (July 3, 1826)* The phrase here used, which appears 
as far back as Sir William i'empl©*s Som# Thought& Opon 
Reviewing the Essay of Ancient and Hoffern tcarnin^* occurs 
several times in noveT-revises, especially'"'In Macfewood*s 
Edinburgh togasine,
® (December 3u, 1821)*
4 "Godwin1» tondevllle,* (Dec. 28, 1817). See also
"Basil tt9s Dee tore on the Literature of the Age of Elisabeth,"
(to rc h  19, 1920)*
* "Br. Godwin," (Dec. 28, 1B18). See also "Caleb 
Willieas," (August 6, 1815); and "Redgauntlet," (July 11,1824).
® "On Mr* Godwin,** (December 28, 1818). S-*e also
"Godwin*e tondevllle,” (December 28, 1817}*
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taw to taw powrf but it must not be like Eook* s works, 
ehleh taw "a tarth of invention* (imaginative originstlons) 
ota e certain " d m r y  monotony*"* Indeed, Basliit romrk« 
Ironically upon ttat "genealogy of modern taste* (natural 
aesthetic proforoneo) which ehoo&oe Book instead of "the 
quintessence of troth and nature ,*% well rap re son tod by 
Scott* In hie opinion and in ttat of other critics, the 
taet fiction ie an imitation of * truth and nature*1 (the 
universal human experiences)®-- an Imitation ttat is pre­
ferably "probable*5 in Its development; that exemplifies 
bo "want of keeping* {appropriateness to the time, to 
previous events, and to the nature of the characters pro- 
canted);1 ttat tac sufficient "variety* or emotional 
• r e l i e f Its "catastrophe,* by which term the critics 
denote tappy and unhappy endings,5 is never "lame and 
lneenals test * "6
fiaere Is no insistence In the Examiner ttat the 
novel must teach some lesson or paint some moral* The
1 "fiie Dandy School," '•oveaber IB, 1827)*
® Veto re and the Public,* V*%rch 16, 182S).
5 "the Pirate," (December 20, 1S21)*
4 "The Hound Table,* (Sept* 17, 1815}*
5 However, the ter® ®ore frequently denotes un­
fortunate endings*
5 "The Pirate," (December 20, 1821)* See also 
"Quy Faux," (Bov. 25, 1825}*
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fpdwlswere do, however, ftlttys take note of moral tendencies 
18 the fiction* Shelley writes of the "strength* of 
dedwla's W l  speculations”;1 Hunt, of the appeal of 
•goodness*2 In U a b U  work* Moreover, there la a faint 
suggestion of the principle of catharsis in hie statement 
that the work is *p*inful yet delightful**2 Even Maalltt, 
Of ter humorously a see r ting that novels "do not make men 
valiant,* admits they are a better "cure of ennui* than 
painful risks ef "life and limb**5 And, In a more serious 
re is, he sri test
It was formerly understood to be the business of 
literature to enlarge the bounds of knowledge and feeling; 
to direst the mind vs eye beyond the present moment, and the 
present object, to plunge us in the world of romance, to 
eon&eet different languages, manners, times together; to 
seen us from the grossness of sense, the Illusions of 
self lows; by the aid of Imagination, to place us in the 
situations of others and enable us to feel an interest in 
all that strike them; and to make books the faithful 
witnesses and interpreters of nature, and the feu&an heart* 
Of late, Instead of this liberal and useful tendency. It 
has taken a imr rower and more superficial tone* All that 
we learn from it is the servility, egotism, and upstart 
pretensions of the writers*4
All of this Is Tory muck in the useful-plsasing~mowin& 
tradition, whieh had long been accepted by critics of drama
^ *0n Mr, Godwin,* (December 26, 1618}*
2 "On the Wortcs of Charles Iamb,* (Narch 7, 181®)*
® *Guy Fhu*,* (November 25, 1825}*
* *lhe Dandy School,* (Now. 18, 1827). For similar 
attacks on the •fashionable novel," see the Athenaeum,
XC (1829}, 455*454; the Atlas* I (1828), 170^171; Blackwood1 a 
Edinburgh Magazine- XXIV (SSSs), 52*
po«tr|« itore id a liberal sprinkling of the familiar 
ttnwi knoelsdffs* jjaaglmtlon. Interest* faithful* naturc 
(human experience), and—  notable— useful*
Sou to sumac rite this criticism In the Examiner*
In the “later* ry Notices1* published after 1821, there are 
discoverable acre of the hereditary terms used in a con- 
sent Iona 1 fashion than are to be found In earlier articles 
and revises* To discuss these inherited terms in detail 
here Is unnecessary since their use In the Examiner is 
similar to their treatment In the corresponding Issues of 
ether journals already discussed in previous chapters*
Concerning the evaluations of the novel during and 
immediately folio*in? Leigh Hunt’s editorship, however, some 
remarks are necessary* kfuch of this criticism Is extremely 
personal, subjective, and aesthetic. The stress is upon 
the senses, upon the Intuitive, upon the spiritual, rather 
than upon reason and Judgment or upon analytical ©valua­
tion ef fora and content. 'Thus one finds the critics 
examining their o*n emotional reactions to the total effect 
ef the particular novel; and one observes their use of such 
eords as dreary* tone, movement, strength, force. po*er. 
vigour, or gentle* asset, affecting* and painful * Then 
they proceed to analyse—  impressionistically ~  the 
characters, not by considering the author’s descriptions or 
the actions of the individuals, but by establishing a sort 
of intuitive or instinctive affinity *lth them. Through 
their spiritual communion eith the characters, the critics
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c o m  to understand the agents of the novel, whom they 
lows and pity or hats, as the ease may be. thus, to the 
terms already listed above, we may add love, pity, eold. 
and delightful. By the same sort of spiritual communication 
the reviewers see the character of the author In his work 
and understand hla particular brand of genius, power, or 
imagination; and they often use the terras genius and 
Imagination.
In short-, they use the traditional words, but they 
use new ones also* Moreover, in some of the earlier reviews 
and articles the emphasis la not upon the probable, the 
universal, the real, and the moral, but upon the words 
denoting feeling and emotion*
Unlike the Sxamlnor, the Literary Gasstte devoted 
most of its contents to the belles Icttroa. "In its pages, 
the student may find a cross section of the literary 
activity of three' decades**! This faot Is especially true 
during the years with which this study Is primarily con­
cerned, for then the terminology of this weekly la quite 
like that of the great monthly and quarterly reviews. Ihere 
are few deviations from the sort of criticism appearing In 
Ik* Monthly So view, for instance, before 1626. Afterwards, 
there are some variations from the common-places of criti­
cism, chiefly la the fora of different Interpretstlons of 
eld terms.
1 £* Graham, eg. cit., pp. 315-316.
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Before diBWsiing the specific term® applied to 
novelists and to novels, however, I should like to mention 
briefly the critics* freeing awareness of the difference 
between the novel end the drama and their deep interest In 
the specie1 requirements of the novel*
Per Ins tones, the rsvlever of ihtaria’a Women writes
that it is "unsuitably sailed a novel," for it Is a
dross in chapters, with more of expansion than is allowed to
characters on the stage, but with the distinctness of person, 
singleness ef catastrophe, and undiverted application of 
coral that belong to the higher order of drama
Then in 1852, in several similar passages the critics
indies to what a novel should be* une declares that "a 
novel should be shat penteel comedy was—  the picture of 
actual Banners** Furthermore, he maintains that the modern 
novel should afford "development of mind, the interest of 
the feelings, lively sketches of peculiar and general chare* 
cter, and something, too, of Instruction**2 The reviewer 
of The Buccaneer mentions approximately the same require­
ments for historic fiction; but he also demands "truth as 
the foundation of any known personage introduced* and reminds 
any would-be author that "the past can only be reanimated 
by present feeling, and the mind of the writer must bestow 
Its own originality.*5 In addition to these statements
* "Vomen," the Literary Gasette (July 11, 151BJ* 
Euless otherwise indlea ted, succeeding'references will be
to the Literary Ossetts, and 1 shall not repeat the title.
2 *Th» CmtMit," (April 141 1832).
5 (Bevmriwr *4, 1832).
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there is the warning given in a review of The Invasion, 
that "'an epic, a novel, a treatise on political economy, and 
an antiquarian esaay are material* that do not assimilate.*1 
fin tens In all of these passage*-*- pat*strophe# moral# 
actual. truth# and originality—  are si* inly inheritances; 
hat the revlewers1 acceptance of the novel as a worth-while 
literary type and their serious considerations of its special 
requirements as such are notable.
To be successful, the reviewers think the novelists 
should have certain qualifications. They should, of course, 
have genius, imagination, talent,2 and powers of invention.5 
In addition, they should have various other types of power 
(Batumi force or effectiveness)—  especially Msoul-stirring 
power* or power over the readers1 Imagination*^ They should 
possess knowledge of the heart,® of truth or life or nature;^
1 (January 7, 1852).
2 See "Tales and ConfessIons,n (Tec. 6, 1323), and 
"Tales of ay Time," (Oct. 51, 1829).
5 "Destiny,1 (April 2, 1851). In “Tales of the 
Passions," (Jan. 24, 1829), the reviewer usee the term to 
denote the erection of new imaginative events and says that, 
since Invention is exhausted, authors return to the pusalons 
now as mate rial for novels.
4 See "Ivanhoe (Dec* 25, lblv), and "Gaston de 
Blondeville," (stey 27, 1826), where there is a hint of the 
Aristotelian oatharsis. Bee also "The Tor Hill," (Bov.
11, 1826); "The Provost," (June 22, 1822) aind "Tales of 
Ffcult and Feeling," (£areh 26, 1825)•
5 3.0 *r*U)ia/ (Jan. 7, 1B2B).
6 S.. -TrMOlne, 5r0. (Sept. 24, 1BS6);
-Crochot Co.tlo,* (Fob. 19, 1831); "LHj voraux," (Juno 27,
1829); *n. "Th. B t m n t , *  (Ro t . 29, 1828).
• rtfliwd test* *nd eultlvated Intellect;1 judg®*ntj® as 
Mil ss good m o m  and rational slews.5 M l  of these 
wsrleoa qualities would has* pleased i'opo or Johnson, who 
wowld has* listed th*as as desirable for poets or dramatists. 
The Seriousness with *Moh %he novel has coma to bs regarded 
to Implicit in the reviewers* choice of term#* moot of which 
Indicate that It la *foolish to think the deepest study la 
net accessary** for the successful novelist* Of these 
eerds* only geniusa Imagination. end perhaps fancy need 
special attention} for all of the others have approxlmately 
the sane significance which they had when applied earlier 
te ether types of literature*
To t  that natter* even genius usually has the tradi­
tional significance of Innate creative ability.4 But It 
la Interesting that one reviewer mentions the lack of 
affectation and morbidity *in the genius of *£rs. Badcliffe* 
and renarks ttat "a singular characteristic of her genius* 
la her tendency to moralise even when her inventions era the 
•wildest.*5 Apparently* Instead of the restraint of reason 
or learning as have the curb of moral concern* But at no
* *Say Tee hike It** (June 7* 1823); *The Two 
lectors** (Sept* 25* 1824)*
® *7alea by the O’Bere Family** (Nov* 25* 1326}*
5 *1tee Contrast** (April 14* 1323).
4 See *The Be lden matter*" (July 1* 1B32); "Ouldine**
(lev* 29* 1817)| *Tbc Ting1# Own** (Apr. 10* 1B30)•
$ 11 las ten do Bleadevllle*” (May 27* 1826).
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time is there any enthusiasm for the unlettered genius.
hike fienlua, fancy varies little from its eighteenth* 
©cntmry counterpart. As applied to the novel, it denotes 
either "aportlveneaa* of the imaging faculty or "unbridled 
extravagance*”1 Bet imagination. with which fancy is often 
synonymous, does sometimea differ from Its earlier usage.
Of course, it meat frequently applies in a *eneral way to 
the ereative faculty*2 It may he closely related to reality. 
For instance , the imagination of the author of Destiny is 
defined as her "poser of recreating the Images Imprest 
on her mind"^ by real experiences* Moreover, the imagination 
ef another author is considered his ability to work "reality 
to the neat immense pitch of Interest At times, however, 
the quality Is completely opposed to reality.^ then it Is 
similar to fancy* The most interesting and unusual uae of 
the ten comes in the review of Hie Young Duke, where the 
author is said to be
gifted with that higher species of Imagination which creates 
and combines-- which out of Impression extracts reflection, 
and which bursts of feeling full of the poetry of ihowht 
alone can give a true sense of the beautiful.*
* See "A History of Hew York," (Oct. 21, 1820);
"Popular Titles and Tomaneea of the Northern Nations,"(July 
26, 1823); and "Melincourt,* (Mar. 22, 101*7). In all cases 
the need for the guidance of "sound taste" is mentioned.
2 "Anne of Oeieretain," ('4oy 16, 1829) ; "Tales of
Fault and Peeling," (Mar. 26, 1825); "Peveril of the Peak,
(Jan* 25, 1823).
5 See in the order named "Destiny," (Apr*2, 1031); 
and "The Disowned," (Bov* 29, 1826).
6 See "Authorship," (April 33, 1831), whore the author 
is advised to be guided by "the rule he despises," since "taste" 
is needful* 5ee also "Ouidine," (.Nov.29, 1017) and "oydenham," 
(Feb. 6, 1830).
5 "The Young Duke," (April 16, 1831).
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poeocfc la decidedly an outgrowth of Coleridge♦« theory 
Of tee eaemplestl© imagination and possibly of 3helleyfs 
«4i|t»Uw of it* In fact, much of the treatment of the 
teM**etlea here ic Coleridgean sine® awn that imaging 
| O H t f  acting upon realities ha a Its counterpart In 
fancy*
Stan, in the Hating of qualities deaired In the 
cavelists, the old terms appear; but those denoting innate 
tea tend of acquired or trained excellencies predominate* 
fee, tea Interpretations (of imagination particularly)
Cate changed* nevertheless, the need for taste, judgment, 
cad learning la not entirely ignored* It merely as sum® a a 
secondary place*
In the selection of terms to be applied to the novels, 
tea critics again shoe a tendency to mix the old and the new* 
tele ate tame at is equally true of their evaluations of 
descriptions, of style and language, of characterisation, 
ef plat, and of the general function of the novel* But 
moat of the newer tendencies show themselves during the 
last years of this romantic era*
There is, it is true, no whole new theory of 
description; but the reviewers see that the artists ought 
to animate the landscape and instil some of their own 
feeling into their scenes in order to arouse similar ®m©~ 
t i m e  in their readers* Thus, although they make use of 
ordinary terms like affected* beauty* tree to fact* original*
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and which were common in the works of
A Miaou* Johnson* and ?ope* they also employ adjectives 
t i U  sensuous appeal like sweat, soft, dream~lifoe.g they 
l**«rlta an "olive grove made sad by the recollection® 
that haunt it*; and* in time bordsworfchlan manner* they die* 
w a s  various aeanaa depicted "with the truth of reality* 
and permeated by "that spirit of romance which throws its 
a m  beauty aver what it touches*"^ Moreover* one reviewer 
writes that "Wilson has flung over pastoral life in Scotland 
all the poet leal beauty of hie own imaginative tenderness1* 
and th»t Salt "baa blended humour and pathos* Into hie 
painting of "everyday occurrences of actual lire*"4 The 
term* in these latter quotations—  truth* rawIlty. beauty* 
humor, actual, and pathoa—  are inheritances,
Eves their meanings are not changed; however* the great 
emphasis of the reviewers upon what one might call the 
spirit and the sensibility of scenery is a departure from 
the norm of past treatments of description.
There Is no similar change apparent in the svalua­
tions of the style and language of each novel, The reviewers 
msinly repeat cliches, speak In general terms of the tone
1 See in the order named "The King1® Secret*" (&prll 
2* 1881); "The Rivals*" (January 2* 1030); "Continental 
Adventures*" (June 17* 1326); "The Dominie1® Legacy** (tab, 
87* 1230); "The Barony*" (May 8, 1030).
2 ” Owe ton de Blonde ville," (■Uay 27* 1326),
3 "Tales of the Sara of our Times*" (**ay 30* 1329).
4 "The Dominie9® legacy*" (Feb. 27* 1B50).
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ef the w r t # or ignore the matter entirely* Usually the
llllt *»d language are synonyms; but sometimes style 
dees refer to the aennsr or method of composition* Applied 
to style ere such terms as ornamented, beauties* elegant* 
saljaatcd ead delightful* graceful and flowing. polished* 
glossing end playful* easy and pure~ all of which would be 
eery amah at hone In the writings of Thomas Wilson or Ben 
tensest, or of l>ryde& and Pope* In addition, there are the 
slightly different adjectives slovenly, sharp, and 
With language* the reviewers use the same sort of tersis 
majority ere such words as brilliant* ornamented* plain, 
eXeaaot* correct* and graceful: but there are a few slightly 
different ones like Impudent and un*ladylike*^  Kone of 
this nsterisl is particularly new*
lor is there such that is different from the old 
concepts in the reviewers* cha re c to r-d is (suasions, Usually 
they say that each character should have 11Influence on the
2
"The bxile of Palestine,* (T>ec* 11, 1650); "Kariarne,
April 25, 1825); "highways and Byways,** (Kov* 11, 1825); 
"Oreaby," tl>ee* 10, 1*25); "The Sew bra,1 (June 19, 1819)*
2 See •The betrothed," (July 25, 1825) and "mlea 
of the Crusaders,1 (July 2, 1325)*
* See "Tales of the Crusaders,** (June 25, 1825};
•the Busan Heart,* (August 21, 1824); "‘Bales of Mumble Life,1 
(torch 12, 1825); "Alla <iic rna fca , " (July 15, 1826); .."Herbert 
U e ? /  (Dee* 22, 1827); "The Tor Bill," («ov. 11, 1826) j 
•Trials of Life, (How* 15, 1B28); J,The O'Briens and the 
0*Flahertye,® (tow. 5, 1827).
tOtlOB of the story** but should bo "subservient*2 to It# 
Acceptable characters ore 1 varled, "3 "we 11- 1m #Ined,w4 
M i  "original,*5 or at least not servile imitations of 
* the re* Baeh portrait has to be drawn "elfch discrimina­
tion* so that It eill be "actual* and "Individual.*5 This 
lltft&d that the eharaster seem "natural*^—  that is, drawn 
free "hwaen natore8—  Is eonstantly voiced, even though one 
erltle does doubt whether anyone can know nt&t husmn nature 
It, now that it is greatly "modified by education and con* 
trolled by circumstances.*5 Of course, the reviewers use 
various expressions for stating this same theory* Truth.^  
real life,^  h o a n  and even air of reality*2 are
* **The Outcasts," (august 7, 1024), See also "Bramble- 
tye Bouse,9 (Feb. 4, 1B26); "The Lost Heir," (Jan* 30, 1830)*
2 »He nr in~ton,* (July 4, 1817).
5 "The Disowned,* (Sow* 29, 1828).
* "The iixilea of Palestine,* (Pee* II, 1830).
5 "The Contrast, (April 14, 1852)• See also *Legend
of Eontrose,” (July 3, 1819}; "The Usurer1? Daughter,* {Bov.
26, 1831); “The TeapJU rsf (July 10, 1830).
5 See In order “Lasting Impressions," ($ov* 13, 1824), 
and "lavrle Todd,* (June 7, 1028).
^ "Tbs Tor hill,* (Bov* 4, 1826)* See also *011a*our,* 
(Sov* 20, 1824), and * Tales of my Time,* (Oct* 31, 1829).
8 *Pelha«," (Kov* B, 1828).
8 “The Lest of the I'ohicans," (April 1, 1826) j 
“Highways and Byways (Dec* 25, 1824); "The Manners of the 
Ddy,* (Feb* 6, 1830); "Granby," (Pec. 10, 1825).
10 sod Doings, second aeries," vJan. 22,
1823)* See also *lhe Pilot,* (Feb 7, 1824).
11 "Our Island,* (Oct. 13, 1832).
12 •Heiress of Bruges," (Oct. 2, 1H50).
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cmannn* Obviously, any presentation that detracts from 
the naturalness of characters, such as their being 
*|OHXA«d by * * • predestinated necessity, Instead of free 
slU,*1 is unacceptable*
Bet 1b all their criticism the reviewers use these 
tern eery loosely* seat of the time, however, when they 
write real and actual they mean fidelity to fact? when they 
employ truth* sir of reality* nature* or human nature* they 
ieaet* imitation# of types or races rather than copies of 
tbs salve real* to these representations of types may be 
edged eertaln individual traits (accidents) or details so 
that each agent may have a "Defolsh* verisimilitude* On# 
re vies# r has the unusual opinion that such pseudo-rea 11 am 
is better achieved ahea ©ha racfcers are "drawn with tact 
rather than sifch depth," since ” the motives of the many 
lie on the surface*"2 Shallow imitations are "more gensr* 
ally true,"2 therefore, than deep analyses of specific 
individuals* in all of these terms and theories there Is 
little that is strictly nee* unly the occasional demand 
hat a novel shoe "development of character,"® not mere 
portraits, strikes a different note* In this particular 
at least, one sees some recognition of the specific re* 
qulremsnts of the novel as a literary type* Otherwise,
^ See "the Earthquake,” (Dee* 23, 1820)* For a 
similar express ion see "Mirta tion," (Pov. 24, 1627)*
2 "Mothers and Daughters," (Jan. 15, 2831)*
® "Destiny," (April 2, 1831)*
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ttlM t«MM «Bd tb*orl«* could cell apply to tha eple.
■ Tfi§ ftp as th# plot (including both the frafitework 
C M  the fable) Is consented, the reviewers show the seise 
propeneIty toward using old terms that they displayed in 
the esse of ehereeter delineations,
la the discussion* of suitable subject matter for 
plots, som Slight indication of changing tastes Is visible. 
Lingering still are a few faint traces of the eighteenths 
century's fondness for the sublime, Thus one finds in 
listings of approved subjects such familiar terms as gorgeous, 
terrible, end beautiful;^  but outnumbering them are words 
like true, simple, life, facta, and feelin^s,^  Feeling, 
however, east not degenerate "into sentimentality,*^ the 
reviewers warn; and all subjects must be "suitable** 
{appropriate or in good "taste*}. Therefore, the "super- 
aetwral* is permitted only if (as Coleridge might say) the 
wind is "wrought up to accept it," if the ghost is "preceded
by slew music.*5
But at the end of the romantic period, the trend 
in sWbJeet matter is completely away from the supernatural,
1 "Emir Salek," (»ov. 10, 18127).
2 "Sydenham,*1 (uct. 28, 1826),
5 "the Human heart,* {*ug. 21, 1826).
* In the order named see * Romanes of the Early ages," 
i&ereh 24, 1832); "Tremaine," (*arcb 12, 1825); "Pelham,
(Wov, 8, 1828); and "Penelope," (Hay 10, 1028).
5 "Tales of fteult and Reeling," inarch 26, 1825).
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from "battles, awr««r# and sudden death*1-- mil 
^easldered good at earlier tlines. One revlceer declares 
that tbe change la Rseessary because the "Incidents of 
Invention are exhausted." Hence the authors must turn to 
"esatlmeats.*2 let this shift from "facts to feeling,*2 
ftram extravagant adventure to history or to "simple and 
aetnrel"^ notarial brings the danger of making the novel 
%  sort of antiquarian’s diary."4 For the "las of perpetual 
Imprisonment," some novelists are substituting "dates and 
dryness*"4 One extreme is as bad as the other*
The terminology in these discussions of subject 
natter la net nee; but the prevalence of the terms feeling* 
alamis* and natural is perhaps indicative of the r©vie*era* 
sense I on sue se of the unsuitability for the novel of some 
subjects used in earlier epics and romances. Certainly, 
these critics are beginning to examine all materials care­
fully elth a vise to determining which are especially effective 
la this aee literary type.
They are not, however, as much Interested in the 
details of plot-manarsvent. A fee reviewers do note fch&fc 
an author should manage his plot "cleverly," ehether It
1 *Xastaee FItx-RIshard,” (Jan. 38, 1826).
* "Hales of IUsalon," (Jan. 24, 182u).
4 "thloo of the dost," (Feb* 9, 1828)$ "The human 
Sea at," (August si, 1824).
4 "be t'Osae," (August 14, 1830).
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iH *lntrtcwt«* and "full of episodes*1 or "simple" in 
dOHlgn.8 Too, oiM orltie refers to "compliance with the 
leva of oiltlM't* but tbo a vent go writer in this journal 
bee little lnUftit In the subject* The terms used are the 
Inherited ones like Intricate* simple. complex * contrived, 
aaoogpcoted. and unities* The only point worth noting 
Is that the one reviewer who commends observance of unities 
feels thet he erast defend the author's use of them* This 
attitude is e complete reversal of the neo-classical one*
It Is tbs exception, however, since most of the terms and 
theories on plot-marsegement are the conventional ones*
Likewise, In their evaluations of the story as a 
•hole, the reviewers use numerous Inherited terms and 
theories* They object to "Imitations** of stories by other 
authors* Since the term has here the meaning attributed 
to It by Young, It follows th*t these critics praise 
•original works*s~  those Imaginative creations which have 
tbs air ef novelty* In these original works, they some­
times admire "keen, lively, uncommon wit* (an Intellectual,
1 "The Story of a Lire,* <^ay 28, 1825)* See also 
•leas ef Iceland,* (Kerch 10, 1825); ""njrllsh Fashionables 
Abroad,* (liay 5, 1827)*
® *The Sisters of 'fensfield,* ($aroh 19, 1885)*
® "Gaston do Blondeville,* (March 27, 182S)*
* See "The Abduction," (March 19, 1825); "Do Polx,n 
(Hareh 2 5 , 1 8 2 5 )*
® *£lserrlmu*,” (Dee* 22, 1852); "Adventures of a 
Younger Son,* £?eb* 18, 1852); "Arthur Seymour," (Au^ * 7,
1824); •Frankenstein,* (Sov* 19, 1851)*
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!•**•< humor)?1 sad humor, uhsthor it bo * "mixture of the
I
M l  arm* and appalling" ©r whether it be closely allied 
to patbo©#*8 However, they especially like "pathetic
Indeed, their preference is nearly always for 
© work "rather wade to be felt than criticised,** even when 
the feelIns engendered is "intense and painful,"*
tot most of all they value the work which seems 
tree. To express this concept they us© a number of terns 
to a loose fashion* true,6 air of troth or of reality*6 
o»alsoegblaa©# or varlslaslllfcude*1? and p r o b a b l e all
1 "Pelhaw," (June 7, 1823)*
2 In the order named see "Hans of leeXand? (larch 19, 
1325); "Thles of the Alhambra," (April 28, 1832). See also 
"The Sd wen tare a ef Barney Kahoney,* (June 2, 1852); 
"Salladmer," (Jen* 1, 1825).
^ "The Writer1* Cleric,* (Jan* 29, 1825); See also
"Tales by the O'Hara Family," (April 16, 1825); "CkradesXsy,"
(Kerch 8, 1850); "The False Step," (Oct, 22, 1831).
6 See "Gertrude de tort," (torch 25, 1826); and 
"Hugene Aram," (Dec* 24, 1831).
6 See "Fit* of Pitaford," (*eb. 6, 1830); "tow 
landlord's Tales," (Jan* 15, 1825); "The Contrast," (April 
14, 1832)*
6 "the Invisible Gentlemen,* (Dec. 22, 1832); and 
"The King's Secret," (April 2, 1331).
7 See "The sitch Finder," (May 29, 1824); and "The 
Vomastery," (torch 25, 1820)* In the latter review, the 
erltie objects to the destruction of verisimilitude caused 
by tracing real events "to absolute fa.lryl&nci*w For other 
uses of verisimilitude* see "The Boyne toter," (<*ay 20, 
1 W 8 ) |end wOur Villa re,0 (Oct. 28, 1826).
® 3 m  "Tales ©f Humble Life," (:»rarch 19, 1825).
For attacks on improbable events because they do not "excite 
sympathy" see "Lionel Lincoln," (torch 6, 1825); "Talcs of 
toe O'Hara Family," (Sov. 25, 1826); "The Betrothed,"
(July 2, 1625); "Clarence," (August 7, 1830).
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u»t»lly synonymous. Soastlaos, however*
eHRI fttteal or hlttorle&l accuracy of details; at
•kfcor tia**, It designates events that are faithful to the 
**• -
•spirit"8 ef tij® period presented (the classical appropriatem 
In short); and on sons fee occasions it denotes a correspond- 
once hetmeen events and universal hue&n exp trience 
§Xr ft troth and vrai semblance are similar to trues hut In 
this criticism, the usual significance of these terms Is
sitter fidelity to the universal or faithfulness to typical
* *
events or custoas in a particular place or during a certain 
ess* though one vould assume that proha tie mould signify 
events ehlch mould give vra&sjrhlnnce to a novel* he finds 
setter that the t»o terns are often not distinguishable*
On the mfeole, hoe ever* probability refers to general con* 
sisteney of plot, to an arrangement in ahieh there Is "no 
effect el thou t a cause •**4 All of these terns mere once 
applied in almost the same fashion to the epic and to drams* 
In feet, especially in the terns applied to the 
endings of novels, the reviseera smke no distinction mhat- 
ever betceen the novel and the earlier types of literature* 
tte revleeer of The host Heir Oven speaks ©1 the ending
* For examples see *Vm L'Orrne," (August 14, 1850}; 
•tte Persian Adventurer,” (Hov# 27, 1830) »
® "De L 9Orm«," (august 14, 1830)* See also 
* Sari* one," (April 23, 1825)*
3 See *Flts of Fits Ford," (Feb. 6, 1830); "The 
Contrast," (April 14, 1852).
4 «fti* Karthqualce," (Pee* 23, 1820)*
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if bot.1 •» "the curtain"1 and raqulrea that "suapenac 
tm§ curloalty"1 ba auatalnad until It falls. ISaturally, 
diaf w i t l M  rcfar t« the ooneluelon as the "catastrophe’'^
C— anlng either a happy ; an unhftp|.jr ®r i^1b /?} o p &s the 
•ds&eue IWRt,•2 0j* simply as the "end*;® and they prefer 
98mt It he "unexpected*^ or at least not too readily 
•Anticipated."3 If the story Is “sound up elth perfect 
peetleel Justice** in traditional fashion, so much the 
tetter. All ef these terms-*-* ending, denouement, and 
especially catastrophe and poetical justice—  are true 
eee~ela sales 1 echoes.
So too are the theories of the function of the 
nsssl, dost as Pope and Seallger demanded of poetry some 
usefulness, these reviewers demand that the novel furnish 
"amusement and moral instruction";5 and they use such 
fanllar terse as delightful, pleasant, amusement, along 
•1th pure. virtuous, moral, instruction, and knoeledge.
* "The lost Eeir," (January 50, 1B30).
® In the order named see “Tales of the OfBara Family,* 
(April 16, 1825); “Tales of fault and feeling,* (March 26,
1225}; *The Heiress of F;ru~es," (Oct. 21, 1350).
6 See in the order named "Walter Colyfcon," (April 
XT, I860}; and "Tales by the 0*1;*ra Family,* (April 16,
Idte). See else "Brambletye House," (rob. 4, 1826); "The 
Salles ef Palestine,* (Dee. 11, 1850).
* "The talisman," (June 28, 1025); "The Tor Hill,"
(Set. 11, 1826).
® See "The neighborhood," (March 4, 1820); "Kew 
files,0 (August IS, 1018); "The Foresters," ( a^y 21, 1825); 
•Sranny," (tee, XO, less); "Fits of Fit* Ford," (feb. 6,
18*0); "the Teung Backwoodsman," (June 9, 1832).
9 m  the most part, the emphasis falls upon a o m U 1 especially 
upon based "on religious feeling"2; but occasionally
entertaining anil anaalngS are in the forefront.
whether the tens are applied to novelists 
er *e novels, they nearly ell hew their roots in past 
criticism, particularly in that directed toward the epic 
end the drese. With reward to the desiderata for the 
aethers, the major changes occur in the meanings of Igflia- 
tlea. Both it and fancy chow the influence of Coleridge, 
la the ease ef terms related to style and languasre, there 
is little new; hat in the treatments of descriptions a 
fee passages haws a Wordsworthian tone, and adjectives 
denoting feeling and emotion are plentiful. The terminology 
ef character delineations, however, is inherited; and only 
the mention of the need for "development* of character is 
indicative of changes, ^here plots as a whole are the 
i M a s ,  again the terms are the old ones; suitable, real, true, 
natural, prehahie, verlaiallitude. humor, pathos, wit, 
catastrophe, and poetical justice. These reviewers make use 
ef the terms true and pathos considerably more frequently
3* See "Alice Allan and Other Tales," (Dec. 4, 1S24); 
"The Writer’s Clerk," (Jan. 29, 1825); "The Contrast,"
(Jane 14, 1828); "Devereux," (June 27, 1929); "Tales and 
Bevels of Marla Bdgeworth," (June 2, 1852); and "$ay You 
Like It," (June 7, 1823).
2 "the Barony," (Vay 8, 1830).
2 Bee "Highway* and Byways, third series," (Pec.
2S, 1324). "At heme," (June 21, 1828); "The Shepherd’s 
Calendar.” (harsh 14, 1829); "Sayings and Doings," (Jan. 
it, 182*); "Bothers and Daughters," (Jan. 15, 1831).
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did til# Q«Q*elft8tloftl critics, The former still, however, 
denote the function of novel* by the adjectives moral, 
tiiftlj cntcrtalnlpp, delightful. end instructive, The 
%ld SoretIan utile dulei raigni In the reviews in the 
Literary Gazette.
the criticism in the Litersry Gazette more closely 
resembles that found In the various monthly and quarterly 
reviews then do the critical articles in the Examiner, there 
are only a fee never concepts voiced In the Literary Gazette» 
thrash the aike-up of the weekly Is quite similar to that 
ef m o d e m  publications. The Examiner, on the contrary, 
contained many ef the revolutionary theories and terms 
employed by the "cockney* school. These latter theories 
and t a m e  appeared in numerous publications by hunt.
The Indicator its one of these—  a weekly essay 
publication, which lasted only seventy-six weeks (1819- 
m i ) .  Since the terminology of its criticises of the 
novel la very similar to that in the Examiner, it is 
scarcely neeeeea ry to discuss It. One notes the emphasis 
which is placed upon emotional effect**** emphasis, of course, 
in the Aristotle*3Inturao line of influence—  and observes 
the frequent appearance of such terms as pain, terror, 
sentiment. heart, passions, -oodneas. moral ami sympathy,
The reviewers urye the authors to make "the sentiment 
sufficiently prominent,"1 to draw characters that are "easy
1 *Koueseeu*s Pyg:na 11 on , ” The Indies tor (London:
Joseph Apple yard, (Say 10, 1G20). For other uses of sfrvti- 
ncnt see "A Ikle for Chimney Corner,* (lec. 15, 1819).
wad I W *  but that also arouse "sympathy*** Yet the 
erities believe stories that give "mental pain to no purpose 
te be "gross mistakes*2 and Indications of "puerile* talent© 
such as Ip* teals possessed* Moreover, they warn that when 
tint pa la Is "too long-drawn out,HS even the "undoubted 
genius*® (transcendent creative ability) of the author can­
not wholly redeem the fault* Lamb is the critic's Ideal 
with respect to his treatment of pain and pathos* in com- 
pa risen with him, Richard son seems very Inept In all of 
this criticism the writers9 great Interest in emotional 
effect Is dominant; and, as has been indicated, the termin­
ology of the journal shows the effect of this Interest*
A similar Interest is discernible in the criticism 
of the Athenaeum,6 but in the latter journal emotional 
feeling Is not emphasised to such an extent as It is In
* "Thieves, ancient and Modem," The Indies tor 
{bee* 22, 1819)•
2 *& Tale for Chimney Corners," The Indicator 
(Dee. 15, 1819).
5 "The Destruction of the Cenci Family," The 
ladlestor. (July 19, 1820).
* See "The Works of Charles Iamb," The Indies tor. 
(Jan. 51, 1821). See also the discussion oT^The' review of 
the Works of Charles Lamb in the chapter on the London
SMMtisr
nil a a feud 7 omit a other publications like Lelsrh 
Swot's Companion (1628) and The Literary Kxaminer (started 
by John ISnF Tn 1825), In which the terminologyla very 
similar to that in the Examiner. But see L. varchand,
"The Athenaeum9—  A Mirror of Victorian Culture (Chapel 
HlTt’TSIveriTty o? 15rf&~CaroTI1m  Treas7 iy4TT.
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the Indicator# The Athenaeum. with *hich the Literary 
gseaicle 11*6 Soekly Review was incorporated In 1828, 
tOBtftlti rtfiwi and articles couched In terne current 
1« *ttch magazines as  ^laekaood^ RdInburgh Sagssine and 
Fraser1 a Saga sine for Town and Country* In abort. It 
eon tains numerous traditional t « m j  but many of these 
have new of romantic ewninga# In addition, It has sense 
see terms.
To the reader it appears considerably more analyti­
cal In Its critical methods than is either the Rxamlner or 
the Indicator and seems somewhat more definitely related to 
tbs criticism of the Victorian times than to that of the 
early eighteen hundred1®. "Itu* Sketches of Contemporary 
Authors* by Frederick uenlson iaurice, for instance, shoes 
Hie revieser1® interest In the philosophy of each author* 
Seott, It seems, la a great "observer," but he is not con­
cerned about "the why or the wherefore* of history, about 
Hie relationship between "outside nature" and "higher 
principles" or "moral and religious truth”; that la, the 
unitersa1 spirit penetrating even inanimate object®. He 
»srely associates his scenery with the "beautiful”; hence, 
It is never "the drapery of the thoughts." Moreover, his 
uertc as a whole Is not strictly "moral,1* since it does 
little "toward making men wiser or b e t t e r . A s  far as
 ^The athenaeum, (ifcrch 11, 1820) • For similar uses 
ef teres, see ike essay on "i^ e Ireuba," (April 4, 1820} 
and Seett's Kovels— The Hew Edition of *<a verloy," (June 5, 
1829).
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taMUl nature is concerned, Scott scarcely knows that mats 
tea an •lunar Ufa*®1 Be tea not the "clear and all- 
eub racing intelligence"! of Uoethe, But his "genius"
(special talent) really lies In drawing characters filled 
"with a spirit drawn froa the form of ordinary humn nature*®!
ilils concept of genius as a kind of intuitive p@r- 
esptlen of the universal principles of behavior underlying 
the accidents (Individual phenomena) is a new use perhaps 
for the tern, but the teals for the theory is Aristotelian*
H  lif however, Interesting to note the separation here of 
wants behavior and man1 a intellectual life (the outer and 
the inner existence),
la the great majority of critical essays in this 
publication, then, one finds the old terns like beautIful, 
reel, nature* moral, truth, talent, pleasing, ease, and 
ivdmvnt,2 as is true In the essays mentioned above, how* 
ever, there are throughout the reviews a few new interpreta­
tions for old terms like nature and genius; and there is a
! See "Sir Walter Scott and Soothe,* The athenaoum, 
(tey 27, 1822), For a very figurative use of genlua—  ^the 
grave of genius*-- connected with morale, see ^Kbraih Abbey,1 
(Jan. 28, 1822)
® See "Count Robert of far is," The A the m e  urn, (Dec.
8, 1881), "Castle Dangerous," (Dec, 10, ; and’-the "haIr
laid of Perth," (Sfiay 21, 1828), For emphasis on "touching 
passages," see "The Buccaneers," (Bov# 24, 1822); and "Sir 
2*lph Sshsr," (Jan. 28, 1832)* See "Contarlnl Fleming,"
(Say 12, 1882), where the author's style is described as 
"feverish," as well as "wild and extravagant," and "Otter- 
bourne," (bee* 8, 1882), where, in conventional terminology, 
tea style is sailed "stilted." In general, this min^limr of 
$28*1 sad unusual tens occurs throughout the criticism.
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«eed M l  oT 8fcr#M upon philosophy along with that op on 
*bonehlng passages.*1
Thus. in these weakly poblio**tlons-- the 'Sxaminer, 
the Litersry Qasetts, the Indicator. and the Ath<3n&eum-~
H w  was s i x t m  of old and new terms discoverable in the 
other types of periodicals shows itself. The Examiner 
offers s greater number of new interpretations for old tern© 
than do the others. The Literary Gasette has the most 
traditional terminology of the group. *1110 terms in the 
Athenaeum are often old ones with new interpretations.
B Followers of the Monthly Review
The Crltleal Review. the &otl-Jacobin, and the British 
Critic, all followers of the Monthly Review, eon tain less 
that Is new or different in their terminology than do the 
weekly publications. Since they are so completely similar 
to their model, they need little attention here*.
The Crltleal Heview, for instance, is a routine 
register, which ended In 1817. In. it em© finds the same 
sort of terms that have been discussed at length in the first 
chapter of this work. They are nearly all definitely neo­
classical. Style and lanu^e should be elegant and correct, 
not affected or pompous;2 the characters should to animated
1 Ibid.
® See “Godfrey de bastings.f* The Critical Revise or 
Annals of Literature (London: 5. Hamliton. ISooJ. xSTvTTl.
MS. Since sueeeeilIng references will be to this Journal.
I shall not repeat its title.
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a** real*1 tho «loiy should bs "probable in its incidents" j2 
an* It should definitely Inculcate morality*5
As a stele* the reviewers in this Journal do not 
tfctwl; a w t  tho novel as a literary type*^ Hoi«wr# with 
****** to *arla Edgeworth1 a fear that Belinda might ho 
galled a wuowlt® one critic does query whether it is 
necessary to "discard tho title of novel from its own rank 
as* place because many bad novels are in existence*®5 But 
te ia the except Ion; for until about 1815 most reviewer® not 
only use inherlted terms, but have the general eighteenth- 
eontury attitude toward the novel*
Like the Critical He view* tha &oti«» Jacobin Review 
and True Churchman1 ® iga^ aslne* or Monthly Political and 
literary Censor (1798-1624), closely resembles the Monthly 
agfeg.* Slnoe this periodical, edited by John Pichardo 
Oreene (John Gifford), was "primarily a corrective organ,® 
its "service to literature was a l i g h t I t s  terminology 
is thoroughly derivative and conventional* Tho terms applied 
to the Ideal author are the ones familiar to any reader of
1 *Cordelia," X'VIII (1800), 236-236.
8 "Ony sannaring,* 3 .S. X (18XS), 600.
8 "Old Mortality," 3.3. IV (1816), 614.
4 •Bararley" K.S. I (1814), 288.
8 SeaXXIY (1802), 23S.
8 Salter Orates, op. olfc.. p. 223.
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XriOMOB** #r of Popo»o works. "Aoutsnssa of observation";1 
•fcmrtteAgs” <tho factual typo);2 "lnvsntlon" (creativity),
•art •originality* (Tounr'a type, the opposite of Imitation);2 
•iBsrenulty*; and, of course, "genius" (Inherent creative 
•Mlity)3 and "Imagination" (power of producing vivid images 
oaaally unrelated to reality)4—  all these qualities are 
sifitlonade Preferably* Inclination is to be controlled by 
"lart end education" or by * judgment Moreover* any 
author*a "fancy" (original creativity) should be "chaste."^
411 ef this la fairly neo-classical.
So la the criticism of the other phases of the novel.
She good style la polished and pleasing*^ Excellent charac­
ter* have "fidelity to nature" (to universal human qualities}* 
or they ere "real** or lacking In "Inconsistency.*7 At rare 
Intervals a critic* like the reviewer of Liberality* will
* "Douglas** The Anti-JacobIn Review, V (1000), 274.
Since succeeding references will be to this jouma 1 * I shall 
sot repeat its title*
® In the order named see "^oman*" XXXII (1809)*
560; "Liberality and Prejudice/1 XIV (1313)* 53B; "Sophia 
St* Clare** XXV (1307)* 390* 389.
^ "Thaddsus of */^ raaw," XVII (1804)* SO, "The Mor- 
lands** XXIV (1806), 158; "Black Koek Bouse," XxXVIXI (1811)*69*
* See "Hie Loves of Celestine and St. Aubert** XXIX 
(1811)* 414; "Sophia St. Clare," XXV (1807}* 309; "tteman*"
XXXII (1309)* 364.
5 "Women*" XXXII (1009), 364* 
® For terms applied to style see "St* Leon*" V (1800), 
155; "Aubrey," XVII(1804), 152* and "Edward and Anna," XXV £1897}*295,
7 See "Corinne," XXXII (1809), 454 and "Black Rook 
House*" XXXVIII (1811), 90* See also "Ferdinand and Ordella," 
XXXVIII (1811)* 74 and "Heart of #ld»Lothlan*" LV (IBIS),212*
sax
opine that characters should act In the novels*1 More-*
^eer, there la applied to the plot the fairly unusual term 
Ingenuity (referring to a skillful arrangement). In addition 
to sash old eords as probable and real.2 In the discussion 
of the function of the novel »e do find a hint of the 
theory that a novel snast arouse the emotions of the reader 
in order to effect a temporary belief in the reality of 
Imaginary characters and events*4 But usually the die* 
cessions of function are ordinaryj and the term moral pre- 
denlnatss.3 Very often, too, amusement and improvement or 
jjastraetiea appear In true Boratian tradition.5 Bosever, 
at least one revleeer questions the propriety of using 
novels ss * vehicles of religious and moral instruction.1,6 
Be even defends 3terns because of the authors “touching 
sensibility•*6
as a rale, these revleaers look upon novels as 
"repositories of unmeaning sentimentality and ridiculous 
frivolity."** Very, very seldom does a critic assert tbst
1 XLV (1813), 534.
2 la the order named aee "The Cave of CoeenzaXXX 
(1804), 106; and "Ferdinand and Ordella," XXXVIII (1311), 74.
S m  • loo "The Heart of xld-lothUn," M  (1818), 212.
* See "St. Leon," V (1800), 28; "St. Oodein.V (1800), 
428; "The Life of a Lover," XXIV (1806),136; "Corinne/XXXII (1809^484.
4 "The Korlande," XXIV (1806), 159.
6 See "Thaddeue of fcaraae," XVII (1804), 180)
"Beverley,” XLVII (1814), 217.
6 "Ferdinand and Ordella," XXXVIII (1811), 74.
^ "3dmrd and Anna," XXV (1807), 292; "Sophia St.
Clere," XXV (1807). 389.
people need not fee "ashamed to read novels for amusement 
The terminology of these reviewers reflects their vlema*
To some extent, the same views dominat-3 the critics 
and the erltlelsa in the British Crltle (1795-1825)* This 
* Instrument of the Tory end BIgh Church factions end a real 
successor of the Crltleal Hevice” contained little "valuable 
literary criticism*"^ Its terminology Is not nee, being 
mainly ehat one mould find In Johnson*a Preface to 51mkespears 
or in his lives of the Sa.arllsh Poets* There are no specific 
adaptations of these terms to the novel* They are used here 
Just as they are in the criticism of the earlier drama or 
poetry*
Writing of the novelists, the critics employ such 
terms as judgment* good sense* and observations^  know ledge 
(of teamen nature, of the world, of llfe);^ powers of In­
vention (innate creativity, producing force or effective­
ness In composition)5® andf of course, imaginetlon (vivid
1 Ibid*
^ V. Orahas, op* clt** p* 221*
® "The Bistory of Myself and My Friend," ihe British 
Crltle* H I  (1816), 204* Since succeeding referencea wTil 
he io the saw journal, I shall not repeat the title of It*
4 8** of Paaalon," XXXIII (180S), 415; "miss
•f Ffcshlombl* Llfo," XXXIV (1809), 73; "Tho Hoyal sxll®,"
XXXVII (1811), 418; "Sons* and Sonalblllty," XXXIX (1819),
887.
8 8*o "Pordlnand and O r d o l l * xxxvi (1810), 627 
lad "tto Ufdwtrff* XaXVII (1811), 631.
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Ijfmht&m pe«er)jl sowetiaes genius {a sort of inventive
•£&£££ f* lighter Imagination),s Usually all 
tt*,fttee *»r» to be guided by judgment and taste*
ftfc,e»et frequently used term of this sort, however, ia 
jfSBSlJSL* *°t seamen in earlier critloism, though its 
adjectival fan appears in the works ef Dryden and of 
fttate*»8 ®>* word refers to skill in managing and con- 
ttlviai* It ia Innate, but it nay also be cultivated;
40t it ia aanetiaes assooiated with taste, talent, and 
ft&B£8S2£l2>^ Veee of these terms represent completely
% AWtiM* fch*r* 4&y £*ov developments In the trest- 
****** «** Bftvtlft* In gftfiftr&l* the reviewers agree that*
p w ’
■SHl"r» a novel anast he “tlway# sentimental and 
pftfcfeftfclo*; that It'must have wh&lrWferwftdth 
piflwpfl a dttel”; that Its nclose will he iiaparfeot 
HlhdDt ill in citoftfO^w ef a fijftrrisure*1^  But this is 
sat. the ftrltlfts* ideal* It must possess other qu&l~
IU m . It hftft « "correct* end Helegant” style;
m* <fS*i
1 "Reaantle mies." XXXIII (1809), SSI; "The Heart 
he Pansy," XII (1313), 410; "St. Clair," XXXVTII
)* «»•
® See "Cottage 3ketebss," XI. (18IS), 356.
8 Bee "Paean,” XXXIll (1809), 5S5; "The Missionary," 
W i l l  (isu), 4U ,  and *Self Controul," XKXVIII (1811), 818.
* tee "Julia of Snrtand," XXX1Z (1808), 418; "The 
ftftaieeX,* XXXV1 (1810), 89; "Mount Erin," XLII (1813), 196; 
•imguml tales," XIl hail), 643; "Old Hick,"ml (1801), 435.
m. * "lbs Adulteress," XXXV (1810), 188.
it 1m*- *««y gitMl" acmS no It is n«v«r an
"•adlaaa «rf«aioa of Bound in jr words," *bleh,«fa«n ths 
Wther *»©ul« r*is« th«» to sublimity, fall into blank 
w m . * *  All of thoso terms and theories are decidedly
In tt* ease of words describing the ideal character, 
ee tee* the same situation, the excellent character has 
•tteselty" of "originality** "consistency," "force* end 
tratb,* »lth respect to "human n a t u r e  .*3 It is Accurate* 
(smelly to typo or to reee), "well-discriminated* (Individ- 
eel), end "moll sustained.*4
In a Ilka manner* c m  finds tho terminology of plot- 
^Itlelra to ho largely derivative. There is a decided 
remmCletloti of "extra warene© of sentiment," of "outrageously 
foantU* or "marvelous* subject matter*^ Acceptable 
eateriala are "lore* tenderness* pathos* disappointments*
t *
damger*;4 any original materials or any "Imitations of real
1 In the order named see "Adonis*" XVII (1801),316; 
"Farther Excursions of the Observant Pedestrian*** X (1802)*
048} "Romantic Tales," XXXIII (1809), 251.
2 "Bub11la in carafe of a Husband," XXXV (1810)*Xb7*
For other terms used with style and lanrm&ffe* see "The Scottish 
Chiefs*" Xi*VIl (1S11), 265s "The Aeddln.^ Dey,n XXXII (1808), 
021; *511 v a n e  11a*” ix (1812/* 502* in the last reference
the Aristotelian "dear without being mean" Is suggested,
2 See in ths order named "Rebecca," XXXII (1808)*89; 
and "Salnclair," XXXII (1808)* 190; "The Scottish Chiefs," 
XXXVII (1811), 250; "Corinna** XXXI (1808), 523; "The Posthu­
mous Xorks of Mrs. Chapone," XXXI (1808), 60.
4 In tbs order named see "Tales of Fashionable Life," 
XXXIV (1809), 73; "laetltla," XVIII (1801), 667; and "Sens© 
and Sensibility** XXXIX (1812), 527.
5 In the order named see "The Runaway," XVII (1801),434* 
•tbs Missionary** XXXVII (1611) * 631; "a 1 © la nd * * XXX V TI (1811)*7o.
« "Warloo," XL (1012), 641.
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The author1* arrangement of his material,, his plot 
street***, could he "intricate* only if it was *well~ 
conducted.*® Sis plot as a whole, ths fable, had to satisfy 
certain definite requirements of "consistency and probability,* 
Implying a cause and effect presentation of events#® But an 
occasional ioprobable story that was not "beyond possibility"^ 
use praised# Usually, in describing the approved fable, the 
reviewers used such expressions as real (with reference to 
historian 1 foots and to general human experience),® truth 
(usually historical feet or general customs of special 
ye esc or ages),6 and propriety#7 111 of these terms ere 
derivative.ones# So are those designating ths ending, 
especially catastrophe6 (which at no point refers to an
^ In order see "Roiaantlo miss," £XXIII (1809),
250 and "The Refusal," XXXVI (1810), 60#
® "Anecdotes oenfciaaentales,* XXXVIII (1811), 635*
® "The Brothers," xLI} (1018), 196# See also "The 
Enchantress," XVII (1801), 456# "Hed Bentley," XXXXII (1609),
411*
6 "Self Contruul,® XXXVIII (1811), 213#
6 See "The husband and the hover," XXXIV (1809),
74j "Vales ef Fashionable life," LXII (1815), 412.
6 *Tfee Soottlah Chiefs," X\XV1I (1811), 247j "Tales 
of Other Seales,” XXXVII (1 10), 520,
7 "The Officer9s Daughter," XXXVI (1810), 135#
3 See "The Adulteress," XXXVI (1810), 188f "Bebeeca,"
KXXI (1808), 82.
entire tragic experience, but merely to an anding, happy 
er unhappy), and denouement* with catastrophe sometimes 
eom  the familiar sortie poetical justice* One reviewer 
remarks, for instance* ^kre* &eat has bar catastrophe
* * * according to her ovn ideas of poetical justice**
Bo farther explains that he agrees with her conception of 
poetical justice since she largely “leaves it to God.*** 
Bseever, tho average revieeer believes in the standard 
sort of poetical Justleef shieh Involves rewards to the 
good at tho end.
In their opinions regarding the function of the 
novel, these revleeers ar* equally imitative of earlier 
critics* fho Soretien utile dulcl In the original Latin or 
ia ths equivalent English appears often*2 Moreover, some- 
time a plea cure, amusement. and enterta lament^ receive approval 
from the critics) but the favorite terms are a Isays morals, 
morality, and virtue*2 They are convinced that novels may 
possibly inculcate morals; yet in many of their discussions 
ef historical romances, they express doubts about the
1 "Th* Refusal," XXXVI (1810), SB-60, See also 
"Black Rook," XXXV (1810), 189.
8 "Coelabs In Seerch of a wife," XXX (1809), 490;
"the Busband sod the Lover," XXXIV (1809), 74; "The Refusal,n 
XXXV (1810), 59.
8 See "Selnolelr," XXXII (1808), 190; "Demetrius," 
XLXI (1813), 197; "The Curate end his Daughter," XII 
(1816), 411.
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yoitlblllty of a novel's teaching history#1 Indeed* 
romance and history appear to them "irreconcilable.*2
In brief * the terminology of this periodical ha a 
nothing to distinguish It from that of the Monthly Bevies 
eaeept* perhaps* the more frequent appearances of the term
Ingenuity.
The terms in the British Critic, those In the Anti- 
Jacobin Revise, and those in the Critical Review are mainly 
inherited ones that seldom have their meanings changed.
C Imitators of the Edinburgh Review
-  —    —  _ --------------------
next to be examined are some of the imitators of 
the Edinburgh Review: namely* the Westminster Review« the 
Eclectic Review, and the Annual He view. In this group of 
publications* the Westminster He view is the most important 
and is* therefore* the only one to which I expect to give 
each attention*
Annual Review (1805-1808) owes to the reviews 
ef Mrs* Barba old* Robert Southey* and 31111am Taylor of 
Sorwlch "any scanty literary value it has t o d a y on the 
whole* the reviewers in this publication did not look with 
favor upon novels; for they thought these works likely to
1 See "Adonis," XVII (1601), 316} "Old Kick,"
XVII (1801), 43S{ "Sr*. Leicester's School," XXXIII (1809), 
77} "Deleorth," XXXIII (1809), 185} "The Ace e Live In," 
XLII (1813), 80.
* See U.S. IX (1814), 649.
3 ?.alter Orsha*, ojj. clt.. p. 330.
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*esmlt the 1mclnitIon, and inflame the passion, thus 
rendering U f a  tasteless and more solid books ins■ip■id*,,* 
Moreover, they believed that reading fiction would "lessen 
the morels of the youth of both s«xws^b1 as might be 
expected, such terms as moral* goodness, utility* and 
virtue predominate in this journal*
Such words also hold an important place In the 
Eclectic Review (1805-1866), a "sectarian religious organ 
of the Dissenters*"2 Some of the writers for this publics- 
tioa express the opinion that reading novels "tends to 
dlealpcte and commonly to mislead the snind.*^  Hence, they 
do not put forth their best efforts in criticism of fiction; 
and the terms they employ, like those In the Annual Review. 
differ from those in the Monthly Review only in the greater 
ntmfcer denoting moral tendencies* Therefore, no separate 
cooaiderstlon of this publication is needed here*
Prom the standpoint of literary criticism of the 
novel, the most important of these imitators is unquestion­
ably the radical Westminster Review, started in 1884 by 
James Stuart Mill* But none of its contributors except
1 See the Annual Review, I (1803), 780-721 and II 
(1803), 597. Comp©re these passages with those from the 
Christian Observer, in section V of this chapter. For a 
3wfcn ee oft be tsove 1 see The Literary Panorama. XI, 07-101.
2 baiter Graham, op. clt», p. 339.
3 3ee the Sclcctlc Review. I (1005), 60. See also 
the review of Talsaof ay Landlord. published in the Wolectic 
Review. Boveaber, 1855.
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“Carlyle* John Sterling* and J, fox had th® qua Ilf teat Ions 
of trot critics*; consequently* they seldom “produced last* 
lug critical opinions and Interpretations as was the cess In 
the Edinburgh and the quarterly,*1 The attitude of many of 
tie r e v i e w  re toeard the novel was one of suspicion* and 
Elisabeth London*s feeling “that the novel Is the very 
highest effort* ® of authors was quite unusual*
the terminology In the Westminster Be view Is similar 
%e that In the Edinburgh Review except that there are In the 
former even fewer variations from the terns Inherited from 
earlier erltlelssu
In their discuss lone of novelists the reviewers Hat 
the familiar “knowledge of human nature" (universal and 
particular qualities of human tainra},^ Hpowers" (force and 
effectiveness of Imaginative creativity or sometimes merely 
talent)*4 emd “fancy* (usually a light* whimsical Imagination 
divorced from reality),® Most of their attention* however* 
goes to genius and Imagination; for they revere innate
1 X, Graham* op, elt** pp, 251 and 254,
® See &• L, Landon* “Romance and Reality** freatmlnstor 
Review, XVI (1852)* 215*214,
8 5^0 *Fin Money,* feestmlnster Beview, XV (1C31)*
455; “The 4 lblgenses** I (1824)* fefei; 4 Na i1ona1 ft* les of 
Ireland** IX (1828)* 428, Since succeeding references will 
bo to the Sosteinstor Review, I shall not repeat the title 
of the Journal,
4 See “Tremaine** IV (1825)* 294; "Hungarian flales**
X (1829)* 104f *lhe adventures of a founder ^on*w XVII 
(1852)* 52,
5 See “Seedstook** V (1826)* 426; “Truth** VII 
(182?)* 486,
m o
creative ehlllty evon though they do sometimes pro iso a 
TsuoocoofuX loliator11 (ana who adapts the work of* another 
crtlst)**
TV the* genius usually done to a either Innate ability--* 
onInly or a sort of an las* tin# or creative spirit
peeel*4r to a oar tain nation or local ity*£ Both of these 
ara meanings uhieh can ho traced either to classical or to 
aoa> olo asloal criticise* Though the latter meaning m s  
M t  ossios In the dram tie or poetic criticism of the 
eighteenth century* add Ison used it In his Spectator*
heat of their uses of the tens Imagination* however* 
parallel the applications of the eord which were 
ear rent during an earlier era* In general* these reviewers 
OOtftr to an innate power of producing linages which are 
opposed to reality* to *eoples of human life* "3 One author* 
for esaaple* Is commended for consulting * the deep imprints 
ef catpevleuee* rather than the hrllllant shadows of imagine- 
tla*«*4 let* la examining at least one review* we observe 
a stallsrity to the kind of lmclmtlon discussed by Coleridge 
sod by Shelley* this sort "proceeds not by the aggregation
1 *3t* Johnstown*" I (1824)* 279*
2 Ibid** p* 279; "lawrie Todd*" XII (1S3U)* 405; 
•Pelham** 1 |lC29)* 186; See also "atorloe of American 
Life*" XIV (1851)* 596| "SatIona1 Tales of Ireland*" 11 
0828), 429*
2 •Truth*" M I  (1827)* 342*
* "The adventures of a Younger Son*" XVII (1832)* 
84$ see also "Cloudcsloy** XII (1830), 492; "Pelham*" X
(1829)* 180. *
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ef parts, but by tbs comprehension of nholefi,’1 Fur the r*s© re» 
1% "nit in som BtAsnn animate and iatperson?*to, or at 
least wrify what It describes."1 m m  we have an In- 
teltIts faculty for comprehending the universal soul (which 
lmter-peme tratoe all thing#) and for transmitting this 
soap rsfasn# Ion to the reader through area ted images*
Yearly all of these toms applied to authors tew 
retained their neoclassical meanings* So have those 
applied to the author9# style and t© his language, with 
shieh style la usually synonymous. $e see in these reviews 
Of tea novels such Popesn words as ease, grace, elegance. 
floe Ins. a erasable, poetical, affectation, pure, and exact.5 
Of sour as, there Is also an occasional noun like slacking a g£ 
teat la unusual; and there are some very figurative descrip­
tions of style, like this one: f,Els legssus spreads and 
rustles his sings, and after all only ;?oe& off in a canter.** 
Bare the reviewer expresses his dislike of the overly 
"ambitious* style which the author employs at the beginning
1 "national lalee of Ireland," IX (182ft), 427.
Compare alth A. S. ftehlecrel'a theory of t'enlua In iacturea 
Ja ftrt.Ht Art and literature. I. and alth «>. 1. doleridpa. 
tSaplcia gorSaT III, 175} IV,' 54 and 75.
* "Oloudealey," XII (1830), 492.
* 3ee in the order m u d  "Charlton,” I (1821).
878} " M m t n n , "  I (1824), 279; "w odetoek," V (1828), 400; 
*Se«i arlaa," X (1829), 189; "Thlea of a Grandfather,
Z (1829), 949.
4 "The Spaa eifa," I (1821), 275.
m 2
*f — X«~ a style ehieh he does not —  la tain, But for
the »#** »*** there le m little nee either In tame or in 
theory here*
*or le there «uch that ia nee with reepeet to 
dsseriptlen If ee except the dietinotion trede between 
Hie scenic copy end *f imaginative description*" a type 
ehieh eeleetee end verifies ehet it describes,1 Striving 
fee e  c e r ta in  novelty of expression, some of the revieeera 
see fairly apt comparisons or figures of speech in their 
treat— ate of description* For Instance, one rovlever 
orltes ef descriptions which combine the “dignity of 
history elth the familiarity of a new spa per ,”3 But — Inly 
se reed here sueh descriptive adjectives as »e may find in 
the seeks ef Burke or Addison or Johns on—  beautiful, 
dr*nrtie, grand, vivid, true, crude, coarse, appropriate,** 
Moreover* in their discussions of characterisation 
the—  critics shoe the same tendency to employ the terms 
once applied to poetry and the d m —  * Sometimes they 
— ly remark epos “striking and agreeable” characters 
or “vivid and forcible* ones or upon the great “variety”
* ■■fttlaBol toloo of Xrolond," IX (1828), 427.
Im  tbJ 4 1 m b m 1 w  of 1—  ni—  tlon above.
® *9tM Bifeooo of Brogoo," XIV (1831), 158.
* to, la the ordtr m m !  "The 3pee '.ilfe," I (1824), 
«Tt* *tfe* JMmstom.” 1 (1824), 279 j "'.she Alti^eneee," I 
(1024), 554; "Tho Ontaoato,* 1 (1824), ESC; "The
Banger la b  Ikies,* X (l(k8»), 103.
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all •ooll-contnictoti and wcll-flupportod."1 
*tfc tt«r M *  • « M l a l X y  interested in consistency in 
.>•*»otero-—  “not only eitb lamn nsturo, but sitta tboas- 
W l w « . ' s They «ra concerned, too, about "distinction and 
indirldueliaatioa la the oherooters"3 and about "fidelity 
t* b e  original* (»bather that bo a typ« or an actual charac­
ter in history}.4 The (tuality in ableb they are moat 
interested, baaawr, ia the "truth"® ef the characters, by 
Shiah tmrm they designate a sort of vsrisiittlllfcuda. ^na 
til supernatural characters m y  have this quality provided 
U e t  they ere artfully mnaged-*- that they have either 
%  m l |  external feeing* or an existence solely in the 
"diseased iuaglnation* ef the "supposed erlterf6 But they 
end M l  have both. In addition, the author must always 
hare "plausible motives*6 for the interference of such 
beings In b n s B  affairs.
In general, however, the representations of suoh
* See in the order named "St. Johnstown,* I (1824), 
ST#| *Don Esteban,* VI (1826), 278j “Truth,* VII (1827), 360.
® See "Sayings and Doings,* I (1824), 6435 "Ba»el,tt 
VII (1627), 462; *3fce Alblgeaaes,® I (1624), 533.
s "the Italian Hovelistei Boooaeoio,* VII (1827),
117, The starasters of Boeoaoelo want this distinction, 
tat see alee "Anne of Qeiersteixi,” XI (1829), 211.
* See "tatIona 1 Tales of Ireland," IX (1028), 426; 
and •Woodstoefe," V (1826), 426 and 461.
5 see "fin Money,* XV (1831), 436.
* "Private Memoirs and Confessions of a Justified 
Sinner," IX U694}# 661*
being* are not l a m t g f d .  At beat, they can have only 
a esqperfielal verisimilitude; t f a o m s  imitation a of 
fcSMM being* M |  have the hish&r typo of truth* This 
letter Uadi, the authors nay achieve if, like Jane Austen, 
they haee their represents tiona upon knowledge of the "human 
heart* and open "exact anelysee of character and disposition* 
the novelists should also have a sympathetic under a tending 
of the "motives and neats 1 02*0 0 0 0 0 0 8* of the type of 
ehsraeters represented—  such an understanding as Fielding 
and flan in have*2’ la short, the Aristotelian ideal (Poetics, 
XT) ef the naive real sad appropriate character still holds 
the attention ef the critics* But one critic does add to 
this concept the theory that such truth can not be gained 
If the aether * inserts Ill-timed reflections* in his oea 
person instead of •letting his characters develop them­
selves in d i a l o g u e * " ^  this latter statement indicates, it 
linn to me, the growing realisation on the part of the 
critics ef the need for special techniques adapted to the 
novel*
Boat ef the critics, however, have advanced little 
in the theory of characterisation beyond thut expressed by 
Johnson in his Preface to Shake spaa re. They dislike '’cold 
copies* and recognise the limitations of the type-ch*racter 
drawn *after the fashion of La Bruyere.*2 In referring to
* "national tales of Ireland," XI (1828), 445, 428, 
« 1 ~  2
"Romance and Reality," XVII (1832), 207*
Ipj^iovii portyaitttw^ they are still using the old t#ma 
:S®se effllllUct! distinction, nature (human nature), real*
*»* S£2$&*
Similarly, vhen discussing the plow or fables ef 
t&s novels, tliese reviewers habitually employ many of the 
claesloal end neo*elasales1 words as veil as theories*
la writing of subject matter for plots, for Instance, 
« s  reviewer states that the "domain appropriate to the 
novelist Is the history of remoter periods," because if 
resent events ir*> used, they must have their interest in* 
creased* then they "lose their probability.”1 Other 
erltles deplore the use of "metaphysical* or "theological*^ 
materials or of " m u dlln sentiment”^  or even of the "exterior 
surface ef human proceedings**^ &ost erltles agree that the 
subject natter should be "natural,”5 tint It should be 1 baaed 
upon passions, not manners; upon the eternal feelings ef the 
human heart, which do not change**6 Most of these theories, 
sad the terms 3n which they are expressed, are survivals
1 "Charlton,* I (1824), 278.
* "Tremaine,* IV (1825), 295.
* "Saylors and Doings," I (1824), 545*
* "The Italian novelists,* VTI (1807), 118*
5 "St. Johnstown,* I (1824), 279*
6 "The Brave,* XVI (1852), 185* See also "lawris
ftodd,* XJI (1850)* 405} "Hungarian TUles," X (1829), 105;
"felham,* X (1829), 180, In these there Is considerable
emphasis on the use ef p*thos and some on humor, wit and
Irony*
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ef er classical tenets* Appropriate* probable,
sftd universal—  at least the Greek equivalents— * are key 
words ia Aristotle's Footles and in the works of the 
Stagirite's disciples throughout the years* these adjectives 
end o th e rs  like then appear in the reviewers* examinations 
o f p lo t  s tru c tu re  and of the threads of story.
In traditional spirit and words, the critics decry 
•episodical* or *disconnected** "wild and unconcocted* 
plots* as well as *oarele88 and Inexpert* construction*^ 
they rewind the authors that *t»o halves* do not we§ual to 
one whole**fi they indicate that plots "not badly conceived*3 
or w*»klllfWlly connected » y  be either "Intricate* or 
•staple.** In either case, they receive due praise* So 
amfh for structure and management,
the story which is built upon an excellent structure 
sad which can be described, like iawrle Todd, as "so real, 
so consistent, so probable,*3 is the Ideal* the preceding 
adjectives (denoting imitations of known human experience,
1 S m  "Polham," X (1829), 186; "The Alblgonaos,"
I (1824), 652-555j "Woodstock," V (1826), 410.
® 8Privete v«nolra end Confeeeiona of a Justified
Sinner," II (1284), 860.
8 "Oonoa Arias," X (1829), 166. Sea also "Rational 
Tales of Ireland," IX (1826), 425; and "Don *Esteban," VI 
(1826), 278.
4 " L a e rie  Tod d ," XII (1830), 405.
6 XZZZ (1230), 40.
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logically developed and capable of being ®sswed possible)
have ladloftUd the artistic In plots of all sorts from the 
time of Aristotle certainly through that of Johnson,
However, more frequently used in this journal than 
the terse real or probable are the closely re lafeed truth 
and verisimilitude. Carwell. for instance, in a "sad* story 
and "very like the truth, not the truth ?neant by founded 
on fact, but the truth founded upon the lar^e experience 
of the chances and changes of life."! ’This definition 1® 
notable at a time when most reviewers used terms loosely 
and carelessly,.
Even in this journal most critics rersark vaguely 
open novels that have "fidelity to life"® or that are 
"faithful* (usually to historical facts)3 or that are 
•natural* (presumably based upon known human experience}*4 
But by whatever terms It may be designated, natural 
and probable course of events,which is therefore veri­
similar, is aleays preferred to the "entangled situations, 
the mystery, and the obscurity"^ of the romantic fiction*
1 IkM*s *>• 4U*
® "beuton roster," XVII (1852), 590,
3 "Sandoval," VI (1B26), 290,
4 "Aoodatock,* V (1S26), 410* 3sa also "The Italian 
Novelists,” VII (1B27), 118, where distinctions are made 
between events faithful to the universal and those copies
ef "the exterior surface of human proceedings^ Th*-re Is 
also mention made of "inanimate n. tore,"
5 "The Fair of May Pair," XVII (1852), 469.
6 "Truth," VII (1S27), 545-545.
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thus any Plata that were "copies of hn m n  life,nl but not 
laiUtioas of earlier works of others or of the Author in 
«mation,* received duo praise* it follows that tho favor I to 
t o m s  of tho critic* In discussing tho threads of story 
core true* consistent. verMsdjar, natural, and probable* 
as far os tho ending of tho story Is concerned, 
m o  need remark only upon the occasional objection to the 
author's asking his "plot follow in the wake of the denoue­
ment,** The reviewers believed that this practice destroyed 
Ihe suspense that should be kept to the end. It also took 
m y  the artistic and emotional effectiveness of the ending, 
those conclusions* the erltles designated by the ordinary 
terns**- ending, conclusion, or denouement, end rarely 
catastrophe. They were synonymous.
At the end, some reviewers insisted upon having 
*poetleal Justice strictly administered,* Even though the 
rewarding ef the good might destroy the absolute accuracy 
to life, it esc thought that this disadvantage was mere 
than offset by the * delight** which such a representation 
afforded the *moral sense,”3 This argument, of course, 
pleased those who believed the inculcation of morals to 
ho tho prime purpose of tho novel.
Indeed, In discussing the function of the novel,
1 "Cloudealey," XII (1830), 491.
* "Rational Tale a of Ireland,* IX (1828), 431.
* mTruthtm VII (1827), 342. See also "The Kilr of
Key Pair,” XVII (1838), 469.
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U h h  offcsn .aployad good and moral and canaurad
•By t b M B M  of v l r t u a A n d ,  though thara t*rt a fan taong
then *ho Mptellsed th# dulcl tradition and need adjectives
Ilka — Ming or on tort* inlag.2 tho a varag o writer was care**
ful to employ such words only la connection with those
Indio*tivo of utility, like didactic or Instructive.^
there were then very few passages on the function
ef the novel which differed appreciably either in theory
or In terminology from the average eighteenth-century
erltloal work* But there are two which 1 wish to mention.
In tho first, the crltle notes that Benin9s •scenery is
remarkably in unison with the wild and gloomy morel features
ef his works.*4 This expression of the value of unity of
effect Is similar to one of Foe9s made &t a later date.
As this first passage looks forward, so the second
looks back| for It la a restatement of the old theory of
catharsis, now given a morel slant, X quote;
If It he a purifying exareise of the feelings, as the 
ancients thought, to enter into the fictitious woe of the
^ See "Don Esteban,* VI (1826), 303 and "The 
Epicurean,* VIII (1827), 384. Of special Interest, however, 
Is •Truth,* VII (1824), 341-342, where the reviewer says 
that morals are "not connected” with religion and that 
doctrinal novels present inaccurate views of life since 
•nature has no special doctrine*"
* " Pa limn," X (1639), 180.
Sn  "Baaal," VII (1827), 444; "Tha Touns? Duka,"
XT (1831), 408; aod "The Fair of Say Fair," XVII (1862), 
482.*-
4 "Bational Talas of Ireland," IX (1626), 426,
the poet*a creatures even to the pitch of anguish, a strong 
oourse of Cares 11 may be recommended to all corrupt nattiros.1
TO sum up this discussion of terns in the 
Westminster Kevloe then, koat are of the type once applied 
to tho epic end tho drsre. The line runs fairly straight 
hcktard through the criticism of Johnson and of Pope, 
of Dryden, of Sidney, of Scallger and Vida, of Horace, to 
triototie. Descriptive of the successful novelists are the 
tens like genius, imaginetlon, fancy, and knowledge {but 
the stress is upon knowledge of human nature now). In 
their comments on the novels, moreover, these reviewers 
shoe the same predilection toward the old terms. Describing 
the ideal style, they use approprlate, correct, polished, 
and elegant. Consistent, probable, natural, appropriate, 
reel, true, and verisimilar designate both the excellent 
characters and the approved plots or fables* Poetical 
Justice is sanctioned, Morality, utility, amusing, instructive 
aod sometimes moving denote these critics* conceptions of 
the function of the novel, just as they once signified th© 
function of the eple *nd the drama. Only an occasional 
variation in a meaning or a slight change In emphasis or 
an exceptionally figurative expression suggests that this is 
the era of romanticism.
It is Indeed true, however, of the Westminster He view 
and ef all other Imitators of the Edinburgh Review that they
1 "OftTMll," XIII (1930), 39
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follov l w d  ifi fflost of tholp opitloifla upon o
*ell~eetabli*hed ittnOird, one tried end proved in its 
Application to poetry*
B Followers of the Earlier ssagesines
Likewise* many of the imitators of the original 
eegatlnes orient t hens elves upon e weil-eetabllsbed critical 
tftttOa» their terminology reflects their practice* But 
severe 1 publications litre Praserys mmzlno and the Wee
tenthly gagasInc have been more susceptible to never
inf lee nee s then others of their ilk like the Soots ^agaslne
ste the Op 1 vs real Hagasine of Knowledge and Pleasure*
A song the journals retaining the fora of the original 
slseellanle* are some ekieh are of little value to the atu- 
dent of novel crlticia®* fwo of these are John A ikonf a 
Atfaopacuffl {1807-1609}1 and the Monthly depository of 
theology ate General literature (1806 1837), 1 the mouth** 
piece of the Unitarian a and wa noteworthy medium of
criticise9 only after It sas purchased by William Fox In 
1851.3
1 Bo****r, nOmnian * I n  th* Ath*na«um, III
(1 8 0 8 ), 2 4 0 , for an unusual classification of'""novels*
® For specific inforaatlon on this journal sec
Francis E* Vineoka, The Plsaldenee of Dissent (Chapel Hill:
tel varsity of Berth Carolina Freea#~T94‘4} f e sips cia 1 Xy pp*
US-127* Before 1832, only the review of The Epicurean
In the tenthly Heposftory* I, (1B27), 9cl~9Q9# Is of
iwpertAncc to tee student of noval-critlclsm. Since If is
largely concenite with religious implications$ it need not 
be studied here*
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8et thiw a n  a few others dftasning of at least 
ft mmill ftimt of attention. Tho Monthly mirror (1796-1810) 
lft one of these. The writers for this journal took eare to 
give *ao shook to sensibility."* They «ere vary amch 
interested In the propriety and In tho moral value of tho 
novels. Their terminology Is that to be found In the 
average rtflii of the time; It is conventional end largely 
Inherited. In the review of Godwin's St. Leon and of the 
entire on It entitled St. Godwin. for Instance, there appear 
seek tene •• fan ay (uncontrolled ima ging power) # siorftl# 
astro wajganeo end absurdity. Inflated diction, and affected 
phrftseology.2 Godwin le said to have "put his Invention 
t# the reek to produce ft eeriea of incidents which should 
entitle him to take the lead of . . * Baron de tfunchftue©m*,lS 
2ft feet# these reviewers nearly always attack the lack of 
"probability”^ in novels and admire those that are natural# 
pleasing, and moral.2 In these preferences they merely 
mirror the general taste of the time.
There &re two other oaretinas of this type that 
should receive some treatment* One is the Scots Magamine 
(1759-1686), ehleh In 1617 became the Edinburgh Mayaalne 
soft Literary Miscellany, the priraary object of which mas to 
print Seoteh works.** The other is the Universal ffagaslxte
^ V. Graham, op. clt., p. 107*
* In the order named see The Monthly Mirror* IX# 
85-30; "Fashionable Involvements.^ op* cltTI IX, 89; and 
"the Ufa ef Sella#11 op* clt*. IX# 50*
* W. Graham, op. clt.. pp. 164 and 166.
m z
ef Kbw 1^ r »  and a e a i w  (1747*1803}* known as the Universal 
Ua gamine wtil 1814 and than as the ffeu Universal segaalno*^  
This magasine i* of literary wlue, however, am inly for Its 
yootiy end biography*
That leaves the older of the two* the Soots %am zin®» 
as the only one ©f the entire group worthy of much study 
here* I shell* therefore* examine Its terms briefly before 
noticing those in the ttelveraal %a#asine» in passing* so 
to speak*
Host of the terns in the Septa are In­
herited ones* as an examination of all those applied to 
the novelists and to the novels shows* Since most of the 
erltles show little Interest In the novelist as he reveals 
himself in bis work* there are relatively few desiderata 
for artists mentioned* Fancy (a whinislcal luffing power) 
ironies (transcendent* innate creative ability)*2 powers 
(usually both innate and trained talents)*2 and knowledge 
trf tuaa nature or of the human heart (knowledge gained 
by observation and by understanding)2—  these are the terms 
which appear In the few reviews In which the novelists9 
gifts are discussed* Bone of these have meanings not to be 
found in earlier erltlcisa*
1 Ibid** pp* 164 and 168*
2 Bee la the order named "Ireland9 a iijnaldo,*1 the
.......       ,     (1015) t
880* Since succeeding references will be to the Scots Ma^aslne, 
lahall not repeat the title of the Journal*
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Bel the r does anything new appear in the great mes 
ef material written about the various novels* the cause 
•f this lack of noeelty end originality is the prevailing 
attitude ef the erltles toward the novel, ©specially during 
the earlier years of the century* One writer (who signs 
hie artlele 1* »* ) bemoans the loss of sleep, "the false 
estimate of human life and of human enjoyments,• “the 
Mheelllty of mind,® and the "too easily awakened"* sensi* 
billty Incurred by the habitual novel-readers. 41th such 
an opinion of the novel, naturally no critic would put 
forth his best efforts in reviewing specific novels*
Seen this writer, however, is sufficiently interested 
is the sovel to Indicate what he thinks the ideal novel 
should be* sines most of the reviewers are in agreement 
with him, I shall note « few of the points which he makes* 
first la Importance, as might be expected, he puts the moral, 
which should be "forcibly inculcated in a stylo where 
beauty and correctness" appear* He would find the novel 
to be "a plsaslrr tale, detailed with simplicity and 
eh* a tens sa," where the characters &rc "maintained with 
consistency and exhibited agreeably to nature*" Moreover,
"the various feelings and passions" of these characters
M ---------  . ----------
* *0b  Hovels and Romances," LXXV (1902), 471-472*
See also additional comments by this reviewer on page 546*
111 addition* see "On the General Character of in tliah Kovels," 
UCVII (1 8 0 £ ) ,  8 4 0 , shears the "pleasure" of novel-reading 
Is said to "take away all sensibility to higher beauties" 
and "all disposition * * * to severer studies*"
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bo^wpreaeed in 1anfm g e  suitable to ©ash,*1 and 
there oool4 bo *a Judicious arrangement of Incidents.11* 
Instead of this ideal, he says that he find® "incongruous 
fiction,* in which everything is in "direct opposition 
to nature** Of course, he adults that the novels of 
Richardson and JDUrblay arc aaong the lesser evils; hut he 
adds ironically that even their writings do not contain 
•so many virtuous principles** or so much evidence of their 
groat "knowledge of the human heart** that they should 
receive such extravagant praise as some critics give them*
kn examination of the terms In this passage—  
mogul^ beauty* correctness* pleaalog* simplicity* chastenesa* 
consistency. feelings* passions* suitable* judicious, 
cature (known principles of human behavior)—  reveals them 
te be such as are to be found in Pop©*© or In Johnson*a 
criticism*
So runs all of the criticism In this journal*
The approved style is "pure, • * • easy, dignified, and 
elegant#"2 The best characters are "natural.*^ So the 
hero should not be "a god," not a creature of the no veil at* a 
"heated imagination* (imaging power uncontrolled by reason) 
ill,characters, whether major or minor, should have a
1 Ibid** 471-472.
® "Character of the Most Eminent Scots Writers of 
the Present," LXVIII (1806), 817*
® "Humorous strictures on Modern T^shlonabl©
Bevels," LXIX (1807), 759* See also "Character of the «ost 
Bmlnent Seoteh Writers ef the Present," LXVIII (1806),818*
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eertain * truth* (fidelity to the universal, sometimes to 
the type or race), as doss Dandle Dinmont **• Moreover* the 
subject natter is not to too *the exploits and adventures 
of chivalrous knights1* nor yet nevents* often extraordinary 
sad marvelous*; for those wore more suitable only for the 
reesanee* Bat one reviewer does not like the so-called 
•pictures of life** presented in modem novels—  "flat and 
insipid* representations of events either nontax!atent or 
caramon too long ago to seem real now.2 All critics prefer 
"simple and probable materials**^ natural "passions"—
•life and manners* in general*4
fhey believe that the plot—  toy which tern they 
designate both structure and story-* should satisfy certain 
requirements* It should have "unity" (of action)*5 All
1 See "Guy atennerlng*" h; XVII (1315)* 609j "The 
Antiquary*" LXXVII1 (1816)* 365; and "Tales of my Landlord," 
IXXY1II (1816)* 923*
2 "On Kovels and Romances," LXIY (1802), 470.
Crape re this review with the one on "Woodstock* in the 
Ksatmlaater Review* V (1826), 41Q ff*
8 "S«lf Control," UUCXII (1011), SIS. So« "Tho 
Scottish Adventurers," LXXIV (1812), 131*
4 "On the numeral Character of English Kovels**
LXYII (1806)* 838-342* See also "Discipline*" MJCYIX (1815), 
126; *The Antiquary** LXXVIII (1316), 372; "thry Minnering.* 
LXXVII (1816)* 609; "Tales of Sty Landlord*" LXXVIII (1816), 
931* In si 1 of these reviews* In connection with approved 
subject matter* the reviewers use such expressions as "truth 
of nature* or eopy of life*"
2 See "’Hie Cottagers of aienbumle,” LXX (1B08),
678 and "Self Control*" LXXIII (1B0B), 204*
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if 8t itaili to® ^fkilfQlly oodstruct^d•" ^ There ®®y to®
IB it *fiti>M'8 or "humor,"* tout not tb® kind of humor 
fowrt ia D m  ^ t f x o f . ®hloh »a# satisfactory for «rad I oat- 
lag th® "pr®judlo®®" of it® time, but ®hloh 1® not sultad 
to ollalMt® tb® vary different modern ®vll®.* *bat®v®r 
It® ®l®aont®, ho®ev®r, th® plot must to® proto®tol® (abl® to 
to possible fey virtue or the natuml order of
its e m t « # which ere such «s m y  be found in life)*^
S o w t U e a ,  therefore, ta one reviewer puts it, even the 
good should "enjoy the smilee of fortune,1*5 instead of 
suffering constantly to the very end* The end or denoac-*
» g g t ~  the reviewers use both terms—  should fee neither 
resdlly foreseen, nor yet "too completely surprising*"5 
Sereever, either st the end or before he reaches the end, 
the novelist should fee sure to offer seas "knowledge of 
toe eorld,*® some instruction in "virtue" or "morality**6 
After 1816, however, interestingly enough, the erltles
^ See "Ruaaorous Strictures on Modern Fashionable 
levels," IX11 (1807), 739; "Self Control," XXXXXX (1808), 213; 
•Self Indulgence," IXXIV (1612), 451; "The Cottagers of 
Olenfeumle," H I  (1808), €62*
2 "Self Indulgence, K 13UIV (1812), 451*
3 "Humorous Strictures on Modern Fashionable Hovels,®
IXIX (1807)^738; s*e also " isles of My landlord,” LXXVII 1 (181£>p28*
6 See "On Hovels and Romances," XXIV (1802), 473;
"On the General Che zee ter of English Sovels,” IX VII (1805),
M O |  ■lb® Character of tb® Moat Salntnt Soots '£plt»M of tho 
Pr®®®nt," LXVIII (1806) , 818; "Discipline," LXXVII (1815) ,127.
® So® "Humorous 3tricture® on Modern Fashionable 
Hovels," LXZZ (1807), 738.
g a i d ., p. 741. See also "Solf Control," LXX11I 
(1811), 818; "0a th® S®n®x®l (9*rooter of Hnfrllah Hovel®,"
LXVII (1805),839—840;Th® Scottish Adventurer®,"OTIV (1812), 131.
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u m  such terms as entertainment end amuaeBient in 
diseusslng the pleasure afforded the readers by Scott’s 
works*1 Sven in the ease of such notable historical 
novels as his, hoe ever, now and then a critic feels that he 
met Justify such fiction on a aaore substantial basis than 
that of enjoyment* then he explains that such reading 
loads to tho serious study of history**
Host of the criticise in the Scots ifo&a&ins Is,
«s conclude, highly traditional in that it emphasise® 
the utility of the novel* Moreover, aost of it Is biased, 
being in favor of Scotch writes* The terns are the old 
ones; the interpretations of these terms are the inherited 
ones} sad there are no nee theories* Dominating all the 
revises ere familiar words like probability* truth* mture* 
virtue* end morality, to whloh are added, with reference 
to style, such neo-classical terms as el ei^ ant* correct, and 
♦
s s m h I i
although the U n i v e r s a l  ^agaslne of Knowledge and 
Pleasure (1747-1605) is not as close an imitator of the 
earlier as gas in a a as is the Soots frfogaslns, the former 
is equally traditional in its terminology* Accordingly,
I shall limit my treatment of it to a discussion of a 
series of letters written from Tiammersmith by "Bossu 
Junior,* In this series, entitled "Critical 'ules of
* See •The Antiquary,* LXXVIII (1816), 565 and 
"sales of my Landlord," tXSVlII (1816), 031. Sea also
*• S., "Eiatorlaal Romance," XCXII (1824), 447.
m m
f(kT9l ^91*9 li S ldfigthy d9fiftltlon ©f the iOV9i*
Jo this tofinitieu the emphasis in upon "truth ©f nature* 
(wilYirftftl verisimilitude) as opposed to "truth of fact," 
U o  limitation of number of characters in order to 
effect •full and distinct Impressions upon the mind*” 
"Boseu Junior* stresses particularly such combinations ©f 
events (shether narrated In dramatic or epistolary form) 
as mill ,9oapo*« one vhole" end sill maintain suspense to 
d m  sod of tbs novel*1
In successive articles he explains the need for a 
•suitable" (fitting or conventionally appropriate) fable, 
vhleh expresses a "great moral truth" and preserves a 
•Just median betueen excessive complexity and extreme 
simplicity*” It is to be a "natural series of events ouch 
as may be expected in real life" and such as are el thin 
•tbs bounds of probability;"* that Is, which can be con­
ceived of as possible* And though "experience end genius" 
(p tact ice and Innate creative ability) are necessary for 
areating a truly ideal character, "Bossu Junior" believes 
the average novelist can be fairly successful in dreeing 
tbs personages of his fable if he avoids the introduction 
of "episodical” characters and If he selects only those 
portraits shleh mill "interest" his readers but sill not
1 "On Critical Hules of Novel Writing,* Ibo 
Snlversal lagagins of toosiedge »nd Pleasure, CX (1802), 
8ee j* ff/lTlfreon* o p * eft** p* 75, for a brief 
discussion of these articles*
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throa 'oIh i p b on Tice,"1 Hs lists as additional requisites 
"aatsvsl" soaasry (a raallstlo Imitation of inanimato nataro) 
ttit la also "consistent" sltb (spproprl&tc to) tha chu rasters* 
• o w l *  that are p.ood# and tannor* that & m  true to nature 
(the e x t o m l  aspects of human behavior)
Throughout this series*- Indeed, throughout ell the 
articles in this journal*- one notes the recurrence of thee® 
traditional teraes ehole {unity of affect or action), moral, 
ewltilty and simplicity (referring mainly to structure), 
natural, real, probability, experience. toeclcd&o. true, and 
gmla>»
In all of these megasines of the earlier type, there 
is scarcely any variation in terminology or in theory from 
that prevalent in the criticism of the epic and the dram 
ef earlier times. But In Colburn1 s %ee Monthly tsa^ aalne 
(l&14*l&b4) and In Fra ear* a ssagasine, ehich began in 1830, 
there are some nee interpretations of old terns, even 
same nee terms and theories along a1th the old ones*
the See Bonthly V-agaslae and Universal ne^lster 
began its career as "a definitely political organ*^ and 
became important to literature only in 1820, ehen Thomas 
Campbell became the editor* He changed the title of the 
journal to the bee Monthly Ms ravine and Literary Journal,
1 m a , . pp. 877-279.
8 Ibid.. pp. 491-452.
s
Valter Ora ham, op, clt,, p. 294.
* title It kept under the editorship of Edward Bulwark
Aytten, *to succeeded Campbell la 18$l, sad under tho 
succeeding editors until the end in 1884*
A thorough examination of its criticism of the 
•evel, hoecver, re reals a great m a s  of routine reviews and 
"Critlml let less, • along with some unusual art Isles like 
these by thorns loon Ik If curd sad those by KaaXItt* Be~ 
s e m e  m a t  of Basiltt*s teres have been considered both in 
earlier chapters of this study and by <r» w* Bray in his 
book and b e m u s e  mny of the reviews contain little of 
critical importance that has net already been discussed 
to this study, 2 shall be somewhat brief to my treatment 
ef the terminology of this journal*
haay of the re viewers in this periodical would 
agree with the editor, Ihosas Campbell, who writes that 
prose fiction "adopts not only the matter of fact air, but 
toe spirit, also, of biography and history*" Moreover,
It Is bis opinion that most novelists do not strive to 
present a "heightened or select imago of life*" They 
de net wish their representations to appear "more poeti­
cally ideal than the literal transcripts of real life" and 
sometimes descend to boring eomnon-plseee to achieve this end* 
The average novel, therefore, differs completely from poetry 
to that the one sins at realism; the other, at the ldeal*I
* Thorns Campbell, "lectures on Foe try," The ffes 
Monthly Ha gas toe and Universal Hcglster* series 2, i T1S5T77 lo* '- 'Since succeeding references will he to this 
publication, 1 Stall not repeat the title of it*
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X&S PCOOgOitiOlt * dlffflWnc® between poetry AjCld pi*08Q| 
d o l l a r  to Shelley's theory, is noteworthy la tbit many of 
too riTliiifl of too tloi h i w  been pointisg oat tbt 
sioilari tie* between too too or vary aimlessly and though to 
loooly applying to fiction too terms and theories once 
belonging to poetry and the drama. Hie point that very 
fee novelists even aim at the presentation of too Ideal la 
certainly a solid one; so is his condemns tlon of the use of 
eseesslvs nuobers of ordinary details to secure a realistic 
effect*
Seen in this Journal edited by Campbell, however, 
etfiO finds mainly traditional terms and theories! but one 
dees discover some m s  Interpretations of old terns and a 
fee nee words and theories*
to designate qualities or faculties desirable for 
novelists, these reviewers use power, genius, Imagination, 
Invention, originality.3- and sometimes knowledge (usually 
ef h n s o  nature),** skill (both innate and trained)^ In 
Managing plots, and humor. ^ Of course, for the sake of 
variety, we have Goethe described as having *a very 
stupendous, brooding mind,* and as being wthe artist"
* See *1!he Pirate,* S.S. Ill (1822), 190.
8 S M  "HoJJl K* s. XII (1824), 284 and
*1te Ifcltoa," *. S. XXXIII (13Sli, 1S»4.
8 'imdtttt it Urgl," H. 8* XXXV (1332), 27#
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tte gifit I© short, In his csss, i transcendent,
esaseleue Intellect is emphasised* As t&v the other terras 
n o d *  soass have meanings different free their usual ones*
dsss usually refer to general ability to 
predate fsreeful composition, or It designates a spa elf is 
talent*^ But as fisslltt uses It, the term approximate© 
Coleridge's esemplaatle imagination* He says that Scott 
has p s w r  beyond that "of any eon tempo ra ry novelist" but 
he Is A s  the * area tire Impulse, this plastic poser, this 
saps si ty for meeting on his own materials”^ and for aia&ing 
otf ties s o m thing nos and different#
is go to Baslltt's article also to find Invention 
used share so sould normally expest imagination* Ihere the 
eritle vrltes that Seott has "neither the faculty nor the 
sill to impregnate his sub jest by an effort of pure in** 
sent lea* ”2 He relies upon his "memory,* not upon his 
"ressen" or bis "Invention*"
Like the preceding term, lwaglnatlon ordinarily 
has its Ixmglnlan and Addisonian aeanln?~~ the faculty 
for producing vivid images *^  nevertheless, It is sometimea
1 a9 w  Castilian," K. a*. >:xv (1829), 119* S«a also 
•©a British Kovals and hoaanoas, XIII (1820), 80S; "For- 
taass of Hiss I." 8. S. IV (1822), 78; "The Tor Hill,’' K. S., 
XVII (1826), 801; "Ihs Pilot," K. S. XII (1824), 128*
8 81111a* Bsslltt, "Tho Spirit of the Ago," 8. 3*,
X (1884), 888-899.
8 S*o ’H M n j r i  and Bysaya, Sseond Sorlos," 8* S., 
XXXZ (1888), 15, *hsra "eathollc of Imagination" appears. 
8m  a Is* *«• Plsata," H. s., Ill (1822), 190.
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asaoslatod »ltb feeling and with the passions. In one 
article where the emphasis la upon the need for author® 
to feel deeply In order to write moving aeenes, the 
yeMlone ere aeid to he "compacted of Imagination," which 
le *00*0tine* truer then reality.** In abort, from this 
eery vaguely ate tod theory, one Infvr* that the imagination 
le to some extent the causative a,rent of the deepest feel- 
Inge, which, In their turn, produce the heat writing® of 
ell* without such Imagining power, connected with In­
tuitive sympathetic feeling and with recollections of 
experienced feelings, even novelists like Sterne and 
Seott have written nothing worthwhile. By this sympathetic 
imagination, the * truth of all original concept i o n s m y  
to weighed*
Genius, too, has Its usual and Its unusual inter­
pretations* to inly it refers to great Innate creative 
ability or to the m n  possessed of such ability. Scott, 
for example, la "the fertile and mighty genius" and *the 
most commanding genius of modern times.* lie is the "in­
tuitive genius,* who has "elicited the redeeming qualities 
1b our nature by his divining rod.*^ lamb defines genius
1 Xfeifl.
® 3oa "HoTelty and Familiarity," !?. 3., XIII (1823),
1S2.
* "Panegyric," K. S.,XXiV (1832), 300-504; "*u«ntln 
Doraard," Till (1823). 84; " The iipirlt or the A .go#" X 
(1824), 300* Soo almllar tiaaa of the term In "the Castilian," 
XXT (1929), 1M(and"x#»od«u* at Large," K. S.,XXXV (1032), 27.
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t o m * * * *  as elt "ehioh manifests itself In the admirable 
balance Of all faculties* and which always includes an 
aatlve area tie# Imagination, Involving "shaping and con* 
•latency."1 Bare, canine la to some extent the %semplmstlc 
imaginetlon* of Coleridge*s. Than there la the passage 
la the revise of iteo Contrast. share we have the author’s 
"genius eon tented to hover** over the surface, beneath which 
lie "the genulna springs of emotion*"2 Here the figure 
la that of an almost animate spirit; and for thia meaning 
ee net delve deep Into classical literature*
In moat eases then these terms applied to the 
novellata have traditional laeanlnga, but In the later 
criticism there are some new Interpretations of old tome*
there la not am oh th*t is different, however, 
slth regard to tarsia and theories of character treatment* 
the glat of all the discussions on the subject le that 
the good character la "spirited, distinct, and natural.*^
Of course, the reviewers use various other similar terms 
and expressions to eonvey this same concept* te h&v#f for 
lasts nee, "vralses&lanee," ”Lef oish accuracy** (both referring 
to a sort of speolous reality achieved through the use of 
details)4 "air of truth* and "generally individualised,"^
3 "Sanity of True Genius," ft* 3, XVII (1326), 400*
2 H* S*,XXXIV (1832), 414.
3 "The Pilot," H. S.,VII (1822), 190.
4 "Reginald Dalton," H* 3*, VIII (1823), 459*
5 "Reuben Aplay," S. S., XX (1827), 164.
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•fearful m u t l ,'1 »nd "Individual as wall *t r«Ror»l."2
Only very lata in thla critleisa are then# charaa- 
ten described as personifications of "certain trains of 
•Ind.*5 la foot, psychological and intuitIn analyses 
appear mainly toward the end of the romantic period. Kwen 
then there lo not much that is new. True, there Is lihzlltt’e 
•«»y the Heroes of Hooanee are Insipid,” the thesis of which 
le that heroes eaa not be made Interesting when the reader 
kasm that they will succeed In the end. Baslitt calls 
these heroes "faultless monsters.* Of especial Interest are 
his ispresslens of the heroes end heroines of the leading 
noselists, impressions too well known to nesd discussion 
hate. Grand Ison "ugly and all over with affectation”;
Ors# Ifedellf fevs characters, about whoa "nobody knows 
may thing* y Mrs. lnehbald*s, each of which is "an essence 
of sentiment**—  all of these are discussed. Then there is 
Oar la Edgeworth, who "has no heroes1* because "her trenchant 
pea leases nothing but common sense, prudence, and propriety." 
there are also Scott*a heroes, who "follow the general law 
of their being* and often receive their goveming impulse 
from accident." Goethe9e are "one violent and startling 
paradox from beginning to cnd.*^ In this criticism we miss
1 "Ibe Castilian," K. S., XXIV (1829), 171.
* "Aristocratic Kovals," ?*. S., XXIII (1828), 302.
* "Asaodens at Large," XXXV (1632), 27.
"Shy tb* Heroes of nomanoe Are Insipid," K. S.,
XX (1827), 420-483.
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« »  o W  terminology, though hero end there a term suggest® 
the pact—  propriety* common sense* accident, affectation* * 
tat this criticism is ths exception* Moot of the terms 
applied to characters In the See Monthly taaaslnc are 
traditional ones*
Of slight importance here are those applicable to 
style and language* There are such words as eloquent* 
fluent *1 rulnEarlty,2 effervescent, racy* sparkling^—  
anlaly inherited sties*
Sent ee turn to the fables or plots* In subject 
nitter the preference goes to "matters of real life,11 
though "high wrought and enthusiastic romance9 is sometimes 
acceptable** Seett has prowed thst "facts are better than 
fietloo," that what sen do In "striking and singular 
situations” is of more Interest than "fine-spun cobwebs of 
the bniin**6 Fact, fiction* and real are familiar terns* 
However, the supermturs 1 say be used If It can be made to 
"blend harmoniously with the freshest hues of lif©*"^ 
Numerous expressions applied to plot structure
1 "The *e» Bt»," S. s., XII (1819), 198.
* "Redgeuntlet," W. S., XI (1824)# 95.
3 "Aristocratic Kovela," w. S., XXII (1928), 281.
4 "The hearer's Daughter," N . 3., XXXVI (1832), 21.
3 *. Bsslitt, "The Spirit of the Are,” K. S., X 
(1624), 9 0 0 .
® T. S. Salfeard, "The Author of >-averlay," XIII 
(1820), 847.548.
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should also be mentioned* The plot should be & '"complete 
aaA well-digested whole,” having at least a *semblance of 
beginning* Kiddle and and.111 It way begin w,in madias 
res* agreeably to the Homan precept.**® It should have 
"unity of design and general consistency of execution.*6 
Because It la difficult for all of their parts to be 
"baraonioualy blended”4 into one whole, "complicated and 
artlfiolal plots*6 are to be avoided. All of these terms 
and the theories which they express are traceable to 
classical or neo-classical critic I sis; most of them, directly 
or indirectly, to horses.
Although the reviewer of Reginald Dalton remarks 
that nowadays the story '’goes for little or nothing*® In 
the novel, the reviewers consider It carefully. They 
like It to have "simplicity, pathos," and even "some­
thing ludicrous,"7 as well as some "sentiment**® which 
will "awaken pulses of syiwpathy*"  ^ However, they
1 "fawaril of tbo Peak," V. S., VII (1823), 273.
8 "the Castilian," H. s., XXV (1829), 171.
* "The ’tor Hill," K. S., XVII (1028), 406.
* "thlee of the Crusaders," B. s., XIV (182P), 27
8 "Trmaine," H. S., XIII (1825), 328.
6 Jl. S., VI (1823), 459.
7 "Sayings and Doings," K. s., XI (1824), 388.
8 thoaaa Soon tolfourd, "On tha Living Novelists: 
laekansle”, XZZ1 (1820), 333-335 . See alao "Heuban .ioalev, 
I. S., XX (1027), 161.
® "Highways and Byways, second series,” s.,
XIXI (1825), 12.
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to not like ••Itoly sensibility* or "worn-out sentimentality.®1 
Tboy requeat probability (consistency or i natural sequence 
of events)2 ana almost demand some troth* Instead of the 
vsrd b w t t rth»T sometimes employ vralsgmblapce or viul&embl&ble^ 
or “air of troth?4 Occasionally a critic soy spoelfy 
"adherence to the higher Truth of universal nature.*^ However* 
tfitt is of tan vary loosely used.6 It may designate a sort 
of specious air of reality or verisimilitude created by 
realistic totalis or hiatorleal facta*7 This tern occurs 
Seaside re bly more frequently in the revises than either 
probability or reality* The latter (usually denoting known 
facte) appears but seldom*8 Hearly all of these terms and 
the concepts they Imply are discoverable In neo-classical 
criticism! and some* like the theory of the universal* are 
traceable to Aristotle*
1 V* Haslltt* * The Spirit of the avo** 8. 3**XI
(1824)* 298*
2 "feverll of the Peak*" K« 8.* VII (1825)* 278; and 
“Use Hew Era*" XIX (1819)* 198*
2 See “Sayings and Doings*" K* $•*£ (1824)* 388 
and "Tremaine** R* S. XIII (1825)* 328*
4 *Highways and Py»ays, Second Series,” K. S.,
XIII (182&), 12.
6 "Keufcen Apsley," K. S., ?.X (1827), 161. See also 
■tmalM,' S.8., XIII (1825), 327.
* **rra4*er«ftl« Kovels," XXI1 (1828), 380;
Itte/ 111(1884), 264. Volumes are in the new series.
* "quentin Dureard** H* S., VI (1G23)* 85*
8 6«* "HaJJi Bab*," N. 3.,XII (1824), 284.
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Hhe fcsraa used to Indict to the endings of the plots 
are else those that were once applied to the dram and the 
epic— oatastrophe, ending, and denouement>1 A ll are used 
synonymously*
With respect to the terms and theories concerning 
the function of the novel, one may make almost the same 
assertion* Perhaps slightly more emphasis is placed upon 
the novel’s "interesting the heart and exciting the Imagina­
tion"; however, with such phrases nearly always appears 
such an expression as "practical good sense.”2 So one 
realises that enthusiasm has not swept away the critic’s 
judgment*
nevertheless, Talfourd's criticism Is somewhat 
exceptional in this respect, for he does not employ such 
terms as good sense or judgment# He defends the novels 
against charges of improbability and unreality, moreover, 
saying that they should represent men and events as better 
than they actually are, as they would be If they were in 
harmony with their "universal truth*" Only by such re­
presentations may the novels perform their major function, 
namely, to arouse man's sympathy for his fellow man, "to 
teach man to feel • • • deeply." Continuing in a
^ See "Quentin Dureard," N* 3., VIII (1823), 84; 
"Peverll of the Peak," N. S., VII (1823), 278; and "She 
Castilian," II* S., XXV (1829), 171.
8 "Tremaine," N. S., XIII (1825), 329. See also 
"The False Step," H. S.,XXXVI (1832), 103, and "Reginald 
Dalton," H« S., TO (1823), 463.
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Wordsworthian win, Talfourd paints tbe joys of childhood, 
the intuitive perception of good, which xmn loses with the 
years of his youth* To restore this perception, to satisfy 
man's yearning for the ideal, the novelist should tell 
stories of human experience, beautiful beyond our imaginings, 
tut based on the universal truth of human nature, bo that some 
toy such ideals may be realized. There Is, In M s  criticism, 
ethical concern and even & hint of the modern theory of the 
"escapist® value of the novel, ©specially of novels like i&rs* 
Haddlffe's*^ The tone of this criticism is similar to that 
of Wordsworth and Shelley. There may conceivably be a hint of 
tbs nso-platonic adaptation of the original theory of the 
ideal; there is some note of tbe universal—  but this time 
based ©n Rousseau*s theories of man's innate and all-pervading 
goodness of heart* The Influence of Schiller and Scblegel Is 
suggested* Such terminology, however, does not prevail In 
this periodical—  certainly not In discussions of tbe function 
of the novel*
Generally terms like moral ard amusement go hard In
2band in true Heratlan tradition, and few critics will allow 
a novel merely to move or to : lease* Kvor. in his ”Panegyric" 
on £cott, Bulwer-Lytton does not feel that he can say merely
1 T. K. Talfourd, "'"’n British ?:«vola and Rouances,” 
XIII (1820), 205. Coapare with F. Schiller*s theory In his 
Essays on Saly« and Sentloental Poetry, reprinted In :’ ilth 
and Paries, o£. cit.. p. 886 fr.
2 See "The Tor Bill," V.. P., XVII (1826), 409; "Tales 
ofay Landlord,” XII (1818), 75 i and " Treoalne?’• S., XIII
(1825), 327.
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that Scott4* i w k  entertains* Ee explain* that "the delight 
I t  occasions le proof of the moral it Inspires,* though it 
teepee bo specific letson*^ Even so* his statement r«* 
p re s e n t*  aw *4vane* over the thinking prevalent during the 
earlier part of the century with regard to the novel and 
Ite function*
In retrospect* I realise that there 1* * good deal 
that la nee here in this Journal# thew are nee terms* nee 
interpretation* of old term*, possibly the versts of nee 
theories* there is certainly a growing awareness of the 
novel and ef its speelal needs* Nevertheless* the tenain~ 
elegy la on inly traditional* A study of it reveals* however* 
easy shifts in emphasis* For instance* the critics have a 
greater interest than before in the emotional effect of 
the novel on the reader* Some are deeply interested in the 
quality of the author9* genius; some* in the psychological 
analysis of the characters. Consonantly* terns appropriate 
to these questions appear more frequently than in the past* 
let the reviewers continue to use the old terms* sometimes 
eith meanings changed* In feet* these words are visible 
even in the newest of the aagaslnes which I shell consider, 
leaser9 a Seam sine for Town and Country*
Since CllXiam Vaginn and Hugh Fraser did not begin 
Rgaser9* Stage sine for Teen and Country until 1850, the 
literary output of only three years of its existence comes
1 8. S., XXXV (1832), 302
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citein tee scope of this study* Hoc ever, bemuse the 
volumes published during those years eon tain a great deal 
of criticism and because, according to Miriam E* Thrall, 
this periodical *met the demand of the time for bold 
thought and bolder expression,"1 1 stall consider Its 
terminology briefly*
tee of the first points of interest is the great 
amount of attention paid by the critics to tbe particular 
rifts possessed by the authors* Here is the sort of 
terminology for vhieh one often looted in vain in the 
periodicals published earlier* There is obvious the 
leavening motion of ns« ideas, the association of Innate 
gifts vith philosphy, even a 1th religion*
Here one finds Carlyle describing Tleek as *a born 
poet,* or *a true maker, to whom the actual * • • is but the 
excitement for Ideal creations*" A "living energy of the 
soul" le said to pervade and possess all *hls feeling or 
knovledge**® The transcendental and 3idrt©y-lik©, nco-platonlc 
tone of the pa ssa ge obscures from visa for a moment the 
fhet teat ee have feeling* knowledge» actual* and Ideal as key 
cords here* This, then, Is no unthinklng-geniua concept*
* Miriam B* Thrall, Hebellloua Fraserys Ofee York? 
Columbia University Press, 1934/, p* I©* Xhere is In this 
bote only a very brief treatment of the criticism of the 
novel*
® Thomas Carlyle, "Ikies from Tieck," Fraser** 
tesaaine for Toon and Country* IV (1851), 447♦ 1 since 
succeed fag references eili fce to this Journal, X shall 
not repeat the name of it*
Basically, tbs theory is nature plug art in its purest form#
Another unusual theory turns on the adjective 
poetical; Soott*s mind is said to be poetical: that is.it 
"exercises, by turnsor together, the faculties both of fancy 
and imaginetion." Mr. Godwin, however, "exerts only 
imagination." Be "images out an idea, . . But the idea is 
never realized," for he never exercises his fancy f,in 
aggregating poetical forms, in giving order to the manifold 
exhibition of the ideal creation."* This somewhat obscurely 
stated concept appears related to Coleridge^s theory of 
imagination and fancy,with the two reversed#
Coleridge again, as well as A. W. Schlegel, comes 
to one*8 mind when he reads thi9:"Genius is a rule to 
Itself, and being nature will act according to the laws 
of nature." To these laws, "inherent in the heart and 
spontaneous in the art of genius,*1 Bulwer, the subject of 
the criticism, is insensible, let he recognizes "the 
mechanical rules of art."^ This "organic" theory of genius 
as evolving its own laws is an attempt on the part of the 
critics to reconcile the origins1-genius concept with the 
demand for principles of composition.
In another review, this time on the Autobiography 
of Edward Lytton Bulwer. the critic ironically quotes Bulwer* 
own statement that his "genius has taken service with reality
* "Mr. Godwinfs Hovels," II (1830), 384-385.
® "Mr. Edward Lytton Bulwer*s Novels and Remarks 
on Novel Writing," I (1830), 514.
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which M x t f  dticrllws as "the executive passr or 
III this passage genius is almost in embodied spirit concerned 
net W  nweh *ith Inspiring as «ith directing man's choice of 
U s  realities to bs pro son tad In his work*
Bwt m a t  rsvlswsrs do not think of genius as an 
intellectual, almost scientific director, 'mars is, for 
Ins tan so # a decided transcendental Influence In the descrip* 
ties of "tree genius* as being *like Christianity* in that 
It *«salts . . • the meanest of objects, by imparting to 
thee Its own greatness and interpenetrating them with those 
fan monies of universal being, and power, end truth, . * *tt2 
Sere obviously genius Is a pure part of the world~aoul, 
dwelling within the artist*
la this journal one finds numerous other passages 
in which the terms have the conventional meanings* For 
example, in the review of Boswell's Biography of Johnson* 
scales refers to transcendent perceptive and expressive 
ability}5 and in another article there appears the vague 
expression of Bulwer's *the broad arrow of genius,*4 refer­
ring presumably to great creative ability*
In general, the stress Is laid upon natural ability 
and upon terms expressive of It* Ihere Is regret that in
1 III (1651), 71©.
® *21 las Edgeworth's Tales and Hovels,* VI (1632),
547*
5 V (1832), 256.
4 "Ur. Bulwer*s Opinion of 'aeeds and Flowers,1 
'Dm iitbtl, * and hta First I'rooa Work, *P* lit land*," III 
(IBM.), 715.
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this are Mat writers ara "edueatad novelista— not born* " 1 
Tliere la delight at tha realisation that novels "may be 
written by wen of high talent and true power."2 There are 
Inherited tarn with traditional meanings, old tarsa© with 
never connota tlons—  those associated with the romantic 
school and aith tha Victorian theories* There are even 
a faa new terns*
This mix tare le obvious in the criticise of all 
phases of tha novel, as sell as in that of the novelists* 
language asy be "higgledy-piggledy, or it M y  be "elegant*"^ 
Tha style ®ay to "snappy,or it sasy have "grace end ease*"^ 
Tha character treetaient M y  be conventional and its ter&s 
tha traditional ones like actual, truth, and verisimilitude. 
Or there may be an analysis of tha author*s method* For 
esaa^le, Godwin’s characters are "beings of the mind**
These ha analyses* But "Scott proceeds synthetically; that 
is* by as accumulation of particulars, in which the character 
la presented at ones in its integrity to the reader*"7
* "Mr* Edward Lytton Bulwer’© Bevels,0 I (1050), 510*
* "Tbe Kovels of the Season, Batch the Second,11 
IT (1831), 9*
3 "Paris and London," XI (1850), 20*
4 «lMrie Todd," I (1850), 259*
3 "Chartley," IV (1851), 16.
8 "Tales from Tieck," IV (1851), 446.
^ 3ee "kiss Edgeworth’s Tales and Kovels," VII 
(1662), 664*
8 "2r* Godwin’s Hovels," II (i860), 587-595.
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In tli# discussions of the plot proper* one notes
again tbt older tersas end theories with ® fee noser ones*
Bet there Is a tendency to use both with care, to explain
aeanlngs* Vralsemblance, for Instance, le said to involve
stories with such a natural air "tte^ t ee could fain believe
the® Moreover, one critic uptrai s the author for
Mints Inins that the * improbable" parts of his story are
true| for, says the critic, “le vral nfest pas tou jours le
vralaisblable. and the vra tsemhlafrle is the province of
the romance writer,"** Of course, accurate? probability,^
£and consistency appear frequently $ and there is a'lsays to 
be found s o m  emphasis on the necessity for the novels to 
arouse in the readers that "momentary credence,*^ in 
addition, tbe reviewers show an understanding of, and an 
endorsement of, the old catharsis; but they warn the 
novelists that "pity and terror, . . • may purify the 
human heart; but the sublime may soon be transferred into 
the ridiculous—  pity may drivel-- « • ,"7 In brief,
* "The Dominiefe Legacy," T (1850), 335*
9 "Chartley," I®' (1831), 15* See also "Mias 
Edgeworth** Dales and Novels," VI (1832), 546; nLaurie 
Todd," I (1830), 239.
^ "Maritime T'omances and Parliamentary Kovels,"
IT (1832), 666.
* "Biography,* V (1832), 256; "The Kovels of the
Season, Batch the Second," IV (1830), 17,
® "Historical Roiaanees," V (18. 2), 207.
* "Biography," V (1832), 256.
7 9k Oood Tale Badly fold," V (1852), 12.
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oft re and moderation ore needful.*
In addition to the terms already discussed* postied 
justice* Is some time a mentioned* usually with approval* 
loo* eitfa regard to the true function of the novel* there 
are employed* as might be expected* such berms as moral*** 
delightful*, and Instructive*^  The s&phasls* however* remains 
en the moral and instructive function*
to sammarise then* there Is here la Fraser1a jSagaglas 
« synthesis of old and nee terms* there are a fee general 
eemmemts earthy of noting* too* For example* the theory 
that the "novel or romance ought to differ from the drama" 
gains support here* There Is also voiced here the Is^ presslon 
that historical drama deft la "mainly with historical persons*8 
sheroea the novel "suspends the interest on curiosity and 
tits mystery of the narrative on the fictitious* using the 
hieterleal only to give * . * probability to the plot*"4 
These and similar expressions indicate the critics* growing 
interest im the peculiar requisites of the novel* Some 
basic terns applied to the older genres fit this nee type; 
seme must be cbaagsdy and a fee nee ones must be Invented*
* "Mr* &dsard Lytton Buleer>s Kovels and Hsm&rks 
on level Writing** 1 (1850)* 530*
* "autobiography of Xdeard Lytton Buleer," III 
(1831)* 715; "Uarltloe Romances and Parliamentary Kovels*8 
IV (1836)* 308*
* "taerlc Todd*" I (1830)* 241; "The Dominie*a
legacy** I (1830)* 324; "Pelham*" I (1830)* S22.
4 "Historical Romances*" V (1832), 207*
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Diis fast, the ffttlovsrs in the compapa 11 vely -modem 
gpseer’s milsod,
Vltb this magasine, the moat nearly modern In ton® 
•irf to terminology of the group considered, I shall conclude 
mj study of tbe nineteenth-century imitators of Cave’s 
sages in** I be t o noti, It is true, discussed all of them* 
t have omitted the Monthly ^agaslne. which I found to he 
very conventional in its terminology and considerably less 
susceptible to newer influences and generally of less 
eritleal importance than Colburn*a He* Monthly Yanas!no*
Lib* the latter magazine, however, it prints pages of 
eritleal notices and brief reviews of new books, In which 
reviews such Inherited terms (usually with unchanged 
waning a) appear as talent, powers, fancy, genius, die- 
erimlnatloa (of characters), correct, natural, probable, 
truth, moral, useful, instructive, and aauaeaent,^  the 
aeries of articles on "Contemporary Authors " is, however, 
more analytical and careful than the average review* fhe 
article on Godwin, for example, presents the thought that 
Godwin’s major flaw is a lack of truth, "the descriptive 
sens* of the natural or probable•" Yet he has "acute 
perception of ahstxect truth,*1 as well as a cultivated mind* 
But he knows only shout the ’’pure intelligence” of man and
1 See "Fmnkf fhe Monthly Mara sine, LIII (1822), 
&&0» also sea "Bales of the iianor,H if (1822), 550; "The 
Sen&stery,* XJLIX (1820), 5C5; "Vargas," LIV (1822), 71;
"the frovoat," X*IV (1822), 152; and "Tales of my Landlord," 
XLVII (1820), 558*
leaves out of account the "passions and appetites" of 
p**,]*.1 rtf «rtlol«s antltlenl *Th* Philosophy of Con- 
twsperary Criticism," In which tha criticism of tha 
various Jonmala la dlseuaead, are also interesting, If 
lOMsla t his sad. In all of tbasa articles and re visas the
Ufa* apa largely borrowed ones. Therefore, I believe that 
thft megasines discussed in deta11 of far a cross-saction 
vim of the terras (and of the theories Implicit in those 
terms) utilised by the reviewers of the time*
V Other Publications
there are numbers of other Journals of various types 
ahlch I have examined thoroughly hut have not discussed*
Mem are as modern in tone as Fraser1 a Srtsgaalne* and none 
are sufficiently different from the ones treated to need 
mre than a passing notice*
^ "Contemporary Authors, VI: Hr* Godwin," The Monthly 
Saga sloe. XtV (1819), 501-302* See "The Philosophy of ’Con-" 
itinerary Criticism,” The Monthly Magazine, XLXX (1820),
106; where the criticism of' W e  Eclectic Review is discussed* 
the writer of the article d 1 sagrees wItti the statement made 
by the critic in the latter Journal that "all books should 
be devoted to instruction*" Some, like i>cott*s ihles of 
my landlord* may be "for amusement" only* His is"TKe ’"relief- 
for-tbe-iired—bus 1 nesa-ran* concept* Several of the articles 
life# the one Just considered are on the quarterly Review 
and on the Edinburgh Review * The criticiV^ in tne form©r. 
la nearly always a tie eked *
® See "The Philosophy of Contemporary Grlticia^," L 
(1820), 429, where the writer remarks that he never reads 
the criticism in the wjuarterly "with the smallest hope of 
Instruction.**
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Ibere Is the British Review and tendon Grit leal 
Journal (1011-1822), an evangelical periodical of little 
literary importance* In it, the novel is a "suspect*1 type, 
the exists nee of mhieh can he Justified only if it is 
sufficiently faithful to the times to teach effectively*1 
OSS reviewer doss believe that it might furnish "©levated 
thoughts, natural and lively portraits of character, as 
great boldness of invention as a tragic or epic poem*1 
X©reaver, in describing the Ideal novel, he uses such terms 
*• strife lag* moral* and probable and admits th^t a man of 
"genius and virtue1* might "condescend**^  to write such a 
merit* But note that he must “condescend.*
almost the same attitude marks the criticism in 
the leading religious periodical of the day, the Christian 
Observer, where a long controversy was maged over the evils 
ef novel reading* This disputation is of interest chiefly 
because it involved **Sac-ulay, who, In a letter signed 
"Casdidus,1 defends tha novel* He classifies novels In 
feur groups according to tha service which each type may 
vender, beginning with Scott’s, which harmlessly entertain*
1 ®BarTington and Ormond,rt The British Review and 
London Critical Journal* XI (lbl8),TT; See also" '^ Smrel’ine,11nriiarsT; 2iT*---------
2 T* Macaulay, "Observations on $ov@l Reading," 
Christian Observer, XV (1816), 785-786* See also the various 
itkdea on the novel * in which even imagination (divorced 
from reality) is attacked: XIV (1815TT5W?TT"(1B16),
804-817; XVI (1817), 227-229; 298-SUl; and 371-375; XXIII 
(1823), 643, In "The Pirate,11 XXII (1822), 157ff* and 237 ff*, 
there is a conesasIon made in the case of Scott’s works*
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Than com  nov«la like Fielding*®, which can not be defended 
cell hut which contain characters that move the reader; 
moral no vela like Kiss Edgeworth's, which can be ^read 
to advantage*; and those like Mrs. core's, in which there 
ia genius joined to real Christian piety. The last named 
a&suId he road,1 »oat of his terms—  Indeed, most of the 
terms in the Journal—  are the conventional ones,
The influence of the Christ lap Observer and of 
Other evangelical periodicals was great, and It spread even 
to America, Although a <2 is cues ion of the terminology of 
the A me rl cap journals ia not within the scope of this study, 
it does seem appropriate for one to note briefly the close 
resemblance between the terms and theories in the American 
and those In the English publications. Leading American 
journals like the Porth American He view2 and the Fort 
Polio frequently imitated the English ones and sometimes 
reprinted whole articles written by the English critics,
111 tb* fort Polio, for instance, there is reprinted from 
the Christian Observer one of the articles on the evils 
of novel reading,® The terms here are largely the Inherited
1 Ib i d ,
2 The Porth American Review often contains reviews 
in which the terminology is reminiscent of that in the 
average English review, There are also some that are 
rather philosophical like ft. Chancing1® review of Rob Roy,
VII (1 8 1 8 ), 1 4 9 , For a fairly conventional use of such tersssu/gpi «? rmiyfn^ ;
M I  115251, 78) XXIII (1826), 160; XXV (1827), 103; »Bd XXVII 
(1888), 188.
® See the Port Folio. XVI (1823), 461,
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• M S .  On# finds expressions like "variety of incident 
**d ch*renter," "reality and universality," "an alllenea 
of feet and fiction" (ahleh nay lead to a aerlous study 
•f history. Incidentally), and "flashes of genius."1 ifce 
words useful. Instructive, moral. and edifying often appear,- 
for tbe so reviewers are still not sure that novel—reading 
Is  haroless.2 thus they praise Marla Sdgeeorth's edifying 
novels,* but they are not snthuslastlo about Cooper’s® or 
Krs. Sadellffe’s.4
As ft whole, the terns and the theories in the 
three periodicals Just discussed closely resemble those 
to be found in tbe Monthly Rev lee, ^
Conclusion
Writing a conclusion to such a chapter as this 
one would be tantamount to writing the conclusion to 
tbe entire study, since a 11 of the elements in the work are
* In the Fort Folio see in the order nemsds 
•Guy Bannering# flfiS series," II (1816), 159; *lhe Abbot,*
X (1080), 370; "Kenilworth," XI (1621), 161; and "Red~ 
gpimtlet,* XVIII (1824), 197.
® See "Guy Sannerlng, fifth serise," the Port Folio. 
XX (1810), 169. See also X (1820), 221 and 509.
5 See "The Spy," the Port Folio, XIII (1822), 90.
4 See the Port Folio. XVI (1823), 137.
® See the bibliography for other journals not here 
discussed. Especially interesting la one article In the 
Artist* ft Collection of Essays, relative to Pa Inting, Toetry 
&mipturc. Arehttecture. the Pram* . Discoveries of Science 
ft^ wrToue i^iher &uklects. «<J. Prince Roare.Elisabeth 
Trahtolfl writes On tbe Abu so and Use of Kovel 'Writers*
(June 15, 1807), end mentions the "taboos” for novelists.
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here represented* Ther© are the failovers of tha earlier 
type of review, which largely duplicate the terminology of 
eighteenth-century criticise; the followers of the original 
quarterly publication, which select the book® to be reviewed 
end which employ some neo-classical terms and theories In 
e loose fashion* Finally, there are the amgaslnes, in which 
the teros^ end the theories implicit in them may fee those 
borrowed from earlier criticism of drama and poetry and 
applied, with or without changes in meaning, to the novel* 
Shay may be these Invented by the romanticists or fey others 
for use specifically In the criticism of the novel*
Since all of the points that might fee made In the
s
•occlusion to this chapter, therefore, would h®ve to be made 
again in the general conclusion, it seems appropriate now 
for as to turn to a conclusion of the entire study*
She uses such terms as Imitation (of authors) catastrophe 
(ending), in van t ion (ima glnat ion), virtue, vl c^, and' In­
struction* See fe* H* ulbson, op* cit* * p* TS*"
^ Interesting also are sotae articles in The Literary 
Panorama* entitled "Morality of the Knglieh Kovel~sn<4 Romance, 
TlluStrated by Selections of Sentiment, Character and 
Description•" By ^r. Pratt. The major concern her® is 
morality and the terms a re poetic justice* morality, virtue* 
Tl w . useful and tha like. See literary F>aw * T n ,  97- 
T B T T  41T.1BV-260, 1025-1330, XlYf, 61-83J XIV, <525-632, 
977-984. See P. H. Gibson, 0£. olt... p. 77 ff., for 
quotetleas fro* this series#
COFJi.bTIOK
Gazing with some bewilderment upon the great welter 
©T terms In the largely anonymous critic ism of the novel In 
the periodicals (1800-1832), one finally perceives faint waves 
of separate developments, each of which flows into the other.
But underneath all these ripple® rests a great 
unifying body of terns, direct or indirect descendants of 
classical forebears* These unifying terms appear early &rd 
late, little changed In the great reviews and their imitators 
but often considerably altered in the magazines and the week­
lies* Applicable to the author are Imagination* fancy, genius, 
wit* bun or, sense * knowledge, originality, judgment, inven­
tion* power * talent* taste, and inspiration* JUost are used 
Just as in the works of Dryden, Addison, and Johnson* 'There 
is, of course, Ingenuity* a newer synonym for wit* Then 
there are polished, simplicity* mtura1, forceful, vivid» 
fluent * simple * clear* graceful * elegant*-all In earlier 
criticism* To these terms related to style and language, 
there should be added for characterlzafciorts these: consisten­
cy* soeurate * real * universal * propriety* tm tural * discriminated, 
and probables for descriptions and for plots or fables: unity 
(of action or design)', rature * simple * probable, complex, 
verisimilitude * sentimental * beauty, humor, episodic, 
pieturesque* truth* pathos , sensibility, nlnute , mas terljr.
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££$£&• fijiiU&ffti# „ real or reality* passion, sub*
12SL* E£2232SE» terror » pity* moral, m l  eg or laws * poetic 
M I l H *  SS££L» entertaining* pleasant« ending, catastrophe, 
JiMMMPt~all to be found in the poetic criticism by 
Long liras, Sidney, Dryden, Addison, and Johnson* 0£ the 
English erltlca of the past, Johnson is the one most fre~ 
qwenfcly m e n t i m e d  by the reviewers. But, of course, his 
naae appears seldom in comparison with the frequency with 
which Aristotle and Horace are cited* There are some direct 
references to Longinus; a few to Bacon and Sidney and Milton; 
sees to Dryden, Addison, and Reynolds; and very rarely 
references to iordsworth, Coleridge, Shelley, Lamb, and De 
Qjalneey; hut many to Basiltt and Scott* Among foreign 
critics, the names of Voltaire, Rousseau, Corneille, Madame 
de Steel, Boileau, Sehlegel, Schiller, and Goethe appear*** 
nens, however, mf ten* So most of the critical terminology 
is especially similar to that of Dry&en, Addison, and Johnson 
who ewe their terms indirectly to Horace and Aristotle*
fhere are, however, stages of development worthy of 
special attention*
From 1800 to 1815, before Baslitt,e review of the 
appeared in the Kdlnburgh He view and Soott*s review 
af yfafflTti _ in the Quarterly Review* there ia scarcely an im~ 
ueual interpretation of a term* The reviewers tend to 
repeat the terms and theories discoverable from 1*780 to 1SQ0 
la English criticism of the epic and the dram® and, of course 
in that relatively small amount of early criticism upon prose
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fiction, which m s  based in it® turn upon that of earlier 
literary genres• Sense, moral, Invention, knowledge, and 
BfobiH® predoalnete• Genius peeps forth occasionally, usually 
chaperoned by taste, Judgment. or learning* Imagination, 
inspiration* end fancy ere conspicuous because of their in* 
frequent appearances* At times there ere even reflections 
af the habit of the critics of the late eighteenth century of 
centres ting such terms as ideal and real* nature and art* 
y a las and training* wit and humor. The inherited terms and 
their meanings a earn quite adequate for the expression of the 
reviewers* opinions upon the novels of the day. After all* 
real* morals, sentiments * common sense, useful, pleasing* and 
probability very suitably describe novels by Llsria Edgeworth 
and 3usaxi Ferrier* Moreover* Gifford1® review of Karla 'Edge- 
worth,s Tales of Fashionable Life in the Quarterly Review 
for 1B09 is a fairly typical review with respect to terms*
In this review and in others like it* the critics1 selection 
and use of terms mirror their disgust at the excessive senti­
mentality of eosm novels and at the crude sensationalism 
ef the *horror producing0 romances* The terms also indicate 
the critics* reluctance to charge their opinion of the novel 
me a leseer sort of epic* to which the traditional terms of 
eple criticism actually should be applied, Furthermore, the 
terminology reveals that the reviewers* ma^or interests con­
tinue to be those of earlier writers of fiction* namely * prob­
ability and verisimilitude to produce credibility and to enforce 
moral and useful lessons.
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Bat gradually as the novel came to exchange its hiding 
place in a Is ter* s bureau drawer for a very respectable position 
in father *s library, the roviowers made certain modification* 
in their critical terminology. Whether this change Ir terns 
is traceable to the appearance of Sir Walter Scott*s Waverley 
and to his criticism is a debatable point# 3cotfc*s early 
terminalqgy, except for & few figurative expressions, is 
traditional# Of course, Waver ley and subsequent novels by 
Scott, as Dr. Gibson points out, "lifted the novel from a 
long season of notorious decadence*^ and attracted to it 
authors and critics who might otherwise have continued 
to ignore it# These critics were often both poets and 
critics of poetry and drama, who Introduced now terms and 
new interpretations of old terms Into their poo tic criticism.
So Scott Is perhaps Indirectly Influential* There Is also 
to be considered the fact that the combination of dramatic and 
epic qualities discoverable In his novels demanded even of the 
moat conservative critics slight modifications In terns, new 
terms, or a wider selection of terms of ultimate classical 
vintage. His are tbo first novels that have an especial 
affinity with the Greek dramas arx3 epics* The expanse of 
scene, the epic quality of some of his characters, the 
stormy violence and the fatalistic element In some of his 
plots lend themselves, not merely to romantic innovations, 
but also to the use of pure Aristotelian theories. His 
"lower* characters and pictures of common life, moreover,
1
3m B* GIbeon, op. cit., p# 294.
suggest Wordsworthian terms and theories. But Scott’s showier 
novels should not block our view or th© perfection of I’iss 
Austen's plot structure and of her very real characters 
from ordinary life* Her novels perhaps also required some 
modification of the critics’ terminology* Finally, scarcely 
to be overlooked is the publication of ^unlop's History of 
Fiction, the first really comprehensive history of prose 
fiction* a casual examination of ^unlop#a extensive termi­
nology, however, reveals that he, like the other early 
nineteenth-century critics of flotion, tends to repeat late 
eighteenth-century terms, especially Johnsonian ones* His 
organization of material under the headings of "Subject," 
"Disposition* (arrangement of episodes), and "Ornaments" 
(style, characters, sentiments, description) does seem to 
have influenced the reviewers slightly.^
The most probable explanation is that the slight 
evolution of terminology— and It is slight— is an outgrowth 
of that earlier one in poetical criticism. Altered meanings 
and new coinages appear most frequently in the magazines, 
the Monthly Heview. the Quarterly, the Edinburgh, and 
their respective imitators remaining largely faithful 
to Johnsonian and Addisonian terminology* Bven the liberal 
Scott and Hazlltt, who wrote for the great "twin" Hoviews,
* J. C. Dunlop, History of Fiction* 1B15 edition,
It 23.
Introduce fee now terns into the conservative pages of these 
dignified Journals* Scott employs a few figurative expressions 
and emphasised genius* Hazlitt indicates the "esemplactie" 
theory of imagination and the transcendental theory of genius* 
Both insist upon proper eiiiotio-al and artistic effect.
But actually the fcertiirology of both is fairly neo-classical. 
Thus it is in the saagaziros and in the weekly publications 
that the majority of newer terms appear* Throughout the 
period the Gentleman*s imagazlne employs neo-classical 
terms almost altogether but very often, after 1815, 
does not retain the traditional meanings of the words* 
lb© vagueness of expression throughout the last publication, 
however, renders an absolute d e c i s i o n  difficult*
In most magazines, weeklies, and reviews, some faint 
traces of change appear from 1816 to 1819. In Hunt1® Examiner * 
for instance, there is the Wordsworthian consideration of 
language as a sort of emanation of the authorfs personality. 
There is a kind of impressionistic treatment of character 
(divorced from action), by means of which the reader Is led to 
love or hate the fictional personages* Thus one finds such 
terms as love, cold, Indifferent. swoot, pity, and hat®* more­
over, the reaction of the characters In the novel upon one an­
other and the response of the reader to the various characters 
begin to concern the critics. &uch figurative expressions 
appear as this ones tears up the ocean of the mind* Then In 
various publications there Is expressed Scottfs Interest In the
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effect of belief in the supernatural upon characters—  
an interest leading to an increased use of neo-Longinian 
terns like spectral, horror, terror, shudder, and fear. 
along with the customary nature, truth, probability, and 
laws, There is also the insistence that the characters move 
the reader; there are references to a sort of suprasensihle 
invention, to a transcendental genius, to a Kousaeauistic 
nature involving the primal instincts; and, in Blackwood * s. 
there ia an exoclient restatement of the Aristotelian theory 
of catharsis* with such terms as pity, terror, and harmonize 
being used.
Froa 1820-1821, two major trends appear in all 
periodicals. One is toward a pure Aristotelian classicism, 
requiring a more liberal interpretation of classical terms 
in their application to the new genre* Nassau Senior and 
John 3oott exemplify this trend in the Quarterly Review 
and in the London Magazine respectively* The second trend 
shows Wordsworthian influence—  and indirectly the influence 
of Schiller and ^ohlegel. In Talfour&’s articles for Colburn’s 
New Monthly Magazine, this trend (which Is really very slight) 
appears. The critic expresses the theory of man’s natural 
goodness when he is In harmony with universal truth* Although 
these major trends are toward a closer Identification of the 
novel with the older literary forras, there 1b to be noted 
Campbell’s statement, made also in the New Monthly* that 
poetry, aiming at the presentation of th© ideal, and prose 
fiction, aiming at an imitation of real H  including its 
imperfections, are completely and essentially different forms.
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Thus* on« rinds in this magazine th© terms harmony, nature, 
uaiTtaaaI» truth, real, and ideal-** all old terms expressing 
B * w  concepts* or perhaps only denoting old Platonic and 
Aristotelian theories molded to fit th© novel, Then there 
is even in the very conventional periodicals* evidence of 
Toons*s theory of the inexplicable originating genius; and 
there are traces of a sort of transcendental genius* of 
a fancy, and of an imagination similar to Ooleridge*s,
F r o m  1 6 2 2  to 1 8 2 5 ,  th© newer interpretations of 
terms oontinue to be observable; but the bulk of the terminol­
ogy is still similar to that applied earlier to other forms 
of literature, Among the newer terms and tendencies one notes 
the increased use of terms like necessary and purpose applied 
to characters* descriptions* and incidents. To these terms 
indicative of functional relevance* one may add such divers© 
expressions as plaatlo power, worn-out sentimentality, genius 
reacting creatively on Its own materials, hamoniously blend­
ed. Illusion* and these eighteenth-century pre-romantic 
terms: terror, racing, grandeur, shudder, and roaring.
All suggest the new-old theories of such different critics 
as Aristotle* Longinus* Addison* Burke, Reynolds, Coleridge, 
and Schiller#
Throughout the 1825-1828 period, the emphasis is upon 
organic unity or unity of impression. There is continued th© 
use of terms like harmoniously blended, blended Into one 
whole, and harmonious whole—  all perhaps indicating the 
growing influence of Golerldge, There is considerable 
evidence of the effect of Ooler1d^«f 3 eaomplaBtlo imagination
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and ©f his fazg&g* Variations and inversions of his theories 
appear* Prevalent also are such expressions as dreary tone*
S a M  effect, climate effect upon £enlus, varieties
&£ S&SB&&2Z* aD  ^AQjaoo aympathles of men* l^ ven these fair­
ly anassal expressions contain terns used during the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries* Variations 000 in descriptive 
or Halting terms used with the major ones, save perhaps in 
the last rather Wordsworthian expression* Moreover, it is 
always necessary to remember that these variations are departures, 
not the non*
Especially from 1828 to 1832; the tone becomes more 
modern* The terns are more frequently than before oonneoted 
with techniques; with analysis of the means whereby artistic, 
unified effects or special emotional effects may be achieved*
This method of criticism leads to particularization to a 
study of details; also indirectly to references to represen­
tations of all phases of current life, to all sorts of characters* 
There is, then, considerable evidence in terms of the growing 
"democratization” of the novel* There are, moreover, expres­
sions like character development by dialogue* plots following 
denouements, artistic effect * total unity * development of 
mind* details as a means, one whole, art grouping* One 
notes, however, that the major terms in inoat of these 
expressions were once applied extensively to drama and to 
the epic* 3o the reviewers are using descriptive words with 
inherited major terms to express "new-old* or revived theories*
The second method of criticism detectable during these years,
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one oty call the romantic com proberd teg of all —esibrs,clnffiT 
one. It Involves use of universal feeling transcendent 
genius, universal soul, eternal feelteg, enveloping; spirit 
of ns trure. Hie re are. of course, other terms——3<xae merely 
Impressionistic, some harbingers of earning careful analysis 
of fictitious characters* a fee examples of poetic animation of 
the abstract and specific associations with currant life.
Ons finds a spirit and fooling of the scene, a spirit that 
broods, olive groves aade sad, a fancy that feeds upon decay, 
inner and outer life, aggregating fancy, executive genius, a 
genius that hovers» snappy style, ^nd genius {involving ex­
ceptional mental, sensory i-.rsd emoclonal powers) •
During the 1928-1832 period, especially In Black­
wood1 a and In Frssor*s. there arc toms traceable to Schiller, 
Sehlegel, and Wordsworth; more, to Coleridge; but the great 
majority of terns in those and in other periodicals restate 
quite like Johns on1 s. Specifically Indicating, In the case 
of a few reviewers, the dawning realization that the novel 
Is a separate genre are a few of the terms——especially those 
showing the advantages of the novel In presenting breadth 
of scene and In offering greatr opportunity for portrayal 
of the reactions of characters upon one another and their 
responses to ©nvlromental factors* hnlnly toward the close 
of the period, ore finds, too, terms emphasizing th© critics* 
interest In the reader's rouction find disclosing th© reviewers' 
efforts to connect the criticism °f the novel with every day 
life, hllson in Blackwood *g, for instance, represents the
reader as a Jaunty lad, hurrying along on horse be ek through 
Scott’s superlatively interesting but poorly constructed 
Chronicles of Canongate* His 1 fie on rules” attitude 1© 
somewhat typical of that of reviewers in the later laagasinos 
as opposed to that of writers for the quarterly Review and 
the Edinburgh Review, His phraseology is often colorful, 
but sometimes his criticism is scarcely sound* He and many 
other critics at times soem reluctant to admit that to prose 
fiction also should be appliod some basic standard*
In nearly all of the periodicals, however, one notes 
tbs great paucity of new coinages* 111030 reviewers, even 
the liberal onss who plead that the novel must not be tried 
by *epic rules,* have no desire to evolve a separate theory 
of critic Isa and a new set of terms for a now genre* One 
28&st look to la tor critics for tr at« These are content to 
modify existing poetic and drains tic terminology and to re~ 
introduce terns of classical origin that have not for a time 
been In use* They often broaden applications* For instance, 
as the period closes, there Is loss stress upon morals, more 
upon a moral tendency* Critics often assign great importance 
to terms that were relatively unimportant during the time of 
Pope and of Johnson* In general, then, the change in the 
terminology of th® criticism of the novel follows that of 
poetry and drama* Sometimes It lags far behind like a child 
Who loiters behind his mother to admire th© scenery and who 
then must run to overtake his parent* In 1832, however, 
Elisabeth land on wrote:
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Uho that reflects at all can deny that the novel Is th© 
literary Aaron1 s rod that la rapidly swallowing all th© 
rest? It has supplied the place of th© drama— it has 
usurped in its pages pamphlets, essays, and satires.**
Poetry has survived somewhat longer, but is rapidly 
following the fate of its fellows.1
In a like manner has the criticism of th© novel "swallowed" 
earlier terminology* To the very end of the romantic period, 
the critics have turned mainly to preceding criticism of th© 
epic and the drama for their terms. Their acquisitions, they 
have sometimes refurbished, sometimes ornamented by newer 
descriptive terms* Tet across their gains continues to fall 
the lengthening shadow of Aristotle*
1 E* L. Landon, "Romance and Reality,* Westminster
Review* XVI (1832), 213-214*
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